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PREFACE.
THEpublication of this Report so long after the accomplishment of the Expedition to Bham6 and Western Yunan requires
a few words of explanation.
On my return to Calcutta, I had at once to resume my
usual official duties to which others were shortly afterwards
superadded, so that, I was left without any leisure to lake
up the work, except at furtive ink&&, during my byehours, and have never had any opportunity to give it consecutive thought. The portion now published embraces only the
first section of my Report ; the remainder more properly belonging to the appointment I held as Naturalist to the Expedition, and which I hope will shortly follow, has also been
prepared under the disadvantage of not having been continuously worked out, and had it not been that the Natural
History collections were to become the property of the Indian
Museum, I could not have felt it my duty to have attempted
the work.
I n the present section, I have given some chapters relating to the early history of the still little known country
we traversed ; and of its contests with China, largely drawn
as it will be observed from the valuable researches of Colonel
Burney, with the object of bringing into view the important
part Upper Burmah has played in the political relations of
the Chinese and Burmese Empires in byegone years, and
thus indirectly to show for how many centuries Bham6
has been reco,pized as a gateway into China. I have like-

wise indicated the extent of European intercourse with Bhamb
and Yunan from early times, and described the physical
features of the country, its inhabitants, and their customs
and arts.
The chapter on Trade routes may be of interest to commercial men, for I have honestly endeavoured to lay down
side by side the difEculties along with the facilities offered for
trade. The gradients and other measurements I give with
some diffidence, because the instruments supplied to me at
Rangoon were most untrustworthy, and many a time Major
Sladen and I regretted that we had not the means to make
good use of the opportunities our detentions, at leading points
in the route, afforded us for observations.
I n accordance with my letter of instructions, I have
stated all the information I could possibly gather relating to
the probable sources of the Irawady. But considering the distance that Bham8 is below the point reached by Wilcox,
it was not to be expected that much information could be
obtained there, when he, at a higher latitude, and while
investigating its north-western branch, failed to throw much
light upon the sources of the great river of Burmah.
I have allotted a considerable portion of the following
pages to a general narrative of the daily occurrences of the
Expedition from the time of its departure from Mandalay
until its return to Bham8.
I n the appendices, I give some routes, and thermometrical
and other observations, as well as examples of the dialects of
the hill tribes, and I also subjoin a short paper on the stone
and bronze implements of Yunan collected on the Expedition.
The map of the country has been specially executed for
this Report, and it is to be hoped that it may be approximately
accumte, considering the instruments that were available 'for
the observations which were made by Captain Bowers, and
kindly supplied by him to me for the preparation of the map.
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It will be observed that the British Government for
nearly a period of two centuries has been striving to obtain a,
commercial footing at Bham8 or in its immediate neighbourhood, but that the attempts, although apparently at first
attended by a measure of success, were ultimately frustrated.
Now that the recent Expedition has resulted in the Burmese
Government sanctioning the residence of a British representative at Bham8 for the protection of our commercial
interests, it is extremely desirable that every judicious effort
should be made to open to British commerce the great highway to China, by the valley of the Tapeng.
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of Sam-terms arranged for the burned village-presenta
for the chiefs-Sladen
aecurea s KsLhyen interpreterdifflculties of shooting-birds
about our camp-n
new partridge-burned village again-threats of Ponline-a bathing experience--alarm
for my safety-arrival of the Seray Tsawbwa--proposal8 t o take us by hls road-the
Mnnhleo Poogain-his dreaded character-threatened attack-ftiendly letters-suppceed
new monkey-village flre again discwed-Ponline demands more money-conference
of Tsawbwas-mule-hire-Kakhyen
tallies-Sladen exposes Ponliue-Semy's demands
-Kakhyens flre on the camp-Sala and Ponsee qnarrel-Ponline carria off our interpreter-predicament of Bands peopleattempted ascent of mountain above camp
frustrated-visit to Kakhyen burial-gronnd-explore the Tapeng-our cause prospers

'

beyond-a letter from thc Governor of Momien-Kakhycn incidcnt-a sick woman
-Seray, intelligent and friendly-Ponsec asks for presents-pmwnt from a Tenwbwa's
widow-opium-cure
of a Knkhyen-visit of Shan traders-arrival of Burmese-dispenion of our bazaar-suppliers-sacrifice to the n i t s who are consulted regarding our
fate-visit to the Ponsee silver-mines-a Kakhyen r a R c u r i o n s preaent from a Teawbwa'e
widow-Ponline demands 8 mnnnds silver-value of empty beer-bottles-Death's head
P a w m i n e a r r i v a l of official letters i n Chin-news
of Leesetai's defeat-Momicn
messenger-an impostor-breach between the Tsawbwa and hie Pawminea-Scrny's
Pawmines bring mules-.animal life in the neighbourhood-prepare for a start--chamctern of the Ponsee P a w m i n e k c a m a g e insufficient-departure ptponed-failure to get
letters forwarded to Mandalay-letter from Monnguhnay-Yah-a Shun interprets the
Xomien letters- their advice and encourngementremnrkablc hail-shower-thunderstorms-arrival of 30 mules-start resolved for to-momw-more messengers arriveobject of our mission suspected-its nature explained-no signs of a start-visit of
women to our camp-their anxiety to get beads and anna-pieces-red cloth highly
prized-further demand for money-reporta
from Manwyne and Sanda-visit
of
Pawmines for money-a Xmacw-more presents-visits
from sick and blind-more
money naked for-defeat of Leesetai oon6rmed-insincerity of Tsawbwa-circular
wood-amval
letter of Panthays to Taawbwas -Oak-trees-weaving-phosphoreecent
of Burmese for silver-mines--sick people--the Tswabwa a pntieut-ascent of hill
to the mmmit-reported route of Chinese army-lawloo
behind Poneee-road
b r i n g more Chinese letters-the Tsawbwn called to Manwyne-a letter in ArabicKakhyen g a m c - t r a p m o r e visits from women-Sladen's
circular to thc members
of the Expedition-Williams
and Stewart resolve t o return-their
depnrtnre for
Bhnmb-accompnnied by Moungmo--Panthays a t Sanda waiting for ua-prevnlence
of Tmnia solium-Syme's bistoury-Kakhycn boys sent to Williams-camp incidentletter from Mounphuay-Yah-Monngmo's
arrest a t Bhama-his liberation-rocks a t
Ponsce-irrigation-cdtivntion-another
ietter from Panthays-Moungmo's wife put
in the stocks-Sladen writes to the Woon requesting her release-despatch of messengers for mul-their
return, accompanied by representatives of the Shan towns-make
a favourable impression- men despntched for mules-character of Ponline-a friendly
Pnwmine-Deeu Nahomed claimed a s a Knkhyen slave
py. 253 to 286
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CHAPTER XIII.
PONSEE TO MOMIEN.
Scene with Death's-hend-leavc Ponsee-ebandon our tenta-Kingdoung--encounter with
the Taawbwa-gadnw of Mumg-gan-hear of missing property-the
Tapeng vallcy-its
to see ne-greeting of Manwyne officinlsfertility-nnmerous
villages-curiosity
3liantayns-asand-bank allotted for our encampment-an inquisitive crowd-picturesque
costumes-sccommodnted
in the Khyoung-situation
of Manwyne-descriptio~~ of
Khyoung-the bazaar-its
traffic-neatness of Shan qunrters-suburban villageewomen's tobacco-crowds of visitors-shooting exasperating to the great n i t -mowingworahip in the Kbgoung-the priests' pittauw-Sladcn distributes presents-visit to
the Tsawbwa.gadaw-her
house-dre~s-ornamente-~i~a~~earanc+the uu~lsnnmerous patients-excitement a t our dcparture-attuck on tlie mad-Shan guurdssoilwelcome from villagers-Karohoklrk-market-day-rice~fi~1rls-tobacco-~red

Sanda-put n p in Khyoung-description of the Mloongywt+of We Kliyonng-position of Snnda-the
bazaar-Chinese
Joss.house-shops
and stalls-Lcesaws-visit
to the Tsawbwa-his house-dress-appearance and manner-friendliness-his
grandson
-presents-birds
about Sanda-return visit from Tsawbwn-his presents-salute of
guns on oar departure-cross
the Sanda strcnm-enter &Inangla division of d e y hot-springe-magpies and minus-aspect of country-ford the Tapong a t Namonjunction of Tnha with Tapeng-bamboo pavilion on banks of TahbMwanglaconducted to a rnined Chinese Khyoung-a school-description of Muangla-surrounded by villages and Khyounp-account of two Khyoungs-tho Teawbwa-ship
-a regency-annual tribute to Panthays-burial-ground of Tsawbwus-their tombs
-high mountain a t Mnangln-Polwng and Knkhgen villages-aqueduct
for irrigntion-a
gorge-picturesqne
ferry-Monngshuny-Yah arrives with Panthay officials
from Momien-Muangln officinle consign ns to the care of the Panthays-escort
of
the H o t h ~Tsawbwa-a
large trader-the
nuns of Mnnwgne--lave
Mnang:aNahlow-a false mmonr-Kampton-rcpctition
of rumour-scouts sent forwardpami a robbed and wounded tmder-ascend a spur of the Mnwphw mountain-a
splendid view-Shuemnelong monntnin-hnlt a t M a q h o o village-its mined stateproceed under a strong Panthny guard-nrchcd stone-bridges nnd remains of paved
roads-heights manual by Panthays and Knkhyen guards-einergo
on the treeless
Nautin valley-iron-chain suspension bridge over the TahB-reach
Shan town of
Mnangtee-received by a pard-crowds
of
and children-Nanfin-a
walled
town-delapidated
and filthy-visit from the Governor and a hadji-the Tu-tu-du
brings visitom-desire to search our Inggngo- evil reports about it-appenl to Momien
-a new genus of newt-official visit to the To-tu-dn-pass throngh the baznnr-his
house-a salntc-our host dressed as R Mandarin-ailments of villagers-ordera from
Momien to proceed-the governor, Chinese chief and Panthay garrison turn ont to
11id us farewell-music
on the gong-hot-springs-bathe
in thcm-attack
of dacoits
-two officern and a man killed--8 m J m carried off-loads looted-another
attnck
dreaded -appearance of Hasshnenshan volcano-paved path-way-stone bridgc-circn1ar vnlley -Momism-meeting
with the Governor-conductd to a Chinese Khyoung
-law of note-books and sketches-presents for T a s a k o n ~ o u rprocession to his residence-his appearance and dress-cordial reception-the Governor givca the king's
assurance of satisfaction with our miseion-onr advance to Tali discouraged-return
visit of Taankone-.nppearauce of Momien valley-presents from Tasnkoiie-another
visit of Twkone-a feast and tl~entrieals-the magnetic battery-description of the
governor's house-oppressivo hospitality-water-fall
on the Taha-bridgo-summary
justice on thieves-visit
to Governor-the bnmar-visit to the Chinese morchantHotha Tsnwbwa, his pest-wanled to go no distance beyond town walls-construction
of ~-alls-Tah8 raised by water-whecl for irrigntion--Small-pox in camp-visit to the
and Tasnkone
pagoda hill -Phdantra rladeni-splendid view-potatoes-cclcry-Hothn
urge our proceeding to Hot* by Munngln-spectators at brarkfast-Bower's generosity
-Tmnkone rivals it-visit to the chief militnry officer's gnrden-tree-frogs-old
quarry
-mosqnitoes-visit
from the 'I'sawbwa-gndnw of Nulltin-her costume and jewelsbirds-Chinese medicines and styptics-overtnres from Lowqunnfang-rejected-Sladen
declines to play two parts-prohibition of animal food removed-rain-effects
of climate
-wish to change our quwters-not allowed-Taaakone's anxiety for our snfety-a preaent from the governor-death of a collector and of a Kakhyen chief-bcggara-qndour
and dirt-drew and appearnnce of inhabitants-prevalsnce of goitre--&
of peasantry
-mother present from Tasakone-flirtation with a Shan young lady-visit t o water-

fall-Lamloo's nrrivnl-news of Ponline's defcnt by a Tsambwa-gadaw-her distinguishing feature-visit to bazaar-manufacture of copper discs-of jade ornaments-their
value-mineral wealth of the provincc-news of tlle capture and fnll of Yunan cityvisit to Hawshuenshnn vnlley-Shaayduay-a
fine templc-its deities-town of Hawshueushan-bridge-paved
roadway-dine with the chief military officer-n >fnbomedan
-his house -the fecrst-domestic establishment-visit ruins of n large Khyoung-the
Musjid-ear vouchers-departure of the Hothn-Tsawbwn and the Tsawbwa of Muungtee
-festival to the goddess of agriculture-Chiuese
attack Khyto-silver and coppcrerchnnge of presents with military offleer-review of hia troop by Tasakone-his de.
parture-seizure of mules by Chinese-description
of ruined Khyoungs-scbool con.
ducted by a priest-Slndcn visits Tlrwrkone-despatch rend about the fnll of Yunan-its
size-Tasnkone's
estimate of the Cambodin r o a t e - o u r detention by the governor-an
hour in the Khjoung school-ages and tnsks of scholars-visit of Tasnkone-nrrangcs
for our start--presents from Tali stopped a t Sheedin-Tnsakone promises to fonvard
implements
tho presents to Rangoon-theft of mules-dine with Tusakone-stoue
(Appendix C.)-an
escaped cri~uinal-lust visit of Tnsnkone-his desire for tmde-his
presents-letter regarding duties to be levied-preparations
for departure-contempt
.. pp. 257 to 3.10
for natural-history collections-desire for gun-powder
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CHAPTER XIV.
MOMIEN TO HOTHA.

Tile Panthays-porters impressed for our luggnge-wnve an adieu to Tmkone-escort of
two otticinls-a weeping farewell-religious sympathies-adventures on the slippery
roads-a little Chinese girl-two dead men on the roadside-hult a t hot springstnku their tempemture-lcarn of an ambush of Chinese robbers-the Pantbays kill
two-get a fore and renr yard-re-entnmce into Nantin--our old qunrters-the
governor's welcome-news of 60 Burmese a t Muangla to accompany us back -. arrival
of luggage-intentional
disappearance of some-annoyance of Momien officers-a
n i g h t - r o b b e r y - ~ ~pouies
~
gone-get a loan of ponies und set out for Munogb-greeting
of the Tsawbwn-gndaw of hfyneteo-wclcomc of towns-people-escort of Sllan gunrd
-slippery ascent to hfawpboo-size of rivers in the rains-a pleasnnt surprise at
Munngla-Mr. Gordon appears-brings money and n guard of Burmese-suggestiou
to go back to hiomien and return by the Yang-tse-Kinng or by Cuntou-province of
Punan too disturbed to be traversed--our party too large-loss of thermometers-in.
vestments in S11an products-Gordon's
estimnto of tlle Aothn Taawbwa-Panthays
leave us regretfully-numerow peoples and dialects iu Sanda valley -our ponies ofcred
at, a ransom-authorities dwliue assistancc-our advance-ferry on the Tnpeng-exorbitant demands of boatmen-Blondin exploita over mountain streams-Gordoa's pony
-beauty of Sanda valley -warm streams flooded so IW not to be detected-nrrive a t
sandti-our old quarters-we
are robbed-crowds a t the Khyoung-selling
articles
at imposition
-priestly propriety shocked-market-day-Kakhyena-Leesaws-attempt
-a Shan household-visit to Shan and Chinese Khyoungdeities-wooden fishto the limestone bill-the Tsawbwa's idea of the capabilities
paintings-excursion
of our telescopes and field-glasses-my shooting hindered--dread of the evil nEtapplication of medicine to exorcise him from the Tsawbwa-interview with Kakhyens
-a
night alarm and robbery-a Phwugyce suspected-visit to hot-springs-our

guide's explanation of their heat-encounter Icnkhgens nnd Lceenws-wild glen of
the Chalktaw-Guadama'a footprint and tablets-coax a Leesnw girl to part with her
bends-permission to go direct to Hotha refused-go by Yanwpe-offer
to take
ns by the Yolay river-conncil
of hendmen t o investigate the theft-P1ioonggee
charged and ordered to confess-Mnnhleo Poognin to conduct us to Nnnwyne-superstition of the Teawbwa and villngers against survey mensurements-distresving scene
with the Phoongyae's mother-his exeo~~~munication
from tho priesthood-his further
disgrnce-cmwh
of sellers-farewell visit of the Tsnwbwa and his grand-child-exchnnge of presents-n
salute--an escort--rond along the bunds-dcvashtiou from
the floods-fields buried in silt-land-slips-villnge
buried-Mnnwyne-our
old residence-Phoongyees bemme more religious. Death's-head appears-interesting couversation with Phoongyees-Hotha Tsawbwa amves-objects t o our going by his valley-a
Kakhgen chief's necklace-whence procured-we determine to go by Hothn-Knkhyeu
femnle slave-dine a t the Tsasbwn-gahw's-Hotha,
a guest-received by tho lndies
-spectators of the feast-a practicnl illustration of the art of dyeing the finger-nailsHntha's skill in music-The nuns and wniting-mnids bring presents to the Khyoung
-our arrmgemcnta to depart-a message from the nuns-visit their h3young-their
dwelling-house-industry-mangoes
and woman's tobacco-friendliness-tho Tsnwbwn.
gadaw's desire for a portrnit of the Queen-expressions of good will on our depnrture-difficulty of crossing the river-a slough of despond-enormous deposit of silt
--arduous ascent-toll a t Kakhyen villnges-magnificent prospect-a Lceenw villago
-view
of Hotha valley-party
divides-lose
our srny-sleep a t Meutono-a
devout but iuhospitnble Plioongyce-Hothn
vale-paved ronds-bridges-covered
wells-Mnnloi-pegoda
of Burmese type-official reception by Hotlin-accommodated
in his residence-arrival of the rest of our party-extortion a t a Leesnw village-evil
reporb circulated about us-description of Hothn village-two Ts~wbwabhipsi n tho
valley-Hotha
and Latha-the Tsawbwa lenrning Burmese-Poognin and Kiuguin
leave-ask certificates from Sladeu-the Teawbwn's idens of modern inventions-his
domatie economy-arrival of tho Namboke Teawbwa and his Parvmines-Hotha's
liberality and friendliness-the hanr-purchase of dihs-English brond-cloth-liking
dyed
for red flannel-indigo-picturequo
costumes-appearance of women-teeth
black-fire-festivnl of Shans-search for the 6re nit-the Tsawbwa's ladies traffic in
their ornaments, kc.-excursion to Tanycow or 0111 Hotba-pagoda of Comootomy
-a Shan and a Chinese temple, built by the Tanwbwa-description of-solur eclipse
-visit to the hend of Hotha valley-Burmese surveyor goes to survey Nuangwnn
route--the Tsawbwa clines with us-his fnvourite soup-hid qucstioniugs nbout religion
-a Phoonpyce's remark-Hotha tnkes ns to Tsendong-fino Bhuddist Khyor~ngdeceased Pboonggre lying in stnto-return
by Kntcow-temple
dedicated to niitathe hinntni Taa~vb~vaarrives as a lnessenger from the \Yoon of Bhnm8-purpose of
visiting Latha frustrated-the old chief's dread of US
. pp. 341 to 376
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CHAPTER XV.
HOTHA TO B H A N ~ .
.\ffectionate leave-tnking of the Tsawbwa's family-general
good-will mnnifested-the
Tsawbwa escorts us to the boundary of his estate-makes
ns over to the Knkhycn
Teawbwa of Namboke-nspect
of Latlla valley-cross the Nnmsa-Xamboke-hnd

provision for the night-restless
companions-our detention-interchnngo of presents
with the Latha chief-reach Arhn-put np i n Kakhyen honsen-foot-path specially
opened for us--extcnsivo prospect-Ashan
belongs to the Ponsee Taawbwa-slippery
dcsceut to the Namkong-enter another valley-ascend to Bmngwye-the Tsawbwa's
house-his hospitality-doscent
into the Muangkah valley-crossed a ridge t o h a y .
lone-its size and importan-ttention
of the Tsawbwa-the
Mutthin Tsawbwamuster of Tsawbwaa t o accompany us to Bhama-Loaylone, a principal stage on the
embassy route-once a Chinese gamson-remains
of fort--on the usnd mute to
Momien, w i d Mnangwan-Kakhyen tactics delaying departure-meet mulea laden with
cotton and salt from Bhama-pass d i i t road to Hoetone-Mutthin
Tsawbwa t&es
ns round by his villago-a noisy reception-village large and thriving-Hostone-the
Tsnwbwa's house-altars to the dta-compensation
asked for the death of the petty
chief a t Momien-the
Mantai Tsawbwa allures us t o go by his village-qlendid
views from tlie road--liberal hospitality of the Tsawbwa and his ladies-unsafe descent
-primitive bridge over a roaring t o r r e n e t h e flooded Tapeng-the Namthabet-encamp on its banks-extemporise
t e n b for the night-build a raft in tho morning-met
by the Chonngsa of Sit-nga and followera-conduct ns to Nampungn8pcct of country-reach
the Tapeng-two large boata prepared for n a - w a r - h t s
erected for us--overtow us across-met by the moon's private Secretary-pavilion
burden4 with supplies--a contrast-harmoniona settlement with our Kakhyen porters
-1wvc Sit-nga-Chittie-doung-Kd-donng-met
by the Sayay-dawgyee-breadtl~ of
Tnpeng-arrivd a t onr old quarters a t Bhama-prcscnts from the Woon-provisions
given to Kakhycrl Tsswbwas-Knkhycu ceremony of swearing eternal friendsliipdistributed to the T e ~ w b w ~ a - t h y
o1,jcctions lo its celebmtion-orer-ruled-presents
fitire to the hilla-exploration of the Nolay river-size of the Irnwndy in September
-dolpliins-peliwns-bid
filrewall to Hhamb-return to M~~nclnlay
... pp. 377 to 388
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REPORT
ON THE

E X P E D I T I O N TO YUNAN.
CHAPTER I.
THE KINGDOM OF PONG.

INorder to bring prominently forward the very important part which
Bhama and Western Yunan have played in the political and commercial relations of Burmah and China, I propose to record all the information I have been able to gather regarding their early history.
But, before doing so, I will give a brief sketch of an extensive
and powerful kingdom which existed, in Upper Burmah, from the 1st
to the close of the 18th century of our era; and I am led to do so,
because its history is intimately associated with that of the empire of
Ava, and with Chinese aggression in the Shan states (Koshanpyi)
and Upper Burmah. I refer to the ancient Shan kingdom of Pong,
first described in detail by Captain Pemberton.
Captain Pemberton's information was derived from an ancient Shan
manuscript chronicle, which he obtained during his residence at Munipore, and had translated into the Munipore language. From this document it appears that the kingdom of Pong, in the 14th century, occupied the country between the frontiers of Yunan and the hills separating
the Kubo valley from Munipore, extending north apparently to the mountains which bound Assam on the south-east, and south, as far down as the
parallel of 2 3 O 35'. Tradition plnces the ancient capital on the Shuaylee?
Report on Eastern Frontier of British Indie, by Captain Pemberton.
The lorw of the ancient capital of t h b kingdom b obscured by the mists of
antiquity, but the fact that the Chinese were in the habit of de+ating the Moaouog
chief after hir, poee&ons on the Shuaylee, lends e certain weight to the tradition
which e g n s it to the banka of that river.
1

but it appears that aRer its capture by the Chinese, about the middlc
of the 14th century, a new city was founded on the banks of the
Namkong, on the western side of the Irawady, to which the name of
Muangkung was given. According to the chronicle quoted by Pemberton, the ancieut capital existed as far back as the 80th year of our era.
The influence of the Pong kingdom, on the neighbouring s t a t , ,
began to be most felt in the reign of Sookampha, who ascended the
throne in 777 A.D. He subdued all the countries to the east of his
capital, up to the confines of China, and carried his arms into Cachar,
Tiplwah, and Munipore. His brother, Samlongpha, who commanded
his armies, appears to have been a humane and enlightened prince, for
\re are informed that hc pitied the wretchedness of the M u n i p e m s ,
remitted their tribute, and devised means for the melioration of their
social condition. He invaded Assam, 1 and succeeded in establishing his
brother's supremacy, but he did not return bo Pong, as a conspiracy
was formed to destroy him. He was joined by his wife, and son,
Chownakhun, and the latter is said to have been the h e d of the subsequent dynasty of Assam. From these facts, it is evident that, even at
this early period, Pong was recognized as a powerful Sheu kingdom wit11
a large territory.
Captain P e m h t o n states, " that although the Siamese, and the
people of Lowa Shan who speak the same language, unite in representiug
themselves as descended from the Taee-lon or & p a t Shans who formed
this kingdom, that scarcely even its name has hitherto beell known." I
find Du Halde, however, making the following reference to a great Shan
kingdom. He says :-" The Siamese have often been h e a d to say, that
to the north of Siam therc was a nation which had the same religion,
customs, and language with themselves, and that they received their
own from them, aud even their name, since the dominions of that people
were called the great kingdom of Siam. e " Du Halde, however, referred
this lungdom to Lassa, on what appears to me to hare been very insufficient grounds. His only reasons for conveying it into the very heart of
McCosh, in his Topography of Besam, in accounting for the orib.in of the
heamem, suggests that they migrated early in the 13th century from some momtninous country on the borders of China, and took Assam by conquest. " They were
&led Ahoms, and spoke and wrote almnguage different from that of the conquered, and
lrnd a gstem of religion peculiarly their own. They a h beef to the horror of the
lIindws, and pork to the execration of the Mussulmans ; cats, dogs, rats, and 10~ust.a
were considered ar, dniutiee, and spirituow liquors formed an essential article of fare."
1'. 14.
A Description of tlic Empire of China, by Da Hdde, vol. i, p. 62.
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Tartary mere, that the Siamese considered themselves to be the samc
people as the Tay-~ays of the Chinese, and because tho kingdom ww
said to be governed by priests, and Lassa being under the supreme pontiff
of the Lawas, he considered it likely that the country which the Chineso
call T a y - ~ a was
~ s the Lassa of the Tartars. The authors of the Universal History, in treating of this subject, remark that "there is no
manner of occasion for removing Tibet out of its place, in order to
account for this singularity, since it is enough to suppose that one of
the kh~ctuktaaor deputies of the Great Lama resided formerly in these
parts. " But even this supposition is uncalled for, as the country of
the Tay-yays or great Shans is the Koshanpyi, or nine Shan states,
which are described as lying to the west (north-west and north) of
Mohung-leng (Muangleng), the capital of one of the chief Laos states,
to tho east of the present capital of Burmah. Du Halde d e s c r i b
it as situated on both sides of the Menan-tay or Menanlays river,
which, he supposed, emptied itself into the Menankay or river of
Siam. The Laos city, Mohung-leng of Du Halde, appears to be the
Muanglam or Maingleng-gyee4 of the maps, 3 degrees of longitude to
the east of Ava, and nearly on the same parallel, 22 degrees of latitude,
with that city. On the most recent map of this part of the Burmesc
frontier, compiled at tho Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta, in 1867,
Muanglam is situated on both banks of a stream called the Melam,
which falls into the Cambodia. If I am correct in hazarding the opinion
that Du Hdde's Mohung-leng is the Maingleng-gyee of the maps,J
the kingdom of the great Siams probably comprised that extensive
tmct of country to the north-west and north of Maingleng-gyee, on
thc right and left banks of the Irawdy, between the 21st and
Tay-ynys in the Universal History,vol. vii, p. 135, is interpreted aa tho Great
Freemen or Franks.
Loc. at vii, p. 136.
a Du Halde was in error in making the Xenanlny fall into the Menankong.
H e describes the &fenanlay as descending towards Mohung-Kimnrat, aud thon
towards the river of Siam. Now, the position of Mohnng-Kimarat (Kiangtnw) is well
eatabliahod. I t is situated to the south of Mohung-leng (Maingleng-gyee) at solno
distance to the west of the Cambodia, and the river, on which Mohung-leng stands, first
flows to the south, in the direction of &tohung-Kimarat, and then to the enst to reach tho
Cambodia, into which it fells on the esme parnllel as Kiangtnng (Mohung-Kimsrat).
4 I n connection with the Siamese tradition that the ancient kingdom was governed
by prieste, it in worthy of remark that tho Sanscrit name of Mningleng-gyee, Beikkaralo, hns been rendered Bhikshurashtra,-" The redm of Saints." Yule's Ava
y. 314.
find that Yulc and 31acleoJ. have nrrived at the same conclusion.
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26th parallels of latitude, and stretching from the 95th to the 100th
degree of east longitude. The whole of this area supports a Shan
population. I t appears to me that Du Halde had this large territory
in view when he speaks of the Mohung Koshanpyi as lying to the west
of Maingleng-gyee. Mohung is evidently the Shan word "Muang,"
meaning a city or county, and " Koshanpyi" may be translated as the
nine Shan states, and he proceeds to say that this Mohung Koshanpyi,
to the west of Maingleng-gyee, "was formerly inhabited by a certain
people called Tay-yay, who possessed a kingdom of so great extent
that it required three months to travel round it." After the middle of
the eighth century, the Pong kings extended their conquests far to the
emt, and this, along with such other considerations as these-that the
Shan principalities extend as far as the Cambodia, that all the cities and
towns, as far as that river, have Shan names, and that the Chinese
conquest of the Cis-Cambodia states dates from the middle of the
13th century, entitle us to conclulde that the Cambodia, prior
to the 13th century, was tho eastern limit of the Pong territories.
It would include, therefore, all those states which are known as the
Koshanpyi, and which do not lie to the west of Maingleng-gym aa
stated by Du Halde, but nearly due north. But ns the territory to the
wed of Maingleng-gyee formed part of the same kingdom with the
Koshanpyi, Du Halde was not in error in describing it as the Muang of
the Koshanpyi. Up to the middle of the 15th century, we find
the Chinese styling the Pong kings after their possessions,Muangmo, on
the Shuaylee, one of the nine Shan states.' Now, as I have already
stated, tradition assigns the ancient capital Manlong (Muanglong) of
the Pong kings to the banks of the Shuayleee, and this, taken
in connection with the fact that a town of that name still exists in
The following states appear to have formerly constituted the Koshanpyi of the
Chinese :-Bham8 (Tsinggai), Muangmo, Muangwan, Muangmah(Kaingmah, Yaingmah), Latha, Hotha, Ganda, Muangla, Muangtee. Yule, in his enumeration of the Shsn
states, mentions one which he writes Tsiguen. The similarity between Taiguen and
Tsinggai or Singgaitswn, aa it ia sometimes written, the Chinese name for Bham8, is
remarkable, and aa I am not aware of any Shan state called Tsiguen, I am inclined to
believe that it refera to BhamB. Buchanan Hamilton, I find, who is my only other
authority for the Chinese name of Bham8, spelt it exactly as I have done, &sing,
however, tsaen. That Bham8 was once a Shan state is evident from the fact that the
territory of the Shan states extended aa far south as Katha on the Irawady. But we
have better evidence than this, for the Tsawbwa of that district described it to
Buchanan Hamilton as one of the nine Shan principalities of Upper Burmah. As a
consequence we have the term Koshanpyi extended to that part of the valley of the Irawdy, which, there can be little doubt, wns at one time a portion of the Pong kingdom.
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that valley, in the Muangmo state, suggests that there must be some
truth in the tradition.
The inhabitants of these small semi-independent states are one in
race and language with the Shan population on the western bank of
the Irawady,' which seems to me to be evidence of a kind entitling us
to infer that the Cis and Trans-Irawadian sections were once the members of a common kingdom.
It is true that the western Shans, residing in the open valley of the Irawady, have lost many of the distinctive
customs of their ancestors from their intimate association with their
Burmese conquerors, and the fact is recorded that they adopted the
manner of tying the hair and the dress of the latter people so far back
as 1596 A.D. On the other hand, however, in the high secluded valleys
to the east of Bhrtma, some of which are almost walled in on every
side by high mountain ranges, we find the Shan race in its purity, preserving its ancient civilization, and the peculiar national costumes which
are in such marked contrast to those of the Chinese and Burmese. The
position of those people in high mountain valleys has been their safeguard
against the introduction of Chinese and Burmese influence in sufficient
force to modify the race.
There is one fact mentioned. in the Shnn chronicle which favours
the view I have taken regarding the probable eastern limits of the
In opposition to the above etstement I have to reproduce Buchanan Hamilton's
opinion which is diametricslly opposed to it. He writes,-" I have strong reasons
(which, however, are never stated) to think, h m verbal information received through
the slave ta the heir-apparent, that all the Shans on both banks of the Irawady, as
well as of the Kyendwen, were originally of the same rsce calling themselves Tailung,
and differing somewhat from the Shanwas who inhabit the country between the proper
temtory of the Burmans and the Salween river." My own experience ia that the
Tailungs are only a fraction of the population to the east of BhamB, and that, physically,
they have a greater resemblance to the Burmese than to the Shana The Poloungs
occur chiefly to the south and east of the Shuaylee.
2 Martini, writing about the town of Yunchao, mentions a great kingdom of
Kinchi, which formerly existed in the TransIrawadian Shnn states, and of whiclr
Yunchan waa formerly the capital. Marsden's Marco Polo, p. 437, note 852. The
same author refers to a remarkable cnstom, which the inhabitants were said to have, of
covering their tedth with plates of gold; and he observes " qu'on appelle Kin-chi, c'est
i dire, aux denta d'or ;" and he further remarke, " d'autres qui ae plaiaent B avoir lee
dents fort noires, qu'ils peignent avec du vernis, ou bien avec quelque autre droque."
Now, it ia highly interesting to observe that the custom of blackening the teeth is
still universally prevalent among the women of the Shnn valleys, as it is thought to
add greatly to their charms. I t must be borne in mind, however, that a similar
prsctice was in vogue in Burmah up to within the laat few years, and may still exist
in some plecea.
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Pong kingdom,' viz., that in 1332 A.D., they were conterminous
with the Chinese frontier. About that year, Captain Pembcrton states,
"some disagreements, originating in the misconduct of four pampered
favouritea of the Pong king, led to a collision between the frontier
villages of his territory and those of Yunan. An interview between
the kings of Pong and China was appointed to take place at the town
of Mongsee, which is mid to be five daysJ distance from Mongmaorong,
the capital of P ~ n g . ~ We
'
cannot overlook the circumstance that
Muangsee (Main-,
Burmese) is the Shan name of Yunan city, the
capital of the province of that name, distant about seven days' march
from Ule Cambodia, and the head-quarters of the viceroy. 3 It seems
probable, therefore, that Yunan city was the scene of the interview, and
what could be more likely than that the weaker prince should repair to the
capital of his more powerful neighbour to arrange the misunderstanding
which had arisen between the two kingdoms by the aggressive acts of his own

I t was not till aftor I had formed this opinion, and written the above, that I
discovered the following passage in Captain Pembertan's Enstern Frontier :-" Of
that portion of Yunan extending from Talioo in latitude 25"U1~"
and longitude
100°13'36" east of Greenwich, to the Burmeee frontier, little or nothing has been
added to the notices found in the hands of Manx, Polo, and from his accounts, there
can be little doubt that all that portion of the province west of the Lu Khyoung, or
Salween river, originally formed part of the Shan dominions, from which it was probably wrested during the early p& of the thirteenth century; even beyond this line
traces of Shun influence are found in the term 'Muang' applied to many of the cities
east of the Lu Khyoung, and which is the pure Shan word for city. The name
Karnzan which Marsden justly supposes would be pronounced Kala Shan by the
Chinese, and which Marco Polo applies to the country between Talifoo and Yunchanfoo, tends greatly to strengthen this belief of Shan supremacy ; and in describing
the manners and habits of the inhbitanta of the next province of which the capital
is Vochang or Yunehnn, many most striking wincidcnces are found between then1
and those of the Sham of the present day, living in the valleys between the Irawattee
and Ningthee rivers," pp. 136-137. There is a Shen Taawship a short way to the
south of Yunchan called Tumkhun, and while we were a t Momien, the chief wna introduced to us as a person of importance.
Pemberton identifies Mogoung with Mongmaorong, but it appears to me that
the latter word is so much more closely affined to Nuanglong that his identification
cannot well be adhered to, and that it is much more probable that Mongmaorong and
Mnanglong refer to the first capital, and Mogoung to the lnat metropolis of Pong.
The city of Nomien was stated to me to be between 400 and 500 g e m old, and
to have been built by the governor of Yunchan by the order of the king of Manshi.
Manshi, X think, a n be no other than Maqji, the southern division of the Chinese
empire mentioned by Mamo Polo, and which Marsden supposed to have embraced
the astern part of Yunan. This city waa thereforo built, in all probability, imrnedirrtt.ly after the Chinese ronq~t~st
of the Trans-Imwadinn frontier of Pong.

subjects ; for, howcver powerfill the Pong kingdom may have been at this
period, it was ltss than some of the provinces of the pat empire of China.
Any attempt to map out the probable southern limits of Pong on
the left bank of the Irawady, during thc reign of Sookampha, is beset
with almost as much conjecture as has attended the investigation into it8
likely eastern range. It is worthy of note that Old Pagan, the
Burmese capital, which had been built in 107 A.D., almost on the
ruins of the ancient city of Tagoung, and after the full of Prome,
appears to have been removed about this time to Tsagwin, on the right
Lank, about 115 miles further south. The explanation may be hazudtd
that it succumbed to t,his Shan king when he w a s carrying his victorious
arms from the eastern countries bordering China to the conquest of the
western independent states. The proximity of Old Pagsn to Pong,
and the circumstance that the destruction of the former happened while
the latter state was in the height of its ascendancy, is suggestive a t
least of the interpretation which I have put on the coincidence of the
two events. The Shans, however, did not annex Tagoung, for it is
mentioned in the Burmese chronicle as a jaghir of the Tagoung kingdom
in 1363 A.D., and governed by a lineal descendant of the Tagoung and
T w i n kings. The Shuaylee was in all probability the southern limit
of the Pong kingdom a at this period, although in after years the Pong
kings are said to have invaded Sinm on two occasions. On the right
bank of the Irawady, it stretched from the Kubo valley in the south to
the borders of Amam in the north.
About the middle of the 14th century (1333 A.D. ?), according
to the chronicle, this extensive kingdom became embroiled in wars with
China and Burmah. The Chinese, after a war of two year$ duration,

'

'

Nweyen, a town a short way to the south of BhamO, waa the capital of the
Shakya kings prior to Tagonng, and it haa been identified with the ancient city,
Manroya.-Yule's Ava, p. 16.
I am borne out in this conjecture by the fact that Katha on the right bank of
the Irawady was once the southern limit of the Shan states (Pong). I n after times,
however, it appears even to have been carried as far south aa Tsampenago. I believc
that even so recently ns 1836, we find a kind of recognition of the old boundary line
bctween the two kingdoms of Pong and Ava in what Captain Hannay relates regarding the navigation of the Irawady between Ava and BhamB. He mentions that no
foreigners except t,he Chineee are allowed to navigate the Irawady above the Choki of
Tsampenago, situated about 70 miles above Ava, and no native of the country even is
permitted to proceed above t,hat part, excepting under a special license from the
government. Buchanan Hamilton also states that the Shan who supplied him with
the mnterirrls for his map reckoned Tsempenago ns the uppernost Burman town on
the Iraw.dy.-Ed., P h i l . J u u r n . , vol. iv, p. 84.
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captured the capital, and the king, Soognampha, and his eldest son,
fled to Ava for protection, and his queen, with two of her sons, sought
refuge among the Kamptis to the north. The queen returned a h r two
years and established another capital, and the circumstance that the
chronicle is careful to record that it was founded on the Namkong or Mogoung river, seems to imply that the locality was a new one. This supposition is strengthened by the fact that the Burmese chronicle, in referring to the conquest of Pong, which it claims to have been effected by
Burmah in 1442 A.D., states that the Chinese had been at war with the
Muangmo (Shuaylee) chief for several years before the latter event.
There can be no doubt, however, regarding the identity of these events,
although there is the discrepancy of nearly a century between the two
amounts. There is the distinct statement in the Shan chronicle that
about the period above-mentioned, the capital of the Pong kingdom was
captured by the Chinese, and in the Burmese chronicle that, prior to
the conquest of Mogoung by Burmah, the Chinese had been at war
with the Muangmo chief for several years. If my determination of
the locality of Muanglong be correct, the war, in which Pong was
engaged with China shortly after 1333 A.D., was carried on in the
Shan states to the east of Bham8. .Viewed in this light, we appreciate the details which the Shan chronicler has recorded regarding the
rise of the new capital, Muangkung, on the right bank of the Irawady,
on the Namkong river ; and the circumstance that the fugitive queen,
on her return, selected a site on the right bank of the Irawady for her
capital, seems to indicate that her Trans-Irawadian possessions had been
irrecoverably lost.
Before proceeding further, I must refer to a discrepancy of 60
years between the Shan and Chinese chronicles, the latter ascribing
events to 60 years earlier than the former. I do so, because a Chinese
war on the Trans-Irawadian Pong states is referred by the Shan
manuscript to about 60 years later than the well-known invasion
of Western Yunan and Burmah, recorded by Marco Polo as occurring in 1272 A.D. We have seen that the conference between the
king of Pong and the viceroy of Yunan which, according to the
Shan chronicle, was held at Muangsee in 1332 A.D,, arose from
ccrtrtin aggressions which had been committed on the Chinese frontier by
the subjects of Pong. The Chinese, shortly after this conference,
determined on subjugating the Pong dominions; and in connection
1

Colonel Phayre.-As.

Soc. Journ.,vol. u x , p. 379.
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with this and the causes that led to the conference, it is interesting to
observe, what Marco Polo relates, that in 1272 the Grand Khan sent
an army into the countries of Vochang * and Karazan 9 for their protection
and defence against any attack that foreigners might attempt to make."
There can be very little doubt but that this was the army which afterwards captured the Pong capital, reduced the Shan states (Koshanpyi)
to Chinese subjection, and over-ran Burmah as far south as Taroupmyo
(Chinese point) below Prome.
The Koshanpyi, from the time of the Chinese conquest up to the
invasion in 1863 by the Mahomedan rebels, appear to have been tributary
to China. The Burmese, however, claim to have annexed them with
varying success in the 11th century, 1562, and 1765, and they have
a tradition that they once held the country as far as Momien. 8 The
Chinese, however, have never recognised that the Burmese had any right
to the Shan states, and in 1769 when the generals of the two kingdoms
were settling the north-eastern boundary of Burmah, and the Burmese
general claimed the Shan states as part of his territory on the ground that
they were conquered in 1562 A.D. by the Peguan King, Tshenbyu-myayen, (the Lord of many White Elephants), the Burmese pretensions
were disposed of by the Chinese generals in a very off-hand manner.
The latter allowed that the king of Pegu had advanced on that occasion
Manx, Polo describes Karazan as lying 10 days to the west of Talifoo (Yachi),
and Kardandan as 6 days in a westerly direction from Karazan. From the facte that he
makes Vochang the capital of Kardandan, and in describing the people of that province enumerates certain cuetom, such as, the blackening of the teeth, the use of
notched tallies, and the practice, in the w e of illnese, of consulting sorcerers into whom
the evil spirit (niit) was supposed to have entered, and all of which am striking characteristic. of the Shans and Kakhyem of the present day, I am led to identify Kardandan
with Shan states to the east of Bhamb. Marco Polo, however, appears to have mixed
up Burmese with Shan cristoms, for he describes tattooing, which is unknown in the Shan
statea to the east of Bhamb, and has probably always been eo, as they 81.e a well-clad
breeches-wearing people. This identification receives further confirmation from the circumstance that Marco Polo makes Kardandan conterminous with Burmah, which, he
MYB,is reached by a vast dement of two days and a half in which no habitations am to be
found. This is a wondexfdy accurate description of the descent over the Kakhyen hills to
the Burmese plain, a journey of two days and a half, in which very few villages are seen.
1 It is worthy of special note that the lo*
range of mountains to the east of
Momien ie known se the Kanazun, which has so remarkable an affinity to Karhzan
that I cannot but regard the two terms as identical.
8 Martini states that Momien was formerly known to the Chinese as the Fort
of Mien-Mien being also the Chineee name for Burmah. He does not say, however,
that the fort was comprised in Burmah, but states distinctly that it was anciently
included in the territories of "Siian," but was wrested from that kingdom by the
Yuena dynaclty. See Yule's Av3, note a, p. 169.
B
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as far as Hotha and L a t h , and had built pagodas in that valley, but
refused to acknowledge that he ever retained any hold on the country,
and facetiously reminded the Burmese that the Chinese army had on one
occasion advanced as far as Taroupmyo. I n the country I visited to the
east of Bhamb there is little or no evidence of Burmese influence, and
that language is little understood, while on the other hand every Shan
and Kakhyen talks Chinese, eats with chop-sticks, and has a rudimentary or well-developed pig-tail.
But to return to the history of Pong. After the loss of its KOshanpyi provinces, it was suficiently powerful in 1364 to attack and destroy the Burmese capital of Tsagain. The Pong king at that time was
the youngest son of Soognampha, who, with his eldest son, had fled for
protection to Tsagain when their capital, Muanglong, had been captured by
the Chinese, and to whom they had been treacherously surrendered by
the Tsagain king. The sack of his capital was to avenge this treachery.
The destruction of Tsagain is fully verified by the Burmese chronicle, which
states that the Shans not only destroyed it, but the city of Penya as well.
I n 1475, the Pong King, Soohoongkhum, and the Rajah of Munipore, conquered the rebel prince of Khumbat, and re-settled the boundary
line bctween the two countries, * selecting the Noajeeree hills between
the Kyendwen and Moo rivers as the western limit of Pong, and the
Meeyatoung or Meeya range as its southern boundary. A famous
mangoe tree between the Noajeeree hills and the Kyendwen marked the
northern boundary.
Soohoongkhum was succeeded in 1513- 14 by his son, Soopengpha,
in whose reign, according to the Shan chronicle, the Burmese, for the
first time, invaded Pong, but from subsequent events, i t is evident that
its vitality, as an independent kingdom, was not much dected by the
Burmese invasion.
Soopengpha, in 1526, retaliated on the Burmese, and over-ran Ava
as far south as Toungoo and Prome, destroying the capital, and killing
the king, and the Burmese chronicle states that Shan princes at this
period reigned for 19 years in Ava.
Col. Burney, in a note on this subject, states that the ground on which the Burmese
claimed Hotha and Lathe was precisely the same as that on which they founded, in
1837, thou right to the Kubo valley, Munipore, and even to Chittagong and Dacca.
2 The first Burmese conquest of Pong is stated to have taken p
b in 14.42, but
the Munipore chronicle places it 70 years later. Thew is no doubt, however, that
this settlement of territory between Pong and Munipore was made after the conquest
of the former state by the Burmese.
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Soopengpha was succeeded in 1568 by his son, Sookopha, who, on
two occasions, invaded Siam successfully, and captured four white elephants. The tide of good fortune, however, turned against him in
following years, and the Burmese were once more in the ascendant in
Pong. They invested his capital, and he fled for safety to Kampti, where
he was treacherously betrayed to the Burmese by two of his slaves.
His son, Chowkalkhum, is said to have ascended the throne in
1587, with a resolve to avenge the misfortunes of his father. He invaded
Ava as far as Myedu, but meeting with a Chinese army which was
attacking Burmah at that time, 1592, he was defeated and slain.
The Burmese chmnicle records that, about 1601, the Tsawbwa of
Bhamd set himself up as ah independent chief, and attributes his doing
so, to the fall of the empire of Pegu. It appears, however, to be more
probable that the gradual decay of the Pong empire was the real cause,
for there is no historical evidence to show that Pegu ever retained any
hold on the countries it invaded in 1562, and if the events of 1568 and
1587, detailed in the Shan chronicle, are no myths, they corroborate
this view of the Bhamd TsawbwaJsindependence.
The kingdom of Pong, after the death of Chowkalkhum, degenerated
into little more than a B u r ~ ~ e sprovince.
e
Their so-called kings
by
the
emperors
of
Ava,
between
1662 and 1672,
were appointed
from their own court, but between the latter period and 1734, the
succession waa again bestowed on the lineal descendants of the Pong
sovereigns.
A few years before the distinguished Burmese Emperor, Alom~ra,
(1752) commenced his brilliant reign and conquests, the princes of Pong
struck a last but unsuccessful blow for the independence of their
country, and with the powerful assistance of the warlike Rajah of Munipore, Gureeb Nuwaz, they ~roclaimed a Pong prince as king at their
capital on the Namkong. He reigned for a few years, and was succeecled
by Chowkhoolseng, the last of the long line of kings who reigned
over this once extensive kingdom. This prince succumbed before the
arms of Alompn, and with his fall the ancient kingdom of Pong ceased
to esist.

CHAPTER 11.
WBRS BETWEEN BURMAH AND CHINA.

I PROPOSE now to give a rapid sketch of the wars between Burmah
and China, in order to show the important position which the t d e routes
hold in the history of the two nations. 1 The first capital recoded in
the Burmese chronicles is Tagoung, on the left bank of the Irawady,
about half-way between Mandalay and Bham6. From its position,
a little over 30 miles to the south of the mouth of the Shuaylee, it
commanded the Momeit route which proceeds up the valley of that river
to Muangmo, to which point the stream is said to be navigable for small
boats. That city, according to the Burmese chronicles, w d destroyed
before the Christian era by the Tartars and Chinese, but another, called
Pagan, rose almost on its ruins. I n the reign of the third king of Pagan,
between A.D. 166 and 241, the Chincse again invaded the valley of
the Irawady, but were signally defeated by the Burmese.
Little or nothing is known of the history of Old Pngan. I t appears
to have been founded about A.D. 107 by one of the princes of Prome who
fled to Upper Burmah on the fall of the Prome empire.* Towards the
close of the 8th century, it seems ta have been deserted aa the seat of
government for another city of the same name 200 miles down the
Irawady. The foundation of the most ancient pagoda in this city
carries us back to A.D. 850. It is worthy of note-and it can hardly
be regarded as a mere coincidence-that the apparent desertion of Old
The materials for the above accounts are a h o a t exclusively derived from Colonel
Burney'a Translations of the Burmese Chroniclea. As. Soc. Journ., voL vi, p. 121, et seq.
I visited the site of Tagonng and old Pagan both on my upward and
downward journey on the Irawady. On the latter occasion I determined to satisfy
myself if any ruins existed, and landed abont the middle of the river-face of the
ancient city of Pagan with a strongparty of men, headed by a Burmeso from Tagoung,
ae o m guide. We out our way for about a mile through a dense low jungle interspersed
among fine forest treee. Bricks met us at every step, but with the exception of
occasional low mounds of brick-work covered with a luxuriant vegetation, there ia no
further trace of ruins. The sites of the two cities lie side by side. Prom Pagan
we crossed an immense masa of ancient brick-work said to be the wall of old Tagoung.
..
The ruins of the latter city, we were assured, were in the same condition as those of
P m n , mere brick heaps overgrown by dense jungle. It is a matter of great regret to
me that I had neither the time nor the appliinces to open any of the mounds, for they,
in all likelihood, contain objects of great hintorical and antiquarian interest,
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Pagan for asother city of its own name, so far to the south of it, should
have happened at the time when the Pong kingdom, in Upper Burmah,
was in the zenith of its power. I cannot but connect the events, and
explain the forsaking of old for New Pagan on the theory that it was
brought about by the conquests of the Pong kings.
I n the 11th century (1017-1059),
the wars between Burmah
and China originated h m a desire of the king of New Pagan, Anbrath&-mengzb, to possess rt tooth of Guadama, which was preserved with
great veneration in a shrine in China, and the chronicles state that he
invaded China for the object of appropriating it. The souvenir of the
saint, however, declined to leave the celestial empire, and its declinature
marks the date of the commencement of a series of devastating wars
between the two countries. The statement that the Burmese king
invaded China appears to be inaccurate, for he is recorded to have resided
with the emperor of China on the most friendly terms, and to have
been feasted daily with viands, sewed in vessels of gold and silver, which
he presented on his departure to the teacher of the emperor, with the
pious request that offerings should be made in them daily to the venerated
tooth. It is difficult to arrive at a correct estimate of the nature of the
visit of the Burmese king to China, but it is remarkable that the
emperors of China, in after years, demanded vessels of gold and silver
from the kings of Pagan as tokens of their tributary subjection, and
that when they were refused, they invariably enforced their demands by
an appeal to arms. Nearly a11 the wars between the two kingdoms are
to be attributed to the determination with which China exacted the
presentation of these tokens of tributary subjection.
The first of these wars occurred in A.D. 1284, when a Chinese-Tartar
army marched against Pagan to enforce the tribute which had been
He founded the Shnay-zeegong pagoda at New Pagan.
The Chinese appear to have had many relica of the kind in the 9th century,
for Gutzlaff mentions that Heen-bung, A.D. 819, a very wise emperor of the Tuns
dynasty, having heard that there was a finger of Buddha in Shensi, caused tho
precious relic to be transferred in great state to his capital; and sixty-five years
later, E-bung, another king of the same dynaaty, discovered another bone of Buddha,
and brought it to his cnpital. Mr. Beal, in his introduction to the travels of Fah-hian
and Sung-ynn, the Buddhist pilgrim (London, 1869), mentions that when thie bone waa
being escorted under the care of mandarins to the capital by the order of the emperor,
one of the Chinese ministers remonstrated with his royal master aa follows :-" Why
should a decayed bone, the filthy remains of a man long dead, be introduced to the imperial residence P As for Buddha, he braved his vengeance, and defied his power to inflict
punishment." The minister was banished to the province of Canton, but he was ultimatPly
converted, and became a sincere diiiple of Buddhism. See Du Halde, vol. i, p. 200.
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reby the Burmese three years before, when they put to death the
members of the Chinese embassy who had been sent to receive it. From
the position of Pagan and the history of the routes followed by the
Chinese armies of invasion in after years, we might be led to suppose it
probable that this force advanced by Theinnee, but bearing in mind
that the Chinese had resolved at the same time to subdue the TransIrawadian Pong states, and that they succeeded in doing so, it seems
more likely that the Tartar hordes reached the Burmese plain by the
.valley of the Shuaylee. Their army was commanded by the Mahomcdan General, Nestardin ; and Marco Polo relates that when the king of
Bengala and Mien1 (Ava) heard of the arrival of the Tartar force at;
Vochang and Kaman, he sent a large army against it, but the Tartars,
having reached the plains before the Burmese had been put in motion,
intrenched themselves in a strong position, and ultimately defated the
king of Mien, and annexed the whole of his dominions. g The Burme98
chronicles, on the other hand, while they acknowledge that the country was devastated as far as Taroupmyo to the south of Prome, make
it appear that the Chinese only over-ran the country, and then retired,
hard pressed for supplies. There are no facts besides these, as far
as I am aware, to prove that Burmah ever was tributary to China in the
ordinary acceptation of that term, but it should be remembered
that the Chinese emperors have always asserted their superiority to
the Burmese kings, by insisting that the two countries should " transmit
and exchange affectionate letters on gold once every ten years," supporting their ret tensions by force of arms. Besides, in all the communications which have passed between China and Burmah, the kings of the
latter country have been addressed as younger brothems The relations
1 I n a note in Marsden'e M m Polo, it is stated that in the Basle edition of the
great traveller's work, the words are " rex Mien et rex Bengala," but Marsden inclines
the opinion that only one personage is intended, who might at that period have
s ~ l e dhimself king of Bengala as well as of Mien, from the circumstance of his
having conqnered some eastern dishicts belonging to Bcngal. The fact that tho
Burmese have, 6n more than one occasion, claimed temtory so far west of their capital as Dacca, supports Marsden's supposition.
V t is highly probable that this refers to the conquest of that part of the Shan
kingdom to the east of the Imwady.
8 The Chinese, during Lord Macartney's mission to Pekin, informed S
i
r George
Staunton that Siam, Ava, and P e p were tributary to China. It may prove of interest to note, in connection with the position which the Chinese assigned to Ava in
1787, that even the Burmene government itself wes afraid that the Chinese might
betray it into a position which might be construed into one of tributary subjection.
What gave rise to this suspicion mas thnt the emperor of China presented the TsawLmo
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of Burmah to China, at'the period of which I am writing, are further
illustrated by what followed in A.D. 1300. I n that year, K y a - d , tha
eon of King Nara-thi-pad& who had been defeated in 1281, was
treacherously betrayed by his queen into the hands of three brothers, the
most powerful chiefs in his kingdom, who resided a t Myenzain to the
south of Ava. They first forced the unfortunate monarch to become a
phoongyee, and then murdered him, and mumed the government.
Before his death, a Chinese force marched on Pagan to assist in his restoration,--% fact which shows that the Chinese emperors took a special
interest in the internal affairs of Burmah. When the Chinese had advanced
as far as Myenzain, the three brothers decapitated the king,and showed the
head to the Chinese, who promised to retire, provided the brothers would
send presents to the emperor. They agreed to do so, on condition that the
Chinese would first construct a canal, and the chronicle records that the
Chinese generals, to show the great strength of their army, completed it
in one day. I t was 4,900 cubits long, 1 4 broad, and 14 deep. 1
According to the Burmese, the Shan states of Muangmo, Hotha, and
Latha were separated from the Pagan empire in the reign of K y a - d , but
as the Muangmo chief was the king of Pong and an independent prince
till he was conquered by the Chinese in 1284 (Shan chronicle, 1333 A.D.) ,
I am inclined to believe that the Burmese claim to his tenitory has no
other explanation than that which was given of it by the Chinese generals
in 1769.
Pagan appears to have been destroyed by the Chinese-Tartar t r y
under Nestardin. The new capital, Tsngain, on the right bank of the
Irawady, about 100 miles above Pagan, and opposite to where the Theinnee route from China opens on the Burmese plain, was founded in A.D.
133%) and destroyed in 1364, according to the Shan chronicle, by the
Pong King, Soo-oop-pha. The capital of Augwa (Ava) was founded in
of Bh-8
with a seal, which, he waa informed, would confer on the king of Ava the
same power and authority se the emperor himself possmed over every part of the
Chineee empire. The Burmese government questioned at first the propriety of r e
tainbg such a gift, as its acceptance might afterwards be construed into an admission that the king of Ava derived hie power from the emperor of China, or that
the latter confirmed the former's title to the t h e of A m The value of the gold, however, of which the seal was made, is said to have decided theBurmese to keep it. As.
Soc. Joum.,vol. ri, pt. i, p. 434.
1 Colonel Burney mentions that this canal waa in existence when he wrote, and
used for irrigation ; i t waa known as the Theng-dud-myanng.
2 Crawford's Ava, Ap. no. viii, p. 34.
Pemhrton's North-East Frontier, p. 112. Cmwford's Ava, loc. cit.
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the latter year on the left bank of the Irawady almost opposite to T w a h .
Pemberton 1 states that Major Burney discovered the record of the destruction of Tsagain (Chitkaing) and Penya, recorded in the sixth volume
of the Maha Yazwen, or great history of Ava, where the ruin of both
cities is said to have been effected by the Shan King, Thokyenbwa. From
its position the new capital was exposed to the inroads of the Chinese and
Sham by the Theinnee route, which has been recognised for centuries as
a highway from China to Burmah.
From the events which happened in the beginning of the 15th
century, it appears that the Shan atate of Theinnee wns not a t the
time tributary to Burmah, for it is recorded in the Burmese chronicle
that a Chinese army advanced, in 1412, along the Theinnee route to
assist the Tsawbwa of that town to repel an attack by the Burmese.
The Chinese, however, were defeated and compelled to retire. The
causes which led to this war are conclusive evidence that Theinnee
was an independent state at that time. The father of the chief, who
had invited the aid of the Chinese, had marched, in the early part
of 1412, with a force to attack Ava, but had been defeated and killed
by the Burmese, who followed up their success, and captured the city of
Theinnee, from which his son had thought to drive them by the assistance of the Chinese. The incidents of the following year indicate that
Theinnee was not the only Shan state to the east and north-east of Ava
that lost its independence at this period of the 15th century, and
became tributary to Ava, for we read that the Chinese, in 1413,
taking advantage of the absence of the Burmese army, which mas engaged in a war against the Talains in Lower Pegu, had marched
their troops against Ava, and invested the city, demanding the liberation of the families of some Shan chiefs who had made a raid on
the Burmese town of Myedu, had been defeated by the Burmese,
and had fled to China, leaving their dates to the mercy of thcir
conquerors. The Burmese refused to accede to the pretensions of the
Chinese, who, being hard pressed for provisions, proposed to settle
the dispute by single combat between horsemen chosen from either army.
The king of Avg who had returned victorious from his campaign against
the Tahins, selected one of his prisoners, Thamein-puran, as the champion
of the Burmese army. This redoubtable warrior slew his adversary, and
the Chinese retreated to their own territory.
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I n 1442, a Chinese mission came to Ava to demand vessels of gold
and silver which, they alleged, had been presented by AnBra-thl-zd
as tribute when he visited China in search of Gaudama's tooth. The
Burmese r e h e d , and in the following year a Chinese army invaded the
kingdom, now demanding the surrender of the Shan chief of Mogoung.
There can be little doubt but that this person was Soognampha, of the
Shan chronicle, who fled for safety to Ava, after the capture of his capital
by the Chinese. On this occasion the Chinese appear to have advanced
by the valley of the Shuaylee, for it is stated that the Burmese king
went out with a strong force to the north of his capital, and drove the
Chinese back to M u a n p a n . The Chinese, however, renewed their demand
for the surrender of the Mogoung chief in 1445, and advanced upon Ava.
The king opposed them with a powerful army, but returned to Ava on
the representation of his officers that the Chinese would not desist from
invading his territories until the Shan chief was surrendered. He resolved
to follow this advice, on condition that the Chinese would first
subdue Yamitheng, a Burmese town, then in revolt. The Chinese army
had followed the king to his capital, asd invested it, and improbable as it may appear that a victorious general would accept a conditional
m e n d e r , we are told that he acceded to the Burmese stipulation, and
reduced the rebel town. I n the meantime, however, the unfortunate
Mogoung prince had destroyed himself by poison, but his body was given
to the Chinese who, after disembowelling it, and dqmg i t by roasting,
retired with it bo China.
It appears that, in 1449, the Chinese attempted the conquest of the
Mogoung or Cis-Irawaxlian provinces of Pong, but were successfUly resisted by the then reigning prince. In other attempted invasions by the
Chinese of this part of Upper Burmah, their armies advanced by routes
which run through the Mornien and Sanda districts of Yunan to Kakhyo
and Maingla on the Irawady ; but there is no evidence that the Chinese
armies have a t any time succeeded in crossing the river.
In 1477, an army from the neighbouring empire of Pegu marched
through the territories of the king of Ava to the borders of China, and
erected a pillar at the town of Khanti to mark the boundary of the empire.
On its return, i t was attacked by the Burmese, and the Talain General,
Thamein-punm, was c a d a captive to Ava. The Chinese emperor sent
an army to remove the pillar, and his general invaded Ava, and demanded
tribute in gold and silver vessels according to established custom.
The Burmese chronicles w i n reproduce an incident, similar, in aU
its details, to the onc which decided whether t,he families of the Shan
C
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chiefs were to be surrendered. I n the combat which, in the present
instance, was to determine whether tribute was to be paid or not, the
Burmese champion is again said to have been the Talain Chief, Thameinpuran, and Colonel Burney justly remarks that from the fact, that the
name and description of the Burmese champion were the same as on
the former occasion, a strong suspicion is excited as to the veracity of the
Burmese historian.
I n 1562, the empire of Pegu had conquered Ava and all its dependencies, and had carried its arms into the Shan states to the north-east
of Ava, and up the Shuaylee into the neighbouring valley of Hotha and
Latha, into which it introduced Buddhism, and built pagodas and monasteries. In passing, i t is worthy of note that two centuries later,
the existence of these pagodas in the Hotha and Latha valley was
advanced, by a wily Avan diplomatist, as a reason why that valley should
be regarded as a part of the territory of his king, ignoring the fact that
they had been built by the conquerors of his own county.
I n 1601, a h r the downfall of the Peguan empire, the Tsawbws
of Bhamd established himself as an independent prince. The restoration,
however, of the kingdom of Ava happening about the same time, an
army invaded his state, and annexed it to the empire. The chief esmped
to Yunan, but the king of Ava sent his son to the governor of that province, demanding his surrender, and threatening him with invasion in the
event of refusal. The Chinese agreed to deliver up the chief, but he
was killed in an attempt to escape : his body, and family, nevertheless,
were faithfully transmitted to Ava.
The anarchy which prevailed in south-~e$tern China after the
third Tartar invasion, which tobk place in 164.4, shortly after the reign
of the Emperor Zonchi,' was the cause of another Burmo-Chinese war
that lasted nearly three years. After the Mantchoo Tartar rule had
been established throughout Eastern China, under the wise government of the boy-king, Chun-chi, with hie uncle, Amavan, as regent, the

'

Joum. As. Soc., vol. vi, p. 1%.
Pagodas ascribed to this period still exist in the Hotha valley in wonderful
preservation. They have all the charactcra of the Burmese pngodas, but the highest
of them, the Comootonay pagoda, does not exceed 60 feet. The monasteries, too,
resemble those of Burmah in their architectural style, but they are much more substantial structures, being built almost entirely of stone.
8 Tartar Conquests of China Haklyut Soc., 1854, p. 16, et seq. Du Halde's
China, p. 227.
Hwae-tsung of Gutzlaff's Chineae Historg, vol. i, p. 931 ; the Waytsong or
Tsong-ching of Du Halde.
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Tartar armies were fully occupied for some years in subduing the southwestern pa& of the empire, in which certain Chinese princes had
attempted, with the support of the princes of the Taimin family, to
establish independent kingdoms. Notable among these was Yunlie, 1 who
was ~rolaimedking at Canton. He was attacked, however, by tho
vidorioua Tartar forces under the able Amavan, and' forced to abandon
his kingdom. H e escaped to Yunan, and arrived at Momien (Theng-yechow) ;he made overtures to the Tsawbwa of BhamS to reside at that
town, promising to pay 100 vis of gold to the king of Ava, if he were
allowed to do so. As the Tsawbwa declined to forward such a proposition, the fugitive sent back to say that he would become a subject
of Ava, and this being approved by the court, he amved at BhamO
along with the governor of Yunan, and a retinue of 600 men, among
whom were many of his nobility. They were all disarmed and forwarded
to the capital, and the king gave them the town of Tsagain to reside in.
Colonel Burney remarks that the Burmese chronicles endeavour to
create the impression that Yunlie was treacherous, and ambitious to found
a kingdom for himself in Burmah) and that he was followed by an army
which was advancing in two divisions,--one by the Momeit and the other
by the Theinnee route. But we have the authority of the Jesuit
Father, P. Joseph D'Orleans, that YunlieJs party was so weak that it h d
to abandon him to his fate, and of Du Halde, for stating that he had
not sufficient forces to resist the Tartar Regent, Amavan. I t is highly
improbable, therefore, that the apparently powerful army, which advanced
upon Ava during Yunlie's residence at Tsagain, was the remnant of his
scattered forces. Yunan at this time, however, waa the asylum of the

The Jesuit, Pierre Joseph D'Orleans (Haklyut Soc., Tartsr Conquerors of China)
states that Yunlie waa not far from the kingdom of heaven, and that his wife and
son were baptiaed by the names of Helen and Constantine, and that he had the Jesuit
Father, afler, attached to this court, and that he sent another priest to Rome to give
in hi alligeance to the Vicar of Jesus Christ, loc. cit., p. 24. Du Halde says that the
Father, Andrew Cofler, instructed the emperor's mother, hie wife, and eldest son in
the t r u t h of Chrietianity, and baptised them. " It wae expected," he continom, " that
this emperor would one day be the Constantine of China, which name was given to
h i when he received the sacrament of spiritual regeneration ;" loc. cit., p. 228.
Gutzlsff, who wae not very accurate, mentions that the emperor himself waa a convert,
and that his genersl officers were all Chrbtkus, and that his conrt waa filled with
converta. Du Halde relatea that he kept hie court at Shanking, the capital of
the province of Queychew, loc. cit., p. BQ.Gutzlaff's History of China, vol. ii, p. 19,
et seq. ; Du Halde, vol. i, p. 228, et eeq. : Universal Hbtory, vol. viii, p. 494.
3 Loc. cit., p. 126.

,
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rebel army of the incarnate fiend, Chamienchou, 1 a robber chief, who
had committed the most revolting barbarities in the provinces of Honan,
Kyangnan, Kyangsi, and Sechuen, and had proclaimed himself king in
the latter under the name of Lewang. He was shot by a Mantchoo
arrow in an ex$tion
against the province of Shensi, and his army was
dispersed, and fled in great haste to Yunan; and it is probable that this
army of robbers, being aware by bitter experience that it was powerless against the Tartars, may have tried its fortune by a raid on
Burmah, 9 but whatever may have been its source, it appears unlikely
that the army, which followed on Yunlie's retreat to Bunnah, was a
remnant of his regular forces. The Burmese historian records that it twice
advanced on Ava, and besieged the capital, but was forced to retire on both
occasions. I n the first attack, a foreigner, Mithari Katan, along with
some native Christians, rendered good service to the Burmese, and were the
means of the discomfiture of the Chinese. Notwithstanding the presence,
on these two occasions at Ava, of this so-called army of the fugitive
Chinese emperor, he remained inactive at Tsagain,--conduct which we can
hardly reconcile with the theory that i t was his, and that he was ambitious
to found a kingdom in Burmah.
Yunlie, while a fugitive in Burmah, retained the title of emperor, and
the Tartars, fearing he might attempt to regain a position in China,
resolved to demand his surrender. For this object an army of 20,000
men, under the command of the governor of Yunan, advanced as far as
Yung-peng-long, and sent a mission to the king of Ava, demanding
Yunlie, and threatening, on refusal, to attack Ava. The Burmese, fully
aware of the power of the Tartars, and anxious to escape another war,
were glad to avail themselves of the surrender of the Pong king to the
Chinese, and the Tsawbwa of Bhamd by the Chinese to Burmah, as precedents, which would justify their king in complying with these demands ;
and Yunlie, along with his two queens14 was accordingly delivered up
D'Orleans' History. Tartar Conquerors.
1 Universal History, vol. viii, p. 499.
(Haklyut Soc.) p. 26. GutzlafT, p. 20, et seq. Du Halde, loc. cit., p. 2'28, quoted by
Burney. Bs. Soc. Journal, vol. vi, note to p. 126.
2 I n the Universal Historg it is stated, evidently on the authority of Du Halde,
that at the above period a great number of Chinese fugitives out of Yunan fell upon,
and reduced, the neighbouring temtoriea : vol. vii, p. 163.
a Bnmey, 1. c I n connection with an European manning the guns in Ava, along
,
H a m y mentions a village, called Tm-khyet, in
with certai native C h r i ~ t b sColonel
the Mudeya district, in which there are people called the king's gunners, and that several
of them have light hair and eyes.
4 Hie queens, however, were honourably treated, and separate palaces allotted to
them. when D'Orleans wrote, he mentions one queen who waa still alive, and t k t
the loss of her liberty had in no way affected her faith.
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to the Tartars on the 15th January, 1662, and taken to Pekin
and strangled, 1 after more than eleven years had elapsed since the loss
of his kingdom. 9
As the history of Yunan is so intimately connected with the
wars between China and Upper Burmah, it may be as well to
indicate the position in which this province stood to the government
at Pekin, at the period which I am now describing. I n 1651 A.D.,
or thereabouts, the Chinese General, U-san-ghey,s who had been the
means of brin,&g
the Tartars into China to assist him in dethroning
the usurper, Licon, was rewarded by Chun-chi, when he ascended the
throne, at the age of fourteen years, on the death of his uncle, Amavan,
in 1651, with the title of king of the province of Yunan.
He does not
appear to have been a person of distinguished family, for D'Orleans
speaks of him as an individual who had raised himself, by his great
talents, to the very first place among the Chinese as a general. He
describes him as a patriot passionately devoted to the Chinese dynasty and
to his country. It was his intense devotion, to the interests of the
royal family, that prompted him to call in the aid of the Tartars to
quell the rebellion raised by the usurper Licon, but when this was accomplished, and the Tartar Chun-chi was proclaimed as emperor, under
the guardianship of his uncle Amavan, no one was more sincere than
IT-san-ghey in regretting the great mistake he had committed, in
seeking assistance from such a quarter, and he used to say that he had
sent for lions to drive away dogs. For a time, however, he became
reconciled to the Tartar rule, as he waa highly esteemed a t the
Tartar court, and had won the friendship of the great Amavan. H e
According to Gutzla5, whose account of Yunlie's fate di5era from every other
record of it that I know of, " Woosankwei (U-8an-ghey) was the governor of Punan
and Kwei-chew (Quey-chew), which he bad received from the ~ a n t c h o oemperor
under the name of a principality. A rebellion had been organiaed in Quey-chew,
and Yunlie was called to take possemion of the province ; but he waa intercepted
by the treacheroue U-san-ghey, who strangled the unhappy emperor, and dispersed
his small army; " loc. cit., p. 26.
2 The Tartar General, Amavan, who had destroyed Punlie's power in Cnnton,
died, according to D'Orleans, in 1661, some yeam after that event; and as Yunlie
arrived in Burmahin 1668, he must have been more than seven yeam a fugitive in
Ynnan during the reign of U-aan-ghey ; D'Orleans, loc. cit., p. 67.
Du Halde, loc. cit., p. 227. D'Orleans, loc. cit., p. 18. Modern U n i v e d
History, vol. viii, p. 484.
Dn Halde, p. Zn. Du Halde, who makes him king of
4 D'Orleans, p. 64.
in Universal History, p. 483, and Gutzla5, evidently deriving hk
Shensi, is
information from the former wurce, co&b a similar error.
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reigned in Yunan for 28 years, and made Yunan city his capital, but
the last seven years of his life were spent in open rebellion against the
Tartar monarchy. He issued a proclamation' in 1672, calling upon all
brave Chinese to join themselves to him to drive from the heart of
their country the common enemy which oppreseed her. He was at
first joined by the kings of Fokien and Canton, e and he also succeeded
in attaching to his cause the powerful and warlike Mongsan, Tartar
Lamas, by d i n g to them part of his territory in Tibet, lying between
the Irawady and Va-young-has rivers. With wch powerful allies, the
success that attended his arms was so great, that i t was thought that
the Tsrtar emperor would have had to retire to his native country.
The tide of fortune, however, in the long run, flowed in favour of the
Tartars, and the Fokien and Canton princes returning to their allegiance,
left, the brave old patriot to fight single-handed for the independence
of his country. All his family, except one grandson, had been kept a t
Pekin as hostages for his fidelity, and when he rebelled, they were put to
death. After that event, to show his party that he never meant to be
reconciled to the Tartars, and not choosing to take the name of emperor
himself, because he said he was too old to change his condition, he
caused it to be assumed by his grandson. 4 According to D'Orleans, he
retained his dignity and reputation to the last, in 1679, against all the
effo& of the Tartar power. The guardianship of his successor had been
1 The following translation of the proclamation is given by the Jesuit D'Orleans :When I summoned the Tartare to the assistance of the emperor, my master, agninst
the rebels who attacked him, and who endeavoured to usurp the monarchy, I gave an
without intending it, to these nations to seize upon it themselves. It now
causes me the most painful regret, and my conscience reproaches me continually for the
evil I have brought down on my country, by reducing i t beneath 'this t p n n i c a l yoke.
I am afraid that heaven will be irritated against me, and will punish me severely if
1do not make any effort to repair my fnult. I have been a long time reflecting
(he
.
was now about eighty years of age) upon the means, and making the necessary preparations for the execution of thia enterprise. If my fellow-countrymen d l asaist
k e in the smallest degree to carry out my design, we shall ~ccomplishit with
I have men devoted to me, without reckoning tho auxiliary troops which are provided
me from various kinglorus ; I am in no great want of money to maintain them : I
therefore invite all brave Chinese to join themselves to me to drive from the heart of
our country that common enemy which oppresses her." Loc. cit., pp. 66-66.
9 The so-called kings of the large provinces of China were kings only in name,
for the government ww entrusted ~olelyto mandarins appointed by the emperor*
whose policy it wee to provide empty titles for the princee of the blood, and not to
permit them to reside a t oonrt, or take any part in the administration of state sffain.
D'Orleans, loc. cit., p. 64.
3 Du Hnlde, vol. ii. p. 385.
4 D'&leans, loc. cit., p. 69.
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entrusted to one of his generals, who was defeated in 1681 by the
Tartars, and the youthful emperor in his extremity died by his own
hands, and with him ended the war of independence in Yunan.
f i r the surrender of Yunlie in 1662, the Burmeee and Chinese
appear to have continued in peace for more than a century, and no
sooner was the war at an end than the highways from China to Bham6
were frequented by traders and travellers. Immediately before the outbreak of the next war in 1765, the trade appears to have been of considerable importance. We read1 of large caravans of three and four
hundred oxen, and others of two thousand ponies, carrying silk and
other merchandise between China and BhamB. Moreover, from the circumstance that four Chinese travellers, 9 who visited Ava about the middle of the 17th century, probably soon after the cessation of the war,
mention that there was a Chinese custom-house at the last village
on the borders of Yunan, five days from Momien, i t is more than likely

a

Colonel Bumey, loc. cit., pp. 128-129.
Modem Universal History, voL vii, p. 123. Edin. Phil. Journ., 1820, vol. iii,

p. 34.
8 Them travellers came from the city of Yunan, first to Yungchan in eightcen
days, from thence to Momien in four, and in five more to the last village on the borders
of Yunan and China, a fatiguing way through woo& full of tigers, but no elephants.
At this village, where there were a custom-how and garrison, they embarked on a
river, and in twenty dnya reached Ava. The river could have been no other than the
Irawady, but the author of the Modem Universal History makes it the Lu-kyung or
Salween, which ie absurd. The distances given by these travellers are wondcrfully
accurate, and from the fact that they describe their way as lying through a forest, I
suppose them to have followed the hill road. Tigers are not uncommon in the thickly
wooded parts of the country. Buchanan Hamilton (Edin. Phil. Joum., 1820, vol. iii,
p. 35) supposes the Chinese travellers to have embarked on the Tepeng. If they did
so, it must have been to the west of the Kakhyen hills in the Irawady valley, because
the former river is not navigable to the east of these hills. But this supposition of
Buchanan Hamilton's 'was due to the circumstance that he believed the Tapeng to be
the river which flowed paet Muanpan. Now, however, from our advanced knowledge
of the geography of the country through which the travellers passed, we are aware that
the Tapeng does not approach Muangwan, which is situated on one of the affluent8 of
the Shuaylee. But unfortunately for hi^ hypothesis, the Shuaylee itaclf is not navigable
for boats above Muangrno. There is this fnct also to be taken into consideration, that
the river on which the Chinese embarked is described as larger than that of S i ,which
both the Tapcng and Shuaylee are not. I have no doubt that the custom-house and
garrison were in the Kakhyen hills, as they were prior to the Mahornedan rebellion,
and, if so, the garriaon village could not have been on the banks of any navigable
stream, for the gakhyen d u e n t a of the Irawady are, as a mle, mountain tomnb.
The explanation I wonld offer is this-that the village spoken of must have been so ne.u
the exit of the Tapeng from the Kakhyen hilb where it is navignble that the vill:~e
and the river were reached in the same march, and were described ras one incident.
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that a trade had flourished prior to 1662. It is improbable that the
few years, which elapsed between the conclusion of the p a c e and the
date of their travels, could have su5ced for the development of so much
mercantile enterprize. It is unnecessary, however, to search for arguments
to prove that a commerce of a kind had thriven in the neighbourhood
of Bhama before the war of 1662, if we accept Marco Polo's account 1
of South-Western China, which carries us back to near the end of the
13th century.
The next disastrous war with China, which began in 1765, arose out
of a misunderstanding between certain Chinese traders and the Burmese
o5cials at Bhamd.
An enterprising Chinese trader, Loli by name,
requested permission of the Bhama officials to throw a bridge4 across
'
the Tapeng at the village of Namba, a few miles from the town where
,the road to China, by Ponline, Ponsee, and Manwpe, reaches the right
bank of the Tapeng. The officials declined to sanction the proposal on
their own responsibility, but offered to refer i t to the ministers at Ava.
Loli, annoyed at their obstructiveness, became disrespectful and impertinent, and they, suspecting that he was a Chinese o5cer in disguise,
seized him, and forwarded him as a prisoner to Ava, with a report of his
conduct. He was imprisoned, but the minieters, failing to detect that
he had any political object in making the proposal, released him, and sent
him back to Bhamd, with instructions that he was to be alldwed to t i d e
as usual, and to construct a bridge if he wished to do so. On his return
to Bhamd, he complained to the o5cials that his goods had been tampered with in his absence, and demanded compensation, which was refused.
On his arrival a t Momien, he complained to the governor that Chinese
One of the old Chinese prrison villages is Nampung, distant four horn' march from
where the Tapeng debouches on to the Burmese plain. We made eight marches &om
the foot of the Rakhyen hills to Momien, but the journey might be easily accomplished
in five or six by men u n h m m e ~ e dby mules and heavy baggage. The Chinese took
five days from Momien to reach the river on which they embarked for Ava
1 Marsden's Mruco Polo, p. 4&7.
9 Gutzlaff aacribes its origin to the inroads of the Burmans on the Chinese frontier ;
loc. cit., vol. ii, p. 55.
This was during the reign of the Chinese Emperor, Keen-long, who ascended the
throne in 1736,and reigned for sixty yearn, at last abdicating in favour of his son
Keu-king. The Mahomedam of the western fronticr and those near Kansun successively revolted during Kew-king's reign, but were finally subdued.--Chinese Repository,
vol. ii, p. 127.
4 &r
expedition went by the Ponline route across the Kakhyen hills, and one of
the fvst improvements in the road that suggested itself to us was a bridge across the
Tapeng, at the same village at which the enterprising Loli had offered to construct onc
R ~ ~ n t l l rago.
j'
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traders were ill-used at Bham8, and that the o5cials had falsely accused
him with the object of appropriating his merchandize. H e then proceeded to Yunan city, and made a similar complaint to the Tsauntii, who
declined to interfere, until his statement was further substantiated. He
had not, however, to wait long for additional proof, for another trader,
who had arrived at Kaungtoung-myo,' a short way to the south of
Bhami3, at the head of a Shan and Chinese caravan of 2,000 ponies, and
sold some goods on credit to the Burmese, was refused payment. A feud
ensued in which a Chinaman was killed, and the surrender of the murderer to the Chinese chief being declined, the latter returned to the
Tsauntii sccompanied by some of the principal traders, and laid a formal
complaint before him. A number of Burmese refugees were a t this time
resident in Yunan, among whom were the ex-Tsawbwas of Bham8,
Theinnee, and Kauri-gtoung, who used their influence with the Tsaunth,
and urged him to report the ill-treatment of the Chinese traders to the
emperor. This had the desired effect, and an army advanced upon
Burmah, and besieged Kaungtoung, the Tsawbwa of which rebelled, and
joined the Chinese. The king of Ava sent an army against the invaders, and dislodged them from before Kaungtoung. The Chinese retired
to some earth-works which they had thrown up ou the banks of the
Tahi3,'J but they were again forced to retreat before the Burmese, who
are reported to have followed them up as far as the Mekhaung or
Cambodia.
Another Chinese army advanced in 1767, and took up its position
on the Shuay-mue-loun 8 mountain a t the head of the Hotha valley, a ~ d
opposite to the Mawphoo hill, at the eastern extremity of the valley of
Sanda. From this point i t advanced on the Burmese territories in three
divisions. One proceeded by the Nuayliet and Muangwan route against
Bhami3, and another by Nantin and Sanda, and from the latter town it
marched in a north-westerly direction to the Lizo mountain, to the east
of Kakhyo and MTainm8,4 on the lefi bank of the Irawady ; the third

' Kaun~tonngappeara to have been of quite aa much importance 8s Bham6.
* At Momien the Tapeng is known as the TahB, or TalB.

'

The Burmeae chronicle derroribea this hill as lying to the westward of the
Cambodia, which it is, but in the same way that the town of Nantin is to the west of
that river, from which it is separated by the Salween and Shuaylee. I t is now the
head-quartera of the Chinese chief, Leesetai, who, we suppow, instigated the attack
made on our party between Nantin and Momien.
' In Colonel Burney's tmslstion, he says the Burmese general crossed tho
KakhyeWainmB, but what he meant was that he crossed the Inrwady at I(skhy0 and
WainmO, two S h ~ ntowns on it8 left bank.
D
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division was sent to support the troops that were advancing on BhamS,
and it took up its position on the Thinza-nuay-lein mountain. Another
and independent force of upwards of 50,000 men was posted on a high
mountain near Theillnee to threaten the cnpital. The king of Ava despatched two armies to oppose the two main divisions of the Chinese
forces. One proceeded by the land route in hlogoung on the right bank
of the Irawady, with instructions to cross the Irawady to the north of
Mogoun,g and march by the Sanda route against the Chinese. The
other proceeded up the river in boats to the relief of BhamB. I n the
mean time, however, the first division of the Chinese army had reached
Bhami3, where it stockaded itself along the bank of the river; and after
leaving a s-fficient force for the defence of the stockades, it advanced
and besieged Kaungtoung, which maa ably defended by its governor,
Balamenden. The Burmeee general, in his advance up the Irawady,
having heard of the siege of hungtaung, resolved, if possible, in assist
the governor with ammunition. Three Burmese officers volunteered for
this hazardous undertaking, and successfully accomplished it. They
arranged with the governor of Kaungtoung that the river army should
first proceed to the relief of Bhamd, and afterwards fall on the rear of the
besieging army before Kaungtoung, and that the governor should make
a sortie at the same time. The stockade at BhamB was carried by the
Burmese, and a troop of 1,000 cavalry, which the Chinese general
bcfore Kaungtoung had despatched to the assistance of his force
at BhamS, ww
from advancing by a strong M y of
Burmese horse, which had been posted along the banks of two streams
to intercept communications between Bliam6 and Kaungtoung. The
Burmese general informed Balamenden of the capture of the Bliama
stockades, and appointed a day on which he would attack the besieging
army in the rear. This preconcerted assault on the Chinese position was
a brilliant success, and the Chinese fled in disorder to their stockades on
the Thinza-nuay-lein mountain, from whence they were driven by the
Burmese as far as Muanpvan, losing a large number of men, horses,
and arms. The western division of the Burmese army marched from
Mogoung to oppose the Chinese advancing by the Sanda mute. They
crossed the river at Kakhyo and Wainme, and sent a reconnoitering
party forward to discover the position of the Chinese. They were met
by 1,000 Chinese horse, and the Burmese, decoying them into a narrow
defile, attacked and defeated them. Tlle army halted on the right bank
of the Tapcng to wait the return of their scouts, who reported the
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Chinese army to be stockaded on the Lizo mountain.' The Burmese
threw the two wings of their army round the mountain to attack the
Chinese in the rear, and the Chinese general, unaware of this movement,
marched the greater part of his army to the left bank of the Tapeng.
His stockades on the mountain were captured shortly after he left by
the wings of the Burmese army, and the Chinese who defended them
fled precipitately to their general. The two Burmese wings then
marched on the rear of the Chinese position on the Tapeng, and
the main body of their army crossed the river to attack it in front.
The Chinese general, discovering the danger of his position, retreated to
a spot beyond the Lizo mountain, where he was again defeated by the
Burmese. He fell back upon Sanda, and intrenched himself on a hill
overlooking that town.9 The Burmese army marched to Muangla at
the head of the Sanda valley, with the object of intercepting the retreat
of the Chinese. The Burmese commander fell sick, and was relieved
by the BhamB general who joined his forces to those a t Muangla, and
attacked the Chinese, and defeated them, taking a great number of
prisoners and horses. He took possession of the eight Shan states of
Hotha, Laths, Muangla, Sanda, Muangmo, Tsiguen, Kningma, and
Muangwan, which the chronicle states had heretofore thrown off their
allegiance to Ava. He then effected a junction with a Burmese general
who had been despatched by the LG-ta-tshay-nhit-pad route, and advanced
on the Chinese army that had been sent by way of Theinnee, and
defeated it, and the victory of the Burmese was so complete that only
one-third of the Chinese escaped. The generals returned in triumph to
Ava in the May of 1767.
But the Burmese had not enjoyed the blessings of peace many
months, when their county was again invaded, iq 1767, by a powerful
Chinese army, which advanced in two divisions, one by the Thinza-nuaylein (Loaylone) route upon Bhama, and the other by the Theinnee route,
threatening the capital. A Burmese army was sent out in three divisions
to oppose the invaders, the main body marching to Theinnee, the left
wing by the Momeit route to join the former, and the right wing by the
valley of the Myitnge to attack the Chinese in the rear. At first, the
Chinese carried everything before them, and the Burmese king had begun
This mountain may be one of the high peaks of the Kakhyen hills, probably tho
one above Po-,
on which the KBkhyens say the Chinese army once suffered a severe
defeat from the Burmese.
* Tho cutting on the hill side overlooking Sanda is ascribed by tho Sham to
thin war.
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to despair of success, and to fortify his capital, when the right wing of
his army, in the rear of the Chinese, turned the tide of victory. His
generals were victorious at all points, and the Chinese retreated in disorder
after disastrous losses. The Thinucnuay-lein division of the Chinese
army vigorously attacked Bhamd, which was ably defended by its valiant
governor, Bnlamenden, but as soon as the news of the defeat of their
main army reached the Chinese general, he raised the siege, and retreated
in haste to Yunan.
The Chinese, however, were not deterred from prosecuting the war,
and in the end of the following year, 1769, they marched another army
against Mogoung and Bhamd. The army proceeded, in the first instance,
to mount YOyi to the north of Lizo, where the three Chinese generals
detached 10,000 horse and 100,000 foot against Mogoung. They then
cut a large quantity of timber, and carried it to the banks of the
Irawady, and left 10,000 carpenters and sawyers to construct largc
boata. 1 The main body of the army then advanced upon Bhamd, but
we have no clue to the route i t followed. Having reached the neighbourhood of that town, it stockaded itself at Shuay-nyaungbeng, 18 miles to
the east of Kaungtoung, and leaving a strong body of men to defend
this position, two of the generals advanced upon Kaungtoung, and
invested i t on the land side. They were joined by 600 boats which
had been constructed on the upper Irawady, and by means of them
they blockaded the town on its river-face. The bold soldier, Balamenden,
however, who was still governor of Kaungtoung, successfully resisted
--

'

-

Gutzlaff, in his account of this war, records that the Chinese m y embarked on
the Yang-tsekiang, which he wnn& in some mysterious way with the Irawady, and
makes the army reach the latter river by boa& from the former; loc. cit., p. 63.
Dalrymple mentions that he had been informed that "there is a kind of aquatic land
+e
;between the Ava river and another large one which traverses part of China,
there is a narrow tract of low land; this being overflowed in the floods, much is left
behind by the stream over which the cart,a with goods are transported from one river to
the other. This transportation, from leaving one till launching into the other river.
takes up about a week. Be there is strong reason to presume the river here mentioned
is what runs from Yunan through Lassa or Camboja, the t d e thither may be wmmodiously carried on by this track."-Otiental Bepoa'tory, p. 114. The Yolay river,
about four miles to the north of BhamB, is navigable for boata during the rains almost
88 far east 88 fhda,
from which it is separated by high mountains, and ita highest
navigable point is about a week's march, of 16 miles a day, from the Cambodia
over a mountainous wuntry, and the latter river is 10 days' journey from the Yangtae-kiang. Gutzlaffs supposition, therefore, of a communication between the Irawady
and the Yang-tse-kiang is palpably incorrect, and Dalrymple's account is so :ague,
in every respect, that it is impossible to say at what part of the Irawady the
communic~tionhe fipeaks of diverges to Chiua.
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every attack on his position. I n the meantime, the Burmese armies
had advanced from Ava by three routes: one division had proceeded
by the western land route to Mogoung to fortify it, and march against
the Chinese forces coming in that direction ; another, in two subdivisions,
took the eastern land route ; and a third went up the Iramady in boats
to BhamB. When the river force had reached Tagoung and Mali, it fell
in with the army advancing by the eastern route, and the general
commanding detached a division with orders to proceed to Momeit, and
fortify it, and then to watch the course of events, and to take advantage
of any opportunity that might offer for attacking the Chinese. Before
this, the general directing the river force, having heard of the siege of
Kaungtoung, had sent forward four of his o5cers, with a strong
fleet of
boats, to throw in provisions and ammunition to the relief of the besieged,
which they accomplished, capturing a number of the Chinese boats. One
of these o5ccrs also landed and stockaded himself with 5,000 men in
the rear of the Chinese, to the south of Kaungtoung, while two of the
others took up a position, with their boats, behind the island of Kyundo,
on the western side of the Iramady, opposite to Kaungtoung, where
they were joined by the main body of the river force. A detachment of
this division of the army was landed at BhamB, and cut off the suppliee
of the Chinese coming by the Nantin road. It then proceeded to attack
the Chinese in the rear, but the latter, hearing of this and of the advance
of the army from Momeit, sent out two divisions to oppose them, but
they were both signally defeated. The Burmese now joined the - Bham8
and Momeit divisions, and carried thc Chinese stockade at Shuaynyauxbeng, which is described as having been as large and extensive
as a city. The Chinese besieging army was now enclosed on every side
by the Burmese, and its fleet of boats being destroyed, and the generals,
perceiving the dilemma, began-to open negotiations for peace. The
Mogoung division of the Burmese army, discovering that the Chinese
had halted on the east bank of the Irswady near NaungtilB island above
Kakhyo, and that the intention was to construct a bridge across the
river, which is described as being narrow there, advanced and took up a
poaition on the right bank, and thwarted the designs of the Chinese.
I n the letter containing the terms on which the Chinese generals
proposed that peace should be concluded, they attribute the war to an
invitation addressed to China by the Tsawbwas of Theinnee, Bhamd,
Mogoung, and Kyaing-young, on the Cambodia, advocating an invasion
of Ava.
It was to this effect :-" We will deliver up the Tsawbwas,
As. Soc. Journ., pol. ri, pt. 1, p. 144.
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subjects of the descended king, who are now in China; let them be
restored to their former towns and situations. And after the Burmese
general has delivered up to us all the Chinese officers and soldiers who are
in his hands, let him submit to the sundcscended king and great lord
of righteousness, and we will also submit to our mseter, the emperor and
the lord of righteousness, that the tmo countries may continue on the
same terms as they always were before; that all sentient beings may be
at reat ; that there may be no war; and the gold and silver road may be
opened." This letter was delivered on the 3rd December, l7G9, and
mas received by certain officers deputed by the Burmese general, but one
of these oficidt?, becoming aware that the purport of the letter was a
negotiation for pence, told the bearer of it, a Chinese officer of high rank,
that it ought to have been delivered on the boundary line between Ava
and China, to which the Chinaman assented, but enquired where the
boundary line was. R e was asked if the Burmese had not built Buddhist
pgwdm in Hotha and Latha, Muangla, Sanda, Kaingma, Khanti,
and Khannyen, and in this he also acquiesced, and mentioned that
they wcre still in existence. The Burman, imagining that he had the
advantagc, proceeded to point out that the Chinese neither built nor
worshipped Burmese pagodas, and that the existence of these religious
edifices in these t o m was, therefore, conclusive proof that they belonged
to the king of Ava; and from this he deduced that the Chhese
army ought first to retreat beyond these Tsawbmashipsl to Momien,
From what Buchanan Hamilton states, it would appear that the heinwe had
hoped to secure possession of the silver mines at Ponsee in the Kakhyen hills. He
remarks that in the above war, 60,000 captives put an end to the Chinese hopes of
conquest, and gnve the Burmans possession of the valuable mines of Bodwan. Theso
mines are situated in the valley of the Tnpeng in the very heart of the Kakhyen hills,
nbout fourteen miles to the cast of the Sha; valley of Sands. I doubt very much
whether the Burmese ever had any real authonty among the wild tribes of these hiil~,
and judging from what I saw, when I lived nmong them, and when Burmese influenoo
waa at its height, it seema to me that the Burmese wcre ss much, if not more, in d
d
of the Kakhyena, as theae hill-men were, of their would-be superiors. Burmese infiuenco
is tolerated, not bocause the Burmans could do much injury to the Kakhyens in their
o m hills, but because they can bring unspeakable misory upon thcm by stopping their
trade with the plains, from whence they derive nearly all their salt. The king of Burmah
keeps up a show of influence before his subjects by giving titles and gold umbrellas to
the chiefs, but them wild hi-men, although they have a m e t prido in their decorations, am snfficiently far-sighted to understand that they are bestowed as peace offerings.
Everything I observed convinces me that Burmese influence in Kakhyen land is merely
nominal, so far as the internal affairs of the tribm are concerned ; and that although
the Burmeae are allowed to work the mines to the present day, their presence is merely
tolerated for the reasone I have mentioned, and because the Kakhycm have neither tho
unity of action nor the appliances ~~ecessary
for llliUi11gwork.

before it sued for peace. The Chinaman, after listening to these
specious arguments, humourously asked the Burman if there was such a
place as Taroupmyo in the king of Ava's dominions, and as the latter
had a sufficient acquaintance with the history of his country to understand the allusion, the Chinaman followed up his advantage by allowing
that the king of Pegu had advanced as far as Hotha, Latha, &., and
built the pagodas, but held that it was analogous to the march of the
Chinese army through Burmah as far as Taroupmyo. His advcmry
had no argument to offer, in return, and the letter was carried to the
Burmese general, who summoned thirty of his principal officers to consult
on what answer should be returned to it. I t was agreed that terms
should be granted to the Chinese, but not until the Burmese general,
in the absence of all instructions from Ava, and the opposition a t first
of his own officers, had declared that if his master disapproved, he would
take the whole responsibility on himself. The result of the deliberation
was communicated to the Chinese who, in return, requested that officers
of rank and intelligence from each side should be appointed to settle all
pointa of difference. The representatives from either camp met on the
13th December, 1769, in a large building, with seven roofs, which had
been erected for the purpose on the south-east angle of Kaungtoung, and
concluded this memorable peace1 which has derived its name from the
" Wednesday, 13th December, 1769, in the temporary building to the south-&
of the town of Kaungtoung, His Excellency tho General of the Lord who rules over
a multitude of Umbrella-wearing Chiefs in the Great Western Kingdom, the Sundewended King of Ava, and Master of the Golden Palace, having appointed pert?
follow the names and titles of fourteen Burmese officers], and the Genersls of the Maater
of the Golden Palnce of China, who rulea over a multitude of Umbrella-wearing Chiefs
in the Great Eastern Kingdom, having appointed Bere follow the names and titles of
the thirteen Chinese officers], they assembled in the large building erected in a proper
manner with seven roofs, to the south-& of the town of Kaungtoung, on the 13th
December, 1769, to negotiate peace and friendship between the two great countries, and
that the goW and silver ~ w should
d
be established agreeably to former custom. The
troop of the Sun-descended King and Master of the Golden Palace of Ava, and
those of the Master of the Golden Pelace of China, wem drawn up in front of each
other, when this negotiation took place, and, after ih conclusion, each party mede
presents to the other, agreeably to the former custom, and retired. All men, the
snbjecte of the Sundescended King and Master of the Golden Palace of Ava, who may
be 'in any part of the dominions of the Master of the Golden Palace of China, shall
be treated according to former custom. Pecrce and Sendship being established between
the two great countries, they shall become one like two pieces of gold united into
one ; and suitably to the establishment of the gold and silver road, ~II
well as agreeably
to former custom, the princes and officers of each country s h d move their respective
sovereigns to transmit and exchange affectionate letters on gold once every ten ycm."
As. Soc. Journ., vol. vi, pt. 1, pp. 146-147.
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tom of Bhama.

After these negotiations were completed, the Chinese
army retired by one of the Bhamd routes, for we are informed tbat when
the Burmese demanded the surrender of all their remaining boats, they
promised to comply with the request after they had conveyed their provisions to that tom. This answer, however, appears to have been resorted to only ns an escape from a humiliating exaction, for they burned them
as soon as they reached Bhamd. The Chinese w-ere followed to their
frontier by two divisions of the Burmese army, and it is recorded that
cc only the able-bodied men succeeded in reaching China alive, and that
the forests and mountains were filled with countless numbers who died of
starvation." The Mogoung division of their army also retired without
having accomplished anything, beyond attempting to construct a bridge
across tlle Irawady.
The king of Ava was much dissatisfied with his generals for permitting the Chinese army to escape, and some considerable time elapsed
before he would allow them to return to the capital. The conduct of the
Chinese generals met with the full approval of their master. With the
conclusion of this important peace, the trade between the two countries
was re-established, and large caravans of merchandize travelled, as of
yore, over the golden r o d from Bhamd to South-Western China.
The history of the intercourse between Burmah and China, after
1770, is one of peace. Eleven years a h r the conclusion of the war, and,
I suppose, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty of Bhamd, a
small party of Shan Tsawbwas was sent by the Burmese as an embassy
to Pekin. All the members of the mission, however, were seized and sent
to the north of the capital, where they were detained to the end of 1788.
Their return to Bhama was effected by another embassy which started
from Ava, by the Theinnee route, in June, 1787, with a letter to the
emperor, in answer to one he had sent by an embassy, in the beginning of
the same year. I n that communication, he had expressed his regret
that seventeen years had elapsed since the gold and silver road and gold
and silver bridge had been traversed by the ambassadors of the two k i n g
doms, in accordance with the agreement of 1769, that officers of high
rank should prrss between the two great countries, in order to foster
sincere friendship and esteem.
The head of this mission, on its arrival
The Woongyee, to whom S
i
r A. Phayre mentioned the existenoe of the treaty
of 1769, denied that it was more than a mere convention between the generals of the
two armies. The fact, however, that t& above embassy wss sent on the strength of
it, eeem to indicate that the Burmese of those days regarded it in the light of a
binding agreement, the infkwtion of which might lead to war.
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in China, had a conversation with Hoochungtung, the f i s t minister of
the empire, on the subject of the Shan Tsawbwas who had been sent
as envoys in 1781, and of the danger to life and property that existed on
the -tern
frontier of Yunan from robbers and escaped criminals, a
description which is equally true of the county a t the present day. The
minister assented to the correctness of the ambassador's observations, and
promised to exert himself to have these matters settled as speedily as possible. The Shan Tsawbwas were ordered to be brought back from
Kuan-toun in Tartay, and to be forwarded to Yunan, and a promise waa
given that when the Tsawbwa of BhamB waa found he would be
surrendered. This embassy returned, after a journey of 123 days, by
the Theinnee route, over which they had travelled to Pekin.
In 1790, a Chinese embassy arrived in Burmah by the Bhama
and Muangwan route, accompanied by several o5cers of high rank,
with presents, and three Chinese princesses for the king of Ava.
These so-called princesses were natives of Malong, a town in Yunan,
and from the circumstance that their feet were not deformed, after the
cnstom in vogue with Chinese ladies, it is evident that they were women
of low rank, and whom the Chinese had imposed upon the amorous
propensities of the sundescended king.
Two years after the arrival of this embassy, a Burmese mission was
sent to Pekin, by Bhamd, headed by the Tsawbwa of that district as chief
ambassador. Gold plates (vessels of gold and silver) were among the
presents sent for the acceptance of the emperor. Buchanan Hamilton 4
has given an account of this mission from materials derived from Colonel
Symes, who received them from the BhamB chief. BhamB is described as
the capital of the ambassador's territory, and as one of the nine principalities of t,he Shanmaa or Mrelap Shans, the Koshanpyi of the Chinese.
We zed of embassies arriving at Amarapura, from China, in 1795
and 1796, with presents from the emperor, and Colonel Burney suspects
Hoochnngtung waa the chief minister during Lord Macartney's embassy. The
above embassy appears to have been at Pekin during the formal introduction of Lord
Macartney, for the Chinese informed Sir George Stannton that ambassadors from
P e p were present.
I
I was informed by a Panthay official of high rank at Momien, that the feet of the
female children of domestic servants and slaves B I . ~never dwarfed, and I had a practical '
illustration of the truth of his statement in the natural feet of his wives' aerving-maids.
Colonel Burney mentions that thia was not the only occaaion on which that king
had been imposed upon, for women were also presented to him ss daughters of a king
of Ceylon and a king of Benam, loc. cit., p. 433.
Edin. Phil. Journ., 1820, vol. iii, p. 32, et seq.
1(
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that two or more must have passed between 1796 and 1819. Colonel
Symesl met the Chinese a m b d o r s of 1796 at Amarapura, and he
mentions that they were represented to him as composing a royal mission
from Pekin, but that circumstances led him to suspect that their real
character did not rise higher than that of a provincial deputation from
Yunan city, a conjecture which, he says, was afterwards confirmed.
Colonel Burney, 9 writing on this subject, even goes so far as to state that
none of the members of the Chinese embassies, which visited Ava at that
period, ever came from Pekin; the letters on gold and some of the
presents, he considered, were sent to the viceroy of Yunan, who forwarded
them by some of hie own officers, who, on their return, did not proceed
beyond Yunan. When the Burmese accompanied the Chinese envoys to
China, they were made to believe that the reason why these officials did
not go as far as the capital was that their presence was required in Yunan,
as additional rank had been cpnferred on them in their absence. N o
mention is made of the routes by which these emb&sies travelled.
A Burmese mission proceeded to China in 1823, by BhamB, over
the hills forming the southern side of the Tapeng valley to Muangwan,
and from thence through the Nantin valley to Momien, and from this
city by Yungchan and Yunan to Pekin. I t returned with a Chinese
mission which had arrived at Ava in the previous year with presentsS
to the king. Besides numerous valuable gifts, five elephants were sent
to the emperor, a faet that seems to indicate that the route presents no
great physical difficulties. We gather from the Burmese itinerary of
this journey that the Chinese had their garrison stations in the Kakhyen
hills to the east of the Shan states, and overlooking Burmese territory.
I pd
two of these old frontier out-posts, one on the Nampung
stream, a few hours' march from the Burmese plain, and another at the
village of Loaylone in the very heart of the Kakhyen hills on the
embassy route. The head of the mission of 1823, on his return to Ava,
was appointed governor of Bhama.
An embassy from China arrived at Ava in April, 1833, and returned
the same year, accompanied by one from Burmah, with valuable presents,
among which were five elephants, which were made over to the governor
of Yunan to forward to Pekin. This was necessary, aa the mission had
to proceed a considerable way down the Yang-tse-kiang in boats.
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S p e s ' s Ava, 1827, vol. ii, p. 18.
= Aa. &. Journ., vol. vi, p. 434.
a Among the presents we read of n mnlr and fvmnle lo^,a largo description o f
mulr, which the Bunnese wbert to be p~ulific.. Culuuel Burucy, loc. cit.
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It followed the same route from BhamB as the previous embassy, and
from the circumstance that this road has been so frequently used by the
ambassadors of the two countries, i t is now commonly known as the
embassy route to Chins.
From this brief review of the more important events that have occurred in the BhamS district, in connection with its routes to China,
during the last six centuries, it is evident that they have always been
recognised ss the chief western highways to that great empire. The only
route which has attempted to compete with them is the one by Theinnee,
but it has to contend with two insuperable disadvantages, which
will always operate against its ever becoming a trading route of importance. I refer to the great distance over which i t h a to pass before it
reaches the Irawady, and to the difficult nature of the country through
which it runs,from the point where it reaches the Cambodia, on to Ava.
Taking Talifoo aa the terminus of our journey, we find that, leaving the
I r a w d y at Bhamd, we can reach that city in twenty-two marches, whereas,
following the Theinnee route, we could not arrive at it within thirtyfive days. One of the roads (Sanda) from Bhamb to Momien, after 26
miles of the Kakhyen hills have been crossed, runs through a level
valley in which there are only two insignificant ascents; and beyond
Momien, ss far as the Cambodia, the only difficulties it has to contend
with, are the mountain ridges which define the courses of the Shuaylee
and Salween. By the Theinnee route, however, the case is very different, and consulting the Burmese account of this route drawn up in 1787,
we find that forty-six hills and mountains, five large rivers, and twentyfour smaller ones are encountered between Ava and a point on the CamM i a , about 40 miles to the south-east of Yungchan. I t appears to me,
then, to b e beyond all dispute, that the Bhamb routes offer the greatest
facilities for travel, are the shorteat to the I r a w d y from the great trading
centres of Yunan, and will certaiul~command the greatest traffic, although
they may not absorb it all.
The impohnee of BhamB, ss one of the gate-ways to China, appears to have been early recognised by those keen traders from Western
Europe, who visited the east in the 16th and 17th centuries ; and thin
I d s us to another short chapter in its history.

The otller custom recordtxl by Marco Polo, as a characteristic
of the inhabitants of Kardandan, is that of consulting, in cases of
illness, persons who were supposed, for the time being, to be possessed
with a devil. To the present day, the Shans consult sorcerers in all
matters of imporhnce, and the Kakhyens resort to the Toomsah in
cases of sickness, and to the Meetway when matters of public importance have to be decided. The Toomsah is supposed to stand in
some peculiar relation to the nlts, who are believed by the Kakhyens
to exercise a powerful influence for good or evil on the everyday incidents
of life. When heis employed in a case of sickness, he c a b all the
nlts together, and the spirit, by whose evil influence the disease has
arisen, d e s itself heard through him, as to what offerings are necessary
for the recovery of the patient. The Meetway, when he is consulted,
becomes like a person possessed with a devil. He seats himself in a
corner of the house on a small stool, surrounded by the anxious
chiefs and their headmen, and with his elbows resting on his
knees and his face buried in his hands, his body begins to quiver
from head to foot, and piteous yells and groans announce that the n l t is
entering into him. When the demon has gained possession of the priest,
he then communicates the line of action that the chiefs are to pursue,
and how many buffaloes or pigs it will be necessary to offer to secure the
good-will of the &its. The similarity of these ceremonies to those described by Marco Polo as prevailing during his time in Kardandan requires
no remark. Moreover, the way in which the sacrifices are offered to the
rihts by the Kakhyens agrees so closely with the Venetian's description of
the Kardandan sacrificial rites that I will here briefly relate what I
have seen.
At Bhamd, two buffaloes were sacrificed to the nlts, over two
separate but primitive altars of bamboo that had been specially erected
for the purpose, and consecrated by the Toomsah. During the latter
ceremony, he stood in front of each of them for more than an hour,
waving a bunch of long grass, and muttering an incantation,
inviting the nlta from all parts of the world to be present to witness
the sacrifice, and receive the offerings of flesh which were to be

' The Kakhyens are not Buddhists, but propitiate the spirita of evil, ndls, by
offerings of pigs, buffaloes, rice, and sheroo. They recognize good d t a , hut never
worship them. The nlts of the Burmese are, in aU probability, e remnant of this
form of worship that prevailed in Burmah before the Burmese were col~verted to
Buddl~isrn.
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given. The buffdoes were slain, not by the priest, but by one of
the bystanding Kakhyens, but before the death-blow was given, water
held in a plantain leaf wae th~ownover the sacrificial buffalo, and when
the animal had received the fatal gash from the a h , water was poured
into the wound, and the blood collected in bamboos. The carcass was
then cut into pieces, and distributed to the chiefs and their attendants.
The entrails and viscera were reserved for the special use of the nlts,
hiled along %4th some of the blood in a large iron pot, and a
cut off the breast as well was roasted on sticks placed crosswise over
a fire. These parts, along with some cooked rice, were placed on plantain leaves, and laid out reverently on a high bamboo scaffolding,
in front of which the Toomsah waved his bunch of grass, and chanted
an i n a t a t i o n , in a low musical strain. NO Kakhyen dares to eat until
this part of the ceremony has been completed, and so particular were
the chiefs on this subject that they made a special request to us, that
we would abstain from food while it lasted, so that the nlta might
have no cause of offence. This is a remarkable comment on M a w
Polo's statement that the Kardandaners believed, that if a man died
after a sacrifice had been offered on his account, it was due to the
fact that those who had dressed the victuals must have presumed to
taste them before the deity's portion had been presented to him. It appears to me, too, that the elevation of the flesh on the high platform
corresponds to the sprinkling of the blood towards the heavens, and to
the casting into the air of the water in which the flesh had been
seethed, so carefully described by the distinguished traveller as a
part of the mcrificial rites of the inhabitants of Kardandan. With the
completion of the ceremony of the elevation of the flesh and its juices,
the Kakhyens retired to their temporary quarters to eat and drink,
and I have been informed that when a sacrifice of the kind I have described takes place in a Kakhyen village, it is followed by a great ftast
and carnival ; and Marco Polo relates that in his time, the Kardnndaners
completed their sacrificial rites by a feast on the meat that had been
offered in sscrifice, and by drinking with signs of great hilarity.
The Shans, unlike the Kakhyens, have accepted Buddhism, which
knows nothing of sacrifices, and is utterly opposed to the taking of
animal life by its disciples, although they are at liberty to partake of
what has been slain by others.
But it is highly probable that before
the introduction of Buddhism from Pew, the Shans, like the Burmese,
had the same respect for the principle of evil in everything that was
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opposed to their self-interest, as marks the Kakhyens of the present day.
Apart from these coincidences, we find other facts recorded by Marco
Polo, in his chapter on Bardandan, which strengthen my position regarding the identity of Kardandan and the Shan states to the east of
Bhamd, and the country beyond it, as far as Yungchan. I n his day,
an ounce of gold was exchanged for five ounces of silver, and a saggio
of gold for five saggio of silver, the reason assigned being that there were
no silver mines in the kingdom, but much gold. And in his account of
the trade that existed between Kardandan and the Burmese plains,
he mentions that the inhabitants took their gold to the mart on
the Irawady to be exchanged for silver, one saggio of gold being given for
five of silver. My observation on this is, that silver now is the most
highly-prized metal in the Shan states, and that gold is at a discount
at Momien. I am well aware that a mere coincidence of this kind,
between the monetary affairs of a people separated from each other by
centuries, is not of itself sufficient to establish their identity; but it is
unnecessary for me to resort to any such extreme argument in this
instance, for the great traveller has so sufficiently indicated the geographical position of the province of which he was writing, that it is
impossible to doubt that his Kardandan, and the country in which we
experienced this anomalous disproportion between the values of the precious metals, are one and the same. Marco Polo describes Kardandan
as the Chinese province of which Vochang is the capital, but as Marsden
justly remarks, we would have been unable to localise the province itself
if this town had not been mentioned, and proceeds to say that ("he name,
indeed, of Vochang (or Voccain in the old Italian orthography) would have
been equally unascertainable with that of the province itself, but that we
are assisted in this instance by the readings of some of the other version^.^"
It is certainly a remarkable circumstance that little or no change should
have taken place between the relative values of the metala in the course
of the five centuries ; but so far as my knowledge goes, Marco Polo's
assertion that there were no silver mines does not apply to the present
time. There are two mines within a few miles of the western end of the
Sanda valley, and another ex*
a short way to the west of the S h m
town of Kaingma. But the two former lie on the now debatable territory
of the Kakhyen hills, and have for many years been almost exclusively
Maden's M a m Polo, p 437, note 862.
In the esrly Latin edition the word is " Uncian ;" in the U e , " Unchian," and in
the early editionof Venice, " Nwian," which point out the city to be Yungchan in tho
wcstern part of Yunan. JIitrdcn, lw. cit.
2
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worked by the Burmese, who carry the silver into Burmah, and the one
at Kaingma as well appears to have been worked by them. The Shau
states, therefore, derive little or no benefit from the proximity of these
mines. Another mine, however, exists to the north-east of Momien,
but the silver from it is chiefly absorbed by the country beyond. It
appears to me that the real cause of the disproportionate value of the
two metals is to be sought for in the inordinate love of the Shans for
every variety of silver ornaments, and which leads them to convert all
their surplus silver into trinkets of some kind, and with this result, that
the amount of this precious metal'in circulation never has an opportunity
to increase. I cannot leave this subject, without mentioning that a
Kampti Shan from the county above the junction of the so-called main
branches of the Irawady, at the Mainla of the maps, on the 26O parallel of
north latitude, informed me that the tribes of that part have no silver,
and that they trade with gold, and that 50 ticcal of salt are purchased
for a four-anna piece weight of gold. While I accept the general fact,
I doubt the details, which are probably grossly exaggerated.
Marco Polo refers to a custom which the men and women had of
covering their teeth Fvith plates of gold, but which does not now exist,
although the nearly allied one, as I have already mentioned, of blackening
the teeth, prevails among Shan women, but the custom also extends to
Burmah, and even to India. He also describes a curious usage of the
husband taking the place and duties of the wife for forty days after her
delivery; but I could detect no trace of any such custom among the
Kakhyeng neither am I aware of its existence among the Shans, nor in
any of the hill tribes we were brought in contact with. His general
statement that "they (the people of Kardanda,n) have no knowledge of
any kind of writing," while it does not apply to the Shans, is perfectly
tnie of the Kakhyens (Singphos), Leesaws, and Poloungs, who form a
large portion of the hill population between BhamB and Yungchan.
It is interesting to note that the description which Marco Polo has
given of the summer season of Kardandan, that it is so gloomyand
much obscuredl that strangers are glad to escape from it, was exactly our
experience of a June and July residence at Momien. The inhabitants
themselves, too, recognise that new-comers invariably suffer, and one
of the first monitions we received from the governor related to the
1 Marsden, in a note on this statement, seems to have been under the impression
that his author waa describing a country like the Terai land of the Himalaya, while
his &course referred to a country at least from 1,700 to 6,000 feet above the sea.

preservation of our health, accompanied by a warning that it would certainly be injured ifwe bathed in the river water. The inhabitants of Momien
attribute the prevalence of goitre among them, and the ill-health which
strangers experience when they visit their city, to the use of the water of
the Tahi3. We were dissuaded against its use in such strong terms as to
create the impression that it was the fountain-head of all the ills that flesh
is heir to, in this sequestered and now almost deserted valley, the desolation of which, however, is due to an entirely different cause, the
Mahomedan rebellion. The mist and gloom, which prevail at Momien
during the summer months, are proverbial ;and the best comment I can
offer on our traveller's description of the climate is our own experience.
During a residence of a month and a half, we had only two or three
f i t l l gleams of sun through dense clouds, which were incessantly discharging themselves, either in vapoury drizzle or in heavy showers. The
depressing influence of such a climate soon made itself felt on d,and
nearly every one of us d e r e d more or less from an obstinate diarrhaes.
The proportions of some were sensibly reduced, and in one case it led
to the development of serious symptoms that called for an immediate
change of scene, and for a rqidence a t a lower altitude. But the most
striking proof of the t y i n g nature of the summer climate of Momien to
strangers was evinced, in the rapid and marked improvement that took
place in the health of the men, when we reached the lower valleys.
Marco Polo, in his chapter on Karazan, which probably cornsponds to the district to the north-east of the Kananzan mountain, northeast from Momien, relates that the inhabitants docked the tails of the
horses, depiiving them of one joint, to prevent their being whisked from
side to side, and to occasion their remaining pendant, as the whisking
of the tail in riding appears to them a vile habit. Now, the Shans and
Chinese to the east of Bhamd hold the same views on tail-whisking, but
they do not resort ta the custom described by Marco Polo to obviate
it. Their practice is simply to tie the long hair at the end of the tail
into a knot, as is done in Persia. 1 The nature of the country and the
character of the roads have originated this custom. During the rains,
the whole of the valleys are more or l e ~ under
s
water, and the I-oads are
frequently flooded; so the traveller has to pick his way, as he best can,
over the highest ground, and along the banks which define the fields, and
with this result that the pony is frequently up to its middle in water.
A well-draggled tail is the consequence, and to prevent its being whisked
Malcolm's Persia, vol. i, p. 358, note.
F
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about to the discomfort of the rider, it is tied up into a large knot.
Marco Polo describes the horses of large size, and that they are ridden
with long stirrups, which is the opposite of what I found in the Shan
states, where only ponies and mules occur, and where the short stirrup is
used. He mentions also that the men wear complete armour of buffalohide, and carry lances, shields, and crossbows, and that all their arrows
are poisoned.
These are the familiar weapons of the country, but
armour and shields, aa far as my observations go, are not in use.
Turning now to Marco Polo's description of the country intervening
between Ka,rdandan and the Burmese plain, we are struck with the
remarkably accurate but brief account which he has given of it. His
words are,-"Leaving
the province of Kardandan, you enter upon a
vast descent, which you travel without variation for two days and a
half, in the course of which no habitations are to be found. You then
reach a spacieus plain." I do not know of any more correct description
that could be given of the descent from the Shan states over the
Kakhyen hills to Burmah than this of the great traveller's. The words,
" vast descent," convey a truthful picture of the road ;and the valley of
the Iramady, when viewed from the Kakhyen hills, appeam as a spacious
plain. Moreover, starting from the Shan-Chinese town of M a n w p e a t
the eastern end of the Sanda valley, where the descent begins, the
journey occupies exactly two days and a half. So closely does his
account of the route to Burmah coincide with the two roads that follow
the valley of the Tapeng over which I travelled, that I cannot but conclude that i t referred to one of them; but his description being devoid of
details, it is impossible to say which of the two routes he had in view.
I have no personal experience of the only other route to Burmah from
this quarter of the Shan states, which opens on the Burmese plain; but
I can adduce the evidence of our surveyor, who travelled it, to show that
i t is not a vast descent. The latter, speaking of the Sawaddy and
Muangwan route, says,-"
I t is smooth and even throughout, and
there are no difficulties of a nature to induce fatigue or wretchedness."
This mas evidently written in vivid remembrance of his journey by the
" vast descent." As the Muangwan route, therefore, can in no way be
described as a vast descent, it must be disregarded, and Marco Polo's
description must be held as applying to one of the two roads that follow
the Tapeng valley to Bhama. Moreover, that it could not have been
any other route further to thc south is evident from the fact that it
1 The poisou. used by the Kakbyens and other wild tribea is the Aconitnm
known also to the Lepcbas nud other hill tribes of Nepal, Sikkim, and Assam.
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reached the Burmese plain fifteen days' march north of the capital.
Marsden has pointed out that from the early Italian versions, it is to
be understood that, on descending from the heights of Karainan or
Yunan, you do not immediately enter the country of Mien or Ava Proper,
but, afbr a journey of five days, reach a province which he supposed to be
the Mekley of the maps ; and from thence, after travelling fifteen days
through forest, arrive at the capital. Mekley, however, is about three
degrees further west, so that Marsden's supposition must fall to the ground.
Reverting, however, to the history of Pong, and to the indication I have
given of its southern limits on both banks of the Irawady, we are entitled
to conclude that it was the province referred to in the early Italian editions,
as intervening between the trading mart and Pagan, the capital of Mien.
The distance from Old Bhama, in which neighbourhood the mart appears
to have been situated, to the capital, by land, in a straight line, is about
250 miles,- a journey which, after making allowances for the windings of
the road, could be easily accomplished in fifteen days. He describes the r o d
as lying through a country much depopulated, and through forest abounding
with elephants, rhinoceroses, and other wild h t s , where there is not the
appearance of any habitation. On the likely supposition that all Marco
Polo's information regarding Burmah was derived from Chinese trders,
who had doubtless been much struck by the scanty population of Pong
and Burmah, as contrasted with their own densely-peopled provinces, we
can easily understand how they came to describe it to him as one much
depopulated, whereas they mere only delineating what appears to have
been always a characteristic of Burmah, its paucity of population.
Even at the present time, a large tract of the country between Bhama
and Mandalay is covered with forest, and from enquiries I made on my
way up the river, and from personal observations in the neighbourhood
of the latter town, wild elephants are not uncommon, and I was
informed that rhinoceroses were occasionally met with.
With reference to the probable position of the mart described by Marco
Polo, it follows, from the position which I have assigned to his route to
Burmah from Kardandan, that it must have been situated somewhere in
the BhamB district, and I believe we must look for it in the direction of
Old Bham8, on the right bank of the Tapeng, at the foot of the Kakhyen
hills, 30 miles to the north-east of the present town of that name.
Pemberton placed BhamB on the left bank of the Tapeng river some clistanee
above its wnfluence with the Irawady, and not on the banks of the latter river.
From the present position of the town on the left bank of the Irawady, it is evident
t h a the courses of the two rivcra have h e n materially altered since Pemberton wrote.
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I passcd close to this old town on our may across the ' ~ a k h ~ e n
hills by the Ponline route, and although I did not stop to visit it,
i t bore evident marks, in its ruined pagodas and general appearance,
that it had once been a place of considerable importance. We have no
facts to guide us, as to when Old Bham6 was abandoned as a trading
station for the other town of the same name on the Irawady. The
circumstance, however, that the first mention of the rival mart of
Kaungtoung occurs after the long peace of a century, which ensued on
the surrender of the Emperor Yunlie in 1662, suggests that the rise
of that mart may have h e n the cause of the change. I think we are
entitled to conclude that the desertion of Old Bham6 took place before
the outbreak of the mar, because it is stated in the Burmese chronicle,
that when the Burmese fleet was proceeding to invest the town, the boats
moved from the island opposite the beleaguered mart of Kaungtoung,
along the western bank of the Irawady, and then crossed to Bham8,
implying that it was on the opposite side. This description is quite inapplicable to Old Bhama, 20 miles up the Tapeng, a river which is
besides not navigable for very large boats in February and March, the
months in which the Burmese fleet performed this manceuvre. It appears
that the abandonment of Old BhamB was brought about in this wise.
Continued pesce had given a great impulse to trade, and the merchants
naturally resorted to that route which praented the fewest di5culties to
travellers. The surveyor who journeyed by the Sawaddy route on his
return from Yunan, and who, it must be remembered, had accompanied the
expedition by the Ponline route, pronounces it not to be beset with the
difficulties encountered on the latter, and that it is smooth and even
throughout, as far as Muangwan. Moreover, from personal experience I
can state that the embassy route by Hoetone and Mutthin is almost on a
par with that by Ponline. We have thus one route surpassing all the
others in facilities for travel,' and it is reasonable to believe that in the
case of a well-established trade, the easiest route, and the one in which
the goods of the merchants would be least liable to injury, mould be the
one generally resorted to ; and I do not see how me are to account for
the rise of Kau~gtoungon any other ground, and I believe that the whole
explanation of it may be summ~dup iu these few words, that it mas thc
point on the Irawady nearest to where the Samddy and M u a n p a n
(Mynewan) route opens on the Burmese plain. Turning to BhamS we

'

It uiust bc uudrl.stuot1 that I speak eutirely ou the authority of a Burman
surveyur.
e *

have now to apply these facts to it, and the applicrttion is this, that i t
merchants found that as the trade began to flow in great measure by
Kaungtoung, it was necessary that they should move near that mart,
and I daresay they were under the impression that a position like that of
Bhamd, occupying, as it does, a site nearly equally distant from the
exits of all the routes, would be certain in the end to secure the greatest
custom, and if these were their views, they are fully borne out by the
experiences of the two marts.
I will now turn from Marco Polo, and relate the little that is
known regardingEuropean intercourse with Bhama after his day, but much
of which is simply conjecture. The old documents of Fort St. George
record that the&English and Dutch h d factories in the beginning of
the 17th century at Syriam, Prome, and Ava, and at a place on the
borders of China which Dalrymple supposes to have been Bham8.
According to this authority, some dispute arose between the Dutch and
the Burmese, and on the former threatening to call in the aid of the
Chinese, both the English and Dutch were expelled from Burmah.
Valentyn, however, in his great work on the East Indies, ascribes the
breaking-up of the Dutch trade in Burmah to the constant wars that
were going on in those regions, which seems to be a much more likely
explanation of its dissolution, especially in view of the facts I have
recorded of the great war that took place in Upper Burmah from 1658 to
1661. A telling instance, in support of ValentynJs statement, is the
fact that the guns on the walls of Ava in 1658 were manned by a foreigner,
who was in all likelihood a trader driven to fight for the protection of his
property, which would certainly have been pillaged if the Chinese had
carried their assault on the city. Such conditions and occupations were
certainly inimical to trade, and it is not to be wondered at, that
the first English and Dutch establishments in Upper Burmah were
short-livtd.
However, after the p m e of 1662 had been concluded, as a natural
consequence we find a revival of trade. I have on two former occasions
referred to the thriving traffic that appears to have existed at Bhama
between 1662 and 1765, while Burmah was at peace with China. I n
1680, the reputation of this field for mercantile enterprise appears to have
again attracted the attention of the authorities a t Fort St. George, and
Bayfield describes the remains of an old brick godown at Old BhamO, of which
the people did not know the history, and Yule suggests that it possibly may be the relic
of the old British factory of which Dalrymple wrote. Yule's Ava, y. 480.
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four years afterwards, letters were sent by one Dod, trading to Ava, who
was instructed to enquire into the commerce of the country, and the
terms which might be sanctioned, and to express a strong desire that a
settlement might be ~anctionedat PraBmoo on the confines of China.
Dalrymple, who records these facts, states that he was unable to determine
the situation of Prammoo, but was induced to suppose that it was the
place at which we had formerly an establishment. The strong likeness
of Prammoo to Bhamd leaves little doubt regarding their identity. 1
This mission proved unsuccessful.
I n the end of the 17th century, the Jesuit, Du Chatz, appears
to have been in the neighbourhood of Bhamd, and to have entered Burmah
from Yunan, a feat which has been accomplished by nbother European.
He is recorded to have reached Burmah by the same route that the five
Chinese travellers had followed in the same century, after the conclusion of
the peace of 1662. He has given an account of the Imwady from
Ava to the sea, but little or nothing concerning the country and ita
inhabitants.
The Jesuit missionaries, P. Fridelll and P. Bonjour, w a e ordered
by the emperor of China, in the early part of the 18th century, to
proceed to Yunan to complete the map of that province. On the death
of P. Bonjour, which happened on the confines of Ava and Pegu, on
25th December 17 14, P b e Regis was sent to the assistance of P. Fridem
who was sick. We have evidence, in the table of observed latitudes, that
they visited the extreme frontier, and from the fact that they inform
us that the position of Sanda on their map wns the result of several triangles, they must have been in sight of it, if not at the town itself, m d within
I find that Marsden, Symes, Burney, Yule, and Gri5th write Bhamb without
the A, and that Burney and Yule correctly place the accent on the last syllable, which
Symea, Mareden, and Gri5th did not. Pemberton, Bayfield, Buchanan Hamilton, and
Crawford all use the h in the first, but Crawford alone sccontuates the last syllable. Dr.
Bayfield and Buchanan Hamilton are the only two travellers who use the n before the
m, and in doing so they adhere strictly to the manner in which the word would be
trans-literated into English by a Burmese conversant with our language. But the n sound
is 80 slight that for all practical p v e 8 it is better to leave it out, ee the tendency
would be to pronounce it, while in practice the n and m are N U into each other. With
reference to the terminal syllable, after a ~&refulanalysis of the pronunciation,
I concluded that the sound is best e r p ~ e bdj au or aw instead of simple accentuated
6; but, in deference to established custom, have spelt it after the received h h i o n . In
connection with Dalrymple's word h m w , it is worthy of note that Buchanan
H d b n not only writes Bhanmo but also Paluno.
3 Modern Universal History, V O ~ .vii, p. 121. Du Chatz, Ap. Mem. Acad. hien.,
1692,p. 399.
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70 miles from Bham8. There is no allusion, however, to the latter place in
any of the memoirs. They also found the position of Momien by p e r s o d
observation, and must have, therefore, remained in that city for some time.
The able and versatile Dr. Francis Hamilton Buchanan was the
next European traveller to contribute largely to our knowledge of the
geogrsphical features of Upper Burmah. This distinguished man
accompanied Symes on his mission to Ava in 1795, but the results of the
geographical enquiries he instituted, while at the Burmese capital, were
not published till 1820. He did not proceed beyond the capital, but so
well did he occupy his time, while there, in amassing information from
travelled natives, on the course of the Irawady and ita principal affluents,
on the position of Bhama, on the physical characters of the country to
the east of it, and on the routes from Upper Burmah to China, that he
was enabled to speak with considerable accuracy on these interesting
geographical questions. He fell, however, into the fashionable error of
his time, and connected the I r a d y with the Sanpo of Tibet.
In his account of the route followed by the Burmese embassy of
1792, the materials for which were given to him by the Tsawbwa of
Bhama, who had accompanied i t as chief ambassador, he describes
Bhama as the capital of the ambassador's territory, and one of the nine
principalities of the Shanmas or Mrelap Shans as they are called by
the Burmans, or the Pay= (Tay-yay) of the Chinese, a statement the
accuracy of which we can hardly doubt when we remember it was made on
the authority of the chief himself. He also mentions that Tsampenago 1
was the Burmese town highest on the Irawady. The natural inference
1 With reference to h p e n a g o , it ia worthy of remark that two cities of that
name formerly existed in the neighbonrhood of BLamB, one evidently of great age, and
the other of more recent date. The ruins of the former were accidentally diecovered by
me, in a ramble in queat of buds through the jungle about one mile to the north of the
town.of Bhamb. I a m not aware that ita existence has been noticed by any previous
traveller. I t liea buried under a dense vegetation, and the ruined walls and brick
mounds support splendid forest trees. I doubt much, if I had not been fortunate enough
to cross the wall, that I would have ever wspeded the existence of ruins in the masa of
junglecovered mound8 which it encircles. But when the wall is once seen, there is no
mistaking ita true nature. A very good view of it is obtained on the emtern side of the
ruins where the underwood is light. I t is surrounded by a deep broad ditch and a high
earthen mound, and in some places where I measured it, it varied from 12 to 20 feet
above the bottom of the ditch. I t is of great thickness, md, aa far aa I observed,
composed entirely of bricks. I traced one side of it for three-qwrters of a mile, cutting
my way dong the top through a dense tangled thicket of bamboos and climbing plants.
The old phoongyee at BhamB informed me that tho ruins were the remains of
the ancient city of Tsampenago, which, according. to him,had flourished in the days of
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from these facts is that, in 1795, the Shan principality of Bhnmd was
only tributary to Burmah, and that its complete absorption into the
empire was an event of after years.
Hamilton/Buchanan, in one of his contributions to the geography
of Upper Burmah, informs us that he met in Calcutta a Mahomedan,
who had been present at the battle between the Burmese and Chinese.
This man informed him that the famous silver mines of Bodwan were
six days' journey from Bhamd, and fifteen from Amarapura. I visited
these mines during our detention at Ponsee, and can confirm this statement as to their distance from Bham8 ; and, moreover, as they are only
200 miles from the capital, fifteen days appear to afford ample time for
the journey between the two places.
These mines are situated north-east of Bham8, in the midst
of the Kakhyen hills, only 500 yards from the left bank of the
G uadama. He stated that they are well seen aRer the burning of the jungle in March.
- It' is curious that the northern extremity of the ruins should have become a
fi~vouritesite for pagodaa, and I was at fmt inclined to believe that it had been selected

on account of traditions that associated it with the city, but an intelligent Shan, who
hnilt the chief pagoda, assured me that such was not the ease. I would not regard his
opinion, however, as final, for many of the other pagodaa are of considerable age.
I t is desirable that our officials, now stationed at BhamB, should enquire into the history
of the Shuaykeenah pagodas, as it may tend to throw some light on that of the old
ruins, which a h merit further investigation. The importance of the site is indicated by
If I may venture an
tho fird that the.pagodas number from two to three hun*ed.
opinion as to the probable age of the city, derived from its appearance as compared
with Tagoung, I would ascribe to it an antiquity equal to that of that ancient capital.
The other town of Tsampenago stands on the right bank of the Tapeng, below
where it is joined by the Manlonng. It is apparently of no very great age, as tho
outline of the pagodas is still more or less intact, but it is in every way a ruin.
The present town of the same name is situated on the left bank of the Irawady,
a b u t 60 miles above the capital, at the head of the f m t defile, or Khyoukdweng.
Opposite to it is the town of Manlay, sometimes written Mal6. I satisfied myself that
the former pronunciation is correct. and i t appears to me that the f m t syllable is the
Shan word muang, a term corrupted by Burmese influence to lnan or ma. This of
itself is a kind of evidence which supports the view I have adopted of the southern
extent of the Shan principality of Bhama in former times, and the fact that Tsampenago
was originally the name of a Shan city, is a further proof of the correctness of
my supposition.
From the extent of the ruins at Bham6, it is evident that the old city must have
been one of considerable importance ;and the circumstsnce that, &r ite decay or fall, the
name was perpetuated in another town,and that when the latter had also become a
heap of ruins, we still find it preserved in Tsampenago of the present day, leaves
scarcely a doubt that the ancient city must have had some important historical
associations that made its name a homehold word which the Sham were loath to lose.
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Tapeng, below the village of Ponsee. Hamilton Buchanan supposed
them to be the mines referred to in the Universal History, as lying five
days to the north of Mohungleng (Maingleng-gyee), formerly the capital
of the Shan dates to the east of Ava, but in this he was mistaken, because
the great silver mines, the Bodwan-gyee of the Burmese, lie to the north of
3Jaingleng-gyee, half-way between Kaingma and Muangting, 160
miles to the errst-south-east of Bham6. 1 failed to di~coverthat any other
minee existed in the country intervening between those of BhamB atid
Kaingma, so that $he other Bodwan, which occurs on the map of the northeastern frontier, published a t the Surveyor General's ofice, Calcutta, in
1867, comprises the mines which are situated on the banks of the Tapeng.
By a reference-to the map on which Dr. Buchanan founded his deductions as to the position of Bodwan, it is evident that the native who
delineated the country could never have visited what he professed to map,
for we find him placing the Shuaylee on the right bank of the Irawady,
and making the Tapeng flow to the north-west, instead of in the opposite
direction, and locating Muangwan to the north a f the latter river.
Bodwan is placed beyond the source of the Tapeng, and to the west
of Theinnee. Under such a false guide, it is no matter of surprise that
the able geographer was misled as to the position of the silver mines of
which he was writing, and that he confounded those of the Tapeng with
the Kaingma mines. The former lie in the centre of the Kakhyen hills,
and the latter in a Shan state a long way to the east of them, remote, if
my authorities are correct, from the Kakhyen population of Upper
Bnrmah. These are the only two special references to Bhama and its
immediate neighbourhood, which occur in Hamilton Buchanan's valuable
contributions to the geography of Upper Burmah.
Col. Symes states that an extensive trade existed, in 1795, between
the Burman dominions and Yunan in China, and that cotton was the
chief article of export from Ava. "This commodity was transported up
the Irawady to BhamB, where it was solcl to the Chinese merchants,
and conveyed, partly by land and partly by water, into the Chinese
dominions. Amber, ivory, precious stones, betel-nut, and the edible nests
brought from the Emtern Archipelago were also articles of commerce.
In return the Burmans procured raw and wronght silks, velvets, goldleaf, preserves, paper, and utensils of hardware. " I n connection with
Col. Symes's statement that the goods were transported from Bhamd,
partly by land and partly by water, it must be observed that all the
routes from thence are exclusively land journeys, the merchandise being
carritxl on mules, ponies, and, rarely, on pack-oxen. It may be that
0
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"partly by water" may refer to the Shuaylee and Molay rivers, along
which there is a small boat traffic during the railu.
The next reference to Bham6 occurs in Captain Wilcox's valuable
memoir on Assam and the neighbouring countries, 1 in which he indicates
the route to Momien, vid Muangwan and Muangtee (Mynetee). His
information watl derived from a Kampti who had been a resident in
Yunan for eight years, and a few Chinamen who had been with him for
some time. These men, however, gave Wilcox a very inaccurate account
of the size of the Namkho (Taha, Tapeng), and of i$ relation to the
towns along its course. The Kampti described it as being as large as
the Irawady, and as the boundary line between a Shan province and
China, neither of which it is, nor ever has been. Fmm this mis-statement
of facts, Wilcox was led to identify the Namkho (Tapeng) with the
Lu-kyang, Loakyung, or Salween ; and from the ignorance of the Chinamen to regard Muangtee and Tengye-chew as one and the same place.
As he did not extend his observations beyond Momien, it is evident that
the Namkho could not have been the Salween, which is considerably to
the west of that city, and it is equally apparent that the river the
Kampti crossed between Muangtee and Monlien waa the TahB, the
only river in those parts.
Turning now to the journal of an embassy to the coast of Ava in
1826, by Crawford, the distinguished historian of the Malayan Archipelago, it is stated that the Irawady, the largest river in Ava, is navigable only for canoes at the town of Bhama; while the fact is, that large
river steamers can reach that place with ease, and that it is probable
that the channel of this magnificent river will be found deep enough for
them even for 150 miles further. In the light of such facts, Crawford's
deduction that it is a stream of no great magnitude above Ava,
and that its source cannot be very remote from the capital, of
necessity falls to the ground in the light of recent research. Crswford unfortunately fell into another error, in stating that the goods
from Rhama to the capital were conveyed overland, and it is
difficult to say whether this mistake into which he unwittingly fell, or his
explanation of it, is most opposed to fact. All the trade from Bham6 to
the capital appears to have been conducted by boats from time immemorial. He gave, however, a very accurate description of the character
of the trade between the capital and China, but erred in applying his
description to Bhama. " The tra5c with the capital," he says, " althoug1l
-
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probably subjected to less restraint, resembles, in a great measure, the
commerce which is carried on, on their mutual frontier, between the
Russians and Chinese. I t is not a continued trade conducted throughout
the year as between two friendly nations, but one carried on a t annual
fairs. The caravan from China, composed entirely of Chinese, commonly
arrives at Ava in the beginning of December, and is mid to take about
six weeks in travelling from Yunan. It is probable, indeed, that it unot quit China until the cessation of the periodical rains in the middle of
October, which mould limit the journey to the period mentioned. No
part of the journey is by water, nor are the goods conve&xl by wheel
carriage, but by s m d horses, mules, and asses." All the facts in the foregoing extract are accurate, but I do not think he has rightly interpreted
them. The mere circumstance that the wavans arrive a t the capital only
once a year, seems to me to admit of an altogether different explanation
from that given of it by Crawford. It appears that the great distance
and the m c u l t character of the country to be travelled; the preparations
for the journey there and back, such as the collecting the merchandise for
the Burmese market, and the disposing of it, and the purchase of goods
for the return journey occupy so much time, that only one journey can
be overtaken, and that the dry months are selected because they are
the most convenient. The danger to life, and almost certain loss of
property from flood and fell during the rains, would far outweigh all
other considerations. These remarks apply only to the trade with the
capital by the long difficult route via" Theinnee, for small trading carsvans visit Bhami3 at all seasons of the year, although, as a rule, all the
large caravans arrive during the dry weather. Bhamd is commercially
linked to Yunan by a chain of Chinese merchants who have settled in
it, and in the Shan t o m of Manwyne, Sanda, and Muangla, and who
maintain a constant but petty trade with the more extensive Momien
merchanb, who, in their turn, are linked with the great trading town of
Yungchm, the mart to which the products of Western Yunan find
their way. The resat is, that there is a steady and constant flow to
BhamB of the produce of a part of Western Yunan, largely in excess of
the requirements of the inhabitants of that town and district ; aud all the
surplus trade h d s its way down the Irawady to the capital, and to the
varions large trading towns along the river. This tr&c is entirely
in the hands of the Chinese at BhamB and Mandalay, and from its
thriving and continued character and great age, and from the facilities
for transit which it can command a t all seaeons of the year, it is greatly
more important in every respect than that which finds its way once a
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year by Theinnee to the capital. Bham8 is, to all practical purposes, the
mart which supplies the Burmese markets with the producta of Yunan,
and that province with the cotton of Burmah.
I n a paper read by Sir J. F. Davis before the Royal Asiatic Society
of London in December 1827, i t appears that the interest which attaches
to the geography of the Burmese empire, and to its relations with China,
was beginning to attract the attention of those in England, who mere
most deeply conversant with the commercial and political requirements
of our eastern possessions, and especially with their relations to the
great terra incognita of South-Western China The authorities in India,
as well, seem to have been duly alive to ita importance, for we find that
the Ben& Government published about that time a map, containing
d the latest information on the Burmese country and its Chinese
frontier. I n the paper above referred to, Sir J. F. Davh set himself
the task to compare this map with a manuscript one compiled from the
labours of some Jesuit missionaries, confining. his remarks to the tract of
country along which our expedition travelled. A considerable degree
of correspondence was found between the two maps, but although he
inclined to the Chinese one as hie guide, there can be no doubt that
the Calcutta map waa the most correct; indeed, its only error was in
placing Muangmo (Long-chuen) on the Tapeng instead of the Shuaylee.
The former map, however, located that town correctly, but erred in
transferring Nantin and Tengyechew (Momien) to the banks of the
Shuaylee. Sir J. F. Davis, having committed himself to the Chinese
map, concluded that as it had correctly placed Long-chuen, therefore
Nantin and Tengyechew were properly located on the Shuaylee; and
then, by some mysterious philological process in which vowels and consonants were ignored, he detected a resemblance between Muangmo and
Bham8 or PanmB, and arlived at the conclusion that Bhama was situated
on the Shuaylee. Following up these erroneous deductions, he doubted
the existence of a route to Yunan along the northern river or Tapeng,
and the correctness of the English map in laying down a route from
BhamB tlirough Yungchan and Talifoo towards Yunan city, as he thought
it unlikely that the ~mtivcsof Avs were allowed to enter so far into
Chinese territory.
He mentions one interesting fact, however, that the Jesuit Father,
L'Amiot, who had residd for thirty years at Pekin, informed him
that the Chinese considered the western part of the province of Y u w

'
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as unhealthy. It had been the fortune of this missionary to meet a
Tartar officer who had been engaged in the Burmese war of 1767,
and who attributed the failure of that great enterprise to the unhealthiness of the climate. L'Amiot also supplied him with some detached
notes relating to the province of Yunan which are given in hie paper.
Colonel Burney, who mas appointed Resident at the Court of Ava
on the 31st December 1829, published s large number of very valuable
contributions to the history, geography, and resources of Upper Burmah,
and accurate itineraries of the Theinnee and BhamB routes to China, v
from materials derived from the chronicles and records kept by the Burmese
court. The great use I have had occasion to make of his history of the
wars of Upper Burmah shows how much I am indebted to his labours
for the materials on which that part of this report rests. I can vouch
for the accuracy of the Burmese itineraries from BhamB to Momien, and
I am consequently led to infer that the others will be found equally
reliable as guides to the country beyond, and to the route which proceeds
to Pekin by Theinnee, for they are all drawn up after one plan.'
Pemberton, in his Report on the Eastern Frontier of British India,
published in 1835, gives a clear resume of all that was then known re- v
garding the trade of BhamB and of the Shan valleys to the' east of the
Kakhyen hills. He was the first who fully realized that '(the province
of Yunan," to use his own words, "to which the north-eastern borders
of our Indian empire have now so closely approximated, hrrs become, from
this circumstance, and our existing amicable relations with the court of
Ava, an object of peculiar interest to ns;" and he proceeds to say that he
has rr every reason to hope that if the attempt be judiciously made, a
flourishing branch of trade, which is now carried on between its industrious inhabitants and those of the northern Shan provinces of Ava, m y be
extended across the Patkoi pass into the valley of Assam," and, I would '
add, down the great natural highway of Burmah, to Rangoon.
I n 1835, the Dupha Gaum, a feudatory Singpho chief of Ava, residingon the southern foot of the Patkoi pass leading from the Hukong
valley to Assam, headed a strong party, and, crossing the mountains,
ravaged and plundered the village of the Bisa h u m , a Singpho chief, who
had tendered his submission to our Government. These circumstances
becoming known to Colonel Burney, the British Resident at the court of
Ava, an enquiry was demanded, and security against the recurrence of
similar acts of aggression. The Burmese appointed a mission to instiSee Appendix

A. Routee to China.
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tute the necessary investigations, and the enlightened Resident at their
court at once availed himself of the opportunity, so unexpectedly offered,
to appoint an English o5cer to accompany it, and he selected for the
duty Captain Hannay, who commanded his escort.
Captain Hannny proceeded from Ava in the end of November 1835,
up the Irawady to Bham8 and Mogoung. His journal was never published, but Pemberton, who gave an abstract of it, remarks that "many
geographical points of extreme interest were determined by the personal
observation and enquiries of that meritorious o5cer. Bham8 was for the
first time accurately described, and much valuable information was gained
respecting the trade carried on between Ava and China in that remote
part of the Burman empire. The habits and localities of some of the
principal tribes occupying the mountainous tracts bordering on Western
Yunan were successfully investigated; the position of the very remarkable valley of Hukong was determined; the Payendwen or amber mines
were for the first time examined by the eye of European intelligence ;
the latitudes of the principal towns between Ava and Muangkhong were
ascertained by astronomical observation, with a degree of accuracy s u 5 cient for every purpose of practical utility, and they may now be regarded as established points."
I n February 1837, the distinguished botanist and traveller,
Dr. Griflith, started from Suddyah, and, crossing the Patkoi range,
travelled along the Hukong valley to Mogoung, and down the river of
that name to the Irawady and Bhamd. His journal is replete with
minute details of the physical characters of the country, the height of its
mountains and hills, the general elevation of its valleys or plains, and
the temperature of the air, and elaborate descriptions of its vegetation,
and interesting notices of its fauna, and geological features. Dr. Gri5th
had Captain Hannay as his fellow-traveller as far as the Patkoi range,
where they were joined by Dr. Bayfield, who had been sent by Colonel
Burney from Ava, via" Bhamd and Mogoung, to meet them. Captain
Hanmy was left behind on the Patkoi range, unable to go on or retreat, owing to his having no coolies.
There is a marked discrepancy between Hannay's and Gri5th's
~ c o u n of
t the extent and social condition of the population of BhamS.
The former traveller, who had visited the tom in the year before G s t h
and Bayfield, described it ss one of the largest t o m he had met with in
B-ah
next to Ava and Rangoon, and certainly the most interesting
of all. He considered that it contained about 1,600 houses, and if we
allow four persons to each house, which is not a high average, he would

have given it a population of 7,000. The houses impressed him ss
being large and comfortable, and when he landed, he found himeelf
amongst a fair-complexioned people wearing jackets and trowsers. After
being accustomed to the harsh features and party-coloured drew of the
Burmans, he felt as if he were almost in a civilized land again. I n connection with the foregoing account, it is curious to h d G a t h stating that
the town scarcely contained 400 houses, and that it had only one long
street; and that neither were the houses good nor large, and that the
population could not be calculated a t more than 3,000.
All the inhabitants of Bhamd are Burmeae-Shan, or Sham who have
adopted the Burmese style of dress, and who intermarry with that people;
and as they have been similarly attired for nearly three centuries,
Captain Hannay's jacketed and krowsered people mud have been the
sprinkling of eastern Sbans who yearly reside in Bham8, from November to March, to make sun-dried bricks for the Chinese, and U s for the
townspeople, and for the Kakhyem who trade with the place. As far as
my own observations go, I did not detect any difference in the style of
dress of the inhabitants as compared with other towm in Upper Burmah.
Hannay's description of Bham8 haa been quoted by more than one author,
but it certainly produces an exaggerated impression of the plece, while
Griffith's description is certainly more in keeping with Bham8 of the
present day.
It is much to be regretted that Colonel Hannay's and Dr. Bayfield's 1
journals were never published in full, for, with the exception of Griffith,
they are the only travellers who have visited these little known regions.
Those who have seen the journals have pronounced them to be most valuable records of travel.
Mr. Kincaid, an American missionary, visited Bham8, as far as I
have been able to discover, about the time of Griffith's and Bayfield's '
march down the Hukong valley, but I have not been able to ascertain
that he published any account of his journey.
I n 1898, Baron Otto des Granges published "a short eurvey of
the countries between Bengal and China, showing the grest commemial
and political importance of Bham8, and the practicability of a direct
trade overland between Calcutta and China." I n this valuable 'paper,

/

' Colonel Hannay'r journal had only extracts publinhed from it. I t wee depoeited
in the Foreign Office, and ought to be there still. Dr. Bayfield's waa never published,
even in extracts, aa far aa I am aware. I have seen it, but found it illegible in many
parta from the fading of the ink. I t is surely worthy of a better fate.
h a i c Society's Journal, vol. xvii, p. 13'2.
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the far-seeing author describes it rn the most important t o m in Upper
Bumah, and ss the emporium of trade with China from the earliest
v'' cedturies, and that it commands the only route which leads from I n d k
to China, on which any direct intercourse between both countries ever
can take place, since in all other directions they are eepsrated by the
highest mountains and far greater distances. Duly impressed with the
great advantages that would accrue to Indian commerce by its extension
to Bham8 and Yunan, he advocated the equipment of a small expedhion
to ascertain the mercantile relations of the county about BhamB, to
examine the geological formations and mineral wealth of Yunan, and
to enter into negotiations with the Chinese merchants at Bham8; and
suggested that the mission should either proceed by way of Rangoon
and Ava up the Iramady, or by Sylhct and Munipore, which he proposed
as the overland route to China vib Bham8.
Bishop Bigandet, the learned author of the Life of Guadama,
visited
BhamS in 1857, but I am not aware that he ever published an
b'
account of hi4 trip; but in a memorandum by the Vicar Apostolic of
Tibet, on the countries between Tibet, Yunan, and Burmah, communicated
to the Asiatic Society in 1861 by the bishop, we have the benefit of
his Bham8 experience cropping out in foot-notes, and in a letter to Sir
A. Phayre. This paper is a revival of the wild hypothesis that the
Sanpo was the stream that entered the Irawady at Bhamb, not, however, as far as I am aware, with any new facts favouring the possibility
of D'AnvilleJs vagary, but simply a re-statement of i t founded on
Klaproth's map, alld on information derived from Chinese sources.
In 1862, the Government of India, in the prospect of a treaty
being negotiated with the king of Burmah, directed their Chief Commissioner, Sir Arthur Phajm, to include in it, if possible, the re-opening of the caravan route from Western China by the town of Bhama, and
the obtaining facilities for the residence of British merchants at that
town, as well as their free passage to Yunan, and free passage of Chinese
from Yunan to British territory, including Assam. Sir Arthur Pbayre
was also instructed to try and bring about the re-opening of the
camvan route from Ava via* Bham8 to Yunan, by obtaining the king's
sanction to the despatch of a joint British and Burmese mission to
the frontier. A treaty was concluded wherein the British and Burmese
Governments were declared friends, and trade in and through Upper
Burmah was freely thrown open to British enterprise, and arrangements
were made that a direct trade with China might be carried on through
Upper Burmah, subject to a transit duty of one per cent., ad ualoretn,
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on Chinese exports, and nil on imports. The proposal, however, regard- )I
ing the mission, was unsuccessful.
Dr. Williams, formerly Resident at the court of Mandalay, in his
lately published work on Upper Burmah, informs us that having resolved
on testing the practicability of a route through Burmah to the western
provinces of China, he addressed, early in January 1563, a formal
petition to His Majesty the King, craving for the necessary permission
and protection while journeying through his territories. He received the
royal consent to his proceeding as far as Bham8, and started on the
24th January, and arrived at his destination on the 16th of the.following
month. The result of his observations was communicated to the
Asiatic Society of Bengsl, in Sepbmber 18&, in a paper in which he
reviewed the political state of the several countries between the Bay of
Bengal and Central China, the physical geography of the district proposed to be traversed by the various lines of comm~micstion,and their
commercial conditions and capabilities, including their population,
.
produdhi, and former and existing trade. He anrived at the conclusion that the BhamS routes to China, which have been sanctioned
by ages of use, are politically and physically the most feasible to Lfollow, and commercially the most likely to give the highest returns
for the least expenditure. Ever since his return, Dr. Williams has
energetically advocated the claims which these routes have over
all the others to the south, by which it has been proposed to reach
China There can be little doubt that his exposition of the facilities
which they offer, and of the resources of the country to the east of
Bham8, have led the mercantile community of Rangoon to appreciate
the importance of their own position in commanding, through the Irawady,
the most ancient highway to Western China ; and, in doing so, he has
done good service to the interests of that thriving community. The merits
of the claim, however, which hss been advanced in the preface to his
work on Upper Burmah, that he was the first to suggest a trade route
froni Bham8 to Yunan, will be fully appreciated after what I have stated
regarding Pemberton, and the Baron Otto des Granges; and the further
assertion that he was the first Englishman, if not, indeed, the first
European, to visit this portion of Upper Burmah, requires no remark,
after the notice I have given of the labours of Hannay, Bayfield, and
Griffith, and se me are now familiar with the names of Kincaid and
Bigandet, leaving out of view the traders of two centuries and a h d f
ago, whose presence at BharnB was in itself a recognition of the cornmercial importance of t,hat town.

.
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Looking back on those two centuries and a half which have passed
since the first Englishmen visited BhamB on their peaceful and hnmanizing mission as traders, it is evident that, notwithstanding the professions
of the Burmeee Government, our position in Upper Burmah has little
advanced through these long yeare. I know of no more telling instance
of Burmese conservatism than this, which is almost on a parallel with t h e
tenacious exclusivenese of China But i t is in both cases the grasping
conservatism of an almost effete power that mistakes every novelty for an
infringement of its rights, and rejects it as such.
It is curious that the first m l l y practical test of the righta conforred
on the English Government, by the treaty of 1862, should have been
suggested and carried out by General Fytche, a descendant of Fitch, who
was one of the first English merchants who visited Pegu, and who has
bequeathed to us his impressions of that county through which h e
travelled so long ago as in 1586.
General Fytche's proposal, that an exploring party &odd attempt
the passage of the Bham8 route, waa submitted to the Government of
India on the 2lst June 1867, and received its sanction in the following
September.

CHAPTER I V .
PHPSICBL FEATURES, GEOLOGY, kc., OF BHAMO D I S T R I ~AND
WESTERN YUNAN.

THEgreat valley and alluvial plain of the Irawady may be described as
extending from the 17th to the 26th parallels of latitude, between two
mountainous regions--Arracan, Munipore, and Assam to the west, and
the Southern Shan states and Yunan to the e a s t a b r u p t l y defined
between two degrees of longitude. The surface of this enormous valley
is broken up a t intervals by comparatively low isolated ranges, running
nearly north and south, the frequent occurrence of which confines the
waters of the Irawady, in a great part of their course, to comparatively
narrow but deep channels, to a greater extent than happene either in that
portion of the Brahrnaputra below Suddyah, or in the Ganges generally,
and in this respect the great river of Burmah resembles the Yangtae-kiang. There are, however, long open tracts of country devoid of
hills, and in these localities the valley presents the appearance of an
immense level plain extending away from the banks of the river as far
as the eye can reach, the Irawady opening out into a noble expanse of
water which, even at Bhama, 600 miles from the sea, is 14 mila in
breadth duringthe rains, and about 1 during the dry weather. The hill
ranges, as a rule, may be said to be composed of metamorphic and
crystalline rocks, and they were, in d l probability, islands when the
eocene and miocene strata were deposited around them. These consist
chiefly of limestone, sandstone, clays, coal, and ferruginous conglomerates,
with interbedded traps. The only bed of limestone, observed by me,
occurs below Bhema as an enormous cliff overhanging the river, and
estimated by different travellem a t from 600 to 1,000 feet in height.
Coal mines have been opened out at three localities along the upper
Irawady, and Dr. Oldham is my authority for the statement, that they
hold out a fair promise of good hel, in sufficient quantity for the river
navigation of the upper Irawady, and for any demand that m y arise in
or about the capital of Burmah.1
1

Oldham's Notae on the Geological Features of t,he Irawdy ; Yule's Ava, App, p. 42.
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My object, however, is not to describe either the resources of the
Irawady valley, or i t physical aspect, except in so far as the latter d
contribute to an understanding of the appearance of that part of i t in
the neighbourhood of Bhama, to which my observations and researches
were chiefly confined.
Bhami! is situated on the left bank of the Irawady, in lat. 24'16',
long. 96O53'47", about a mile below where it is joined by the Tapeng.
From 10 to 1 2 miles to the east of it, a range of hills (Kakhyen),
varying from 5,000 to 6,000 feet in height, runs like an unbroken wall
uorth-east and south-west, probably the continuation of the hills which
begin to the east of the capital of Upper Burmah. Low undulating land
stretches from the Irawady to their base, covered with a dense forest in
some places, and in others with small trees and thick bush jungle, marking in all likelihood the site of old clearings. It is much cut up by deep
hollows, usually containing a fair amount of water-long, narrow, dlike excavations, exactly resembling the old river channels that are found
in large islands. The town lies half-way between the first and second
defiles of the Irawady, which are separated from each other by about 1 5
miles of comparatively level country, but connected on the western bank
by a belt of low hilly land, separated from the river by a moderately
'broad alluvial flat, covered with dense forest. The undulating, almost
level country. about Bham8 stretches to the south between the Kakhyen
mountains and the range of hills defining the eastern side of the second
defile, and to the north of the Tapeng it is closed in by a low ridge of
hills running east-north-east from the southern end of a range on the
right side of the first defile. This east-north-easterly range has the
Molay river rwning close to its northern face, and the Tapeng about 2
miles from its southern aspect. The population of the level country
about Bhami, is almost entirely Shan, with a small intermixture of
Burmese and Chinese; but to the north of the Tapeng, the Phwons
occur on both banks, and at Mogoung there are a few Assamese and
Chinese. The hill ranges, high and low, on both sides of the river,
above and below BhamG, are inhabited by Singphos of the Khanlung
tribc. Their chief seat is in the Mogoung district, but of late years
they have been spreading southmald, and are now found belom the
second defile.
l'he towns of most note about BhamG are Sawaddy, which is 3
miles down the river, on the samc side with t.he once famous mart of
Kaungtoung, which is about it mile belom it. A number of small villages
occur along the T~peng,chiefly on its right bank, on the line of road
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leading to the Shan valleys, and the most noted among them is Old
Bham6, at the heid of the Tapeng plain, where the English and Dutch
are supposed to have had factories as early as 1658. The small towns of
any extent above Bham8 on the Irawady are Tsenbo and Mogoung, but
any importance that may attach to the former depends entirely upon
the circumstance that it is situated at the mouth of the river on which
the latter is placed, which is the head-quarters of the trade in jade and
amber, the two principal products of that part of Upper Burmah. Two
other towns, still further up the left bank of the Irawady, were once
important placea, as they lay in the line of trade between Yunan and
Mogoung ; but since the disturbances in that province, the trade is only
the ghost of its former self, which is equally true of the two towns,
Kakhyo and Wainm8. Although I use the term town in speaking of
these places, it must be borne in mind that many villages in England are
much larger. Even Sawaddy and Kaungtoung are not larger than
moderately sized villages, and when Griffith visited Tsenbo, it had only
30 houses; and Mogoung itself, with the hamlets outside it, only
numbered 300 houses during Captain Hannay's visit.
The Irawady is navigable by large boats for 150 miles above Bhamb,
and it will, in all likelihood, be found to be 80 even for a much greater distance. From a survey of the first defile, in February 1870, by Captain
Bowers, this o5cer is of opinion that no difficulty would be experienced in
taking large river steamers through it ; and he states that he seldom found
it to be under 80 yards in width, and with a depth in some places of 100
fathoms, and at the south end of the defile his soundings gave 168 feet
with a current of one mile an hour.' My impression is that Captain
Bowers has underestimated the natural difficulties which would have to
be contended against in the navigation of this part of the Irawady. All
below is comparatively smooth sailing, but i t appears to me extremely
doubtful that any steamer, except of the very smallest size and draught,
could pass through the narrow channels between the rocks in the upper
defile. A rock barrier stretches across the whole breadth of the river
with only two channels, about 50 feet in breadth, between the rocks, and
ns the rise of the river in the rains appears never to exceed more than
30 feet, it would only serve to hide the numerous rocks, and to increase:
the danger to any vessel attempting the navigation at that serason. But
the barrier is of such a nature that a few pounds of gunpowder, used
---

I I doubt the accumry of thew soundings which were communicated to me
by Captain Bowcrrr.
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i n two or three places, would throw open the navigation of this splcld~d
river, as far at least as the mouth of the Mogoung stream, if not to
the 26th parallel of latitude.
According to information communicated to me while in Upper
Burmah, the Irawady is said to be subject to regular floods, which the
Burmese ascribe to the full moon, and which occur in the height of the
dry weather as well as during the rains. While at BharnG I had an
illustration of one of the sudden rises of the river due to the latter cause.
On the 7th September, it rose 1 foot in six hours, and on the 9th 2 feet
more. On the 11th it had fallen 18 to 29 inches, and on the 12th it had
subsided fully 10 feet. This flood was doubtless due to heavy rain on the
mountains at the head of the Kampti plain, which appear to be subject
to a heavy rainfall at seasons when it would be least expected. Wilcox,
on his visit to the country east of the Brahmakund, experienced heavy
rains in the month of April for days together, and this, with the melting
of the snow, which he also mentions, fully accounts for the floods of the
Irawady during the dry weather in the south.
The branches of the Irawady which deserve a pawing not,ice are,
proceeding from below upwards, on the left bank-first,
the Shuaylee,
about 40 miles in a straight line to the south of Bham6; second, the
l'apeng, about one mile and a half above that town ; third, the Molay,
about 4 miles above the ktter stream ; and, lastly, the Mogoung river,
about 50 miles above Bham8 on the right bank. The Shuaylee rises
40 or 50 miles to the north-east of Momien, and has a course of about
260 miles, in the latter part of which, before it reaches the Burmese
plain, it flows through a b r o d fertile valley inhabited by industrious
agricultural Shans and Chinese. The Kakhyen mountains, where the river
debouches on the plain of the Irawady, describe a great bend to the
east, so that the Shuaylee flows through a greater extent of level
country on the Burmese side than its fellow, t,he Tapeng, to the north.
Its descent to the plain, too, is not so rapid nor violent as in the case
of the latter river, which precipitates itself through 25 miles of the
Kakhyen hills as a roaring torrent. It is about 300 yards broad a t
its mouth during the dry weather, and has been stated to be navigable
by large boats, about three days' journey from the Irawady, and to be a
fine, broad, quiet, flowing stream in the valleys of Yunan. I can well
understand this, for the Tapeng, which is smaller than it, is deep enough
in the Sanda valley, 50 miles from the Irawady, to admit of a boat
traffic with the Burmese plain, if the Kakhyen hills did not intervene;
and this being tllc clrse with the Tapeng, the capabilities of the Shuaylee
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must be proportionately great, and indeed some Kakhyens described
it to me a s a fine and deep river at Muangmo, flowing through a richly
cultivated valley about 25 miles in breadth. I f this prove to be true,
and it is navigable by large boats as far as has been represented, the
Shuaylee is certainly the most important branch of the Irawady in Upper
Bnrmah, because i t l e d to the most feaeible and most universally
recognized trade route to the town of Momien, and which will be spoken
of in its proper place as the Sawaddy route. A survey of this river
would be one of the first subjecta to deserve the attention of any future
expedition to Upper Burmah.
The Tapeng may be said to have a course of 145 to 150 miles.
Rising about 10 to 12 miles to the north-west of Momien in the
Kananzan mountains, i t is a continued succession of water-falls and
rapids till it reaches the Sanda valley, where it spreads out into a h e
river. It enters the Kakhyen hills by a narrow gorge, and, in ite
course through them to the plains, is an irresistible mountain torrent,
whose deafening roar is heard b h up the mountain sides. It flows
for 20 miles through the Burmese plain as a placid river before i t reaches
the Irawady, and is navigable by heavily-laden, large boats during the dry
weather, and by river steamers during the rains.
The Molay river, 4 or 5 miles to the north of the Tapeng, is a
narrow, shallow stream during the dry weather, with a couree of about
90 miles. During the rains it appears to be navigable for about 30 miles
from the Irawady, but it is so narrow that a large boat cannot turn in it
aRer i t gets up a short distance. It rises to the north of Sanda,
and flows through a hilly country, and valleys paraUe1, or nearly so, to
those of the Tapeng and Shuaylee.
The Mogoung river is navigable by small boate oe far oe the town
of that name. It is a slow flowing stream, much obstructed in the dry
weather by sand-banks and snags. It is about 70 yards broad a t its
mouth, which is deep, and has a course of about 80 miles through a
hilly country, containing amber, jade, gold, coal, and limeatone.
The country above the first defile has been described to me as again
opening out into a wide plain, richly cultivated by b p t i Shans,
Phwom, and Kakhyens. A good deal of cotton is grown, which is more
highly valued at Bhnma by the Chinese merchants than the cotton that
finds its way to that mart from the districte to the south. Tobacco a h ,
of good quality, is largely cultivated. A t the junction of the small
stream of the Irawady, at about the 26th
with the
parallel, the country again becomes hilly ;but beyoud this point, we have
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no certain information, although it is stated that there is another plain
still further to the north.
The soil, on the level country about Bhamb, is very rich, especially
in the hollows. It rests on a yellowish and greyish clay of great thickness, some sections of which along the river's bank are fully 50 feet
in depth. It is used in making rough earthen-ware vessels and sundried bricks.
The chicf grain is rice, of which two crops are raised during the
year. The first is grown in the hollows which never completely dry up,
and is planted in the beginning of February, and the second on the
level flats during the rains. Numerous legumes, yams, and melons are
cultivated, ss well as a little cotton, and the sandy islands of the river
produce capital tobacco. The edible fruits at Bham8 are jacks, tamarinds,
lemons, citrons, peaches, and a small purple plum; cocoanuts are very
scarce, but plantains are plentiful. The wild tea plant ;Chmellia tiea) is
found more or less on all the hills about B h S . The whole of the
Tapeng plain in the month of February was literally covered with a
carpet of the wild strawberry (PragariaIndica, A d r ) .
Buffaloes are numerous, but oxen are not so common, and all the
ponies at Bhamd came from the Shan states to the cast. There is a
capital breed of pariah dogs, with longer hair and more pointed ears and
muzzle than the Indian race, and the tail is bushy and curled over the
back, somewhat in the fashion of the true Chinese breed. The reddish
colour that characterizes the wild dog is the prevailing tint of the hair,
but piebald dogs are not uncommon. A breed, black, with tan points
and longish hair, is said to be universally born with a short tail
about three inches long, and sometimes much shorter. I have seen a
number of specimens, but had an opportunity to examine only one,
and, aa far aa I could make out, the peculiarity seemed to be a natural
characteristic ; the natives, too, strongly assert that the tails are never
cut. Fowls, ducks, and geese are abundant.
The river is rich in a great variety of edible fish which are chiefly
converted into "gnape," or dried.
During the month of February, the mean maximum temperature by
the dry bulb was 80'9, and the minimum 74'7, and the mean of observations with the wet bulb, d u r n 54'2, minimum 598. The means of
the dry bulb thermometer at 7 A.M., 4 P.M., and 9 P.M. were, respectively,
55"7,75'4, and 01'2 ;and with the wet bulb at the same hours 549,69O,
and 61'8. During the first twelve days of February, the little wind that
there wns, blew chiefly from the south-west, and occasionally from the
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north-east and north-north-east ; but, as a rule, the atmosphere was very
calm, and the sky unclouded ; towards the middle of the month, the lower
current gradually veered to the north-east, while the upper current still
travelled from the south-west, but by the end of the month, the latter
was from the north, and occasionally from the north-west. In the morning the country was usually wrapped in thick f o p that disappeared with
the rising sun. About the latter third of February, there were occasional
heavy showers with thunder and lightning. From what Griffith states,
it appears that even the first part of May differs little from the latter
part of February, except in the higher temperature, for he mentions that
north winds are common in that month, and that they are accompanied
with a little rain and unsettled weather. On Ay return to B h m d in
September, I had no proper instruments to take observations, as they had
been stolen on the homeward journey from Momien, but the maximum
temperature varied between 76" and 91°, and the wind between south-west
and north-west. The atmosphere was generally so calm that it hardly
stirred a leaf, and the heat was very oppressive, more especially to us who
had suddenly reached the plains after a seven months' residence at an
elevation of from 3,000 to 5,000 feet above the sea. The district appears to
be a healthy one, and although fever occurs during the rains, it is far from
prevalent. There are certain swampy districts, however, a short way to the
south-east of the second defile, which are said to be very unhealthy. The
disease most dreaded is small-pox, which sometimes commits dreadful ravages among the population of the whole of that part of Upper Burmah.
Although there is no very striking feature in the natural products
of Bhama itself, we learn from Hannay and Griffith that when we cross
the I r a d y and make our way to the north-north-west. about 80 miles,
we find ourselves in a district producing amber, jade, gold, and salt, with
indications of the existence of a fair supply of coal. The occurrence of
the latter mineral, at the very terminus of the steam navigation of the
Irawady, is a fact of the greatest importance, and augurs well for the future
commercial history of Upper Burmah. It is stid to occur in the Hukong
valley, and from the circumstance that the Mogoung river is navigable to
bosh as far as Mogoung, the coal could be landed at Bhama with comparative ease and a t no great cost, and with the other three coal-yielding
localities, further down, the Irawady has every condition in itself for ite
euwmsful navigation. The extent, however, of these coal-bearing strata
at Mogoung is unknown.
The amber mines are situated at an elevation of 1,050 feet above
the sea, in a low range of hills to the south-west of the Meinklioom plain
I
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in the Hukong valley, or Payendwen, as the Burmese a l l it, in allusion
to the amber, which is procured by *ng
holes about three feet in
diameter, and varying from six to forty feet in depth. Fifteen to
twenty feet of the superficial soil is clayey and red, but the remainder
consists of a greyish-black carbonaceous earth. Foliated limestone,
serpentine, and coal are among the other strata. 1 The amber is found
in both of the former, and its presence is indicated by small pieces of
lignite which are easily detected, so that the search is comparatively
simple. The out-turn, however, is not very great, but the people appear
to have no guide ta the selection of favourable spots, and their tools are
of the most primitive kind, consisting of wooden shovels, a wooden crowbar tipped with iron, baskets for removing the earth, and buckets made
of the bark of a Slercltlia for heaving up the water that accumulates in
the pita. Captain Hannay mentions that newly-opened pita have a
fine aromatic smell. The amber most valued a t Momien is perfectly
clear, and of the colour of very dark sherry, and is sold by its weight.
A triangular piece of this kind, about one inch long and one inch itji
greatest diameter, cost about 'five rupees at Momien. It is made into
Buddhistic roearies, finger-rings, pipe mouth-pieces, and buttons, m d
carved into small figures as ornaments for the Shan and Chinese chatelains.
Many Kakhyens, Sham, and Chinese from the h& and valleys to the
east of the Irawady trade in it. Amber-wol-kers used to be very
numerous at Momien, but very few now exist.
The jades mines, the most important feature of the Mogoung
district, occur in a semi-circular valley in the vicinity of a hill, 25 miles
to the south-west of Meinkhoom. The surface of this valley is broken up
with the excavatione which have been carried on from time immemorial.
The stone is found in the form of more or less rounded boulders, associated with others of quartz, &c., imbedded in a reddish, yellow-coloured
clay. The pits are not dug after any particular plan, and none exceed
20 feet in depth. They occur all over the valley and a t the basc of the
hill. The masses which are removed are of considerable size, and I saw
some in the godown of a merchant at Rangoon so large that they required
Griffith's posthumous papem, p. 82.
Captain Pemberton states that Abel Rcmusat, in the second part of his history of
Rhotan, is said by Klaproth to have cntered into a very lenrnod disquisition, proving
the identity of the yu or yueesh of tho Chinesc with the jasper of the ancients. Jamee
I'rinsep obacrvcs that yu is a silicious mined, colourd with less intensity, but w i n g
into heliotrope, nnd that it is thereforephrase rather than jade or nephrite.-Journ. As.
&c., vol. vii, p. 266.
1
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three men to turn them. During certain seasons of the year, as many
as 1,000 men are engaged in digging for jade ; they are Shans, Chinese,
Panthays, and Kakhyens from the east of the Irawady, and a large
trade used to be carried on in it, by the Kakhyo and Wainmb route, and
also through Bhamb. I t found its way chiefly to Momien, where i t
us& to be largely worked in former days, and where there is still a bye~ t r e e in
t the town, in which the majority of the houses are devoted to
the manufacture of small discs for ear-rings about the size of a shilling,
armlet%, buttons, pipe mouth-pieces, 8zc. I purchased for Ra. 4, a t
Bhamb, finger-rings of this substance which sell at Canton for $2.
Each digger pays one t i c 4 a month for the privilege of being allowed
to work at the mines, and all that he finds becomes his own, and
those who purchase the jade pay 14 to 2fr ticals for permission to proceed
to the mines, and 1& ticcal a month so long as they remain ; and on their
return the jade they have bought is taxed 10 per cent. on its value. The
ponies employed in carrying the jade are also taxed, and each trader,
on his return to the village of Tapo, is subjected to a small duty of
a quarter ticcal, and has to return the certificate granting him permission to proceed to the mines. The revenue from these mines,
in 1886, was Ra. 40,000.
Qold is found in the channels of the majority of the rivers, both in
fine grains, or in pieces as large as a pea, but the streams that are
richest in it, and yield the best quantity, are the Kapdup and N a m k d n ,
and Captain Hannay was informed that large pits were sunk in the banks
of the former river by the natives in search of the metal. I was told
by a Kampti Shan, and by the Chinese at Momien, that gold is
found in considerable quantities in the Kampti country, north of the
junction of the two supposed main atreams of the Irawady, and that the
people there barter it for salt, and for the merchandize which is taken over
to them by the Sham and Chinese from Sanda and Muangla. Although
I may be wandering in my remarks from the neighbourhood of Bhamb,
I cannot but refer to the silver and iron mines that are said to exist in
the Muanglan country, north-east of the Kampti district, for, in the
event of Upper Burmah ever being opened up to western enterprize, the
products of these mines, if they should ultimately prove of sufficient
value to be worked, would assuredly find their way to Bhamb along
the great water highway of the Irawady. Salt, on the authority of
Captain Hannay, is said to be procured on both sides of the Hukong
valley, and the rivers Namtwonkok and Edi are quite brackish from the
presence of numerous mlt springs in their beds.
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Leaving Bhamd, and crowing the Tapengat its mouth, we f o l l o ~
the left bank of the river for about 25 miles over a level plain,
and reach the Kskhyen hills, which it will be my object now to
describe.
As seen from the Burmese plain, they appear to run nearly due northeast and south-west, preserving an average height of 5,000 to 6,000 feet,
with a long undulating outline broken up here and there by pointed and
dome-shaped peaks. To the east of this range, which is about 25 miles in
breadth, the country is a succession of hills and valleys, the general elevation of the latter varying from 2,000 to 4,500 feet above the sea. The portion of the part of the country I travelled over may be divided into two
belts, the most westerly one extending about 70 miles to the east of the
Kakhyen hills, and succeeded by another which is defined to the east of
Momien by a lofty range of mountains running nearly north and south,
marking the western side of the valley of the Shuaylee, and corresponding
in direction to the Kskhyen hills. These two belts, as we shall presently
see, are markedly distinct in physical appearance and geological structure.
First, however, with regard to the Kakhyen range, running north-east
and south-west.
As h r as my observations go, these hills appear to be largely eomposed of metamorphic m d crystalline rocks. A dark bluish grey
fine-grained gneiss, with white layers of felspar in it, forms a great
part of the range, and in a section in the gorge of the Nampung,
953 feet above BhamB, the mass of this rock is seen following the trend
of the hills, and the line of cleavage is nearly vertical. The varieties of
structure are very numerous, and beds of the very finest grain ore found
lying alongside others resembling porphyry, while otliers sre schistose,
felspathic, and granitoid forms of gneiss. Granite was never observed
i n situ along our route, but we had ample evidences of its existence in the
boulders in the larger hill streams. Quartzose rocks alternate with the
gneiss and with a white crystalline limestone, with iron pyrites disseminated
through it. The marble has all the characters of the beds found in the
neighbourbood of Mandalay, and the galena ore, which is rich in silver,
is extracted from the spur in which one bed crops out. Although I have
never observed the ore in position, it occurs, in all probability, as a vein
in this crystalline limestone, which is found on the left bank of the
Tapeng opposite the village of Ponsee, about 15 miles from the Burmese
plain, and ae the silver mines are in the territory of the Ponsee Tsawbwa,
which runs transversely across the valley from iidge to ridge, thcy may
be termed the Ponsce silver mines.

1
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Professor Oldham 1 has made two assaye of this ore, and informs me

tbt i t contains .I91 per cent. of silver in the galena, and 0.225 per
cent. of the precious metal in the lead, and has favoured me with the
following comparative table of the magimum results of assays of galenite
from the under-mentioned mines, by which it will be seen that the Ponsee
ore is richer than any of them :Hartz
...
...
... 0.03 to 0.05
English
...
...
0.02 to 0.03
... 0.03 to 0.06
Scotch (Lead hills) ...
... 0.32 to 0.72
Tuscany
...
...
Pollsee ...
...
..,
0.191
No detailed information regarding the productiveness of these
mines could be obtained from the Kakhyens, but they have the reputation of being very rich in ore, and if this be so, the large percentage of
silver would make them very valuable. They are of easy acmes, and from
their close proximity to the borders of China, little or no difficulty would
be experienced in finding labourers to work them. They have been
periodically worked by the Burmese, who have no claim whatever to
them beyond what they may have paid the Kakhyen Tsawbwas of Ponsce
and Ponlyne for permission to remove the ore. They have, however, been
abandoned since the outbreak of the recent Mahomedan rebellion in the
Momien district, now fifteen y e m ago, but a few Kakhyens occasionally
remove some of the metal for their own wants. As has been already
stated, they appear to be the mines of the maps incorrectly placed a short
way to the north-east of Muangmo, and to the south of the Shuaylee.
Silver is said to be found also on the right bank of the Tapeng,
high up the hill sides to the west of Ponsee, in a bed similar to the one
we have just indicated as the probable site of the galena vein of the
principal mines. The existence of a white argentiferous crystalline
limestone, on both banks of the Tapeng, a t different elevations, renders
it highly probable that this portion of the valley of the river is an immense faulted cynclinal. Another mine is said to exist to the east of
Muangmo, in the remote valley of Kaingms.
Gold is found on a hill to the north of the village of Ponline,
and I was shown a t Bhama a small quantity of tliis metal in grains as
hrge as small F, which was said to have come from these hills.

...

...
...

...

...

...

very rich in silver, is mentioned by Dr. Oldham aa having been procured
pemntsge of the two metala
being lead 63.900; silver 0.0625 per cent. Notes on Geologid Features of Irawady,
Yule's Am., App. p. 60.
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fnnn the Knenapa range to the east of Mandalay, the
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A striking feature of the Kakhyen range is the number of large
water-worn boulders that lie scattered all over ita surface, even to i b
highest peaks. There they have lain through the long mns that have
elapsed since that great hilly area rose, surely but imperceptibly,
from the ocean that rolled them into their present forms. Then, doubtless, the immense valley of the Irawady was yet a thing to be, and
the waves of the wide Pacific broke in white spray a t the foot of
the giant Himalaya, the sea and land being tenanted by the mammals
and reptiles whose remains are now familiar to us in the Sewalik and Ava
fossils !
The sides of the Tapeng valley are very precipitous near the river,
and consist of long spurs with intervening h o l l m , and with level flab
devoted to rice-fields, but from half-way up the hills to their summita,
we meet with Kakhyen villages in the neighbowhood of long, gentle,
well-cultivated slopes.
The vegetable products of these hills are chiefly rice, Indian corn,
a little cotton, opium, and tobacco. Among the cultivated fruits we find
the peach (Pereica vulgaris), the pomegranate (Punica granaturn), the
love apple (Lycqersicum eacuhlum), the guava (P&iunc gtrava),
and the plantain ; and among wild fruits, P y r w Indica, P y w p a d i a ,
Juglans regiu, Engelhardtia qicata, Prunus pzlddum, Castanea aesca,
Il'ragaria Inctica, and a variety of brambles. The tea plant, CMnellia &a,
is indigenous, but is confined chiefly to the eastern side of the hills,
but becomes more abundant in the secondary ranges defining the esstern
valleys. Extensive clearings for the cultivation of rice and Indian corn
occur a t all altitudes, the latter crop being reared chiefly in the higher
elopea. There are still, however, extensive tracts of forest with a fsir
proportion of valuable timber trees, and on the heights we meet with oaks,
Querms qicata, and Q. feneatrata; birches (Alnus Nipahsis), and
a variety of other less important temperate species, and a t the same Jtitudes, considerable areae restricted to such trees, as C i n n a m m m cassia 1
and C. cawdatum, which are being felled every year in thousands, and burned
where they lie, to provide fresh ground for the rice and Indian corn crops.
The mention of opium, ae one of the vegetable products of Yunan,
suggests the remark that the circumstance of the cultivation of this
drug having spread across China from the east, to within 100 miles from
our own frontier, is a subject inviting serious attention from those who
have the direction of the monetary affairs of our Indian possessions,
The oil of this tree is commonly sold ullder the name of the oil of cinnamon.
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which have derived such a large portion of their revenue from the monopoly of opium.
There can be little doubt that opium was cultivated in China long
before it9 importation was legalized by Hien-Kiong in 1858, as small
quantities were secretly grown, in 1831, even so far west as Talifoo.
The legalization, however, of the import trade seems to have given
an impetus to the cultivation, for we are informed by eye-witnesses
that i t has now spread over many of the northern provinces of the
empire, such as, Shensi, Sechuen, and Yunan, all of which have been
more or less independent for many yeam of the authority of the
central government at Pekin ;and we have now to meet the additional fact
that it has even found its way as far west as the Shan valleys and
Kakhyen hills. Such a result was never contemplated when the
British, French, and American Governments pressed for the legalization
of the import trade, but the very circumstance that the drug waa
removed from the categoy of contraband goods, and entered the empire
on the same footing, or nearly so, as the articles of legitimate trade,
doubtless suggested to such enterprising agriculturists as the Chinese
some mch reasoning as this :-This hitherto forbidden drug, which finds
euch a large and remunerative sale among our people, is now declared a
legal import ;why should we be dependent on a foreign market for a substance which we can grow equally well ourselves, and which we will be
able to sell at a profit, and at a much lower rate than the imported drug?
Why should all the fortunes that are to be made by its sale go to the
merchant4 and the agriculturists be denied any participation in them ?
There can be little doubt that the legalization contributed to increased
consumption, while at the same time it excited competition. That there
has been a remarkable increaseI qithin the last few years, of the quantity
of opium consumed in China, is self-evident, became there has bean a
wonderful extension of the cultivation throughout the length and
breadth of the empire, with no commensurate falling off in the amount
of the imports from India. But with a rapidly exten*
cultivation,
this state of matters cannot last for any length of t'me. The opium
which, within the last few years, has supplanted rice cultivation in many
a district of Sechuen and Shensi, would not have been grown unless
there had been the prospect of its finding a ready market. The extent
to which the cultivation has spread is a speaking proof to the
immense quantitg of the drug consumed by the population of China,
and also to the inability of government to put a stop to the growth
of the poppy ; for it so happens, as I have already stated, that the great
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opium districts lie in the rebel provinces of Shensi, Sechuen, and Yunan,
in the first and last of which the imperial authority is all but annihilated.
But it is also cultivated in the royalist provinces, and the mandarins are
either powerless or unwilling to interfere with it; it is extending
every year, and the probability is that the government, however
loath it may be to recognize the fact, will ultimately be driven either to
shut its eyes to it, or to legalize the cultivation. I n such an eventuality, our opium revenue will dwindle, in a few years, to a mere pittance,
and ultimately disappear as an item in the budgets of our financiers,
who will have to discover some other and more reliable sollrce of
income, and one more in accordance with the principles of an enlightened
political economy, having in view the good of humanity at large, be it
Mongolian or Aryan.
The opium a t firse grown in China was so inferior that t,here was
no immediate chance of its soon replacing the Indian drug, but i*t has
improved of late years. Colonel Burney, in speaking of the opium
brought to Mandalay in 1831 from Medoo, two days' journey from Tali,
describes it as very inferior to Bengal opium, but the following comparative table of Western Yunan (Shan) and Bengal opium, drawn up by
the Opium Examiner to Government, shows that the former is not so far
behind the latter in point of quality :
At~alysis of Yunan opium as compnred with that of Benares and Beliar
opium manufactured in 1869.
MOIPHIA OBQaantitlea
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Before leaving this subject, I would press this consideration, that
the cultivation of the plant is firmly established in the three provinces
of Shenm, Sechuen, and Yunan, and that should these, with lbmsi,
ultimately become one independent kingdom, which passing events
would lead us to believe to be a possible, if not a probable contingency,
we should have to contend against a great opium-producing country,
in which imperial Chinese legislation would be utterly powerless to prevent
the growth of the poppy.

-
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But to return to the sketch of these hills. A few buffsloes are
occasionally seen, and used for ploughing in the more level spota, but
they are far from being ~lentiful. They are not unfrequently stolen from
the plains as offerings for the nAta, and secreted on some retired spot
till they are required. Each village usually owns a few Slim ponies, and
sometimes a mule or two, either stolen from the Shan-Burmese, or
purchased in the neighbouring valleys ; for the Kakhyens never attempt
to breed any other animals besides pigs, fowls, and ducks. A small goat,
with long fine hair, and flat spiral horns directed backwards, and somewhat resembling those of the markhor, is not unfrequent ; a good breed
of dog, d
y black, with pointed ears and the tail curled over the back,
is of rare occurrence. Every village owns a few black or piebald pigs of
moderate size, but they cannot be said to be plentiful.
The majority of the observations on the climate were made a t an
elevation of 3,186 feet, a t the village of Ponsee, in the heart of the
W y e n hills. The most important extended over the months of March,
~ ~ r iand
l , part of May, and the mean temperatures of the three months
were ae follow :-

Dry Bulb l%emtometer.

... 7 A.M., tW6 4 P.Y., 73'4 9 P.M.,68.9

b h
April
May

...

...

,,
,,

W7
66.7

,,
,,

79.2
81'7

,,
,

62.8
63'6

Maximum, 79.3 Minimum, 636
,, 82.9
,, 68 2
,, 88.3
,, 60.9

Wet Bulb rnermometer.
March

April
May

.

... 7 LY., 61'2 4 P.Y., 67'8 9 P.M., 66.6
... ,, 63.3 ,, 70.4 ,, W 2

...

,,

62.6

,,

71.6

,,

Maximum, 7 6 2 W i u m , 61.6
,,
749
,, 66.6
61.8
,, 79.6
3,
68.

Dew point-March 64.4 ; April 60.6 ; May 61-80.
I n March, the general direction of the wind, up to sun-down,
wae usually south-west or weat-south-west, but a t sunset i t almost
invariably changed to the north-wed, when we found a fire requisite to
our comfort. There can be little doubt that these cold currents of air
which roll down the valleys of the RIlkhyen hills to the plain of the
Irawady explain the frequent, almost daily occurrence of morning mists
in the latter locality, throughout the cold weather. During the day the
dry wae generally cloudle88, and the air clear and bracing. Rain fell
only on four occasions in March, either over the night or in early morning. In April, the north wind which set in a t night, usually lasted
till morning, when it changed to the north-east, with a south-westerly
Mean

K
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upper current, which was also the prevailing direction of the lower
current, after the s u n had been up a few hours. The temperature
sensibly increased during this month, and the sky was frequently overcast. Rain fell on twelve occasions, accompanied by high winds, generally
from the north-west, with considerable electrical disturbance. Thew
storms occurred, as a rule, either immediately before or after sundown,
and frequently lasted to the following morning, and on one or two
occasions till the afternoon. A heavy hail-storm fell on the 12th of
April, and some of the stones were nearly an inch in diameter. The
centre of each was occupied by a white nucleus 3'" in extreme breadth ;
considerable barometrical disturbance characterized the storm, and i t waa
issued in by a calm, and a rise in the barometer from 26'62'--attached
thermometer 74O-to 26'63, and in a few minutea afterwards the barometer rose to 26'65' with a falling thermometer. Five minutes after it
had reached its maximum, and during the height of the storm, it fell to
26"63', and in three minutea afterwards it rose to 26O64', again falling to
26'63', rising in five minutes afterwards to 26'65', and falling once more
in five minutes to 26'63', with the attached thermometer at 70'. The
storm came up from the south-west as a deep black cloud, but the mind
afterwards veered to the north-west. The day had been cool and pleasant
with fitful gusts from the south-west, with detached clouds flying about.
The observations for May extended over only nine dayg and during that
time we had thunder showers on four consecutive days, from the 6th to
the 9th, and it is interesting to remark that all of them occurred with a
northerly wind and between sunset and sunrise. On returning through
the -yen
hills in September, the rains were evidently drawing to a
close. We made five marches, and three of these were unattended with
rain, while in the other two we experienced only heavy showers; we had
incessant rain for one day a t Namboke, and for another a t Loaylone in
the centre of the hills. The rainfall, however, must be considerable
during the truly wet months, and the flora leads me to conclude that the
climate of these hills partakes of the moist character of the Khasya
range, modified by their remote position from the direct influence of the
south-west monsoon, which loses a great deal of its moisture on the
southern hill ranges of Burmah before it reaches them. Snow is said to
fall in the cold weather on the summits of the highest peaks, but is of
rare occurrence, and melts as fast as it falls. The climate appeared to be
healthy, and there Ie a plentiful supply of mater from the numerous
mountain streams. During our residence a t Ponsee, our men had to
ondure considerable hardships from exposure, and the reduction of their
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rations, but although they were housed only in huts, which they had
constructed for themselves in a few hours from bamboos and leafy
branches of trees, we had not a single case of fever, and had only a mild
case of dysentery, which speaks well both for the physique of our guard,
and for the healthy character of the climate.
There can be little doubt that the tea plant would thrive if cultivated, as i t is indigenow, and largely grown by the Poloungs to the esst.
Like Assam, however, the Kakhyen hills are thinly populated, and the
inhabitants are little given to manual labour; on the other hnnd, these
hills are in the immediate neighbourhood of a Shan and Chinese population of agricultural habite, and within eaey reach of the tea-growing
Polonngs, so that little or no difficulty would be experienced in procuring
skilled labour at a cheap rate. The tea grown by the Poloungs finds a
market among the Sham and Chinese of the valleys, and the almost excluavely Chinese population to the east of Nantin. The consumption must
be considerable, ae it is largely and universally used. A sample, unfortunately out of condition, due to its having got thoroughly wetted in our
march across the Kakhyen hills, haa been reported on by one of the best
judges of tea ih Calcutta, who describes it as a large, lumpy-leafed article,
with some flat open leaves, mixed with small dull yellow dust, very thin
liquor, out of condition, but worth about 6d. per Itj.
I n the event of any merceutile caravans proceedmg from B h d , i t
would be interesting to sscertain by experiment how the coarser and
cheaper kinds of Assam teae would be received by these people. This may
appear as if I were advocating taking coals to Newcastle, but such a
prowedug would not be more remarkable than what happens every day
in these valleys, in which the round cakes of tea that come from the
Trans-Yang-tse-kumg provinces of the empire, ere expoeed for sale in all
the large bazaars, and find a ready market among the Chinese. They
consist of mixed dark and h ell ow leaves, very thin and extremely
coarse, valued in Calcutta a t 3d. and 4d. per E.; these rounded cakes
are piled in heaps of one size, and covered with the large dry leaves of
s
some tree.
We come now to consider the country to the east of the Kakhyen
hills, but as the Nantin valley and a broad tract of country from thence
to Momien belong to an entirely different geological age from the Hdha
and Sanda valleys, I propose to treat of the two separately. A line drawn
north-west across €he range of hills closing in the Nantin valley to the
north, intersected a t the town of that name by another drawn eeet and
west, along with the range of hills, would define an angular space over
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which there has been a comparatively recent outflow of trappean rocks,
while the country to the west is exclusively granitic and metamorphic.
My observations of the latter country were limited to the valleys of Sanda
and Hotha. I select the former town to designate the valley in which i t is
situated, from its being the well-known Sanda-Foo of the maps. It must
be borne in mind, however, that so far from being a Foo or citg, it is little
larger than a small village in England, and that Musngls in the eame
valley, although a place of greater consequence, is about the size of a
small English country town.
Before describing these two valleys in detail, I shall glance a t the
general featnree of the country between the Kakhyen hilh and the
Cambodia, and I am enabled to extend my remarks thus far f b m a careful
consideration of the Burmese itineraries of the embassies to Pekin.
The Kakhyen hills, in the Tapeng and Hotha valleys to the east,
send off long high seconday ranges running nearly north-east and
south-west, and the country to the north and south is described as
partaking of the same character, which is probable, and almost certain to
occur in the ranges defining the Shuaylee and Molsy. The relation
of the Hotha to the Tapeng valley is simply a repetition of the relation
of the latter to the great valley of the Irawady iteelf. It is an affluent
valley to the Tapeng, and the name of i h river is the Namsa. This
stream flows in a north-westerly direction to reach the Tapeng, and the
probability is that there is a valley to the south corresponding to that of
the Hotha one, and that its stream flows to the south-west to reach the
greater valley of the Shuaylee. The conception, then, that may be
formed of the country is this-that such large rivers as the Irawady,
Salween, and Cambodia are defined by high primary ranges of granitic
and metamorphic rocks, running nearly north and south, the Kakhyen
hills being the range that bounds the eastern side of the ht-mentioned
river ; and that the Shuaylee, Tapeng, and Molay indicate the existence
of large secondary range^ to the Kakhyen mountaim, running east-northeast and west-south-west; and that the interval between two such rivers
as the Tapeng and Shuaylee is occupied by a more elevated country
than the great valleys of the secondary ranges which again are divided
by small tertiary range% quite as high above the sea as the secondary
ones, but instead of enclosing broad valleys, they define only short
comparatively shallow valleys, elevated from 1,000 to 2,000 feet above
the greater valleys, and all drammg into the larger valleys on either side
of them. Such are the general relations of the Hotha to the Sanda
valley, and from the top of Chittie-doung, above Poneee, i t was apparent
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that a eimilar arrangement prevailed to the north between the Molay
and its mbsidii valleys. The occurrence of mch streams as the Myitnge, to the south of the Shuaylee, renders it highly probable that thia
distribution of hill and dale holds good along the course of the large rivers
wherever they receive d u e n t s .
Another range, almost parallel to the Kakhyen hills, occurs to the
eaat of Momien. It is a lofty jagged line of mountains with the Tapeng
rising on one of its sides, and the Shuaylee on the other, but i t does
not extend any way to the south between the two rivers, but loses itself
in the snrroundmg msse of hills; it is very elevated as we trsae it to
the north, and I estimated the highest points visible fmm Momien a t
about 8,000 to 9,000 feet above the level of tho sea. To the eaet of
this, again, I am informed that another ridge is c r o d before the
Salween is reached. The first of these ranges, Kanrtnzan, as seen from
Momien, has all the appearance of being composed of primitive rocks, and
is in strong contra& to the grassy trappean hills that form the country
round about that town.
The general direction of the riven, from the Irawady valley as
far east ae the most eastern branch of the Cambodia which flows out
of the lake of Tali, indicates that the lay of the country, from the
Kakhyen hills to the centre of the province of Yunan, is nearly fiorth
and south, with mbsidiiq ranges diverging generally to the east-northeast ; but some have even more easting in them, and it is the occurrence
of these secondary ranges, and their latter modifications, that have
doubtless contributed to give the Bhama routes their high place as
the easiest and most direct highways to Western Yunan.
With regard to the distances that exist between the Irawady and
its d u e n t the Shuaylee, the Salween, and the Cambodia, and consequently
the approximate intervals between the various ranges defining their
water-sheds, it may be stated %hatMomien is 120 miles from the Irawady
valley by the ups and downa of the road, and that the Shnaylee is
32 miles to the east of the Momien valley. In the Burmese itineraries
on which I place considerable reliance, as I have been able to test their
accuracy from Bhamd to Momien, and have found them remarkably
correct, the Salween is stated to be 14 miles eastward from the Shuaylee,
and as the latter river is crossed by an iron suspension bridge, the
probability is that it is there confined to a narrow valley, and only
separated from the Salween by a mountain ridge. The Salween is
36 miles from what the Burmese regard as the main stream of the
Cambodia ; and 46 miles still further to the east, a considerable affluent
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is encountered entering another large branch of the Cambodia yet further
to the east, flowing from the lake of !Cali. The htrmentioned is called
the Hokyan, but as the Burmese state that they halted a t the vlllage
of Yanpyinhein after crossing the former, and then crossed the Hokyan,
I conclude that the two streams are bridged immediately above their
union, for no mention is made of the distance between these two points,
whereas the distances generally in the itinerary are carefully noted.
The general character of the county, then, between the Burmese d e y
and a line drawn north and south through Talifoo, is a succession
of main mountain ranges running nearly north and south, defining
the course of certain large rivers, and giving off a series of long
secondary ranges extending, more or leas interruptedly, a long way
to the east-north-east.
In the instance of the Tapeng, the secondary range% form a valley
about 120 miles long, or nearly so; but the Shuaylee, which is a
much larger river, after tracing it about 100 miles from the Irawady,
comes down from the north round the high Kananzan range,
a ridge of mountains corresponding in its course to the hills
defining the western side of the Salween, but of limited southward
extension. Beyond this, the Cambodia is separated from the Salween
by a ridge nearly parallel to the Kananzan range, and I have been
informed that a considerable descent is made to reach the former river.
The eaetern d u e n t s of the Cambodia come down through secondary
valleys corresponding to those of the Tapeng and Shuaylee.
With regard to the general elevation of the country, it may be said
to be at a considerable altitude above the Burmese valley, and from what
I observed and learned from the natives, i t is doubtful whether any
of the valleys are much below the height of the Sanda valley, which aneroid
observations, corrected for temperature, latitude, and the diurnal atmospheric pressure, have made to be about 2,200 feet above the level of the
sea. This may be taken as a fair average of the height of this valley,
which may be said, in round numbers, to be about 48 milea in length.
The Hotha valley, which runs parallel to it, on the other side of the
high range d e w i t to the south, is a small valley more than 2,000
feet above it, and enclosed by hills on every side. The v d e y of Nantin,
which is only the eastern continuation of the Sanda valley, is about
1,040 feet higher than it, while Momien is 1,400 feet above the
Nantin valley, so that to reach the town of Momien from the plains
of Burmah, we first ascend the Kakhyen hills to the Sanda valley, and
from thence paas over the high intervening spurs - of the Mawphoo hill
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to the Nantin valley, from the upper extremity of which we sscend
to the valley of Hamshuenshan, and rim from thence to that of Momien
at an elevation of nearly 5,000 feet, which appears to be the average
height of the country to the east of Hawshuenshan.
The Sanda valley is about 48 miles long with an average breadth
of from 3 to 5 miles, and although the difference of altitude between its
extremities is considerable, its great length makes it appear to be
almost level. I t is defined on either side by a rang- of hills, which
I eatimated by the eye to have an average height of 2,500 feet
above the valley, but one high mountain oocurs behind Sanda, to the
north, which Mr. Gordon considered to be close on 4,000 feet in
height. The highest peak, Shuemuelong, of the southern range, situated to the east south-east of Muangla, appears to rise above
3,000 feet. I had, however, no means a t my disposal for ascertaining the actual heighte, and as the apparent altitude of mountains is
much influenced by the state of the atmosphere, it is quite possible
Chat I have overestimated some, and under-estimated others. I believe,
however, that the limit of error will be under 300 feet in the case of
the loftiest hills. The two ranges are very precipitous, and have a
markedly peaked outline where they are highest, and their eummits
are covered with patches of dense forest, while their steep slopes below
are overspread with grass. The almost inaccessible heights of their
bold projecting shoulders are dotted with Kakhyen villages which are
connected to the valley by narrow, zigzag paths winding down the
giddy declivities.
So much for the general appearance of this lovely valley, but
when we wme to examine its northern wall in detail, we find that
there is a remarkable break in i t a t the town of Muangla, and that i t
bends amms to the north-east to form the western boundary of a
vale that opens out into this portion of the Sanda valley. Its place,
however, is taken up by another and lower range of tree-capped, p a y ,
peaked hills, defining the eastern end of the valley beyond Muangla.
The gap between these two ranges gives paseage to the main stream of
the Tapeng, which flows down to join the Tahd below Muangla. A
somewhat similar vale to this, but on a much smaller waleJ occurs
at Sanda, where i t forms a bay, as it were, in the main valley, and
ie continued to the north-east ae a high steep glen between two
ranges, through which the Nam Sanda or Sanda river flows to join
the Tapeng. The town of Sanda is situated a t the mouth of the bay.
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Another feature remains to be mentioned, and that is, that the
northern range sends out long spurs in two placea which almost divide
the valley into three basins, and their occurrence hw, in all probability,
brought about the three divisions of the valley into as many s t a h
Manwyne, Sanda, and Muangla. Sanda is situated between the two
spurs, and is so shut in that on looking from the hills above the town,
neither the Muangla or Manwyne basins can be seen. The spur separating it from Muangla is only 2 miles distant to the east, and runs
right across to the opposite hills as a low grassy ridge, confining
the Tapeng to a narrow, deep channel. The other spur is not so marked,
and is half-way between the two towns. The southern range is unbroken
throughout its whole extent, but is cut into by deep glens and gorges,
down which mountain streams fall over rocky precipices to the valley.
The part of the valley above Muangla is much contracted, and consists of the undulating ground of the low ends of spurs. The Tah8 runs
along the base of the southern range in a deep narrow channel. At the
upper end of the valley, where the river debouches from the Mawphoo
gorge, it has cut away an area of the superficial deposits, which are more
or less peaty in their upper layers, about a mile in length, two hundred
yards broad, and 80 feet in depth, and the whole of this denuded spot
is s barren waste of rubble. A similar denudation has taken place a t
Muangla, below where the river leaves that part of the valley. Here,
too, the superficial deposits have been gradually washed away even on
a larger scale than in the former locality, the tract being about 24 to
3 miles long, and R broad. The Tah8, in its course over it, is broken
up into a number of small channels partly natural> while others have
been made for the irrigation of the rice crops that are grown on the
northern side below Muangla, where there has been a greater deposit
of silt than in the other parts. By far the larger portion of the expanse
is covered with large pebbles and sand. The old river banks am well
defined on either side of this gorge, at the western end of which the
main stream of the Tapeng is joined by the Tah8. No more instructive
illustration of denudation by running water could be wished for thsn
these two examples furnished by the Tah8.
The rocks constituting the maes of the hills are simply a repetition of those I have described as occurringin the Kakhyen hills,--varieties
of forms of gneiss, crystalline limestone, quartzose rocks, and granite.
Opposite to Manwyne a white crystalline limestone shows itself in a
brown-weathered c W on the hill side, capped by thick beds of quartzoae
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rocks. The transverse spur above Sanda runs down from a high, rather
peaked hill, consisting chiefly of blue crystalline limestone; and on the
other side of the bay-like vale, the hill behind Sanda is composed of a
very hard, splintery, slightly pinkish, quartzose rock, which disintegrates
into a rich red soil. A number of spurs of this colour occur all along the
base of the northern range, and as the one at Muangla consists of a rock
strongly resembling that a t Sanda, i t is probable that the whole of these
spurs are made up of varieties of the same rock. These spurs are peculiar
in this respect, that few trees will grow on them, and that their soil is
oidy adapted to tobacco, and one or two minor crops.
I n the range that takes the place of the other, which extends from
the Kakhyen hills to the right bank of the Tapeng at Mwngla, a
micaceous granite is found associated with a finely m i c m u s bluish
gneiss, and this is the only spot I observed granite, in position. Below
the Mawphoo gorge, the boulders are chiefly quartzose granite, and a dark
earthy slate which waa not &served in sit%.
The superficial deposits consist chiefly of yellowish and bluish clays,
and sandy loam, with interbedded river gravels. An elephant's molar, mid
to have been found in the channel of one of the streams about Muangle,
was offered for sale, but was a long way beyond my means, as g50
were demanded for it. The natives considered it to be the tooth of a
dragon, and endowed it with wonderful curative and protective power:
it is highly probable that it was washed out of some of the river
deposits. It was certainly not a recent tooth. A few peaty beds occur in
the upper or Mamphoo portion of the valley, and in that locality
the channels of the mountain torrents that enter the Taha from the
e3st are strewn with fragments of imbedded peat, and the occurrence of
this deposit originated, no doubt, the statement, made by a Chinaman from
Mandalay, that coal was to be found in the Shuemuelong mountain.
Hot springs occur in the centre of the level flat of the bay-like
vale close to Sanda, but although the locality has limestone hills on
either side of it, the analysis of the water, as made by Dr. Macnamara,
the Chemical Examiner for Government, does not show the existence
of lime, and only a tram of carbonic acid. The following are the results
of Dr. MacllamaraJs examination of the water :49.7 grains, solid matter.
1 Gallon ... 3.9 ,, salts of alkalis.
10.7 ,, silica, earthy salts, and oxide of iron.
The snlts of the alkalis wcre almost entirely chloride of sodium.
Sulphuric and carbonic acids were present, but no nitric acid. There were
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traces, however, of phosphoric acid. The water became slightly akaline
after boiling, and had a peculiar smell, which Dr. Macnsmars suggests may have been due to the dregs of wine or spirit in the bottles in
which the water mas kept; but this is unlikely, for every precaution
was taken to have the bottles well washed with warm water, and first
emptied, and again re-filled with the water from the springs ; but failing
this explanation, Dr. Macnamara attributes the smell to the p r w n m
of some empyreumatic matter naturally present in the water.
The temperature of springs wm 204', but the Shans informed me that
it reached the boiling-point during the cold weather, and the feathers of
fowls and hair of kids lying about were pointed to as evidences that
the water was hot enough to cook the flesh of these animals. The boiling-point of Sanda is 206", and the diminution of temperature of the
springs during the rain is due to tile circumstance that they occur in
the bed of s stream, the water of which flows into them, reducing their
temperature two degrees. As the stream subsides, and the channels
become all but dry during the cold weather, they regain the boilingpoint. The flow of water is not very great, and it bubbles up through
round holes in a blackish micaceous sand ; the ground about them is so
hot that my naked-footed companions could not stand near the principal
one for any length of time. The air, too, in their immediate vicinity,
was sensibly warmer than the m o u n d i n g atmosphere, and was laden
with a peculiar heavy smell, which lends additional weight to
Dr. Macnamam's supposition that the water contains some empyreumatic
matter. On our way to Muangla from Sanda, we crossed a hot stream,
only a few miles distant from these springs, and said to arise from the
other side of the limestone hill ; and where we met it, on the M u n g l a
side of the spur, it was so hot, although a considerable distance from its
source, and diluted by an offshoot from the Tapeng, that its presence was
at once recognized, our men shouting out that they were in hot water.
As the valley of Hotha is so closely related, in many ways, to that of
Sanda, it may be as well to describe it, and afterwards consider the
resources and population of the two at the same time. I t lies to the
south, and parallel with the Sanda valley, and the two are separated by a
common rangc. The IIotha valley, however, is very much smaller than
the one I have just described, and a t a considerable elevation above it.
It is shut in on either side by a well-defined ridge, the southern end
of which is not nearly so high as the northern, the former being only
about 500 feet high, while the latter is close on 1,000 feet, if not higher
in sonic places. Tlie northcrn raugc, the heights of which arc thickly
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clad with a sub-temperate ford,, sends do\vn long grassy spurs, covered
with a red rich soil. The ridge to the south is a compact range of
wooded hills, terminating abruptly in the valley in a series of steep spurs,
with a village usually at their base, the towns and hamlets of the northern
side occupying much the same relation to its mountain spurs. The small
stream, the Namsa, that flows through the valley, runs close to the
southern hills in a deep channel ihich it has cut out for itself in the dark
blue, almost bituminous clays, which, in a great part, constitute the
surface of the valley and of the spurs to the north. The valley is
about 1 mile to 1 4 miles broad, and 25 miles in length, and is closed
in a t its western end by a sea of rounded grassy hills covercd with
the common bracken, through which the Narnsa finds its way to precipitate itself down a steep valley in the Kakhycn hills to the Tapeng,
half-way between Ponsee and Manwyne. The eastern end or head of'
the valley is shut in by a transverse ridge about 400 feet high, connecting the parallel ranges which define its sides. A great part of the ends
of spurs from the north range have been washed away by the Namsn, and
the level land that has been left consists of a rich black loam on which
the rice crops are raised. The red spurs are chiefly devoted to the cultivation of tobacco and culinary vegetables.
The rocks consist of granite and gneiss, and present no features of
interest. The ridge connecting the two ranges appears to be composed
almost exclusively of the latter rock. The superficial deposits, besides
the blue bituminous-like clay, are made of thick strata of a tenacious
light ello ow clay, with thin beds of rubble and sandy loam. The
study of these clayey beds forcibly suggested the conclusion that they
had been deposited in still water, and it is probable that the valley waa
a lake or swamp prior to the time the Namsa found an exit for itself
through the hills to the west, or one of sufficient mpacity to admit
of the free drainage of this mountain basin. If the present exit of that
small stream were closed, the whole valley would be submerged several feet.
The staple crops of the two valleys are rice, tobacco, and a little
opium, all of which are also cultivated by the Kakhyens and Leesaws on
the neighbouring hills, who grow Indian con1 in addition to the rice crop.
The tobacco grown by the Sha~isis of a very superior quality. A wellknown Calcutta merchant has kindly sent a sample to the bazaar as
the k t way of getting a fair report upon its mercantile value, and the
result is that, if it had borne a known maker's name, it would have
brought Rs, 1-8 per E.;but, without that, it was valued at Re. 1 per 1b.
for r e t d sale. I n wholesale quantities a lower rate would be given.
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Both valleys are covered on their upper halves with a forest in all
respects resembling that of the Kakhyen hills about Poneee, and in the
Hotha vallcy we find the well-paved roads through the villages overshadowed by pear, plum, peach, apricot, cherry, and chestnut trees. I
was informed that teak occurred on the low southern range, while, from
the ridgw at the head of the valley, numerous fir trees ( P i n z ~khaayiunur)
mere observed on the hills to the east. The absence of forest on the
lower portion of the hills is ascribed to the felling of the trees for eultivation, and firewood : although these causes may have operated in some
localities, the feature in question is most probably attributable to the
character of the soil, for the nativea point to immense tracts, which they
say never had any forest. It is on those grassy tracts that the wild
indigo grows which is in sue11 request among the Shans for dyeing their
clothes of sombre blue, in such marked contrast to the brilliant pink
and yellow, so much admired by the people of the sunny plains of
Uurmah.
The extensive tracts of fine pasture land, surrounding the Shan
t o m s and villageaJ support considerable droves of cattle and buffaloes,
and large herds of ponies and mules. The cattle are not humped, and
are of rather slender make, and usually reddish brown or black. The
buffaloes are large, heavy animals, and quite as good specimens of their
kind as those of the plains of Burmah. Some full-grown individuals of
an almost creamy colour were observed, but their occurrence was exceptional. The pack-ponies, as a rule, are small; and white, iron-grey,
or pale brownish-buff are the three prevailing colours. I n the latter colour
there was usually a dark line down the back, and the points mere deep
brown. The animals kept for riding by the well-to-do classes are of a
larger and better breed, and a good serviceable pony costs about &$ to £10.
These were the prices put on some offered to me for sale. The mules, as
a rule, are even finer animals than ponies. They are usually a dark reddishbrown, with brown tips to the ears, a faint brown shoulder stripe, and
black list down the back. They are brought chiefly from the muntry
to the north of Tali, and I could not discover that any men: b r d in
these valleys, in which I am not amm-e that any asses occur. The swine
are kept by the Chinese and Shans; and geeseJ ducks, and fowls m
abundant. Cats, too, are numerous, and of a uniform grey, with faint d3rk
spots. They closely resemble an almost similar breed which is pmvdent
in the Himalaya, and which is nearly allied in its colouring to that grey
v a ~ e t yof F. Bengalessie, which is of such frequent occurrence, especinlly
on thc plains of Inllia. Dogs are scarce in the Smda vallcy, but such ns
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I saw were powerful animals with shortish hair, pointed ears, and full
muzzle ; black and white, and brown and white were the usual colours,
and their tails were carried erect. They are quite distinct from the breed
found among the Kakhyens, which appears to be a cross between the
Chinese dog and the pariah of the Burmese. The dogs of the Hothn
valley have much more of the Chinese blood, and have long shaggy
coats with erect ears, and a tendency in the tail to curl over the back,
while some of them, with these characters less intensely developed, have
a strong resemblance to the shepherd dogs of England.
The climate of the Sanda valley is known to me only by a short
residence in May, and again in the latter end of July and beginning of
August. The mean of the maximum temperature for nine days in May
was 87", and the mean of the same number of observations for the
minjmum temperature of that period was 63'5'. During nine days of
July the mean maximum temperature was 88"6', and the mean minimum
temperature 72". I n the month of May we had two or three wet days,
but on our return the rainfall was very great and lasted for days together:
on the former occasion the sky was usually clear and the tops of the
mountains visible, but on the latter all the surroundmg hills were wmppd
nearly half-way down their sides in thick mist.
The maximum temperature for sixteen days of the Hotha valley in
August was 82", and the mean minimum for twenty days of the rmmo
month 68". We had rain during the greater part of our residence, with
the wind, as in the Sanda valley, from the south-west. The sky was
generally clouded, with a thick mist resting on the mountains. The
aneroid observations &om the two valleys are tabulated in Appendix B.
With regard to the population of the Sanda valley, the data I have
to offer are far from exhaustive, and, indeed, nearly all my information
mas derived from the Hotha Tsawbwa, but as he hnd a most extensive
knowledge of both valleys, the results I have obtained may be considered
as approximately con&
I t must be borne in mind, however, that the
hill population is not included, and that my calculations only refer to the
vdlages on the comparatively level ground of the two valleys.
The number of villages in the Sanda district were estimated a t
from 86 to 90, those of Mwngla at 200, and the Manwyne Tsawbwaship
is said to contain 1,000 houses. The Hotha state numbers at least 90
villages, and the Latha comprises about 30. With these general facts
before us, and allowing that half of the villages hnd not more than 30
h o m in each, and the other half have as many as 55, and that five
persons to each house may be considered a fair average, we have the
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following result, to which has been added t& population of the
respective towns, taking Muangtee at 2,000, Sanda and its bazaar a t
1,500, and Manwyne at 700 :Munngla
Sanda
Manwyne
Hothn
Latha

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

,..

...
...

,..

...

...

...
...

Total Population

...
...
...

...
...

94,600
20,625
6,700
19,126
6,376

...

96,326

The inhabitants of the Sanda valley are exclusively Shans and
Chinese, while those of the Hotha valley belong to two distinct
offshoots of the Shan race, a very small proportion belonging to the @me
stock as the Shans of the former valley ; while the bulk of the population
consists of what may be appropriately called the Chinese Shans or Shan
Chinese, who are a markedly distinct race from the former. The
typical Chinese are unknown in the Hotha valley.
The chief interest attached to the physical characters of the narrow
belt of cowtry, about 6 miles in breadth, forming what may be
called the Mawphoo gorge, arisca from its interesting manifestation
of the disintegrating force of water. As already stated, the Tah6
now runs in a deep narrow channel at the foot of the hills, forming
its south-eastern side, but the two river terraces above i t are unimpeachable evidence that it has cut for itself its present course; and
if additional proof were required in support of this, we have only to
turn to the Nantin valley, with its large river terraces, to dimover that
the denudation extends over a very much larger area than the Mawphoo
gorge, and that the latter was denuded at the same time as the former;
and as i t is impossible to consider the two separately, I will describe at
one and the same time what appears to have been their history. The
valley of Nantin, to where the two river terraces that form its sides
meet, may be said to be about 16 miles in length, with an average
breadth of a mile or a little less. It is a slightly crescentic valley,
running round from tlie west-south-west to the north. I t is surrounded by grassy rounded trappean hills to the south-east, and by
peaked granite and metamorphic hills to the north-west. Its head is
closed in by the terraces, beyond which there is another elevated platform,
or further continuation of it, devoid of terraces, but as I only obtained a
distant view of this portion, I cannot describe it in detail. Its foot is
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formed by the high land of the Mawphoo gorge, into which the TahB
enters by a narrow deep channel between hlgh rocky banks. The
highest terrace of the Nantin valley is almost on the same elevation with
the level platform at its head, and corresponds to the heights of the
lowest terrace of the Mawphoo gorge. The only explanation of this
coincidence in the heights of these very extensive river terraces is this,
that the whole of the area defined by them has been denuded by the
action of the TahB, and that the only reason why the elevated tract of
country, forming the Mawphoo valley, was not worn down by the action
of the river to the level of the Nantin valley, is to be looked for in the
fact, that i t is largely composed of metamorphic rocks which offered a
much more powerful resistance to the disintegrating action of the river
than the comparatively recent soft beds of the Nantin section. It is
probable also, from the close proximity of the latter to the extinct
volcano of Hawshuenshan, that the denuding action of the river
m y have been accelerated by changes in the level of the oountry. I n
looking at this most interesting valley, from the point where the terraces
close in at its head to the foot of the Mawphoo gorge, tho probability is
that the whole of this area was originally a level flat, with an elevation mrresponding to the top of the highest terrace in the Mawphoo wtion, and
that a t that period the TahB precipitated itself as a waterfall into the Sands
valley, as it does now from the Momien valley into that of Hawshuenshan.
This theory of the origin of the two valleys is borne out by the fact, that
there are indications of a third and higher terrace in the Nantin valley torresponding to the highest one of the north-eastern side of the Mawphoo
glen, and the likelihood is that the elevated flat at the head, immediately
surrounding the extinct volcano of Hawshuenshan, was considerably
raised after the formation of the first terrace, and we might even go further,
and say that the weight of evidence is to prove that the original upward
termination of the Nantin valley was what is now the distinct isolated
circular basin of Hawshuenshan, into which the TahB falls from the higher
valley of Momien, and that the most recent outbursts of the neighbowing
volcano which closes it to the west were posterior to the disintegration of
the Hawshuenshan valley, for the volcanic vent shows little or no
evidence of having been subjected to the denuding action of the Taha,
which flows along its eastern side.
A striking feature of the Nantin valley, besides its river terraces, is
the entire change that has come over the character of the hills which
bound the left bank of the Tahi3 in this part of its course. Instead of
the bold precipitous mountains that d e h e i t as far as t,hc head of the
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Mawphoo gorge, moderately high hills, running upwards in rounded grassy
sweeps, over one another, sparsely covered with occasional clumps of t m ,
are now met with. Near the head of the valley, they rise into two rounded
peaks, the first above the famous hot springs to the north-east of Nantin,
and the other a little further in the same direction. The hills to the
north-west are much higher, and are the continuation of the peaked treecxapped range that began on the left bank of the Tapeng at Muangla, and
which becomes suddenly elevatd; and the lower end of the Mawphoo
gorge is continued onwards from that point to the north-east as a lofty
well-wooded mountain wall, defining the north-western side of the valley.
The eastern side of the valley, along which I travelled, is marked by numerous water-courses running at right angles to the river terraces. Their
channels are strewn with water-worn granite boulders, and rounded mases
of cellular basalt, a rock that can only be d k r i b e d as lava, and large fragments of peat. The only rocks in position that I had an opportunity to
examine were those composing the side of the hill from which the hot
springs issue. They consisted of two well-marked kinds, a cellular
basalt and a hard quartzose rock, the former superficial where I observed
it, and the latter the rock through which the springs come.
Looking a t this hill from the west, its south-eastern side is seen to be
marked by an apparently deep nearly circular hollow of considerable size,
almost surrounded by an abrupt precipice from the peaked summit of the
hill, and forcibly suggesting that it may once have been a volcanic vent,
a supposition which is heightened by the almost scoriatious character of
some of the neighbouring rocks, and by the evidence of internal heat
which the springs themselves afford. These are located on the western face
of the hill, but others on a still more extensive scale occur on its other
side, some miles ta the east. The former issue at about 60 to 80 feet above
the level of the valley under the rounded shoulder of the hill. The most
important one is an oval basin, about three yards long and two broad,
with a depth of about eight inches. It is situated on a level spot
immediately below the shoulder; and about six yards distant from it,
there are a number of funnels, about six inches in diameter, in the
quartz rock, emitting steam ; and on the h e of the hill higher up,
and about fifly yards off, another jet of steam occurs; and on the side of
a very narrow gully below the principal spring, there are two other
springs which give out a considerable amount of water. The water
in the principal spring comes up with great force thmugh a
n u m h r of circular holm about three inches in diameter, and the bottom of
the basin is covered witha thick layer of impalpable white mud. The
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water is quite clear, but the surface is in violent ebullition, with a temperature of 205", the boiling-point of the thermometer at Nantin, with
the air at a temperature of 71". Nantin is a few feet below them, so
that these springs afforded a verifkation, as it were, of the observations
of the boiling-points of water in the former locslity. They give off mch
a prohion of steam, and the heat is so great, that one can only stand to
their leeward side. The ground in the immediate neighbourhood of
them and the funnels is intensely hot, and our barefooted companions
conid not approach them by some yards. It vibrates in a remarkable
way, and the sensation was as if one were standing over a gigantic boiler
buried in mother-earth, an impression which is heightened by the
loud, mhmg sound from the funnels, and by the iddistinct rumbling
noises in the inferno beneath. The funnela are the most remarkable featurea conneded with these springs. There are four or five of
them in full activity, about six inches in diameter, giving exit to a rush
of steam, which makes the rock intensely hot, and vibrate quite as much
as the ground. The two other springs in the gully below, although
they give egress to a considerable body of boiling water, are not to be
compared to the one just described, as they issue through the earthy
Eace of the hill. It is remarkable that although the stream, flowing
down from the springs, is at a scalding heat, and only 8 to 10 degrees
below the boiling-point, the stones in i t are covered ivith masees of
green jelly, which thrive at a temperatme which was much too great for
me to immerse my hands into, even for a second. Its channel is also encrusted with a white deposit. The analysis of the water of the chief
spring is ss follows :Nantir prirgs, temperature 205" (Jailing)
Odon
120 grains, solid matter.
112 ,, salta of alkalis.
80 ,, earthy salts, silica, and oxide of iron.
The d t a of the alkalis were almost entirely chloride of sodium;
very little d p h u r i c and carbonic acids were present, and no nitric acid
was discovered, but traoee of phosphoric acid were detected. This water,
as in the case of the Sanda springs, was slightly alkaline a h r boiling,
with a peculiar smell, which was sensibly felt in the vicinity of the
springe.
Since the Mahomedan rebellion, only a little rice is cultivated in the
neighbourhood of the two towns, Muangtee and Nantin, and around some
of the halfdeserted villages a t the head of the valley. The soil is rich,
and in the Taha and its d u e n t a , there is every facility for the irrigation
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of the fields, which were all under water in the month of May. I
observed no other crops.
There is abundance of pasture on the hills, but life and property
are so insecure, that the stock of cattle and ponies is reduced to the
lowest ebb compatible with the every-day necessities of the few Shans
who still cling to the valley, the position of which, lying, as it does,
between Momien, the centre of Mahornedanism in Western Yuan,
and Mawphoo and Shuemuelong to the west, which have been at different
times the head-quarters of imperialism, has made i t the scene of chronic
warfare and raids which have almost depopulated it, and paralysed the
energies of the scanty remnant of its once thriving and industrious Shan
and Chinese population. Its capabilities as an agricultural and grazing
country are vcry great, and from the circumstance that Muangtee is
the point to which the Sawaddy, Hoetone, and Sanda rou1te~converge, it
formed in times of peace the high road to Momien, along which all the
trade from thence found its way to Bunnah, and was visited by all
the embassies that ever passed between Pekin and Bham6.
I n connection with the Nantin valley, and very noteworthy, is the
large extinct volcano of Hawshuenshan that occurs at its head, and only
separated from the valley of Momien by the little circular valley of its own
name. It lies about 300 to 400 feet below the level of Momien, and its
base is from 600 to 700 feet above that of Nantin. I t runs nearly north
and south, and is about 4 miles long, and of an elongated oval form. On
its eastern side it is surrounded by flat-topped, grassy hills, which
are generally higher than it, and to the west and north i t is separated from the base of a lofty range of mountains by an intervening
plain about 4 miles in breadth. It is about 300 feet in height, and its
summit is an apparently rounded mound, covered with luxuriant grass,
while its long flowing sides are a maw of black lava, thrown into long
undulations from top to base, or broken up a t intervals into heaps, with a
few plants growing among the interstices. As my observations were confined to a cursoly view of it from horseback on my upward and downward
journeys, T am not in a position to enter into the details of its structure,
or of that of the plain to the west which was only seen from a distance.
The sea of rounded hills to the south and east is forcibly suggestive
of volcanic energy, and the occurrence of a small outburst of lava, on
the western slope of the Momien valley, indicates that the disturbing
influences must have been felt over a vcry large tract of country. It
doubtless rests on s platform of rocks similar to those found in the
Sanda valley, and which appear to recur in the mountains to the wt of
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Momien, so that there has been a comparatively recent outflow of
basaltic trap and lava over an extensive area largely composed of
granite and metamorphic rocks. One bed of trachyte on the side of
Momien hill was above the basalt, but whether the latter may not have
been merely a dyke, I cannot say. Earthquakes are said to be of frequent occurrence at Momien, and taken into connection with the ('stufae,"
or boiling springs of Nantin, we have decided indications that the region
even now is one of considerable volcanic activity. 1 With these scanty
data, any opinion as to the probable age of the volcano must necessarily
be of the most vague description, and of little or no value.
The valley of Hawshuenshan is a deep basin-shaped hollow, about
14 mile long and the =me in breadth, and is surrounded on all sides,
except the one on which the volcano occurs, by the ruins of numerous
villages lying on the gentle slope at the foot of the abrupt grassy hilla
that close it in. The centre is quite flat, and covered with rice cultivation, and well watered by the TahB that flows through it. The road runs
along the top of an embankment, and has two narrow paved paths for
foot passengers, and a rough one for mules between the two. A short
steep ascent between the hilla leads from its north-eastern side up to
the valley of Momien.
The valley of Momien is an elongated oval about 4 miles in length
and- 2 in breadth, and is perfectly level in its centre, and covered with
rice cultivation, irrigated by the Tah6 and other strcams. It is surrounded
by grassy hills on all sides, and the majority of them are rounded
and fiat on their tops; a few, however, occurring on the northern and
north-western sides, are peaked, but supporting only grass. The pagoda
hill to the west separates it from the preceding valley, and the TahS
flows round the northern end of the hill, leaving the valley by a waterfall of 100 feet, between two truncated pyramidal hills, which appear to
have been once connected together, and to have closed in the valley at
this point, a supposition that is borne out by the circumstance that the
deposits of the valley are indicative of a lacustrine o+.
Below the
soil, which is about one foot in thickness, there is a reddish ochreous
earth of very light weight and of about eight inches deep, resting on
a bed of black peat, about four feet thick in some places, and overlying a
light coloured consistent clay of considerable depth, filled with little
water-worn particles of white quartz. This clay is largely used in the
.----

I Burmah has frequently been visited by earthquakes, which have been felt from
Bhama to Rungoon, and as the motion has been observed to travel from tho east, it is
possible that they may have originated in the volcanic centre of BIomien.
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manufacture of bricks. The probability is that the Momien valley,
through some disturbance in its level, immediately aRer the formation
of the lowest bed, was converted into a shallow marsh; then followed
another change in its level, indicated by the reddish ochreous earth,
and the valley was once more converted into a lake. There can be
no doubt that the TahG iteelf has done much in altering the character
of the valley, for it is impossible to look a t its narrow exit, and a t
the aspect of the hills between which i t flows a t that spot, without the
conclusion forcibly suggesting iteelf that the river has done a gigantic
work in the way of cutting a passage for itaelf between them, and
that their configuration is in great part to be attributed to its eroding
action. A careful examination of the glen below the fad reveals the fact
that the river is slowly but gradually bringing the waterfall more and
more to the east. Standing to the east of the low conical hills that
close in the valley at this point, the theory suggests itself that the valley
must have been at one time a deep lake, with a depth corresponding to
the conical hills, and that its waters, draining out as a small stream into
the valley below, slowly deepened their channel every year, reducing the
level of the lake till at last it ceased to exist, and the Tahti, that had
fed it, flowed through it, and began to disintegrate the slope to the
Hawshuenshan valley, and to form a waterfall when it came in contact
with the mass of basalt that forms the Momien plateau. The slow
wearing away of the hills at the exit of the lake could have in no way
&ected the nature of the deposits, the differences in which can only
be accounted for by the changes in the relative levels of the valley. The
banks at the base of the hills, which slope gradually to the level flat of
the valley, seem to favour the foregoing view of its history.
About 10 miles to the north-east of Momien, the primitive and
metamorphic rocks appear again in the high range of the Kananzan
(Tayehan) 1 mountains, which stands in bold'relief as a purple wall running
nearly north and south, with the Shuaylee on its eastern face. Lime
stone and fossiliferous rocks occur near Talifoo, from whence also are
derived the chalk, flint, and arsenic sold in the Momien bazar.
Copper is brought from a range of hills near the village of Kh*,
where it is melted on the spot, and imported to Momien in flattish l u m p
The same hills are said to yield nearly all the iron and salt used in Western
Yunan. Tin also is brought to Mandalay in considerable quantities
by the caravans from Talifoo. By f'ar the most important product,
Is this word in any wny connected with the Tny-pay or great Shene P
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however, is the galena, and Dr. Oldham has assayed a specimen which he
has pronounced to be wondrously rich, among the richest in silver he
hss ever known, and he informs me that the average percentage of silver
i n galena is 0.01 up to 0-05-rarely beyond this, although some ores have
yielded so much as 7 per cent. The Khyto ore yields 0.278 per cent. of
silver in the galena, and 104 ounces of silver to the ton of lead. The
following table shows its position with reference to the galena of the
following well known mines :Harh galena ...
English , ...
Scotch (Lead hills)
h n y
Kakhyen h i s
Kh* (Pn-)

...

-\

...
..,

...
...
...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...

...

0'03 to 0-05

...
...

0.03 to 0'06

...
...

0'32 to 0'72
0'191
0'278

...

Om

to 0'03

Gold is brought to Momien from Yonephin and Sherzwan, villages
15 days to the north-east, but I have no information as to whether it is
found in any quantity. IWe precious metal ie also brought to Momien
in led, and imported to Burmah, where it is extensively used in the
decorations of pagodas, khyoungs, and images of Bhudda.
Rice is the staple crop of the Nantin, Hawshuenehan, and Momien
valleys, but wheat and barley are also grown, but in larger quantities in
the country to the east of Momien, and specially in the neighbourhood
of Talifoo. The foresta in the Talifoo district have been described to
me aa almoet exclusively composed of pines, and the winter is mid to be
severe. Potatoes appear to be largely cultivated in Western Yunan, and
many fields were devoted to them about Momien, where they are reared
and planted out in the same way as in England. They were quite aa
good as English potatoes, and in great vogue among the Chinese, and
3fltjs. are sold for four pence. The leaf is slightly smaller than the
home plant, and the tubers have a thin red skin. They had nearly
finished flowering by the beginning of June. Nothing could be learned
regarding the history of their introduction. Celery is also largely cultivated, and seems to be in general requisition. The remaining vegetables
are carrots, peas, beans, and cabbage ; and the fruits are pomegranates,
apples, pears, grapes, walnuts, peaches, apricots, and plums, a variety of
brambles, and rose hips. Neither tea nor tobacco are cultivated in the
Momien valley, but opium is extensively grown all over the province, and
sells in the bazaar at Rs. 10 to Rs. 12 for 31Bs.
The Momien cattle have no hump, and are rather a small breed but
well made, and generally reddish-brown, passing through intermediate
darker tints to black. Buffaloes are also common, and chiefly used for
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agricultural purposes. The sheep, which are numerous, z&e a very large
black-faced breed with convex profiles. Two kinds of goat are also
common, one with long shaggy usually white hair, nearly reaching the
ground, and with procumbent, flattened, spiral horns directed backwards
and outwards; and the other with very short, dark, reddish-brown hair,
short shoulder list and largish beard, with the same flattened kind of
spiral horn as the former, only not so procumbent. The horns of both
have all the characters of those of C. snagaceroe. The ponies are remarkably fine animals, but they are not nearly so much prized as a good
mule, and the latter greatly outnumber them. Pigs are numerous, and
all that came under my notice were black. Dogs are very scarce, and
the few that occur about Momien are all black with thick shaggy coats,
and very like the shepherd dog met with in the south of Scotland. Cats
are numerous, and nearly all of a uniform grey, with very faint darkish
spots. Fowls, geese, and ducks are abundant and large.
I t is doubtful whether the ~ o ~ u l a t i oofn Momien and its suburbe
exceeds 5,000 or 6,000, and with regard to that of the Nantin and
IIamhuenshan valleys, it is improbable that together they exceed 3,000.
I am not able to offer an opinion regarding the population of the county
generally ; but there can be little doubt that the rebellion has paralysed
industry, and greatly depopulated the land, especially in the neighbourhood of the Panthay centres of action ;and that a considerable population
still exirrts among the more inaccessible hills and valleys to which the
inhabitants have resorted to escape the evils of war, and the oppression
of the Mahomedam ; and that in the event of law and right again asserting
themselves, and trade reviving, they mould return to their villages, which
are at present the haunts of owls and bats, and the lurking-places of
lawless bandits.
Up to Muangtee, the population of the valleys is almost exclusively
Shan, but beyond that town, the Chinese element prevails, with an
iutermixture of Mahomedans, and in the hills there is a sprinkling of
Kakhyens and Leewws.
The climate of the country beyond the Mawphoo ridge appears to be
of a much drier character than that of the Kakhyen hills and the Sanda
valley. Prior to our arrival a t Momien, there had been such a protracted
interval of rainless weather that the authorities were afraid that the
long-continued drought would prove injurious to the crops, and were
anxiously looking for rain. As will be observed from the weather tables
in the appendixJ the wind was generally from the south-west, and that
during the whole of June and the first twelve days of July, there were
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only a very few fair intervals. The sky was obscured by thick misty
clouds that wrapped the hills in their dense folds. As a rule the rain fell
very heavily, but there were days together when it was little more than
a gentle drizzle, in a dead calm. Occasional thunder-storms, however, of
terrific-grandeur burst over the valley, accompanied by strong gusts from
the south-weat ; but the most characteristic feature of the weather was the
generally perfect stillness of the atmosphere, the incesmnt rain, and low
l a d e n clouds, all which, combined, had a most depressing effect on
us who were fresh from the clear exhilimting climate of the Kakhyen
hills.
The mean m i m u m and minimum temperatures for the months of
June and July were as follows :JULY.

Jurix.

74" 71'
71" 19'
sz" 83'
61" 16'

...

...
...
...

Maximum
Maximum
Minimum
Minimum

(dry). 79' 96'
(wet).
(dry).
(wet).

70" 66'
67" 64'
63" 2
4

...
...
...

...

Maximum
Maximum
Minimum
Minimum

(dry).
(wot).
(dry).
(wet).

During our residence we had a fire burning constantly in our apartments, and found it necessary for our comfort.
Snow falls during the winter months, but does not lie long, and frost
is said to be of frequent occurrence during the night and early morning.
T h e natives strongly aasert that the climate is very unhealthy to strangers,
and we mere frequently warned against its evil influences, fiom which we
did not escape, as the majority of our party d e r d from intractable hill
diarrhoea which nothing would check. The river water, too, is eonsidered
highly injurious, and we were particuldtly cautioned against using it.
The children semed very healthy, and I did not see a single case of
fever, although I must have treated about sixty or seventy persons for
other diseases during our visit. The fact that by far the greater
part of the valley is under water for six or seven months, and that during
three of these, it is little better than a huge morass, would not seem to
augur much for its healthiness. We must remember, however, that it is
4,517 feet above the level of the sea, in the 24th parallel of north latitude,
and that i t is a comparatively dry temperate country, smgdarly destitute
of trees, a combination of conditions which would appear to indicate
t h a t it is beyond the range of miasma.

CHAPTER V.
SHANS AND KAKHYENS AND OTHER RACES TO THE EAST OF B W ~ .

THE mass of the population about Bhama and of the country to the
west of it, as far as the confines of Assam, and even to the upper
portion of the valley of the Brahmaputra, to the east of Suddyah, and
of the whole valley of the Irawady, as far north as the base of the high
mountains that define it from the southern borders of Tibet, is essentially
Shan, with a considerable proportion of Kakhyens, or, more properly,
Singphos or Chingpaws, as the members of that tribe to the east of
Bhamd designate themselves. The Shans, however, unlike the latter
people, extend a considerable way to the south of Bhamd, and from the
circumstance that they long sgo adopted the customs of their conquerors,
and have in all probability largely intermarried with them, they are not
separated from the Burmese by any sharp line of demarcation, but have
so blended with them that it is frequently very diflicult to say whether
one is in a Shan or Burmese district, the assidation having proceeded
so far, that the S h language in Burmah is almost a dead tongue. This
implies that there are no very marked physical differences by which the
Shan of the Irawady valley can be distinguished from the Burman. This
is probably due, in great part, to intermarriage, for the Sham, as they
are found in their native valleys, in the elevated country to the east of
Bhama, where they are almost the sole population, are markedly distinct
from the Burmese. Those of the Irawady valley, it must be remembered,
have formed part of the Burmese empire since 1596, or before that date,
and they were even at that time so influenced by the conquering race
that they conformed to all the chief peculiarities that distinguish a Burman. A further breaking down of race distinctions, and perhaps of the
one, of all others, that most tends to foster the jealousies and to prevent
the assimilation of peoples, was removed by the Burmese language being
substituted for the Shan in all the schools of the khyongs. As far north
as BhamG, which was once a Shan principality, and in which there are
few, if any, Burmese, the language of the latter people has largely taken
the place of Shan, and is understood by the majority. A short way
above Bhama, the Burmese influence has not been so markedly felt, and
Shan is much more prevalent, although the great majority of the people

there also understand Burmese; south of Bhamd, however, the latter
language is the one in general repute. Among the unmixed race to the
east, the Burmese language is all but unknown, and the Chinese stands
in a similar relation to the Shan that the former does to-the latter in
the Irawady valley, although not to the same extent. This conversion
of the Shans of the Irawady into a Burmeseqe&ing population has
been brought about in three and a quarter centuries, and there can h
little doubt that the process of assimilation, which was commenced so
long ago, is still in full activity, and i t may be that another century
will find the 8 h m knowing only of their own language throngh their
chroniclee, and in the couree of other and following years these may one
by one disappear, and the only remaining fxace of the language may be
the impress it may have made on the Burmese tongue. Fach like these
indicate that no sound system of ethnology can be reared on any other
foundation than that of history as the interpreter of the facts of philology, and of the modifications of physical form induced by the blending
of races. The study of the changes a t present going on in the languages
of two peoples, such as those of the Shans and Burmese of the Irawady
valley, and the m u r a t e recording of the effects of intermarriage, and the
crossing and re-crossing of the two tribes, might ultimately result in our
being able to cull, from the mass of facts, certain persistent phenomena,
which might be proved by further observation to be of universal occurrence under similar conditions. They would be of two kinds, philological
and anatomical; but as it is not the study of an isolated organ, or part
of the body, that will yield the results that would be necessary to place
the anatomical wall of the temple of ethnological science on a sure basis,
no more would the results of the simple comparison of vocabularies be
accepted by the philosophical philologist as a foundation on which to rear
the superstructure of his system of knowledge. The value to be attached
to any generalizations founded on the crania of tribes, the histories of
which are unknown to the anatomist, may be gathered from an illustration drawn fromthe Shans and Burmans of the Imwady. Supposing
that two centuries hence their history were unknown, an event which is
unlikely to happen in the case of these people, but which may, and probably has, occurred in the instance of many tribes, e. g., the Karens of
Burmah, the Mechis of the Himalayan Terai, the Lepchaa of S i k h ,
the so-called Hinduised aborigines of India, and a host of others, how
utterly helpless in such cases would craniology be. All that it could
possibly do would be to tabulate the measurements and capacities of the
skulls, but to give any indication, beyond thcir relative brachycephalisism
n
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or doliocephalisism, would be out of the question, and such comparisons
could by no possibility throw any light on the affinities of these rams,
because, as has been already said, we h o w nothing of the lams that
regulate the blending of tribes, or whether i t gives rise to any particular
modification, mi generia, of the two original types of crania, if such
existed in the original stocks. In such a situation, too, the philologist,
as an ethnologist, would be completely at sea in his researches, for he
would be dealing with a mixed race, one of the constituent elements of
which had lost its language.
But to return to the Shans. The Shan or Tai nation forms by
far the most important element in the population of that large tract
of country comprising the alluvial flats and hilly country of the valley
of the upper Irawady, and the elevated mountainous regions lying between it and the Cambodia Before the Chinese-Tartar kings extended
their conquests across the Yang-tse-kiang, the probability is that the
Tai nation stretched even as far east as the banks of that river, because
their whole history indicates that they are a people of eastern origin.
That they existed in Eastern Yunan, in early times, appears evident
from the frequent occurrence of Shan names applied to districts and
cities. The likelihood is, that they entered Burmah in the first century
of our era, and that they were the conquering host that swept down on
ancient Tagoung, and destroyed it, and that their capital a t that time
was Muanglong on the Shuaylee. At that period they brought all the
tribes in Upper Burmah under their subjection, and ultimately spread
into the valleys of Munipore and the Brahmaputra. The county was
not then peopled with Kakhyens as now, and it is probable that the Shans
found the Burmese in possession of the soil, and that the two races, even
in those early times, began to commingle. The resultant race, however,
was destined to receive a fresh infusion of Burmese blood, and to revert
to the customs of the people that had been originally conquered, but were
now in the ascendant. Intermarriage between the Shans and Burmans
was so prevalent even before the subjection of the Shan kingdom to
Burmah, that the former people gave two or three kings to the throne of
Tsagdn.
The statcs in Western Yunan appear to have been annexed to Chinn
about 1285, but the Shans in the valleys of the upper Irawady retained
their independence with their capital in the Mogoung district. It is
extremely probableand, indeed, all the traditions of the Siamese and
offshoots of the Shans point to Western Yunan as the site of the
kingdom of their ancestors, the great Tais-that
the kingdom that
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appears to have existed in Western Yunan and Upper Burmah before the
Chinese had advanced across the Yang-tue-kiang, or had only begun to
do so, was the kingdom of Pong. It gradually became broken up, however, into small principalities and states, and one of the last remnants of
the kingdom of Pong disappeared from the page of history in 1752 A.D.
There are no means, as far as I am aware, of determining when the
Shans embraced Buddhism, which appears to have been introduced into
Burmah 241 B.c., but it is roba able that the hordes, which overran
Upper Burmah in the first century, met with a Buddhist population,
which acted as the leaven in their ultimate conversion to the faith of the
immortal Shakyha The claim advanced by the Burmese to have been
the first to introduce Buddhism into the Shan valleys of Hotha and
h t h a is probably without foundation, and they never, in all likelihood,
did more than build a few monasteries and pagodas. The frequent interc o m that existed between China and Burmah, a few centuries before
its alleged introduction into these valleys, and the circumstance that
that marvellous religion had been 6rmly established in China for many
years prior to that event, render it highly improbable that Hotha and
htha, which were all but on the highway between the two kingdoms,
were left uninfluenced by it. There is this peculiarity, too, of Buddhism
in the Sanda valley, that it is utterly devoid of pagodas of any description.
The Sham inhabit the valleys of Sanda, Hotha, and part of
Nantin, and are also found in the country to the north of the first and
last mentioned valleys, and although we possess no definite information
regarding the extent of their distribution in that direction, it is probable
that they reach as far as the 27th or even the 28th p d e l s . To the
south, they may be said to stretch as far as the 11th parallel, and their
respective states are tributary either to China, Ava, or Siam. Those
tributary to China lie to the north of the 23rd parallel. It is extremely
difficult to define the limit of their range to the east, for beyond the
middle of the Nantin valley, they appear to blend with a population
essentially Chinese in its customs and language. I refer especially to
the peasantry who visit Momien on market days, and who ' are so alike,
physically, to the pure Shans of Sanda, that it would puzzle the most
keen and accurate observer to separate the two in a mixed assemblage.
This general like~ess,however, is even of a more extended character, and
Knkhyens are often met with so like Shans that they are frequently
mistaken for such; and, moreover, one meets with numerous examples
among what is called the Chinese population about Momien that would
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be unhesitatingly referred to the Kakhyen m. The mule-drivers from

.

;
,

/

Talifoo, who accompany the caravans that visit Mandalay once a year,
have also a very strong resemblance to Shans, and are markedly different
from the typical Chinese who form the merchant class at Momien.
These di5culties in arriving at a correct est~mate of the eastern
range of the Shan race in their purity, and of their real &ties
to the
surrounding races, are greatly increased from the circumstance that the
Chinese, Kakhyen, and Shan lan-s
are commonly spoken by the
Kakhyens and Shans, and also by the so-called Chinese population,
bordering the Shan states. There is this to be noticed, too, in connection
with the Shans in the district visited by the expedition, that they are
broken up into two distinct t r i h , the Shans proper and the Poloungs.
I n the Sanda and Nantin valleys the population is exclusively the first,
but on the hills on both sides of them, and nleo on those to the south
of Hotha, we find Poloungs intermarrying with the Shans, but never
settling in the valleys. They are in every respect hill Shans, whose chief
occupation is the cultivation of tea, opium, and t o b . In the elevated
Hotha valley, the mass of the population are Chinese-Shans, but so
uncertain am I regarding the affinity of the latter people, that I hesitate
tospeak with any degree of confidence regarding their origin. They
Beem to be physically intermediate between the two nations, and might
almost, with equal propriety, be called Shan-Chinese, and if we were
p i d e d by their customs and dress, their whole affinities are Chinese.
The Shans, however, claim them as a tribe, and they speak a dialect
of their language. The true Shans also occur in this valley, and the
Tsambwa is a typical example, although his sympathies are largely
Chinese.
The Shans proper of these valleys are a fair people, with a very
faintly darker hue than Europeans, with the somewhat sallow tint of the
Chinese. These remarks apply to the higher classes, for the peasantry, as
a rule, are much browned by exposure. The young people and children
have the peculiar waxen appearance of the Chinese, but to a less
extent : they have usually red cheeks and dark brown eyes and black
hair. The Shan face, generally, is rather short, broad, and flat, with prominent malam, and a faint obliquity and contraction of the outer
angle of the eye, so markedly developed in the Chinese. The nose
is well formed, and there is not that breadth and depression h t
is so characteristic of the Burman, and the bridge is usually pmminent and almost aquiline. The lower jaw is broad and well developed ;
but pointed chins, with protuberant heavy lips, are not uufrequent.
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broad and of a total length of 40 to 50 feet long, wound round t h e
head with great regularity, and towering upwards and bachwards in
a large pile, the free end of which is usually fringed, and embroidered with pretty devices in gold and silk thread. The folds arc
arranged in a crescent over the forehead with the greatest recision and
neatness, and occasionally a few silver ornaments are fastened to the front
of the turban, or attached to the embroidered end, which is allowed to hang a short may down the neck. The top of the head is left
uncovered in the centre of the turban, and the hair is ornamented
with silver hair-pins, with flat h d s with richly enamelled representations of flowers and insects. The jacket is short and moderately lwse, and
has a narrow erect collar. It is fastened at the neck, and down the centre,
by a number of thin, square, enamelled plates of silver; and in full dress,
the shoulders, and a line down the back, and another in front, are covered
with large hemispherical silver buttons, richly embossed with figures of
birds and flowers, enamelled in various colours. The sleeves are rather loose
from the elbow, and usually folded back, showing a massive silver
torque-like bmqelet. A tight, thick cotton skirt, frequently ornamented
round the lower third with squares of coloured silk and satin or embroidered work, with a pair of close-fitting leggings made of the same
material, and handsomely embroidered shoes, with slightly turned-up
tms, complete their external attire. On particular ocmsions, a richly
embroidered cloth is worn over the skirt. The women are seldom seen
without the long-stemmed pipes, which have very small clay bowls
covered with a dark brown glaze. Girls, up to the age of thirteen or
fourteen, wear trousers like the boys, with small aprons in front, and a
simple scarf of blue cotton cloth wound round the head.
The costume of the male peasantry is a double-breasted loose jacket
reaching to the loins, and buttoned down the right side. The buttons
are frequently jade, amber, or silver. Their turbans are thick blue
cotton cloth, with a long fringe a t the free end, which is usually wound
up with the pig-tail, and brought round the outside. I n rainy and sunny
weather a very broad straw hat, covered with oiled silk, is worn over
the turban. Their trousers are very loose, and reach only a short way
below the knee. The shins are bound round with long stripes of
blue cloth to protect them against injury, a fashion that e m s to prevail
not only among the Shans and Kakhyens, but also among the Chinese'
peasantry generally. Their shoe uppers are made of thick blue, almost
felt cloth, embroidered with narrow braid, and with thick leather
soles. The better c l m , such as the headmen of the towns, wear
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black satin skull-caps, ornamented with Chinese figures in gold braid,
and long blue coats reaching to the ankles. The little boys don blue
cotton skull-caps, braided in the same way as those worn by adults,
but with a red top-hot, and a row in front of silver figures of
guardian n4ts.
The costume of the Shan-Chinese or Chinese-Shan women is markedly
different from the dress of their neighbours in the Sandn valley, and
is intermediate, to a certain extent, between it and the general style
of attire that prevails among their Chinese sisters. They wear the S h m
jacket, and loose trousers like the men, but with the ends unhemmed.
The back half of the jacket is prolonged downwards to below the knees
Like a long undivided coat-tail, and a double Chinese apron is worn in
front, and with the tail completes a kind of skirt. I n addition to
the silver plate-lie brooches, the shoulders are ornamented with an
epaulet of small hemispherical discs, the one on either side being connected by a line of silver buttons passing round the shoulders. The waistband of the apron is about six inches broad, and dilates behind into
a richly embroidered piece that forms a distinctive feature in the
dress of that peculiar people. They seldom wear shoes. Their headdressJ however, is the most striking feature in their attire, and consists of
a hoop about six inches in diameter, made of cloth wound round a ratan,
and placed on the crown of the head, with the hair in front transversely divided and gathered upJ with that of the back, into the centre of the
hoop, and plaited into the ends of a flat chignon of the dimensions of
the internal diameter of the hoop. The latter is kept in position by
about 25 to 30 silver pins fastened into the chignon and mass of hair,
with their h&
resting on. and completely hiding the hoop. The pinheads are I;lrge, thin, flat plates of silver, placed longitudinally to the
length of the haif, and either embossed or engraved with figures of leaves
or of flowers. The result of this arrangement is that the crown of
the head is encircled with a silver wreath of the diameter of the hoop ;
and outside it, is wound a smnty blue turban, to the fringes of which a
number of silver finger-rings are usually tied, and allowed to hang down
behind. In full dress, in addition to the ordinary hair-pins, four much
larger, u s d y richly enamelled, ones are worn at the front, back, and sides
of the circle. These are three inches or even more in their greatest
breadth, and vary from one and three-fourths to two inches in their least
dinmeter. They are overlaid with silver wire fastened in grsceful
w i n d i w to represent the stems and leaves of plants, and are enamelled
p n , brown, and yellow, with figures, in the same material, of full-blown
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composite flowers, the petals being produced by red and blue round
stones, and the unopened buds by little silver spheres. The heads of the
ordinary pins are slightly convex, and one and three-fourths of an inch
in their greatest, and one and a quarter inch in their least diameter.
Their convexity is to allow of their overlapping, and their general form
is a round lobed figure. The decoration of these curious chignons i s
sometimes carried even further, and three or four smaller pins, with
each head composed of four hemispherical discs, are placed opposite to
each other in an inner circle. Full-dress chignons and their pins are
a foot in diameter. The head of a pin of this kind is eight inches in
length, by two in breadth, and of the most intricate construction. They
are of different descriptions. The simplest is made chiefly of silver wire,
and flat pieces of the same metal cut out into fantastic figures and representations of trailing plants, in full flower, the colours being given by
various enamels, of which green, blue, purple, and yellow are the chief.
I n some, the leaves are worked out in the finest filagree, and in one specimen I purchased, there is a figure resembling a swan resting on ite
outstretched wings among a bed of flowers. It is made wholly of silver
wire, and the feathers of the wings have been most effectively brought
out by simply folding a wire upon itself in the case of the quills m d
lesser coverts, and a double one in that of the greater covert61. Interspersed among this maze of flower and leaf, a number of mobile coils of
silver wire stand up erect, each terminating in two little square discs,
of silver, with a hemispherical convexity in the centre of each. They
have a strong resemblance to the capsuled stems of some mosses, and,
indeed, the general appearance of one of these pin-heads sug,wts that
the artist may have derived the idea, in the first instance, from the close
study of a patch of grassy sward covered with flowers and moss, a
supposition that seems plausible from the circumstance that the complicated and most prevalent form of full-dress pin-head consists of two
tiem, one placed above the other, with an interval of half an inch between
them, the uppermost being supported on fine silver wire, and the capsule
stems rising from the inferior one, and passing upwards through the
interstices of the one above i t as flowers, show their heads above the
grass.
The principal every-day ornaments of the women are a needlecushion, earrings, neck-hoops, finger-rings, and bracelets. The former
among the Shans is a silver tube three inches long, and narrower a t one
end than the other. It is usually richly ornamented with bands of
green, purple, and yellow enamel, separated from each other by lines of
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twisted silver wire, rounded knobs, and scrolls. The tube encloses a
cushion of the same length and form as itself, attached by a hoop
at its upper end to. a cord that passea round the w&t. Whenever a
needle is wanted, the tube is pulled up over the cushion.
The earrings of the Sands and Hotha Shan women are of four
kinds. The 6rst is three inches and a quarter in length and five-eighths of
an inch in diameter, and made of silver foil rolled round a piece of bamboo
three-quarters of an inch shorter than the silver. The length of the
bamboo is made equivalent to that of the earring, by a piece of'red
cloth wound round its anterior extremity, which is ornamented with
the elytra of a green beetle, red seeds, and gold thread worked into Chinese talismanic figures. The red
inside the cylinder, and shining
elytra beyond, are decidedly effective. To prevent the earrings slippjng
out, red silk thread is wound round them. The diameter of these tubes
necessitates a coneiderable hole in the lobe of the ear, but i t is
nothing compared to what prevails among the beauties of Burmah, among
whom an earring of amber, an inch and half in diameter, is in common use. The second form is the short cylinder, an inch in length,
of very thin silver, but with a transverse septum close to its anterior
end ornamented with Chinese devices. The third kind is very different ;
it is two inches long or nearly so, and is dilated anteriorly into a
disc fully an inch in diameter, abruptly shelving down to a rounded
silver knob. The front is composed of open filagree work in silver wire.
The Poloung women wear a form nearly akin to this, but without
the open work. The fourth and simplest kind is the girl's earring made
of silver wire, the pendant portion coiled into a flat spiral, a favourite
style of ornamentation during the Roman period in Europe, hanging
down a considerable way, owing to the large circle that suspends it
h m the ear. Those in use by the Shan-Chinese and Chinese married
women are of one type, and consist of a silver ring, either plain or
gilt, with maeeive enrichments in rope wire, studs and filagree, suspending, by a hole in its centre, a little jade or enamelled silver disc, one inch
in diameter. The Shan-Chinese girls wear a very handsome earring,'
consisting of two parts, the upper c o r r e s p o n k to the one worn
by their Shan sisters, from which ,there is suspended an inverted rosette
of silver wire, concave below, with an open looped margin, from which

-
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This earring has a most remarkable reeembhce in every partic& to that
fignred by Dr. E. F. von Sacken at pl. riii, fig. 4 ; indeed, so much so that it stands
for the European ornaments of that early period. DM Grabfeld von Ha22rlatt in
~beriirterreiihund Deaaen dlterthiimer0
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drops a circle of long club-shaped pendants, hung on fine silver wire.
An open wire-work ball, with a rosette below it holding a garnet, hangs
down from the roof of the umbrella-like flower, surrounded by other
pendants.
The neck-rings or tmpuea seem to be more prevalent among the
Hotha than the Sanda Shans. Tney are of two kinds, and usually
twelve inches across. The one in common use is a four-margined, hollow,
imperfect circle, with its free ends about two inches apart, three-quarters
of an inch in its greatest thickness which is in front, and about a
quarter of an h c h thick at its extremities. It differs only &om the
torques found in Ireland and other parts of Northern Enrope in its more
i m d e d form, and in its free ends being pointed and bent outwards and
forwards, instead of being dilated into cymbal-shaped faces. It is impossible to overlook the similarity that exists between these ornaments and
those which appear to have been in general use among the Romans, Irish,
Celts, Gauls, and early Britons. I t is curious also to observe that the
rounded stud and rope-shaped fillets that are so prevalent, ss forms
of ornament, on the diadems and armlets of the early historical periods
of Celtic and Scandinavian art, should be found a t the present day in
their full intensity among the Shans; and when we come to consider
the Kakhyens, we will find them, although they are situated between
two such comparatively civilized nations aa the Chinese and Burmese,
using at the present day the very forms of decoration employed by
the early tribes of Western Europe in the ornamentation of their
sepulchral urns.
The other kind of penannular torque is a flat ring of silver of the
same breadth and size as the foregoing one. Its anterior surface is
covered with foliaceous ornaments with their outlines defined in
rope-like wire, and the enclosed spaces enamelled in green, purple,
and brown. Cones in rope-wire filagree, surmounted by a stud
on an enamelled surface, alternate with large red and blue stones on
pieces of glass, surrounded with a sepa1:like setting of rope-like silver
wire.
Many of the finger-rings are jewelled, but none that I observed
were of any value. Garnets of a very inferior kind, moonstones,
and pieces of dark green jade appeared to be the stones in greatest
repute, but the majority of the rings are not set with stones. A H a p
cone of rope-wire, capped by a stud, is a common form, while others are
simple spiral coils of rope-wire, resembling the so-called torque finger-rings
of antiquarians. There is another kind in which the upper half is a thin

-
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oblong plate of silver, an inch in length, and the breadth of the upper
d a c e of the finger, with its anterior and posterior margins shghtly
reflected, with two eminences surrounded with scrolls and floral enrichments. Each side sends down half a circle with a free end to admit of the
easy adjustment of the ring to a finger of any size. Jade and amber ring0
of the stereotyped Chinese form are in common use with the men.
The prevalent form of bracelet is a torque-like hollow ring, two
and a half inches in internal diameter, having the ends separated
about half an inch to admit of its adjustment to the arm. The side opposite the free ends hss an oval section, while the other is pentagonal,
and three-quarters of an inch to one inch in thickness. The outside
is covered with floral enrichments in relief, with the ground-work punched
all over with small indentations to give it a frosted appearance. This
form is frequently gilt with very red gold, and the decorations brought
out in enamel, a jewel being usually let into the outside of the ring
facing the free en&. The most handsome bracelet, however, is a hoop of
silver, one inch and a half in breadth, and the eighth of an inch in thickness, and two inches and a quarter in diameter. The margins are thick
and rounded, and project outwards beyond the general surface, with three
lines internal to them of knotted and twisted wire. The flat surface is
seven-eighths of an inch in breadth, and there are frequently two other
ornaments, the exact repetitions of each other, flanking the central one.
They consist of a rosette of three concent,ric rows, the outlines of the
leaves being formed by silver wire, and their surfaces covered with enamel.
The centre of the middle rosette is occupied by a large silver stud encircled
b y wire-rope, and the inner circle of leaflets is brown, the one external to
it green, and the outer row dark purple. Two leafy enrichments occur
on each side of the compound rosette, the centre of each carrying a
solid silver ball, and the rounded and pointed leaves being coloured
with green, purple, and brown enamel. The general surface of the
hoop may be either perfectly smooth, or encircled with grooves externally
and internally, giving it the appearance of a number of rings of fine
silver wire welded together. The Poloung women wear this form, but
the enrichments, as a rule, are simply flattened spiral coils of silver
wire welded to the flat surface of the bracelet.
I n full dress, the women of the Sanda valley usually wear, suspended from the jacket, silver flask-shaped went bottles about three inches in

'

The resemblance of these ornament8 to those figured by Dr.
pl. xiv, fig. 16, &., is most striking.

Sacken at
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diameter, and two in height, decorated on the outside with figures t d
in rope-wire, and eet with small studs. A number of elaborate pendants, about eight inches long, hang from the bottom of the flaak, and
terminate in round silver bells that jingle with every movement of
the body. Variously formed chatelaines are also favourite ornaments
with the belles of Shandom.
A silver chatelaine, 1 with a number of little instruments suspended
from it, is a frequent and useful ornament with the men. It hangs by
a long silver chain from the jacket button-hole, ornamented a t intervals with jade, amber, or glass beads, or with grotesque figurea of
animals or blants cut in the two former stones. Their forms are
very various, but the little instruments are always the same, and
number among them such articles as tooth and ear picks, and tweezers ;
the latter is an essential to every Shan, as he only suffers his moustache
to grow, and depilates the rest of his face, an occupation which gives
him frequent employment in his idle hours.
The description of the costume of the Shans generally would be
very incomplete, were the d$h and tobacco pipe unnoticed. The former
baa a blade 24 to 3 feet in length, gradually expanding from the hilt
towards the almost square point, which is a b u t 24 inches in breadth.
The handle is wood, bound with cord, and ornamented with silver foil,
with a tuft of red goat's hair stuck in the hilt. The wooden scabbard
covers only one side of the blade, and a hoop of ratan, bound with red
cloth, is attached to its upper third, and worn over the right shoulder.
The tobacco pipes are remarkable on account of their elaborate silver
steme, which are frequently a yard in length, and enriched with floral
h i n g a in rope-wire, ornamented with little silver balls. The tracings
are generally filled up with the usual kinds of enamel. There is
another handsome form, in which the stem is dilated at intervals into a
series of elongated spheres, composed, as it were, of a number of
many-spoked rings, increasing in size from the poles to the equator, and
placed side by side. At either end there is a portion of the stem
adorned with tracings in wire, many of the flat spiral coils centred with
a silver ball. A long bamboo stem intervenes between the silver and the
small bowl, which is made of brown glazed earthen-ware. The poorer
peatantry use brass and iron pipea with very small bowls, and of a form
which appears to be common to Tibet and the greater part of Chin& The
wealthier Shans frequently use the Chinese hookah as well.
The style of art of this chatelaine is, I may Bay, identical with the body of
the ornament fiqired and described by Sackcn, p. 56, pl. xiii, 6g. 1.
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Long matchlocks, with very small docks, are the only firearms,
b i d e s the short broad cannon used in salutes. The former cany a long
distance, and are not Gred from the shoulder, but from the side of the
head, nearly on a level with the ear. Attached to the small square
embroidered bag that every Shan carries over his shoulder, is a small
powder-flask of the shape of a miniature horn, but flattened and distended
a t the point, which is open, but hss a flat piece of horn which fits into
it, and is prolonged backwards across the curve of the flask, to the base
of which i t is firmly fastened. Downward pressure on the free portion
over the curve raises the lid-like anterior extremity of this primitive
spring, and allows the powder to run out in driblets. More capacious
powder-flasks are made of the horns of cattle, but they are only used
on a long expedition. They are suspended from a broad red belt,
ornamented with lines and rosettes of cowries, and with tufts of red hair
round the margins. The horn of the serrow (C. bubulina), artificially
sharpened at the point, is usually found attached to the shoulder-bag,
and is used as a borer, while its base may be bound with brass, and
closed with a lid as a lime or opium box.
Strange to say, the phoongyees in the Sands valley have their clothes
cut in the same fashion as the laymen, but made of the orthodox
orange-yellow cloth of the Buddhist priesthud. They wear a very ample
turban, brought so far down behind the back of the neck that it
encircles the head like a glory, and the very long fringe is coiled round
the outside. All the rest of their dress, even to the shin bands and
shoes, is that of an ordinary Shan, but is orange-yellow instead of blue.
They are usually laden with silver ornaments, even to bracelets like
women, and carry round their waists purses studded with enormous silver
buttons. The priests, however, of Hotha and Laths do not conform to
the vanities of this life, like their brethren in the valley below them, but
dress in the simple robe of the true Buddhist priesthood.
The S h generally are a flesh-eating people, and numbers of
. cattle and pigs are slain every day at the markets. But milk is used in
no form. All kinds of poultry are among the articles of diet, of which
rice and vegetables also form an important element. The Sham, however,
have some peculiar tsstea, and they && to have a decided failing for
the large larva of a giant wasp, and for the still more repulsive dish of
stewed centipedes. The entrails of animals, too, merit an important
place in the Shan cuisine, and in this they resemble the Burmese.
Samshu is their chief stimulant, but they appear to be a very temperate
people, and seldom or evcr go to excess. Both men and women are
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most inveterate smokers, and are rarely seen without their long
The tobacco is carried in small round boxes made of buffalo hide,
covered with red varnish, and margined round the edges with brown.
They consist of two corresponding halves, the margin of the one overlapping the other. The hide is moistened and stretched over a wooden
mould, from which it is removed before it becomes quite hard.
Their towns are always surrounded by a brick wall about 6 to 9
feet high, and the villages are enclosed by a bamboo fence. Both are
built on spots above the floods of the river, and the latter are usually
embowered in trees and bamhoos. The houses are not raised on pilea
as in Burmah, but built after the same fashion as the Chinese houses at
Momien, which exactly agree with those prevalent throughout China,
and each is enclosed in a court-yard of its own. The streets are a l w a p
laid either with slabs or water-worn stones, and have drains running
along the sides, but the latter are sometimes extremely filthy, especially
when the Chinese population of a town is large.
Agriculture is the principal occupation of the great body of the
Shan population, and aa cultivators they are perhaps unrivalled. Their
principal crop is rice, which is grown in square fields shut in on all sides
by small bunds for irrigation. The nearest stream, during the dry
weather, has its waters diverted and re-diverted, so that the f l d n g of
any block, or little square of rice, can be accomplished with ease. In
the Tapeng they have an unfailing supply of water, and when the
streams from the hills run dry, advantage is taken of the slope of the
valley to construct canals for the watering of fields that may be miles
below the point of divergence. The rice was being planted out in the
beginning of May, and the cultivation was so extensive that the valley,
from one end to the other, may be said to have been an immense ricefield. The land is tilled by means of a wooden plough tipped with an
iron share, and drawn by a single buffalo guided by a ring through its
nose. The men and women work together in the fields, but the planting
out of the crops is chiefly done by the men, while the women are
employed in weeding m d thinning. Opium, tol>acco, and cotton are
important crops to the Shans. They are all grown on the well-drained
slopes at the base of the hills; and only in sufficient quantity, in the
case of the two latter, to meet the daily wants of the people. The white
variety of poppy is the one cultivated, but as the Shans are not, ae a rule,
opium-smokers, the growth has reference to the wants of the Chinese,
Leesaws, and Kakhyens, and to the requirements of the Bhama and
Mogoung markets. A considerable quantity of the drug finds its wa
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to these two marts, and the Chinamen who purchsse it send a fair
proportion to Mandalay, where there is a large Chinese population.
The drug carried to Mogoung by the Shans and Kakhyens is purchased
by the tribes of the latter people along the upper waters of the Irawad~,
and between that river and Assam ; and it is very probable that Yunangrown opium finds its way as far west as the Singphos to the east of
Suddyah.
The Chinese-Sham are expert blacksmiths, and all the dAhs used by
themselves and the neighbouring tribes are forged by them in the
Hotha valley, and they resort annually to Bham8, and to the villages
i n the Kakhyen hills, for the purpose of manufacturing them. The iron
is procured from the east, and, from what I gathered, is brought to
Momien from Talifoo. The caravans that visit M d l a y , and those also
which go to Bham8, have always a considerable supply of iron pots
said to come from Tali. They use charcoal as fuel, and the segment of
a large bamboo, placed horizontally, with a piston, and valve at each end,
as a bellows. Their proficiency as silversmiths is well illustrated in their
ornamente. Their instruments are very simple, consisting of a small
cylindrical bellowg a crucible, punch, graver, hammer, and a little anvil.
I n the Sanda valley, as has been already observed, the phoongyees are the
silversmiths, but in the valley of Hotha, where Buddhism has not been
corrupted by contact with the Chinese, the trade is confined to the
laymen. The Shans are also excellent workers in straw, andproduce
broad-brimmed hate that would compete with the finest Tuscany.
The women are largely engaged in weaving and dyeing with indigo,
ae the Sham generally are clad in home-grown, home-spun, and homedyed cotton cloth. The cloths are of all degrees of texture,and the finer
kin& used for jackets are soft, and ueually figured with large lozengeshaped patterns of the same colour as the ground-work. They are also
adepts a t silken embroidery and needle-work, and make all the clothes
for their families. There is still another art in which the Shans excel,
and that is, the fabrication of elaborate hair ornaments from the blue
feathere of the Coraeiau afinie, which they appear to have derived from the
Chinese. A number of pieces of paper are pasted together, and shaped,
for example, into the form of a wreath. A series of claw-shaped holes
are cut out on either side at regular i n t e n d s leaving the margin entire,
which is also cut into a continuow series of three-lobed figures corresponding to the piecee separating the claw-shaped vacuities. A thin
copper wire is then fastened on to the back of the wreath, from end to
end, and another is run along the margins with V-shaped pieces to
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strengthen the portions between the claw-shaped perforations. me
margins of the wreath, generally, have gold thread run along them, and
their outer surfaces covered with portions of h e blue feathers of the roller
laid on with the greatest nicety, indeed, so much so, that all the barbules
axe left undisturbed. Another slightly smaller but similar piece of paper
is cut into an elaborate floral figure, and treated in the same way with
wire, gold thread, and feathers. Figures resembling the sepals of flowers
are then cut out, and decorated the same way as the rest of the wreath,
and fastened on to its surface by means of short cylinders of paper. The
corolla, and laat of all, a mass to represent stamens, are fastened one
over the other in the same way, and the result is a very pretty simple
orqament, which is frequently brightened by a mby or some other gem.
The marked feature of the woven and embroidered fabrics of
the Sham, and also of their enrichments, and, indeed, of Shan art
generally, is the persistency with which certain conventional patterns
are reproduced without the slightest variation, or any attempt, on the
part of the artists, to improve on the works of their forefathers. I n this
respect the Shans resemble the Chinese, and the probability is that the
absence of progression in the a r k is to be ascribed in great part to their
comparative isolation as a people, for the nations who have made the
greatest advances in art have been those who have had the bent of their
genius influenced and modified by accretion from without as well as from
within. The Shans have been shut up, however, for many centuries in
their own valleys, which contained all that was requisite for their everyday life; and as each household manufadwed all that was necessary for
its wants, the stimulus of competition between members of different
trades, which is a powerful means of advancing art in all its departments,
did not exist, so that the children followed in the footstep of their
fathers, and generation aRer generation repeated the very same devices
which came down to them, and were regarded as the heirlooms of their
ancestors. Theprobability, therefore, is that Shan textile art, in the
19th century, is much at the same stage that i t was four or five
centuries ago. In its designs, it has all the elements of primitive art,
and if we analyse these, in modifications of the woven and embroidered
fabrics, they may be reduced to a very few elementary kurea, among which
are the lozenge, square, and stripe. The former frequently encloses zigzag lines, but when we examine them, they are found to be only the
outlines of the parent figure connected together in various ways; or
lozenges may be built up of similar minute figures, or segments may
overlie segments. The pattern may be either simple blocks, or contsin
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peculiar cross figures, the upright portions of which are formed by the
inverted halves of lozenges separated from each other by a transverse
oblong, dividing at its ends which bend upwar& and downwards towards
the centre of the device. This cross figure, however, may have the
ends of the transverse oblong composed of one or more segments of
lozenges, either in a convex or concave outline, and it is frequently so
enlarged as to contain a square in its centre, holding another like itself,
with four smalleq ones external to its sides. The modifications of this
figure are almost endless, but the foregoing will suffice to illustrate the
character of the art. The groundwork of fabrics with this style of ornament is usually covered over with a profusion of small truncated, almost
rounded lozenges, with figures of the sacred Henza, or Brahminical ,goose,
scattered over it. Squares are of frequent occurrence, but the distinctive
figures of Shan textile art are the lozenge and stripe. Although both are
characteristic of a primitive state of art, we are not entitled to conclude
that the Shms lack the genius to advance beyond the stage in which wc
now find them; the probability is that when they are brought in contact
with foreign nations, the change will act as a powerful stimulant to
the progresa of art among a people of great natural abilities that have
only lain dormant, there having been hitherto no field for their exercise.
The chief &uty of the textile fabrics of the Shans is undoubtedly
the wonderfbl grouping and harmony of the colouring, and in this respect
they are all but unrivalled artists. Their principal colours are blue,
orange, yellow, green, red, and pink, in full and half tints.
As a people they are very fond of music, and possess a number of
simple wild airs of their own, which they play on stringed and wind
instruments. The most prevalent form of the latter is the segment of o
bamboo, with a small fiask-shaped gourd as a mouth-piece; it is constructed like a flute, and its sound is full, soft, and pleasing. The
stringed instruments are formed on the principle of the guitar : one is
about three feet in length, with three strings, over a broad soundingboard ;while another is only about half the size, and the sounding-had
is a small, short, drum-like cylinder at the far end, with a snake's B i n
stretched across it. This is a Chinese a.9 well as a Shan instrument, an11
is also in great favour with the Panthays at Momien.
The Shans, as a rule, are monogamists, but among the higher
classes who can afford the luxury of more than one wife, polygamy is not
uncommon. Marriage is devoid of any religious ceremony, and all that
is required is the sanction of the parents, the consent of the bride, and
the interchange of certain presents between the two contracting parties.
P
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The wive and daughters of the chiefs do not appear much in public, but
they are regular attendants at the khyoumg. No restriction, however,
appears to be hid on the movements of the middle and lower classes of
women who move freely a b u t .
The diseases that came under my observation wcre various forms of
ophthalmia, and injuries to the eyes from the ravages of small-pox, ulcers
of the lower extremities, and eczema. White swelling of the knee
occurred in two young people, and disease of the hipjoint in a young lad,
and two cases of necrosis of the jaw in stnunous children. NO cases of
syphilis or phthisis presented themselves, and by the far greater proportion of cases that came to my notice were eye and skin diseases. m e
pharmacopia of the Shans is anything but an extensive one, and many
of their nostrums come from most unlikely sources. We find them
placing implicit faith in the curative and strengthening qualities of
decoctions of the dried and pegnant wombs of the sambur, tiger, and
porcupine, and relying on the dessicated stomachs of these animals for
relief in the worst forms of disease. The leg-bones of the tiger and the
pounded horns of the sambur and serrow are in great repute ss medicines
that give tone and strength to the frame, exhausted by disease or excess.
They place great faith in the restorative powers of bronze and stone
implements, which are frequently carried about the person as charms, in
small bags. They are also said to be most useful in tedious labour, and to
ensure the immediate birth of the child after the mother has been given
a glass of water in which one of them has been placed beforehand.
They bury their dead, and the graves are rounded off into oblong
mounds, and a God's-acre in Shandom, with its numerous little headstones, forcibly recalls to the traveller the country church-yards of
English villages. The priests, however, are burnt after they have lain
in state for some months, or it may be for a year.
The Shans are all Buddhists, but the simplicity of that religion
is much obscured and defaced in the Sanda valley by the engrafting
of numberless superstitions borrowed from the Chinese and the surrounding tribes, the only religion of the latter being the recognition of the
spirit of evil, which is propitiated with offerings of animals and the fruits
of the earth. We could have no better indication of the low state of
Buddhism in that valley than what has been stated regarding the habits
of the priesthood, who work in silver, and allow themselves all the
ordinary comforts and luxuries of their lay brethren. Instesd of
dressing regularly in the tsiwamn or yellow robe, the distinguishing costume of a rahan, they put it on only when they perform their
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devotions, and, at other times, clothe themselves in comfortable warm
garments. No phoongyees were seen in the Sanda or Hotha valleys
going about begging their food from door to door, as in Burmah and
Ceylon; but in the former valley, they met the requirements of the law
ha-way, the women bringing the food to the outside of the khyoung,
from whence one sallied when all the pious donors had arrived, and receivd
a handful of rice from each in his patta or mendicant's pot. The
absence, too, of pagodas is even, perhaps, a more telling illustration of the
indifference that prevails regarding matters of religion. The system has
become so corrupted that the priests are inveterate smokers, and use
pipes with long silver mouth-pieces, in direct opposition to one of the
first principles of their order, which requires that no rahan should touch
one of the precious metals ; but so little is this regarded that, as has been
remarked, they even work in silver, and take payment for their labours.
It is curious that with this laxity among the priesthood, the rahanees
or religious sisters conform much more strictly to the duties entailed on
them by their vows, and are always seen in their white robes, barefooted,
with clean shaven h d s , usually telling their beads, and are most regular in
all the observances of religion. A fair proportion of this order are young
women of good birth, but both the young and old are most devout, and as
they have generally travelled more than the majority of their fellow-countrpmen, they have less reserve, and usually a good deal to say. Two old
nhanees at Manwyne had been as far as Rangoon, and evidently treasured
a lively and pleasant recollection of their visit, and of the kind reception
they had experienced at the hands of Sir Arthur Phayre, the remembrance
of which led them to say many a good word for the Expedition to their
people, by whom they were much respected. They have religious houses
in Manwyne and Muangla, and are waited on by a number of female
lay-attendants. They employ their time, not only in devotion, but in such
usef111 occupations as weaving and dyeing. They are entirely dependent
on the charity of the people, but are liberally supported, as they lead
blameless lives, inspired by only one desire, to follow in the footsteps,
of the highest virtues.
and imitate the life of Buddha, by the
The children, as in Burmah, are educated by the priests, and many
are taken into the monasteries as shyins, and remain iu them till their
education is completed, and while in this capacity, they wait upon the
priests, and thus acquire merits for future existences.
One of the most interesting facts, noted in connection with Buddhism
in the Sanda valley, was the occurrence of the woden figwe of a
horse in one of the niclles of the Manwyne khyoung, to which offerings
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of rice were made every morning by the numerous visitors who bowed
before it in the act of devotion. On my upward visit, I happened to take
up my psition in h n t of the figure, and my people, never suspecting
that it had any religious significance, filled up the niche with some packages, and made my bed there ;but I had soon to move off, for the head
phoongyee informed me that the people came every morning to worship
the horse, and that it would be impossible for them to do so if I did not
remove my goods and chattels to another place. The next morning gave
me a full verification of the truth of the pried's remonstrauce. The only
plausible explanation of the occurrence of this ancient form of worship as
an adjunct to Buddhism is, that i t is a parallel instance to d t worship
among the Buddhistic Burmans. The probability is that At worship
was the Pre-Buddhistic religion of the Burmese, as it is of nearly all the
Indo-Chinese tribes who have not embraced the religion of Guadama,
and that i t retained its vitality, as a eyetem, in the ignorance and superstition of the masses. Horse-worship was one of the phases of that prehistoric reverence for plants and animals, which seems to have been universally prevalent throughout the east, in early times, and appears to
have been the most primitive recognition of the principles of good and
evil, or of the useful and of that which was inimical to man. The
Hindoo still worships the cow as Bllagariti, or the goddm of prosperity,
and thc Sanscrit name, Dhener, or wealth, sometimes applied to her, is
only a further indication of how essential she is to his comfort, and of
the high estimation in which she is held for the temporal benefits she
confers on him. It is probable that even horse-worship, among people
like the Shans, who are essentially a race of horse-breeders, and whose
wealth is estimated by the number of these animals, may have originated
from the same principle of gratitude that led the Hindoo to regard
his chief domestic animal as the symbol of wealth and prosperity, and
to reverence it as such. In the Buddhist khyoung at Muangla, two
life-sized figures of horses mere stationed on either side of the entrance
to the inner court, and i t was evident that they were in some way
related to horse-worship (asvamedha.) Each was tended by a man in
Tartar costume, suggesting the other alternative, that the Shans may
have also some horse fable, the equivalent of the avaloketeavara of the
Tibetans.
The Shans in Burmah, when laying the foundations of their pagodas,
make offerings to the great earth-snake, a ceremony which I have
described elsewhere, and which appears to correspond to the Hindoo rite
of vmlr-yoga in which we have snake-worship strongly pronounced.
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The occurrence of many-headed snakes, on the back-grounds or canopies
to the heads of Buddhistic figures in the khyoungs of their valleys,
seems to be a further illustration of the remains of this form of worship.
Ignorance of the language, and the circumstance that my so-called interpreters had only a smattering of English, prevented me investigating
these most interesting topics.
I observed nothing during my residence among the Shans that
would lead me to believe they were other than a simple living people,
among whom drunkenness and licentiousness were all but unknown.
They are very superstitious, and believe in ghosts, fairies, nhts, and evil
omens. They are a good-natured, contented race, but without the
joviality of the Burmese, and the term gay, as has been applied to them,
is entirely out of place, for they are a quiet and rather sedate people.
The Shan states of Sanda, Muangla, and Muangtee each pay five
thousand baskets of rice as tribute to the Mussulmam. There is no active
interference, however, in their government, which is purely patriarchid,
and vested in the Tsawbwa or chief of each state, who is usually counselled by a number of his near relatives and by the heads of the leading
families, and his decision is final on all questions that may come before
him for consideration. All the land is the property of the Tsawbwa,
but each family holds a certain extent which i t cultivates, paying the
chief an annual tithe of the products. These settlements are seldom
disturbed, and the majority have passed from father to son for generations. The chief, however, has the power to resume any land that
fails to pay the recognized tithe. The youngest son inherits, and when
the land is not sufEcient for the wants of a large family, the elder
sons look out for other plots that may have become vacant by the death
of ryots, or they turn traders. The residences of the Sanda, Muangla,
Muangtee, and Hotha chiefs, although they are now almost in ruins,
owing to the frequent rai& of the Mahomedam and Kakhyens, still
indicate that those chiefs must have been men of considerable wealth
in the palmy days, before their estates were laid waste by the ruthless
Mahomedam. But now they appear to be very poor, and there can be
little doubt that many of the beat articles of clothing and jewellery
offered to us for sale belonged to them, and that their poverty was the
sole reason why they were led to part with their heirlooms for hard cash.
The chronic warfare that has existed in Western Yunan, now for so many
years, has rendered property so insecure that there is no inducement to
accomulate wealth, because it might be lost a t any moment in a Kakhyen
or M a h o m e h raid; and, moreover, the latter people are so poor them-

.
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selves that if they found a man growing wealthy, they would be
sure to relieve him of some of his riches; and this uncertainty that
attcn& wealth may be one reason why so little is seen of it, it being
the interest of the people to appear poor. I cannot help thinking, too,
that the nearly incessant turmoil that has prevailed in Western Yunan,
almost since the days of Marco Polo, and the consequent uncertainty
attending property, may have given rise to the remarkal~le custom, prevalent among the mule-men who accompany the caravans to hiandalay,
of converting their property into gold and precious stones, and burying
it under the skin of their chests and necks. While at Mandslay, I
examined a number of men who had recently arrived from Yungchan
with a caravan from Talifoo, and found some of them with as many
as ten or fifteen stones and coins below the skin of the parts mentioned ;
and, on asking their reason for doing so, mas told that they did it for
the greater security of thcir property and persons. A slit is made
in the skin, and the coin or stone is forced below the cut, and the orifice
is then closed, and heals up. When a man wishes to use some of his
accumulated wealth, all he does is to cut down upon the valuable, and
remove it.
I now turn to the consideration of the Kakhyens who inhabit the
hill tracts to the east and west of Bhamd. They belong to the race of
Chingpaws (Singphos),who are distributed all over the mountains that
define the vallcy of the Irawady north of Hotha, and on the hills that
occur between them, as far aa the wall of mountains that closes in the
Kampti plain to the north. They may be said, in general terms, to be
confined, as far as our present knowledge goes, between the 23rd and 28th
parallels of north latitude, and the 95th and 99th degrees of east longitude.
They claim originally to have come from the mountainous county along
the main stream of the Iramady to the north-east of the Mogoung, and
I.have been twice informed by intelligent Shans that the Kakhyens
were unknown in the valleys of Sanda and Hotha 200 years ago, and
one of my informants stated that they have been gradually driven
south by scarcity of food. Hakhyen is the Burmese term applied to
them, but they call themselves Chingpaws, which is their word for man.
Tho tribes always speak of themselves under their own names, without
the use of the generic t e h . The clans are very numerous, and are
found as far as Momien, but from information obtained at that town,
they do not appear to extend much to the east of it, where their place is
taken by the Leesaws and Myautze. Between Momien and the Irawady,
we find the Karahs, Nurans, Pungans, Murrows, Atsees, Tsingmahs,
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Lahones, and Kakoos ; and on the hills near Sanda, Lakones, Laphais,
Cowries, Murrows, Moulas, Lasangs, Mumuts, Yoyins, and Mimsahs; and
o n those about Hotha, we meet with the Khangs. The Chitans or Khanlungs of the Burmese-Shans occur on both banks of the Irawady about
and above Bhamb. Colonel Hannay, on his visit to Mogoung, was
among the Kakoo Chingpaws, whose country embraces not only liogoutlg
i k l f but the district to the north-east of it, on both banks of the
lrawady above Kakhyo. He applied the term as synonymous with
Kakhyen, but erred in so doing, for it is restricted in its use to the
tribes he was among. Believing in the identity of the two names, he
states that the Chingpaws of Hukong considered it an insult to be
called Kakhyens or Kakoos, whereas they only object to the former
term, which is also the case with the Lahones, Laphais, and Cowries
to the east of Bhamil, who despise it for some reason or other unknown
to me. Colonel Hannay restricted the term Kakoo to the t r i h of
the south and east of Hukong, but this also arose from his belief in
the identity of the two names, and the probability is that enquiry
would have proved that they had no objection whatever to being called
Kakoos. I met at Sanda some of that clan from Mogoung, and
pointedly ask them the question whether they were Kakoos, and was
answered in the affirmative. They, along with the Chitans or Khanlungs, are the two clans that have settled most extensively in the
v:rlley of the Upper Irawdy, whereas nearly all the other tribes are
restricted to the hills, and are seldom found even in the high valleys to
the east of Bham8. At the latter town, the so-called Kakhyens bear a
very bad character among the Burmese officials, and on our way up
the Irawady, they were described to us as blood-thirsty, treacherous
savages, lurking in the dense jungle, and killing wayfarers and villagers
with their poisoned arrows, for the sake of their clothes : a picture utterly
fslse in all its features and details. The real secret of the evil reports of
the Burmese is, that the intolerable oppression and extortion to which
they have been subjected, when they are driven to visit BhamO for mlt
and some of the other necessaries of life, have so maddened them that
they retaliate on the Burmese-Shim villages in the district, whenever
an opportunity of spoil presents itself. Only the villages near
the head-quarters of oppression are the ones that suffer, and the best
proof of this is that those close to Bhamb and Kaungtoung are fortified,
while those up the first defile, which are never interfered with, are left
unprotected. I n the Sanda and Hotha valleys, where they are treated
with the same consideration as the Shan population, they are seldom or
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ever guilty of the excesses that the tribes on the Burmese border have
been driven to, and the majority of them are keen traders, and always
present in large numbers a t the markets. In character they are an
impulsive and excitable race. I o h w e d nothing in their demeanour
that would lead me to regard them as a courageous people, and, indeed,
their prevalent method of attack, surprising unsuspecting villages during
the darkness, would rather indicate that they are treacherous and devoid
of courage. Before one of these raids, they have usually drunk almost to
the point of intoxication, and were it not for the influence of the samshu,
sheroo, and opium, they probably would be of rare occurrence. Lacking
courage, it is not the character of a Kakhyen to openly remonstrate
when he thinks he is wronged, but he will go away from a dispute
treasuring up revenge, which he gratifies when his enemy is a t a disadvantage. So much for the dark side of his character, but the other
and bright one has many pleasing features. His hospitality is p m
verbisl, and every house of any pretentions has always its strangers' hall,
in which the guests sleep, and are fed by the household, which speaks to a
kindly and liberal d i i i t i o n , and, under considerate and just treatment,
he might be relied on as a true friend. Although not of a very lively
disposition, he is fond of company, and can enjoy a joke.
I was much struck with the variety of fkxa that are met with among
them. They may be referred to two types, one with very coarse features,
and the other with a finely sculptured outline. The former is a rather short
round face, with very prominent malars, heavy protruding lips, broad nose,
with a considerable breadth between the eyes, and rather low forehead,
and broad square chin ; while the other, in the fineness of its features,
forcibly recalled to me the womanly face of the Cacharies and Lepchas
of Sikkim. I n it, the oblique eye is much more intensely marked than
in the first, and the face is a longish rather compressed oval, with
pointed chin, well-hooked nose, and prominent malars, the outlines,
however, having all the delicacy of the face of a woman. Both types
are found among the latter sex, but the first is the one most prevalent in
both. The obliquity of the eye in the second type is sometimes very
feebly marked, and I saw a young girl at Bhama with large lustrous
eyes, and so moderately prominent mnlars, and fair skin, that she might
almost have passed for an European. This, however, mas an extreme
case, but, at the same time, I frequently met with faces approaching it.
From the prevalence of tho first type among the women, they are anything but pretty, but they have a good-humoured expression. The hair
varies htween black a d brown, and the eyes h t w w n dark and light-
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brown, corresponding to Nos. 1 and 2 of Paul BrocaJstables, and the skin
is a buff, agreeing to No. 23 of the same tables. The average height of
the women, deduced from a series of measurements, varies from four feet
nine inches to five feet, and that of the men fiom five feet to five feet six
inches. I observed men who exceeded the maximum, but they were rare
instances compared with the great number who did not come up to it. The
average weight of the women who yielded the above results was 6 stone 1
pound : the weight of the men varied fiom 6 stone to 8 stone 12 pounds ;
their agea being from 25 to 30 years. The moustache and beard are
very eparse, but as the men resort to the Chinese habit of depilation, it is
difiicult to say what their natural condition is.
The dress of the men is a blue jacket, short loose breeches, supported
by a blue cloth wound round the loins, a blue turban in which the long hair
is coiled up, an embroidered bag worn over the right shoulder, containing
opium, tobacco, betel, pawn, and lime, besides their pipes, and a bamboo
filled with sheroo or samshu. A d& in its half-scabbard, fastened to a
bamboo hoop, decorated with charms, such as, the &e
or molar of a
leopard or tiger, and euspended to a red cloth band orhamented with cowries,
is also slung over the right shoulder. A number of b e ratan hoopsbelow
the knee, and a leek, flower, or small piece of bamboo worn in a large hole
i n the lobe of the ear, fishes the description of the costume of the ordinary
Kakhyen. The Tsawbwaa are more comfortably clad, and usually treat
themselves to well-padded Chinese jackets, to shoes, and to rolls of blue
cloth round their shins, or to leggings. They nre frequently distinguished,
especially in the case of those who adhere rigidly to the Kakhyen
costume, by a wide silver hoop worn round the neck, and by a necklace of long beads made from an ochreous earth fbund in the Mogoung
districts, and highly valued, aa it is supposed that the beads are dug out
of the soil ready formed by the nhts. The dress of the Kakoo men is
very different from the foregoing ;they wear the Shan jacket, but instead
of the trousers, a broad piece of thick blue cloth, with a wide red
embroidered woollen margin, wound round the loins like a kilt. They
have these other peculiarities, that they wear no turban, and that the hair
of the head is cut in the same style as among the Kakhyen women to
the east of Bham8, who wear it cut short over the forehead, but allow
it to grow moderately long behind. The Kakoo women have adopted
the dress of their Burmese sisters. They have a kilt similar to the
Kakoo men, but it is always worn so low as to expose the navel, and is
supported by a profusion of ratan and bamboo girdles with primitive
designs scratched on them, or ornamented with lines of white seeds.
0
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The unmarried daughters of the Tsawbwas and Pawmines have i n
addition a girdle of large black seeds, each alternating with a small
hollow brass sphere, with a free metal pellet in its interior, that tinkles
like a bell a t every movement of the body; and a b r o a d g d l e of
cowries. They have adopted the Shan jacket, and the turban of the
Shan women, but on a more modified scale. The long cylindrical earring
(laykata) of the Shans is prevalent among the q t r o n s , who wear in their
ears long flat pieces of embroidered cloth which hang down the shoulders,
with a fringe of heads of different coloura They have two holea in the
ears, one through the lobe, and another through the concha, the long
cloth ear pendants being usually worn in the latter opening. They have
also a profusion of mtan rings below the knee. The wives aud daughters
of Tsawbwas are alone entitled to wear the silver hoop (geree) round the
neck, and the necklace of ochreous earth (koncow.) A Kakhyen never
thinks of changing his clothes from the day he puts them on until they
are worn out; and as a suit lasts for more than a year, and the ablutions
of these mountaineers are confined to their faces, hands, and legs below
the knee, they are proverbial for their dirt.
Although there is a marked difference between the dress of the
Kakhyena and Kakoos, the two tribes of the former that occur along the
north and south banks of the Tapeng, in the Kakhyen hills, claim to
have come originally from the Kakoo country, and the Lahones appear
to have been gradually driving the Cowries to the south. The former
clan inhabits the north ride of the valley, and the latter the south, but
before the advent of the Lahones, the Cowries held the north. A Lahone
Tsawbwa having married the daughter of a Cowrie chief, and the latter
refusing to give his son-in-law some land that he asked to be allowed to
cultivate, took forcible possession of it, and drove the Cowries to the
south side of the Tnpeng.
The houses are long, narrow structures, usually 150 to 200 feet long,
not built on the steep hill-sides as is the custom of the Nagas of Assam,
but on the comparatively level ground of a long slope, so that they are
usually accessible from every side. They are built on piles, about 3 feet
high, and have an average width of about 30 to 40 feet. There is a
deep portico in front, in which all the cattle, pigs, and poultry are kept
a t night, and the house itself is divided longitudinally by a long part~tion,
on one side of which are the apartments of the different members of the
household which is always restricted to relations. As many as half-adozen families may be found in one of these barracks. There are two or
three cooking-places in the long passage that communicates with all the
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apartments, but as there are neither chimneys nor windows, and as each
separate room has its fire-place, the atmosphere is anything but agreeable
to a stranger, and the walls are black with soot. There are only two
doors, one opening from the portico, and the other at the far end of the
building, sacred to the nAts, and only used by the inmates. The stranger$ room is immediately within the first doorway. The property is
common to all the members of the household, and the purchsing and
cooking of the food are entrusted to one or more individuals, m r d i n g to
the size of the establishment. I n the event of any of the members wishing to separate their connection with the community, the prop*
is
divided, and each receiva his share. The young men and women have
separate rooms, but as no restraint is laid on their movements, they frequently pass the nights in each otheis quarters, and the result is that
illegitimacy is very prevalent, and as it is not considered a disgrace for an
unmarried woman to be a mother, morality is a t a very low ebb among
them. The father is not bound to marry the woman whose affection he
has gained, and is only called to support her until the child is a month
old, and af€er that, it is usually cared for by her parents. Her position,
however, as a mother, is no drawback to her future maniage, but in the
event of her dying before the birth of her child, her lover is bound
by Kakhyen custom to compensate the loss to her parents by providing
them with a male or female slave, a buffalo, a a h , a piece of clotb, a
spear, a gong, an iron vessel for cooking rice, an iron hearth, and to feed
all the inmates of the house in which she raided ; and in the event of
there being no prospect of his being able to do so, he can be taken
and sold as a slave. This high value set by the Kakhyens on the loss of
one of their daughters arises, not so much from any desire to intimidate
immorality, but is simply indicative of the high estimation in which
woman is held, by reason of her usefulness, to the community. The
comfort of a household depends on the number of daughters, and, as they
are regarded as little better than beasts of burden, the death of one of
them is a serious calamity, and is felt as a pecuniary loss. The first duty
of a woman in a Kakhyen household is to rise early to clean and husk
the rice which is only prepared as i t is required, and her last duty late a t
night is to do the same. It is pounded in a large cup-shaped cavity
scooped out of the trunk of a tree, and two women stand, facing each
other, each with a long wooden pestle, and accompany the alternate
dull thud on the grain with a suppressed wild cry; and when the
Tsawbwad and Pawmine$ daughters are so engaged, we have the two
sounds enlivened by the pleasant tinkle of their girdle bells. Collecting
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firewood is a most laborious occupation, and employs many hours every
day, as the women have to search over the hill-sides for dry timber,
which they cut with long knives into faggots, about a foot to a foot and
a half in length, and carry to the village tied up in large bundles on
their backs. As they have frequently to look for i t among almost impenetrable thickets of ratan and thorny shrubs, their bare legs are often
tom and lacerated to a painful extent; and the number of intractable
ulcers that came under my observation among these poor creatures, could
be attributed to no other cause than this. But they have never known
other treatment, and are contented and happy with a position which is
but little elevated above the brutes. As a rule, the h w o o d is collected
from the old clearings, and is cut from the three or four feet of the old
trunks left standing, that are as a kind of store for yearly use. The
women are also employed in felling the jungle, which takes place about
the beginning of April, and is allowed to dry for a fortnight or so before
the men set fire to it. After the h has burnt itself out, the huge stems
are rolled down the hill-sides, and the ground cleared by women. They
also-weave all the cloth for their husbands and children from home-grown
cotton which they have prepared and dyed themselves. The men do little
or no manual labour, and only a few of the more industrious among
them plough the ground required for the cotton crop and the rice on the
tensrces, and tend the cultivation of the opium and tobacco, all of which
are usually grown in the immediate vicinity of the villages. Their time
is chiefly spent in wandering from hamlet to hamlet among their friends,
smoking opium, and drinking sheroo or ssmehu, and aa the sheroo is an
important element in a Kakhyen household, it a h falls to the lot of the
women to prepare it. Nearly every village has a few mules of its own,
on which the men carry the surplus supplies of cotton, Indian corn, rice,
and opium to the plains of Burmah, where they barter them for salt,
dried fish, and cloth ; but when the village is too poor to own mules,
the women carry the heavy loads.
Their language is monosyllabio, and is spoken in ran undulating
tone, each sentence terminating in a high key, and in the vowel "ee,"
thus-" Chingpaw poong doon tan-key-ing-ee ?-Do
the Kakhyens
dance?" c' Indai poon d o n g cowtai-ee.-He has cut down that tree."
They have no written language, but some of their chiefs, such as Mutthin,
Loaylone, Namboke, and Seray, could read either Chinese or Burmese.
Although hemmed in on either side by Buddhist nations, their religion has not been affected by their position, and they still adhere to the
propitiation of good and evil spirits, whom they call nlts, and who mere
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worshipped by their forefathers. They have a very confused idea of
what can be only regarded 8s a most rudimentary conception of a
Supreme Being, in a d t , whom they call Shibgrawah, and who, they
hold, created everything. They call him both man and nbt, and deny
that they worship him, but hold him in reverence, ss they say he is very
big. They appear to have glimmerings of a future state, and of a place
of rewards and punishments. All good men, and women who die after
childbirth, go to Tsojah, or Muangphee, the Shan word for heaven, but
all women who die pregnant, and men who have been killed by the dAh,
and all bad characters, are consigned to Marai, the Shan word for hell.
O n asking an intelhgent Kakhyen his belief regarding this heaven and
hell, he answered, how could he say anything about them, as he had
never seen them, and continued, all nations have a similar belief, although
they know n o w about them.
The good d t 9 are those who cause the sun and moon to rise, and
the Kakhyens assign as a iwrson for worshipping them that they were
told to do so by their forefathers who said they were good. The sun
is worshipped as Chan, and the moon as Shitah, and beeides, there is the
spirit Sinlah, the nilt of the sky, who gives rain and good crops. Agriculture, however, is under the special protection of Cringwan, whose good
intentions are apt to be defeated, unless certain spirits of evil dispositions are
at certain seasons. For example, after the fields
have been cleared of jungle, and are ready for the seed, the n$t Masoo
has to be won over by offerings of the flesh of pigs and fowls, which
are buried in the earth in front of the village altars, which are called
Inmshan. These structures are always situated at a few hundred yards
from the villages, usually in an open spot, among a grove of trees, and
consist of a number of small bamboo platforms supported on poles, about
six feet from the ground. Again, when the paddy comes into ear, buffaloes, bullocks, pigs, and fowls are slain, and their flesh cooked and buried
as a peace-offering to the nbt Cajat, in fiont of the larnshn, in the
hope that he will be induced to desist from injuring the swelling grain.
A Kakhyen regards the possession of silver, or cmpraw, as he calls it, as
the greatest good that can befall him, and we find, therefore, a d t
Mowlain, who is believed to take a special interest in his monetary affairs,
and to whom offerings are made, so that the coveted metal may find
its way into his coffers. Then there are the ten brothers-Shitah,
Chan, Chitong, Muron, Chambroo, Chinoo, Ph-, Pahan, Mw, and
C h p - w h o take a lively interest in everything affecting the welfare
of the Kakhyens, and to whom offerings are made of rice and fowls.
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Phee has them under his special care during the night-watches, and
a fowl is frequently presented to him in grateful recognition of his
protection.
Chitong is the hunter's n$t, and unless he receivee an
abundance of good things, such as the flesh of dogs, pigs, and fowls before
the chase is begun, some one of the hunting party is certain to be either
gored by stag, or killed by tiger. Muron is the spirit who, follows a traveller on a journey, and protects him according aa his good-will has been
secured by offerings before the journey was entered upon. Fowls, pigs,
and buffaloes are offered in front of the house of the traveller before he
departs from his village, and the Toomsah or priest, addressing Muron,
says, pointing to the man,-"
That man sitting there is going on a
long journey; you will look after him wherever he goes, and acquaint
all the other ntits of his progress.''
Shitah is the guardian spirit of the
houses of the Lahones, and none of any other tribe is allowed to go
through the door sacred to him without having fkt presented a peaceoffering to the n$t. Besides believing in ntits, these ignorant hill people
have a particular dread of ghosts, tnunla, that wander about the hills,
and are supposed to be the spirits of people who have either been cut down
by the d&, pierced by the spear, or shot. They have the power of
entering into people, and of acquainting them of events that may be
happening similar to those by which they met their death.
An incident that happened to me would seem to indicate that ntit
worship is in some way mixed up with a belief in witches. Four Kakhyens, who accompanied me to Calcutta, when they were shown the
hairy woman of Mandahy, and her son and daughter, shuddered when
they saw them, and, asserting they were n i b , hastily left the verandah
of the Residency.
AH I have already had occasion to mention, there are two kinds of
priests, the T o o h and the Meetway, but there is no regular priesthood,
in the sense of its being a distinct class, existing either by hereditarg
transmimion, or training. A youth exhibits certain qualities and phases
of character which seem to fit him for the office, and the recognition of
these by his villagers leads him to cultivate them, and when the old
priest dim, he finds himself his successor. The Toomsah attends on
all occasions on which sacrifices have to be offered ;and in cases of eickness,
resulting either from natural causes, or from the influence of bad nflts,
he is d e c l to ascertain from the spirits the kind of offerings required
for the removal of the spell, and assists a t the sacrifice to which he has to
invite the presence of the n$ts.
The Meetway is not a sacrificial
priest, and his services are only called into requisition when it is desirable

to ascertain the mind of the nlts on questions of importance.

He
fbrtella fuhue events by the occurrence of certain natural phenomena,
such as the peculiar appearance on fowls' bones, and from the character of
the fracture of pieces of "nul" grass which have been held over a flame.
As a rule, offerings are made to the nAta twice a year by all the villagers, who place them on the altars of the lamIran, the Toomsah
determining the d t s that are to be propitiated ; but if an epidemic of
small-poxor any other disease should happen a t any other period of the
year, immediate recourse is had to d t offerings. Besides the two annual
sacrifices, the occurrence of which are made the occasion of a general
holiday and fast, the Tsawbwas are bound to offer buffaloes, bullocks,
pigs, and fowls to the nlts twice a year. At these times, the population
flocks to the principal village, and after the sacrifices have been offered,
and the n h have received their pittance of the rejectamenta, the people
retire to the houses, and the next few days are devoted to feasting, in which
sheroo, samshu, and opium are ungrudgingly distributed to all present,
and dancing is the chief amusement. Them feaeta have been described to
me by a number of independent authorities aa the occasions of much
debauchery and licentiousness. The skulls of the buffsloes and pigs
then killed are always carefully preeerved in the portico of the Tsawbwa's
h o w , to the pillars of which they are fastened, and a chief always
prides b l f on the number of these trophies of his paet carousals.
With regard to marriage, as it exists among thew. people, when the
parenta of a girl discover that she has committed herself to some one of
her male friends, an effort is always made to get them married, but, as
has been already said, public opinion among the Kakhyens does not coneider i t an imperative duty on the part of the man to marry a girl so
situated, and I have been credibly informed that even the women think
it no shame to forsake their lovers, and marry another if they dislike the
first. Among the wealthy Kakhyens, marriage is an important event,
and in the case of a Tsawbwa, the Meetway is always consulted as to the
vrllage from which he should select his bride. The match being made up,
and all the preparations for the marriage having being completed, two meswngers are sent h m the bridegroom's village to inform the bride's
friends that they are prepared for the marriage on a certain day. They
are liberally fasted, and return with the messengers from the bride's
household, who inform the future husband that they are ready for the
ceremony. When the day arrives, five young men and women from the
bridegroom go and remain in a h o w adjoining the bride's till night
comes, when she is brought to i t by one of the girls, without the
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knowledge of her parents, and informed that five men have come to
claim her for her lord. They set out the same night for the bridegroom's vlllage, and put up in a house adjoining his. I n the morning she
is conducted by her female companions to a canopy, closed in with cloth,
outside her future husband's h o w , and there she remains. The same
morning three or four old men arrive from her village, and entering her lover's h o w say, they have come to seek for one of the girls of
their village who has been missed since the previons night. They are
then invited to inspect the canopy, and see if their lost girl is thew, and
on recognizing her, they are requested by the bridegroom's party to take
her back to her parents, but they reply,-" All is well, let her remain
where she is." The preparations for the marriage now begin. On one
side, the sacrifices are offered ; and on the other, all the friends of the happy
couple collect to eettle their pecuniary affairs. A wealthy bridegroom
is required to give the paxenta of his bride a female slave, ten buffaloes,
ten spears, ten &, ten pieces of silver (25 rupees), one gong, two suits
of clothes, one matchlock, an iron pot for cooking rice, and one iron hearth,
and to exhibit, at the same time, all the clothes and ornaments he intends for
his future wife. I n addition, he is bound by Kakhyen custom to present
the bridesmaids with clothes and silver, and to feast all his gueets. The
Toomsah now places bunches of h h l y cut nul grsss in the earth, a t regular distances from each other, between the canopy and the bridegroom's
house, and presses them h t to the earth, to which they are kept down
by bamboos laid crosswise. A grassy path is thus made. The household
d t a are then called together by his waving nul grass in front of the
altar, and on their arrival they are propitiated with bamboos of water
and sheroo, and then the buffalo or ox and some fowls are sacrificed, and
the blood sprinkled over the path of nu1 grass. This done, the bride and
her maids pass over the bloody way to the house, where they propitiate
the nAta with offerings of boiled eggs mixed with ginger and dried fish,
and this ends the ceremony in which the bridegroom or parents of the
bride have taken no part. All the guests now collect in the house, and
dancing, drinking, and merry-making are the order of the day.
The custom prevails among the Kakhyens that a widow becomes
the wife of one of the brothers-in-law. In cases of breach of promise,
the friends of the injured fair one make it a point of honour to attack
the village of the faithless swain, and to carry fire and sword into its
midst, not sparing even the helpless and unoffending women and children ;
and not content with this fell revenge, they proceed to the destruction of
any other hamlet that may have connived at the breach.
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Women are able to go about their ordinary duties about the third or
fourth day after their confinement; on the day after the birth, the
household n4ts are propitiated with offerings. Those that take a special
interest in the domestic arrangements are offered sheroo within the
house, and then a hog is sacrificed to the d t a generally. The flesh is
cooked and divided into three portions,--one going to the Toomsah,
another to the man who acts %a slayer and cook, and the third to the
head of the household. The nAtd portion and an offering of two
b a m b of sheroo, boiled eggs, dried fish and ginger cut into dpieces
are carried out to the lamshan, and placed on the altars. The ceremony
is then concluded by a feast to which all the villagers are invited.
Sheroo is handed round first to all the old men, and then to the younger
ones, and after all have drunk, one of the former riees and pointing to
the child says, that boy or girl is named so-and-so.
When a Kakhyen dies, the fact is announced to the neighboning
d a g w by the firing of guns, which is a signal for the people to repair
to the house of the deceased. When all the relatives and other villagers
have assembled, some go to the jungles to cut bamboos and prepare a
coffin, while others remain to make the necessary preparations for the
propitiation of the d t s . A circle of bamboos is driven into the ground
ao that their upper en& form a much larger circle than those in the earth.
Small flags are tied on to each, and a bundle of nul grass is stuck
into the ground between them and the house. The Toomsah then
takes a small bunch of nul grass frpm before the circle, and waving i t
over the remainder, allows it to fall upon it. Shemo is then held up
before the circle, and after a little is poured on the ground, it is handed
to the bystanders. A hog is then killed and cooked, and the skull fastened on to one of the bamboos, the flesh being distributed among the
assembled friends. The men who go to prepare the cofin select a large
tree which they fell with their dhhs, and when it is on the eve of
falling, they kill a fowl by dashing it against the tottering stem. The
coffin is hollowed out of the trunk, and the qmt on which the head of
the deceased is to rest is blackened with charcoal. A lid is also constructed for it. The body is then washed by the men in the case of their
own sex, and if a woman, by the matrons. It is habited in new clothes,
and some of the flesh of the hog, boiled rice, and sheroo are placed before
it, and a piece of silver is put in its mouth, so that the spirit of the
deceased may be able to pay its paasage over the river it has to cross ;
and in the case of Tsawbwas, a precious stone is placed in each armpit.
After this, the body is deposited in the cofin, and carried to the grave
B
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amidst the 6ring of guns, the women accompanying i t with bamboos of
sheroo, some of which they pour on the grave, while the rest is drunk
by the friends. The grave is about three feet deep, and before the deceased is lowered to his last r e s t i n g - p h , three pieces of wood are placed
in the bottom for the coffin to rest on, and branches of tree8 are strewn
over the bier before the earth is filled in. The old clothes of the deceased
are left on the grave, and as the people return, they strew ground rice
at intervals along the path. Nearing the village they cleanse their legs
and a m with the leaves of trees, and before entering the house of the
deceaaed, they are sprinkled with water from a bunch of nu1 gram,
and have to p a s over a bundle of the same grass on which the blood
of a fowl, sacrificed by the Toomsah in their absence, as an offering to the spirit of the dead man, had been sprinkled. The proceedings
of the day are concluded with eating and drinking. On the following
night, the people again assemble in the house of the deceaaed, and dance
so long as the supply of sheroo lasts. This f o m part of the ceremony
that is gone through to induce the spirit to leave the houae, and in the
morning the household nAt receives an offering of sheroo in the room in
which the man died, and the spirit of the dead receives nu1 grass, s h e w ,
and a hog. A general feast ensues, and is concluded by a dance in a
circle outside the room of the dead, and i t la~b
well through the night,
and in the morning it is again continued for a short time, and those who
have muskets fire them off. An altar is now erected outside the house,
and the posts are barked, and covered with leaves, and a buffalo is
sacrificed to the household nit, and the c d e d flesh, along with rice and
sheroo, are offered to him within the mom to induce him to remove the
spirit, and make it a nAt. Then the Toomsah with his dllh breaks down
the circle of bamboos to which the flags and the skull of the first hog
had been fixed, and all the friends once more resort to the house, and
conclude the final dance that is to drive the spirit forth to nbt-land.
In the afternoon, the men go to the grave, dig a treneh around it, and
erect a high, conical thatched cover over it, surmounted by two diverging
arms, with an erect piece of wood between them. The skulls of the two
hogs and buffaloes are fixed on posta around it, and the people return to the
village, performing the same ceremonies they had gone through on their
return from the burial. The bodies of the Tsawbwas are sometimes kept
for y e m in varnished coffins, but auch cases usually arise from the death
having taken p l w in a village remote from his o m , for the w a d custom
of the Kalihyens is to bary their chiefs like any other of their dead.
The death ceremonies take place in the village in which he died; but
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instead of the body being buried at once, it is taken out to the jungle
in i b hermetically-closed case, and placed on a bamboo platform, to be
removed a t some more convenient time, and in such csses a hole is made
in the bottom of the coffin, and a bamboo inserted into it and the ground,
to allow the decaying fluids to escape. The usual burial services are not
observed on the death of a man who haa been killed by a d$h, or been
shot. The body is merely wrapped in a mat, and buried in the jungle
as quickly as possible, and a small open hut is built over the spot for
the spirit to dwell in, and a d&, bag, and a basket are placed in it for
the use of the deceased. The ceremonies, however, of driving the spirit
out of the house are religiously gone through. Small-pox deprives a
Kakhyen of the usual death-rites, and also women who die enceinte. I n
the latter case, they are supposed to become evil spirite, and all the
young women have a horror of such a death, and for the time being
forsake the house in which it haa happened. The Toomsah is called in,
and consulted as to what animal is to be sacrificed to appease the compound devil-nfit of woman and child. Some animal that the evil spirit
likes to eat is named, and another into which it would be disposed to
transfer ibelf is also determined. The latter is hanged by the neck, and
the woman is buried in the direction in which the head of the animal
pointed, after it wss d d . The former, however, is first sacrificed to the
d t s , and the flesh cooked and some of it set before the dead woman.
The body is only rolled in a mat, and, along with the food and property
of the deceased, is carried to its resting-place, when, after it has been laid,
a bundle of burning straw is thrown on to the h e , leaves are scattered
over it, and the grave is closed. All her property is burnt on the spot,
and a thatched hut is erected as a residence for her evil nlt. The usual
ceremonies are observed on the return from the burial. The practice of
throwing a burning wisp of straw over the face is also practised in
violent deaths, and deaths from small-pox, and, along with the custom
of burning the property, may have given rise to the statement that the
Kakhyens bum the bodies of their relatives who may have clied from
thee causes.
The affairs of a Kakhyen Tsawbw~hipare conducted by the chief,
and by his lieutenants, or Pawmines as they are d e d . The Tsawbwa
receives one large basket of rice annually from each house on his estate,
and when a bullock or buffalo is killed, he is always presented with a
hind-quarter. H e is usually a trader, but also derives a revenue from
duties levied on each mule-load that passes through his territories.
The youngest son, from the Tsawbwa to the meanest peasant, always
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inherits, and the other sons are left to provide for themselves, which
they do by collecting their followers, and settling in other parts. When
a Tsawbwa dies childless, any of his brothers may succeed him, and if
he has none, the nearest relation h o m e s the chief. The land is held
by inheritance, but the eldest sons are allowed to clear any p h that
has not been previously cultivated. No Tsawbwa has the power to
deprive a villager of his land ;and on suggesting to a Kakhyen that
chief had a right to do with his own property aa he chose, he indicated
what his fate would be, if he did so, by a significlrnt sawing motion
across his own throat.
The office of Pawmine is hereditary, and descends to the eldest son,
and the usual practice is to have only one; but a t Ponsee where the
Tsawbwa was a mere youth, with little or no force of character, three
brothen had assumed the title, and as they were jealous of each other's
authority, they were always acting in opposition to each other, and this
was one of the causes of the many difficulties the Expedition had to
contend against in that Tsawbwaship. The duties of a Pawmine are to
settle the disputes that may arise in the villages.
Slavery is prevalent among the Kakhyens, and nearly all the victims
I met with, had been stole11 in youth in some raid on their native village.
Almost all of them were from the most outlying portion of the eastern
frontier of Assam, but they had been so long in captivity that they
had lost nearly all knowledge of their own languge. However, the
case of Deen Mahomed, the petty trader from Midnapore, shows that
they do not confine their attentions to children, but capture adulta when
they have the opportunity. The women, as a rule, become 'concubines,
but a rich man, who cohabits with a slave, is despised. The men are
usually presented with a Kakhyen wife, and when they are supposed
to have given up all hope of escaping, they are allowed to accompany
traders to the p l a k of Burmah, but never are permitted to go alone. The
children of a slave become the property of his master, and are theoretically slaves, but they are treated much as the members of his own family.
The lot of the slaves generally is not s hard one, and they are well
treated if they are industrious and w i h g workers. A boy or girl costs
about Rs. 40, but a msn not more than Rs. 20 or 30. As a rule, they
belong to the chiefs, and when a Tsawbwa marries, he is expected to
present a slave to his father-in-law, among the other gdts that are made
on such occasions.
The Kakhyens only know of a period of time, resembling a year,
from the cultivation of their rice crops. When the grain has been cut
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in December, they begin to eat the new rice, .and from that to the
reaping of the following crop is their year. The jungles are cut in the
end of March, or beginning of April, and fired after they have lain for
a short time to dry. The ground is then cleared, and the rice and Indian
corn are usually sown together, the former in long single lines at intervals
among the latter. A certain extent of terrace cultivation is always
found in the neighbourhood of villages, and a mountain stream is utilized
for its free irrigation. The opium is cultivated in enclosures around the
houses, and the juice is obtained by slitting the capsules with a small
knife, and carefully scraping it off, and collecting i t on tough Chinese
paper, or on a hard large leaf. The cotton and tobacco are cultivated in
long lines as in the Shan h t e s . Their agricultural implements are a
plough, a broad hoe with a short handle, and a bamboo dibble. The
former is the same as in use among the Sham, and is employed on the
rice terraces, and worked by buffaloes.
They manufacture their own cloth from the cotton grown on their
hilb, and the labour falls to the women. The loom is a very primitive
structure, the same as is in use among the Khyem and Munipoories, and
other tribes on the north-eastern frontier of A w m . One end of the
warp is held in position by pegs driven into the ground, and the woman,
sitting down with her legs straight before her, the other end is kept on
the stretch by a broad leather strap fastened round her back. The
threads of the warp are kept so far asunder by a long flat piece of wood
turned edgeways, that there is sufficient space for the shuttle to pa&
w i l y from side to side. The general colour of the cotton cloth is blue,
but there is usually a broad checked margin, the coloura of which are
Indian red, green, and yellow. The fine long hair of the domestic goat
is almost invariably used in the manufacture of the coloured border. The
custom appears to be, never to weave more than is required for their
yearly use, and hence I experienced great difficulty in procuring specimens
of the cloth, and had to give extravagant sums for it. It is very strong and
thick, and of great durability. The finer kinds, used for jackets and for
the trousers of the men, appear to be almost wholly of Shan manufacture.
The females, like the Shans, are adepts st silk and cotton embroidery,
but they seldom attempt more than the decoration of the cotton bags or
haversacks worn by the men. From the similarity of their patterns to
those in use by the Sham, it appears probable that they have borrowed
the art from them.
Their tobacco pipes are nearly all of Chinese manufacture, and are
either of iron or brass with very mall bowls. The opium-pipe or
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hookah is made by themselves, but the copper spoon for evaporating th6
solution of opium which is taken up by long stripe of plantain leaf, and
the long forcepe for holding the live ember for lighting the pipe, are of
S h m manufacture. The bulb of the hookah for holdmg the water ie not
made from a cocoanut as in India, but from the segment of a hill bamboo
with a green and yellow variegated stem. Although opium-smoking is
very general among the men, it does not appear, as a rule, to be carried
to excess.
The weapons of a Kakhyen are hie &, apear, matchlock, crossbow,
and poisoned arrows. The dAh is the favourit. weapon, which they wield
with great dexterity, and use in the most varied offices, felling men
and trees alike, and in executing the fine but primitive carvings on
their opium pipea and bamboo fan-msea. The spear, too, is a favourite
weapon with the mountaineers, but as it is contrary to Kakhyen
tactics to come to hand-to-hand encounters in open daylight, it is
used aa a projectile on mch occasions, and thrown with unerring aim.
The matchlock has a very long barrel, and a very small stock, which
is held at the side of the cheek in firing. The match is a long coil of
slow-burning rope, and the powder flask the same as that used by the
Shans. The I(ltkhyens have a very ingenious way of striking fire by
the mdden and forcible descent of a piston in a closed cylinder. There
is a small cup-shaped cavity at the end of the piston-rod into which a
little tinder is imrted. The piston is then introduced into the cylinder into which it tightly fits, and by a blow ie made to descend with
great rapidity and force, and is as rapidly withdrawn, when the little
pellet of tinder is found to have h o m e ignited : a beautiful but simple
experiment illustrating the evolution of a very large amount of heat by the
sudden compression of the air in the piston. Them instruments are not
more than four inches long, and are in general use. The crossbow is the
same as the Chinese. The arrows, which are poisoned by the juict! of
an dconitnm, which occurs on their hills, are about a foot in length,
and are carried in a quiver made either of a bamboo or of the skin of
the barkingdeer. They are much used in killing game, and if the
wound is cut out, no evil ensues from eating the flesh of animals
slaughtered by them.
A study of Kikhyen art, as it occurs in the patterns on their opium
pipes and horn punches, leads to the conclusion that it is of the same
primitive type that distinguishes the carvine on the implements of uncivilized man in distant regions and widely separated periods. W e might
find almost the exact fellow of a Kakhyen punch in some of th.c
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implements of the stone age, and carvings of the very m e type among
the relics of the neolithio period.
Their chief amusements are music and dancing. Their only musical
instruments are the drum hollowed out of the stem of a tree, and covered
a t either end with the skin of the barkingdeer, and a single and double flub
from which the sound is produced by a piece of tinsel leaf inside a long
slit which is covered by the mouth. While the flute is being played between his teeth, it is customary for the performer to produce at the same
time a wheezing sound in his throat, which adds to the wild character
of the music, which has only the compsss of a few notes. The double
flute is occasionally played through the nose, and then the performer haa
a better opportunity to indulge in his guttural sounds, which are so
pleasant to him. A J e d s harp, made of bamboo, gives a wonderfully
clear, almost metallic, sound.
The food of the Kakhyens coneista chiefly of pork, dried fish from
Bnrmah, the flesh of the barkingdeer, the bamboo rat, rice, and v e g e b
bles, with beer or s h e m made from fermented rice. They cook in iron
pta manufactured a t Talifoo, and eat with chopgticks from off plantain
leaves. The men and women do not eat together.
Between Tsitkaw and Manwyne, the following chiefs are met with,
viz.-Latong, Talone, Ponline, Ponsee, Hosong, Nanken, and Pongwah,
and ashort way off the road, between Ponsee and Manwyne, is the
territory of the Seray chief, who is almost a Shan in his habits of
thought and way of living. On the opposite bank of the Tapeng, between
Burmah and Namboke, a t the foot of the Hotha valley, the following large
states are passed:-Mantai,
Hoetone, Mutthin, Loaylone, Muangwye,
Ponsee, and Namboke, with a number of smaller ones of little importance. A tariff of four annas a mule-load is levied by each of these chiefs
on all merchants passing through their districts.
The Leesaws are an uncivilized tribe occurring on the hills about
the Hotha and Sanda vaIleys, and they appear to be the same people
that Mr. Cooper met with, under the name of Leisus, on the northern
extremity of Yunan, if not in Tibet iteel£ A Shan informed me that
they extend as far south as Kianghung-gyee, and the Hotha Tsawbwa
mentioned that they are also found on the mountains to the eaat of
Yungchan. They are not numerous about the valleys, but are said
to occur in greater numbers in these than other localities. They live in
villages of their own, apart from the Kakhyens, who regard them as an
inferior race, and in some localities exad tribute from them. As all my
information regarding them wna gained on the market days from the few
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men and women who visit Sanda and Muangla on these occasions, if
is necessarily of the most meagre kind. They are a small hill people,
with fair, round, flat faces, high cheek-bones, and some little obliquity
of the eye. The dress of the women resembles the costume of the
Chinese-Shans, with the exception of the turban, which is made of coarse
white cloth, patched with blue squam, and trimmed with cowries. One
end is allowed to hang down the back of the neck, while the other
is thrown over the top of the .head. They also wear close-fitting leggings, made of squares of blue and white cloth, and a profusion of ratan,
bamboo, and straw hoops round the loins and neck, in addition to necklaces
of large blue beads, and others of seeds, and large brass earrings. A
white embroidered bag is slung over the shoulders from a broad red band,
ornamented with a profusion of cowries. The men are dressed like ordin a y Shans.
The most interesting circumstance, however, connected with the
Leesaws is the strong a 5 i t y of their language to the Burmese, but
I was not in a position to collect any information regarding their
history, or to learn any of their traditions ; still the similarity of the two
languages is so great that it is hardly possible to avoid the conclusion
that the two people, Burmese and Leesaws, have sprung from one stock.
These little-known Leesaws appear to have a wide distribution over the
mountains of Yunan, and it is probable that their traditions, when investigated, may throw some light on the early history and spread of the
Burmese race.
Manwyne, the first Shan town that is met with on the eastern side
of the Kakhyen hills, and Sanda and Muangla, have all a large Chinese
population, not, however, of the changeable character of the one found
nt BhamB, hut constituting a portion of the natural population of the
valley. On reaching Manwyne, the traveller immediately recognizes
that he is on the borders of China, and when he proceeds 60 miles
further to the east, he finds himself in the midst of a population whase
only language is Chinese. To put the fact broadly, but consistently
with the history of the country to the east of Bhami3, the borders of
China, in the Sanda valley, are now only 30 to 35 miles distant from
Tsitkaw on the Tapeng in Burmese territory, but prior to the Mahomedan rebellion, they were within 9 miles of B u d . I mention this,
for we have not been in the habit of recognizing how close our own temtory lies to the Chinese frontier.
At Manwyne, the Chinese foim half of the population, and the
women dwarf their feet, and dress in the national costume ; and between

t,hat tom and Sanda there is a considerable trading village of Karahokah
solely inhabited by the same people; and outside Sanda there is a large
Chinese quarter enclosed by a wall as a distinct village. At Muangla they
occur all through the town and neighbouring villages, and at Nantin we
meet with a town that was originally essentially Chinese, although it is
now largely inhabited by Panthays. From the latter town wtwards
the prevailing language is Chinese. The typical Chinese, as a rule, are a
taller race than the Shans, and physically differ but little from their
brethren on the east coast of the empire. Their language, however,
appears to be a well-marked dialect peculiar to Yunan, and I make this
statement on the authority of certain Panthays, who had travelled as far
to the south-east as Canton. The peasantry have a strong resemblance
to Shans and Kakhyens, and dress like these people, as I have observed
on a previous occasion ; and the probability is that they have a strong
infusion of Shap blood, if they arenot entirely Shan, modified by Chinese
influence, in the same way that their brethren to the west have been
influenced by the Burmese. But owing to the restrictions that were
placed on my movements, I had no opportunity to make any personal
observations on the habits and customs of tho peasantry, and as the
town populations exactly resembled, in their habits and customs, the
Chinese of other parts of China, I shall conclude this chapter by directing attention to the vocabularies which are appended to this Report,
and which will serve to give some indication of the characters of the
languages spoken by the various tribes with which the Expedition was
brought in contact, with the solitary exception of the Chinese itself.

CHAPTER VI.
THE earliest authentic notice of the introduction of the Arabs (Mahomedans) into China 1 carrim us back as far aa the 125th year of the
Hejira, A.D. 757.9 Sutsung, the then reigning emperor of the Tong
dynasty, 3 while in the deep difficulties of a rebellion which had begun in
his father Hiuntsung's reign, and had assumed such proportions that the
rebel leader, Ngan-loshan, had dignified himself with the title of emperor,' waa rescued from his embarrassments by the arrival of an embassy
from the Kaliph, Abu Jafar al Manslir, the founder of Bagdad, accompanied by auxiliary troops, which were joined by Ouigours and other
forces from the west, and which enabled him to crush the rebellion.
The reign of Tetsung"Sutaung's
grandson) was even more unsettled, and there was nothing heard of but ~nsurrectidnswhich he had
difficulty in quelling, the military power of the empire having doubtless
been greatly crippled by the huge Tartar invasion which had occurred
while his father Taytsung was on the throne. To meet those rebellions,
he mas forced to augment his army by a great number of fresh troops,
some of which he received from the Abasside Kaliph, and to maintain
which he had to double his taxes, and impose one on tea. The

' I much regret that I had no opportunity to consult Yule's learned work on
Cathay and the Way Thither," until the above chapter was in type.-J. A.
' Yule, quoted in Edinburgh Review, vol. cxxvii, p. 380.
I t in stated in the Universal History, but with no quoted authority, that "the
Mahomedans are believed by some to have first settled in china in the reign of the
first Emperor of the Hew-chew dynasty, whilst others plnce it much earlier, even as
high as the 13th dynaaty" (Tung). Univ. Hist., vol. viii, pp. 122-123. Qvtzlaff,
uol. ii, pp. 199-200.
4 Derrription of the Empire of China, Dr Halds, vol. i,
pp. 199.200.
The Chinese annals report that in the eighth year of the reign of Tebung's father
(Taytaung), ambassadors arrived from foreign nations whose air, form, and habit were
altogether new to the Chinese, and that the emperor himself rejoiced that in his time,
men with fair hair and blue eyes amved in the empire. I n the Imperial L i b w g a t
Paris there in an old Arabic manuscript, which states that at this time the Catholic
Patriarch of the Indiee sent preachers of the gospel into China. Rnurwlot, AncieAt
Accounts.
"
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rebellion was ultimately stamped out by the energy of his general, Kotsui,
who had also been the faithful servant of his grandfather, Sutsung.1
The account given of China by Abu %id: who in the middle of the
9th century compiled a description of the countries to the east of
Arabia, from materials derived from the Arab traders of his time, would
lead to the conclusion that China had been resorted to by his countrymen long before he wrote. Even in these early days, the Arab community of Hang-chew-foo (Khanfu) was one of considerable importance,
for i t had a judge or hadji appointed over it by the emperor of China,
and we are told that the Christian, Mahomedan, Jewish, and Parsee
population put to the m o d , in A.D. 878, amounted to 120,000.S
The rebellion of Whantayaw: Hwangchoa, or Banshoa, in the reign
of Hitsung of the Tung dynasty, A.D. 878, may have been instrumental in introducing a Toorkish element into North-Westem China.
That emperor had been driven from his capital, and had fled to the
frontier of Tibet, where he begged the assistance of the king of
Tagazgaz,J who sent his son, at the head of a numerous army, to quell
the insurrection, which was ~uppressed,after many battles, and the emperor was reinstated in his capital.
Mahomedanism was little known among the Tartare before the time
of Chengiz Khan, but his conquests were the means of bringing
a considerable population of Ou'igours and Toonganees into the
provinces of Shensi and Kansu. The former tribe had abjured Buddhism,
about two centuries and a half before the conquest of China by the
Tartars. The religious life, and, indeed, the individuality, as a m, of
these newcomers, were kept alive by the vigorous trading and political
intercourse that subsisted in these early times between China and their
mother-county, and other Mahomedan lands to the west.
y
With this large increase of Mahomedan popuhtion to that M
introduced by the Arab traders, and the contingents of the Abasside
Kaliph, it is not to be wondered a t that the distinguished traveller, Marco
Polo, was struck, while residing in China (1271 to 1295), with the number
of Mhomedans. I n his description of the ~ e o p l eon the western verge
of Shensi, where the celebrated mart of Singui (Selin of P a l h ) was
situated, on the way between Tibet and Pekh, and in his account of the
Do Halde, 1. c.
Ancient Accounts, Renaudot.
a Ancient Accounts, p. 183.
' Do Halde, 1. c., p. 202.
Ancient Accounts, p. 43.
a
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city of Singan, the capital of the province, and of Karazan, part of
Yunan, he describes the Mahomedans as forming a considerable part of
the foreign population, but does not offer any opinion as to how they
were introduced into the empire. The position which this roligioua sect
had attained in China during his time (the reign of Kublai Khan) wm
considerable, for Polo informs us that the provincial government. and
magistracies were entrusted to the Tartars, Christians, and Mahomedans.
The latter, however, misabused their trust, so much so, that the emperor,
reflecting on the principles of these accursed Saracens, forbade them
& continue many practices conjoined on them by their laws. This
interdict, however, does not appear to have affected their loyalty, for we
find them praying for the welfare of the Oreat Khan on his birth-dsp ;
and some of their leading men, in accordance with Chinese principles of
religious toleration, advanced to positions of considerable trust in the
civil, military, and scientific departments of the empire. For many
years, the emperor's first minister of finance was an Arab, and we
find the invasion of Burmah and the sieges of Singan and Funtching
entrusted to Mahomedan generals, and another of their sect promoted
to the distinguished office of president of the mathematical board.
Facts like these, and others of a similar nature which might be adduced,
afford ample evidence to show that they had gained a firm hold in many
parts of China by Marco Polo's time, more especially in the provinces of
Shensi, Kanso, and Yunan. Rashid-ood-deen, the vizier of the Persian
empire, in the early part of the 14th century, mentions Yunan province, and states that the inhabitants were all Mahomedans. 1
Ibn Butata is our next authority on the extent to which they had
increased by about the middle of the 14th century. He reached China
by sea, and states that in every large town he found Mahomedans, who
were mostly rich merchants, and that in all the provinces there mas a
town for them, each of which had usually a mosque, market, a cell for
the poor, and a judge and sheikh of Islam ;and that in some districts they
were exceedingly numerous.
The Jesuit fathers, who were in China about the middle of the
17th century, make frequent mention of the Mahomedan population.
Louis Le Compte, writing to the Lord Cardinal de Bouillon (1680 A.D.) ,
mentions that they had been about 600 years in the country, and
that they were never disturbed, because they never disturbed any one
Edin. Review; 1868,vol. cxxvii, p. 369.
Le Compte's History of China, pp. 339-341.
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else on the soore of religion ; but quietly enjoyed their liberty without
studying to propagate their doctrine even by marriages out of their own
kindred. At that time they were neither considerable enough from
their numbers or wealth to have any such views.
h d even in places
where they were most numerous, and made the best figure, as in the
provinces to the north of the Yellow river, where they had been settled
for many generations, and in some of the towns along the canal, where
t.hey had built high mosques differing entirely fro111Chinese ideas of
architecture, they were still looked upon as of foreign extraction, and had
frequently been insulted by the Chinese.
The oppression to which they were subjected after the second
Tartar conquest, began to show itself so early as the beginning of the
18th century, when the populm in the city of Hang-chew, in the
province of Huquang, upon some dislike taken a t the indiscreet behaviour of some of them, destroyed their mosques, notwithstanding all the
endeavours of the magistracy to save them. The earlier incident, however, about 1651, when they were deprived by the Tartar Emperor
Chunehi of the high honours they had enjoyed for nearly thirty years in
connection with the tribunal of mathematics, seems to have inaugurated
that change of policy that drove the Mahomedans to open rebellion in
after years. The first of these rebellions occurred in 1765 or 1767 on
the western frontier (Yunan?) in the reign of Kienhung, and spread
also to the province of Kan~u. The rebels resisted the imperial forces
with great valour, but were ultimately subdued.
The AbM Grosier, a! writing after this event, but without reference
to it, says that for some time p t the Mahomedans seem to have been
more particularly attentive to the care of extending their sect, and
propagating their doctrine," a course which appears to me to have been
forced upon them, in order to enable them to withstand the oppression
from which they were evidently s a e r i n g at the time the AbM wrote.
As the breach widened between them and their Tartar governors, for they
appear to have been always on good terms with the Chinese, they
became so exclusive that they would not suffer any one to live among
them who did not attend mosque. The method they now resorted to,
to add to the number of the faithful, was not the rallying cry of the
west, but the free use of their wealth in ~urchmingchildren, whom
they circumcised, and educated as Mahomedans. I n the frightful

' Universal History, vol. viii, pp. 122-123.
Grwier's China, vol. iv, p. 270.
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famine which devastated the province of Quangtong, 1790, they pnrchased ten thousand children from poor parents, compelled by necessity
to part with them. These they educated, and as they grew up, provided
wives for them, and gave them houses, and even formed whole villages
of these bought converts. l This system is still prevalent in Yunan,
and I had numerous instances of i t brought under my notice while a t
Momien, the most westerly stronghold of the Panthays ; and the following
may serve as an illustration. The native officer in charge of our police
guard, and a most rigid Mahomedan, was nccompanied by his Burmese
wife, and, owing to his intimate acquaintance with the ceremonial details
of their religion, was in great vogue among the Panthays. He was
childless, and accordingly a little Chinese girl who had been lately
purchased from poor parents was made a Mahomedan, and given him
as an heir, as one of the most appropriate gifts they could think of
making, in return for the many prayers he had offered up for them in
their mosque.
Yumn appears to have been the scene of almost incessant insurrection from 1817 to 1834, wholly attributable, in all probability, to the
Mahomedans. The first of these revolts lasted from 1817 to 1818, when
the rebels seem to have had some organization, for they attacked the
capital in which the Chinese commander had shut himself up. A force,
however, coming to his assistance, he routed the rebels, who sought
refuge among the tribes on the western frontier, leaving their leader
in the hands of the imperialists. A proclamation was issued, promising
the tribes protection if they discountenanced the rebels, and threatening
them with destruction if they harboured them.
The Pekin gazettes notice a disturbance on the western frontier of
Yunan in 1826, and another in the following year. A more serious revolt
broke out in the same quarter in 1828, and the leader had an imperial
seal engraved, under which he published manifestoes on the frontier of
China, insisting on people to join his standard ; but this rebellion was
also suppressed. The governor of Yunan quelled another insurrection
in 1826, and again in 1834. The Pekin gazettes kntain notices of other
disturbances in the provinces, but there is no distinct statement that
they were Mahomedan, although it is probable that all were so.
GutzlaffS mentions that during his residence in China, 1825-1832,
they had several mosques in Che-kiang, Pichile, Shensi, and Shanse, but
Du Halde, vol. i, p. 678.
Chinese Repository, vol. is, p. 490,et neq.
Ctutzlaffs China, vol. ii, pp. 199-200.
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that as they had occasionally joined the rebels of Toorkistan, the government viewed'them with a jealous eye. Nevertheless, some of their
community were in offices of high trust. Notwithstanding the great
distance they lived from the native country of the prophet, he inf o r m ~us that many of them made pilgrimages to Mecca, and returned
with Arabian manuscripts, and wonderful stories about the grave of
Mahomed ; that a few could read Arabic imperfectly, and perhaps repeat
the first Sumj ;that they were by no meam bigoted nor proselytizing,
nor scrupulous in their ancestral rites ;and that they venerated Confucius.
I n the present century, they appear to have increased more rapidly
in Yunan than in any other province to the north, and the population
seems to be possessed of considerable trading enterprise. Caravans from
Yunan visit Mandalay regularly once a year, and Colonel Burney 1
relates that, in 1831, almost the whole of the Chinese traders to that
city were Mahomedans, a circumstance that struck him aa very e x h r &nary. They refused to eat with the Burmese, and killed their
meat according to Mahomedan rites; the few only who imported hams
were not Mahomedans. Several of them, he states, could read a little
Arabic, and one in a loud chanting voice read a passage to him from
some religious book in that language. They could, however, give him
n o account of the time when, or the mrtnner in which, they were eonverted to the faith.
The first detailed account of the Mahomedims of Yunan, who have
given rise to these remarks, waa communicated by Major-General
Fytche, a on information supplied partly by Major Sladen, the Resident
at the court of Mandalay, and partly gleaned by himself from a few Panthay traders he met at Moulmein. This communication haa since been
referred to in an able article in the Hinburgh Review S on Western China,
in which the facts in General Fytche's paper have been reproduced, and
commented upon. Two accounts of the origin of the Mahomedans were
given on the authority of General Fytche, one derived from Chinese, and
the other from Panthay sources. The former has about it all the air of
circumstantiality, but the latter is overladen with the mythical and
oriental trappings of a religious tradition; but when divested of these,
it is identical, to all practical purposes, with the Chinese narrative, and
may be briefly stated as follows : about one thousand years ago, a
rebellion threatened the safety of the government of the reigning Emperor
Gleanings of Science,vol. iii, p. 184.

Aa. Soa. Proceedings, 1867,p. 176.
a

Edinburgh Review, cuvii, p. 367.
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Oung-loshan, who sent for assistance to a Mahomedan king, called Kame
or Khazee, who governed the countries to the east of China. The
appeal was successful, and a body of 10,000 fighting-men was d e s ~ a t c h d
to his aid, and the rebellion was quelled. A new difficulty now presented itself as to the disposal of the contingent which was much
reduced in numbers, and because the members of i t refused to return to
their own country, as they had learned that they would be despised
on their return, on account of their long association with an ididel
population; they were, therefore, sent to the province of Yunan, where
they settled, and became peaceful subjects of the Chineae empire. With
this account before us, our first endeavour is to identify the dynasty in
which these events are said to have occurred, but a difficulty meets us a t
the very outset of the enquiry, for the first part of the so-called emperor's
name is not that of any Chinese dynasty we know of, and the difEcu1t.y
increases when we come to the name itself, for there is no record in
history of an emperor called Loshan. We find ourselves in equal
perplexity when we attempt to locate the lung, Kazee or Khazee. I am,
therefore, inclined to suspect that General I'ytche's informants had little
acquaintance with their early history, and this suspicion is fully justified
by the information I received from Tahsakone, and the h 4 i a t Momien, 1
which has this to recommend it, that it agrees with the records of the
Chinese dynasties, as given by Du Halde, and other Jesuit f&ers, whose
materials, I believe, were derived from the imperial chronicles. My informants stated that their forefathers came from Arabia to China 1,000
years ago, in the reign of the Emperor Tung-huon-tsong, who had sent
his chief minister, Khazee, to Tseeyoog (1) to implore aid against the rebel
Oung-loshan, and that they numbered 3,000 men.
When we compare
the leading facts in this statement with Du Halde's narrative of the Tung
dynasty to which Huon-tsung belonged, we cannot fail to be struck with
the remarkable agreement between the two accounts, although the
historian of China makes no allusion whatever to the employment of a
Mahomedan contingent for the suppression of the rebellion. Du Haide
I may state that I took the precaution to write all my questions, and had them
translated into Chineae, and that each querrtion had its answer written opposite to it,
and that the answer was founded solely on the original questions which were put
pointedly, thus: Question-In the reign of what emperor did the Panthayu arrive in
China? Anmom-In the reign of Tung-huon-tsung.
Major Sladen procured, unknown to me, a short document giving an amount of
the introduction of the Mahomedans into China, agreeing in every particular with the
above mount, which I obtained direct from the governor and hadji, quite independently
of Major Sladen, or any printed documents.

the name of the emperor, Tung-him-tsong, but the similarity of
Tung-huon-tsong is so striking that we cannot question their identity,
especially when we consider the names in conjunction with the even&
recorded by the historian and my informante. The former mentions that
Hiun-teong was a prince of singular temperance, and zeal for the
public good, but that the last fourteen years of his reign were disturbed by an insurrection which had been raised by a foreign prince,
Ngan-loshan, to whom he had entrusted the command of his army. This
traitor made himself master of a great part of the north, and ultimately
muted the imperial army. A company of robbers, encouraged by
these disasters, also attacked it, and compelled the emperor to seek for
safety in the province of Sechuen. After this retreat, Sutsmg, his son,
took possession of the government, although his father was still alive, and
with the aid of his prime minister, Kotstli, he dispersed the robbers, restored
public tranquillity, bringing his father back from Sechuen to his palm.
Insurrection, however, does not appear to have been finally quelled,
for we are informed that Ngan-loshan looted the palace of Chang-ngan.
I n the end his treachery to his king did not go unpunished, for he
perished by the hand of his own son. I f there can be little difference of
opinion about the similarity of Him-bong and Huon-bong, there must
surely be quite as little regarding the identity of Ngan-loshan and
Oung-loshan, the only rebel of this name in Chinese history. Hence it
seems probable that General Fytche's Oung-loshan mas the rebel and not
the emperor, and that the certain king, Kazee or Khazee, was the prime
minister, Khazee. The circumstance also that Ngan-loshan's insurrection ie mentioned by Du Halde, as having been protracted into the reign
of Subung, is indisputable evidence that the incident related to me by
the Mahomedans a t Momien is the same as the one given by Yule in
his work on Cathay. Although my informants stated that their forefathers had come, in the first instance, from Arabia, they mentioned with
equal clearness that they had settled in Yunan, from the provinces of
Shensi and Kansu, about 150 years ago, a fact which would make us
doubt the purity of their boasted Arab descent, for the whole weight
of historical evidence is to prove that these two provinces derived the
g r a t e r part, if not the whole, of their Mahomedan population from the
tide of Toorkish conquest that overran the northern provinces of China.
W e have, however, Marco Polo and Rashid-ooddeen's authority for the
existence of a large Mahornedan population in Yunan in the 14th and
15th centuries, 440 years before the date assigned by my informants for
their arrival in the province.
writes
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I am led, therefore, to suppose that the ranks of the origind
Mahomedan population in Yunan, which may havc been of Arab descent,
were augmented about the beginning of the 18th century by a number
of Toorkish Mahomedans from the northern provinces of Kamu and
Shensi, that the two elements rapidly amalgamated, and that their
fusion was so complete, that their respective traditions became as much
blended together as the races themselves.
And here I cannot avoid remarking that the origin of the o r i g i i
Mahornedan population of Yunan and other provinces, leaving out of
sight for the present Sutsung's contingent, as it is usually accounted for,
viz., on the theory that it found its way in from the sea-board, seems to
be a one-sided explanation, when we remember that the Nestorian
Christians had made their way overland to the province of Shensi as early
as A.D. 636, and that it has never been claimed for them that they
necessarily percolated into China from the coast. What the Nestorim
Christians achieved could also be accomplished by the devotees of the
prophet.
And the mere coincidence that the more learned among them, such as
the hadjis, know a little Arabic, appears a frail basis on which to rest their
claim to an Arab descent, the more especially seeing that the blahomedans
of the northern provinces are quite as familiar with this language as their
southern co-religionists. The great charm Arabic has to these people is
bound up in the circumstance that the prophet spoke it, and that it
is the one in which all the religious books brought back by their
pil,orims are written.
The fact that these Mahomedans of Yunan claim kindred with
those of Kansu and Shensi is one which seems destined to exercise
a powerful influence on the future of the Chinese empire; and the
present course of events points in the direction of the establishment
of a Mahomedan monarchy, which mill comprise the provinces of
Yunan, Sechuen, Shensi, and Kansu. This probable result was forcibly
suggested to me by the facta I gathered, while a t Momien. The
whole of the province of Yunan, I may say, was then in the hands
of the Mahomedans, who were turning their attention to the southern
portion of the province of Sechuen, which they had overran, about six
months before the visit of Colonel Sarel, in 1861. The northern division
of the province was devastated by Mahomedan rebels from Shensi
and Kansu in the early part of 1868. The Toonganee rebellion in
Dzungaria is so intimately bound up with Russian interests in Central
Asia, that we may look for its suppression by that power.
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I come now to speak in detail of the Yunanese Mahomedans.
T h e term Panthay, applied to them by the Burmese and adopted by
t h e English, means simply Mahomedan. On the authority of General
Fytche, they are known to the Chinese ns " Quayzay," which the writer
in the Ediatzcrgh Review conjectures to be identical with " Houi-houi,"
t h e generic term applied by the Chinese to all Mahomedans. Mr. Cooper,
t h e Chinesc explorer, informs me that there are two Chinese words very
similar in sound, but with entirely different meaning, " Quayze" and
" Houize," and that the use of the first, as applied to the Mahomedans, is
incorrect. " Quayze" means a foreigner, and is not used when speaking
of them, whereas " H O G" is constantly applied. Before the rebellion
" Houi-houi " was the term in use, but now in rebel districte they are
only known as " Houize," the 6 ze meaning independent of Chinese
authority. It is the same termination that occurs in Matze, Tibetan ;
Tatze, Tartar ; and Miautze, all of which are independent tribes, and are
indicated as such by the terminal syllable ze.
The rebellion in Yunan seems to have been brought about solely
by the oppression to which the Mahomedans were subjected by their
~ l e r s . Riots occurred in which their mosques mere despoiled, and
this r o d their religious hate, and ultimately led to the complete
destruction of nearly every Buddhistic temple in Yunan. As the insurrection qread, the Chinese towns and villages were pillaged, and indiscriminate slaughter overtook the male population, the women being
spared to minister to the passions of a brutal, undisciplined mob, while the
unresisting children were eagerly preserved to be educated as Mussulmans.
The desolate and ruined villages between Nantin and Momien, and
the almost unbroken line of deserted t o m and hamlets encircling
the once smiling and busy valley of the latter town, are incontrovertible
evidence of the relentless ferocity with which the Panthays prosecuted
the rebellion. They met with little direct resistance from the imperial
government ; and in time the Chinese officials in the provinces, with a
remnant of adherents, were gradually driven from the high fertile valleys
to seek refuge in the smaller and more inaccessible valleys among the
mountains, to which they were followed by other adherents of the
imperial cause. As years passed on, and the Panthays extended their
power throughout the principal valleys, a constant guerilla warfare
maintained between them and the Chinese officials, whom the Panthays
now style robber-chiefs, from the circumstance that they take every
opportunity to pillage Panthay villages, petty traders, and caravans,
and to make forays even to the very walls of Momien. Prominent
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among the s o - d e d dacoit leaders is the famous chief, Leesetai, who till
lately had his fortrese at Mawphoo, half-way bctween Muangla and
Nantin ; and Lowquangfang, who occupied the hills to the north-west of
Momien. The hatred that exists between these two chiefs and the
Panthays is constantly making itself felt in raids that have effectually
paralysed trade, and reduced the cultivation of the valleys to the lowest
ebb compatible with the small wants of a miserably impoverished population. A t Momien and ita neighbourhood, and from what I obaerved
in the Shan states, i t is evident that the fury of the Mahomedans was
ultidately directed against the Buddhistic temples and monasteries, and
I may safely say, from personal observation, and information gained a t
Momien, that very few have esca.ped destruction. The Shans, although
they did not side with either party, were not exempt, and their temples,
and the palaces of their Tsawbwas as well, were looted, and either burnt
or rased to the ground.
While mentioning the Shans, it may be m well to state that it does
not appear that either they or the Kakhyens ever joined or gave any
assistance to the Panthays during the height of the rebellion, for the
sympathies of these people are entirely on the side of the Chinese ;and
i t is only within the last two years that the Shan states in the Sanda
and Hotha valleys, and the Kakhycns on the neighbouring hills, have
been forced by the course of events to give in their adherence to the
Panthay cause, and consent to pay tribute to them instead of to China
The rebellion was still active, while we were at' Momien, and the
eapital of the province fell to the insurgents during our residence
among them. If the account they furnished us of the takmg of that
great city, Yunan, is to be relied upon, it was conducted with the utmost
moderation, and mggests the hope that the Panthays are beginning to
realise their position in the province, as so far established, that it is both
politic and expedient for them to gain the favourable opinion of the people,
by a just consideration for the conquered, and by a laudable moderation.
Vigorous hostilities were being carried on, on the road between Momien
and Yungchan which was quite impassable. Two, out of three messengers, with despatches from Tali, were killed, and the other escaped with
di5culty.
I n order that there may be no misconception as to the position of the
Panthays in such outlying districts as Momien, I will further describe
&airs as we found them in that city. During our residence, two thousand
men under the command of the chief military o5cer marched against a body
of Chinese who were threatening the Panthay town of Khyto, about 30

miles north-west of Momien, and 200 of the ears of the Chinese were
secured as indisputable vouchers of the victory gained. - Over 15 executiom
took place during the 1 month and 17 days we were there, and SO mules
that were grazing on a hill-side close to the city were &rried off by a body
of Chinese before the eyes of a Panthay armed guard in charge of them ;
and, moreover, so great was the insecurity to life that we were not allowed
to go beyond half a mile from the city, without the protection of an
-4 escort, under the charge of some responsible Panthay officer.
Before the fall of the capital, the district in its neighbourhood had
been the ecene of greht devastation and bloodshed. One hundred villagee,
besides 37 towns and cities, had been captured, and it is significantly stated
in the
from which I derive these particulars, that the inhabitants of those that tendered their submission were spared, leaving us to
infer that those who resisted were either put to the sword, or perished in
the flames of their burning homesteads. Twenty-one thousand are stated
to have been killed, and it is also mentioned that 40 towns were taken
and destroyed, that 300 persons were burnt to death, and that there
were innumerable killed and wounded besides. The Panthays were
opposed a t the capital by fifty or sixty thousand imperial troops, against
which the Chinese mere unable to contend, and the surrender of Yunan
city by its officials was a telling recognition of the invincible progress
of the Mahomedans. The fighting, however, at this time, 1867-1868,
was not confined to the Momien and Yunan districts, for Mr. Cooper
informs me that while he was at Weesee, 'on the left bank of the
Cambodia, in the north of the province, in July 1868, that the Panthays
and Chinese were engaged in active hostilities at Tseegooshan and
Tseejanfoo, almost on its extreme northern outskirts. During the same
month, I learned at Momien that the Mahomedans had spread into the
neighbouring province of Sechuen, into which they had formerly made
a raid, along with the Miautze, so far back as 1860. On that occasion
they crossed the river at Pingshan. They have also spread as far as Theta
in the south of the province, 4 or 5 days' march to the north of
Kiang-hung on the Cambodia. The whole of Yunan is in open
rebellion, and as this is not an event of yesterday nor to-day, but has
existed for the last fifteen years, and even before that, I leave it to
those moat interested in the scheme for opening up a trade between
China and Burmah d Yunan, to form their own conclusions as to its
practicability, in the present unsettled condition of the country.
With reference to the internal affairs of the Panthays, i t is now well
known that a hadji, Ma Yussu by name, was elected, a few ycrrrs ago, to
'
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the responsible position of king, and that he holds his court at Talifoo.
He is known to the Mahomedans as Sooleyman, and to the Chinese as
Tuwintsen. Four military and four civil o5cers, or what the Chinese call
mandarins of the first class, are associated with him in the government,
and the former have certain districts allotted to them, but every matter of
importance is referred to Talifoo where the king has the advice of a civil
council of four chiefs. The governorship of Momien is one of the most
important o5ces in the state. This official wears the robes of a Chinese
military mandarin of the first class, and keeps up a show of state in a
small palace within the city, which was almost entirely destroyed at the
outbreak of the rebellion. Tasakone, the present governor, is always
attended by a number of military oficers, all young men devoted to his
service. As is the case generally with governors, he is supreme in all
matters, civil and military, but the command of the troops at Momicn is
entrusted to an o5cer with the title of Tahzyungyee.
All criminals, and persons mspected of Chinese sympathies, are
brought before the governor for judgment, and his sentences are carried
into effect by the military who have charge of the prison. I f the sentence
is capital, the uncompassioned criminal is at once led to the outskirts of
the bazaar by a small escort, with music and banners flying, and, with
his handa tied behind his back, is made to kneel by the side of the
road, and has his head struck off by one fell swoop of the executioner's
d&, and is buried on the spot. If taken in the act of dacoity, he is
executed without any trial, and the ghastly head is usually hung up by
the side of the gate of the city, as a terror to evildoers.
The male portion of the Panthay population is almost exclusively
military, and resides within the city. A constant watch is kept from
guard-houses over the gates, two of which have been built up for greater
safety; and the bazaar outside, in which the Chinese population which
has given in its adherence to the Panthay cause resides, is also enclosed
by a low brick wall with a number of gates that are closed at dark, and
axe under the care of sentinels. It neither requires any very lengthened
observation nor enquiry, and indeed a fcw days' residence at Momien
sufficed to impress me with the fact, that the government is entirely in
the hands of the soldiery; that the hold the Panthays have in the district
is still so precarious that they are liable to be attacked s t any moment;
and that the feeling among the Chinese traders and merchants, and of
the p e w t r y , is unfavourable to them.
The Panthays at &lomien are generally well-made athletic men, of
moderate height, and all are fair-skinned, with slightly oblique eyes and
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high cheek-bones, with a cast of countenance quih distinct from the
Chinese. Their general type of face recalled to me those one mcets
with among the traders who come down to Calcutta from Bokhara
and Herat. They usually wear a m o u s ~ h e , but pull out in Chinese
fashion all the rest of the hair on their faces. The hadji, however, at
Nantin went unshaven in true Mahomedan style. The hair of the
head is usually allowed to grow long behind, and is coiled in the folds
of their ample white turbans, which project outwards nearly on a line
with the shoulder. They wear the Chinese jacket and short trousers,
and have the lower part of the leg above the ankle bandaged with blue
cloth in the same way as the Shans. A bright orange yellow waist-band,
in which they usually carry a silver-mounted dagger, completes the
costume. Their women dress after the fashion of their Chinese sisters,
and those of the better classe~have small feet.
The governor has four wives who are carefully excluded from gaze.
He is fully 6 feet 2 inches in height, and of commanding appearance.
His face and hands are very dark from exposure, but the general colour
of his skin is quite as light as the fairest Chinese. He has the oblique
eye ; h i lips are heavy and rather protuberant ; while his face is a decided
oval, with high cheek-bones. His head is not large, and his forehead is
small and retreating. He may be said to be the hero of a hundred
fights, and his numerous scars are speking proofs of his courage. A
deep indentation between his eyes marks where he was hit by a spent
bullet; a round hard thing like a small .marble over his ribs, and another
in one arm, are two other gun-shot wounds. Scars on his legs and arms
test* to hand-in-hand encounters with the formidable dilh. He is
quiet, self-possessed, with a determined will, sound sense, and great
natural dignity of bearing, with the impress of one born to command.
The Panthays profess to be strict observers of the laws of the prophet, and abstain as a rule from strong drink, tobacco, agd opium, but on
onc occasion when me were feasted by the Tahzyungyee, he drank with
us out of a large jug containing a peculiar but pleasant warm preparation
of spirit, and kept the bowl circulating, until we had drained it to the
dregs. My curiosity prompted me to examine into the components of this
decoction, and I was rewarded with the unpleasant discovery that they were
largely composed of small pieces of pork-fat and walnuts. Our host had
a particular gout for the beverage, and, I suppose, with more wisdom than
his guest, was careful to avoid any enquiries into its composition.
Before the rebellion they had a mosque built in a style quite distinct
i h m the Chinese, and after plans brought home by their hadji ; but now
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the prayers are said in a building thoroughly Chinese in all ite details.
I n the verses from the Koran written in Chinese, there is evidence that
Arabic is not very generally cultivated ; indeed, there was only one hadji
at Momien who made any pretentions to be able to read it.
The presence of our jemadar was a great god-send to them, and the
demand for his services at the mosque was so great, that he entirely lost
the use of his voice, to the grievous disrtppointment of the celestial
Mahomedans. He frequently lamented to me the laxity that prevailed
among them, and my native doctor held them in extreme contempt, and
used to assert that they mere no Mussulmans. They were full, however,
of kindness to their fellow-religionists in our guard without distinction,
and did everything for their comfort. On our departure a few of the
officers accompanied. us nearly a mile from the city, weeping bitterly as
we left them, and our last sight of Momien embraced these tender-hearted
men anxiously looking after us from the spot on which we had parted
from them.
I will refer to only two other aspects of the Panthay character,
which are encouraging when we contemplate the possibility that
they may ultimately become a distinct nationality in Asia, strange
to say, on the very soil of the most exclusive and conservative people
that the world has ever known : I refer to their strict honesty in all
trading transactions, to their abilities as traders, and to the keen
appreciation they appear to have of the benefits which are likely to accrue
to them from commercial intercourse with other nations. Their honesty
requires no comment; and to illustrate their consideration for traders,
I may mention that I was informed by a Chinaman, who was travelling
in the north of Yunan during the rebellion, that a large caravan, on its
may to Eastern Tibet, had occasion to pass where the Panthay and
Chinese forces were opposed, and as my informant put it, the Mahomedan
general desisted for a day from attacking his adversary, in order that
the caravan might safely pass. He mentioned as well, that the Mahomedan mandarins, in those northern portions of the province which
have had occasional periods of peace, are not nearly so much dreaded
by the merchants as the imperial officers, and that they feel themselves
safe from inordinate extortion whenever they reach their jurisdiction.

CHAPTER VII.
THE TRADE ROUTES OF UPPER BURMAH.

THREEroutes proceed from Bham6 to Momien, viz., Sawaddy, Loaylone,
and Ponline. I travelled over the last two, and, therefore, am in a
position to give an opinion on their respective merits, and as the first
was,reported on by a Burmese surveyor who had accompanied ua by
the latter route, I can contrast his experience of the Sawaddy road
with mine by the other two.
Before describing the general characters of these routes, it should
be observed that they are more or less hill-pathe made by the Kakhyens,
who, like other mountain tribes, do not generally select their routes
as being the eaaiest, but the shortest ways. I f a steep hill-spur intervenes
between a Kakhyen and a point he wishes to make for, he seldom
thinks of rounding the spur by the gentle slope along ita side, but
carries his path right over its crest, and aa this principle has been
almost universally adopted, the routee, as they at present exist, cannot
be regarded as giving any fair indication of the capabilities of these
hills for road-making, for it should be no difficult task for an engineer
to lay out a road even from Tsitkaw to Manwyne, that mould be
little more than a gentle gradient that might be travelled with little or
no fatigue. The construction of a good mrt road from the plains of
Burmah to the Shan states would be mere child's play, compared with
such gigantic undertakings as the cart road from the Terai to Darjeeling,
and those to other hill stations of India. What is at present wanted,
however, is to indicate the route from Bhamd to Western China that
offers the fewest difficulties to traverse, apart altogether from any contemplated improvementdl that might be ultimately achieved through
engineering skill.
The Ponline and Loaylone routes respectively follow the northern
and southern sides of the comparatively narrow valley thrdugh which the
Tapeng precipitates itself from the Sanda valley to the plains of Bunnah ;
and the Sawaddy, or as it is sometimes called the Kaungtoung route,
lies to the south of the Loaylone road. They have all a north-eastern
course over the Kakhyen hills, the Ponline route making for the valley
of Sanda, the Loa~loneeither for Hotha, or the valley of Nantin, and
u
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the Sawaddy route for the latter valley. The Ponline route runs direct
to Momien, past Sanda, Muangla, and Nantin, and the Loaylone and
Sawaddy routes join i t at Nantin. So much for their general relations
to each other.
To reach the Ponline route, the Tapeng is crossed by boats about
2 miles above Bham6, and the road lies for about 23 miles over a level
country along the right bank of the Tapeng to the foot of the hills,
and in thia dietance two other small but unfordable streams have to be
crossed. From the base of the hills, it makes a sudden rough ascent
till i t reaches 2,541 feet at Ponline, about 9 miles from the plains, that is,
an ascent of 2,100 feet above the vrllsge of Tsihet a t the bane of the hills,
but this part of the r o d lies over steep spurs which make it very trying
to the traveller unaccustomed to the hills. From Ponline a sudden and
abrupt descent of 1,766 feet is made to the banks of a rapid mountain
torrent, the Nampung, 337 feet above the plains, and barely fordable
during the dry weather. It is about 12 miles distant from the foot of
the hills. From the Nampung, a tedious ascent of 1,388 feet is met
with, extending over 34 miles, followed by another descent of 500 or
600 feet, succeeded by an almost continuous ascent of 6 miles to the
village of Ponsee at 3,185 feet above the sea, and two marches from
the Burmese plains. The road is tolerably level for about one mile and
a half beyond Ponsee, when i t makes a sudden descent of about 500
feet, followed by a gradual one till it reaches the foot of the Sanda
valley, about 2,000 feet above the level of the sea. From the town
of M a n w p e about that elevation, and 19 miles from Ponsee, it follows
the Sanda valley for about 46 miles, passing, as I have said, the towns of
Sanda and Muangla. The slight rise that occurs in the Sanda valley,
between its western and eastern extremities, is so gradually distributed
over its entire length that, when looked down upon from a height, i t has
the appearance of a plain, which in the spring months is covered with a
bright green carpet of young rice. The road a t the head of the valley
encounters the ascent of the spur of the Mawphoo hill, and tracks along
the hill-side, for about 6 miles, over very rough ground broken up by
numerous hollows cut out by mountain streams. A t its eastern e x b
mity, anotherodescent is made to reach the Nantin valley, where the
Tapeng can either be crossed by a suspension bridge, or forded a little
further up during the dry weather.
The roads from Loaylone via" Hotha and Momien, and the Sawaddy
route, join the Ponline route at the entrance to the Nantin valley, which
ie nearly level, and about 15 miles in length.
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At the head of the Nantin valley, there is another steep ascent of
about 700 feet, and a slight descent to the level of the Hawshuenshan
valley, followed by a rapid acclivity of nearly 400 feet, from which the
traveller follows a gentle ascent for half a mile to the valley of
Momien, which is e l milea from the town of Nantin. From the
fact that all the roads meet in the Nantin valley, we are not particularly concerned to describe that portion here, but i t may be as well
to state regarding it, that a short detour would obviate the necessity
of the ascent at the head of the valley, and the descent to the valley of
Hawshuenshan; and that a comparatively level road could be made
from Nantin to Momien with little or no difficulty, and as the
,orester part of i t already exists, only 8 or 9 miles would have to be
constructed to give it a uniform character throughout, and that the
cost would not be great, as all that would be necessary would be to
carry it round the base of a spur instead of following its present course
over the crest.
The Loaylone route, leaving Bham6, follows the Ponline one as
far as the village of Sit-nga on the Tapeng close to Tsitkaw, where
the river is crossed by boats, to the small hamlet of Nampung on
the left bank, from whence the road crosses a level &It for about 3 miles,
beyond which it lies over low hills to the banks of the Namtliabet, which
is unbridged, and does not appear to be fordable at any season of the
year, and in the neighbourhood of which there are few villages. From
the right bank of that stream, which is about 60 yards broad, the road
skirts the Tapeng for about a couple of miles, over tolerably level ground,
till i t reaches a small mountain torrent, from which a steep ascent of
about 1,800 feet is made to the village of Hoetone, 2,450 feet above
the sea, which is considered one day's march from Nampung. From
Hoetone, the r o d ascends gradually for 10 miles along the hill-sides
to the village of Loaylone, 4,413 feet above the sea, on the western
face of one of the main ridges defining the western side of the Muangwan
valley, which can be seen from the hill behind the village. The orduuuy
route to Momien by Loaylone, known as the Embassy route, does not
go by Hotha, but crosses into the Muangwan valley, as is proved by all
the Burmese itineraries I have consulted, and as I also learnt from
enquiries made on the spot ;but I have no personal acquaintance with that
part of the route. After the descent into the Muangwan valley has
been accomplished in one march, two other marches through it, and over
the hilly ground at its head, biings the traveller to Nantin. The route
from Loaylone tlid Lama and Hotha is extremely difficult, for
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a descent has to be made from Loaylone into the Muangkah valley,
where a stream of the same name has to be crossed. The road then
sweeps over the Muangkah ridge, on the other side of which are
two stream, and a steep ascent up the southern face of the main
range of mountains defining the southern side of the Tapeng valley, and
on the summit of which is the village of Ashan belonging to the
Ponsee chief. From Ashan, the path lies along the inequalities of the
ridge at an elevation of about 5,000 feet, and then makes a sudden
descent to the sea of little rounded and pyramidal hills, among which
the village of Namboke lies, at an elevation of 4,675 feet, in sight
of the Hotha valley. From Loaylone to Ashan may be accomplished in
one long march, and from the latter village to Namboke we have another
day's labour, and Hotha is still another march further on, while Nantin
is two days distant from Hotha ; so that Nantin is five days' march
from Loaylone vz2 Hotha, and only three vz2 Muanbowan. From
Namboke to Hotha there is a comparatively easy and level path along
the greater part of its extent, but long spurs run down from
the Shuemuelong mountain on the other side of the ridge forming
the head of the Hotha valley, and intervene between it and Nantin, so
that that part of the route is beset with difficulties, and seldom travelled.
The usual course, followed by the residents of the Hotha valley, is to
cross over the mountains to Muangla, and proceed from thence to
Nantin.
The Sawaddy route is known to me only from hearsay, and &om
a short report by the Government assistant surveyor who waa deputed
to return from Hotha by that route. He describes i t "from Sawddy
to Muangwan as smooth and even throughout, and devoid of difEcultie
of a nature to induce fatigue or wretchedness." From his rough
itinerary, I find that he made eight marches between the two places, but
one wse a march only of two hours, one of four, and two others of
five hours each. He made only three marches of seven, and one of nine
hours ;and, in all, he took 46 hours to accomplish the journey. If seven
hours be taken as an average hill march, the journey from Sawaddy to
Muangwan, viii the Loaylone route, does not take more than four days.
Although he statee the route to be smooth and level throughout, this
cannot be accepted in its literal meaning, for he mentions that the
greatest altitude was attained in the Phongan Tsawbwaahip, and that
looking down from the hills a t that point, on a clear day, the course of
the Irawady can be seen as far as Bham8, which would appear to
indicate that the road runs over tolerably high hills. But although it is
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longer than either of the other two, it is allowed, by universal consent, to
be the one that presentg the fewest difficulties to the traveller.
It will be granted that in considering the respective merits of any
lines of road, the mere fact that one, in order to reach its destination, has
to rise to a greater elevation than another, would not be a sdicient reason
why the former should be condemned, for there are many other considerations which would have to be taken into account, and practically the
points that most require to be kept in view are the lay and character of
the hill-spurs over which the respective roads pass. When we contrast
the Ponline and Loaylone routes from this standing point, we find
that while the former only rises to 3,185 at Ponsee, at its highest, the
latter is 4,413 feet at Loaylone. The Ponline road, after reaching 2,103
above the Burmese valley, descends at Ponline to 337 above the same
level, making a descent of 1,766 feet, and again rising a t Ponsee to 3,185
feet above the sea, and 2,747 feet above Bham6. Now, in the Loaylone
route there is no equivalent of the descent from Ponline, from the
circumstance that that route follows the bank of the Tapeng till it is
opposite to Ponline, where the ascent of the hills begins in earnest, and in
which no descent of any consequence is encountered until Loaylone
itself is attained, at an elevation of 4,413 feet above the sea, or 3,975
above the valley of the Irawady. After the two roads arrive at the
valleys of Sanda and Muangwan, they experience no di5cult ground,
until the Ponline route reaches the foot of the Mawphoo hill, and the
Loaylone one arrives at the head of the Muangwan valley, for up to these
localities they lie through almost level parallel valleys of equal length.
There seems to be little doubt that beyond the towns of Manwyne and
Muangwan, as far as Nantin, the merits of the two are about equal.
From Tsitkaw to Manwyne can be accomplished in three marches, and
from the former town to Muangwan in the same number of days, so that
the two distances may be regarded as about equal. F'rom Manwyne to
Nantin we have three other marches, viz., to Sanda, Muangla, and
Nantin itself, and an equal number from Muangwan to the latter town,
proceeding first to the old d o k i of Shuemuelong, afterwards to Muangtong, and from thence to Nantin, and one march from the latter brings
us to Momien. The merits of the two then being equal after the
Kakhyen hills are passed, the Ponline in its present condition must
be rejected for the Loaylone route.
I have no information regadng the heights crossed by the Sawaddy
route, but there can be little doubt that whatever its length may be, rrs
compared with the other two, it has those strong recommendations, that
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the mountains are not so high, and that it passes through a narrow tract
of hilly country between the Burmese plain and Muangwan, where it
joins the Loaylone route. The Burmese surveyor describes it as free of all
obstructions and wonderfully pleasant, terms which are quite inapplicable
to either of the other two; and states also that there is a constant
stream of trade, and that merchants with mules and pack-bullocks are
always as sing along. He accompanied the expedition by the Ponline
route so that his opinion has considerable weight, for he mas in a position
to contrast the one with the other ;moreover, the Sawaddy route, as I
have already mentioned, is recognized by universal consent as the
easiest road to Momien.
These remarks are applicable to the routes only as they now exist.
I n the event of a trade springing up that would repay the re-construction
of a new road, there is nothing in the character of either the northern
or southern sides of the Tapeng valley that would interfere with its being
accomplished with comparative ease. There is this to be said in
favour of the Ponline route, in the prospect of such an event, that
a road might be constructed along that side of the valley to rise to
Manwyne by a gentle gradient to 1,562 feet above Bham6 instead of
2,747, its present height at Ponsee. A road, however, by the Loaylone
route, could not be taken by a lower elevation than 3,975 feet above
the same level, because i t strikes away from the Tapeng valley
into the centre of the hills, where i t has to cross the ridge of mountains
defining the north-western side of the Muangwan valley. The great recommendation in favour of the Ponline route under these circumstances
would be that i t is the most direct way to Momien, that it need not be
carried higher than 1,562 feet above the plains, and that it commands the
water carriage of the Tapeng at its entrance to the hills, an advantage
which-the Loaylone route shares with it. With a good road along the
right bank of the Tapeng in the hills, the goods might be sent down in a
few hours to Bham6 either in small steamers or boats. The great drawbacks
to the Sawaddy route, under these altered conditions, would be, its greater
length, a.nd the long march from the mart to the base of the hills over
marshy ground, which is much cut up with small streams.
These are the three highways that, leaving the neighbourhood of
Bhamd, strike across the Khakyen hills and through the Shan valleys to
Momien. They are travelled at all seasons of the year by small bands
of traders, but the traffic that passes over them is never, aa a rule,
directed from one route to another, but preserves an uninterrupted course
to its destination. The lay of the mountain ranges is unfavourable to
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trade between the districts over which they pass, although, at the same
time, there are numerous hill-path passable for laden mules, by which
the people of the respective valleys communicate with each other.
It was by one of these roads, leading from Sanda to Hotha, that
the expedition crossed over from the former to the latter valley to
explore the Loaylone route, but it was in no way connected with either of
these routes so as to influence their respective merits, as the great
trading highways to China.
From Momien to Yungchan is a distance of four marches, or about 64
miles, and it is interesting to note that the h t stage is the vrllage of
Kanlantsan (or Kananzan) which takes its name from a lofty range of
mountains, on the other side of which is the Shuaylee, which is crossed by
an iron suspension bridge. A few miles from the left bank of the river
is the valley of Paweng, the next stage of the journey, and
about 12 miles from Kananzan, which is nearly 20 miles from Momien.
The next halt is made at Phupyauk, about 14 miles from Paweng,
near the left bank of the Salween river, which is crossed byboats,
and another march of about 22 miles brings the traveller to Yungchan.
Theroad to the latter tom, which is the principal mart of Western
Yunan, must be over a di5cult country, for it runs at right angles to the
great ridges that define two such important streams as the Shuaylee and
Salween.
Talifoo is about 80 miles from Yungchan, and can be reached in
from eight to ten marches from the latter town, which is also about
nineteen marches, 190 miles, from the city of Yunan, or the Muangsee
of the Shans. I n proceeding to Talifoo and the latter city, the main
stream of the Cambodia, and a large branch which it receives from
the lake of Tali, are crossed by iron suspension bridges; but full
particulars of the character of this part of the country, and of the various
routes to Burmah from these two cities, may be looked for from the
French E m t i o n .
From Yungchan a route proceeds to the south, four days' march to
the city of Shuenli, or Muangchan, where it joins the route from
Mandalay, vid Theinnee and Kaingmah. The latter road crosses the
Cambodia by an iron suspension bridge on the second march from the
city of Muangchan, which is about twenty-four marches from the
capital of Burmah. The road from Yungchan appears to join i t a t the
city of Tsankchow, to the eaet of the Hokyan, a branch of the Cambodia,
and five marches from Yungchan and six from Muangchan. The city of
Yunan is forty days' journey from Mandalay by the Theinnee route,
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and only twenty-eight days' from Bhamb aid Momien nnd Yungchan,
that is, the latter route is twelve daysJ journey by land shorter than
the former, which is an immense recommendation in ite favour, even
although the six or seven of the twelve days saved in the land journey
are occupied in going up the Irawady, by boat to Bhamb. I n proceeding
from China to Burmah, the result is even still more favourable to the
BhamB route, because the downward passage of the Irawady to thecapital
is made much more rapidly than when proceeding against the stream.
I have no detailed information regarding the Shuaylee route, but,
from the circumstance already stated, that the Kakhyen hills take a bend
to the east where the river r a h e s the plain of Burmah, and are much
lower than the ranges to the east of Bhamb, while the river is a considerable stream flowing through a broad valley, in the upper part of its
course, it is highly probable that this route will be found to present
advantages intermediate between those of the Theinnee and Bhamb
routes, and to be the line of country most adapted for a railway when the
trade between Burmah and China demands such an improved means of
carriage, an event, however, which appears to be a very long way off.
There is a small trade carried on between Momien and the Sanda
valley and Mogoung. The Chinese, Shans, and Kakhyens who resort
from these localities to the latter town usually make for Kakhyo on the
left bank of the Irawady to the north-east of Mogoung, which is situated about a day's march to the west of the Irawady on a stream of its
own name. The merchante from Momien am either proceed by the
direct route from that town to Kakhyo, a distance of five or six marches,
over a hill road, or they may take advantage of the comparatively level
Bhamb route as far as Sanda, from whence the Shan road to Kakhyo
crosses the hills in a north-westerly direction, reaching the Irawady in
little more than five marches. The latter route is in all probability the
easiest, and since it was the one selected for the passage of a division
of the Chinese army that invaded Burmah in 1767, i t probably does
not preaept any very serious obstacles to trading caravans composed of
mules, ponies, and oxen. Both routes are in daily use, but the one from
Sanda is preferred, as it lies through a country that has not been much
affected by the Mahomedan rebellion.
Between Sanda and Manwyne another route diverges to the northwest, for about two marches, to reach the Molay river, a narrow stream
along which small boats can proceed to and from the Irawady, which
would appear to indicate that the fall from its upper waters to the latter
river cannot be very abrupt, and that the gencral elevation of the country
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to the north of Sanda is somewhat less than what prevails in the latter
locality, which favours the view I have expressed regarding the character
of the Sanda and Kakhyo route.
Since the trade routes to China through Upper Burmah have been
attracting public attention, the claims of certain routes from Upper
Assam to Yunan have been advocated by those interested in the
development of the resources of the former province, and as the characters
of the roads between the upper waters of the Brahmaputra and the valley
of the Mogoung river are not generally known, I shall give a brief
resume of our knowledge regarding them.
Dr. Griffith, who was the first Englishman to penetra.te from Assam
to Mogoung, started from Suddyah on the 7th February 1837, and reached
Kidding on the loth, where he remained one day. On the lath, he
made for Namroop Putar, a cultivated rice tract close to the Naga hills, on
the river Namroop, a branch of the Booree Dehing, and about 40 miles
from Suddyah. Throughout these marches the jungle was low and intersec$d by ravines, and the Karam, the Noa Dehing, and the Namroop
rivers were crossed. He left Namroop on the 19th) and proceeded
fiouth-west for 12 miles, halting at Damp Kha, at the foot of the
Naga hills, so that he must have kept the Namroop to his left)
for he states that i t flows from the eastward, and receives the
Kamteechick from the south.
He again went forward on the
21st, and after a march of 20 miles had ascended to 383 feet above
Suddyah, over a winding but good path, except at the foot of the hills.
On the 22nd, he marched 12 miles, and halted at 1,029 feet above the
sea, after having crossed the Darap, a considerable stream. The road
was difficult for elephants, and he had to halt on the 23rd1 to allow
them to come up. On the 24th) he marched for five hours south-southeast, and halted on the Kamteechick at an elevation of 1,413 feet, after
having crossed a hill 1,000 feet high. He proceeded 10 miles southsouth-east up the bed of the Kamteechick, on the 25th, through heavy
jungle, and on the 26th, marched 100 yards up the Kamteechick, and
then crossed the Tukkaka, and ascended a high hill of about 1,000 feet
above his h t camping-place, and halted, after a march of 4 miles, a t an
elevation of 3,026 feet. He remained at his encampment till the 4th
March, when he crossed a low hill and then a torrent, ahrwards
commencing a very steep ascent to the top of the Patkoi range, at an
G S t h wm evidently out one day in his time, for he states that he halted till 10
a.r. on the 23rd;and wain, under the date of the 23rd, he states that he commenced
his march at 7 A.M. I have allowed for this error.
W
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elevation of about 4,526 feet, and after a march of four hours, descended
to the Kamyoom or Kammairoan, which forma the British boundary.
H e followed this stream through some of the rankest jungle he had ever
eeen, and then ascended a low hill, and again made a continuous descent
through dry open tree jungle, encamping in the bed of the stream, &r a
march of 15 miles in a south-south-east direction. On the 5th March,
he again came upon the Kammairoan, and made a most fatiguing march
along its bed for 10 miles, crossing and re-crossing i t at intervals. It is a
small stream with precipitous banks. On the 6th, he proceeded eastsouth-east towards the same river, a distance of 4 miles, but had
to return to his halting-place, 2,138 feet, aa there were no coolies
nor rice to be obtained, and where he remained till the 14th, when
he proceeded still further down it, in an east-south-east course, for 7
miles, passing some remains of old habitations. On the 15th March,
he still followed the Kammairoan, but soon left i t to cross some low
hills, and passed the village of Kammairoan to his right, the first cultivated ground he had met with since leaving Kamteechick, and halted
at the Khathing stream, at an elevation of 1,622 feet above the sea.
H e made a march of 1 3 miles on the 16th, first proceeding 100 yards
up the Khathing, and then, leaving it, commenced an ascent, which lasted,
without intermission, for some hours, the whole way being through heavy
tree jungle, and the ascent in some places very steep. On reaching
the summit, 5,566 feet, the road lay along the ridge for a short way, when
he descended, after a longish march, and halted on the Khasse river, a t
an elevation of 3,516 feet. On the l7th, he reached the Khasse without any material descent, but from thence the declivity was, considerable
to Namthuga, after leaving which the descent increased. He halted
at Kullack Boom, 3,270 feet, after a march of 1 3 miles in a southerly
direction. From thence he obtained a view of the Hukong valley,
enclosed by a range of hills, stretching east-south-east and west-northwest, broken in its middle by a gap, through which a river flowed south,
and in the distance he saw the Kyendwen or Namlunai winding excessively, especially to the east-south-east, and passing out towards the
gap just mentioned, winding round the corner of the hills. On the 18th,
the descent from the Kullack Boom was interrupted as far as the Loonkarankha, a mountain torrent, with a bed of sandstone, and h m it
he continued his course up a considerable acclivity, and then made a
uniform descent to the Namtuwa, along which he marched for some
distance till he came to the Panglai river, along which his course lay
for a short time. Between the two streams, the path was through low
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wet jungle along small water-courses. He halted, after a march of 10
miles, on the banks of the Namtuseek at an elevation of 1,099 feet
On the 19th he reached the stockaded village of Nampean (1,399 feet)
on the right bank of the Namturoon, a stream 270 yards broad, after a
march of seven hours and a half, in which he had gone 18 miles.
The greater part of the route lay through heavy but drylsh tree jungle,
and the remainder through portions of cultivated land ;but he observes
that throughout the march he saw nothmg to show that that part of the
Hukong valley wns inhabited. From Nampean, he proceeded on the
following day a distance of 4 miles to Kidding, a stockaded village on
the left bank of the Saxsai, a small stream on the left bank of the Namturoon. His course was south-south-east, and on the 23rd, he passed
Shelling-khet on the Prongprongkha, 1,340 feet, and p d e d to Culleyang, 1,064 feet, on the same stream, where he halted after a march
of 1 3 miles by a winding path. The whole tract was covered with tree
jungle. On the 24th, he passed Lamoom on the banks of the Moneekha,
and from thence marched to Tsilone, a Singpho village, on the right bank
of the Nam Tunail, a stream of considerable size, with scarcely any rapids,
and at an altitude of 1,066 feet. The general direction of his course was
now south-west, and the distance travelled 10 miles. Leaving Tsilone on
the 25th, he reached Meinkhoom after a hot march of seven hours, or about
17 miles. The first part of his course lay along the bed and banks of the
Kyendwen, and afterwards over grassy
intersected by belta of jungle.
Two ranges of hills occurred to the west. The Kyendwen, a t this part of
its course, measures 250 to 350 yards in breadth, and where he forded it,
its greatest depth was 4 feet. On the 28th, he proceeded over the
Meinkhoom plain, in an easterly direction, to Wullaboom, 1,066 feet, a
large vJlsge on the Nampyokha, a distance of 124 miles, in a southeasterly direction, over low plains, but he passed no villages. On the
following day, he marched 22 miles in a southerly direction, first following the Kampyet, and from thence diverged into jungle, and the rest
of the march was occupied in crossing low hills, with here and there a
small plain, and he halted on a stream that falls into the Mogoung river.
He observed no other signs of population than an old burial-ground. On
the 30th, he marched in a southerly direction for 15 miles, through the
same kind of country as on the previous day, and halted on the banks
of the Mogoung river, which is navigable for small boats within 4 miles
of where he remained for the night. On the two following days, he
marched 13 and 14 miles along the bed of the Mogoung in a southeasterly direction, and through an uninteresting and inhospitable tract of
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country on the second day. The river is shallow and much impeded by
stumps and fallen trees. He observed some cultivation on the low hills to
the south-east and east, which are inhabited by the Kakhyens. On the 2nd
April, he left the Mogoung river, and marched 14 miles south-south-east
over an extensive plain almost free from trees, crossing the Wampama,
a stream, beyond which the open ground continued. The plain is surrounded with hills, the highest of which are to the east, and pre-eminent
among them was the Shuay-toung-gyee, 3,000 feet, from which the
Namlunai (Kyendwen) rises. H e halted at the Shan stockaded village
of Camein, and from thence visited the amber mines, starting from
Camein on the 3rd April, and arriving a t them on the 6th. They are
situated almost due east or east-by-south from Camein. He left the latter
village on the gth, and reached Mogoung after a march of a t least 25
miles, his course being at first due east, and afterwards more southerly.
The road lay through a grassy plain; but no villages, nor any signs of such,
were observed. On the 19th, he proceeded down the Mogoung river by
boat, and arrived a t the Irawady on the %4th. He found the former
river a slow stream on the first day, and much impeded with fallen trees,
but more especially with sand-banks. On the second day, however, i t
had improved, being deeper and less spread out, owing to its proximity
to low hills. On the 22nd, he passed a few rapids, which were rendered
worse by the channel being impeded by large rocks. The stream, however, was generally very deep. He arrived, as I have said, at the Irawady
on the 24th, where he moored for the night, and, starting next morning,
reached Bhama at 5 P. M.
An unsuccessful attempt hnd been made by Captain Burnett, some
years before Griffith's mission, to reach Mogoung by the route across the
Patkoi range, following the course of the Namroop and of its upper
tributaries, the Nunnun and Khasse. 1 His course was somewhat to the
east of that afterwards travelled by Griffith, but he followed the route by
which, it is said, the Shans effected the conquest of Assam, and by which
the Burmese army of 1818 and 1822 advanced. It is also the route
along which any interchange of population between the valleys of the
upper Brahmaputra and Irawady had taken place, which would seem
to indicate, as Pemberton observes, that it presents greater facilities for
Captain Charlton, writing in 1834, in view of Cnptain Burnett's report on the
character of the country, regretted that no couim~~nication
existed between Suddyah and
Yunnn. ds. Soc. Journ., vol. iv, p. 47.
North-West Frontier, p. 64.
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travel than any other portion of the Patkoi range, and Mr. Jenkins,' who
appears to have crossed the Patkoi a t the same point as Captain
Burnett, gives it as his opinion that, as far as he could see, there is a dip
in the range at this point. Captain Burnett started from Suddyah,
making for Beesa, on the Noa Dehing, a distance of 40 miles, over a
level fertile country. The Noa Dehing, along which the road runs
nearly the whole way, is navigable for small canoes, almost as far as
Beesa Beesa is a Singpho village, about 10 miles distant from where
the Namroop river issues from the hills through a narrow precipitous
valley, along which the road lies. The first march is from Beesa, a
distance of 16 miles, and some way up the Namroop. On the second
stage, 12 miles, two hills are crossed, the Tontook and Nunnun, between
which the Namroop flows, but they present no difficulties of a serious
nature. The encampment on this march is made on the banks of the
Namroop a short distance from where it is joined by the Nunnun, and the
ground is tolerably free from jungle. The third stage is to a s m a l l stream,
the Khasse, at the foot of the Patkoi range, a distance of 7 miles. I n
this march, a low hill is crossed after leaving Nunnun, and the Namroop
is again reached, the road lying along ita bed for 5 miles over large
boulders and rocks, which make it very d S c u l t to the traveller.
The Shan traders, however, of former days avoided the river by cutting
roads along the hill-sides above. From the Khasse stream to the
summit of the Patkoi central ridge, the limit of Captain Burnett's
course, is about 4 miles, and from Khasse to the southern foot of the
ridge, where the Loglai stream is met with, is one long march, on which
there appears to be a scarcity of water. From the Loglai to Beesrt-laum,
situated near the head of the Hukong valley, is six moderately long
and easy marches. Eight marches from Beesa brings the traveller to
Mogoung. Captain Pemberton, writing in 1855, describes this portion
of the route as passing over a fertile, populous, and well cultivated
country ;but GrifEth, who wrote only two years afterwards, from personal
observation, described it as very thinly populated and all but uncultivated. Small clearings, he writes, may be met with after miles or even
days of travel, but they are rare, and villages are equally so.
I n December 1868, Mr. Jenkins, of Assam, followed Captain
Burnett's route as far as the southern side of the Patkoi range, and found
the Loglai draining the Nongyang, a small lake a t the foot of the hills.
He describes the county intervening between Assam and Hukong as a
1

Proceedings, Royal Geographical Society, vol. Jii, p. 246.
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dense jungle of valuable forest trees, and the only paths as the natural

beds of the rivers, mountain dreams, kc. He ascribes the destruction
of, the paths that formerly existed, to the desertion by the Burmese of
the villages or posts that they used to have along every 12 or 15 miles of
this route, and the inhabitants of which kept the paths clear .from jungle
and fallen trees. This route is now all but forsaken by traders
from Hukong, who follow a more westerly one through Naga villages
where they can get supplies. I f we take Jyepoor on the Booree Dehing
as our starting-point, the latter route strikes across the Patkoi range in an
almost direct south-easterly course to the Kamyoom or Kammairoan of
Griffith, from whence it follows the course of that traveller, and crosses
a range of hills, 5,516 feet high, on the third march after it has reached
the Kamyoom.
These two routes, proceeding from the Booree Dehing across the Patkoi range, have this to recommend them, in the event of a trade
being ultimately developed between Assam and Upper Burmsh, that the
Booree Dehing is navigable to steamers during the rains for nearly 40 miles
of its course, that is, aa far aa Jyepoor, and that large boats can proceed up
it for many miles beyond this point. I t is probable that the easiest
route will be found to be along the course of the Namsan that joins the
Booree Dehing, about 8 or 10 miles to the north of Jyepoor, and
which has been already partially surveyed, for its valley leads right up to
the Patkoi range, and corresponds to that of the Kammairoan on the
southern side. An accurate survey, however, can alone determine this,
and whether it is posssible to avoid the high range that is encountered beyond the Kammairoan to the south.
Another route, from Suddyah to the almost extreme limit of Upper
Burmah, exists along the Noa Dehing, which enters the great eastern
branch of the Brahmaputra above Suddyah. Wilcox, in 1825, was
enabled to proceed in boats along this stream to within nine days' march
of Manlung on the eastern branch of the Irawady, which he regarded as the main stream of the great river of Burmah. The land
journey was accomplished without any great inconvenience or serious
difficulty beyond what was due to a mountain road through primeval
forest.
Having now described the routes from Bhami3, and indicated their continuations beyond Momien, and their ramifications amongst the hills, and
also sketched out the subsidiary routes between Assam and Upper Burmah,
I shall p
d to consider the capabilities for improvement of the routes
which follow the course of the Tapeng valley.
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The great advantages of Rhamb aa a starting-point to chins are
these : its situation on the Irawady, which is navigable to brge
river steamers up to the town ; its close proximity to Yunan ;and the fact
that it lies at the entrance of a natural break in the hills which separate
Burmah from China, and that lesds directly into China as one of nature's
highways, the like of which is not to be found in any other part of the
range to the south, with the exception, perhaps, of the opening of the
Shuaylee valley. The capabilities of the Irawady, from Ava to Bhamb, for
the tra5c of large river steamers, has been frequently and satisfactorily
tested since the return of the Expedition, and as coal occurs a t intervals
along the right bank of the river from below the capital, even as far
north as Mogoung, depbta of good fuel might be easily established at
Bham8, Mal6, and Mandalay, that would place the navigation of the
Irawady on a footing enjoyed by very few of the rivers, not only of
India, but of the east generally.
BhamO is only about 25 miles from the base of the Kakhyen hills,
and this tract of country ia perfectly level throughout, and a road
might be constructed with ease along either bank of the Tapeng; or this
stream might be used for boat t m 5 c during the dry weather, and
by steamers during the rains. Unless steamers could be constantly
used, the road would have the preference in proceeding to China, for the
distance could be got over more quickly than by boa& goingagainst
the stream. To leave the Tapeng perfectly free for steamers and boats, it
would be undesirable to bridge it at its mouth as was proposed by Loli, the
Chinese trader, in 1765 ; but the road might be &ed along the left bank
as far as the foot of the hills, where it might be continued along the same
bank aa far as the Sanda valley, and a bridge might be thrown across
the Tapeng at its entrance to the hills, for it is there defined by high banks.
An iron chain suspension bridge, of the kind in use in Yunan, could be
put up by the Sham at a very small cost, and in a very short time.
Eighteen strong iron chains, about 55 to 60 yards in length, would suffice,
and the gneiss buttresses to which to fasten them would soon be forthcoming from the m o u n d i n g hill-sides. This, or the other alternative,
a bridge a t the exit of the river from the hills, would permit of steamers
discharging their cargoes within 25 miles from the province of Yunan.
The a5 miles through the Kakhyen hills are comparatively easy
travelling compared with the majority of hill roads in India. A road
might be constructed, or even a railway carried from the foot of the hills
to Manwpe, at a gradient of 1 in 78. It would be unnecessary to
cany i t more than a few yards above the level of the river, for the present
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height of the roads, as I have already stated, gives no indication whatever
of the capabilities of the valley for engineering, as they have been purposely made to lead past the Kakhyen villages, which seldom occur
below 8,500 feet. Arrived a t Manwyne, a hardly perceptible rise would
lead the road or railway to the head of the Sanda valley at the foot of the
Mawphoo hill, and in the case of a railway, it would be unnecessary
to cross the Tapeng, for the .valley is so narrow that it would be easily
accessible to all the towns along the route, each of which might be
connected to it by a high wooden bridge for passenger or mule traffic.
The objection to taking a railway along the right bank of the Tapeng
would be that the river would have to be crossed thrice, once on the
Bham8 side, again a t Manwyne, and once more at the foot of the Mawphoo gorge. I n the latter locality it would be necessary to cross the
Tah8 to carry it along the left side of the gorge, through which this
affluent of the Tapeng flows from the Nantin valley. But if it were
considered desirable to take it close to the trading towns, i. e., along
the right bank of the Tapeng, the river might be crossed immediately
above its entrance to the hills; and, from below Muangla, one of
two alternatives would have to be resorted to, either to bridge it below
where it receives the Tahi3, and to continue it along the left bank of
the latter stream, thus leaving Muangla 2 miles to the left, or to cross
it above ita junction with the Tah8, thus necessitating the bridgvlg of
the Tah8 at some other point between Muangla and the Mawphoo gorge.
The latter locality is a difficulty, for the Mawphoo hill runs down to the
stream in steep cliffs on the right bank apparently nearly the whole way
through the gorge, whereas the hills on the opposite side sweep
down to the stream in moderate slopes. If the railway were carried
right along the left bank of the Tapeng, i t might start from
Bham8, and be laid to Momien without encountering any stream of
importance beyond the Namthabet, which flows through a well-defined
channel about .30 or 40 yards broad at its junction with the Tapeng, and
seldom or ever floods its banks. A number of small mountain streams,
few exceeding 30 or 50 feet in breadth, would be met with both in the
Kakhyen hills and Sanda valley, that would necessitate the construction
of substantial one-arched bridges.
The difference of altitude between the foot of the Sanda valley and
Nantin is 1,040 feet, but this rise is distributed as follom : between
Manwyne and Sanda there is a difference of 236 feet, giving a gradient
of 1 in 425 in the distance of 19 miles, and in the same distance between
the latter town and Muangla, there is a further rise of 244, or a gradient
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of 1 in 411 fect, and between Muangla and Nantin there would be a
padual ascent, perhaps, on the whole distance, 21 miles, of 660 feet, or
1 in 168. From Nantin to the head of the valley, a distance of 10 or
11 miles, the road is quite level, but beyond this point a railway would
have to gain the summit of the river terraces, the highest of which a t
the head of the valley is about 150 feet above its level; but as the
Tahb opens through them, its best course would be a gradual rise for some
miles before the head of the valley is reached, so that, when i t arrived
there, it mould be on a level with the top of the highest platform. It
would then still make a gradual ascent for 8 or 9 miles, following the
course of the Tah8, across the extinct volcano of Hawshuenshan
ta the valley of that name, skirting round its southern side to reach the
valley of Momien. The gradients from the h d of the Nantin valley to
IIawshuenshan would be considerable.
The most difficult ground for a railway would of course be in the
Kakhyen hills, where extensive cuttings would be necessitrrted in
passing round the ends of the long spurs that run down to the river, but
they would be trifling compared with those that are undertaken every day
in the construction of hill roads in the Himalaya. When, however, the
magnitude of the end aimed at is considered, viz., the opening of a
direct land route into the very centre of China, the difficulties that
would be met with in the line of country visited by the Expedition would
hardly merit consideration.
Although I have dwelt on the capabilities of the Tapeng valley, i t
must not be concluded that I would give it a higher place than the
Sawaddy route, for I have dilated on the practical advantagesof the
former, simply becahe I have no acquaintance with the details of the
latter, which offers, in all probability, far greater facilities for the construction of a railway, although it also may be rivalled by the broad valley
of the Shuglee.
The proposition, however, ta construct a railway to China at the prcsent
time, before any interchange of the commodities of the two countries
worthy of the name of trade exista, seems so premature as to be, as yet,
scarcely worthy of serious consideration. In future years, if a trade
should spring up between the two countries, on such a s a l e that the profits likely to accrue from it would be such as to justify the construction
of a nilway, there would be a reasonable prospect of its being seriously
entertained ; but now, as little exists either between Rangoon or BhamB
and China, it appears to me that the project at the present day could only
e m a t e from the brains of scheming or interested enthusiasts. It has
X
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been, notwithstanding, seriously proposed to carry a railway from R3ngoon
to Canton over the river of Pegu, orid Shuaygyeen, over the Salween,
through the long, elevated, and thinly peopled tract of hilly countv
between the latter river and Kianghung-gyee on the Cambodia, across
the Cambodia itself, and the high ranges that define it, past Esmok over
the water-shed, and feeders of the Tisien and Hong-kiang, and through
the mountainous country that intervenes between the latter and Canton,
without any apparent regard whatever to the physical characters of this
enormous tract of all but unknown territory. The general lay of the
mountain ranges, nearly due north and south, and the large number of
formidable rivers encountered along the route, are practical objections to
ita accomplishment, which must be apparent to all. When the time
comes for constructing a railway to China, the most natural course would
be to carry it up the great valley of the Irawady as far as Bhama,
from whence it might be taken up the valley of the Tapeng or Shuaylee
to Momien, Yungchan, Yunan city or Tali, thus connecting with the
Irawady the three great water highways of China, viz., the Yang-tse-kiang,
Canton river, and the Mekhong. Arrived at Yunan city, one branch
might follow the course of the Yang-tse-kmngJ and another proceed
down the valley of the Canton river to the sea. Thc great recommendations in favour of such a line would be in the facts that it was a railway, not only to ChinaJ but through the length of the great valley of
the Irawady ; that it would follow a route that is recognized, not only
by the Burmese ss the gateway to China, but by the Chinese as the
highway to Burmah, and one that has been in constant use as far back
as the beginning of the Christian era. The circumshces that only 144
miles of diaicult country intervene between Momien and Talifoo by the
merantile city of Yungchan, and that the great city of Yunan is only
190 miles beyond the latter, are fnvourable to this route, for they indicate,
first, that it would lie through a civilized and not thinly populated
country ;and, second, that the d35culties that would have to be contended
would be restricted to 254 miles, if Yunan city were the startingpoint, from whence it would diverge to Canton and Shanghai. Beyond
the
of the province, these branches would follow the valleys of
two large rivers ;andJ indeed, to state in a few words the advantages of
the Bhamb route over any proposed route from Southern B u d , they
an: these : that i t has the full advantage of the natural lay of the country
h m Rangoon as far as Momien ; that it reduces the p u n d in which
the mountain ranges and rivers run north and south to the lowest
minimum, 254 miles; and that having crossed this diflicult band of
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country, it again follows to :the eea the course of the large rivers and
great hill ranges. Whereas the proposed route fiom Rangoon to Canton,
oia" Shuaygyeen and Esmok, lies for a great part of its course of 1,450
miles almost at right angles to the lay of the land, through a thinly
peopled country and among semi-civilized tribes.
Supposing a railway were conetructed to Yunan or Talifoo, or the
more likely and feasible project of a road, what prnctical advantages
would accrue to trade? There are three great water highways from
Central and Western china to the sea,-the Yang-tse-kiang, the Canton
river, and the Cambodia. The former defines the eastern border of the
province of Yunan, and is the most important. It is the great navigable
estuary down which the rich produce of the fertile province of Sechuen,
and the other provinoes along its course, finds its way to the sea-board ;
and the river of Canton to a less extent fulfils the same function in the
country through which it flows. The Cambodia, which is also navigable
as far as Kianghung-gyee, is another large outlet for the produce of
Southern Yunan, and of the rich tract of country through which it runs
to Saigon. Now, in the event of either road or railway being opened
out, even as far as has been indicated, i t would have a severe struggle
with these .long-established water highways down which the riches of
that immense empire of China have rolled to the sea, generation aRer
generation ; and when it is remembered that the sole purpose, or nearly
so, of a proposed land communication with China, is to divert a moiety of
the trade that finds its way down these splendid rivers to the sea in an
opposite direction, and to bring it by a land route to another river, the
Irawady, in foreign territory, the immense difficulties that lie in the way
of its successful accomplishment are easily understood. I n plain language,
the project is to divert from the Yang-&-Sang, Canton river, and
Cambodia that which naturally belongs to them, and to bring it to the
Irawady by a land journey. I leave it to practical men to judge if
mch an end is likely to be attained. It is not as if no long-established
marts did not exist on the sea-board of China, a ~ +at~ dthe mouths of the
rivers, and that no outlet to the produce of the county existed in that
direction, for in such a case it would be possible to understand how the
trade might find its way to Burmah, or to any other market that might
offer; but with our mercantile interests and those of other nations firmly
established along the whole sea-board of China, and daily increasing in
importance, since the opening of the Suez Canal, while the Chinese
government is most careful to exclude foreign influence from the inland
provinoee of the empire, who, under such adverse circumstancee, would
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be bold enough to advocate the practicability of a railway to China at
the present time ? I n years hcrmftcr, when the Chinese govei-nrnent shall
have become so far enlightened and influencedby western ideas, aa to be able
to appreciate the great advantages that it would reap from the presence
of a locomotive highway traversing the length and breadth of its
immense possessions, connecting together the mercantile centres of the
east, then, and not till then, will i t be expedient or practicable to
construct a railway. I n the present slate of China, and the feeling that
prevails among the population with regard to foreigners, the feasibility of
even a preliminary survey is exp&emely doubtful. I n our own territory
to the south, and in the neighbouring friendly Shan states, it might
with caution p;ove a success, but I doubt the propriety of attempting it
among the semi-civilized tribes beyond, who look with suspicion on a
foreigner when he attempts to measure or survey their country, and
naturally conclude in their ignorance that he has come among them for
no good object.
With regard to the special project of constructing a tramway from
Kianghung-gyee on the Cambodia to our own territories, it appears that
the dvantws that are likely to result from it have been much exaggerated, and that it is extremely doubtll that it will succeed in carrying
away, from the banks of the navigable Cambodia to Rangoon, that which
it is the whole interest of the French government should find its way to
Saigon
To return, however, from these still premature projects, to consider
the character of the trade that might be developed by a simple trading
route to Yunan, we are met at the outset with the unpropitious fact that
the whole of the province is and has been for many years in open rebellion
against the authority of the imperial government of China, which has
not relinquished all hopes of recovering it. Such a condition of things ie
most unfavourable to thc revival of the tradc between Bhamd and
Western Y u m ; and, indeed, tbere is littlc prospect of its being brought
about until the rebellion has either been put down, or the Mahomedan
power established on a firm basis, and recognized by the empire as an
independent state. So long aa the province is the scene of constant warfare, throughout its length and breadth, as haa been the case for the
last fifteen years at least, it is easy to understand the uncertainty that
attaches to property, and how nearly all industry and trade are paralysed.
There is little hope of a remunerative trade between Bhamd and Yunan
until one or other of the contending parties either gives way, or becomes
the master. Until this is brought about, the only market t b t would be
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open to traders from BhamG would be the Shan valleys as far as Momien,
but as the wants of the Shans are few, and as they wear little beyond the
indigodyed cotton cloth which they grow and manufacture for themselves,
there would be no great opening for Manchester goods. It would be
found in all probability that a few bales of cloth of various textures and
colours would surfeit the market. There is no trade at present in Weste~n
Yunan, so long as i t is restricted to the Shan provinces, that would
repay our Rangoon merchants entering on it; while petty traders,
such aa the Chinese at BhamG, who introduce perhaps half a bale of red
flannel or blue or green long cloth,at a time, into a valley like Hotha,
and sell i t a t a high profit, doubtless find the trade remunerative : but, as
I have already observed, a bale or two would flood b e market, and
there would be little or no profit. These remarks also apply to the valley
of Sanda, and only on a slightly more extended scale.
Dark coloured yarns would meet with a better and more general
sale than cloth ; and there would be a small market for drills, woollen
cloths, merinoes, handkerchiefs, Turkey red, and carpets ; but glass-ware,
earthen-mare, lamps, lanterns, buttons, needles, pins, knives, scissors,
betel-nut, cutch would find a ready sale, if offered in small quantities.
Tmo or three caravans, however, of such merchandise, following in quiclr
succession, would inundate the market, and so reduce the prices that the
profits would scarcely cover the cost of mule-hire, the imposts in the
Kakhyen hills, and other expenses. Salt would be a profitable article to
import into the Shan states in moderate supplies. It is at present derived
from Shienpagah on the Irawady, but it is of inferior quality, and could
rot compete with Indian salt. At Momien it comes from Yungchan,
'and the neighbourhood of Khyto, where it is manufactured as a government monopoly, and sold in the bazaar by licensed dealers at Rs. 60
to 100 a viss.
The substances that might be derived from Momien for exportation
to Burmah would be gold, eilver, lead, copper, and iron, and as extensive
and rich mines of all these metals appear to exist in a number of
localities, a demand has only to spring up, and they would be forthcoming in considerable quantities. But they will never be fully productive until the disturbances are at an end, and public confidence restored.
Even a small trade to the comparatively peaceful Shan states, arc far as
Momien, might exercise a powerful influence in helping to bring about
the latter muchdesired result, and lead to the opening up of a t r s c
that would cxtend as far as Yungchan and l'alifoo. I n the event
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of this happening, a much brighter prospect would be in store for
the merchants of Rangoon and Moulmein. Then the population of
Western Yunan and the millions of Central China would be reached,
and Manchester and Sheffield goods might be poured into the country
without much danger of their being in excess of the wants of the people.
The great highway leads from Yungchan direct to Yunan, the capital
of the province, and from thence i t proceeds to Chingtufoo, the capital
of Sechuen, so that, the country once settled, English manufactures might
be largely introduced into the wealthiest province of China; and
without contemplating csrrying the trade beyond Yunan city, considerable quantities of the tea and the mineral wealth even of Sechuen
itself might eve~tuallyreaeh it.
It ie worthy of note that nearly all the trade to Tibet and NorthWestern China finds ib way along the Yang-be-kiang to Chung-king
(lat. %9"38' N., long. 107'5' E.), the great commercial city of Central China. In the event of the re-opening of the trading route
between Burmah and Yunan, we may rest assured that the merchants
of Shanghai would use all their influence to have Chung-king declared a
free port, in order to limit the trade between Burmah and China as
much as possible to the province of Yunan, and the probability is that
both of these endeavours would be successful, and with these contingencies, the Bham8 routes would never be able to compete with the steam
navigation of the Yang-tse-kiang.
The Yang-be-kiang stands in the same relation to the Irawady
that the latter river does to the Brahmaputra, and if I am correct in
concluding that the Irawady will never command more than the trade
of Yunan, and some indirect h&c with Sechuen, what chance of success
would the proposed trading routes from the Brahmaputra to Talifoo have
in competing with the Bhami3 route, which would be only half their length?
It seems most absurd to contemplate carrying the trade of Yunan past
the Irawady to the Brahmaputra, by a long and difficult land route, when
the goods, if they were despatched from Bham8, would reach Rangoon in
a shorter time than i t would take them to arrive a t the Brahmaputra.
It appears probable that if me were free to communicate with the
country lying along our north-eastern frontier, the routes by the valleya
of the Dihong and Brahmaknnd might successfully compete with thoee
from Chung-king on the Yang-tae-kiang for the trade of Tibet
and North-Weetern Sechuen, for there can be little doubt that these
two valleys are the most natural and shortest inlets from the sea into that
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portion of the Chinese empire.' Why, Bathang i h l f , in Sechuen, on
the highway between Chung-king and Tibet, is only 14 days' march by
a good r o d fiom our frontier.
Little is known of the capabilities of the Dihong, and i t is quite
possible, if it is the large river that it is represented to be, discharging
66,000 cubic inches of water per minute, that steamers of light draught and
weight would be able to go up it a considerable distance beyond Suddyah.
During Crawford's time, the Irawady was stated to be navigable only to
small boats above the capital, but actual survey has proved it to be deep
enough during the dry weather for large river steamers as far as BhamG.
It is quite possible that similar mistaken opiniom prevail regarding
the Dihong above Suddyah, and a survey will alone settle the question.
Even supposing, however, that it is unnavigable, there are the
valleys to fall back upon. A route leaves Suddyah, and following
the course of the Dihong, reaches the Tibetan town of Bhaloo in sixteen
marcheg passing the following villages-Kudgin,
Lackquee, Laloon
Namanoo, Dullee, Omono, Hullee, Sumloy, Hamay, Kumday, and Rheeshah. Four daysymarch beyond Bhaloo is the city of Etaheemah, containing fine stone buildmga, a large population, and a government
purely Chinese.' This route, however, is described as being very arduous,
but it cannot be more so than the road l&g
from Chung-king to
Bathang, which passes over high ranges of mountains covered with perpetual snow. Nevertheless, the latter highway is the scene of a constant
traffic between the Yang-tse-kiang and Tibet, and we may conclude that
if it pays the Chinese and Tibetan merchants to carry their goods by
that long and difficult journey, their profits would be much greater
could they purchase and dwpoee of their merchandise at the much nearer
and more accessible marts of Bssasl.
Hamilton Buchanan describes another route between Assam and
Tibet, which show8 that a direct communication existed between the two
countries during his time, and that the isolation of Assam, from any
participation at present in the trade of Tibet, is not attributable to the
physical difliculties encountered in the intervening country, but is wholly
due to the exclusive policy of the Chinese government and to their hatred of foreigners. He says : " at a pplsce called Chouna, two months'
journey from Lassa, on the confines of the two states, there is a mart
established, and on the Assam side there ia a similar mart at Geegunshur, distant 4 miles fiom Chouna; an a n n d caravan repairs from
(1
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Lassa to Chouna, conducted by about twenty persons, conveying silver
bullion to the amount of about 2.10,000, and a considerable quantity of
rock salt for sale to the Assam merchants a t Geegunshur, to which place
the latter bring rice, which is imported into Tibet from Assam in large
quantities; tussa cloth, a kind of coarse silk cloth, manufactured by the
native women in Assam from the queen downwards; iron and lac
found in Assam, and otter skins, buffalo horns, pearls, and corals,
first imported from Bengal."
Pembertonl has also pointed out that "the Lassa merchants, just
before the Burmese invasion of Assam, had visited Durrung," from
which, he says, we may conclude " that the intercourse had at that time
become moreintima* and unreserved than it was at the time described
by Buchanan Hamilton." Turner, in his mission to Tibet, states that
articles purchased in Bengal were offered for exchange at Sill@ on the
borders of China. During his time, 1782, nearly all the English and
Indian products that found their way into Tibet were carried through
Nepaul, but the Nepaulese and Chinese invasion of Tibet, which occurred
subsequent to his mission, did away with all the commercial advantages
that had begun to result from it, and a policy of rigorous exclusion
was inaugurated by the Chinese government, which is still in full activity
all along our north-eastern frontier to the immense detriment of the interests of Assam.
I f these routes to Sechuen and Tibet were once opened to trade
wid the Brahmaputrg the success of tea cultivation in Assam would be
an accomplished fact, and the province, which is second to no other district in India in fertility, would be in a position which mould favour the
full development of its great natural resources. As a tea-growing
country, with a splendid water communication with Calcutta, from whence
it could derive its supplies of Manchester and Sheffield goods, which find
such a r e d y sale in Sechuen and Tibet, Assam has everything in itself
which would enable it successfully to compete with the Yang-tse-kiang
for the markets of Tibet, and oven Western Sechuen ; and ultimately, perhaps, ta absorb a very large portion of the trade that now finds its way
thence by a circuitous course though the breadth of China, and the
Brahmaputra would be put in possession of a traffic that naturally belongs
to it. At present nearly all the brick-tea for the supply of the Tibetan
market, estimated at six millions of pounds per annum, is exported from
Sechuen, whilst Assam, from its geographical position, might be the
North-Errstem Frontier, p. 176.
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fountain-head of this supply, not only to Tibet but to Central Asia
generally, were the routes that I have indicated only thrown open.
As it is, however, Assam is as effectually debarred from contributing to
it, as if it were a remote province of Northern Siberia, and is at present little better than an enormous cul-de-sac, without any outlet in the
direction in which its staple product should find a ready market, among
the large, tes-consuming population of Tibet. No province, thus shut in
and excluded from exchanging its natural products for those of the
countries arotmd it, can ever flourish, and the more so in the w e of a
sparsely peopled country like Assam, for the barriers that put a veto on
trade effectually stop emigration from the very quarter from which it
would naturally flow. From the physical configuration and hilly nature
of Assam, it is extremely doubtful whether it would be possible to colonize it from the plains-loving people to the west, but the character of its
population and past history render it highly probable that if these barriers,
which prevent a free communication with the countries to the north
and east, were once and for ever removed, and inducemente to emigration held out to the hill tribes in these directions, Assam might yet
boast of a large industrious population, and of a thriving t d e with
Tibet and Sechuen.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE IRAWADY BND ITS SOURCES.

IT does not say much for geo,pphical enterprize in the East, in recent times, that the Irawady, a river equalling in magnitude the Ganges
of India, should remain unexplored. This noble river flows for many
hundred miles through British territory, irrigating its fields, transmitting
its merchandize through the country, and leading up to the very doors of
China; and yet no one has had the curiosity, courage, or encouragement
to search out from whence it comes. It is a subject of much regret to me
that I had neither time nor facilities, while a t Bham6, to contribute, by
personal exploration of the higher waters of the Irawady, to the elucidation of the interesting problem of its origin, but I hope to throw some
light on the subject from the information I carefully collected while in
Upper Burmah.
I shall first reproduce, however, all the facts which Captain Wilcox
brought to bear on the subject, along with those gathered by his fellowworkers, Captains Burlton and Neufville, but as none of these observers
h d ever seen the main stream of the Irawady, below the junction of its
eastern and western branches, at lat. 26" N., I shall also state what
Hannay, Bayfield, and GrifEth record of i t to nearly latitude 25O, and the
opinion they had formed as to its probable origin.
I am no disciple of the theory that the Sanpo is the Irawady, and
cannot see how it is possible, in view of Turner's account of the former
stream, and the accurate observationg made by Captain Montgomery's
pundits, that any one could be found prepared to re-advocate its claims.
It appears, however, that Klaproth's hypothesis has done good service to
the Irawady in as far as it excited an interest in the discovery of its
sources, and gave to it an importance to which it is entitled by the enormous body of water which it carries to the sea. The circumstance that
so many able geographers have pinned their faith to the theory in
question, seems to indicate that there must be some foundation for the
qinion that the main stream has its source a long way to the north of
the Kampti mountains. This, however, only by the way, for such
evidence is of little practical value.
While Lieutenant Burlton was engaged in the survey of the Brahmaputra in March 1885, he considered that its castcrn branch had its
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source in a high snowy range called the Brahmakund, and from what
the natives told him, he was inclined to believe that the Siri Sirhit
or Irawady rose at the same place.
I n June 1825, Lieutenant Neufville learnt that the ranges of the
Brahmakund were much further east than were at first supposed, and
he was informed by some Kamptis that the Irawady took its rise from
the opposite side of the same mountain from which the Brahmakund
branch of the Brahmaputra rose ;and he gave it as his opinion that this
theory of the sources of the two rivers was probably correct, and agreed
both with the general accounts and geographical features of the country.
Captain Wilcox, on his visit to the L6ri Gohain's village, some
distance up the Suddyah stream, learnt that the Lama country, on the
banks of the Brahmakund, was about 1 5 days distant, and the upper part
of the Irawady about the same. On his return to Suddyah, he met fiom
the tract beyond the Irawady, in lat. 25" to 26', Burmans and Shans,
the latter fi-om Mogoung west of the Irawady in lat. 25", and the former
from various parts of their own empire, also many Kamptis from the
source of the Irawady. Taking advantage of these opportunities to
investigate the connection of the Irawady with the Sanpo, all that he
was able to establish was the exkteuce of a large eastern branch of the
former river. Wilcox gained his first view of the supposed main stream
of the Irawady from the hills which separate the Namlong, one of the
d u e n t s of the eastern branch of the Brahmaputra, from the plains of
the upper Irawady. The stream winds in a large plain, potted with light
green patches of cultivation and low grass jungle; he states that on
reaching its banks, he and Lieutenant Burlton mere surprised to find but
a small river, smaller even than they anticipated, though aware of the
proximity of its sources. It was not more than 80 yards broad, and still
fordable, though considerably swollen by the melting snows ; the bed was
of rounded stones, and both above and below where they stood, they could
see numerous shallow rapids similar to those on the Dihing.
As to the general question of the origin of the Irawady, he p r o c d
to say, he felt perfectly satisfied, from the moment he made enquiries a t
Suddyah, that Klaproth's theory that the waters of the Sanpo fiud an
outletthrough the channel of the Irawady was untenable ;and now that
he stood on the edge of the clear stream which he concluded to be the
of the great river, he could not help exulting a t the successful termination of his toils and fatigues ! Before the two travellers, a towering
waU of mountains rose to the north, stretching from the west to the wt,
offering an awkward impediment to the pasage of a river in a cross
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direction; and they agreed on the spot that if Mr. Klaproth proved
determined to make his Sanpo pass by Am, he must find a river for his
purpose considerably removed towards China. On the eastward of where
they stood, about lat. 2T029", were peaks heaped upon one another
in the utmost irregularity of height and form, and at all distances.
Their guide pointed out the direction of the two larger branches uniting
to form the eastern branch of the Inwady or Namkiu, by which the
Kamptis distinguish the Irawady through its course to the sea. The
mountain at the source of the western branch bore 315; and of the other,
which takes the name of the main stream, 345". They could also perceive
the snow t.o the westward source, continuing as far round to the southwas proved to be 1,855 feet ;
west as 240". The elevation above the
and on the theory that Bham8 was 600 feet above the sea, which would
be equiralcnt to a fall of the river of eight inches each mile, there would
remain 1,500 feet of fad1 in the 550 miles between their position and
BhamG, which he believed sufficiently amounted for by the greater part of
that distance being unnavigable excepting for small canoes.
The most important geographical information obtained by Wilcox
was the existence of the eastern branch falling in at two days' journey
above where the road turns off to Mogoung. This river hnd hitherto
been a stumbling-block in reconciling the accounts of the Singphos
and Burmaas at Suddyah, for the latter were unacquainted with it, from
the fact that their route lay to the south of it by the Mogoung valley,
while the former came from the eastward of the Hukong valley. The
Kamptis, as well, appear to have been quite as ignorant of the eastern
b m c h as any of the other tribes, and he states that they had no positive
information about it. This eastern branch, which no Enropesn eye bras
ever seen, and about which Wilcox professed he was unable to obtsin any
positive information, he calls the S~ihmdi-Kh,Pongmai', or Sinmsi Kha.
It was described to him as rising in the northern mountains at no great
distance eastwards from the heads of the I m w d y ; and the objections
to
it a very distant source, are, first, its want of magnitude, for
it is not described as larger than the Kampti branch; second, the
direction of the high range which would require it to break through the
most elevated ground in that quarter; and lastly, the want of room. I n
an appendix to his account, he again ~ p e a t swhat he had already said
about having no positive statements to offer regarding the origin of the
Siihmai-Kha; but what is worthy of special note, he reco& that the
Singphos generally were of opinion that it is somewhat larger than the
western braucll though not materially, and he s u p p o d it not at all
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improbable that it was the river which had been mentioned to him by
an old man, who had been a slave among the Lamas, as rising in the
snowy mountains of the Khana-Debas country, and flowing to the south
near whcre the source of the eastern branch of t.he Dihong turns to the
north-west. These are all the facts which TVilcox, from his own observation and research, brought to bear on the question of the sources of
this river. He may have contributed to disprove Klaproth's theory, but
he certainly did not discover the sources of the Irawady as he seems
to have thought.
I shall now examine the estimate he had formed of the river whose
sources he thus located, but whose main stream had never been seen by
him; and in connection with this subject, he asks himself the pertinent
question, what is the magnitude of the Irawady compared with other
rivers close at hand? I shall give here the answer in nearly his own
words, and with it before us, we will be able to judge whether his
knowledge was sufficiently accurate to give his opinion on its probable .
source much weight. Speaking of the reported di5culty of stemming
its current in the rainy season, as a proof adduced by some, of the
great body of water which it sends down, he very justly remarks that
such statements, to those acquainted with the Ganges and Brahmaputra,
amounted to no more than that it resembled those rivers in the
periodical di5culties of its navigation. He advertg to the fact that
the Irawady is, in one place, contracted in breadth by its high banks
to 400 yards, of which we have, he observes, no similar instance in
the others ; and in view of such a circumstance, he could not consent
to allow that the di5culty of stemming its current was a convincing
argument of its superior importance. This comparison, however, and
deduction from it, would not have been made by one who had had
any practical acquaintance with the Irawady, or of the character of the
country through which i t flows, for the conditions of the river are entirely different from those which characterize the Ganges and Brahmaputra.
He reproduces Buchanan Hamilton's statement, that during the dry
months of January, February, March, and April, the waters of the
Irawady subside into a stream that is barely navigable, and founding
his deduction as to the magnitude of the river on this description, which
is utterly opposed to the facts, it is not to be wondered at, that he limited
its source to the southern face of the mountains bounding the Kampti
plain to the north, in latitude 28'. I n his accounts, he also enters into a
comparison of the Brahmaputra and Irawady, with the object of combating Klaproth's theory regarding the course of the Sanpo, but it does not
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appear that he succeeded in proving that there was any very great
disproportion between the size of the two rivers.
We will now turn to the accounte of Hannay, Bayfield, and Griffith,
to give some idea of the true character of the Irawady about 80 miles
below where it receives the branch Wilcox visited. Colonel Hannay
describes the Irawvdy, in latitude 2a056'53", at the mouth of the
Afogoung stram, as still a fine river, flowing in a reach from the enstward, half a mile broad, a t the rate of two miles an hour, with a depth
varying from three fathoms in the centre to two at the edge ; and that i t
is not unnavigable to large boats is evidenced by the fact that his
boat required 25 men to row it. I n speaking of the first defile below
Tsenbo, through which they had taken their large boats, he describes
it as the most dangerous part of the Irawady, which I can fully verify
from personal observation. This portion of the river commences a few
miles above BhamB, and stretches to within 7 or 8 miles of Tsenbo.
Between these two points, it flows under high wooded banks formed
by the parallel ranges. At the lower approach to the defile, the channel
is as much as 1,000 yards broad, but as me proceed upwards it gradually narrows ta 500,200,100 and even to 70 yards, according ss the
ranges approach each other, again increasing in breadth as they recede,
till a t last, below Tsenbo, i t spreads out again into a noble river. Considering all that portion to be defile, in which the course of the river is
defined by high hills, it may be stated to stretch over 25 miles in length.
It must not, however, be imagined that the whole of this long stretch
is equally difficult of navigation, for besides the so-called rapids and the
narrowed portion in which the bed of the stream is crossed by huge trap
dykes, there are long, deep, lake-like reaches, in which there is hardly any
perceptible current, and no rocks. The dangers mentioned by Hannay
lie in that part of the defile where the channel is intersected by the
green done beds. There the river h cut a passage for itself through
the solid rocks in some places not more than 60 or 70 yards broad, but
10 to 12 fathoms in depth. The current is not so strong in the dry meather as to interfere materially with the passage of boats, when they are
kept under the lee of the green stone beds ; but I had telling evidences,
in the height of the high-water mark, which was about 25 feet in
February, and in the shivered trunks of large trees, and in broken
l o p and branches heaped in wild confusion among the rocks, that
all navigation, with the present obstructions unremoved, must be
impracticable during the height of a f l d , and that the body of water
that lwum through the narrow gorge must be enormous and of terrific
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power. Immediately below it, there is a deep, still reach of black
water evidently of great depth, and so land-locked that it resembles a
mountain lake.
Griffith states that Dr. Bayfield ascertained, during his w
pup, at a season when the waters were low, that in many places of the
first defile, no bottom was to be found at a depth of 45 fathoms.
Griffith's own account of the Irawady above BhamB is, that i t
keeps up its magnificent character as far as he went, to the mouth
of the Mogoung river, where it is 900 to 1,000 yards across, and
he describes the appearance of its vast sheet of water as really grand.
He allows that the general characters of the Iramady are very different
from the Ganges and Brahrnaputra, its waters being much more
confined to their bed, and, comparatively speaking, becoming seldom
spread out. Generally it is deep, and the stream is not violent;
and he states, what experience llas proved to be perfectly accurate,
that it affords every facility for navigation, although, in one or two
places, troublesome shallows are met with. I n the first defile, the
channel is occasionally impeded with rocks, but it is only in this part
of the river that the navigation is attended with danger. Further,
in speaking of the tributaries of the I r a w d y between Mogoung
and Ava, he remarks that they are unprecedentedly small, which leads
to increase the astonishment with which one regards this magnificent
river. He favours the opinion that its source will probably be found
to be the Slihmdi-Kha, and points out the fact that the great body of
water comes from the eastward, for betmeen the Mogoung river and
Borkampti, in which country Wilcox visited the Irawady, where it was
found to be of no great size, no considerable branch finds its way
from the westwards, neither are the hills which intervene between these
points of such height as to afford large supplies of water. On the whole,
he thought it probable that the I r a d y is an outlet for some great
river which drains an extensive tract of country, for it appeared to him
that if all its waters are poured in by mountain streams, a tract of country
expmsive beyond all analogy will be required for the supply of such
a v ~ body
t
of water. I attach great weight to this opinion, for it
was formed by Griffith immediately after his visit to the Brahmaputra,
and b e u s e he was s man of thoroughly scientific habits of thought,
tr2s inetruit, tr2s zkle, et fwt born observateur," as Mirbel observes.
Colonel Hannay, while at Hukong, learned from Sing~hos, from
the borders of China, that the S&mai' river rises in the mountaius
bordcriug thc plain of Kampti to the north, and is enclosed on
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the east by the Goulangsigong mountains which they considered the
boun*
between Burmah and China. This river was pronounced not to
be navigable even for canoes. Several smaller streams were described as
falling intoit from the Shuedong-gyee hills to the west, and the name of
Situng was given to the tract of country through which they flowed.
Dr. Williams, in a book entitled " Through Burmah to Western
China," gives it as his opinion that a river steamer of proper construction
mould have no difficulty in making its way to the Tapeng, and for
m y miles beyond. My comment on this is, that we proceeded
to Bham8 in a large steamer drawing three feet of water, and experienced no difficulty in the navigation, although the captain and all the
crew were Burmans, to whom the river above Mandalay wss entirely
new. Thb, too, happened in one of the months (January) in which
Buchsnan Hamilton stated the river to be barelynavigable to native
boats. While at Bham8, I took the opportunity to make what I can
only characterize as a rush up to the b t defile. The viait was necessarily a hurried one, as our leader, Major Sladen, was in the daily expectation of being able to make an immediate advance, so that, if I had
gone in for a thorough investigation of the river above Bhama, I
should have certainly seriously interfered with the progress of the
Exp&tion. My visit, however, stdiced to convince me that the Tapeng
makes hardly any sensible difference to the volume of this great river.
The Irawady, at the begulllmg. of the first defile, about 5 miles above
Bham8, is about 1,000 yards across, and its course is defined by low
wooded hills which run close to its bank. About 2 milea further on, the
channel narrows to 500 yards, and the hills become even eloser and morc
- abrupt over the stream than before ; and about another mile beyond, a
higher range of hills from the south-west comes in behind another,
and both terminate on the bank as two headlands. At this point, a ridge
of rocks runs half across the bed, and at the season (February) I
visited it, was eight feet above the water, but the river was so b r o d a d
deep that I find myself speculating in my notes made on the spot, on the
course a steamer mould follow in passing these rocks. The hilb still
continue on both sides, but they are highest to the west, and as one proceeds for 4 or 5 miles, the number of rocky p i n t s running out into the
river increases, and opposite a Phwon village, about 10 miles above Bhm6,
on the left bank, the channel has narrowed to about 150 yards; and hcrc
thc first so-called rapids occur. The bank on which the village shtlcls
is a h u t 80 feet high, and the country inland is undulating, and runuing
up to low ranges of hills a few miles to the nol-th. IIcrc I moord my
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boat for the night. Next morning I proceeded about 8 miles further
up the defile, or Khyoukdwen, as it is called by the Burmese, still preserving its high wooded banks on either side. After I had gone about
3 miles of this disLnce, I came to a reach in which the river flows very
sluggishly between two high conical hills, which so close in upon it that
one is puzzled to detect any outlet. The quiet motion of the water and
its deep olive-black are suggestive of great depth. The breadth of this
lake-like reach is about 250 yards, and its length about 14 miles, and
passing on, i t is fomd abruptly closing in at its further end, and its
channel broken up by numerous rocks which jut out boldly on either side
to the stream, in many cases approaching each other so closely, that the
channel is r e d u d to 60 or 70 yards. The height of these rocks averages
30 feet, but many of them are not more than 15 to 20 feet. The current,
although strong, did not interfere much with my progress. There is a
small isolated rock on the right side of the channel, capped by a pagoda,
and another little promontory further on with a similar structure. The
first appears to be of great age, and its presence on this rocky island, well
into tbe middle of the stream, and not higher, I should think, than 45
feet above it, gives us some. indication as to the limit of the rise of
the river, for the pagoda could not withstand the force of the
current. The Irawady, however, had not reached its lowest, when I
visited the spot.
This rocky reach stretches about a mile in a north-north-west direction, and terminates abruptly in an elbow, from which another reach
extends in an east-north-east course, with a clear channel overhung by
the precipitous but grassy sides of high hills. This elbow is one of the
most dangerous parts of the whole defile, owing to a number of large
insulated rocks that stretch across it, exposed about 20 feet or more during
February. Owing to the sudden bend, the current rushes between them
with great violence, but not so much so as to prevent boats passing;
indeed, after I had taken my boat round the point, and had stopped to
admire this novel and grand bit of river-scenery, the magnitude of the
Irawady in the northern reach, and of the picture generally, was brought
out by some boats in the distance that had passed .up before me, and
which were completely dwarfed amid the grandeur of the surrounding
scene. It was a matter of much regret that I could not afford the time
to go beyond this, but I learned from the boatmen that with what I
had done, and a glance up the reach ahead, I had seen the whole of the
defile. The body of water which flows round this corner during the
rains must be very great, and its velocity and power tremendous, for all
z
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the rocks (greenstone) subjected to its influence axe rounded, and shine
with an almost metallic glaze produced doubtless by the attrition of the
flood. The rocks are all in 8 i k , and run across the stream from eastnorth-east to west-south-west, and through the hills on either side.
The softer strata between them have been much denuded, and correspond
to the shallow valleys and hollows of the hills.
It should be remembered that two other defiles occur in the
Irawady, one immediately below Bhamb, and the other about 40 miles
above Mandalay; and another may be said to exist below Thayetmyo
and at Prome, where the course of the river is defined by high hills.
Throughout each of them, the river is of necessity restricted to a
well-defined channel, and its breadth entirely depends on the proximity or
remoteness of the hills to one another; so that its breadth is no indication
whatever of the body of water which passes through these channels;
hence the opinion formed of it by Buchanan Hamilton, deduced from its
contraction at one place to 400 yards, cannot be entertained.
The following information was communicated to me by a Kampti
Shan from the village of Kakhyo, three day$ journey by boat below the
junction of the two main streama of the Irawady. He professed to know
the country well, as far as one day's journey up the eastern river to a
village called Muangla, where his wife came fiom. He informed me, of
his own accord, that the river above the first defile is nearly like what it
is at Bhamb ; and he stated that if a steamer, as large as the one we had
at the latter place, could be got through the rocks of the first defile,
there would be no difficulty in taking it as far as the village of Wyeaoam,
at the junction of the two streams. After the defile is passed, he
described the mountains as receding from the river ; and in speaking of
the country about his native village, he said that on climbing a hlgh
tree, it appeared a dead flat for miles around, with the mountains in the
distance, but nearing the junction of the two rivers, the hills again close
in, though not to the extent to form a gorge. He described the eastern
branch as the largest, and that it is navigable as far as the village of
Muangla, one day's journey from its mouth, but that above that point
the channel becomes rocky and dangerous to navigate ; that between the
first defile and Kakhyo, the Namsang stream fiom the east enters the
Irawady about one mile above the Mogoung river; and that one day's
journey by boat above the former, the Namthabet, another small river,
flows into the Irawady from the east.
I n the map of the north-eastern frontier of Burmah and Western
China, compiled at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta, in 1863,
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I find rivers corresponding in position to these. The soutliern one is
named in the map Shoomaee, but at one place along its course I fhd the
word Mengzan-khong, which has such a close resemblance to Namsanghkyoung that I am inclined to regard it as the same. The name, however,
is put in almost at right angles to the river, and evidently with some
doubt, for it is clifficult to say to what it refers. Any one, familiar with
the Burmese word hkyoung, would have had no hesitation in referring
the m e to the river, although the first part of the word is essentially
Shan-Nam-sang, the River Sang;-to add hkyoung to this is an apparent
tautology, but one which is in vogue among the Shan-Burmese of Upper
Burmah, as is instanced, e. g., by the Nam-taperg-hkyoung. The name
by which i t goes in the map, Shoomaee, is evidently Burmese, and
should be written Shuaymai, or Shuemai-hkyoung.
Now, if we examine the orthography of Wilcox's eastern branch,
we f h d that its name, as given by him, has a wonderful resemblance to
that of this eastern Akyoung, or rivulet, the Shuaymai, opposite to
Mogoung. He writes it S W , and gives it a Singpho origin, but it
appears there can be little doubt that it is closely &ed to Shuaymai,
which seems a plausible supposition, from the fnct that it flows
through a country rich in gold. In this csse the word is Burmese, and
Pemberton, in his map of the eastern frontier, gives the Singpho name
Ziumae, and writes the other Shuemae. If two rivers of the same
name do not exist, I cannot avoid supposing, from the circumstance
that Hannay made his enquiries at Hukong, that his Sginmae was
the small stream opposite or nearly so to the Mogoung river, and
not the S h " of Wilcox, for the Kakhyem (Singphos) from whom
he derived his information came to Hukong from the borders of China.
If they travelled by the Bham8 route, it is highly improbable that they
knew anything whatever about the affluents of the Irawady above
Mogoung; and I think it, therefore, likely that they were some of the
many Kakhyen traders who pass between their hills and Mogoung by
the Kakhyo and WainmG route. This would lead them across the
Shoomaee (Namsang), and what could be more natural than that these
ignorant hill-men, who have little or no acquaintance with the Burmese
plain, when questioned about the Slihmii, an eastern branch of the
Irawady, should describe the small stream of that name they had so lately
crossed. They were quite correct in describing it as rising in the
Kampti mountains, as the K&npti race extends as far south as Kakhyo;
and to the east to the neighbourhood of the sources of the small
Shoomaee or Namsang, the head waters of which might. thcrefure, be
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accurately described as lying in the Kampti county. It flows from
the south ~ i d eof the Sine Shan mountains, which evidently ought to
have been Fdritten Shuay Shan, and through a county rich in gold ; and
in the light of these circumstances, we can easily understand how the
codbion arose as to the two streams.
According to my .informant, the name of the eastern continuation
of the Irawady is the Kewhom, and he described it to me more as the
upward prolongation of the Irawady than a branch. Menla or Muangla,
which is placed in the map a t the junction of the two streams, he stated
to be only half a day's journey by boat from WainmB, whereas Wyesoam,
which he places a t the junction, ie two days' journey above Muangla.
Wyesoam is evidently the M a i n h u n g of the maps, situated to the south
of the position my informant assigned to it.
I will now detail some information I obtained while a t Momien on
the course and extent of the rivers in Western Yunan, for the subject
is closely connected with the sources of the Irawady. Momien itself
stands on the easterly branch of the Tapeng, the river through which
Klaproth directed the waters of the Sanpo to the Irawady. I t is a small
fordable stream about 20 yards broad at Momien, but during the rains it
rises to about eight feet in the Momien valley, which is about 125 miles
from the Irawady. Its sources lie in the Kananzan range of mountains,
about 10 miles to the east of Momien, on the east side of which is the
Shuaylee. The latter river was described to me as a comparatively small
stream, rising in a range of hills about 40 or 60 miles to the north-east
of Momien ; and in the itineraries of the Burmese embassies, I have since
found it estimated to be about forty yards broad, and i t is said to be
spanned by an iron suspension bridge, which waa mentioned to me in
Momien, and described as the exact fellow of the iron bridge over the
Tapeng below Nantin, or 26 miles below Momien, where the river is
about the same breadth as the Shuaylee to the east of the latter city.
The Salween, which flows on the other side of the range of mountains
defining the entire watershed of the Shuaylee, I was informed was a larger
river than the latter, flowing in a narrow but comparatively level valley,
like that of Sands, and that there was a ferry over it, as stated in the
Burmese itinerary. It was further said to be about the size sf the
Tapeng below Muangla, with which my informant was well acquainted.
It is improbable, therefore, that its sources can be more thana 100 to 150
miles to the north of the latitude of Momien.
I f we turn now to the Jesuits' map of the province of Yunan, the
result of a survey by the Fathers fidelli, Bonjour, and %gig in the
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years 1714-15, and enquire into the data upon which i t is founded, it
appears to me that the distribution of these rivers, as laid down in it,
so agrees with the data I have collected, that it is worthy of our full
acceptance until other facts have been adduced to disprove its accuracy,
for Pere Rkgis, one of the eurveyors of Yunan, gives us the following
account of how the survey was conducted. He informs us that they omitted
nothing for rendering their work perfect, and that they +ted all the
places, even those of leaat consideration, throughout the province; that
they examined the maps and histories of each city, made enquiries of the
mandarins and their officers, as well aa of the principal inhabitants
whose territories they passed through; and that by measuring aa they
advanced, they still had measures ready to m e the triangles formed by
such points aa were to be hed, and that they corrected their determinations by triangles, by the meridian altitudes of the sun and polar
stars. AB a proof of the accuracy of their maps, we have only to
compare their distribution of the Tapeng to within 30 miles of the plains
of Burmah, with the result of the survey of our Expedition. If we
take the postion of Santa (Sanda) as triangulated by the Jesuits and
its relations to the branches of the Tapeng, we will find that they agree
in every way with the result of our observation, and that the most
insignificant branch of the river about Sanda has been mapped with
the most marked accuracy. The same remarks are also equally applicable to the river about Momien. Are we not, therefore, entitled to argue
that if such accuracy characterizes their work in mapping out secondrate rivers, a like accuracy will be f o h d in their delineation of
streams so important as the Salween and Cambodia? They restrict the
sources of the former to latitude 27O 10' north, or thereabouts, and those
of the latter to 27' 30', or nearly so, which gives a course to the Salween
of 640 miles from its sources to Moulmein, and to the Cambodia of 860
miles from its origin to the sea. The Salween is a much less important
river than the Cambodia, and it may appear that the greater length of
the latter, as indicated by the Jesuit maps, is, however, not enough to
account for its greater size. And, perhaps, it would be so, if the
Cambodia did not possese the immense reservoir that it does in the lake
of Tali, which stretches northwards from 25' 2 7' north latitude to about
26' 12', and from which it derives a large body of water through the
Hokyan river, which joins i t a t 2 4 O 45' north latitude. The mention of
the latter river gives me another opportunity to venfy the w u r a c y of
the Jesuit fathers, for I find i t stated in the Burmese itineraries that
the ambassadors on their way to Pekin from Ava, after crossing the
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Cambodia over an iron bridge, about 60 yards long, =me to a branch
of the Hokyan, over which there mas another iron bridge 40 yards in
length ; and that still further on, they came to the Hokyan itself, which
flows from the lake of Tali to join the Cambodia, and over which there is
an iron bridge with a span of 42 yards. These two streams, each
40 yards broad, must surely represent s large body of water, and with
the knowledge that the Cambodia receives through them a supply of this
magnitude from a lake fully 25 miles long, we do not expect it to have
the same northerly extension that would be necessitated if this reservoir
did not exist. I t seems reasonable, therefore, to suppos2 that the three
degrea of latitude in the Jesuite' maps, assigned to the main stream
above where it is joined by the Hokyan, is an area of sufficient extent
to account for a river like that which the Cambodia appears to be, above
its junction with its Tali d u e n t e . The result of this argument is then
to prove that the Tibetan rivers are in no way connected with either
the Shuaylee, Salween, or Cambodia. I n the Jesuits' maps of Yunan,
they mere certainly never connected. It is only when we come to such
maps ns D'Anville's, which were drawn up for the express purpose of
upholding a flimsy hypothesis, that we find them brought boldly dowu
through the most extraordinary series of windings to their desired course.
With these facts before us, me are prepared to examine the position
which Wilcox claimed for himself, that he had discovered the sources of
the Irawady. After a careful consideration of all the statements advanced
by him in his account of the survey of Assam and the neighbouring
countries, I cannot avoid thinking that he came with a biassed judgment
to the investigation of the sources of the Irawady, for he states that
he felt perfectly satisfied as to the origin of the river before he left
Suddyah! But from the internal evidence of his paper, i t is evident
that he knew nothing of the main stream, and liad'never seen it. We
are, therefore, fairly entitled to submit the evidence which he adduces for
restricting its sources to the Kampti mountains to a rigid criticism.
But to appreciate his position, it must be borne in mind that he had
set himself the task to demolish M. Klaproth, and no one had better
facilities and information for doing so than this able explorer and geogtapher, and to my mind he was quite successful in this task ; but in arefully rcviewing his decision of the question, it appears that in his desire
to establish his position, he was led unwittingly to depreciate the importance of the Iramady, and to give i t a restricted distribution at utter
variance with its magnitude. The error was a likely one, for his whole
acquaintance with the river was a few hours' observation of one of its
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streams, between the 27th and 28th parallels of north latitude, to the
east of Assam; and because what he learned of it beyond the spot on
which he stood, was derived solely from Kampti Shans, who were,
according to his own statement, little given to travel, and from Singphos
from the eastward of Assam. He adduced no proofs, however, that tlie
of the eastern branch of the Irawady,
htter had ever been to the e&rd
which they made two days' journey above the Mogoung river ; and according to his own account, the former knew nothing of the river beyond
the branch on which the villages were placed; yet, notwithstanding all
this, and the fact that the Singphos, generally from the sources of the
western branch, had informed him that the eastern one was the larger of
the two streams, he adhered to the information which he had received at
Suddyah, that the western and smaller branch was the source of the
river, and this on the authority of the Kampti Sham, who knew
nothing of the Trawdy beyond their own river. I t is unnecessary to
recapitulate what he has stated respecting the probable origin of the
western or Kampti branch, and I w e e with him in judging, from the
size of the stream where he met it, that its sources could not be far distant; but, at the same time, I am not disposed to limit its course on
the ground he advances, viz., the presence of a high range of mountains
stretching to the east and west. We have only to look at the Dihong,
Debong, and Brahmakund to find examples of how large rivers find their
way through mountain ranges. I have no better example of this than
the Tapeng piercing a mountain range, which, in the distance, one never
would have imagined i t probable that a river flowed through. So apparently unbroken by valleys are the Kakhyen mountains, and such
seemingly impracticablebarriers to the passage of a river, that I have
found myself at 4 miles from their base, speculating on the course of tlie
Tapeng, and puzzled to define it. The passage, therefore, of the Irawady
through the mountains to the north, would be no uncommon phenomenon,
and indeed it seems to me to be necessitated in order to account for the
volume of water which reaches the Kampti plain. I f Wilcox had only
h d the same practical acquaintance with the main stream of the Irawady
~ t Griffith,
h
me would doubtless have had the testimony of both, that
the western stream was quite i n d c i e n t , even along with an eastern one
of nearly the same dimensions as the former, to account for the great
body of water in the Irawady above Mogoung. A glance at his description of the stream, and of the weather during his visit to it, will be
sufficient to show that the only light he threw upon the sources of
the Irawady was to indicate that the weight of evidence pointed in the
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d i d i o n of the eastern branch, as the great channel from whence that
splendid river derives its supply from the highlands of Tibet, between the
Yang-he-kiang, the head waters of the Cambodia and Salween, and
the two eastern duen'ts of the Brahmaputra, the Debong and Brahmakund.
H e says he was surprised to find but a small river, smaller even than
he had anticipated, though aware of the proximity of its sources, a
statement which has the smack of a foregone conclusion, but he goes on
to describe i t as 80 yards wide, but still fordable, although considerably swollen by the melting snows. That this, however, was not the
only cause of the rise of the river, euch ss he describes it, is evident from
the frequent reference he makes to the very heavy rains he had experienced
in the last eight days of his march, but which never occurred to him ss
the Vera ,causa of the flood. Now, with these facts before us, that the
river during the height of a flood, caused by the heavy rains and the
melting snows, was only 80 yards broad and fordable, the inference
is forced upon us that it would be little more than a mountain rivulet
during the dry weather. Such, then, was Wilcox's supposed source of a
riper, which 200 miles further domn, measures more than half a mile in
breadth, with an average depth of from two to three fathoms, without
receiving any notable stream on the way that would account for the unprecedented difference between these two p i n t s . The conclusion, therefore, we arrive at, is, that the western branch, as described by him, was only
a m a l l d u e n t of the main stream which flows down from the n o r t h a t
as described by my informant, and that the sources of the river in all probability lie considerably to the north of the so-called Kampti range
of mountains, and that it thus becomes one of the Tibetan rivers;
and as I have shown that the Jesuit fathers, our only reliable authorities
on the distribution of the Cambodia and Salween, restrict these rivers
to the 28th parallel of north latitude, it becomes probable that some of
the Tibetan rivers flowing d o h from the north, in the direction of the
Irawady, may be its upper sources, while the others may be branches of
the Yang-tee-kiang; and that the Irawady drains part of that area
between Lassa and Bathang which has hitherto been apportioned to the
Cambodia and Salween.
DJAnville was the first to conned the Tibetan rivers with the
Cambodia and Salween, a conclusion which was forced upon him, from
the circumstance that he believed the Sanpo to be the Irawady. Bringing
the former river in the way he did to the west of Yunan, he considered
he had provided an ample eupply of water to account for the volume
of the latter, and he had therefore to look for some other outlet for the
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drainage of that area of Tibet between Lassa and Bathang, to the north
of the s u p p s d course of his Sanpo, and he hit upon the Cambodia and
t h e . Sdween as affording the means, and the unnatural and extraordinary
course which he gave these rivers has been perpetuated cvcr sincc in the
maps of Klnproth, Dalrymple, and Berghaus, without a tittle of evidence
in its favour. Now that thc Sanpo flows in its natural course to the
Brahmaputra, as has been almost proved to a demonstration, i t is to be
hoped that the Irawady will not any longer be allowed to be deprived of
its due, as a river far surpassing the Salween and Cambodia in its northern
distribution.
Mr. Cooper, in the proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society
for November 1869, hazards the remarkable proposition that thc Sanpo
and another large river to the east of it fall into a river called tho
Yarlong, which, he supposes, may be either the Brahmaputra or the
Irawady, an amount of uncertainty which affords ample field for speculation. I think I have made it sufficiently evident, from the foregoing
summary of the present state of our knowledge regarding the upper
waters of the Irawady, as gleaned from the materials which I have
adduced, that all the information aa yet obtained is little more than
conjectural. A most important geographical question still remains to be
settled, m d the interests of science and of commerce alike demand that
it should receive the attention which it deserves.

NARRATIVE OF THE JOURNEY.
C H r n E R IX.
MANDALAY TO BHAMO.

TEEExpedition party left Mandalay, on the 13th January 1868, ;n the
King of Burmah's s t e a m s the Yaynan-Sekia. It was cornpod of Major
Sladen, Captain Wilhrds, and myself, with Messrs. Bowers, Stewart, and
Burn as representatives of the commercial community of Rangoon.
Our guard of police, 50 strong, was a mixed one of Burmese and
Mahomedans, officered by an inspector and three sergeants. The inspector, a fine tall Mahomedan, with a fair sprinkling of grey hairs, was
followed by his young Burmese wife, who, although possessed of few
physical charms, won the admiration of all by her deep devotion to her
lord, and by the indomitable pluck with which she bore the many hardships to which she was exposed.
A Burmese court official accompanied us as far as Bham8, to assist
in procuring firewood for the steamer, and to provide boats in the cvent
of the river proving unnavigable. A royal order had preceded us to
certain towns along our course to have firewood in readiness, and as
it was always forthcoming when wanted, and as no difficulties of any
moment opposed our progress along the noble river, the duties of the
court official were light, and he found ample leisure to indulge in the four
delights of a Burman, salted tea-leaves, betel-nut, cheroots, and sleep.
A Chinese interpreter, whom the king h d made over to S l d c n on
account of his knowledge of the language, and of the localities we were
to visit, also. formed one of our party. This individual, MoungshuayYah by name, half Burmese and half Chinese by birth, proved emincntly useful so long as he abstained from samshu.
Our crew was cntirely Burmese, from the captain to the firemen,
rind bearing in mind the brief experience that Burmans have had of
steamers, it ww surprising in how thoroughly a workman-likc way
all the details in the management of the ship were conducted, and
especially remarkable, the cool bearing and ability of the captain in the navigation of some of the narrow and shallow channels which were then for
the first time traversed by a steamer. His knowledge of the wahr, that
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is, his acquaintance with the kind of ripple that indicates deep and shallow
places, was almost instinctive, and the secret of the success that followed
him in the trip to Bhamd. Although certainly an able captain for a
~ i r m a n his
, disposition was in strong contrast to the jovial open-heartedness so generally characteristic of his race, and he seemed to study to
make himself as disagreeable as possible to the despised Kalaa, and I
believe that his hatred of us was such, that it would have given him great
p l m e to have consigned us all to oblivion in the Irawady.
Under this rkgirne, we left our anchorage at Mandalay on the afternoon of the 13th January, and steamed as far as Mengoon, a short
way above the capital, on the opposite bank of the river. Thus far we
were accompanied by an Armenian gentleman, who is distinguished by
the high-sounding title of Kala Woon, or foreign minister, whose chief
end is to please his king, and, if possible, to enjoy him for ever.
We moored alongside the bank, and on the following morning I
went ashore by day-break to test the abilities of my collectors, who
seemed to have quite as much knowledge of their work, and objections
to it, as the animals they were in search of, for they returned to me, after
having been out two hours, with only one butterfly and two beetles.
The rest of the party went to visit the great pagoda, which Yule
describes as one of the highest mnsses of brick-work in the world, and
the famous bell, which is fourteen times as heavy as the great bell of
Saint Paul's, but only one-third the weight of that at Moscow.
From the rising ground above Mengoon, a good view is obtained of
the position of the capital, and of the m o u n d i n g valley. The latter is
seen_to be defined to the east by the long line of mountains, which, commencing from the north bank of the Myitnge,' runs to the north-east in
an unbroken chain, as far as the eye can reach ;and to the south of that
stream is the irre,+ly
peaked outline of the Mya-leit-bung, in singular contrast with the long, flowing sweep of the hills on its northern bank.
A few miles behind us, the land rises to the dry and treeless Twain
ridge, which defines the western side of this noble valley, which is here
about 15 miles broad. The Irawady comes down under the western hills,
but when opposite Mengoon, its channel widens out, and is marked by
three or four large islands, on the largest of which one of the king's
gardens is situated, and by numerous sand-banks in the dry weather, on
which tobacco and other crops are cultivated. The main banks, opposite
the capital, are almost three and a half miles apart from each other. Mandalay is situated on the tail, as it were, of one of thelow isolated hills,
Mandeiytoung, in the middle of the alluvial 0at. Behind the city, to the
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east, is seen the large irrigation reservoir of King Augbengle'. These are
the bare outlines of a landscape of great beauty. The splendid river in the
foreground, broken up here and therc by luxuriant islands, and enlivened
by the passage of large timber rafts, canoes, and boats of varied form and
size ;the rich alluvial plain in the middle distance, glittering with the
gold-gilt roofs of the city gates, and numerous monasteries that cluster
outside the red walls of the capital, and around the picturesque hill to the
north, which is crowned with a gold emblazoned temple ; the many-mofd
spires of zaydts, and the sparkling tees of paggdas, unite, witli a noble background of mountain and cloud, to produce a picture never to be forptten !
We left Mengoon about 11 A.M., steaming along under the right
bank, and passing numerous sand-banks and islands to the east. On the
former I observed large flocks of whimbrel (Nume?riua pkopAa, Lin.),
and golden plover (Charadriw longipes, Temm.), and still more extensive
ones of the snake-bird (Plotus melanogaster, Gmel). The whitenecked stork (dlelanopelarglca qi.seopza, Bodd) and the dusky grey heron
(Brdea mmatrana, Raffles) were not uncommon, and stints and green
shanks werc very numerous. The ruddy shield-rake (Caearca mtila,
Pallas) and the common teal (Querqueduda crecca, Pallas) were the most
~revalentducks. An occasional kite (dlidvus govinda ?) followed us, and a
flock or two of the Indian skimmer (RhyncHopa aWicollis, Swainson) were
also observed darting over the water.
The right bank of the river as far as Shienpagoah, where we arrived
at I P.x., has an average height of 40 or 50 feet, and is broken up
into a series of picturesque headlands, separated from each other by wooded
dells, eaeh of the latter, as a rule, supporting a village. Shienpagah
lies in one of those hollows, which have a much more luxuriant vegetation
than the nciglibonring heights, which are cowred witli clusters of white
pagodas approached from the river-face by long flights of steps. The
village i s a thriving place, containing about 400 houses. The trade is
chiefly in salt, which is procured from the swamps behind the T e n
hills, and in fish and firewood for the capital. The country behind the
town retreats to the base of the sterile Tswin hills in long low undnlations ent up into rounded mounds, deep hdlows, and dried-up watercourses. The former are clad with dense patches of prickly shrubs, matted
to each other by long trailing creepers, and the portions free of this form
of jungle are overgrown by a long delicate graes. The soil on these
parts is a light yellow sand with pebbles of quartz, and occasional
masses of femlginons conglomerate. I n the hollows, however, the soil
is rich, and rice and othcr crops are reared in them, but on a small scale.
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We left Shienpagah at sunrise on the following morning, and kept
along the right bank for 4 miles, and then crossed to the channel which
runs on the eastern side of the long island of Alelyoung. The western
channel is broken up by islands, on which the natives mere busily preparing
the soil for seed time. Opposite the entrance to the eastern channel, the
low broken ranges of the Sagyen and Thubyo-budo hills run nearly
parallel to the general course of the river, but separated from it by
broad alluvial flat. Nearly all the msrble that finds its way to the
capital comes from the former hills. Beyond these two ranges to the
east, there is another broad alluvial flat, skirting the foot of the Shan
mountains, .which has a sparse covering of lofty trees, and is richly
cultivated. The villages along the eastern bank are small and not
very numerous, and are usually embowered among tall trees and groves
of palmin palms, and a few cocoanuts, relieved by the bright pale tropical green of the plantain.
Passing up the eastern channel, with Alelyoung town to our left, we
found the northern extremity of the island terminating in the rounded
flat-shaped hill of Kethung, capped by numerous white pagodas, overlooking a dense grove of dark green trees, in which we detected the little
village that derives its name from the hill. On the opposite bank is the
small village of Htseezeh (the village of oil merchants) with a fine green
sward in front of it, but sepmted from the river by a belt of bright
yellow sand. Noble trees, palmiras, and gigantic bamboos shade it, and
form the back-ground to a piece of river scenery of exquisite colouring
and beauty.
We stopped opposite these two vilto take in firewood, which
was sent off to us in boats, and from the number of villagers who thronged
the banks, they seem to be larger than any of the other villages we had
passed, with the exception of Shienpagah.
At the northern extremity of the island, the entrance to toheeastern
channel is marked by a long sand-bank on which a variety of birds had
congregated, evidently attracted by the presence of hrge fishing-stakes.
There are a few s d l islands above Alelryoung covered with long grass and
s few trees, but no appearance of villages on any of them. About this
point, 2 miles above Alelyoung, the main banks approach each other, and
there are no intervening islands. To the left is the short, rather thickly
wooded NAttoung ranges of hills, separated from the river bank by a
broad strip of level land that sweeps round them, and stretches away to the
north-west as a very extensive plain. Their northern end runs down to
the river as a low hill, crowned by a white pagoda, and with the small
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village of Makouk at its base. On the opposite bank is the tom of Tsingm,
also situated on a hciulland which, along with the one of the opposite bank,
marks the entrance to the so-called first defile of the Irswdy. The
extensive alluvial plain that stretches north from Man&lay between
the base of the Shan mountains and the river, ceases about a couple of
miles to the north of Tsingu, where the country becomes hilly. Between
this and Shienpagah the vegetation has been grdually becoming more
luxuriant, and from the commencement of the first defile to its termination, the country on both sides is hilly and covered to the river brink by
forest, in which, I am informed, ihe teak is not uncommon, espedially
a little may inland. Tsingu-myo was formerly a fortified phrce, and the
old wall still exists on the east and south. Above this village, as far as
Tsampenago, the river contracts to an average breadth of 1,000 yards. I n
the first 10 or 12 miles, its course is west by north, then it takes a sudden bend to the' north of east, and continues thus for 2 or 3 milcs,
and then resumes its general n'ortherly direction, maintaining an average
breadth of about 1,500 yards.
Seven miles beyond Tsingu-myo, we reached the fishing village of
Tseittha on the right bank. It contains about 30 houses, which are all
enclosed by a bamboo fence with two gates. All the fish caught here
are converted into ngap6, and the fishermen assert that they get only
one kind. On remarking to the villagers that they had very few dogs, I
was informed that they were constantly being carried off by tigers, but
on cross-questioning them, I found that the culprit was the leopnrd.
Two species of monkey are found in the forests on either side of the
river. Both are said to have long tails, and one was described to me aa
of a bright sandy colour, with a black face, and the other as a dark blue
monkey, almost black, with white eyebrows, evidently Presbytes, but I
will not hazard an opinion as to the species.
Apart from its scenery, and one or two accessories, such as the
stone pagoda of Theehdam and the remarkable tame fish, the chief interest
of the first defile lies in its coal-ficld~ which occur on the right bank.
Those which are nearest the river are due west of the village of Kabyuet,
2 or 3 milcs to the north of Tseittha, and 6 miles or so to the south
of Theehdw. As I visited them on my return journey, it might not be
out of place to record here what I saw. I was accompanied by Mr. Gordon,
and we found the headman of Kabyuet and the Burman in charge of
1

This calculation is founded on a number of shots fired from a riac sighted
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the mines very polite and attentive, and they expressed a strong desire to
show us everything, and hoped that if we were satisfied with their
conduct, we would say a good word for them to the king. Accompanied
by these men and three or four others, we set out on ponies at 7 A.M., on
the %lati September 1868. The r o d lay over an undulating rather dry
country, covered by a dense jungle of no great height, in which the Eng
tree predominated. The soil was dry and sandy, and covered by a layer
of calcareous nodules (kunkur), and many fragments of fossilised wood.
During our ride, the headman of the-mines, a jolly Burman, with a special
failing for Bass's beer, treated us to his griefs as an official, saying
that he never got pay, but only an occasional present, and that his men
received only Rs. 10 per month, and that no one waa allowcd to use the
coal. This was said by way of contrast to the pay of our men, and
what he considered to be the pleasant places into which they and we had
fallen, for he told us that he had been matching us eating on the previous
evening, and that few Burmans could fare as me did. He protested he
would be glad to go back with us as our slave, and would willingly do
whatever me wished him, and great was his pleasant astonishment when
he learned that we did not indulge in such barbarous luxuries.
Their account of the discovery of the coal mas, that it h d been found
accidentally by some hunters, and that after the king had received specimens, he ordered ,it to be worked. The first mine me visited is d i ~ t
about 5 miles in a straight line fmm the river, and is known as that of
Lek-ope-bin. The bed of coal crops out on the surface, in the hollow of
one of the long undulations which characterise this part of the country.
The thickness of the bed, including all that may be called coal, is 6
feet, and the dip is south-west at an angle of about 35".
The next mine we visited was the Ket-zu-bin, a little to the northeast of Lek-ope-bin, on the banks of a small stream. I t is mid to yield
the best coal, and has been quarried in three places at short intervals. Two of the openings, however, were flooded, and the other had
only recently been commenced. I n going to it we passed over a series of
sandstones and interbedded greenstones lying evidently between it and the
Lek-ope-bin bed. These rocks are exposed in the channel of the stream
already referred to, and the one first met with is a greenstone overlying
two beds of sandstone of different consistence, and apparently in c o n k t
with the Ket-zu-bin coal, below which there is another greenstone bed
exposed in another water-course. I examined the sedimentary strata very
carefully for organic remains, but could detect only some very faint
impressions of plants. Both beds of coal are covered by a layer of bluish
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femginous clay with small calcareous nodules. The upper coaly layer
resembles an indurated greyish clay, and I found that the lower aspect of
the bed faded away into another of a similar kind.
Not more than half-sdozen men were working at each pit, and as
their only tools were a common wood-axe and a chisel with e wooden
handle, it is not to be wondered at that they rcmoved so little coal, and
that it is always removed in small pieces. Under proper management,
the mines might yield an abundance of useful fuel. They are only six
miles fiom the river, and a very good road leads to them.
The sand in an adjoining stream is washed for gold, and I was
informed that it yields about 203 yueys (3 shillings) a dny to a single
worker. The stream was a mere rivulet, but its channel and welldefined banks indicated that i t is liable to heavy and sudden floods, which
f d as rapidly as they rise.
While we were eating our lunch in a hut a t the Ket-zu-bin, the
Burmans proffered the somewhat novel request that they might be
supplied with liquor to get intoxicated upon, and when I promised
them a few bottles of beer, one of the mine officials, who had joined
ua a t a village on our way, a t once mid he would return with the
others for the debauch, but as each man received only one bottle,
their longings after inebriety were not gratified. I mention this beer
incident to show that Bus is approved by the B u p e s e palate. At
Yenangyoung, on my way down the river, the provost sent one of his
officials with a polite measage to the effect that he had run out of his
supply of beer, and mould not receive any till the next steamer arrived,
and requested that I would favour him with a dozen or so to meet his
wants till then. He afterwards informed me that he drank beer regularly, and that the cause of having run short on this occasion was, that
he hnd of late been entertaining a number of his friends.
But to return to Tseittha. We were under way early in the morning
of the 16th, but after we had steamed for about half an hour, we had to
lie to, on account of a dense fog, which cleared away, however, with the
rising sun. Our course lay between the high wooded banks of the first
defile which is very beautiful in some pads, and strongly recalled to me
the lake scenery of Scotland. A few miles above Tseitthe, we passed the
Pan-nah creek, the exit of a small river of that name which I also visited
on my return journey. On that occasion we ascended in our large b a t s for
threequartem of a mile, aa there is abundance of back-water fiom the
Irawady up to that point, where the Pon-nah discharges itself in a small
cascade at the foot of high cliffs of greenstone. The b d s of the creek
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are precipitous and about 60 feet high, and consist of greenstones and
sandstones interbedded; nearly all the boulders in the stream itself are white
crystalline marble, but I had not time to trace them to their source. The
bed of the stream is chiefly black sand, which is constantly washed for gold
during the dry weather by a few miserably poor Burmese, who have
taken up their residence on the banks, and who informed me that it was
found in much larger quantities at Shuaygyeen, two days' journey further
up the stream. Silver is also said to be obtained from the white
crystalline limestone, most probably disseminated in galenite.
After Pon-nah, the river runs nearly due south; and at 9 A.M.,
we reached the little rocky island of Theehadaw about 60 ya& off
the right bank, not more than 200 feet wide, and approached by a flight
of steps. It boasts of the only stone pagoda in the whole of Burmah,
and is a favourite resort of the Burmans, who flock to i t from all quarters
during their great feast in the month of March. The pagoda is'of no
great size, but is substantially built of a greyish sandstone, which crops
out on the left bank a short way above the island, and which has been
admirably cut and laid together with mortar. It is said to be of great
age, but a Bhuddist priest, who is in charge of it, denied that it had been
in existence for more than 50 years. It has a quadrangular base with a
chamber on the side, facing the east, but closed with massive wooden
doors. The three remaining sides have each a central false door comesponding to the one on the east ;and the sides of all and the angles of
the building are relieved with Doric-like pilasters. A ricketty wooden
zaydt is attached to the eastern side. But dividing the attention of the
pious Buddhists who visit this island, are the remarkable tame fish that
come to be fed, whenever they are called. We went provided with rice
and plantains, and the boatmen who accompanied us immediately began
calling lit, tit, tit. I n a few seconds me noticed the fish disturbing
the water about 50 yards from the island, and after reiterated cries
of lit, tit, lit, they were alongside, greedily devouring the rice and
plantains we were throwing to them. I n their eagerness to be fed, they
showed their uncouth heads, and even a great part of their backs, and,
with their capacious mouths wide open, waited for the handfuls of food
which they swallowed with great gusto. They were apparently very fond
of plantaim, and one I paid special attention to, kept devouring them
as fast as I could pass them into his maw. I stroked them down
over the head and back, and pulled their long feelers which they seemed
to relish as much as a Burman likes shampooing. I put my clenched
fist into their mouths and felt their teeth ; but on reflection I desisted
B
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from this hazardous investigation, for if one had closed hie mouth, I
would certainly have had to follow him nolelcd coleus, and it is difficult to
say what treatment I might have experienced, what with their mvenotw
allpetites and their palates fresh from the memory of plantains. After
all my stock of provisions had been exhausted, I threw a plantain-skin
to one wight who had apparently an insatiable stomach, but he indignantly rejected it, and showed his displeasure by a sudden departure.
They are fed daily by the phoongy~s,and in the great Buddhistic
festival of March they collect in large numbers, as they are fed
sumptuously every day by the devout who throng to the pagoda.
The fishing for 3 miles above and below the island is carehlly pre.
served, and the phoongyee informed me that the fish never wander
more than 6 miles either way. I did all in my power to try and secure
one, and offered Rs. 50 for a single specimen, but no one would e n g a p
to procure it, as there is a strict order from the lung that they are not
to be killed.
About 2 miles above the island, we came to the little village of
Thingadaw, containing 20 houses, on the right bank ; it is one of the
dcpbts for the coal found 6 to 8 miles in the interior, and we stopped to
replenish our supply of fuel. We landed after breakfast to visit a new
mine which had been recently opened, and which, we were told, was only
about Z miles distant. After walking, however, for nearly two hours over
ahroken, undulating country, covered by a dense tree and bamboo jungle,
and failing to discover it, and having no guide, we resolved to abandon the
search. The soil is poor, pebbly, and sandy except in the low hollows which
afford good grazing for the ponies and cattle. Fossilized wood is common
all over the sui.face, and white and reddish sandstones crop out in many
plmes, but they are so soft that the wheeh of the coal carts cut them into
deep ruts. The surface in many places where the sandstones are exposed,
resented a very remarkable appearance. It was covered with perfectly
symmetrical little solid pillars of sand, about one to two inches high,
capped by a hard ashy-grey circular top of the consistence of stone, and
of the size of a penny-piece. These little pillars were separated from
each other by short intervals. They were composed, as a rule, of light,
reddish brown, soft sand, and in cases where they had crumbled away, the
surface was strewed with their little round grey coverings which, where
numerous, had the appearance of an ash heap. I observed very few b i d ,
and, indeed, I do not remember ever having walked so many miles, and
seen so few of the feathery tribe. I found only one Nectarinia, a P A y l h cophus, Pycnoaloue, two Palewni, a Cqeydus, and a Dmdrocilla. I n a
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dry water-course, some of our party saw what they took to be the footprints
of a sambur, of a smaller deer, and those of a large cat.
We left Thingadaw on the following morning, 17th, a t wnrise, and
reached Male on the same bank about 9 A.M. The defile does not extend
to the north of this place, and it8 termination is marked by two prominent h d n d s , the one on the eastern side being crownedwith the
pagodas of the old Shan town of Tsampenago, and the western one by those
of Male, which contains about 300 houses, and is the custom-port for the
examination of the boats proceeding from BhamB to Mandalay, and the
centre of a considerable trade in bamboo mats, sesamum, oil, and
jaggery. Opposite to it, but at some considerable distance from the
&rn
bank, is the fine peaked mountain of Shuay-toung, about 6,000
feet high, and on which snow is said to lie in the winter months.
Our object in calling at Male was to procure grass for the ponies,
and milk. We had sent two men the previous evening from Thingad3w
to arrange with the headman for the supply of these articles, and with instructions that they were to be in readiness on our arrival. This, however,
was not so, and the official came off and excused himself on the ground
that milk was very scarce as the villagers had lost nearly all their cattle
in the rebellion; but his explanation wag not considered satisfactory,
and he was sent back again to make another attempt. He returned in
two hours empty-handed, which so excited the wrath of our Mandalay
courtier that he ordered him to be flogged on the spot in the presence of
his subordinates ;a powerful Burman seized him by his topknot, and threw
him on the deck, and then dragged him along by the hair, twisting i t
round his arm in the most unmerciful way, in order to give him a greater
purchase in the bulldog-like shakes which he inflicted on the unhappy
provost. This delicate piece of Burmese brutality accomplished, the unfortunate was ordered to his boat, and we went on our way.
Between Male and Kyan-Nhyat, a distance of 12 miles, or nearly
so, the river is very broad, and we passed several islands and rand-banks.
Many apparently round-headed dolphins' were sporting in the deep channels
between the islands, and they struck me as being the same species which
I had obsemed so frequently near Prome. Like these cetacea, our
steamer always followed the deep water, and we experienced little or no
U c u l t y in detecting it, nor any, while in it. Kyan-Nhyat is a considerable
Since my return to Cnlcutta, Captain Bowers has sent me from Bhamb a roundheaded dolphin, a new species, which I have described in the Proc. Zool. Soc., 1871, ns
OrcellajrcminaEis.
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village picturesquely situated on the extremity of a broad tongue of
land on the eastern bank, running out into the river, and terminating as a
low promontory, marked by a conspicuous white pagoda that shows its
spire over a dense mass of h e trees, chiefly palmira palms and comanuts. Beyond Kyan-Nhyat, the main banks are again d e h e d by high
wooded hills on the west, and by low undulating land to the east covered
by a dense forest, and the channel is about 1,000 yards broad, and
entirely free from islands ;the hilh to the west obtain a maximum height
of about 250 feet, and they are said to be covered with a forest which
has a fair intersprinkling of teak. q e steamed for 23 miles up from
Kyan-Nhyat, the river retaining the charmter which it gains there, and
anchored about sunset alongside Tsinuhat on the left bank, about 4 miles
below Tagoung and old Pagan. Tsinuhat is a small d a g e of about
a dozen houses, situated on the south of a long promontory on the other
side of which is Tagoung. Next morning, Williams and I walked across
to Tagoung, a distance of 6 miles, where we had ananged to meet the
steamer. There is a good track all the way through a dense forest, over
level ground for the first 4 miles, but undulating land as we approached
the river. There is little or no underwood, but thousands of seedhg
Eng trees, a few bamboos, and a tall grass, resembling the lemon grass
in appearance. I observed only one small palm. The forest trees, however, were magdcent, of great height, and with enormous stems, forming
a delightful shade against the tropical &. The villagers informed me
that wild elephants, two or three species of deer, and the buffalo, leopard,
and tiger were common. In our walk, I saw only a few small birds.
The only indication I then noticed of Tagoung was a mass of brickwork buried under a dense mantle of jungle, said to be the wall of the
ancient city. I n returning, however, I had leisure to dcvote a few hours
to exploring the sites of the two cities, Tagoung and old Pagan, and
I will take the present opportunity to state what I observed. I was accompanied by Mr. Gordon, and a Burmese guide and eight men. Landing about one mile below the d a g e of Tagoung, we Grst directed our
enquiries to old Pagan, where there are still undoubted evidences of the
old city wall, in a low rounded line of brick-work two or three feet high,
skirting the river's bank. Beyond this point we had to cut our way with
dAh~through a dense jungle, and after a fatiguing walk of a mile, in which
our search was only rewarded by loose surface bricks, and a few obscure
bri& mounds overgrown with an impenetrable vegetation, we came
upon a narrow forest path leading to Tagoung, and on our m y
along it, passed an old pagoda, the walls of which were entirely

gone, with the exception of one behind a seated figure of Guadama,
about 8 feet high; but the pagoda appears to be of no very
great age. The path lay through and over large heaps of brick-work
almost hidden in the soil, and as we neared old Tagoung, we again
crossed what had been pointed out to me on my previous visit as the
wall of that city, and which appears to be all that remains of it.
Tagoung, according to the chronicles of the kings of Ava, was founded
by A b W j a , one of the Thaki or Shakya ram of kings, who reigned
at Kappilawot, long before the appearance of Guadama, but who
retired from Central India to Burmah with his troops and followers
after the destruction by the king of Kauthnla or KO& (Oudh) of
the three cities of Kauliya, Dewadaha, and Kappilawot, the seats of the
Shakya line of kings. The city was first known as Thengat-tha-ratha
and Thengat-tha-nago, and stood on the site of a previous city which
had flourished in the times of the three preceding Buddhas. On the
death of A b h s j a , hie two sons disputed the succession, but agreed
to decide the question in this way, that each should construct a large
building on the same night, and he, whose building should be found
completed by the morning, should take the throne. The younger son
used only bamboos and planks which he covered over with cloth, and
whitewashed, so as t o give the whole the appearance of a finished
buildmg. The elder brother, seeing the other's completed, collected
his troops and followers, and went down the Irawady, and ascended
the Kyendwen to Kule, south of Munipur. f i o m thence he sent
his son, Moodootseitta, to be king of the country between Pegu, Arracan,
and Pagan, and he himself built the city of Kyouk-padoung to the
east of Guttshapa-nadee, and resided there for 24 years. Ultimately,
however, he went and took possession of the city of Arracan (Diniawdee), and remained there permanently. Thus the younger brothor
succeeded his father at Tagoung, and was followed by thirty-three
kings. In the reign of the laat of these kings, Tagoung was attacked
by the Chinese and Tartars, and he was compelled to retire up the
Ma16 river with as many of hie people as he could collect, but on
his death they were divided into three portions : one proceeded to the
eastward, and established the nineteen Shan states; another proceeded
down the Irawady and joined Moodootaeitta, and the third remained on
the Mal6 river with Nagazein, the widow of the exiled king.
1
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As. Soc. Jotun., vol v, p. 160.
It is much more likely the Shana were the aggreesore.
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I t has always been the pride of aU the kings of B u r m a to trsce
back their progeniture to the Shakya or sundescended race of Indian
kmgs. After the appearance of Quadama, and the destruction, for the
second time, of the three cities of the Shakya kings, one of their
race, named Daza E'k4,l ultimately established himself at Male', where
he met Nsgazein, and finding her to be a Shakya by birth, he married
her, and founded the city of Upper Pagan.
Behind the village there were a number of old pagodas in tolerable
preservation, but of recent origin, as compared with the ruins of Tagoung,
which are mid to date from before the Christian era.
I procured a number of small metallic images of Buddha from
these pagodas ; and impressions of Guadama as the preceding Buddha,
Dipenkara, in relief, on a peculiar kind of brick, from the pagoda within
the ruins of old Pagan. One of the latter is in every way an exact facsimile of the impression discovered by Captain Hannay in his visit. The
pagoda, however, is evidently of no great antiquity, and quite distinct
from the surrounding jungle-buried mounds of the ancient city ; and it
is, therefore, highly improbable that these impressions are of any greater
age than the structure in which they are found, if so old. Each bears a n
inscription in Pali, begining Ye dhammd, in the old Devanagri chamter.
The words and even the form of the letters are the same as those which
occur on old Buddhistic imagea and inscriptions in India. Without venturing any opinion as to the probable age of these impressions, it must
be borne in mind that the mere fact of their having an inscription in
the old Devanagri character is not su5cient roason why we should
consider them as very old. I am rather inclined to regard them merely
as caats of an old established mould or die, which had been reproduced and handed down through many centuries, and from which fresh
casts were being constantly atruck off, and widely distributed over the
country as articles of trade. From the c i r d n c e that the countenances of the figures in these impressions differ from those in all
modern Burmese images, and are nearly of the same character as those
found a t Saranath, Prinsep has suggested that they may have been made
a t Gsya for exportation, 8s is the custom to the present time.=
Passing through the little modern village of Twung, which does
not number more than 30 or 40 houses, we found it almost deserted, and
the majority of the inhabitants located in temporary huts on a long
The Y&d of the Burmese is Raja
As. Soa. Journ. vol. (v.), p. 167.

sand-bank which had formed in front of it, where they were busily
engaged preparing mashed, salted fish, or ngapd The village stands
on a low headland of reddish-yellow sandstone and m u s e conglomerate, and is separated from the s a n d - b d by a deep, narrow channel,
across which the fishing-stakes are thrown. Great numbers of fish
are caught every morning, and sold by weight on the sand-bank, and
xmmediately converted into ngap6. The entrails are removed by slitting the fish down the back, and the latter are then packed between
layers of salt, and trodden down with the feet in long baskets lined
with the l e d of the Eng tree. I bought fifteen species, and then hurried
on board the steamer which was lying off the sand-bank.
The hills opposite Tagoung are very high, and wooded to their
summits, and white pagodas occssionally peep out from the dense foliage
on their sides. The eastern bank dill preserves its undulating and
almost hilly character, and about 6 miles to the north of the village,
the isolated range of the Tagoung-toung-daw, about 110 miles long and
1,000 feet high, is now seen running almost parallel with the river.
When opposite the southern extremity of this range, it is observed to
be surrounded by an immense alluvial plateau expanding away to the east,
to the base of a range of hills, evidently the northern continuation
of the Shan mountains eastward of the capital, and stretching to the
north as far as the eye can reach, where it is relieved by a low ridge
which appears like an ialand'on its level surface.
About 3 milea above Tagoung, the Shuay-mein-toung hills on
the western aide begin to recede from the river, and when we are
on a line with the W o u n g hills, the two are separated from each
other by an interval of about 6 miles, and the channel becomes broken
up by large islands covered with long grass and forest trees. These
islands are submerged during the ming and in returning from
Bhami3 in the month of September, my boat, on a very dark night,
was carried over one by the very strong current, to the great danger
of our lives, and got fired in a dense clump of trees and snags, from
which we extricated ourselves with the greatest difllculty, and not
until two of my boatmen had fallen overboard in their exertions to
save their all. Gordon, who accompanied' me in another boat, was
carried away, a t an opposite tangent, into a whirlpool in which he waa
kept revolving for nearly ten minutes.
Another mile up, the river takes a bend to the east for
nearly 2 miles, and then resumes its northerly direction under low
banks. The eastern channel, which we followed, turns one point to the
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south-of-&, running to nearly the base of the Tag.oung mnge. It
has an a v e w breadth of 400 yards, and a depth of three fathoms. Dolphins were everywhere numerous, and in large shoals, that kept running
a t a respectful distance ahead of us.
Thirty minutes after leaving the Tagonng hills, I mas greatly
astonished to find the steamer again close below them, as it was
impossible to have foreseen that the channel could have had such a
serpentine course. The eastern and western channels are separated
by the large island of Chowkyoung, and by a series of smaller ones to
the north of it, and the channel we were navigating winds round
their eastern sinuosities. On the western bank a low line of wooded
hills rises opposite the former island, with a broad expanse of level
land to the north, succeeded by another isolated range from 400 to
800 feet high, running in a north-north-easterly direction. The southern
extremiq of this range abuts on the western bank as a small rounded
hill, on which the little town, of Thigyain is situated, with the village
of Myadoung almost opposite to it on the low alluvial land of the
eastern side. We moored alongside of the former village at 6 P.M. on
the 18th January. Dolphins were very numerous in the long clear
reach running past those villages. The villages of Thigyain and bfyadoung contain only about 50 houses each, and theheadman of the former
village informed me that each house in either village had received a royal
order to supply 60 pieces of firewood to the steamer, and that they were
to receive no recompense for so doing; and, moreover, that each house
occupied by more than one person pays a tax to government of Ra. 5
a year, and those with a single inhabitant Rs. 2-8 per amum.
Myadoung gives name to the district to the south of BhamB, and
is included in the Woonship of the latter, and the first piece of intelligence that greeted us on our arrival a t Thigyain was that the Woon
of Bhama had been lately murdered a t Momeit, a Shan town of some
importance, 36 miles south-east from Myadoung, and which had been recently placed under his governorship. llomeit derives its importance from
two circumstances, its close proximity to the richest ruby mines in Upper
Burmah, and to the Shuaylee valley, along which a petty trade finds its way
to and from China. Up to a few months before the unfortunate event, it
had always been under the government of its own chiefs, but had then been
placed under the BhamB Woon, who was appointed to collect the revenues,
and remit +em to Mandalay. The Shans and neighbouring Kakhyens
united to oppose this innovation of their ancient rights, and the Bhamb
governor proceeded to Momeit with a11 armed force of 800 men to enforce

the royd edict. He was surrounded by the insurgents, and lost his
life in an attempt to retreat, and many of his brave band perished in
the enterprise.
On the 19th January, a thick fog, before and after sunrise, delayed
us till 10 A.M. After leaving Thigyain the river is broken up by a number
of large islands covered with trees, and nearly all inhabited. Between
Thigyain and Katha, the next town we stopped at, a range of hills
runs at some little distance from the western bank, the intervening
ground being undulating, and terminating at the river in low rocky
banks. On the eastern side, the long expanse of country visible is
unrelieved by any hills, except a small range that is seen rising to
the east-north-east of Katha.
We moored alongside Katha a t 4-30 P.M. It is decidedly the largest
town after Shienpagah, and the houses cannot be under 200. It
is situated on a gently rising low slope on the western bank, and in
the distance it much resembles Mal6. The range of hills behind i t
is about 8 miles off, and i t is separated from i t by long hollows of
rich alluvium, closed in by undulating land covered by a dense jungle of
valuable forest trees, in which the teak occupies a prominent place. The
hollows are all under paddy cultivation, and a little cotton is also grown,
and tobacco is largely raised on the islands and sand-banks. The women
were busily employed in weaving and preparing the coloured cotton yarns
that they obtain from China for the manufacture of putzos and h e i n s .
A number of Shan merchants had recently arrived with their commodities, consisting principally of salted tea-leaves or hlep6. A few
Yunanese-Cbinese were also in the town selling their merchandise, along
with some of their countrymen from Mandalay.
Katha is a long town of two streets running parallel to each other,
and the houses are well built of timber, and have a very comfortable n ~ +
pearance. The people, too, werc well clad, and evidently in good circumstances. It is surrounded by a bamboo fence, with three gates, which are
closed at night. I t is the headquarters of the Woon of a considerable
district which takes its name from the town, and whose population is
almost exclusively Shan-Burmese.
On my return from Bhama me stopped for a few hours at Katha,
and Gordon, who was with me, and who had been very civilly treated by
the Woon on his way up, sent a messenger to announce our arrival,
and to thank him for his past kindness. Two men returned with a polite
message that the governor would have come down himself, and seen us in
our boats if we h d liad sufficient accommodation, and requested that me
0
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would go up and visit him at his house. Gordon went first, but he
had not been long gone when a note came from him, saying that the
Woon was most anxious to see me, as he was always glad to meet
Englishmen, atld requesting that I would go. On arriving, I found
Gordon aeated beside him on a cushion, in an open room, with a verandah in front, in which the town officials knelt a t a respectful
distance. He is a stout, good-natured, old man, and very politely held
out his hand to me as I entered. He seated me on another cushion
by his side ; and a large metal basin of water, with a gbld cup floating
in it, was p M before me. The room contained an eight-day English clock, and a few guns and muskets, but no furniture of any kind.
We talked about Bham8 and its Woon, and o w friend expressed s
strong desire to get that Woonship, and I believe from his marked partiality for Englishmen, as evinced from the hearty welcome he gave us, and
the circumstance that his son holds an appointment under our own government at Tongoo, that he would be a good man for the position;
and in the event of an English agent being appointed to BhsmB, that
he would work well with that official. He informed us that his brotherin-law had been one of the Tsikkays a t BhamB who had been removed
and imprisoned a t Mandalay on m o u n t of their opposition to the mission.
His relative, however, had now been set at liberty, and he attributed
his release to Gordon's having stated in his diary, a copy of which he
had sent to the Chief Commissioner, the substance of their conversation
on Gordon's upward journey. How far this had anything to do with
the liberation of the offending Tsikkay, I am not in a ~ositionto my.
On our return to our boats, we were amompanid by a handsome present
of rice, ngapk, fish, oil, and vegetables.
20th Janzcary 1868-Minimum temperature, 48"5'.-A
thick fog set
in an hour before sunrise, and delayed our departure:mtil 10 A.N. From
day-break, however, till we got under weigh, the steamer had been visited
by an eager crowd of men, women, and children who had flocked in from all
quarters to see it. We thought of some means to amuse and interest
them, and selected a magnetic battery for the purpose mith decided
succcss. At first we had some difficulty in finding any one who would
try it, but we at k t succeeded, and were speedily besieged by appli,
cnnte of both scxes and all ages, and the grimaces and blank astonishment of those operated upon, elicited roars of laughter from the bystanders.
Some stalwart Shans pronounced it very good for the flesh, and coaxed
their more timid partners-in-life to a trial, while pretty, modest, y o u q
girls who held back, mere led forward by the matrons that they might

have their share of the physics1 benefits we were so ungrudgingly distributing. The hearty good nature and frankness of these people were
most refreshing, by reason of their strong contrast to the splenetic
temperament of the Bengalee.
Above Katha, the rive; is broken up into a number of channels, and
the islands are large, and support many fishing d h g e s ; the channels are
very tortuous, deep, and narrow, and a favourite resort of roundheaded
dophins. The hills on the west are far from the banks, and sepaxated
from them by a broad belt of level country, and to the east an extensive
plain stretches to the base of the Shan mountains in the distance. A
range of hills is seen right ahead, rising from the plain which spreads
away in this direction.
The level land continues as far north as Shuay-goo-myo, which is
situated on the southern outskirts of these hills, and alongside of which
me moored at 6 P.M. A short way below the town, large flocks of
geese kept passing us for nearly an hour, and the sand-banks and shores
of the islands were covered with varieties of wild duck, principally dnaa
p~cilorlynch, Carsaca mtila, and Spatula cdyioeata. We passed one
enormous flock of Plotue melanogasler, which could not have contained
less than 500 bids; and a few Milvus gociuda and Haliaater indw were
foraging for food in the neighhurhood of the fishing-stakes and villages.
As evening closed in, immense flocks of Eerodiasgarzetta were seen roosting
in the tall grass, and on the high trees, which were lit up like candelebra by
their white f o m .
21at January.-The minimum temperature this morning was 44'55' ;
and, as usual, s thick fog delayed us for some hours. We accordingly went
aahore, and found the trees dripping with moiature as after a heavy rain.
I made at once for the jungle, and on my way passed through a neat little
village, shaded by tall trees and fathery bamboos, crossing in my walk
a number of mall water-courses spanned by substantial teak bridges.
Beyond this village I encountered another, but did not enter it, as a man
came running out to meet me, and implored me to go another way, as his
wife had been confined during the night, and alleging, as a reason why I
should do so, that if she h d the report of my gun, she would be
almost certain to die. To quiet him and allay his fears, for he was in a
very excited state, and evidently firmly believed what he said, I turned to
the right through a long swampy flat, into a dense forest of high trees,
with an impenetrable undergrowth of bamboo and ratans, and a rich display
of orchids and ferns, the first that, I may say, I have as yet seen in
Rurmah. Wading in mud in a narrow path for nearly a mile through the
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dense shade of this magnificent forest, I came upon an irregular open flat,
covered with young rice plants about six inches high, the first crop of the
year, half-covered with water. I went expressly after pea-fowl, but
found none, although the air occasionally resounded with their loud,
continued cry.
We got under steam at 10 A.M., and the whole village turned out to
see us depart, and a number of buxom young women and many boys tried to
keep up with us by racing along the side of the river below the high alluvial
banks. We at first thought they were attracted simply by the novelty of
the hamer, but found afterwards that they were taking advantage of its
presence, on their way back to their a g e s , as s protection against the
kidnapping Kakhyens who were in the neighbowhood; and we were
further told that it was always the custom of the phoongyee boys,
who go from village to village every morning to collect the food for
their priests, to creep along under the shelter of the high banks for the
same reason.
The mention of Kakhyens reminds me that Sladen and Williams
passed through a number of villages at Shuay-goo-myo deserted on amount
of these hill-men. A Burmese pointed out to them a village which the Kakhyens hadlately taken, but as they neared it, their informant got between
them for protection, and, stopping short, pointed to a house in which h e
said some of them were. My friends went up to it, and the Kakhyens, who
were quietly seated, started up in mute astonishment at the sight of the two
white-faced strangers. Sladen described them as very treacherous-looking,
and as having a strong resemblance to the eastern Karens. They were
furnished with h e long d h s , which were manufactured for them by some
Shans resident at Shuay-goo-myo. They were invited to come and see
the steamer, but, after accompanying my friends a short way, they seemtd
to think better of their resolution, and begged to be excused, as they said
they had to return to a meeting of their chiefs on their native hills. Their
red reason, I believe, was a dread of being seized by their inveterate
enemies, the Burmese officials.
Last night, a boy, about ten years of age, who had been sold for
Rs. 26 by a Kakhyen to the head official, was brought on board. He was
evidently of Chinese extraction, and had been kidnapped beyond the
mountains, to the east of the Irawady. Nearly opposite Shuay-goo-myo
is the large island of Shuaybaw, with its 1,000 pagodas, whose bright
golden tees, peering over the deep, rich, green foliage, have a picturesque effect. The great centre of attraction round which all are gathered is an ancient gold-gilt pagoda about 60 feet high. A richly arved q t l t
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of teak, with a most elaborately decorated roof, and cornice of small
niches, with seated marble figures of Buddha, encloses it on two sides.
The pagoda is distant about three-quarters of a mile from the river,
and is approached by broad paved ways, enclosed by low balustraded walls.
One is known as the Bhamd, and the other as the Shuay-goo-myo entrance. Numerous zaybts cluster round the magnet, piled to the ceiling
with Buddhistic figures in metal, wood, and white marble, the offerings of
the throng of worshippers who yearly frequent this holy spot, where
Buddha left his sacred footprint. The great festival occurring in March,
when the river is low and the long sand-banks are exposed, a town springs
up on them for the time, and general feasting is the order of the day.
About 3 miles above Shuay-goo-myo, the river runs through the
hills we sighted yesterday, and which overhang i t for about five miles,
and the grandeur of some of the precipices surpasses anything that my
pen cnn describe. Their summits generally are covered with scanty,
somewhat stunted trees, but further down, their bold sides are wrapped
in a splendid mantle of dark green forest, picked out here and there with
the fresh verdure of festooned clumps of bamboo, a few palms, and luxuriant
mum. Little fishing villages, walled with bamboo fences, lie snugly in
the hollows between the different hills. The first point we rounded
was a many-peaked hill to our right, that rises precipitously over the
deep green river to a height of 400 feet, its outline broken by huge
black rocks that stand out in bold relief against the clear blue sky.
A little white pagoda, Yethaycoo, stands at the entrance of a shallow cave,
overlooking a precipice of grey limestone about 150 feet high, and we
wondered who the enthusiasts were who had risked their lives up the
giddy height to build it.
Nearly opposite to this, on our left, a huge wall of grey limestone rises
from the river to a height of 800 feet, with a flat summit sparsely
covered with stunted trees, and its sides worn into rounded hollows by
the river, and curiously w k e d , yellow and white, by veins of carbonate
of lime. Another little pagoda, that of Sessoungan, is perched on a
detached pyramid of limestone at the foot of the giant wall, embowered
in fine trees that cling to the sides of its rocky foundation, and hide another
little temple behind the rocks. The first is reached by a long bamboo
ladder which is repaired once a year a t the great festival in March,
when many devotees resort to this shrine. Here, instead of having
tame fish to feed, as at Theehadaw, at the bye-hours of his devotions,
the pious Buddhist amuses himself by calling round him a large band
of red-faced monkeys, who have a colony at the foot of the great precipice,
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attracted doubtless by the good things that fall to their lot during
the yearly feast, and at all times from passing boats. 1
At the next angle of the river, beyond the huge cliffs, we passed another pagoda with a handsome, many-roofed, tapering zayht by its side,
embowered in trees on the summit of the precipitous hills to the left ;
and about one mile further on, we left this noble gorge, and the river
again flowed between low banks with a stretch of comparatively level
land on both sides, defined to the west and north by low rolling hills,
and to the east by the Kakhyen mountains.
It is very difficult to judge of the actual breadth of the defile, as
the hills are so high and close to the river, that they make it appear to be
much narrower than it really is. I believe, however, that in no place
will it be found to be under 300 yards. There are no rocks to impede
its course, which is slow and placid compared with many of the channels
in the open country below. This is the case also during the rains, and
judging from what I observed in September, a steamer would not expericnce very much difference between the strength of the current then,
and in the dry weather. I had no means to take the depth, but its
general appearance indicated that it must be considerable.
The rocks are chiefly greenstone and limestone, heading to the
mt-north-east, and dipping to the west at an angle of 65" in the
localities examined. Large limestone cliffs of a similar character occur
near Moulmein. A good deal of lime is prepared by the villagers.
Leaving the defile, we soon passed the old mart of Kaungtoung, so
noted in the commercial history of Upper Burmah as one of the principal
emporiums of trade with Western China, and distingvished for its able
defence against the Chinese in 1767. We did not stop to visit the
place, but in 1835 Hannay estimated the houses at 200, and describes it
as being surrounded by a ditch, and mentions the remains of a brick
redoubt, loopholed for amour or musketry, enclosing a pagoda. The
village is encircled by a bamboo palisade, as has been the case with
all the villages we have passed since leaving Shuay-goo-myo, intended as a
protection against the attacks of the Kakhyens. It commands the M o m
or Muangmn route, and the valley of the Shuaylee. Above Kaung1 This monkey belongs to the gcnus Macacus, and h3s a very strong resemblance
to M. rhesur of India, but it is lnrger, and has more hair about i b neck and chin.
"t
present, no accurate dnta exist for a comparison of the volume of the Irawady.
above i t .junction with the Kyendwen, and the Ganges and Brahmaputra at corresponding distances from the sea and above their principal affluenb, and it is to be hoped that
the Assistant Resident at BhamB may find an opportunity to give an accurntc section
of the river below the first +file, above BhnmB.
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toung, the river covers a veiy wide, sandy bed broken up by numerous
islands and sand-banks, and in many places it is one mile and a half in
breadth.
On a long stretch of sand some miles above Kaungtoung, and in
front of the village of Sawaddy, there mas a large encampment of
Shan, Chinese, and Kakhyen traders, and many boats were lying alongside
the bank to receive the goods destined for the capital, and intermediate
marts like Katha.
Here we sighted BhamS in the distance, situated on an elevated
bank overlooking the river, the tee8 of its few pagodas glittering brightly
in the setting sun. About 1 5 miles to the right of the t o m , looking
up the river, the high range of the Kakhyen hills is seen stretching
away to the east-north-east in an unbroken line; and to the west a low
range of undulating hills, thickly clad with trees, bends round to the south
to join those which form the western side of the defile. An almost level
country, about 25 miles broad and covered by a dense forest, intervenes between these two ranges, and about 10 miles to the north, it
is closed in by a low wooded range, the beginning of the first defle
of the Irawady. The channels below Bham6 are numerous and generally
deep, but we experienced some little difficulty in finding one adapted
to the steamer, a long vessel which does not answer its helm as i t ought.
The delay was certainly much less than I experienced on more than one
occrrsien in some parts of the river between Thayetmyo and Mandalay
in a steamer of less size. The channel in front of BhamS is broad and
very deep under the bank, alongside of which we moored on the 22nd
January, a t 5 P.M., about the middle of the river frontage of the town.
Our arrival created a great sensation, that was heightened by the shrill
sound of the engine whistle, and by the rush of steam that announced
it, and which I am led to think almost frightened some of the fair
sex into the belief that discretion is the better part of inquisitiveness, for
many of them made a precipitate retreat when the unwonted sounds
burst upon their ears.

.

CHAPTER X.
RESIDENCE AT B E I A M ~ .

BHAMG,
situated in latitude 24'16' north, longitude 96"53'47" east,' on
a high promincncc on the left bank of the Irawady, a b u t two miles
below the mouth of the Tapeng river, is a narrow town one mile in
length. It widens towards its middle, and is enclosed by a stockade about
nine feet high, consisting of the halves of trees, six to eight inches in
diameter, driven side by side into the ground, and strengthened above
and below by cross beams. It is guarded outside by a forest of bamboo
stakes about one foot long, fixed in the soil and projecting forwards
a t an acute angle, and unfortunate is he who runs unconsciously against
these pricks. There are four gates, one a t either end, and two on the
eastern side, and all are closed immediately after sunset. A guard
is stationed at each of the two extreme ones; and four or five outlooks in
the form of thatched huts, perched at intervals on the top of the stockade,
are called into requisition when an attack is expected from the dreaded
Kakhyens. I t con& about 500 houses, and allowing five persons to
each, the population may be estimated a t 2,500 persons, and it may be
referred to two portions, one Chinese and the other Shan. The former
quarter is in the middle of the town, and the houses number about 50
or 60. There are three principal streets, one running parallel to the
river, the whole length of the town, another half a mile inwards from
the two extremes of its middle third, and the last, starting from the
centre of the latter, terminates a t the most eastern gate. The majority
of the houses lie along these three ways, but there are many other
thickly wooded by-paths leadmg to scattered houses, dilapidated pa,&,
zayhts, nnd monasteries. The street, following the course of the river
bank, has a row of houses on either side of it, a d is laid in its centre
with a line of teak planks to afford a dry footing during the rains. The
houses are all small one-storied cottages, in a continuous line, built of
sun-dried bricks, with grey tiles of the same material, on concave roofs
with deep projecting eaves. Those next the river have verandahs overlooking it, supported on high piles; and the street is approached from

' I am indebted to Captain Bowers for the position of Bhama.

the river at intervals by high flights of steps ; for the top of the steep
bank, even in, the height of the rains, is much above the river. The
shops, as a rule, have a door and an open window facing the street,
with a small counter inside, behind which the owner is usually seen
smoking his long pipe. Manchester goods, long-cloth, Chinese yarns,
ball tea, opium, spices, preserved oranges, jujubes, walnuts, chestnuts,
raisins, apples, potatoes, beans, water-melon seeds, betel-nut, salt, flint,
gypsum, yellow orpiment, vermilion from Talifoo, copper wire, lead,
bees-wax, coarse sugar, sugar-candy, twine, atgut, and many articles
of less importance are offered for sale by the enterprising Chinese who
also regulate the cotton market of Bham8. I was informed by a Shan
that the cotton which is grown by the Kakhyens and Shans above the
first defile, and brought to Bham8 during the rains, along with oil-seed
(sesamum) and a kind of pitch, is more highly prized than that grown
south of the town. Nearly all the cotton finds its way to the Shan
s & t a to the east and to the country beyond them, and the traffic
in this valuable product is carried on even in the height of the rains,
as is evinced by the fact that we passed a number of mule-lo& on
our return journey tow& the end of July.
The Chinese have a neat little temple and theatre in one, consisting
of anouter and an inner court terminating in the temple itself, which
contains another court, their holy of holies. The entrance to the first
was through what was a novelty to ua, a circular doorway. The court
is paved throughout, and lies at a lower level than the one immediately
above it, which appears to be the orthodox fashion adopted in Chinese
temples. The theatrical stage is over the entrance to the second court,
and faces the religious part of the building, which, inits turn, is raised
above the court immediately below it. The court of the sanctuary b
a covered terrace round its three sides with recesses off two of them,
containing seated figures nearly life-size, with rubicund, almost fiery faces,
having black beards and moustaches of formidable cut and dimensions.
They are all, in accordance with s Chinaman's juat appreciation of the
value of rupees, carefully protected from dust and injury by being placed
in square boxes, which I ought to digmfy with the name of shrines, closed
in front with almost opaque, gauze netting. A few priests live in a couityard at the side of the building which is built entirely of brick, and after
the Chinese p t e a q u e idea of architectural beauty. The head Chinamnn
ie a person of considerable influence, not only among his own fellowcountrymen ak Bham8, but also with the Chinese between that town and
Momien, and among the Burmese oficbb at BhamB itself. He is the
D1
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responsible head of the colony of his countrymen, and is appointed by the
Burmese authorities to preserve order and settle disputes.
During the first fortnight of our sojourn, this man and the other
leading Chinese evinced a deep interest in all our movements and in the
objects of the Expedition, and used every argument in their power to
dissuade us against attempting to enter China ; and when we tried to
reason them into the belief that we might possibly succeed, we were
told that what princes had failed to accomplish, it was folly on our part
to attempt. Under all this show of interest there waa a strong current
of vigorous opposition, and to hide it they professed great friendship,
and even invited us to the thatricals in their temple, during which they
feasted us in grand style on a variety of preserved fruits and delicious
biscuits known only to oelestials, on samshu and tea, followed by the inevitable pork, and m h u varied with tea, rice and pork, the changes
again rung on pork, tea, enmshu, and fowls. Failing to influence us
through such media, and finding that we were still determined to go
forward, they at once threw off the mask of friendship, and took active
steps to prevent us accomplishing the end we had in view. We anticip a t d the opposition of the Chinese from the very &st day we set foot
in Bhamd, so were not at all surprised at its assuming the form which
it did, when they found that they could not cajole us into a quiet
abandonment of the mission. When we reflect that the monoply
of the trade has been held by them for centuries, and that they are
far-sighted enough to perceive that if the market there, and in the
country to the east, were throwm open, they would certainly be undersold
by the wealthy merchants of Rangoon, and that their high profits would be
irretrievably lost, we need not wonder at their raising the cry that their
craft was in danger, and at their uniting to a man to ward off the
impending change. Only one course now remained to them by which
they could ruin our enterprise, and they unhcsitatingly resorted to it.
A Chinaman, named Leesetai, who had formerly held an important
official position under the empire, before the Mahomedm rebellion in
Yunan, and who still maintains his allegiance, had established himself
as an independent chief along the line of march the mission was to
traverse on its way to Momien. To this man, the Chinese, whenever they became aware of our unalterable resolve to go forward,
addressed letters, imploring him on no account to allow us to proceed
beyond his fortress, and to attack our party. I am not disposed
rcgard this rn a very unjustifiable proceeding on their part, when we
rcmcmber tllc deep shkc they had in our failure, and also that we llad a n
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armed party of men with ue, which doubtless led them to believe that
we had come prepared to meet with opposition. The success which
attended this endeavour of theirs to thwart our progress will a p p as
I proceed with this narrative.
The Chinese are, as a rule, unmarried, but a few have taken Shan
wives. Their numbers are not great, and I should think that 200 would
embrace more than the population.
The remainder of the inhabitants is exclusively Shan-Burmese, and
the houses are all detached and built on low piles as is the custom univemlly
over Burmah; the majority are very small, and not nearly so comfortable-looking or so well built as those at Katha. The Woon's house,
which stands on a low promontory overlooking a swamp that runs through
the centre of the town, behind the Chinese quarter, is enclosed b y . a
high palisade covered with bamboo mats, an honour to which only princes
are entitled, or officials occupying the position of governors of provinces.
The house is a large, tumble-down, timber and bamboo structure,
on high piles, with a double roof, which is another sign of rank. It is
surrounded by a small plot of ground, in which I detected the remains
of an old fish tank and rockery ; but all such tastes have long since
ceased to manifest themselves here, as well as in the dilapidated town,
in which all the public works of former and later times have been
allowed to fall into ruin and decay. A neglected brass cannon, mounted
on a wooden carriage, stands on either side of the principal entrance
under a low thatched roof, in keeping with the thorough disrepair of
the big house inside. There is a large open space to the south of the
Woon's residence on which the court-house stands. This building is a
square wooden platform on piles, covered in by a high double roof. I t
is open all round, and the officials assemble in it every day for business,
of which quiet repose seems to form an integral part, for I usually found
them either reclining at full length on their sides, or squatted in
circles, discussing the merits of pawn, betel-nut, and cheroots.
The inhabitants attribute the decay of the public Ltlildings to the
oft-repeated raids of the Kakhyens, to destructive fires, to the misrule
and oppression of the governors and their officials, and to the decline of
t d e from the unsettled condition of the country to the east, ever
since the Panthays raised the standard of rebellion. Evidence is not
wanting in its numerous neglected pagodas and timber bridges, and in
the shaky and, in some instances, charred remains of what must have
been handsome zaylts, that Bhamb, in former days, must have been a
ph
of consideral~leimportance. Every Shan-Burmese house, as a rule,
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owns a loom, which is generally placed on the covered platform or
front verandah. The time of the women is chiefly employed in
weaving either silk or cotton putzos and tameins, in preparing and
dyeing yarns, husking rice, tenthe b d l o e s before they go out in the
morning to feed, caring for them on their return in the evening,
and attending generally to the affairs of the household. The girh are
taught to handle the loom at an early age, and are most useful helpmates to
their industrious mothers. The men till the fields and attend to the crops,but
are not nearly so industrious as the opposite sex. A few are employed in
smelting lead, and others are goldsmiths, who prepare gold necklaces,
chains and cups, and a few are the smelters of the silver used a9 the
currency of the country. This last process is conducted as follows : six
tickals of tolerably pure silver purchased from the Kakhyens who procure it from the Chinese are weighed out, and one tickal, eight annaa,
of copper-mire are added, and the two metah are melted together, the
smelter adding a sufficient quantity of lead to bring the whole up to the
weight of ten tickals. The addition of the lead is made entirely irrespective of scales, the operator trusting solely to his experience as a guide
to the right quantity. The operation is conducted in little saucers of
sun-dried clay which are placed in a bedding of paddy husk to make them
lie evenly, and charcoal is haped up over them, in hollow pyramids, which,
being ignited, the bellows are vigorously applied, and as soon as the metals
fuse, little pieces of lead are put in, according to the judgment of the
smelter. When the mass is a t a red heat, the charcoal is removed, and if
a piece of wood, which is now held over the amalgam, freely ignites, s
round, flat, brick button, about the size of a five-shilling piece, on which a
smooth layer of moist clay has been spread, is then laid on the surface
of the mass, two men previously blowing upon it through bamboo tubes.
The brick disc does not cover the whole of the amalgam, and the surplus
metal round the edge forms a thick ring round the centre, and lead is
freely added to the ring to bring the maas up to the proper size and
weight. As it solidifies, we have a white disc of silver surrounded by
a thick dark brownish ring containing metal of the same purity as that
of the disc, but covered with a coating of refuse and lead. The mass is
then removed from the saucer before it is perfectly h a d , and the brick
disc falls off leaving the coating of moist clay adhering to the silver,
which is then cleaned, and a number of round spots are dotted with cutch
on the face of the amalgam. This, I was informed, was to make the
mass look pretty. I t is then weighed and ready for being cut up. The
sauccrs in which the metal is melted are sold at Rs. 80 per 1,000 to

the Id-smelters, who extract any silver and lead that may remain, i~nd
the refuse of this smelting is sold to the potters, who use it as a glaze
for tiles. I have been also informed that it is employed as an enamel
for silver ornaments. There are a good many Burmese shops scattered
throughout the town that sell rice, various kinds of dried peas and
beam, and different spices, also betel-nut and lime. A small fish and
vegetable market is held every morning in the middle of the street
in the Chinese quarter, but it is a miserable affair, consisting only of
a few women who squat down before their baskets, each provided with
weights and scales to weigh the silver, the produce of their custom.
Among the other occupations of the women, it may be mentioned
that they make capital chatties from a tenacious yellowish-grey clay
which is found all over this portion of the Irawady valley, and that
attains in some places a thickness of 40 feet. They are generally
coloured red by an earthy ferruginous wbstance found imbedded in the
clay in the form of nodules.
Outside the town, a number of Shan-Chinese, from the valleys of
Hotha and Latha, manufacture excellent sun-dried bricks from the same
clay. Another temporary colony of these people within the stockade make
a large number of dilhs, and so industrious are they, and so great is the
demand for these formidable weapons, that their anvils are h a r d going late
in the night. These Shans visit Bhama for only a few months in the year,
arriving about October, and leaving again in March, when they return to
their own homes to attend to their crops. I n some cases their eyes are very
oblique, and the majority present this Chinese feature in a marked
degree. Their complexion, although fair, hasa sallow hue, and their eyes
are black. Their language is quite distinct from Burmese, and is a peculiar
dialect of Shan with a strong intermixture of Chinese. They dress in
blue jackets and with trousers which reach to the knee, and wear enormous
blue turbans, and their bare shins are bound with long bands of blue
cloth. They smoke metal tobacco pipes of the same form as those from
Tibet and Eastern China. A number of Kakhyens are always to be seen
in Bhama. They come down from their hills, which are about 10 miles
off, bringing rice, silver, pigs, goats, and opium. The goods are carried
on ponies, mules, and oxen, and the pigs in baskets on the backs of the
men, and when they encamp, they are tied up with pieces of wood on
either side of the animal's neck behind the jaws, fastened by a cord above
and below. They take back salt, dried fish, and ngap6, and occasionally
a little grey shirting and red cloth : but their chief object in visiting
the place is to procure salt. They are not permitted to encamp within the
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town, but are allowed to do- so close to three of the gates. Their only
shelter is a few branches of trees fixed in the ground and meeting in
a cone. This primitive tent is covered with 6-11 twigs, and serves ss a
hut in which they cook during the day and sleep at night. m i l e in
camp they live on rice, pork, fish, and some roota. They have bamboo
hookahs in which they smoke plantain leaves soaked in opium. The leaf
is-cut up into very fine shreds and dried at the side of the fire, and a
little opium, dissolved into a thickish paste, is heated in a copper spoon,
and the little pellet of plantain leaves is made to take it up. The pipe
somewhat resembles the one in common use in India. One reason why
they are excluded from the town ie, that the Shan-Burmese have a
thorough dread of their weakness for kidnapping children, and even men ;
and also because, as they assert, they can never he certain that a band
may not be the precursors of a raid. On reaching Bhamd, we were
told, but with what degree of truth it is doubtful to say, that 600
Kakhyens had collected about 10 miles off meditating an attack on the
town, but that they dispersed whenever they heard of our arrival.
After I had been only a few days in Bhamd, I saw four children who
had been stolen by the Kakhyens and recovered, and one was brought
to me by her mother with large round holes in the back of her ears
bored by her captors, atter the fashion in vogue among Kakhyen beauties,
but one which does not meet with the approval of Burmese belles. I
was fortunately able to remove the deformity, and mas immediately
installed to a high place in the esteem' of the fair ones of Bhama.
The three others, all little, fat-faced, oblique-eyed Chinese girls of seven
and eight years of age, were in the possession of the head Tsikkay, and
as much cared for by him as if they had been his own daughters, whose
place they supplied, as he was childless. One, a nice, lively, little girl of
about seven, could not speak a word of Burmese. In connection with
Kakhyen man-stealing, the following illustration came under my own
observation. My Burmese interpreter informed me one day that he had
met, outside the stockade, among a number of Kakhyens, a man who had
told him privately that he was a Kaala or foreigner who had been ten years
in slavery among those wild hill people, and that having heard of our
arrival, he wished to see some of us. I went by appointment to meet him,
and immediately recopising in his features that he was a native of India,
spoke to him in Hindoostanee, and finding that he could speak a fern
broken sentences of the language, I desired him to come to our residence.
He appeared the following day, and gave me his history in a jumble of
Kakhyen, Hindoostanee, and Burmese. Deen Mahomcd, a petty trader,
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and a native of the zillah of Midnapore, went& Burmah about ten years
ago along with nine of his countrymen, attracted by the glowing accounts
he had heard of the money that was to be made by the sale of piecegoocis and muslins. They first made their way up as far as Tongoo, on
the frontier, where they were delayed for a year by severe sickness and the
death of some of their number. From thence the survivors proceeded
through Upper Burmah, first, to the capital and then as far as Bhamd.
One day, while in the neighbourhood of the latter town, they halted in
the morning by the roadside to cook their food, and all had gone into
the jungle to collect firewood, except Deen Mahomed and another man,
who were in charge of the property. These two were suddenly attacked
by a gang of Kakhyens, and made prisoners along with all their goods.
The Kakhyens divided the booty, and one party retired with Deen
Mahomed, wide the other carried away the remaining captive. A log of
wood was fastened to one of his legs above the ankle, and he was further
secured by two ropes tied to the end of it, and pas& over his shoulders.
He was compelled to wear this for two months, but during that time he
was not required to work, and a Kakhyen was placed over him as a guard.
At the expiry of this period, he was asked if he were willing to remain,
and on his promising not to atkmpt to escape, the log mas removed. A
few days after this, the village was attacked and plundered by some hostile
Kakhyens, but he escaped along with his maater, who fled to another
village where he settled. Here he was exchanged to another Kakhyen for
a buffalo. His new master treated him well, and after two or three years
gave him a Kakhyen woman in marriage, by whom he has had three
children, the eldest now about seven years old. The only restriction he
was subjected to at first was, that he was not permitted to leave the hills,
but in time that was remitted, and he was regularly in the habit of visiting
BhamB, but always in the company of other Kakhyens. Whenever
he h a r d that the Kalas had arrived, he resolved to effect his escape.
He had almost entirely forgotten his language, and only knew that he
must have been about ten years in slavery, by the fact that his eldest
daughter is about seven, and that he was not married for the first two or
three years of his captivity. A h r communicating with Sladen, I promised
him protection, and sent him among his fellow-countrymen in our guard,
who acted the good Samaritan, and clothed him in decent raiment. We
resolved to take him along with us, as he might prove useful as an
interpreter, after he recovered the command of his native tongue. He was
a man of extreme simplicity, and, as far as I could judge, had nothing of
the rogue aboiit him. After a few days, he mas installed as Captain
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Bowers' syce, which he coptinued to be till the return of the Expedition,
when I brought him to Calcutta, and sent him to Midnapore.
The country behind Bhamb runs up to the base of the Kakhyen
hills in a series of undulations so long that the general appearance
is as if it were nearly a level slope. What I visited was covered almost
exclusively with nioderately sized Eng trees, with an undergrowth of tall,
rather delicate grass. The forest has been cut down in the immediate
neighbourhood of the town, and its place taken by a dense matted
jungle of shrubs and grass. For about a mile outside the stockade,
the surface is cut up by numerous deep jheels, evidently old offshoots
of the Irawady, which once flowed in a long curve to the south-east
of the town, as is evinced by an old river-bank, and by a broad
expanse of low level land between it and the present channel. Bhamij
has a kind of suburb in a few villages along the river-side beyond
the north and south gates; one of these to the north is inhabited b y
the descendants of a number of Assamese who were brought over to
Burrnah about fifty years ago, on the occasion of the marriage of the
king of Assam's daughter to the then reigning king of Ava. A few
have intermarried with the Burmese, but the majority of their alliances
are made among themselves. I at once detected that these people were
not Burmese, although they have adopted their dress and language, and
what led me to do so was their less pronounced Mongolian features, and
the difference in the wlour of the skin. The shape of the face, although
to a certain extent Mongolian, has a strong affinity to tho ordinary form
met with in Eastern Bengal, and my first impression was that they were
exclusively of Indian origin,-but this was chiefly due to the strength of
the contrast, when they were compared with the pronounced Mongolian
features of the Shan-Burmese.
About one mile and a half to the narth of Bhama, I mme unexpectedly in my wanderings in the jungle, in search of animal life and plants,
upon the ruins of an ancient city, which, I was afterwards informed by
the chief phoongyee of Bhamb, were those of the old town of Tsampenago,
the capital of a once powerful Shan Tsawbwaship. Thcy are buried under
splendid trees and in dense thickets of bamboo and long elephant grass,
which made it extremely di5cult to gain any accurate idea of their extent.
The wall, however, which mss easily determined, commences about one mile
and a half above Bhamb, it runs inwards from the river-bank, and appears
again upon it about one mile further up, below the pagodas of Shuaykeenah. The sweep of the wall is now the distinctive feature of the ruins,
and the one which &st attracted my attention. It is composed almost
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entirely of bricks with an intermixture of shingle, hidden under a deep
layer of soil supporting magnificent trees, which, from their elevation on
the mall, tower h q h above the surrounding forest. Inside and outside the
mall, there are a number of low fiat plots of land on which paddy is
cultivated, and rounded hillocks outside are cleared for cotton, groundnuts,
and capsicums which thrive well in the rich loam.
The pagodas of Shuaykeenah which occur close to the ruins, in a dense
cluster numbering about 300, and few of them exceeding 20 or 30 feet high,
are much resorted to on religious festivals ; and I was shown by a very
intelligent Shan a grove of high trees on a slight eminence, commanding
a fine view of the large golden pagoda, about 200 yards off, where the
whole of Bhami3 and the surrounding district aseemble to worship once
in every March.
As I had the good fortune to witness the hying of the foundation of
a pagoda at Shuaykeenah, and as an account of the ceremony may prove
of interest, I will describe it. A small, square plot of ground, the exact size
of the proposed pagoda, was railed off by a prettily twisted bamboo fence
about 2 feet high, decorated with flowers, and little flags of Chinese paper.
The enclosure was smoothed and levelled with the greatest nicety, and a
wooden pin, with its head covered with d v e r tinsel and bearing a yellow
lighted taper, was driven into the centre of the square, and another into the
ground about 2 feet from the south-east corner. A quadrangular trench
was dug round the central taper, and a deep hole at the side of the other.
Eight bricks about 1 foot long and 4 inches broad, the exact size of the
sides of the trench, mere now prepared. On four the name of Guadama
mas written in black paint; and on the others, a leaf of gold was placed in
the centre of one, silver on the second, a square of green paint on the third,
and red on the fourth, and round the margin of each was a narrow line of
green. After the trench and the hole a t the corner had been dug, both
were sprinkled with water. A round earthen vase, containing little bits
of gold and silver and some precious stones, besides rice and various
sweetmeats, +th its mouth closed with wax, in which a small lighted
yellow taper of the same substance was inserted, was then deposited in
the hole in the south-east corner by the builder of the pagoda, who
repeated a long prayer while the vase and its taper were being buried in
the earth sprinkled with water. On enquiry into the significance of this
part of the ceremony, I was told that the south-east corner pointed in
the direction of the abode of the great earth-serpent, and that offerings
of gold, silver, and food were deposited in the vase as a propitiatory
offering to him. This is an interesting relic of the make-worship which
E 1
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was once so prevalent among the Shan race to the south, and holds the
same position in its relation to Buddhism as nAt worship, the last trace,
as it were, of the primitive religion of the race, if the dread of evil and
the propitiation of its power can be regarded as religion. A similar
engrafting of the two systems in Western Yunail is evinced by the
canopies over the heads of Buddha being represented by many-headed
snakes, resembling what is seen in some of the Indian Hindoo architectural remains. I n the next part of the ceremony, the depositing the
bricks in the tiaench, the Shan mas assisted by his grandmother, his
wife, and daughter. They all knelt around it, the man to the north side,
with his wife facing him, his grandmother on his left, and his daughter
on his right hand. The silvered brick, with a lighted taper placed on it,
was handed to the old woman who raised it over her head, and devoutly
murmuring a long prayer, placed it in the trench which had been previously sprinkled with water. The wife did the same with the red
centred brick and its taper, and the daughter followed with the green, and
her father took the gold one. The girl, in raising her brick, b t into a
fit of laughter, tickled at the idea, I was told, of not knowing her
prayers. These bricks having been proycrly deposited, those bearing the
name of G u h a were placed over them with the name downwards, and
a layer of cloth wvas spread over all. Earth was then thrown in, sprinkled
with water, and the hole having been filled up, the ceremony was
completed.
While I was looking on at this interesting ceremonial, two old Shans,
who were assistinp at it, and whose child-like admiration of my watch
had induced me to show them a few other nick-nacks, expressed a strong
desire that they might be allowed to erramide my hands, and read my
fortune from them. I complied, and the two old fellows, carefully tracing
out the folds on the palm and the lines on the finger-tips, shook their
wise heads, and protested that they had never seen such a fine hand, one
that had a better fate in store for it, and from the earnest way they
acted and spoke, I verily believe they had faith in their divination.
The Shuaykeenah pagodas stand on a high bank at the angle formed
by the Tapeng at its junction with the Irawady ;and about 500 yards to the
east of them, or nearly so, is the small village of the same name. Here
the Tapeng, through which Klaproth carried the waters of the Sanpo,
runs don- from the Kakhgen hills to the east, through a rich alluvial
plain, closed in to the north by the wooded hills which mark the termination of the first defile of the Irawady. The Tapeng, at its month, is
about 200 yards broad during the dry weather, and from 2 to 1%feet
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deep, but obstiuckd by many sand-banks ; the northern bank in the same
locality is rather high and wooded, but the opposite one is low, and covered
with patches of rice cultivation. All the rice on the BhamB side is raised
in swampy hollows which have once been river channels.
The second or third day after our arrival a t Bl~amb,large crowds
from all quarters came to visit the steamer. One of some heavy logs
of timber, lying on the bank, unfortunately rolled over on a little girl,
and fractured her thigh ; and happening to be present at the time, I had
the girl, an interesting child of ten years of age, carried on board, and
set the fracture, to the delight of her parents. My reputation as a doctor
was established at once, and during a month's residence, I held
regular levees from 10 A.M. to 1 and 2 P.M., and on these occasions
mas consulted by people of both sexes, and all ages and conditions. Some
of them came long distances by water, especially old men and women with
defective eyesight, who were seemingly Grmly impressed with the belief
that I had the power to restore sight, and such was their importunity, t,hat
even after explaining that I could not give them back their youth, they
still begged that I would give them some medicine, alleging that if it did
them no good, it could do them no harm. None would go away emptyhanded, and many a poor creature that I refused as hopeless would so
hang about and haunt my steps, that I was forced to give, out of
sheer compassion, but without hope. My great difficulty was ignorance of the language, but Major Sladen with wonderful patience gave me
his valuable assistance as interpreter, on almost every occasion. The
diseases I had chiefly to treat were indolent and irritable ulcers on the
legs, itch, eczema, psoriasis, and acute purulent ophthalmia in all its
stages, to complete destruction of the cornea, as well as every form of
opwity, resulting principally from that dire scourge, small-pox, which
had been very prevalent s few months before among the children, many
of whom it had blinded for life. Half-a-dozen cases of cataract presented
themselves, chiefly among men of mature years. My deaf patients were
numerous, and the a%lictions, when enquired into, were usually found to
d a b either from a severe fever, scarlatina, or small-pox. Some formidable
whitlows were treated among the Chinese. I did not observe a single case
of phthisis, and the only chest disease that came under my notice was one
of asthma in a young woman. The most common form of sore waa an
intractable, s p r e d i form of cuticular inflammation, going on to
ulceration, confined chiefly to the ankles and shin, although it occurred
sometimes on the hands, principally among men whose occupation led
them into the jullgles. The usual history was that the skin or the
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affected part had been torn against bushes, and that it had become very
painful, and that the skin rose in watery blisters, which hardened into n
yellow crust, covering a raw ulcerated surface most difficult to heaL I
tried every possible treatment that my limited medicine chest would
permit of, but with no very marked sucoess, but rest, poulticing, and waterdressing did the most good. I was a t first inclined to attribute i t to the
scratch of some poisonous plant, but was afterwards led to doubt this
explanation, as two simple bruises on my own person followed the same
course, and maimed me for a month. One on my thumb was very painful, and necessitated my arm being carried in a sling for some weeks, and
as I lost the nail, I did not recover the full use of my right hand for two
months. I had two cases of urinary calculus, but operated only on one
unfortunate man ; the operation was one of considerable difficulty : the
man stood it heroically, and recovered rapidly. I had a n u m b e ~of
phoongyees among my patients who came long distances to consult
me about their ailments. During our sojourn I had not a single case of
fever in our party, which numbered about one hundred strong, nor 4id any
come under my observation among the natives, which speaks we11 for
the healthiness of the locality in the cold weather. I nw informed, however, that fever is rather ~revalentduring the rains.
We lived on board the steamer until the authorities had time to
build a house for us in accordance with a royal order from Mandalaj,
which they were obliged to carry out, although they didiked i t much, as
they did not wish it to appear that they were in any way favouring the
Ex+tion,
and by reason of dissensions among themselves. Our residence
w& built entirely of bamboo on a clear space of ground close to the
east of the Woon's house, and it was completed in five days after the h t
bamboo had been driven into the ground. It was a long house raised
three feet above the mil, with a verandah at both ends, the one a t
the back serving for a bathing-place, and three bed-rooms in a line on
eithcr side with a little window in each, the suites of apartments being
separated from each other by a broad hall in which we sat during t h e
day. A small out-house was erected for our servants and baggage,
and the guard was put up in a zayAt close by, and others of our followers
appropriated the out-houses in the governor's enclosure. We had a tent
in the open space in front of our house, and in it we breakfasted and dined.
On the morning &r we arrived, the two Tsikh-ays or magistrates,
who are respectively designated north and south, according as they govern
one or other of these divisions of the town, formally visited us on board the
steamer. We had come with the impression that our Btay at Bham8

would only extend over a few days, but this was quickly dispelled after a
few minutes' conversation with these officials. Before our departure
from Mandalay, Sladen had secured the despatch of a written order to
the Woon at BhamB, to have mules in readiness for our journey, but
we were now informed that i t had only reached the late Woon a
few days before his death at Momeit, and that, in the nbsence of a
governor, nothing had been done to give it effect. The next four
weeks of our residence were spent by our able leader in a fruitless attempt
to get the Tsikkays to give us their assistance in making the necessary
arrangements for. our departure; but although they promised ,to do
everything that was required of them, they did not move a finger to
assist us. When we started from Mandalay, we had the full expectation,
and the assurance of the king, that the new Woon wodd follow us in
a day or two, and that he would reach BhamB about the same time as
ourselves. This, however, he did not do, and as time was of p e a t
that our departure from
im13ortance to us, Major Sladen was
Uhama should be delayed as little as possible, but in this hd signally
failed, as the Tsikkaye declined to act on their own req)onsibility.
But if simple inaction had been the only feature in the conduct of the
Tsikkap we had to complain of, it would have merited little more than
a pmsing remark : unfortunately i t was not SO. Their policy at first was
to appear as if they were interested in the success of the Expedition,
while at the same time they used every argument they could think of
to induce ns to abandon it. They told us that the principal routes were
closed to all traffic, but the arrival of the large Shan caravans and the
constant influx of small companies of trading Kakhyens were standing
proofs that such was not the case, and they were obliged to confess that
a s d trade existed along the Tapeng and Ponliue route. As no
had arrived by the other routes, and as we had no other means
of ascert&ling the real state of matters regarding them, or of +roving
the assertion of the Tsikkays that they were closed, it was decided that
we should go by the Tapeng road. We were denied all reliable information regarding the routes, the extent and character of the trade, whether
#e Kakhyens were at peace or war among themselves, and of the
relations of the Shans to the Panthays; all of these being enquiries
deeply affecting the Expedition. A poor but intelligent woman, the
daughter of an old Asmmese, in charge of the most eastern gate, knew
Kakhyen," which she had learned from the petty traders who weekly
encamp outside the gate. She had been in the habit of supplying us
with milk, and had acted as our interpreter on several occasions to these
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despised hill pcople, and h d thus incurred the wrath of the Tsikkays,
who had her beatcn in the public streets. They h d , however, trumped
up a complaint against her, that she had burned a light at her home
after hours. But the woman told us she understood well why she was
so treated, and the rest of the inhabitants took the hint that was
intended, and carefully abstained from giving us any assistance, and in
fmt avoided being seen near our residence mhcn any official was
expected to pass. Combined with this covert opposition, the Tsikkays
openly circulated the most exaggerated accounts of the treachery of the
Kakhyens, and, as events have proved, utterly false shtementa as to the
determined opposition we were certain to experience from the Shans.
The picture that was daily d r a m ?or our edification, before we had
hcome acquainted with the Kakhyens, was, that this people were hill
wvagcs, armed with spears and poisoned arrows, and that they lurked
like wild bemts among jungle on the road-side, and shot their fell
darts at every comer who was worth killing for his putzo, gun,
or buffalo; but when the narrators found that we did not believe in
this idle fable, and that we cultivated the acquaintance of the Kakhyens who found their way to Bhamd, they punished the unfortunate
woman who acted as interpreter, and thus effectually deterred the townspeople from performing similar services to us, and thus closed what would
have been a valuable and reliable source of information to the Expedition. The effect was not only to deprive us of Kakhyen but also of
Slian interpreters as well, and when we left Bham6, we were unprovided
with either, if we except Deen Mahomed of Kakhyen experience.
The worst feature in the attitude of the Tsikkays towards the mission was the fact that they were aware that the Chinese residents of
Bham6 were intriguing with Leesetai for our extermination, and had
written to the Ponline Tsambwa not to assist us, and that they conceded
from us both of these treacherous attempts to defeat our intentions.
When this intrigue came to the ears of our leader, the turning
point of our fortune had arrived, and I cannot speak in too high terms of
the way in which Major Sladen met it, for the course of action which
he pursued at this trying time proved the means of saving the Ex@tion from an ignominious, and, in all likelihood, disastrous retreat from
Ponsee. With a promptness and decision worthy of the highest commendation, he, unknown to ua, resolved to outwit these Chinese, and did
so in a masterly way. All the informatioli we had been able to gather a t
BhamO, regarding the political state of the country beyond, was of no
service to us. We were not aware that the Burmese h d little or no
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authority in the Kalrhyen hills, and were utterly ignorant of the political
relations of the Shan states ; and our knowledge of the Panthay
government was simply this, that it extended as far east as Momien,
which Major Sladen believed to be the residence of certain Mahornedan
chiefs of
importance.
a
- We were informed that the highway to Momien
and Talifoo mas commanded by the so-called robber-chief, Leesetai,
who had undertaken to annihilate us if we attempted to proceed by
it. Major Sladen's policy was to secure the good-will and assistance
of these chiefs, and he was induced to believe that they would be
inclined to favour the revival of the old trade that had existed
between Western Yunan and BhamB, because the large caravans ghich
visited Mandalay once a year by the long and difficult Theinnee route
were the evidence that a necessity existed for the interchange of the
products of Yunan and Burmah. He accordingly wrote to the chi&,
explaining the ailvantage they would derive if the shorter and more practicable route, which had been recognized by many centuries of experience
as the great highway to Yunan, were re-opened to t r d e ; and fully
explained to them the peaceful object of the mission, and that we
had arrived at BhamB in consequence of certain rights which had
been conferred on the English Government by its treaty with Burmah,
and with the full approbation and support of the Burmese Government, and sent copies of the treaty and proclamation. He informed
them of the opposition we had met with at Bhamd, and requested
'
their co-operation in counteracting the intrigues of the Chinese with Leesetai. The letter and documents were despatched with the utmost secrecy,
on the 19th February, by three Kakhyens who had mqnifested a
kindly interest in the Expedition.
The next character who merit8 our attention is the Kakhyen chief or
Tsawbwa of Ponline who m e to BhamB on the urgent request of
Major Sladen, after he had refused to comply with the order of the
Tsikkays. He visited us, on board the steamer, dressed as a mandarin
of the blue button, and attended by six to eight men armed with matchlocks
and d&s. He wore a chocolate-coloured long satin coat, richly decorated
with gold dragons and other grotesque-looking figures, and the members
of his staff were dressed in blue Shan jackets, and loose breeches of the same
colour reaching to the knee, and their shins were bandaged in long rolls of
dark blue cloth. He carried a gold umbrella, which he had received from the
king of Burmah about seven or eight years ago, when he had the honorary
title conferred on him of Papdicnza (Raja), a word of P d i extraction,
signifying mountain-king. The Tsawbwa is a tall, thin man with a stoop,
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a contracted chest, long thin neck, very small retreating forehead, flat face
with high cheek-bones, oblique eyes, with a deep depression instead of
a bridge to his nose, which is represented by a small nodule in the
centre of his oval and repulsive visage. Suspicion and deceit are
written on his face, of which I had a t first some difficulty in obtaining
a glimpse, for during the interview he sat with his body bent over
the arm of his chair, gazing restlessly on the floor, with his head bowed,
as if he were conscious that his looks would betray him. He was m o m panied on board the steamer by all the Burmese officials, and to let
him, and the Bhamd Tsikkays as well, understand that we respected his
position as an independent chief, we had the police escort drawn out
under arms to receive him. The Tsikkays brought a Kakhyen interpreter
along with them in the person of the T a m , or petty magistrate, of
a neighbouring village, whose loquacity was in strong contrast to the
taciturnity of the chief, whose short w d almost monosyllabic answers
to Major Sladen's enquiries regarding the routes, mere distorted and expanded into discursive but disheartening accounts of difEculties to be
overcome, and dangers to life to be faced, if we attempted to proceed
beyond Bhama. It was evident that the chiefs reserve mas due, in
great part, to the presence of the Burmese officials, and aa he understood sufficient Burmese to appreciate the drift of the elaborate replies of the interpreter, it is no matter for wonder that he exercised
caution in committing himself to our side. Major Sladen indignantly
exposed the lying tricks of the Tamone, and requested the services of
a man who would confine himself to correctly interpreting the conversation, and not take advantage of it for expressing his own viem
on the subject of the conference. The culprit retired discomfited, and
his place was taken by another Burman, by whom we mere informed
that the Tsawbwa would guarantee UE rs safe pamage through his
territory, although he could not be answerable for the conduct of
other Kakhyen chiefs. It was evident, however, that he was ill a t
ewe in the presence of the Burmese officials, and Major Sladen wisely
brought the interview to a close by offering him a friendly cup of eau-devie. But one did not satisfy the Kakhyen capacity for strong drink, and
he repeated his demands for more till he and his retinue, aided by the
Burmese Tsikkayg had exhausted one bottle, and now begged for another,
which we promised to send after him. On leaving us, his last words
were, " remember the brandy, and send it quickly."
We had another visit from this chief on the following day, when he
undertook to pi*ocureone hundred mules, and to hove them assembled

in ten days, at the village of Tsitkaw, on the right bank of the Tapeng,
21 miles from BhamB. Major Sladen had a private interview with him,
as we had discovered that the Kakhyens, as a rule, are nearly ae familiar
with Chinese ns with their own language, and that the presence,
therefore, of the Burmese officials, or their creatures, could be dispensed
with. The chief threw off all his former reserve, which, he said, had been
f o r d upon him, as it was necessary for his own interests that he should
not offend the prejudices of the Chinese at Bhama who t d e d by
the Tapeng route, and who had advised him not to countenance the
Expdtion. It was his own desire to afford every facility for our
passage through his hills, but he could not shut his eyes to tho
strong opposition maintained by the Chinese both a t Bham8 and
beyond, who would be certain to accomplish his ruin if they thought
that he alone had been instrumental in assisting us to enter Yunan.
He, therefore, insisted on Burmese co-operation, to convince the Chinese
that the E x N t i o n had the permission and support of the Burmese
government, and stipulated that we should be accompanied by a small
Burmese guard. We shall find, however, that this m,ogestion wns
anything but palatable to those high in authority a t Bhamd. He now
undertook to convey us in safety as far tw Manwyne, the first Shan town,
and boasted that he was the most powerful chief along the.route we were
to follow, A d that he was on friendly terms with all the other Tsawbwas.
He left Bham8 on the following morning (2nd February) to make all
the necessary arrangements for our departure in ten days.
The new governor of BhamO arrived on the 20th February.
We thought that all our difficulties would now disappear as he came
fresh from the presence of the king, who had professed to favour the
Expedition, and whose royal orders it would be a high crime in a governor
to frustrate. He declined, however, to leave hie boat for three days,
notwithstanding the earnest entreaties of our leader that he would
at once assume the duties of his Woonship, and make the necessary
arrangements for our departure. The three days were declared to be
unpropitious for so important an event, and as no protestations on our
part would affect the decision of the fates, we hsd quietly to submit.
Sladen, however, made full use of the delay by keeping up a vigorous
convereation with the Woon by messengers, and the governor sent
word to say that we might have boats at any moment to take our
baggage to Tsitkaw, but advised us to wait until he had fired his p n s ,
and had brought in the various Tsawbwas with whom he would arrange
for our march through their territories, and to each of whom we were
P 1
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to make certain presents. Sladen urged in reply that every day was
precious to us, and hoped that the Woon would see it to be his duty
to call the Tsawbwas at once, and to this we received the answer that
the guns would be fired on the 25th. He landed on the 2 3 d , and
proceeded to his official residence, mounted on an elephant, and followed
by two or three hundred villagers armed with old flint muskets, and
with the dAh, the familiar weapon of the Burmese, Shans, and Kakhyens.
Sladen visited him the a m e day, and arranged that the guns should
be fired on the following evening, and that the Ponline Tsawbwa
should be sent for at once to completc the arrangements. The Woon
professed to be actuated by the very best motives, and to have the
welfare of our project at heart ;but on the following day, when Sladen
visited him, along with the Ponline Tsawbwa, who had heard of his
arrival, and had come into Bharn8 of his own accord, and the latter
asked for a Burmese guard to accompany the Expedition, for the reasons
I have already given, the request was scorned by the Woon as quite
uncalled for. The Tsawbwa, however, pressed the importance of our
having some tangible recognition of the support of the Burmese government, and adduced as a precedent that a guard had been sent along
with the king's cotton two or three years before. I n answer, he was
given to understand by the Woon that the two cases were entirely
different, and that the Expedition was to be allowed to take care of
itself, as the Burmese government had no i m r n h t e concern in its
success. After such a declaration, it mas difficult to reconcile his friendly
professions with his deeds. The Tsawbwa then undertook to fullil
his part of the engagement independent of Burmese aid, but he informed
the Woon that he had received letters from the Chinese at BhamB,
admonishing him not to allow us to pass through his territories. The
Woon admitted that he wss aware of the opposition of the Chinese,
but stated that he had not been able to discover whether it had its
seat at Mandalay, or at Bham6, but promised at the same time, on
Sladen's representation, to call up the head Chinaman, and warn him
that he would be held responsible for our safety.
The Ponline Tsawbwa afterwards confessed to Major Sladen that the
Chinese and Burmese were both against us, and urged that we should leave
Bham8 as soon as possible, and ascribed their opposition solely to their
determination to preserve, if possible, the monopoly of the trade in their
o m hands. Everything was now arranged with the Ponline Tsawbwa,
and the mules were waiting for us a t the village of Teitkaw. On the
morning after the Woon's arrival, the proclamation announcing his
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appointment was read at the court-house, to which he proceeded escorted
by one hundred armed men, dressed in the ordinary peasant clothes, and
ranged in single file on either side of him, in two long lines. He wore
the fantastic dress of a Burmese prince; a short, tight-fitting, richly
coloured coat, covered wi& gold tinsel, and with two enormous rigid
epaulettea like the wings of a bird, and a tall gold-gilt hat, like a
fireman's helmet, surmounted by a tapering, pagoda-like spire. The guns
were fired at 7 P.M. on the same day, after filly an hour had been spent
in driving home the powder m d a novel cartridge of green plantain
leaves, but they failed to all in any Tsawbwas.
Our baggage was despatched, on the 25th, by boats up the Tapeng
to Tsitkaw, and we decided to start on the following morning. But
two difficulties remained yet to be overcome. We had no interpreters,
and our rupees had not been changed for the coin of the country.
Sladen's representations to the Woon on the former head were barren of
any result, and owing to some mysterious cause, silver had disappeared
tiam BhamB, and in this apparently helpless condition, we started on the
morning of the 26th February. Mr. Burn, who had accompanied us
thus far, returned to Rangoon, as Captain Bowers found that there wns
neither sufficient work nor funds for both of them.
I will dismiss BhamB by narrating two incidents that came under my
notice during the last few days of our sojourn there. While we were at
dinner one evening, a cry was raised that a tiger was in the town, and we
at o n d started with our rifles, and were met by a man who informed us that
a woman had been killed. We hurried on, and in a hollow below a clump
of bamboos came upon the body of the poor woman, over which her niece
was crying bitterly. The back of the skull was completely smashed in, and
a long rent ran from the base of the occiput to above the ear, and
part of the scalp was torn off. The woman had been sitting in the low
verandah of a ground hut, making thatch, and had evidently been whisked
out by one fell swoop of the tiger's paw, for no marks of the teeth could be
discovered. A number of people were seated close beside her talking
loudly; but this only verifies what I have heard about man-eating tigers
that they rather take advantage than otherwise of a noise to secuie their
prey, and this one, a tigress, had a decided partiality for human flesh,
for she had carried off another woman a year before, and the towns-people
asserted that she cleared the stockade, nine feet high, with the woman
in her mouth. I n the present instance, she had dragged her prey about
fifty yards, but whenever the people discovered what had happened, they
rushed from their houses with torches, and shouting drove her off. When
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we arrived, there were a b u t fifty men, all armed with spears and guns,
and many carried torches, and fires had been lit in every direction to fnghten
the brute away. The scene was a most exciting and effective picture.
We had the body removed, and beat the thickets, but could discover no
trace of the tigress. The woman mas buried the same night in accordance
with the Burmese custom followed in all casea of persons killed by tigers.
On the following morning, we found the tracks of the animal clearly
imprinted ou fresh bricks laid out to dry, and its sex indicated by the footprints of her cub.
Proceeding for a stroll outside the stockade, I encountered a number
of old Shan women seated round a large bowl of water, in which three
small pieces of cotton wool were floating. They were ugly, wizened, and
bowed, and ns they sat smoking their long pipes, with their eyes rivetted
on the bowl and its floats, they forcibly recalled the witch-scene in
Macbeth." The meaning of the curious spectacle was this : three men
had gone to the Kakhyen hills, and a report having reached their families
that one of them had died, the old hags were deciding upon the truth
of the rumour, and determining which of the men it mas who had passed
into &land.
To arrive at this, they had taken, for each of the men
whose fates were to be determined, a small piece of cotton wool and
strung it through the eye of a needle ; and giving to each a special mark
and the name of the man, they had let the needles gently into the water
in which they were suspended by the cotton float. It takes some time
before the cotton becomes so thoroughly wetted as to sink, but theheedle
which 6rst drops to the bottom consigns the unfortunate, whose name
it bears, to the land of forgetfulness. The proof is conclusive, more
especially if the other two needles approach each other at the same time.
The needles, however, seemed to be expected to comport themselves in
such a way as to favour the chance of the result tallying with the
rumoured fact : if not doing so, they are all taken out and placed on s
tray, along with an offering of rice for the nhts, and one of the witches
lifts the tray above her head, and mutters a low chant. They are again
placed in the water, and their course and cnd carefully watched, so that
if Mung-Thrtzannoo has been reportcd dead, his needle does not b l i e his
fate. Truly, in dl things the Shans are too superstitious.

CHAPTER XI.
B H A M ~TO PONSEE.

THETapeng being navigable to the foot of the hills, at all seasons of
the year, for moderately-sized boats, we sent all the baggage we did not
require on our two daysJ march direct by water to Tsitkaw, and our lighter
baggage receded us on the morning of our departure to pick us up a t
the village of Tahmeylon. The distance between BhamB and Tsitkaw
is only about 21 miles, and might easily be got over in one day by
a single pedestrian, but when a party of one hundred persons h to be
ferried over the stream, in a limited number of canoes, the journey m o t
be accomplished under two days.
We started on the morning of the 26th February, with no guide, and
without an interpreter, a telling comment on the value to be attached
to the professions of assistance vouchsafed to us by the Woon and his
o5cials. We had the fortune, however, in p k g through Bhamd to
meet a good-natured and well-disposed S h n , who held the ofice of
head jailor, and whom Major Sladen persuaded to show us the rod, on
the understanding that he would use his influence at had-quarters to
clear him from any responsibility that might accrue from his having
given us his services. Our way lay through the northern gate, and
about half ra mile beyond the town, we struck off to the right, passing the ruins of Tsampenago and the pagoda of Shuaykeenah,
and a few hundred yards beyond the latter, we came to the Tapeng
river about half a mile above its mouth. The road, so far, lies through
a d e w forest, and is broad enough to allow of two ponies wdking abreast.
We crossed the river, which is about 200 yards wide, in canocg swimming
the ponies alongside, and halted till our men came over. We then started
and marched 2 miles, as far as the village of Tahmeylon, where i t mas
arranged that we should remain the rest of the day, as there was no
other halting-place till Tsitkaw is reached, and a the boats containing
our provisions and bedding could not arrive before dusk, the current
being against them the whole way from Bhama. We put up in a small
monastery, the ~hoongyeeor priest of which had lately died, and here there
was a profusion of small marble Buddhas seated in recesses in miniature
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pagodas, besides numerous boxes, decorated with little bits of mirrorglass and coloured w e e , containing the library of the deceased: also
many manuscripts carellly rolled up in blue cloth were suspended
from the roof by cord slings.
I went out in the afternoon to shoot, accompanied by the son of the
headman of the village. He conducted me for some distance through dense
grass jungle and occasional extensive rice clearings to a longjhel, where
Anaa p~cilorhyncha,Casarca rut&, and Querpuedzlla crecca were rather
plentill, but very wary. I also observed Ardea purpurea and Herodius
er~rettoides,and a moderately-sized leopard came skulking along the side of
the water evidently in pursuit of fish.' We watched each other attentively,
but as I had only small shot in my gun I did not venture to disturb
him. Gallus ferrugineus occurred in large coveys on the old rice
clearings, but they were very shy, and flew off on the slightest noise to
high trees in the centre of the jungle, where they nightly roosted in
large numbers. As it was getting dark, I hurried back and found that
the rest of the party had thought I had lost my way, and had been firing
off their guns to attract my attention. The boats containing our light
baggage had arrived, and we were comfortably quartered for the night.
27th February. We started at 7 A.M., skirting the banks of
the Tapeng through tall grass, occasionally broken in upon by rice
clearings, but bearing a very small proportion to the large tracts
of uncultivated land in this fertile but thinly peopled valley. This
grass, which averages 10 feet in height, is confined to a narrow belt along
both sides of the river. Interspersed among it occur lofty cotton trees
(Bom6ax malabaricum), sweet limes, and a profusion of rich orangeflowered Zinziberacece. The rice clearings are almost entirely confined to
this land, which is annually washed by the unfailing floods of the Tapeng.
A belt of higher ground beyond the influence of the river, and covered
with h e forest, lies to the right, and in riding along, we speculated
on the facilities it afforded for the construction of a r o d which might
be travelled dry-shod at all seasons. At half past 9 A.M., we arrived a t
the narrow but deep Rlanloung river, which flows from a small lake of
the same name behind the village of Tsitkaw. At the junction of this
stream with the Tapeng, a number of ruined pagodas on the right bank
mark the site of the second town of Tsampenago, which flourished
centuries after the city of the same name near Bhama was a heap
of ruins.
~

I

The natives of the Bengnl Sunderbunch aseert that the tiger also foods on fish.

We swam thc ponies acmss, and ferried ourselves over the Xfadoung
in a small canoe. While waiting till all the men got over, I had the
first sight of Mrs. Jemadar, in her marching costume, which consisted
of silk trousers tucked up to the knee, a blue silk padded jacket, a bag
and Burmese dbh slung over her shoulders, her shoes tied behind her back,
and a red silk handkerchief over her head, and fastened under her chin; a
dress which became her slim figure, and gave her a modeljlle-&-regiment
air as she appeared by the side of her husband, at the head of his men.
A small village is situated on the banks of the Tapeng, about
half a mile above the opening of the creek, and passing through it, our
path lay over a large expanse of old rice land covered with the yellowflowered strawberry (Frayaria indica, Andr. ) now rapidly running to fruit.
About 3 miles further on, we came to another narrow but rapid and
deep stream which runs from the Tapeng to join the Manloung. I t
was crossed by a rickety bamboo bridge which entirely gave way in
the middle after a few of us had got across, and we had to send to a
village near at hand for a boat to bring the rest of our party over. We
reached the village of Tsitkaw at noon, and were received inside the low
stockade by the Burmese officials, and by a miserable guard armed with
rusty flint muskets, and were conducted to a small barn-like zaybt, which
had been cleaned for our use, and railed in with a low bamboo fence. It
was raised on piles, and the entrance was by a break-neck wooden ladder,
guarded below by a rusty gingall. It was, as I have said, no better than
a b m , and our only resting-place was the floor. Outside the village
as we entered, we passed through a large enclosure filled with about 100
ungainly-looking Sham and Kakhyens, our mule-men to be, who jeered
and laughed a t us as we passed, a reception which did not give us a very
favourable impression of their good breedmg. The -ers
are Shans
and Chinese, but nearly all the officials are Burmanized Shans.
There is a collector of customs whose monthly receipts amount to
the pittance of Rs. 190, and a small monastery behind the zaylt, in
which the d a g e children may be heard en w a e vociferating their
tasks from day-break to near midnight.
Tsitkaw lies close to the bank of the river on a broad alluvial plain,
and almost under the shadow of the Kakhyen mountains. The Tapeng
is a quiet flowing stream about 100 yards broad, marked by a few
sand-banks and islands. The plain is devoted to paddy cultivation, and
stretches away to the north for many miles, and I am inclined to think
that it communicates with the plain of the Irawady to the north of the
first defile.
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Soon after our arrival, our dwelling was besieged by inquisit,ive
Shans and Kakhyens, who attempted to swarm in upon us, and were only
kept at bay by a guard of armed police. This, however, did not prevent
their scrambling up the walls of our dwelling, and from peering in with
apparently ss much curiosity aa it would have been possible for them to
exhibit, supposing we had been denizens of another planet. Great
caution had to be exercised in keeping them back, as some of them
were evidently diiosed to be quarrelsome, and would have appealed
to their &ha on the slightest provocation. As darkness set in they
retired, but we were requested to have a guard under arms all night for
the protection of our property.
.
28th Feelruary. The Ponliie Tsawbwa made his appearance this
morning, accompanied by the Talone and Ponsee Teawbwas, the latter a
~011thof 21 yeai-s, and the son of the Seray chief, and each had one or two
Pawmines, or lieutenants, along with him. Their first request was
for liquor, and before the day was far spent, they were all more o r
less intoxicated, with the exception of the Ponsee Tsawbwa. Before they
were deep in their cups, they gave their assent to our passage through
their respective territories, and the mules were sent to have their loads
adjusted. The shouting, squabbling, disputing, and general confusion
which ensued, as each man helped himself to whatever load he thought
was most suited to his mules, bafEes all description; but, in time, each
managed to secure a load, and tolerable quiet reigned while they
were busily engaged in W i n g their packap to the cross-trees. But a
surplus still remained, and the storm of voices and threatening gesticulations of our friends agaiu broke forth, to quiet down, however, as
each man had secured what he thought was his due. Then, all the
packages were arranged in little groups, and each man, with a slip of
bamboo in hand, passed from load to load and broke it across into
joints, at regular intervals, corresponding to the number of mules that
would be required, and carefully preserved his primitive tally
the day of reckoning. While we were congratulating ourselves that we
would be able to start to-morrow, the Choungoke, a wretched B m e s e
official, who had done all in his power to discourage us by hinting.
that the chiefs were at variance with the mule-men, and that a rupture
was certain sooner or later to occur, came, accompanied by some of the
chiefs, and dissipated all our hopes by announcing that to-morrow wm
the 9th of a -yen
month, when to engage on any important business would be certain to incur the displeasure of the n t h . As r a o n i n g
was out of the question, we h d quietly to acquiesce in their arranpment
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that we should not start till the day after to-mo~~ow.I went out
in the evening, and shot a few birds, and on returning at twilight,
accompanied by my Burmese servant, we sighted two men coming along
the r o d ;as they approached us, they both drew their dhhs, and began
to flourish them in such a way a8 to indicate that they defied me to
come on. I took no notice, and walked straight forwards, and when
they saw that I did not return their bravado, nnd was well armed, their
d h s were soon sheathed. The explanation I received was that they had
mistaken us for Kakhyens.
29th Pelruav. To-day I visited the Manloung lake, which lies
almost one mile and a half behind the village, and went all round it in
a small canoe which held three people with difficulty. The western
bank is high and wooded, and the Manloung leaves the lake on
that side by two channels which enclose a small island, on which the
village of Manloung stands. The high bank is continued on the north,
beyond the lake, as a prominent ridge covered with high trees, in a bold
sweep to the foot of the Kakhyen mountains, and there can be little
doubt that it is an old river bank, and that the lake marks what
was once the channel of the Tapeng. The lake is about half a mile
long and quarter of a mile in breadth, and the natives assert that it is of
great depth, and it certainly appeared to contain a large body of water.
On the east, it is surrounded by a succession of extensive swamps hidden
in tall trees. I carefully examined its surroundings to ascertain from
where it derived its supply of water, but could discover no streams
mnning into it. As there is a constant but small outflow through the
Manloung stream, I am led to believe that its supply is derived from
springs. The great body of water, however, passing through the Manloung
channel comes from the Tapeng itself through the stream me crossed on
our way te Tsitkaw. During the rains the whole of the level plains
about the lake and neighbourhd is frequently flooded to about two feet,
for two or three days at a time, by the waters of the Tapeng, which rim
very suddenly, and rapidly subside. There is said to be three months
of rain in the plains, but the rainfall on the hills is very great, and lasts
for five months. The village of Manloung contains 80 houses, and all
the women were busily enaged in weaving. They procure their cotton
from the Kakliyens, who grow it on the hills. The village boasts of a
large monastery in a much more flourishing condition than any I observed
at Bham6, and with a large number of resident pupils. I was shown
the dormitory by the chief phoongyee. The beds were arranged along
one side of the room, aud each boy had a nice clean mattress and
0
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coverlet, with superior mosquito curtains. The villagw is cntirely
Shan.
On the lake I observed A. pcecilorAynch, A. ca yopAyllacea, C. rutila,
Sarcidiomie melanonotus, Branta rujna, Q. erecca, Podiceys plillippenais,
Nycticorax grieeus, H. egrettoicles, H: alba, Porzana filaca, G. pha?nicura,
Rallus striatue, Graculus fuscicollis, G. earbo, and Plotus melanogaster ;
and on the old paddy clearings to the east, large flocks of Grue anfigone.
On my return I found that the mule-men adhered to their agreement
to start to-morrow morning.
1st March. Our hopes that we were to start this morning were
doomed to disappointment, as the day was pronounced to be an unlucky one,
and we are not to move till to-morrow. During the day all the packages
were re-arranged, and the mule-loads, which yesterday only amounted to
78, have now been largely increased, with the sole object of screwing as
much money out of us as they possibly can. Salt was demanded for dis- d
tribution among the different villages which we are to pass through, but
no sooner had the baskets containing it been brought in front of the house
than the men helped themselves, and no more mas heard of it. The muleloads are bound on cross-trees which fit into transverse piecw of wood on
the pack-saddles, and arc thus kept firm in their places, and are s e c ~ w dto
the mules by a band passed in front of the shoulders. We have had our
patience sorely tried to-day, as the Tsa~bwas,and our Chinem interpreter,
Moungshuay-Yah, have a l l k e n drunk from morning to night, and have
favoured us with more of their company than was pleasant. Sala, the
Ponline Tsawbwa, is becoming every day more objectionable. We are now
beginning to find that cither samshu or opium has done its work on him
before noon, and this was fully cxemplifid to-day in a manner anything
but pleasant, when this mandarin of the blue button and Papada razo coolly
relieved himself hforc us all in our only apartment ! Our inclination was to
kick thc brute out, but as our success at present depends on the good-will
of this disgusting savagc, we have quietly to bear these ofknsive insults.
2nd dlarch. Rose by daylight, cxpccting to start immediately
after sunrise, but were delayed till 2 o'clock P.M. The first delay arose
from the mule-men not having eaten their rice at 9 A.M., and afterwards
by the Tsawbwas coming for an advance on the mule-hire, the distribution of which occupied an hour. The silver (Rs.200) was laid out upon
a mat on the floor, and the eagerness with which they all gathemi
round and handled it spoke volumes for their grccd. One of the Tsawbws
had been anxiously watching Sladen's private cash-box during the
morning, and asked iu thc most prcssiug manner to be allowd to
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take charge of it, but his over-anxiety indicated his intentions. Another
fellow set his mind upon obtaining possession of Captain Bowers' fowlingpiece which was in charge of his servant, and followed the mau up and
down, trying to coax him to give it up to his care, but the servant was
too sharp for him, and suspected his proffered assistance.
The Talone Tsawbwa, thc younger brother of Ponline, has an
atrocious squint, and considers himself a man of importance, but he has
sulked all the morning, because he has discovered that his brother received
the present of a musket while at BhamB. His distemper has infected
the Ponsee chief, who also considers that his merits are on a par with
those of the favoured, and the disappointed chiefs.
The phoongyce, who has been residing for some days in the adjoining khyoung, and who has daily visited us since our arrival, paid his
farewell call this morning, and presented each of us with a little sweetsmelling powdcr, and with some small, hard, scented, seed-like pellets as
a cure for heailache and fever, caught by smelling culinary operations
in which oil is used. He is a, very intelligent man, and one of the
best specimens of his cloth I have met in Burmah. He was free in
communicating his information, and the only objectionable features in
his character, and they are pardonable ones, were the persistence with
which he favoured us with his company, and a habit he had of wandering about our apartments, after the conversation was at an end, prying
into everything that came in his way.
All the mules were loaded about 1 P.M. ; an hour after, we were
mounted, and on our way to Kakhyen land. The mules went ahead
preceded by the Tsawbwas, and our course lay in a north-easterly direction
and along the river as far as the village of Hentha. The cash-box, an
unwieldy load, carried on two bamboos over the shoulders of eight
men, was placed in the charge of four sepoys, and accompanied the
Tsawbwas at the front. We left the river on our right a t Hentha,
and struck across the plain from the hills ;a march of half a mile brought
us to the village of Old BhamO, which we passed on our right. I t is
a long straggling place with a considerable population compared with the
surrounding villages, and lies in a dense grove of bamboos and tall trees.
A ~ o l i h r yand almost ruined pagoda, the last of those Burmese religious
edifices, on this side of the Kakhyen hills, if we except two in the
Hotha valley, is seen outside the village of Tsih&t, which lies on slightly
undulating ground immediately below the hills. The r o d from Tsitkaw
to this village runs through a succession of dry and swampy patches, cut
up at intervals by deep long nullahs. We overtook the Twwbwas just as
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they werc approaching the village, and they seemed to be attracted to the
cash-chest like needles to a magnet. When they saw us coming, the
Ponline Tsawbma ran up to Sladen, and pointing towards the hills said,
"go on, don't be afraid," but the exhortation was thrown away on us, as
me were at a loss to understand its meaning. The Talone Tsawbwa,
however, spoke in plainer terms, ashing in an aggrieved tone, as if he were
only demanding what he was entitled to, " when are you going to give m e
the gun ?" We proceeded, and immediately commenced an abrupt ascent
to an elevation of about 500 feet, over a series of rounded hills which are
quite distinct from the main mass of the Kakhyen mountains, although
they are connected to it by its spurs, up one of which we next ascended ta
about 1,500 feet. When little more than half-way up this ascent, me heard
a shot fired above us, followed quickly by others ; on proceeding a few
hundred yards, we were informed that a body of badly-disposed Kakhyens
were in front to dispute our progress. A number of the mules had
gone on, and many of their drivers gathered about us flourkhmg their
dhhs, and yelling like fiends. As me advanced, a few more shots were fired,
and we came upon two Kakhyens of our party who had gone on
before us, standing in an open, by the rod-side, where the shots were
supposed to have come from. One fellow was armed with a cross-bow and
poisoned arrows, and the other with a flint musket, and by signs they
tried to make us believe that when they had fired into the spot from
which thc first firing had come, their evil-disposed brethren had bolted
down the hill-side. My own impression is, that this alarm had been improvised to try our metal, and am inclined to attribute its commencement
to some of our own half-iutoxicated mule-men who were ahead of us.
Immediately after this incident, Slnden and I had the ill-luck to be thrown
into the company of a semi-intoxicated Shan mule-man. He kept rushing
past us on his pony backwards and forwards on a bridle-path, in some
places hardly sufficient for a single pony, firing off his musket at one time
over Slden who was in front of him, then, rapidly re-filling it, firing
over his shoulder and over my head, without looking back.
From 1,500 feet, we made a steep descent into a narrow, level glen
of rich alluvial land, watered by a small mountain stream, running
over granite boulders. The descent was rough and slippery, as the path
was nothing more than dried-up rocky water-courses. From this glen,
which was in reality a valley separating two spurs, we %gin ascended
and reached 2,000 feet above the sea level, afterwards making a slight
descent to reach another long spur leading up to the village of Talone.
On approaching Taloue we were requested to dismount, as we were

told that Kakhyen etiquette forbade that we should ride past a
village. We walked through a small, grassy glade sacred to the
nAts, and surrounded by fine trees; on one side of it, there were a
number of bamboo posts split at the top into four pieces which
were expanded to support a small platform or altar on which the
offerings to the nhts, consisting of cooked rice and sheroo, were placed.
Large bundles of a long grass were laid in front of these primitive
altars devoted to the propitiation of the evil spirits who are known ta
interfere with the welfare of Kakhyens, and a few old men were kneeling
before them muttering a low chant. After passing the village, we mounted
our ponies and climbed a short, steep ascent through deep cuttings in low
secondary spurs, then kept along a tolerably level pathway, and again
made another short ascent to the village of Ponline, situated in a
hollow on the eastern side of a saddle connecting two principal ridges,
and about nine milea from Tsihet. I t was dark when wc rcach~d
the village, but the moon was shining brightly, and we were conducted by one of the Pawmines to a Kakhyen house which had been
cleared for us.
The first news that met us on our arrival was that eight of the mules
with their loads had been driven off by dacoits, and that only a few
mules had arrived. We went down to the village, and found the latter part
of the report true, but could obtain no reliable information about the
first part of it. Williams, who had come on slowly to take the altitudes,
turncd up in about three-quarters of an hour with the news that a shot
had been fircd at the Ponliie Tsawbwa, who was in front of him, after
leaving Talone village. He h d heard also of the dacoity of the mules.
Sladen wandered round to the Tsawbwa's house, and found him sated comfortably with his wife and children round a fire. The chiefs d e is a
snperior woman, and she treated him very kindly, providing a comfortable
scat for him by the fire, and showed her hospitality by expecting him
to drillk bamboo huckets-ful of sheroo ; but as there was no interpreter, the
conversation could not have been brilliant. On a large open spate in
front of the Tsawbwa's temporary house (for he is building a large new
one), we found a number of his girls pounding rice by moonlight,
aixompanying their work with a low, musical, suppressed cry, pleasantly
mingling with the tinkle of their girdles of little metal bells. As
neither Williams' nor BowersJ bedding had come up, we divided what we
had, and turned in for the night, thoroughly tired, and not over-satisfied
with our day's work, for none of our guard had come to the front, the cashchest was behiud, and eight of our mules were reported to be lost.
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Srd dlarch. Last night we were contiuually disturbed by loud
shouts and yells from men who seemed to be posted on different
heights about the village, and who, we concluded, were the village
guard. I n the morning Mrs. Ponline sent us a large capon and two
bamboos of shcroo, and came herself after breakfast accompanied by seven
women. She was in full dress, and wore the necklace distinctive of her
rank, as well as two large silver hoops round her ncck which Tmwbwas'
families are only entitled to among Kakhyens. The necklace consisted of
short cylinders of a hard, clayey-looking substance, with d o n a 1 amber
beads and bits of ivory and bone. Her headdress was most grotesque ;
i t resembled a huge inverted pyramid of blue cloth, towering a b u t
one foot and a half above her head. Over her shoulders, she wore a
black velvet jacket without sleeves, ornamented down the two sides
in front with four circular, green, enamelled plates about three inches in
diameter, and the same number down thc back. A circle of large, embossed silver buttons ran round the ncck, prolonged down the front of the
jacket in two lines. Below this, she wore another tight-fitting jacket.
Her petticoat of thick blue cotton cloth, with a broad red woollen border,
reached a short way below the knee, and waa fastencd round her loins by
being tuck& in at the sides, and brought down in front, so as to expose
a great part of the belly. I t was supported by a profusion of ratan and
other girdles; her legs immediately below the knee were encircled by
many scores of fine, black ratan rings fitting tightly in a mas. She had
two silver bncelets, one on each arm, one a hollow and the other a flat ring
about three inches broad. Her carrings were two long cylinders of
rolled silver, thrust through enormous holes in the lobes of the ears.
She is a little, short woman, with high cheek-bones, and slightly Chinese
eyes, with fair features and an intelligent f a . She waa accompanied by
two of her daughters, one a child in arms, the other a littlc girl of twelve
years. They wore the bells in addition to other broad girdles orris
mented with three or four rows of cowries. The latter are in high estimation, and are worn by every Kakhyen woman of any position. The
unmarried attendants had their hair cut short over the forehead in a
straight line, but long behind, and were without headdresses. She
brought two bamboos of sheroo, and four goose eggs, and apologised for
having ~o little to give, but said she must send us something evcry day
to eat. We seated her and her womcn on a mat inside the front of our
house, and SMen presented her with Bome silk handkerchiefs and red cloth,
and a splendidly coloured table-cloth, which took her breath away when
she realized she was the happy owner of it.

The guard arrivcd at 1 P.M. without the cash-box, which has been
kept by the Talone Tsawbwa at his village, along with the eight mules
which were reported to have been stolen. The Jemadar states that the
Tawvbwa and d l his people, along with Moungshuay-Yah, are helplessly
drunk, and the native doctor informs me that one sepoy died at Talone
where the guard had put up for the night. The man had been drinking
large quantities of water on the march, and when he reached the villee,
he took another draught, and was immediately seized with vomiting
and purging, and died in two hours. The sepoys had nothing to eat yesterday, but before they started this morning, they managed to get a little
rice. I n the afternoon we were attracted to the village by the sound
of a tom-tom ; nearing the house in which it was being played, we
found some men sitting outside cooking two cliickcns from which the
entrails h d not been removed. We asked permission to enter, which was
willingly granted. On going in, a rather nice-looking Kakhyen
girl brought two logs for us to sit on. The house was a small one,
but constructed after the usual Kakhyen fashion, being a thatched
structure, raised on bamboos about two feet above the ground, and
divided longitudinally down the middle by a partition, on one side of
which were the separate rooms of the household, and on the other an
open passage common to all, in which the cooking operations are conducted. There are no windows nor chimneys, and the smoke disposes
of i k d f as i t best can. There is a door at either end of the house, but
strangers are only allowed to enter and depart by the main entrance,
for the other is sacred to the nPts, and only the occupants can go
in and out by it. The principal entrance has a covered portico ornamented with buffalo and deer heads, and a t night the pigs, cattle, and
poultry are herded into it. A narrow log of wood, with deep notches
cut in it at regular intervals, served as a flight of steps lading to the
common hall or passage. Each room, which usually contains a family,
hae a square fire-place in its centre, sunk a little below th; level of the
base, and supported on shorter piles than the rest of the house, the bottom
being made of split bamboos covered with a layer of earth. We found
a number of men, women, and children dancing round the common
hall, each carrying a small stick, which was waived up and down in
unison with their pedal movements which consisted of a rapid shuffling
gait, first with one leg and then with the other, intermixed with
the vigorous beating of two tom-toms by a man and girl ;the dancers burst
out occasionally into bounds and yells, and rushed round the apartment
with renewed energy and excitement. We were beckoned to join them,
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which me at ouee did, but when we had m d e two rounds, the whole
party suddenly rushed to the door with a fiendish shout, the foremost
man clearing the way with his stick which some of our party mistook for n
d&h. We all followed, and the house was left, as we thought, empty.
On going in again to discover the object of the dance, we found, to our
horror, a dead child lying in a corner carefully screened off, and the poor
mother standing by its side weeping bitterly. The dance waa to drive the
spirit of the infant from the house, which it mas supposed to leave when
the rush was made for the door, and we were informcd that our presence
had contributed in no small degree to hasten its temporary departure.
We mere now presented by one of the women with sheroo, which was
handed to us in primitive cups ex tempo^ out of plantain leaves,
folded in such n way that not a drop of liquor escaped. On leaving,
we discovered that the chickens were intended as an offering to the
n&ts. We had again occasion to pass the house, when we found the girls
busily pounding rice, and laughing as if nothing had happened.
The Tsawbwa sent his son to the Talone chief to bring h the
cash-chest and the eight mules, and all arrived this afternoon.
~ o w c r and
s S l d e n have each lost a mluable box, containing knives,
forks, &c., and all our bores have been liberally looted by the mule-men,
who have deliberately opened them, and appropriated whatever they
fancied in the way of comestibles.
Ponline lies in a deep, thickly-wooded hollow, the houses bekg all
at short distances from each other. A rounded bold summit of the
main range rises immediately over the village to an elevation of about
2,000 feet. Above the village, and standing out prominently on an
almost inaccessible spot half-way up the mountain, is a large coniml
Kakhyen grave, so much resembling a pagoda in form, that I am inclined
to think they have boi~owedthe idea from the Burmese. The rocks we
passed yesterday and those exposed here are all primitive, consisting
of a bluish-grey, fine-pined gneiss and quartzose rocks, and the
hill-sides are covered with huge boulders of the former rock. The
hills are clothed with n dense tree forest, with a large intermixture of
bamboos ; and about Ponline I observed some very large oaks, and a few
small palms belonging to the genus Corypha, and a number of very fine
Paudani. One fallen palm stem ~ v a sfully 60 feet in length, and with a
diameter of 24 feet a little above its base. Some superior plantains are
cultivated in the village, and the sides of the spurs below it are extensively
cleared for rice eultivatiou. All thc villages are built on heights, and, on
the opposite side of the Tapeng valley, of which a splendid view is obtained
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behind the Tsawbwa's house, many may be seen near the highest summits,
at an elevation of about 6,000 feet above the sera
4th Harch. I devoted the early part of the day to shooting in the
neighbourhood of the village,and procured a new squirrel and a number of
interesting birds. In the forenoon Sladen made presents of cloth and salt
to all the chiefs and their Pawmines. The salt was highly prized, and
also some yellow silk handkerchiefs which were given away at the
same time. The Tsawbma intimated to Sladen that he was doubtful
whether the nlta were favourable to our advance, and that he intended to
consult them in the evening, and asked our presence. We went up after
dinner to the ceremony which wae held in one end of the new house which
he is building. His wife brought mats, snd for some time we lay round
a fire chatting with him and the other chiefs and their head men. When
the Meetway or priest made his appearance, the ceremony began. He sat
down on a footstool in one of the corners of the house which had been previously sprinkled with water, and no sooner was he seated than he blew
through a small tube, and uttering a groan threw i t from him, and began
to shake from head to foot, making the whole floor vibrate. He then
p p e d the sides of his head, and quivering all over, uttered long-drawn
yawns, shrieks, and groans, as if he were in great suffering. He also
went through occasional chants, and the Tsawbwa and his Pawmines kept
up short conversations with him in a waxing tone, when he appeared to
be suffering more than usual. The only way I can describe this remarkable ecene is by comparing him to a maniac. After this had gone on
for some time, Sladen was politely informed that the nlts required to
be a p p d by an offering of silver and cloth before it would be lucky
for us to advance from Ponline; fifteen rupees and aome p i w of cloth
were offered. The rupees were placed in a small bamboo which had been
previously sprinkled with water, but no sooner were they placed before
the priest, along with the cloth, than he kicked them away, continuing
his shrieks and gmans even more vigorously than before. This was to
indicate that the offering was not enough, and in the midst of shakings,
groans, and yells, he @ed
through the Tsswbwa that nothing under
h.60 would d c e . Sladen added Rs. 6 to his offering, and told the
man that no more would be forthcoming, but when it was laid before
him, he again kicked it away, but this time no one took any notice of
his rejection of it. He continued his unearthly sounds for another full
quarter of an hour, when they began to be less frequent and violent. A
dried leaf rolled into a cone and filled with lice was then handed to him
by one of the Pawmines. He took it, and raised it to his forehead two
n 1
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or three times, uttering a low chant, and then threw it on the floor. H e
then took a d$h which had been carefully washed before the ceremony
began, and treated it in the same way ss the leaf-cone. This over, he
e v e expressions to his feelings in gentler groans and sighs which gradually died away, and the ceremony was over. He left his seat laughing,
and directed our attention by signs to his 1eg.s and arms which he gave
us to understand mere very tired. We mere informed that the n5ts
had taken a favourable view of affairs, and that we were to be allowed to
proceed.
5tiL Mard. This morning the Tsawbwa sent down to say that h e
would neither talk nor stir from his house until he had received a present
in money for having allowed us to pass through his territory; he mould
not mention any sum, for Sladen knew well what was the right thing to
do, but he indicated that he would take Rs. 600, but he ultimately came
down to Rs. 300.
The cash-chest has been a great mistake, and the Tsawbwa now
demanded Rs. 300 to take it as far aa Manwyne. We dispensed with
the chest, and divided the money among the sepoys, who carried it
round their waists. The mules started about 8 A.M., and Williams and I
went with them, leaving Sladen, Stewart, and Bowers to follow with the
guard. A descent to the bottom of the Tapeng valley is necessitated
a
by a deep gorge to the east of Ponline, down which the Nampw,
narrow stream, precipitates itself. This hill stream was formerly the
enstern boundary of the Chinese province of Y m n , and is only 9
miles from the plains of Burmah. The remains of the old Chinese fort
are still in existence on the hill to the east of Ponline. The descent
begins about a mile beyond the village and lasts for about 2 miles
and a quarter, till we are on a level with the bed of the Tapeng,
about 337 feet above BhamS, and taking Ponline at 2,541 feet, we
have a descent of 1,766 feet. The path is very precipitous in some places,
and winds down as a zigzag line, with the turns sometimes so abrupt
that it is difficult for the mules to get round the corners, especially when
they occur in deep cuttings, which is often the case, as the track is in
great part a water-course. It is also covered with formidable boulders,
and with sharp pointed masses of quartzite, obstructing the way both
of man and beast. I n the largest water-course, before reacbang the
Narnpung, I came upon a small section showing a mass of greyish
micaceous schist through which ran large veins of quartz. It waa tilted
up nearly vertically, and there were distinct indications of the bedding
&g
in a nearly northerly and southerly direction. The beds of the
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We passed numerous tree-ferns and magnificent screw-pines ;and two
species of Joneda in full flower ;one, apparently, J . mom.
At 2 P.M., we encamped in a grove of bamboos under an enormous
shoulder of the mountain, called Lakong, which towered to about
2,000 feet above our camp. We strung our l a m p on the bambooe, and
dined, and slept comfortably in the open air.
6th March. Before starting, the Ponline Tsawbwa informed ne
that the Meetway, consulted a t the ceremony the day before yesterday,
advied us always to fire a volley before starting, aa it would be
grateful to the nAts, and would frighten evil--sed
Kakhyens, and the
former suggested that we should use a double charge of powder to make
the report as loud as possible. He also volunteered that the Ponsee
Tsawbwa was offended because he had not received a musket, and he
recommended caution aa to how we proceeded. We left our encampment
at 9 A.M., and had a tolerably good and level road as compared with our
yesterday's experience. This arisea from the circumstance that we are
now almost on a level with the origin of the main spurs, and high
above where they divide into secondary offshoots. We reached Ponsee
(3,185 feet) about 11-30 A.M., after an easy march, and aa no accommodation had been provided for us, we took up a position under a clump of
bamboos in a hollow below the village.

CHAPTER XII.
RESIDENCE AT PONSEE.

AT two o'clock A.M., on the 7th March, a violent thundcr-storm passed
over our camp, but, luckily for us, there were only a few drops of
rain. We were all sleeping in the open air, and when the rain threatened, one of our party, to be more luxurious than the others, drew
his bed under a small thatched shed close at hand, where he was well
protected. In the morning, however, he awoke to discover that he
had spent the night in a Kakhyen grave. This reminds me that I visited
yesterday afternoon some old b d - p l a c e s on a rounded hill close to
our camp, and i t may be as well to describe them, as a traveller who
had not examined the recent structures would be puzzled by their
appearance. They are circular trenches, about 2 feet in depth, and 38 feet
in diameter, containing low rounded mounds; and a few of the posts,
which had formed the supporte of the cone which had covcred in the centre,
were s t i l l standing. I f these had been of stone instead of bamboo,
we would have had structures, in their general form, in every way
resembling the circular cromlechs in England, or the so-called dolmena
of the French. There is this further similarity between them, that the
Kakhyen graves contain only one body, and the dill more striking
one which I observed in the neighbourhood of Ponline, that the trenches
are in some instances built round with slabs of stone. The latter were
on the rounded summit of a spur overgrown with dense tree jungle.
The mule-men were very noisy last night, and early this morning,
without the shghtest warning to us, they began to unstrap their loads,
and to walk off with their mules to Manwyne. We tried to remonstrate
with them, but to no effect, and on enquiring into the c a w of
this extraordinary prowedug, we were told that it originated from
their not having received their hire. Ponline, however, asserts that
this is not the reason, and that they have left because they have
received a warning from the Sanda and Muangla Tsawbwae that i t will
be at their peril if they mist us to enter the Shan states. He also informs
us that there is an army of Sham commanded by many officers within one
day's march a-head, determined to oppose any attempt we may make to
get into their country. He hints, however, in a sly way, that they might
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be quieted with money, and suggests that 2,000 rupees would be a befitting bribe to offer them. We are perfectly helplw, and must be content to take events as they come. After the mule-men had left, we removed our camp to the place they had occupied, on the top of a very small
spur projecting from one side of the hollow below the village. It has
been cut into a number of terrama for rice cultivation, and we pitched our tents on the highest terrace on the back of the spur, and our
men erected temporary huts to protect themselves from the threatening
rain. Ponline came down in the afternoon grievously drunk, m d dressed
in a yellow silk cloth which he had stolen a few days ago from one of
our Burmans. The first absurd demand he propounded was that Sladen
should split a bamboo about forty yards off with a ball from his rifle, but
on his hesitating to put his skill as a marksman to such a "William
Tell" test, he was favoured with some select -yen
insolence and foul
abuse, very trying to human nature.
The Tsawbwas of Nyungen, Wacheoan, and Ponwah, petty chiefs who
occupy the hill between this and Manwyne, came in today with presents
of fowls and rice. The latter chief was dressed differently fkom any of
the Kakhyena here, and appears to be in much better circumstances.
He wore a coarse blue woollen kilt, with a broad blue and red border, and
elaborately embroidered leggings of the same materials : add to this,
a blue turban and a thickly padded jacket of the same colour, a cloth bag
by his side, containing his metal pipe and his bamboo of samshu,
and thick solid Shan shoes with blue woollen uppers, and the shoulderbelt of his well-tempered & ornamented with a tiger fang, and we have his
costume complete. He is a little, wiry highlander, with strongly pronounced, almost Tartar features and oblique eyes, and with two sparse
side-tufts for a moustache, and a beard restricted to the front of his chin,
over which the samshu bamboo frequently finds its way to his droughty
lips. In drinking, he first dipped his finger into the liquor, and then
drew it across his forehead, pouring a few drops on the ground as a
peace-offering to the nil&.
8th Narch. I awoke at 2 A.M. to find my blankets a pool of water,
and the tent threatening every minute to collapse under the heavy gusts of
wind and rain that were sweeping down from the enormous shoulder of the
ridge above ns. lfTilliamsand I stood manfully at our post, and averted
the impending danger to our tent, although we were powerless to staunch
the streams that poured in upon our beds.
Ponline m e down in the forenoon, accompanied by a Burman who
has arrived with orders from the Woon to take thc Ponsee Tsiwbwa
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to Bhamd to consult about the working of the Pongee silver mines.
The Burman says that he met, at Tsitkaw, Moungshuay-Yah, who deserted
us at Ponline, on his way back to Bhamd. His history is this: he
is half Burmese and Chinese, and said to be on good terms with the
Panthays, and to have crossed the Kakhyen hills on several occasions, tr*
velling in disguise, and hiding at night for fear of his life. He behaved
very well on board the steamer, but whenever we reached Bham6, we
had reason to suspect that he was not wholly for us, and events since
then have verified our suspicions. Ponline informs us he was advised
by him, the night he arrived in his village, to murder Sladen and the head
writer, and to seize the cash-chest. H e was more or less intoltiated
during the few days we were at Tsitkaw, and he remained behind when
the cash-chest was detained by Talone, and its detention has been accounted for in this way, that he and Talone had been concocting some
plan for stealing it, and that the device they had hit upon was the one
he broached to Ponline.
Today a demand has been made for Rs. 300, as compensation
for five houses which are said to have been destroyed by a jungle fire
which originated a t our Lakong encampment. I n the evening some
women of the village brought a fowl, a bamboo of sheroo, and some
cooked rice, rolled in plantain leaves, ostensibly as a present, knowing
well, however, that they would receive something in return. We
presented them with a few four-anna pieces, but they were not satisfied,
and indicated by signs that they wanted five rupees. I gave the most
importunate a charming little bottle of scent, and thinking that her
feminine taste would fully approve it, I ~ o u r e dsome on her hands, and
signed to her to rub it on her face. This, however, will be my last experiment of the kind, for no sooner had she done so, than she abused me as
if I had offered her some gross insult, and indicated her disgust by wry
faces and vigorous spitting.
9th March. This morning we ascended to about 600 feet
above our camp, and had a splendid view of the Burmese plain
ss far as Bham6, and of the junction of the Tapeng with the Irawady.
We passed a number of oaks, and through a grove of trees yielding
a nut exactly like the hazel of Europe. A t the highest point we
found ourselves in the neighbourhood of a Kakhyen village, situated
immediately above a small stream in a beautifully wooded cool dell,
in which we passed three women going to draw water, which they
carry in bamboos in a wicker basket on the back, suspended from a
band of plaited m b n s passing over the forehead. They were evidently
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astonished at our sudden appearance from above, and quickly retreated
into a hollow by the road-side, turning their backs to us as we passed.
At 3,000 feet we heard a troop of hoolocks (H. Roohk) howling
at the pitch of their voices, in a deep ravine about 1,000 feet
below us.
On our return we mere favoured by a visit from the Ponline Tsawbwa,
who again brought forward the affair of the burned mllage, and repeated his demand for Rs. 300. Sladen offered Rs. 60 and a musket to
the two men of Lakong, but this was refused, and Rs. 100 were
mentioned. We were told that we would not be allowed to leave Ponsee
till we had settled this matter, and that it will be necessary to spend
Rs. 600 in presents on the may to Manwyne to secure the opening
of the r o d . The latter demand L only one out of many others by which
Ponline hopes to fleece us of money for hie own aggrandisement. While
the discussion about the mule-hire was going on in Sladen's tent, the
Meetmay or priest who had officiated at Ponline's village brought in
a splendid specimen of the bamboo rat, Rhizamys pmnwm, Blyth, which
he said he had dug out of the ground. It was very fierce, and dashed
violently at every object placed before it, seizing i t with its powerful
incisors, uttering a peculictr cry which I can only express by d n c k ,
ckwk. AB this rat is highly esteemed by the Kakhyens aa a choice
article of diet, I had to pay a large sum for it. The arrival of this beast
put an end for the time being to SladenJs conversation with Ponline;
and it was further interrupted by the arrival of two men, accompanied
by half-adozen others, the bearers of a letter from the Panthays at
Momien. We were extremely puzzled at first to make out who they were,
for they seemed to recognise us, and it was not till one began to strip off
his finery, and exhibit his ragged Kakhyen clothes below, that it flashed
upon us that they were the messengers Sladen had sent forward fmm
Bham8. The two men were got up most gorgeously in blue jackets and
Mahomedan skull-caps, richly braided with silver and gold, and below the
former they wore yellow silk coats reaching below the knee, and, suspended from the upper button-hole of their jackets, one had a pink and the
other a blue, square piece of cloth, like a pocket handkerchief, with an
embroidered square at the attached comer. They wore Chinese shoes
and new broad cane hats over their other headdresses, and the shoulderbelts of their &hs had the half of the lower jaw of a leopard attached to
them. They spoke very highly of the kindues they had experienced
from the Panthap, and alluded with pride to their h e garments. The
letter was carefully rolled up in paper with a large red stamp on one corner,
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and the envelopc had a strip of red paper down the centre, on which the
address was written in Arabic. The letter was also mitten in the same
character. An examination of the outer wrapper revealed another letter
carefidly pasted into one end of it, and written in Chinese. The native
doctor and thc Jemadar attempted to read the Arabic epistle, but miserably
failed, and as me were without an interpreter, the contents of the Chinese
letter were unknown to us. We have, however, the distinct assurance of the
messenger, that the Panthays are most anxious that we should visit them at
Momien, and their explanation of the two letters was this, that the Chinese
was to misled r e p d i n g the Arabic letter, in case they should fall into
the hands of their enemies. They h d travelled with e m , experiencing no opposition, although they more the Panthay uniform from Momien
through the Shan states which are said to be opposed to our further advance. One of the men who accompanied the Kakhyens is a Panthay
officer from Momien. He is a tall, well-built, fair-skinned man, dressed in
blue, with a h e , intelligent face, and the quict self-possession of a gentleman.
When Sala, the Ponline Tsambwa, saw our friends arrive, and
deliver the letters from Momien, his countenance, which at any time is anything but pleasant, became hideous, and he got up and left, accompanied
by all the Kakhyens who continually hover about our tents, and hid himself for the remainder of the day. The relief of being rid of these inquisitive semi-barbarians, even for a few hours, was great. They have been
constantly passing in and out about the tents, and have thought nothing of
going inside and seating themselves on our beds, and of squatting for hours
together at a time, smoking, and chewing tobacco and betel-nut. If they
were opposed in anything, they immediately fumbled at their dAhs.
The other day, when the mules were leaking, I went to look after my
boxes, but was immediately waived off by a Kakhyen who got quite excited,and threw his dtlh in such an unmistakable way that retreat on my part
was the better part of valour. On another ocwion, after I had been talking good-naturedly to some men, I gave one to understand that I wanted
to measure how tall he was, but he shrunk back with an angry scowl, and in
an instant his dfih mas from its scabbard. Remonstrance was useless, and I
contented myself by staring him out of countenance, and by following
him up as he sneaked away. He has avoided me ever since. I experie n d , too, the greatest difficulty in getting Kakhyen wods, as some of the
Ponsee Tsawbwa's people take the villagers away, whenever they see them
giving me any assistance of this kind. The Shans and Kakhyens are
much alike physically, and as many of the former are also daily in our
camp, one is very apt in his ignorance of both languagg to mistake
1 1
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Kakhycn for Shan, and vice ver8d. I n the afternoon, the Ponscc Tsawbwa
slunk into my tent, and carefully closing the fly after him, indicated by
signs that he wished to say something of importance, and on the arrival
of Deen Mahomed, we were informed that the villagers intended to attack
us, and loot everything.
10th bl;lrch. I had a ramble this morning over the hill-sides
in search of land shells, but found only one (11.hutlonii). On my way
back over the rice terraces about our camp, I m e on two species of
violets, and a profusion of wild strawberries in flower and fruit, and many
varieties of brambles.
About noon, I observed, at a great height overhead, large numbers of
Sarus ( G r w antigone) passing in the direction of the Burmese plains,
flying in V-shaped flocks. My attention was k t attracted to them by
their loud call. When the advance flock was opposite the summit of
the mountain, the birds flew round in a great circle, and waited till the
nine other flocks which followed had come up. They then all united, and
afterwards marshalled off into two great bands, which broke up again
into V-shaped flocks which continued their flight to the plains. I counted 60 birds in one flock, and as all were nearly of uniform strength,
there could not have been less than 600 birds.
We hear nothing now of the Chinese dacoits beyond, who were
going to oppose our advance, and we are now informed that Leesetai
has abandoned his fortress at Mawphoo, and the reason assigned is tlmt
he had heard that we were going to effect a junction with the Panthays.
Ponline has not shown his face to-day.
11th March. Ponline came down before breakfast, and the
burned village waa again the burden of his song. He agreed to take
Rs. 50, and ra bottle of salt, and a muslin head-dress for each
house. His Pawmines took the money and the salt away with them,
carefully secreting the muslins under their jackets, which led us to
believe that they intended to appropriate them. They returned, however, in half an hour with the articles and money, alleging that
they did not compensate for the damage done, and that the villagem '
would not agree to the terms. During their absence, the subject
of opening the road before us by money-presents had been again d i s
eussecl, and Rs.600 demand~d. It was ultimately arranged, however, that
each chief should receive a carpet, some red cloth and a hd-muslin, and
a small sum in rupees. The other things were all laid out and dispatched in
the afternoon undcr the care of Sladen's Burmese writer, Ponline's
Pawmines, and one of the Burmese officers, who brought the orders from
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the Woon for the return of the chiefs to Bhamb, and whose services as
Kakhyen interpreter S l d c n has s u c d e d in securing for the Expedition, by
the promise of Rs. 100 when we shall return to BhamS, and protection from
the Woon. Ponline informed us that if he had followed the advice of the
Tamone who left yesterday, he should have been now on his way to BhamO,
and we should have h e n consigned to the tender mercies of the Kakhyens,
lost, to use his own words, in the hills never to be heard of more.
The Panthay letter haa evidently made a great impression on him, for
he asked Sladen this morning to say a good word for him to the Momien
authorities.
12th March. I went out in the morning to shoot, but had to restrict
my movements to the hills in the neighbourhood of our camp, as it is
unsafe to venture any great distance, the Kakhyens being hostile to us
at present. Shooting to any advantage is extremely difficult on account
of the density of the jungle, and the steep chamter of the hill-sides and
gorges in which the birds are principally found. When a bird drops,
it most likely falls a long way down an almost precipitous hill-side covercd
either with impenetrable scrub, or with long grass and the re-vivified
stumps of old trees, in which to search for a small bird would be to verify
the proverb, "seeking for a needle in the hay-stack." I n walking through
a deep hollow on a hill-side, over well-cleared ground, I raised two
partridges, male and female, belonging to the genus Bambueicola, and
new to science.' An oriole is very common in the thickly wooded parts,
but I have never been able to see it, although I have frequently followed
up its cry. Otocompsa jocosa, uar. chinensis, and Pycnonotus infermedir~s
are the most common birds around our camp along with Passer monticolus,
Pica cazcdahz, and- one or two small flocks of Melolophua melanicterus.
We are daily visited by a few large crows, C. mlminatus, and by a solitary
kite which hovers over our tents in the early morning and evening. I n
a dense grove of trees, I shot PterutAius eythropterue, and Jescoercn
~Zhofrontata; and in the hill-side clearings a lfypaipetee, intermediate
between A: nigerimma and H. psaroides. Among lizards I procured C.
emma, which is not uncommon here.
On our return, we found Ponline and his Pawmines with Sladen,
once more at the vexed question of the burned village. They adhered
to the Rs. 300, and threatened that if the sum were not aid, that the
villagers all round were determined to murder us, and Ponline, by a sawing
I have described tliis species, nnd tipured it in t l ~ e Proceedings of the 7ml. Soc. of
London, as B. fytchii, in houour of Najor-Qeuernl Fytche, the direct promoter of tLu
Expedition.
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movcmcnt with his hard acrostz an imaginary neck, indic.atcll thc
fate in store for us. We were informed that for every man well-clispoucd
to us, there were one hundred anxious to kill us. Sladen firmly adhered
to the Rs. 100 and presents which had been doclined yesterday, and
they again accepted those terms, on the distinct understanding that the
subject wrav never win to be brought forward. I n the afternoon, I
bathed under a small waterfall on the stream immediately below our
camp. The water leaps over a large boulder, in n splendid bower of
b m h (B. giyawtea), ratans, elegant ferns, and oak t r w , and no artificial
douche could compete with it. I was unfortunate enough, hon.ever, a t
first unknown to myself, to have attracted the attention of some
Kakhyens, who, when they fouud me " a forkc4 straddling animal with
bandy legs," all their awe of me nyasgone, and they amused themselves
by pelting me from the hill-side nit11 pcl)bles and small branches, so
much so that I verily believe in Teufcl~lriiclill's propsition that "man's
interests are a11 hooked and buttond together and held by clothes."
13th il.furch. I n the evening I went up the hill behind our camp
with Williams and Stewart, but remained half-may to shoot in a thickly
wooded spot. Aftcr they were gone for some time, and I h d fired a
few shots, I h e a d four others above me, and concluded that they mere from
my companions. As night was closing in I began to dwwnd, but before
I had got half-way down I was met by my Burmese servant, the sergeant,
and four sepys, who had come out to seek me as they were alarmed
for my mfety. I mention this to sliow what the general feeling is, that
wc are liable to be attacked a t any moment. On rw11ing the camp I
found that the Seray Tsawbwa had arrivcd with a number of followers }by
the high m d , and that the firing had been to announce his approach.
14/h Jfurch. The Seray Tsambma, a short, stout man, about fortyfive years of age, dressed in blue from his turban to his shoes, visited u6:
this morning. According to his m u n t we caunot 6.0 forward by the
Manwyne and Sanda route, as the Tsambma of the latter place has
emphatiwlly dwlind to allow us to pass through his country, and that
on account of this opposition, the three Tsawbwas returned the presents
that h d bwn sent to them under the care of Ponline's Pawmines. Ile
offers, however, to take us through his om11 territory by the r o d over the
mountains which %sin rwlles the valley to the east of Sanda. The
muntry lwyond has declared for tllc Pantliay~y~,
and the only difficulty we
will have to encounter mill be a t Mawphoo on the other side of Muangla.
The Mi~nwvyncpeople, altl~oughfavourable to us, will not allow us to
remain more tlian one night in their town, as they are afraid to let i t
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appear that thcy are inclined to IH, friendly. They arc in d r w l of the
Manhleo Poogain, a notorious Shan oofcial, whose headquarters are on
the opposite bank of the river from Manmyne, and who is at sworn
enmity with all who profess friendship for the Panthay muse. He
committed indiscriminate slaughter, a fcw years ago, on a Panthay earavan,
a bloody deed which has made his name a torrorto all peaceful Shans.
In the afternoon, Deen Mahomed mme and told Sladen in a confidential
whisper that thc mcn of the village were much dissatisfied bemuse the
cluestion of the b u r n d village had not been settled, and that they h d
collected in numbers, determined to attack us during the night. We have
now, however, become accustomed to those threats, and attach little importance to them ;we took precautions, however, to place additional sentries round the a m p , and kept our fircs burning.
15th March. We had a long interview with the Seray and Ponline
chiefs which lasted to 6 P.M., and it was so far fruitful that the villee
question was settled. The Panthay oofcers and the Kakhyen messengers
have been sent with friendly letters to the authorities at Momien,
and to the Sanda Tsawbwa, and the Manhlco Poogain.
We were again warned this evening to be on our guard, Ponline
sending down a messenger requesting us to keep our fires burning over
night, and to take
against attack, as about 100 men had
collected on the heights commanding our camp, determined to try their
luck against us. Ponline had ordered them away, but telling them if they
would fight, to go and do so, and he would look on and see them killed.
16th H a r d . The night passed way, quietly. I went out for three
hours this morning over the hill-sides, but did not shoot a single bird;
athongh I heard a number of small birds chirping in the dense coppice, I
could never get a glimpse of thcm. A small monkcy belonging to the genus
Macacus mas brought today by a Kakhyen. I t cliffired from any species
I ram acquainted with, in its short, stout M y and limbs, its mere rudiment
of a tail (one inch), its red face and dark-brown, thick, and rather
long fur. I t is said to be a common monkcy on the hills. The Seray
Tmwbwa came down today accompanied by a Chinaman who has
been in his employment from his ~ o u t h and
,
who now acts as his chicf
trader, takihg down rice, opium, &c., to BhamO, bringing back salt,
dried fish, and a small quantity of piece-goods, long-cloth, needles, buttons,
&c., suited to the Shan and Kakhyen taste. The village fire was again
in a bottle of rum. The chances of our
mooted, but finally
advance were again discussed without any practical result, and another
demand for rupces was made by Ponline, who now informs us of his
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intention to return to his village. He claims the whole of the mule-hire,
and demands the preposterous sum of Rs. 20 a mile, and when this barefwcd attempt at extortion met with the derision it deserved, the semimvagg M again recourse to the sawing motion across an imaginary neck
to intimidate our worthy leader into a surrender. When he found, however,
that threats of the kind were unheeded, and he could not gain his point,
he left the tent in a rage, and with an oath that he would return to his village, and leave us to our fate. The Wacheoan Tsawbwa arrived in the
afternoon with a present of rice and sheroo to make the pertinent enquiry,
why we were delayed at Ponsee.
17th March. Ponline, Ponsee, Seray, and two other Tsawbwa..
came down this morning, and remained for many hours discussing
the hire of the mules from Tsitkaw to Manwyne. The mules were
hired at Bhamb for Rs. 11-8 each, and of this, Rs. 600 have already
been paid, with the addition of Rs. 300 to Ponline. We had 116
mules in all, and the btter chief was much disgusted to fhd that
we had kept an accurate account of the number, and of the ruames
of the owners. He disputed our figures, and his Pawmines brought
what they alleged were the tallies they had taken at Tsitkaw, and which
mounted the number of the mules up to 160, but we had evidence that
those vouchers h d been specially providtd for the occasion. Sladen,
by a happy thought, told the chiefs how much he had given that archrobber Ponline, in presents and money, to distribute to the villages on the
way, and in doing so, he threw a fire-brand among them that will be certain to rid us of the Ponline nest of importunate, for no m n e r had
Ponsee got an inkling that his neighbouring chief had been receiving
money without giving him a share, than his ire and chagrin began to
show themselves by unmistakable signs. Seray broached the mule-hire
to his village, and had the unblushing effrontery to ask Rs. 25 a mile
for a journey of a few hours ; and that, too, only a few minutes after his
own Chinaman h d told Slnclen that the charge of Rs. 11-8 from Tsitkaw
to Manwyne, a distance of three marches, ought to have been only Rs. 2.
While this subject was' being discussed by the assembltd chiefs and their
Pamines, whiz went a bullet through the tent, shortly followed by
another. The Pammines rushed out, and shouttd to some men in the village, and the chiefs m d e a precipitate retreat, the Seray expressing
his intention to retire at once to his home. During the day the Tsa\vl+
was had asked us if we could fire the village, but we declined to enlighten
them on this point, but after what has occurred, we have taken thc precaution to exhibit the only two rockets we have.
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18th - a r c h . Thc &st news that greeted us in the morning was
that Sala and Ponsee had quarrelled about the money the former had
received, and that the Ltter had threatentd to kill him, and that he
was in a great fright, and intended to leave to-day for his own village.
He hns appropriated all the presents which were entrusted to his care
for distribution to the Teawbwas on the r o d to Manwyne, and refuses
to give them up. He left during the course of the forenoon, carrying
off the Kakhyen interpreter with him by force. News reached us
to-day that the Sanda people are in a difficulty how to act in relation
to us, as a Panthay official has been sent there to receive us, but they
cannot well favour us without bringing on themsclves the m a t h of
the Chinese chief, Leesetai, and they dare not refuse the Panthays.
19th March. I got on my pony wcompanitd by some of our
men, and set out to ascend the mountain above our camp. A Kakhyen
lad had agreed to accompany me as guide, and Deen Mahomed came as interpreter. My road lay through the village, but no sooner had I passed
the TsawbwaJshouse, than a hue and cry was raised by one of the Pawmines,
and the b y was told he was not to show me the way. I passed on,
however, along a narrow bridle-path for a short distance, and at a place where
my pony backed and refused to go on, the little delay that ensued gave the
d a g e r s time to overtake me, and one Pawmine rushed in and carri~doff my
guide by force. I returned in the hope of finding the Tsawbwa more
reasonable, but all I could get out of him was, that there was a village
above of very bad Kakhyens, and that he would not allow me to go up, and
Deen hlahomed was warned that if he got any more guides for me, his
throat would be subjected to the sawing process. There was nothing for
it but to return, and explore in some other quarter. I visited a Kakhyen
burial-ground on the top of a thickly wooded hill to the east of our
camp. 'Iivo of the graves were quite recent, and beside each, there was
a little tobacco and a small cylindrical b x containing chillies, and outside
the circle, some tobacco, and the skull of a pig that had been killed at the
burial fast. The way to the burial-ground from the nearest village was
sprinkled at intervals with ground rice as an offering to the n t h . The top
ornament of the conical covering of bamboos and grass is cut out of wood
into flag-like arms, painted with red and blue figures resembling rosettes.
20th dlarch. I accompanied Stewart on a ramble, and follow~d a
tolerably good path lending to the Tapeng, but clid not see a single bid.
After breakfast I ascended behind our camp, and after sitting in the
shade of a clump of trees for nearly an hour, shot two birds, the only
ones I saw. From this clump I skirted along the side of the mountain
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about a couple of miles, and descended through n dense patch of forest,
but met with no better SUCWS8. Indeed, the only chance one has of
getting bids is to sit for hours at a time near an opening in the
jungle, and pot them as they appear, but even this unsprtsman-like plan
does not yield much.
2lst Jfarch. Last night we sent a message to the Ponsee Tsawvbwa
that we wished a guide to the Tapeng, and he promised that we should
have one. The path lay along the tops of the long spurs running down
to the river, and in its first part passed through a temperate area, in
which I observed cherry, apple, peach trees, and oaks, but further down
the trees become more tropical, and in the bottom of the valley they
were essentially so, with a few intersprinklings of musro, bamboos, ratans,
gigantic cable-like creepers, orchids, and splendid ferns. We crossed
one tolerably large stream, and on its other side ascended one of the
numerous secondary spurs, and descending again, reached a sandy open
on the banks of the roaring Tapeng s h d d by a fine banian which was
festooned with a large, fragrant, yellow-flowering orchid. I wandered a
short way down the banks, scrambling over the enormous boulders, on
the outlook for birds, or other living things that might present
themselves, but observed only two wabr wagtails flitting from boulder to
boulder, in the middle of the torrent. The rocks in position along the
river bed are porphyritic gneiss, with veins of quartz, in addition to the
large oblong pieces of the same mineral imbedded in them, and which, a t
first sight, give them the appearance of a conglomerate, from the circumstance that the matrix weathers first, leaving the quartz s t a n d i out
in bold relief. The boulders, too, consist chicfly of this rock, with,
however, a fair proportion of others of pure white crystalline marble.
A very good section of the gneiss was obtained in the channel of a
stream I c r o s d before reaching the Tapeng. I t is about 50 feet
high in the upper part of the stream, but a t one s p t there is a perpendicular cliff in the channel, over which the watcr falls, and stanbelow
this, a clear section of 80 feet can be obtain~d. I n this splendidly
wooded glen, a large troop of monkeys (Preebytis alJocineretcs) was
observed wandering leisurely among the highest trees. The Tapeng
below Ponsee is about 40 yards broad, and rushes over a rocky bed in
a succession of secthing rapids, with occasional deep reaches. Its bed is
about 1,000 feet above the plains at Tsithw, a distance of about
16 miles, which accounts for the suddennessof the inundations on the plain,
and their rapid disappearance. The rise of the river in the rains, as indicatod by the high-meter mark, does not appear to e x c d 12 feet.
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A foot-path runs along the right bank for about three-quarters of n
mile to a raft which is attached by a loop to a rope of Sterclllia bark,
stretched from bank to bank, in the comparatively smooth water above
a rapid. The silver mines are on the opposite bank, and some years ago
they were largely worked by Chinese, but they have been deserted, in
all probability, from causes originating in the Mahomedm rebellion. My
guide offered to take me to them if I paid him well, but declined to go
to-day. In wandering over the boulders on which I was constantly
slipping from the polished state of my soles, I had the ill-luck to fall
backwsrds about ten feet into a shallow part of the river, but kept hold
of my gun, which was indented against the rocks. The descent from
Ponsee to the river waa very diflicult, as the narrow path was strewed
with dead leaves, and the dried spathes of bamboos, over which we
slipped a t every step, and could only maintain our equilibrium by clutching hold of every passing twig. A false step on the part of any one
in the rear would have been attended with serious results in those places
where the path turned at an acute angle on the crests of the precipitous spurs, for he would certainly have tripped up the others in front
of him, and instead of one, half-a-dozen would have rolled down the
perpendicular slopes. If our difficulties in descending were great, they
were all in the right direction, but in returning, the whole tendency was
the very opposite of that for which we were struggling. On our return to
our camp, we found that the Seray Tsawbwa hail come back, having learnt
of Ponline's departure.
22nd March. We have been informed to-day that the Panthays
have sent one of their officers to meet us at Sands, and that the country
so far has declared in their favour. The Semy Tsawbwa brought a letter
which he has received from Tasakone, the governor of Momien, who
requests him to give us all the assistance in his power, and promises that
the Panthays will repay him for any expenses he may incur on our
account. About sunset my attention was attraded to a Kakhyen woman
on the hill-side rolling about evidently in great pain; she was returning from wood-gathering, and had her little infant, about three days
old, tied in a cloth by her side. She was noticed by a passing Kakhyen,
who went to her assistance, and true to his race, out flashed the
national weapon, his d&, with which he made two or three cuts
through the air over the woman, and then threw some earth over her
head, concluding his good work by making one or two passes with
his hand over the same part. He then ran up to the village, and had
her carried home. His first instinct had been to defend the poor
K
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creature from the d t who had attacked her. We had a visit from
Seray in the evening to inform us that he was going to start tomorrow morning in search of mules. He is evidently anxious to give us
all the assistance he can, and he appears fully to appreciate the adv a n e e s that would accrue to his countrymen if trade were promoted
by this route. He is a man of considerable intelligence, and takes a
lively interest in everything in our camp, and is much taken up with
our facility in writing, and is curious in evevthing relating to guns,
iron bedsteads, lamps, and lanterns.
23rd Marcl. Seray started this morning, and has very considerately
left his Chinaman to act as our interpreter, giving ss his reason for so
doing, that he thought it was not right that we should be without one :
conduct that contrasts strongly with that of the debauched Ponline.
24th Marcl. Ponsee came down this afternoon, and asked for the
presents that Sladen intended to give him, but he was informed he would
receive none, until he had returned a box of silver-plated forks and knives,
which had been entrosted to the care of one of his men at Ponline.
H e protested that they were carried off by a man from another village,
but engaged to return them to us.
25th March. Yesterday the widow of a Tsawbwa on the way
to M m w p e sent us a present of fowls, eggs, and an uninviting mixture of flour and chillies, with a message that when we left Ponsee, she
would come out with her people, and meet us and accompany us as
far as Manwpe. I record this incident, because it shows that the
people are gradually beginning to realize that our mission is a peaceful
one. A little opium, the whibflowertd variety, is grown in the village
for the use of the inhabitaints, but it is also cultivated in small ploh
outside the village for the supply of the Shan population on the western
side of the Irawady about Mogoung, and to the south of it. The opium
from Tali and Yungchan fmds its way to Mandalay in the caravans, where
I saw it selling at Rs. 15 per vis.
26th March. A heavy thunder-shower during the night from the
south-we&. A month has p a d to-day since we left BhamB, and we
are still virtually prisoners here.
27tl March. The other day I opened a deep-seated abscess, below the
groin, of one of our Kakhyen messengers. He started immediately after
the operation on a visit to the nAts, and returned to me quite cured. His
own account is, that he offered two pigs, and was immediately made
whole. The cuckoo is now heard on the tree jungle to the east of our
camp. This morning a number of Shans from Manwyne arrived with
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-r-candy,
salt, rice, and preserved milk for sale. The latter is in thin
cakes like a dried film of cream, but I could get no information ss to
its preparation. When steeped in water for a night, it becomes exactly
like milk. At night, the hill-sides on the opposite side of the valley
are covered with great jungle fires, preparatory to cultivation.
28th March. I n the &moon, two Chinamen arrived in the village
from BhamG, with an armed escort of Burmese, for the p r o f d object of
making arrangements for working the Ponsee silver mines, on the other side
of the Tapeng, on behalf of the Burmese Government. Two buffaloes have
been stolen from the plains, as the Tsawbwa and some of the people he hns
about him are determined to appeal to the ntlts regarding our fate. This
theft must have been committed in some of the villages beyond
Tsitkaw, ns the Burmese close to the hills pay black-mail to the hill-men,
and in return receive their protection.
29th March. Rain during the night. One of the bnffaloes has been
killed this morning as an offering to the dts, who have been consulted,
but we have not been informed in what light they regarded us. After i t
became known to the Shans at Manwyne and to the peaceably-minded
Kakhyens that there was a chance of our being detained some time here,
they had arrived regularly every morning with rice, fowls, h.,for sale ; in
fact, we had quite a small bazaar to which all om men looked for their daily
supplies of food. This morning, after the arrival of the Burmese, the
Kakhyens from the village were early on the ground, and turned each
trader away as soon as he came.
30th March. S M e n and I left our camp this morning a t eight, on a
visit to the silver mines. We were accompanied by two of Ponsee's
Pawmines, and one of their sons. We reached the river by the next apur to
the meatward of the one by which I had heended on the former occasion,
and arrived at our old encampment, and leaving our servants to prepare
breakfast, we made for the raft. The main rope is fastened to a fallen tree
above the river on the southern side, and to a large boulder on the opposite
bank, where, to make it on a level with the other, it is raised on forked
branches of trees driven into the ground. The rsft was on the other side,
and one of our Burmans pluckily caught hold of the rope, and by passing
his h a n b one over the other dragged himself through the strong current to
the opposite bank. A Pawmine followed, and from the ease and dexterity
he evinced, it was evident that he was an old hand. The raft mas now
brought across, one man standing in front running the loop along the rope,
and another sitting behind, padding on sideways to the stream. I t
carries only six at a time, and simply consists of a number of bamboos tied
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side by side, the centre one being the longest in front, but all are of equal
length behind. Those in front gradually decreaae from the centre to the
sides, so that a kind of prow is formed which is kept against the etream.
Two bamboos overlie each other . a t the side, and split bamboos are
laid across them as a seat, only a few inches above the water, and
when laden, all the rest of the raft is one to two inches under water.
I was struck by the very great prevalence of pure white w b l e ,
and by the extraordinary contorted folds of an abrupt cliff of blue
crystalline quartzose rock, about 50 feet high, overlooking the ferry. We
crossed over to the north-east of this cliff by a narrow foot-path, and
next came upon white w b l e , weathering deep brown. I t has the same
crystalline structure of the marble of the Tsagain hills. It forms a small
ridge running nearly parallel to the river, east-north-east and west-southwest. We walked along its comparatively level top for about a mile, and
crossing to its eastern side, we reached a small pleasant d e y , at the head
of which there was some terrace cultivation, indicating the neighbourhd
of a village. The ridge terminates to the north in a rounded low hill, covered with water-won boulders of the same description as the rock on the
opposite bank. This hill is separated from the ridge by a small watercourse which marks the limit of the marble, which terminates so abruptly
that the attention is at once attracted by the change. Whenever we
reached this point, the Qkhyens abruptly stopped, saying that it wrrs unnecessary to go any further, as there was no silver beyond. All the
smelting is carried on, on the banks of the water-course and its immediate
neighbourhood, and the ground was covered with heaps of slag that evidently contained a large percentage of metal. The ridge is about 600 feet
above the level of the river, and is entirely free from trees. The mining
is chiefly made in the slope facing the river and near the summit of the
ridge, and consists of a series of low narrow tunnels nm into the hill-side.
They average about four feet high, and about the same in breadth
or even less, and are directed inwards with a faint, downward slope, and
run in from two to four hundred feet, giving off an occasional passage a t right
angles. The roofs are supported by bamboo props when the mines are
being worked. I went a considerable way into one, preceded by a man
carrying a lantern, and indeed until further progress was stopped by a
portion of the roof having fallen in. The tunnel lay through red earth,
with occasional small masses of marble and quartzite. The Kakhyens
were resolved to show us all they could of the extent of the mines, and led
us along the steep hill-side through long grass and shrub jungle so dense
that each man .had to cut a way for himself with a dbh. We snm about
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thirty borings in half an hour's scramble, and pessed large masses of iron
pyrites lying over the muface. The mines are on the Ponsee territory,
which runs right across the valley from ridge to ridge of the two main
ranges of mountains defining it. The clearings were extensive, and a
good deal of cotton appeared to be cultivated.
On our return we had breakfast on the banks of the Tapeng, and
treated the Kakhyens to some of our eatables, of which they indicated
their approval by sundry shalungs of their fists with the thumb extended,
which is the Kakhyeds way of emphasizing that anything is very good.
A good man is indicated by the first finger held straight, and one whose
ways are dubious by its being held up crooked.
A white-flowered Bauhinia, with a voilet centre, was in full bloom on
the southern side, along which it occnrred in great profusion, but it was
very scarce on the opposite hills.
The Seray Tsawbwa arrived in the evening, but had made no arrangements for mules, and the only explanation he could give was that the hire
of the first batch had not been paid. The widow of a Tsawbwa sent us
this evening the following curious present, two Kakhyen bags, and a
tooth-brush and tongue-scraper combined in one.
S l a t March. We had avisit from Seray this morning to inform
us that P o w e will be content with eight maunds of silver, and
that when he receives it, we will be allowed to depart out of his coasts.
When Ponsee discovered that Seray was trying to procure mules for
us, he sent out orders along the road that all intended for us were
to be looted. This morning he came down to our camp with his drawn
d4h, and in an imperative way ordered off all the Shans with provisions,
and followed them up the hill, driving them before him, and has issued
strict orders that no Shans for our camp are to be allowed to enter his
district. The Seray's people have a g g promised to procure mules, and
they left this afternoon for the purpose.
1st B p i l . A Chinese boy, who came last night with some provisions
for the Jemadar's wife, waa looted on his way by some of the Ponsee's
people, but the Tsawbwa, strange to say, went out this morning, and
recovered the property.
A few Kakhyens came in the morning with rice and two or three
fowls, but the contrast is a strong one to the thriving bazaar of the
Shans, and the prices have gone up greatly, and an empty beer bottle
does not bring twelve chittacks of rice as formerly, which reminds me to
recommend travellers who may think of visiting these parts to value
their bottles as they would do their rupees. We could frequently pur-
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chase with bottles what no amount of silver would have i n d u d the
owner to part with. A pint beer bottle was a handsome present.
One head Pawmine, " Death's Head," came down this afternoon, and in
the course of conversation mentioned that two other Tsawbwas were with
Ponsee, and that the three wished to attack us, but that the proposal has
been discountenanced by the Pawmines. Sladen invited him to bring the
two disaffected chiefs to the camp, and in about half an hour he returned
with them. They are second-rate, petty Tsawbwas, and if their characters
were to be judged of by their faces, I would pronounce them to be great
blackguards. After a glass of Chinese spirit, an empty biscnit tin, and a
bottle, they became our fast friends.
2nd A9ril. Nothing of any note occurred till the afternoon, when
two Sham came hurriedly and stealthily into the camp. One was the
bearer of official lettew in Chinese from the Panthays, but as there was
no one with us who could r e d them, and aa the man only spoke Chinese
and Shan, we did not gain much information. We learned, however,
that Leesetai has been defeated by the Panthays, and has retreated from
Mawphoo hill.
3rd April. The Momien messenger came to Sladen this morning,
and asked to be allowed to return, as he had only 16 days given
him. He seemed anxious to get away, and was continually referring to
the small bamboo tally on which he had marked off the days as they had
passed. It wns the same as in use among the Kakhyens, a thin strip
of bamboo broken across at intervals.
4th ApriZ. The Pawmines and the Tsawbwa are still at variance,
and the bone of contention is the Rs. 500 which are to be given when
we reach Manwyne.
A half-caste who has, according to his own statement, a fair amount
of Indian blood in his veins, and who professes to be one of the headmen
of the Tsawbwa-gadam of Manwyne, arrived at the camp this evening
in an excited state, saying that he had succeeded in hiring 200 mules, but
that thcy have been stopped by some ill-disposed Kakhyen Tsawbwas on
the way, but that they would allow them to pass if we would pay
Rs. 100 ; and on the chance that we would agree to this ransom, they had
e n t ~ d e him
d with an amber chain valued at Rs. 100 as surety for their
delivery. The amber when p r o d u d was valued at about 8 annas.
5th A9ril. The breach between the Tsawbwa and his Pawmines is
daily widening, and they visit us alternately. The latter stole a march on
their chief, and were the first to promise to procure mules, which they
aGrm that the Tsawbwa is unable to do, as he dare not show himself a t
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Manwyne, having lately cut down a Shan. We %wee to their proposals,
and promise to pay Ra. 500 on reaching Manwyne, viz., Rs. 200 for the
mules and Rs. 300 for the old hire. They have their eye on this last
sum, which will never reach the mule-men if they are true to their present
resolves. The Pawmines gone, Ponsee makes his appearance with his
disreputable ammiates, mostly young men and boys, and advises us to have
nothing to do with his officials, whose whole object, he says, is to loot us
which would be a misfortune to him, as it would give him a bad name. He
promises to get mules for us in a few days, and to accompany us as far
as M a u v e . This is follon7ed by SladenJs account of the promises
we have just received from his Pawmines, and Sladen advises him to
come to some arrangement with them, so that they may all be of one
mind. This appeal, however, is of no use, and nothing has been settled
after all.
The Sersy's Pawmines have arrived without their chief, but amom~ a i n e dby 60 men and 6 mules. The numbers, however, are not sufficient
for the baggage of 100 men, which is about the strength of our party ;
but they assert they will be able to carry it all, and facetiously recommend
us to build houses if we do not intend availing ourselves of this opportunity to remove, for the Ponsee Tsawbwa mill never be able to procure
mules. Sladen sent a message to the chief, asking him to join the consultation, but he refused to attend ;the Pawmines, however, were advised
to go and arrange matters with him, as Sladen is un*
to leave without his full concurrence.
The Kakhyens inform me that elephants occnsionally visit the hills,
and that one was killed near Seray, and another close to this village not
many years ago. One species of Manis is common, but is difficult to
procure. I obtained one specimen at Bhama closely allitd to M. javanicus.
Porcupines are also not rare, and the quills of one which was lately
killed near the summit of the hills were brought to me. Five species of
monkey are said to occur in this neighbourhood ;two of them are evidently
Hylobates, two Macacua, and the other Pres6ytis. The latter I observed
near the banks of the Tapeng, and regard as P. aZdocinerews, Blyth.
6th A9ril. The Ponsee and Seray Pawmines came down early this
morning, but they have not been able to come to any agreement with the
Tsawbwa. The latter followed after they left, and used an argument that
has a show of truth in it, that mules are better than light-handed
Kakhyens, and advised us to wait, repeating the proffer he had made
yesterday, but not till we promised to pay the Rs. 300 into his own hands
at Manwyne if he succeeded, and to give him a present of Ra. 20 besides.
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We h d a visit today from the younger brother of the Tsawbwa of Sanda,
one of the most powerful chiefs beyond. H e came at the request of his
brother to ascertain the real objects of the Expedition, and he appeared
quite satisfied when they were fully explained to him.
The remainder of the Burmese have gone on to Manwyne, and i t is
arranged that we start to-morrow morning nith 8 mules, and with the
Seray's men and some others that have been hired in Ponsee.
7 th April. We rose nith the sun, packed all our things, and struck
our tents, and were ready for a start a little after 7. The men came in
in dribblets, and the last arrived about 9 A.M. They were all armed either
with matchlocks or spears, and were the most rufkdy-lookmg set of
human beings I ever came across.
I must here explain what I ought to have stated before, that the four
Pongee Pawmines are brothers, and that the youngest is regarded with
jealous eyes by all the others. The eldest is a good-for-nothing Merry
Andrew, in a chrbnic state of intoxication. The next in age is a quiet,
sensible man, who seems fully to appreciate the advantages that would fall
to the Kakhyens if the trade with China were revived across these hills, and
has frequently told us that he is most anxious to lend us all the help he
can. He is always to be seen with the third, who is by far the ablest of the
brothers, but a man of quick, nervous temperament and violent temper, in
very bad health, m d with all the appearance as if he were suffering h m
phthisis. From his little spare frame, with sharp features, high cheekbones, and deeply sunken eyes, he has been appropriately dubbed Death's
Head. The youngest brother resembles him in many ways, and in point
of excitability of temper they are almost one ; but he has not the same
influence and ability. The latter, who was among the fimt to arrive this
morning, at once selected Sladen's baggage for his men to carry, but when
DeathJs Head came up, he claimed it as his right. When his brother
declined to give it up, he entirely lost command of himself in a fit of violent
passion, and the first thing he bethought himself of was Sladen's goldhandled dilh which he had received from the king as a mark of authority,
and seeing it in the hands of one of Sladen's servants, he tried to wrest i t
from him, and would have done so had not Williams gone to the rescue.
Foiled in this, he caught hold of the Burmese clerk who was taking the
names of the coolies and counting the loads, and threatened to cut him
down if he listened to his brother's pretensions. This created s general
hubbub, to the utter confusion of Sladen and the interpreter round whom
they all crowded. He got still more excited, and, pointing his gun at
the clerk and the interpreter, threatened to shoot them Loth. He then had
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recourse to his dilh, and &r brandishing it about and vociferating like a
fiend, a sudden thought seemed to strike him, and pulling out a long
piece of cord he hurried off to one of the campfires, lighted it, and returned coolly, priming his matchlock, and when opposite to Sladen and
Williams fired in the air. One of our surveyors, more brave than judicious, foolishly fired off hie gun, on hearing which, the majority of
the Kakhyens bolted towards the village, while the more intrepid
rushed into the camp flourishing their spears. We treated the whole
incident with the contempt it d m , and in s few minutea the men
were all again at their loads. Death's Head, however, walked to the other
end of the camp, and sat down by himself loading his gun. I followed him,
and asked him to return and explain his grievance, and all would be right,
and, with a little coaxing, got him to come with me, and to send his gun up
to the village. The Tsawbwa upbraided him, and told him he had hghted
a fire in his vrllage, and that we would kill them all by some spell.
After the loads were arranged, we found, aa we had supposed, that we
had not eufficient men; we were prepared to sacrifice some of the articles,
but when we were ready to start, we were told that we could not
possibly reach Manwyne tc-day, and that we must postpone our d e
parture till to-morrow.
8th April. The first news that greeted us this morning waa that
the men had returned to their villagee, so that all our hopea of freeing
ourselves from this life of inaction are doomed to disappointment.
The Kakhyens, however, are now beginning gradually to realize that
the object of the miasion is a peaceful one, and that we do not wish to
injure them, and I was much pleased this morning to find the Tsawbwa,
who has hitherto kept aloof, waiting for me with a little sick boy, and that
another Kakhyen came in during the day for treatment.
9th April. Williams and Stewart sent to the village where the
Burmese are living to ascertain if they would take letters to Bhamb, and
forward them to Mandalay, but they declined. In the evening two
Kakhyens arrived with a letter from Moungshuay-Yah, who is said
to have reached Momien by the hill road, but it gave us no information
aa to his whereabouts.
T d a y I received s much-ciamaged skin of a Hylobates, which I
believe to be 8.holock, and I have now seen all the monkeys, with the
exception of the light-ooloured species of that genue which is said to
inhabit those hills.
10th A ~ r i l . A Burman brought another letter to.day from
Moungshuay-Yah, which he says he received from the writer a t Tapeng.
L
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I n the course of the day, the youngest Pawmine came down to say that
the ntlts had decided against the Tsawbwa going to Manwyne to hire
mules, and that he had now to propose that our baggage should be
carried by men, and our tents and heavy things on ten mules. It
was ultimately arranged that an attempt should be made to procure
mules, and a man left in the afternoon ostensibly to try and get them.
While a very intelligent Sh'an was in our camp to-day, Williams
suggest& that he might be able to read the Momien letters which are
in Chinese, and it turned out that he was. The contents of the last
letter were to the effect that we were to wait here till the Panthays have
defeated Leesetai, when they will come to meet us. The first was addressed
to the Kakhyen chiefs, as a circular letter, requesting them to do all in
their power to assist us, and that if we could not pay them in full, that
they were not to allow that to stand in the way of our advance to
Momien, and that the Panthays would repay themsany expense they
might be at on our account.
Moungshuay-Yah's letter was to the effect that he had deserted ua a t
Ponline because he was in danger of hie life from the Tsawbwa and his
Pawmines, who had threatened to kill him. That he should have remained so long silent is difficfdt to conceive, and his retreat in the f%&
instance to Tapeng, and his stay there, and his after-advance to Momien
unkuown to us, are equally puzzling.
11th dpn'l. We have ascertained to-day from a petty Burmese official
that he met k t a i J s brother at Tsitkaw on his way to Bham8 where his
mother resides. He has heard that the Shans are under the influence
of Leesetai, and that they have determined to exterminate us if we
attempt to advance without their permission, and he strongly advim
us to wait until the Panthays have conquered Leesetai, and arrived
a t Manwpe. Leesetai has been surrounded by the Panthsya a t
Mawphoo, and his supplies have been cut off, and the Mahomedans are
now only waiting till he runs away, in accordance with the principles of
Chinese warfare.
12th April. During the day, up to 4 P.M., the wind had been blowing
in fitful, cool gusts from the south-west, but a t that hour there was a
audden lull; thunder wss heard in the distance, and deep black clouds
came rolling up from the south-west. The barometer stood at 26"62' a t
the commencement o w e storm, which was issued in by a few drops of
kin, followed immediately by a heavy shower of hailstones, like lumps
of ice. This was accompanied by heavy gusts of wind from the
south-west, and in a few minutes the barometer rose to 26"63', and in a
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few more it went up to 26'65'.
The storm lasted twenty minutes, and
as it paased over, the aneroid rapidly fell to 26O63', but rose again to
R6'65', where it remained. The attached thermometer registered 67'.
Thunder was rumbling over-head, but the lightning was very faint;
the ice fell in circular disc-like pieces, convex on one side and fiat on the
other, about the size of a shilling. The centre of each was occupied by
a white nucleus about one-eighth of an inch in diameter, m u n d e d by a
pellucid zone encircled by an opaque one, which in its turn was e n d in
a large zone of clear ice. The external zone was filled in its inner margin
with a dark substance resembling mud entangled in delicate ice crystah.
The nucleus in many cases was surmounted on its convex surface by a prominent boss of clear ice. On fracturing the maeaes the nucleua separated
as a small short cylinder, fiattened at one end and rounded a t the other.
When perfect, the discs had all the appearance of artificial glass
eyes.
13th April. A thunder-storm, aceompanid by heavy rain at 5 P.M.,
which lasted for three hours with occasional intervals. The upper
current travelled from the south-west, but the lower current was from the
north-east.
14th April. A heavy storm set in at 5 A.M., and another still
more severe at 9 A.M. The last was very impressive. In a few minutes
a dense curtabi of mist rolled up the valley in gigantic folds, obscuring
everything from view, and darkening the air as in early dawn. The rain
fell in torrents, the wind at first blowing from the south-west, but suddenly veering to the north-east, the barometer rising from 26'72' to 26'82',
and, as the wind shifted to the south-west, falling again to 26'73'.
We are informed that the mules are expected to-morrow.
15th Bprid. Thunder-dorm with heavy rain during the night.
The Pawmine who went for the mules arrived this forenoon, but he has
succeeded in getting only SO, so it is proposed to employ men to carry the
rest of our baggage, and that we are to start to-morrow morning, if'
it does not rain heavily during the night.
A Chinaman from Momien, accompanied by our two Kakhyen
mewngers, arrived this afternoon. The former, who speaks Burmese
fluently, has been sent by the Panthays to ascertain our real object in
wishing to go to Momien. They acknowledge to have received Sladen's
letters, but could not read them. They are anxieus to receive us, but
some ill-disposed pereons are unfavourable to us. They have been informed that me have come with the intention, not of making fiends, but
to arrange with thc Chinese with whom we have a treaty, for their
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destruction. Sladen f d y explained to the Chinaman the object of our
visit, and said if the Panthays had any doubts as to our intentions, he was
willing to go done to their city, and consult with the authorities,
and if they did not agree to that, they might send some one to meet
him at Manwpe, to whom he could fully state the object of our mission,
and that if it did not meet with their approval, we would return. This
appeared to give full satisfaction.
16tA April. Thunder with heavy rain during the night. No signs
of a start this morning. After all, the rain cannot be the cause of our
not moving, for it hae made very little impreasion on the road, and the hillstream at the side of our camp is much aa usual. Nearly all the women
from the villaga came down this morning with presents of rice, aheroo,
yams, tobscoo, and eggs, expecting to receive in return beads and the
much coveted anna-pieces. The small opaque green, red, and black beads
are the kinds that are most highly prized, and a traveller with a fair stock
of these, some red broad cloth, and his exchequer replete with new 8, 4,
and 2-anna pieax would be almost oertain of a good reception at every
Kakhyen village. We bartered strings of black beads for the girdles of
ratan and straw, which the women wear round their loins as a support to
their short kilt-like petticont, and a small bit of red cloth and two rupeee
procured for us a bell girdle which hitherto silver of itself had failed to
purchase. The red cloth acted like magic, and I verily believe that if we
had been more lavish with it, we could have bought one of these fair damsels
and all her prhinings. As it was, they parted in the greatest glee with
their girdlea, seed necklsoes, ear and finger rings, and many of them
returned to their husbands and lovers shorn of all their ornaments, but
rich in beads and seductive little bits of Her Majesty's coin. I have
been struck on a number of occasions with the grey heads found
among the young Kakhyen girls, some of them not over 11 years;
and among our female visitors to-day, a girl of 14 or 16 had so many
white hairs among her thick locks that they might have belonged to a
person well up in years. I can only explain this by the hard work, insufficient nourishment, and want of rest they have to endure at an early age.
The females of a family do all the hard work, and while the boys are leR to
amuse themselves as their inclination leads them, the little girls of even
nine years of age go out twice every day in all weathers over the hill-sides,
with their sisters and mothers, to cut and gather firewood, a work of
considerable labour.
Sladen had a visit this afternoon from the Tsawbwa and Pawmines.
It was a stormy interview, and " Death's Head" and the former drew their
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d h s , and flourished them at each other. They had favoured us in the
morning as well with their company, and on this occasion renewed their
old demand that the Rs. 300 should be paid here before we leave, but
nothing was said about our departure. A Shan arrived from Manwpe,
and informed us that all the people along the road are favourable to us,
even at Sanda, and wish us to go forward. Thunder and rain a h r
sunset.
17th April. Violent storm of rain, accompanied by thunder and
lightning, during the night. We rose this morning with a faint hope that
we might make a start, but it did not last long, aa the youngest Pawmine
came down esrly, shouting at the pitch of his voice, demandmg whether
we intended to pay the Rs. 300 before we left, and aa Sladen has justly
resolved to withstand this imposition, we cannot hope to get away so long as^
the p a p e n t of this sum is made the condition on which we depart. I n
the forenoon the Tsawbwa came down, aceompanid by all the Pawmines
and our Shan acquaintance, to state that they had arranged among themselves about the division of the money, and that the Shan was to go to
Manwyne for mules. The Tsawbwa brought me a fine monkey (blacacils)
of a very deep blackish-brown, with a red face, and very short tail, not more
than one inch in length. This form I have never before seen, and it is
probably new.
Many women from the mrromding villsges again visited us to-day
with presents of sheroo, fowls, rice, tobacco, and huge yams, expecting
to reeeive beads in return. Among them were a few who came to consult
me abont sores on their legs contracted in their jungle work, while some
children were brought s d e r i n g almost from stone-blindness, resulting
from the ravsges of small-pox.
18th April. We were again importuned this morning for beads by
women and young girls, who never, however, came empty-handed. No
steps after all have been taken to procure mules. The Shan, Teawbwa, and
Pawmines were all present again to-day to demand the Rs. 300.
Lawloo, our staunch Kakhyen friend and messenger, arrived this
afternoon. He confirms the defeat of Leesetai at Mawphoo, and states that
he retreated to Shuemuelong mountain, on the opposite side of the valley
from his old fortress.
19th April. The Taawbwa has had the cool impudence to say today
that all the past talk and promises about getting mules were false, but
that he now faithfully undertakes to procure them, and, to indicate that
what he said might be relied on, he locked his two forefingers together,
and gave them a shake, as much as to say that his word was now binding.
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Lawloo informs us that he met the Shan on his way to Manwyne to
obtain the necessary number of mules.
20th April. TFcro Shans arrived to-day from M a n w p e informing us
that a circular letter had been sent by the Panthays to all the Shan
Tsawbwas along the road to Momien, requesting them to give us all the
assistance in their power in hastening our advanae. They assure us that
the road is now open, and that we have nothing to fear from Leesetai.
They say that the Kakhyens have spread the report that we have been
delayed here because we have not paid the mule-hire from Tsitkaw.
Sladen, however, explained to them the whole facts, and they have
promised to report them, and to get mules for us. The Kakhyens here,
we have learned from those men, are friendly to Leesetai.
The oak trees are now in full blossom, and their prevalence becomes
very apparent; they are chiefly confined to heights above 3,500 feet.
On a visit to the vlllage, I saw a Kakhyen woman a t her loom, which is
usually brought out to the open door, as the houses are too dark for work
of this kind. I n rain the weaving is conducted under the eaves of the
house. In the evening one of our men brought us a damp log of wood,
which he asserted gave off sparks in the dark, while he was breaking i t
with his axe. On removing it from the light of the fire where we were
seated, we found it glowing with a wonderfully brilliant, phosphorescent
light, along the newly-cat =face.
More logs in the same state were
brought to us by others of our men, who were greatly astonished a t the
remarkable phenomenon. Only the soft damp portions of the wood were
phosphorescent, but they seemed, as it were, to be saturated with it, for
even in thin layers, the light was quite brilliant. They were all from a
low, damp hollow, and smelt strongl; of fungi. Th'e light was pale,
bluish-green, and flickering.
21st A ~ r i l . A party of Burmans, said to be for the silver mines,
passed through the village to-day on their way to Manwpe, accompanied
by ('DeathJs Head," who has deserted us since his younger brother undertook to get mules.
22nd ApriE. A number of sick visited me to-day, and among my
patients, I now reckon the Tsawbwa himself, who is suffering from
inflammation of his gums, and while I was prescribing for him, he
confessed that he had hitherto behaved like a fool, but he now intended to
turn over a new leaf, and desired us to consider him as our friend. I
believe this generous impulse was solely prompted by the kind treatment
he wae experiencing at the moment, and the credit of having awakened
it redounds to medicine.
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I ascended to-day the high summit above our camp, and met nd one
on the way. It is fully 2,000 feet above the village of Ponsee, and is
the hlghest visible point on the northern side of the Tapeng, but some
higher peaks appear to the south and to the north-east. The country to
the north of this range is a sea of hills as far as the eye can reach, with
the main chains running nearly north and south, with slight easting in
their northerly course. The rocks on the summit consist exclusively of
schistose gneiss. There is a village on the top of this ridge close to the
highest peak, and its presence is announced, before it is seen, by the usual
small bamboo platforma by the roadside, with offerings of rice, kc., to the
nRts. There is a well-trodden bridle-path along the summit of the ridge,
and I suppose this to be the route that the Seray Tsawbwa proposed we
should follow to Sanda. The Kakhyens here say that the Chinese army
went by this road. L o o h to the north-east, I had a glimpse of the
narrow flat of the Sanda valley lying far below me in the distance, defined
by a noble ridge of mountaim on either side, two colossal walk shutting
in the peaceful valley from the world without. The summits of all the
hills, except in the immediate neighbourhood of villages, axe covered with
a dense forest, in which there appears to be a remarkable absence of
animal life, for I returned with only one bird, Chleuasicus ncjkepa,
Blyth, and I did not observe a single mammal.
After dark, our Kakhyen messenger, Lawloo, and his companion,
with two Panthays, arrived with lettern in Chinese, but me were unable
to read them. The men left us after a few hours for another vlllage, as
they were afraid to remain here over the night.
23rd Apil. ,The Tsawbwa has been called to Manwyne, and i t is
reported that the Pawmine, who left this for the same town with the
Burman, has been taken prisoner by the Sham, in retaliation for the
Tsawbwaa having cut down one of their people who came to sell
provisioxu to our camp. This is the budget of news for the day.
24th April. A messenger arrived late last night with a letter from
the Panthays in Arabic, telling us not to delay at Ponsee, but to advark
as quickly as possible, and that they were anxiously awaiting our arrival.
He received a few rupees, and a penknife which gratified him much
more than the money.
We had a very severe thunder-storm about sunset yesterday, attendMy tent, on this as on previous occasions of a
ed by torrents of
like kind, proved no protection against rain, and my bed was a pool of
water, and had it not been that I was protected by a water-proof blanket,
sleep would have been out of the question.
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I n a ramble over the hill-sides today, I came upon an ingenious
Kakhyen trap for jungle fowl and pheasants, in a dense clump of bamboos.
A miniature fence of the stems of tall jungle grass extended down the hillside for about 200 feet; there were a number of little open ways through
it, and in these, a pliable bamboo wae firmly fixed into the ground by one
end, while the other was bent down and only d c i e n t l y fixed to prevent
its springing up of itself, and a cord with a running loop attached to it was
fastened to this end. The game make for the openings, and coming in
contact with the l m l y fixed end of the bamboo it springs up drawing
the noose tightly around the animal, and if the latter is light, swinging i t
into the air. I also met some boys snaring birds with the sticky juice of
the root of some plant. They had a trident, made of wood, h e d into a
long bamboo, and the prongs were smeared with the so-called lime, and
had a cord stretched across them, and were baited with winged ants,
so fastened that they had the free use of their wings, the constant
flutter of which attracted the unwary birds to perch on the prongs,
where they became easy captives. This snaring a p ~ m t n sis usually
laid against the side of some dense jungle by the road-side, with the
stalk well hidden so as not to excite suspicion, and it proves a very
effective snare.
25th April. We have had numerous visit63 to-day from women, old
and young, all intent upon obtaining beads, the young ones for themselves,
and the mothers for their children. They appeared in a new light, throwing off all the timidity and reserve that has hitherto characterized their
interviews with us, and one young sprightly maiden hinted that if we
would prepaxe fowls and rice, they would favour us with their company a t
the feast.
26th A$&.
On the 18th of this month, Sladen had a d M a
circular letter to the members of the,Expedition, stating he considered
that the -tion
had no longer any practical existence in the sense in
which it originally started, and that the survey of the routes between
Burmah and South-Western China was effectually put a stop to, for the
present at least, by the setting-in of the south-west monsoon, and the
advanced state of the season ;but as he saw that political dvantages of
no slight importance might in all probability be secured if he could succeed
in reaching Momien, he intended to remain here, or elsewhere, for at least
two or even three months longer. He did not see why his s h y should
necessitate the detention of the whole party, and stated that a diminution
in its numerical strength might be conducive to his own progress and
success, when estimating the limited funds at his disposal, and the necessity
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for reducing our luggage and expenditure to the lowest possible limit. He
stated that he had neither the power nor authority to order the withdrawal
of any one in particular, but that any member who might be inclined to
return to British territory would do so with his full concurrence and support.
I have taken till now to consider, and today I wrote to Sladen to the effect,
that the only argument in his letter for a reduction of our party at all applicable to me was the pecuniary one, and that I would not be justified in
remaining longer with the Expedition unless I saw a reasonable probability
that the funds would admit of carriage being provided for my specimens,
as my services had been given to the Expedition by the Government of
India solely on the strength of the advantages likely to accrue to the
Indian Museum from the collections formed by me while in the field. I n
reply to this, Major Sladen has written to me that my expenses will not
add so materially to his own as to interfere with the plans he has in view of
prosecuting the object of our mission, and on the strength of this assurance,
I have resolved to remain with him. Captain Williams and Mr. Stewart
have decided with much reluctance to sever their connection with our party.
The former was led to the decision he has arrived at, having formed
the same opinion as Major Sladen, that little can now be done in the way
of surveying, and towards acquiring the other information which he was
desired to collect by the instructions he received from the Chief Commissioner. Moreover, as our leader has distinctly stated that the Expedition
has no longer any practical existe~lcein the sense in which it was constituted,
and that a reduction in the numerical strength of our party may conduce
to his progress and success in securing certain political advantages, Captain
Williams' sacrifice of his own wishes for the future well-being of the
Expedition is most laudable. The pecuniary argument does not apply to
Captain Bowers, who has come provided with funds of his own, so that he
has resolved to remain.
27th April. I t hns been finally arranged that Williams and gtewart
start on the 29th, with a guard of six men, and that their luggage is to
be carried by their own men, some of the guard, and Sladen's lascars.
29th April. UTilliams and Stewart left at 6 A.M., accompanied by
Moungmo as Kakhyen interpreter. m e y go as far as Ponline, where they
sleep for the night, and next morning proceed to Tsitkaw, which they
ought to reach by noon, an"d if they succeed in
boats there at
once, they should arrive a t Bham6 the same day.
30th April. The Tsawbwa has informed us to-day that the Panthays
are as far as Sanda, and that in ten days more they will be to meet us
here. They are consolibting their power at Muangla and Sanda, both of
Y 1
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which Tsawbwaships are now under their ~rotection, and pay them
tribute.
1st May. Today I have despatched five boxes of natural history
specimens and plants to Williams' care, in company with his photographic
and other boxes. I have had a number of successful cases within the last
few days, and among my patientdl I had one of the Pawmines, who is very
grateful for my having &posses& him of an enormous Tank aolium, a
parasite, which, as was to be expected, is very prevalent among these hill
people, who live largely on pork derived from the most foul-feeding swine
it has ever been my lot to witness. A Syme's bistoury, used to two wellset abscesses, electrified the bystanders, and gave instant relief to two
Kakhyens, who seemed to doubt in their own minds whether I was
a good n l t or a devil. Their little offerings, however, of rice and shew,
shortly afterwards brought to me and laid at my feet, were p l w i n g
proofs that these untutored hill people are keenly alive to the feelings
of gratitude.
2nd May. To-day we despatched two Kakhyen boys with letters to
Williams, asking him to send us one or two books to read, as our present
library is composed of two volumes of " Half Hours with Select Authors."
These boys started from here in the morning, and were to reach Tsitkaw the
same night, which, they said, they could do with ease, and the letters are to
be delivered to SladenJs head lascar, who, we hope, will not have left that
village before the arrival of the messengers. This incident shorn that we are
gaining on the good graces of the Kakhyens, and that they are now much
more willing to assist us than at first. Of late the villagers have become
very friendly with our men, and during the day they may be seen in numbers in the camp smoking and chatting, but an incident which happened
two days ago shows that they are dangerous characters to deal with. One
of our guard, who alleges he was only joking and chatting with a Kakhyen,
was without m y warning felled to the ground by him, receiving a cut over
the forehead with a d&, the savage decamping into the dense jungle
on the hill-side. The gash was nearly four inches long and laid the bone
bare, and the man had another cut across his arm from the downward
sweep of the dAh. He recovered, however, in a few days.
3rd May. The only piece of news to record t d a y is, that a Shau
arrived this morning with a letter from Moungshuay-Yah, to thc effect
that Tasakone, the governor of Momien, has arrived at Sandg and
requests us to go forward as soon as possible with all our luggage.
4th May. The men who accompanied Williams and Stewart returned
this afternoon. They tell us that no sooner had Moungmo arrived in
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Bhamd than he was imprisoned for having conducted them back. Our
men, however, behaved very wen, going to the Woon, and informing him
that he had no right to imprison Moungmo as he was now in the
employment of the Expedition, and had been sent to Bhamd expressly
on our business, demanding his liberation, and offering to let one of their
members be confined in his stead. This had the desired effect, and the
man was liberated, and he arrived a t our camp this evening.
5th May. I had a long ramble today over some new rice clearings,
and obtained a good view of the rock which forms the greater part
of the hills. It is a pale blue schistose gneiss, very finely grained in
some localities, and much coarser in others, as, for example, in the porphyritic bed near the Tapeng. The h e r beds have frequently white quartz
bands running through them, parallel to the line of cleavage, and many
of the larger rounded boulders on the hill-sides, some of which are of
enormous size, become prominent objects from the prevalence of those
quartz layers, which are so regularly distributed that a t a distance
they look as if they had been carefully drawn by the hand of man.
I have hitherto been puzzled in my walk^ over these hills with the
numbers of old tracks overgrown with dense jungle that one sees, but
I met with a full explanation to-day of their origin and use, on a
hill-side that had been newly cleared. It is this, that when a portion
of a hill-side is cleared for the first time, a road is regularly cut along
it, and joined to the nearest path communicating with the village, and
if there be a deficiency of water on any part of the new clearing, the
new path is usually brought near some neighbouring stream which is
diverted into a channel dug on the inside of the road. The stream is
thus carried down precipitous hill-sides, and by secondary channels
devoted to the terraces of cultivation. The roads and canals of irrigation in some cases extend one or two miles. The terraces of cultivation are carefully tilled with a wooden plough, in every respect resembling
the one in use in Bengal, but the steep hill-sides have the ground only
broken up with a hoe, and the rice and Indian corn are grown together in
long lines. The people are now busily preparing the soil.
I n the afternoon, Lawloo arrived with a Chinese letter from the Panthap, informing us that Tasakone was at Sanda, and that Moungshuay-Yah
was with him. The former sent a message by Lawloo to the effect that
the first account he had received of us was, that .we were an armed party
come with the intention of fighting against him ; but as he was now satisfied that our mission waa a peaceful one, he was most anxious to receive us,
and had arranged with the Shan Tsawbwas that they should send repre-
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sentatives to meet us. Moungmo has received a letter from his wife to-day,
telling him that she has been put in the stocks by the Burmese o5cials
for his having joined us, and that she is to be kept in them until he is
forthcoming. On the man's earnest entreaty, Sladen wrote to the Woon,
informing him of what the Tsitkaw o5cials had done, and requesting
him to order the woman's release, and desiring that he might be held
responsible for the non-appearance of the man. As Moungmo informs
us that he had privately heard at Bhama that the Woon had received
orders from Rlrtndalay to advance any money to the Expedition that we
may require, Sladen has resolved, in the present low state of our exche
quer, to apply for the loan of Rs. 5,000, or any smaller sum they may
be able to give us.
7 th May. Nothing worthy of note has happened beyond Sladen's
having despatched the Panthay Chinaman and Lawloo with a letter to
Moungshuay-Yah at Sanda, informing him of the cause of our delay,
and that we have little or no prospect of getting away from this
unless he can arrange with the Shan Tsawbwas to send us some mules.
As we have heard that Tasakone has so far arranged with the Shan
Tsawbwas to assist us that they are now collected at M a n w p e for the
purpose, the messengers with the letters have been instructed to make enquiries there how mattere stand, before they go further, and if they are
favourable to us, to return and report progress.
8th May. This has been a most eventful day, as the Panthay Chinaman
and Kakhyenreturned, accompaniedby the representatives of the Shan towns.
The very appearance of the latter is a pleasure, as their persons are scrupulously clean, their faces intelligent, and their whole man in strong contrast
to the ignorant and filthy Kakhyens. They are nearly as fair as E m
peans, and the eyes of some of them are light brown. They are dressed
in dark blue from head to foot, from their turbans to their shoes.
After they had breakfasted in the village, they returned, accompanied
by the young Pawmine, who wore a bright red turban, rose-checked trousera of the Shan cut, and a gorgeous red blanket over his shoulders. H e
was fully impressed with his own importance, and shouted at the pitch of
his voice to impress us with it as well. The Shans remained in our camp
for some hours, and are unanimous in inviting us to go forward, and in promising us all the assistance in their power, and they deny that they ever
threatened to attack us in the event of our having gone forward to Manwyne. After a long consultation about the mule hire, in which the Pawmine took a vigorous part, they all agreed that the muleteers had no further claim, but Sladen being willing to adhere to his promise, it was
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arranged, with the Pawmine's approval, that the Rs. 300 are to be paid
to the chief Shan at Manwyne, who will distribute them. Two men have
been sent to Manwyne for mules, and we are to leave this the day after tomorrow. They take an enlightened interest in all that has been said to them
about the Expedition, and appreciate the advantages that would accrue to the
country if trade were revived. They are immensely taken with our gung
camp-table, bedding, knives, forks, &c., and it was a pleasure to observe
that even the ignorant Kakhyen Pawmine had been impressed with our
civilization, and acted as the cicerone of the party. The Manwyne representative has ~ressedSladen to remain a few days at his town, as his
daughter is sick.
9th May. The Shans spent the greater part of the day, strolling
about, examining everything in the camp.
Now that I look Lack on the last two months, i t is subject of wonder
how we should ever have thought that me were to experience no delays,
and that we were to march right on to Momien without opposition; for
it must be remembered that the Sham and Panthays had no intimation
of our visit, beyond the reports circulated by the Burmese, and the
letters sent by Sladen; and that we had come, as it were, suddenly upon
them as an armed party, among a people, too, who had nwer before seen
an European. I n such circumstances, the marvel is that they have so
soon appreciated the real objects of the mission. If we had gone straight
to M a n w e instead of remaining here, it is very probable that some serious complication might have arisen on account of the Burmese
reports, but remaining quietly in the hills, and declining to go forward until we had received the full consent of the chiefs, the people
had time to learn for themselves that our coming was a peaceable
one; and it has been fraught with no little good to them, in having led to
the ousting of Leesetai from Mawphoo on the high road to Momien.
We were told today by the Sham that the Ponline Tsawbwa is
the greatest blackguard on this route, and that under Chinese influence,
he had sent gunpowder to Leesetai for our destruction, and that he and
Ponsee are both in league with the Chinese. The messengers returned
this morning from Bhamb with a few books.
10th May. While I was out this morning trying to shoot some
birds, not an easy undertaking in these hills, Sladen had a very satisfactory conversation with the Shans, vho spend most of their time in our
camp. All the Shan towns are represented, and the envoys are most
desirous for the re-opening of this route, which they say is the direct one.
They bitterly complain, however, of the unsettled state that the country
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has been in for the last f%xn years, and of the incessant fighting that has
been going on, and of the raids for plunder to which their t o m s have
been subjected by the Panthays. They allege that our coming among
them has already produced good results, and that the defeat of Leesetai
is entirely attributable to it; they also express a strong wish that we would
not retnrn until order has been restored among them, even if it should
require two seasons to accomplish it. Another of their grievances is,
that they cannot visit the annual fair at B h m 8 on account of the
extortion that is now the order of the day among the moon and his
officials. If they were to go with three buffalo s k , the Burmese
officials would appropriate one, and if they were not very good, two
would be taken, and, moreover, a heavy tax is levied on every coolie
carrying rice. They give it aa their sober opinion that if the Kakhyen
hilla did not intervene, there would be a large influx of population
from Upper Bunnah into the Shan states to m p e the oppressive taxation
of the Burmese. They pay at present a moderate tribute to the Panthays,
and their own taxation is light.
The Pawmine, who has behaved SO well within the last few days, came
this morning to say that he had talked with the Tsawbwa, who is very
glad to learn that everything has been arranged for our departure. We
have lived so long in his village, he says, that there is neither a man,
woman, nor child who do- not possess some gift from us, and that our
residence has been productive of great good to the community. The
Pawmine himself is most anxious that this route should be opened, and
says if we come back again, he will place himself at our disposal to
make what use we like of him, and that he will kill buffaloes and pigs,
and that the Tsawbwa and other Pawmines will drink the blood, and dip
their d&s and s p r s in it, and that whatever
we may then
decide upon will be binding for ever.
An old respectable Kakhyen Tsawbwa has arrived within the last
few days, on behalf of another hill chief who claims Deen Mahomed as
his slave, to whom he had given a wife, buffaloes, and pigs. Sladen
refuses to give him up, as he came a t our request and under our protection,
but agrees when we return to Bham8 that the matter will be settled in
accordance with the usages of the country.

PONSEE TO MOMIEN.

THESham came down very early on the morning of 1l t h &lay to announce
that d c i e n t mules had arrived for ns to start. We packed up
with right good will, and a t 8 A.M., the mules came straggling
down the hill-side from the villagge. Some time, however, elapsed before
everything was arranged, and just before we h d struck our tents, it
seemed doubtful whether we would get away after all, for "Death's Head"
Pawmine appeared on the scene, and attempted to create a disturbance
about Williams having taken a photograph of his house in his absence.
He alleged that his wife and child had been sick ever since, and that
we had taken the picture of his house to bewitch him, in revenge for his
having stolen our cow, which he wished now to return, on condition
that we removed the spell under which he was suffering; and another
Pawmine demanded that the Kakhyens should receive two rupees for
each mule, threatening to attack us if we attempted to start before
agreeing to this proposal. Sladen took the bull by the horns, and
treating them like school-boys, mentally tucked up his sleeves, and told
them to come on, and, suiting the action to the word, fumbled at his
revolver. This acted like magic, and both sneaked away thoroughly
crest-fallen.
We started at half-past eleven, but not having sufficient mules, we
abandoned our tents, and now trust for shelter to the hospitality of the
people beyond. The first mile and a half of the road is tolerably level
as far as the village of Kingdoung, from whence we made a steep descent
to a comparatively flat country, covered with many rice terrama, now
floorled for cultivation, while here and there the ground was only being
roughly broken up by men and boys who used a large hoe for the purpose.
This steep descent could easily be avoided by the road skirting a spur
to the east, which runs down nearly to the valley of the Tapeng
in a long gradual slope. On the flat below Kingdoung, there are numerous small streams which drain into the Tapeng from the south and
north. I t is in reality a hollow closed in on all sidee but one, and, receiving
the drainage of the surrounding hills, it hss a rich alluvial soil. The largest
stream running through it is the Thamo, which flows nearly due south,
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turning abruptly to the east to reach the Tapeng, which flows on the
other side of the long spur from the Kingdoung village. At the northern extremity of this hollow, we obtain a fine view of the Tapeng
valley stretching away to the east-north-east, shut in on both sides
by ranges of mountains. Our distance from Ponsee was 4 miles, 5 furlongs and 140 yards, and beyond this point, which is the north-easterly
water-shed of the hollow, we descended in a long gradual slope over inequalitieg rounded grassy hills, and dried-up water-courses, to the valley of the
Tapeng. After we had gone 2 miles of this part, of the road, which
is destitute, or nearly so, of trees, me were met by the old Tsawbwagadaw of Muang-gan, accompanied by a number of young women with
presents of cooked rice, sheroo, and flowers. We dismounted, and after
a refreshing drink of good, newly-brewed Kakhyen beer (sheroo), and
a short, friendly talk with the old lady who had come out chiefly in the
hope of getting beads, we proceeded on our way over a tolerably good
road about six feet broad. Shortly after leaving the Tsawbwa-gab,
we met two men who had taken up their position by the road-side to
inform us that they knew of the whereabouts of some of our property
that had been stolen on our way to Ponsee, and promising to
bring it on to Manwyne. About 2 miles further on; we crossed
another small stream running into the Tapeng, and from a mound
over which the road lay, we had a view of the Tapeng entering
the hills through a very narrow gorge; before doing so, i t is a fine,
broad stream with low, white, sandy banks; but at this sertson, it is
fordable almost at every point. Whenever we reached this open valley,
the indications of civilization were apparent in the well-cleared and
richly cultivated fields, and in the numerous villages situated in isolated
clumps of bamboos and fine trees, on the highest undulations. It runs
nearly east-north-east and west-south-west, and is about 4 to 5 miles in
breadth, and appears almost level. It is defined on either side by a range
of mountains about 2,500 feet high, and of nearly equal height throughout.
At its northern extremity the two ranges appear to approach each other,
and another is seen in the far distance running nearly at right angles
to them. The level ground approaches the hills in gentle slopes, and is
cut up at ininteals into doep hollows by the drainage of the hills, but
these channels are nearly empty at present, as the water has been
turned off for the irrigation of the rice-fields. Two crops are raised in a
year, one of opium and another of rice. At present the whole low ground
appears to be under the latter, but the slopes at the base of the hills and
the lower hill-sides are covered with rich herbage supporting largo herds
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of cattle and buffaloes. The Tapeng winds through the centre of the
valley, and numerous villages occur on the high ground along its banks.
From the long reaches of sand on either side of it, it is evident that it must
flood a great part of the country during the rains. The superficial formations are seen to be, fine, granitic, and schistme river gravels, resting
on tenacious, bluish and yellowish clays (used by the Shans in making
bricks and coarse earthen-ware), generally capped by a rich soil of nearly
the same colour.
After entering the valley, our road lay past several villages, about
which large crowds of Shans and Chinese had collected, and had been
anxiously waiting for hours to see us paas, and when we reached the first
one of any importance, we found mats laid out for us under two fine trees, and
as we approached we were challenged by the officials of Manwyne, who
addressed Sladen somewhat to this effect : <' you say you are a man of
authority, therefore we allow you to pass." We were, however, not expected to take any notice of them, and passed on, they following in the
rear mounted on ponies, with a crowd of boys behind them. On reaching
Manwyne, we found the sandy ked of the river, in front of the town,
covered by a dense crowd of men, women, and children, aud that our mules
had been unloaded on this arid waste, where we were expected to encamp ;
but as we had no tents, our first impression of Shan hospitality was not
very flattering to that kind-hearted people. No sooner had we dismounted than the crowd closed in about us, so that we were almost suffocated
by the intense heat. It was certainly the most inquisitive crowd I ever
had the ill-luck to encounter, and our persons were made the subject of
close scrutiny, and one fellow, more daring than his comrades, had the cool
impudence to feel the texture of my beard. The Shan women are very fair
and good-lookmg, and their dress peculiar but picturesque. The head-dress
isalong, blue turban coiled with great precision and neatness, and so arranged
over the forehead that each successive coil exposes a narrow crescentic
margin of the one below it, stretching from ear to ear, and the effect of
this is to throw the turban slightly backwards. I t towers nearly a foot
above the head, and the back hair is plaited with silk, and twisted over and
incorporated with thb last coil of the turban. The back of the head is exposed in the hollow of its blue inverted cone, and is ornamented'with large
silver buttons. The women wear neat, little, light or dark-blue coloured
jackets, usually ornamented here and there with red trimming, and fastened
with square, enamelled, silver brooches, and the sleeve is turned back so as
to expose a plump, little arm with a large silver bracelet. The petticoat
reaches to the ankles, but is usually tucked up a short way to nearly the
n 1
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knee, and is bound round the waist by a roll of blue cloth, and this, with a
small apron, completes their attire. There was a good sprinkling of Chinese
women among the crowd, in the usual costume of their country, and with
dwarfed feet; but they were much more poorly clad than the Shans,
and were evidently not in such good circumstances. The Shan and Chinese
men were all dressed in dark blue ; the Shan peasantry wore blue turbans
with their long hair plaited with a pig-tail, which is wound up among
the coils of the head-dress; while the townsmen, Tartar-like, had skullcaps with pendant pig-tails, and each carried a long-stemmed pipe either
with a small clay or brass bowl.
After a mild remonstrance on our part at being expected to encamp
out on this sandy flat without any covering, it was arranged that we
should be accommodated in a Buddhist monastery or khyoung in the town.
Manwyne is situated on a slight rising ground on the right bank of
the Tapeng, and is approached from the river by a rough way laid with
rounded boulders. It is surrounded by a low wall, about six feet high, of
sundried bricks, with a foundation of rough stones, about one foot high,
to keep it dry. There are two entrances close to each other: the first
leading into the bazaar, and the other into an open court-yard in which the
khyoung stands. This building faces the river, and is a low square edifice,
built partially of sundried bricks and of wood, the walls having a rubble
foundation, and the floor being raised about three feet off the ground on
piles. It is roofed with fired tiles ; and a kind of closed verandah facing
the river is built almost exclusively of wood, and has a door at either end.
It has two roofs, a lower and upper, the latter in itself somewhat like a
smaller khyoung perched on the top of the former. The curves of the roof,
as in the case of all the houses, are as markedly concave as the eaves are
convex, and the sides of the upper roof have each two small latticed windows.
As there is no centre wall, the roof is supported on strong teak pillars. The floor of the main body of the buildmg is slightly raiaed above
the verandah, and two wooden partitions shut off a narrow strip, on both
sides, as the dormitories of the priests and their pupils. A kitchen in one
corner, with an outside door and one communicating with the khyoung,
completes the domestic arrangements, if we include two or three coffins,
and the materials for more, piled in one corner of the verandah, to be in
readiness for the next death. A long table stands against the centre
partition covered with models of pagodas, in which are seated figuresof
Guadama in marble and wood; one principal Buddh occupies the centre
of the table, with an umbrella suspended over his heed from the roof.
During the evening prayers of the priests, two large candles were lit on
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this altar, strongly reminding one of the ceremonial of the Roman
Catholic Church, a resemblance which is heightened by the ringing of
bells and the intoned prayers of the priests. I n the verandah, there are
three square niches facing this altar, and one contains the model of a
horse while the others are empty. We had no sooner arrived in this
interesting religious house than it became filled with a dense but wellbehaved crowd, who stared at us with astonishment, and favoured us with
their presence till we retired for the night.
12th May. Sladen and I strolled through the village in the
morning, first visiting the bazaar which is held every day for some
hours, below the khyoung, outside the wall. Here the vendors were chiefly
young women, and each sat in front of a small basket with a tray on the
top of it containing her stock-in-trade. Among eatables, I observed a
gelatinous substance resembling curds, said to be made from peas and beans,
and in great request; peas in which germination had proceeded a considerable way seemed a staple vegetable, along with beans, onions, and a
plant resembling a cabbage, with a long, succulent stem which is the only
edible part. Among fruits, there was a profusion of luscious, wild brambles
of two or three species, and wild plums and cherries. Numerous sweetmeats were also offered for sale, also a mixture of green leaves resembling
Burmese ngap4, betel-nut, and all its necessary accompaniments, and various kinds of tobacco. Among grains, I noticed Indian corn, rice, and
barley. One end of the bazaar was devoted to the sale of unbleached,
cotton cloth of country manufacture, with a small sprinkling of English
piece-@,
and red and green broad-cloth. The bazaar is resorted to by
the peasantry of the surrounding villages, and many Kakhyens, principally young women, were present with loads of firewood and short deal
planks for sale, and what struck us as in forcible contrast to our Bhami3
experience, was the perfect freedom enjoyed by these people who axe so
oppressed whenever they visit Burmese territory. We reentered the
village through the narrow doorway close to the khyoung entrance, and
found ourselves in a nsrrow, filthy street, with a deep, open gutter on each
side, close under the shop windows, and alive with swine of all ages.
The street is about nine feet in its broadest part, and paved with rounded,
water-worn boulders. The houses are built of bricks, and, as a mle,
have only the ground-floor, with one room to the street having a door
and open window, the sill of the latter serving as the counter over which
the goods are sold. Nearly all the shops mere devoted to the sale of pork.
Five minutes' walk through this piggery brought us to the southern
exit, with the Shan quarter to the north of it. This part of the town
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is very clean, and all the houses are detached, each in a little court-yad
of its own, in which the ponies, buffaloes, cattle and farm implements
are kept under substantial sheds, along two sides of the enclosure. Each
house seemed a miniature farmstead.
A few villages lie close outside the so-called t o m , each enclosed by a
bamboo fence, and intersected by narrow paths railed in on either side, and
marking off the plots of the villagers. None of the houses are raised on
piles as in Burmah, and all of the better class are built of bricks and tiled,
while the smaller cottages have mud walls. I n one village we saw a man
cutting tobacco for the use of the gentler sex, and on looking at the process, we were politely offered stools by some women, and invited to be
seated while we were instructed by the tobacconist in the mystery of his
art. The fresh leaves are rolled firmly together, and pushed through a
circular hole in an upright piece of wood on a stand, and very thin slices
are rapidly cut off from the other side, while the green mass is kept
moving forwar& through the circular aperture. The cut tobacco is only
partially dried, and smoked while it is still green. Some was brought to
us, and we filled our pipes, and sat chatting with these homely Shans for
a full half-hour.
During the day, the khyoung was crowded with Shans, Chines, and
Kakhyens from the surrounding villages, and my time was fully occupied for hours in prescribing for the numerous patients who visited me.
I n the afternoon, I went out to shoot followed by a t m p of boys
and pigs, but as the latter soon discovered that I was not intent on contributing to their enjoyment, I was soon rid of them; but the boys
followed me up pertinaciously, and when a bird fell, a pack of human
retrievers dashed wildly forward, and scrambled for the birds. I had not
fired many shots, however, when a Shan came out of one of the villages,
and entreated me not to shoot, for I should certainly exasperate the great
n i t if 1persisted, and he in his ire would deluge them with rain, and ruin
their crops. Sladen and Bowers spent the whole day planning with the
Kakhyens about the disposal of the Rs. 300, but the matter is still
unsettled.
13th Mgy. I n the early morning I was awoke by the matin-bell, and
by the rapid chant of the priests and their pupils at their morning prayers.
On opening my eyes, I found our apartment thronged with precise old
matrons and busom Shan girls at their devotions. Each carried a neat
little basket over her arm with an offering of rice, s portion of which was
placed in front of one of the images, and the rest went to the prieste.
A few
brought offerings of flowers. On entering, they first knelt
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of Guadama was seated,
but they did not venture on the raised platform, which is forbidden to
women. After muttering a short prayer, they turned to the niche in
the verandah, in which there was the image of the horse, and here they
repeated another prayer standing, and then deposited their little offering
of cooked rice in front of this revered representation of the equine
race. We next became the objects of their attention, but they were too
timid to give us much of it on this first occasion. After the priesta had
finished their prayers, I found all the women arranged outside the khyoung
in a long line waiting for the head-priest, a burly, jolly individual, with
shaven head, draped in the yellow toga of his order. He soon appeared,
and drawing a long face, with downcast eyes, walked with a large bowl
in front of his female parishioners, each of whom placed a handful of rice
in the capacious vessel, and this done, they all dispersed to their homes.
This practice of the phoongyees' gathering their daily food from the
women on their visits to the khyoung, instead of going about the town
with the sacred patta, begging for it from house to house, is an instapce,
among others of a much more serious kind, of the laxity that prevails
amongst them.
A h a 1 settlement of the Rs. 300 was arrived at this forenoon;
and afterwards, Sladen distributed presents to the principal officials or
head-men of the town, and to those of Sanda and Muangla, and all
seemed well pleased with their gdts. I n the afternoon we visited the
~ s a w b w a l ~ a d aaccompanied
w
by the officials. Her house is the largest
in the town, which, however, is not saying much, for it is about the size of
a small English cottage. To reach it, we had to pass through two courtyards, the sides of the outer one forming the stables, and those of the
inner one the kitchen and servants' apartments, with the house filling up
its other side. The entrance from the k t to the second court is so
constructed that i t f o m a waiting hall, and a bench covered with a silken
coverlet had been placed for us. We had not many minutes to wait there,
when we were invited to go through the court to the house, which we
found raised about three feet above ground, with an open reception hall,
corresponding to the one we had just passed through, apparently
separating off another court, in which were the private apartments.
The court in which me were received was laid out with flowers, with
two dwarf yews as centre pieces, and a small vine trailing over a trellis.
High-backed chairs with red cushions were set for us, and the Tsawbwsgadaw soon appeared from her apartment, accompanied by some Buddhist
nuns in white, and by three waiting-maids : her daughter, who has taken
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the veil, was one of the former. She wore an enormous blue turban that
towered about one foot and half above her head, expanding upwards from
the forehead, a white jacket fastened with large, square, enamelled silver
clasps, and having a narrow, richly embroidered collar that stood erect round
her neck, a blue petticoat with a beautifully ornamented silken border, and
broad silken stripes from the knee downwards, in novel patterns and in a
variety of soft, exquisitely grouped colours. Tight-fitting leggings of the
same character as the petticoat, and Shan shoes covered with embroidery,
completed her toilet. She came in smoking a long pipe with a handsome
silver mouth-piece. Sladen had a long conversation with her on various
subjects, but chiefly with reference to our mission. She expressed much
pleasure at the prospect of the re-opening of trade with Burmah, and
promised us her hearty support. She is a little, stout woman, with a round,
fair face, and of a quiet and self-possessed manner. A waiting-man p*
sented us with small cups of bitter tea, and little saucers with all the
necessaries of a betel-nut eater, and after managing to swallow the first
and chewing the latter to our intense discomfort, we retired having
evidently won the esteem of the old lady. The nuns took a prominent
part in the conversation, and impressed us as women of considerable
intelligence.
Today, the khyoung has again been crowded by people from all
quarters, and I had numerous patients of both sexes and ages who were
very grateful for any kindness shown them, and some of the old, almost
blind men and women who came to me, appeared to think that I had only
to touch them, and they would be made whole. In the evening we were
warned to be on our guard during the night, as some evil-disposed Shans
from the other side of the river have come over with the object of trying
their fortune in our camp. The towns-people, however, have placed an
armed guard round the khyoung for our protection.
14th M y . The town was in an excited state this morning, and
when we went down to our camp, we found that all the people had turned
out on the bank of the river to see us depart. The young women had
their head-dresses beautifully decorated with sweet-smelling flowers which
were ungrudgingly given to us by many of them ; when we were fairly off,
the good-natured smiles and nods from the crowd were unmistakable
evidence that our short stay had made a favourable impression.
Our course lay along the right bank of the river, over a tolerably
good, but narrow, mule path, and slightly undulating ground. At a point
about three or four miles from Manwync, where the road runs along the
top of a rather high bank overhanging the river, our attention was called
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to a number of men, on the opposite side, who rushed out of a village
down to the river bank, as they saw us approaching. Although we could see
that they were all armed, we did not suspect that they had any hostile
intentions, especially after our friendly reception at Manwyne, and kept
on our way thinking that they were only influenced by curiosity. However, when we were opposite to them, and ascending and descending some
hollows, whiz went a shot over our heads, so starting Sladen's pony
that his hat fell off. At this, they raised a yell, and bang went some
more shots, while we observed some of them springing about, and brandishing their dlhs, which flmhed
the bright sunshine. We took no
notice, but they kept firing occasional shots at our men as they filed past.
At first, they seemed inclined to follow us up, but our apparent indifference
to their I!fire cooled their ardour, and as the road soon diverged from
the river, b e escaped further molestation. From the circumstance that
small and well-armed Shan guards were stationed a t intervals along
the road, the officials had anticipated some hostile demonstration, although no such contingency had been hinted at to us. Beyond this,
we passed village after village, and in every case the road wss lined with
eager crowds who welcomed us by " Kara, Kara," " you are welcome,
you are welcome," and waved us on; indeed, our march, after the
firing episode, was a continued ovation as far as Sanda.
Half-way between Manwyne and the latter t o m , we passed through
Karahokah, the chief market of this thriving valley. As it was marketday and the crowd was great, we went round the outside of the village
to escape it, but all the people streamed out as we passed and nearly closed
the road. This village consists of two long, parallel lines of houses separated by a broad-way, down the centre of which the booths and stalls
are placed during market-day, which happens once a week.
After Karahokah, our way lay chiefly along the embankments of the
paddy-fields which are now all flooded from the small streams, and the
Tapeng itself, which have been turned aside, at intervals, to irrigate them.
The rice is raised in small nurseries, and the young plants are in many
places about two inches above water. Tobacco is now being grown on
the higher ground below the hills.
About half-way between M a n w p e and Sanda, the low mountain
s p m on either side have a very red soil, and are almost entirely destitute
of trees, except at their extremity, where they jut out on to the valley.
They are rounded and free from rocks, covered with ehort grass, and their
strongly pronounced red and green give a richness of colouring to the
landscape which I have seldom met with before.

?
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We arrived at Sanda a t 5 P.M., and were conducted to a small
temporary Buddhist khyoung built of wood and bamboo, on the
site of a building that hsd been destroyed by the Panthap five
years ago. I t is little better than a thatched hut, and the only
floor is the bare ground. The soil at the back part is raised above
the front, and on the former, there is a dais leading to a broad
and deep recess, in which a small figure of Guadama is seated on
an altar, surrounded by the usual tinsel ornaplents, under a number of
finely-coloured umbrellas suspended from the roof. On each side of this
recess are the sleeping apartments of the phoongyees and resident scholars.
Tho priests here, as at Manwyne, a.reDveryfond of the good things of this
life, and have a marked failing for gay attire, and their persons are covered
with a profusion of silver ornaments, buttons, rings, chatelains, and they
all carry tobacco pipes with handsome silver mouth-pieces, a state of
things at utter variance with some of the first principles that ought to
regulate the conduct of a rahan, who declares that he puts on the habit
of a priest, not for the sake of vanity, but to cover his nakedness, and
indeed with the very spirit of Buddhism itself, which teaches that the
vestment of a phoongyee should be of the very poorest kind. Their dress,
therefore, is entirely different from what prevails in B u d . They wear
yellow skull-cap, round which a long, thick, yellow turban is coiled from
the forehead, covering the greater part of the ears and back of the neck,
till it stands out like a broad, solid glory behind the head. The jacket is
usually white, and buttons on the right side, as is the case generally
among the Shans, and their bright yellow trousers are bound round the
waist with kummerbunds of the same colour. They allow themselves the luxury of shoes, although the religious, according to the tenets
of Buddhism, ought to go bare-footed, unless suffering from some infirmity. Their legs below the knee are also bound with yellow cloth, and a
broad, trimmed straw hat is usually carried over the back in a covering of
green oiled skin to protect it from the rain, during which it acts rrs a hind
of umbrella.
Sanda, a small town of the size of a moderately large English
village, is situated a t the end of a ridge in a northerly bend of
the valley, about one mile and a half from the Tapeng, at the entrance
of a short valley, that runs up to the north. The spurs behind the town
are marked with numerous tracks to the Kakhyen villages, and as they
are bright red, they become very prominent lines, and are seen a long
way off. The town is surrounded by a thick loop-holed w'all, about
six feet high, now in a ruined state, since the raid made by the

.
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Panthays a few years since. The inhabitiints are only beginning to
recover from these serious disasters which laid their town nearly
in ruins, and reduced the majority of the inhabitants to great misery :
very many of the houses are still in ruins, or only partially repaired.
The streets are roughly paved in the middle with small water-rounded
stones, and there is a broad deep ditch on each side of the principal
street which runs in an almost straight line through the town, past the
TsawbwaJshouse, with numerous narrow lanes running off from it on either
side. The houses, as a rule, are built of brick, but the Tsawbwa's and some
of the better class are made of blue gneiss.
The bazaar is a village itself, about 400 yards fkom the northenst doorway to the town : like Karahokah, it consists of two parallel
lines of houses, separated from each other by a broad open space with a
paved way down the middle, and each end is closed by a wall with a
narrow doorway in its centre. A Chinese joss-house, in ruins, but with
enough of its walls still standing to indicate that it had once been a placa
of considerable importance, stands to the left of the town entrance, but
all the other buildings are of uniform size, and like the cottages and shops
one sees in a village at home. The population is exclusively Chinese.
I n addition t o the shops, a row of temporary stalls during market-days
is ranged along each side of the central path, and the sellers sit on stools
behind them with their goods arranged on small platforms, about a foot
above the ground. I n these etalls, I observed pork, peas, pears, cucumbers, tea, salt, cutch, lime, pepper, coloured Chinese papers, pipe
stems and bowls, tobacco, English needles, brass buttons, Chinese coloured
yarns, and gypsum. I n our afternoon wanderings through the bazaar, me
met two women from the hills to the north of Sanda, of an entirely
different race from either the Shans, Chinese, or Kakhyens. They called
themselves Leesaws, and on taking down some of their numerals, we found
that they had a remarkable a&ty to the Burmese.
15th May. We visited the Tsawbwa to-day at his house, a
handsome structure in its way, enclosed by a high wall, with a rather
imposing stone gateway facing the principal street. We passed
through three large, well-paved court-yards before we reached the
reception hall, which is of the same construction as the one we were
received in by the Tsawbma-gadaw of Manwyne, but on a much larger
scale. Chairs had been placed for us, and in a few minutes the Tsawbwa
came to the front accompanied by his officials. He was dressed in sombre
Shan blue, with a long coat reaching to the ankles, and a black satin,
Tartar-like skullcap. He is a tall man with a slouching gait, but very
0
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intelligent face, and has all the manners of a gentleman. He was evidently very nervous, and nearly all the talking was done by his officials,
who are also men of education, considerable intelligence, and gentlemen
in all their wap. They were unanimous in expressing the hope that our
miesion would be the means of settling the country, and re-eatsbiishing the
trade. The little grandson of the Tsawbwa, a child in arms, was brought
to be introduced to us. As the chief has no sons, he doata on the boy, and
one of his most urgent requeete was that Sladen would consider the child
as his own, and when he learned that S M e n had already a little son,
he exclaimed, "then let them be brothers." Thia is one Shan way of
indicating friendship. Betel-nut and tea were handed round by respect+
ably-dressed waiting-men, and &r we had requested his acceptance
of a handsome, coloured table-cloth, and some other smnll presents, we took
our departure.
In the afternoon, I shot over the red spurs and got a few birds.
Magpies and doves abound, and one large tree close to the town wall was
literally white with two species of egret, Herodias garzella, and
H. egrettoidea, and associated with these birds were Blcpius cmomandwa,
C h a ~ t k sj a v a n k , Acridotheres ttiatia, and Stumopastw ~igricollia.
We received a present in the evening from the TBswbwa of rice,
fowls, ducks, and firewood. It is arranged that we leave for M u n g l a
to-morrow morning.
10th May. The Tsawbwa visited us this morning, accompanied by
his grandson with a present to Sladen of a rich, silken bed-quilt, and hard,
oblong pillows with embroidered, silken ends to Bowers and me ; a richly
enamelled silver pipe-stem, about a yard in length, was given to Sladen as
a present from the child whom he was again requested to regard aa his
own son. It was arranged that on leaving the town we should pass in
front of the Tsawbwa's house, and about an hour after he left us we
started, and as we neared his so-called palace, two men who stood in front
of the gateway with long brass tnunpetg faced us, and blew lusty blasts as
we approached. He himself waa standing on the steps with two large
umbrellas over him, one in gold and the other in red, surrounded by his
chief men, nsdwith his grandson, in arms, by hie side. We dismounted
to ehake hands, a proceeding which he did not seem to understand,
and this done, we remounted our ponies, and on leaving, a salute of
three guns was fired, and the trumpetem preceded us, bellowing like bulls
through their instruments, till we were out of the town.
Quitting the town, the road follows the embankmentg along the paddyfields, across the entrance to the short valley of the S a n h stream, which is
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forded, and it then strikes over a low red spur which nearly meets another
h m the opposite range, dividing tho valley a t thig point into two basins,
one of Sanda, and the other of Muangla. After crossing the spur we dt+
scended into the latter basin, and forded a small stream which was quite
warm from its proximity to a hot spring. The Muangla division is a repetition of that of Sanda till the head of the basin is r a h e d , where the main
body of the Tapeng flows down from the north-east through a fine valley,
which is shut off fiom the Muangla valley by an intervening grassy range
of hills. Another large branch of the Tapeng, the Tahb, comes down from
the east-north-east, between the high hills which appear to close in the head
of the entire valley. The lower halves of the high ranges in this, as in the
Sanda basin, have no treee, but are covered with good pasture, and the
d a g e are
~ very numerous, and gave us the same hearty welcome that we
had met with on our way to Sanda. The two most striking features in
animal life are the immense number of magpies and minas.
Near the head of the valley, the Tapeng, below where it enters,
runs nearly across it from one side to the other, and we forded it
a t the d a g e of Namon where a tolerably large bazaar was being held
by the road-side. The Tapeng here, even at this season, is about 100
yards broad, and broken up by numerous sand-banks. Crossing it,
we passed over a slightly elevated fiat, very richly cultivated, and
covered with charming
embowered in high trees and eplendid
bamboo topes. I t is a narrow tongue of land bounded on the east by
the TahB, and on the west by the united Tapeng and TahB, and passing
over it, we came to the b& of the latter river which haa an old channel
fully one mile in breadth, with high banks on either side of it. It is evident
that the river haa excavated the whole of this large surface, over
which it now flowe in narrow, bmkm streams, which are very much
reduced in size, ae they are diverted every here and there for the irrigation
of the rice-fields, which cover the greater part of onehalf of this level flat.
A very neat pavilion of bamboo work had been erected for us on the high
bank overlookmg the Tah6, and here we rested for half an hour, and then
crossed the channel to Muangla, which was seen on the high opposite
bank below a range of low, red hills that almost blocks up the downward passage of the Tapeng. We reached the town about half-past three,
ascendmg the steep, old river-bank, and entering it by the southern
gateway which is screened outside by a brick traverse. The door ie
of wood, and there is a short covered psssage in the portico with a bench on
each side. We entered a short, but very broad street, terminated a t
the far end by a stone wall with n large, double, blind portal, aud
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were conducted to a ruined Chinese khyoung off one side of this street. Our
quarters were little better than an open shed, about 60 feet long, and 25
broad. There waa a small yard in front of the khyoung enclosed by a narrow bamboo fence on one side, and by a brick wall about 4 feet high on the
other, with a school for Chinese boys forming the third side of the court, and
as it was merely a small open square about 20 feet broad, covered with a
thatched roof, we were soon awareof the proximity of the school by the shouts
of the pupils at their tasks, and by a line of eager, boyish faces peering over
the wall. The roof of our dwelling was in that pleasant degree of uncertainty that i t did not seem to have determined whether it was to stand
or fall, and the rafters and their crevices being the roosting places of swallows by day, and of bats by night, we were almost blinded by the showers
of dust they rained down upon us. No sooner had we arrived, than a great
crowd besieged every available spot from whence they could obtain a
glimpse of us, and as we were fully exposed to the public w e , they
had their h d J content of staring. The police guard, surveyors, and
native doctor were put up in a Buddhist khyoung in a back part of the
town.
22nd May. I have spent the greater part of these few days in shooting round about, tracing out the course of the Tapeng, enquiring
into the geology of the neighbouring hills, and visiting the ruins of old
khyoungs outside the wall of this once thriving town.
Muangla, aa I have said, is situated on a high slope overlooking
the Taht3, and on the left bank of the Tapeng, which flows down from a
valley to the north; i t is enclosed by a wall, 9 feet high, with numerous loop-holes and guard-houses a t intervals along it, and six strong
gateways closed by wooden doors protected by traverses. The wall
is of no strength, and to prevent the bricks from being gradually
mashed down by the rains, it is substantially tiled along the top. Thc
houses are all built in cottage fashion, and none that I observed had
more than the ground floor. All the more respectable ones are enclosed
by malls of their own. The market is held in the broad street we entered by, and the same articles are sold as a t Sanda. I observed many
Leesaws, and also Poloungs, who appear to be closely allied to the Sham,
although their language is distinct, and their dress more like Kakhyens.
All the streets are hid with small water-worn boulders, and are rather
narrow lanes than streets. There are a number of large villages close to
the t o m , and nearly forming part of it, and in one there are the
ruins of some very fine Chinese khyoungs that were destroyed by the
Panthays five years ago. One of these 13 picturesquely built in a series
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of terraces, on a steep, beautifully wooded hill-side, and still rehius
evidences of its former grandeur in its elaborate carving and colouring;
in the number of life-sized figures which occur along the sides of the
different courts, and in a splendidly toned bell of no ordinary size on the
highest terrace. I n another khyoung below it, overlooking the Tahd, and
shaded by fine trees, there is an interesting representation of what I was
informed symbolized the passage of souls into the life hereafter. A bridge
in miniature spans a watery, miry hollow in which human beings are being
tortured, and are struggling with devils and monsters resembling serpents
and dogs, while others are being hurled from the bridge into this hellish
quagmire by two human-like forms who guard the far end of it,
for which all are making. Some of the souls, however, are represented
as having passed to the other side, on their way to Neibban. In another
recess, on the opposite side of the same court-yard, there is a low, square,
hollow pillar with an opening on one side, facing a structure on the
opposite wall resembling a small brick stove with an opening on its top,
over which a number of men and animals are delineated on the wall
as issuing from the chimney-like orifice. This curious arrangement is
intended to figure the transmigration to which the vital principle
is subjected in the whirlpool of existences, from which it is the
aim of every good Buddhist to escape, by reaching Neibban through a
good life.
The Tsawbwa is a mere boy, and the a G r s of this Raj are managed
by his uncle, associated with three of the leading Shans of the town.
He pays an annual tribute to the Panthays of 5,000 baskets of rice, and
his estate is the largest of the three Tsawbwashipa in the valley, and
extends nearly as far as the town of Sanda, along both banks of the
Tapeng, and on the other side of the river as far as Manwyne. The Chinese
population is confined almost entirely to the market-place, and few,
if any, occur in the neighbouring villages. The population of the
town of Muangla does not exceed more than 1,500, if so much, and
with the villages ouhide the walls, I do not think it can be computed
over 3,500.
The hills to the back of Muangle, lying between the junction of the
Tapeng and Taha, are rounded and grassy, and quite free of trees and
even bushes, except in the case of the hill immediately behind the town,
which is densely covered onits western face with fine trees, and on the top by
bamboos. About one mile from Muangla, on the summit of one of the
heights, is the burial-ground of the Tsawbwas, out of sight of their ancestral halls, and overlooking a desolate sea of hills. Besides the handsome
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horse-shoe tombs, with their broad terraces and lofty portals of well-hewn
gneiss, the resting-places of these old chiefs are marked by a few straggling pines (Pinu8 khasianus); and this reminds me that on our march
from Manwpe, we passed numerous grave-yards, and that the burialground for Muangla lies on the tongue of a high meadow-land that
intervenes beetween the town and the junction of the Tapeng with the
Tah8. The graves are all raised and rounded as in old church-yards at
home, with a broad stone slab at the head, and they seem to lie towards all
points of the compass. The burial-plaoes, with the exception of those of
the chiefs, appear to receive little or no care, as no means are taken for
their protection; and in thie the Shans are in marked contrast to
the Chinese, who are kept in yearly remembrance of their dead by
the festival of the tombs.

.

At Muangla, the range, forming the western side of the valley, culminates in a bold and precipitous mountain with the Tapeng a t its foot, a
mile to the west of the town, and is continued away to the north, along
the right bank of the river. The hills, however, behind Muangla soon
rise to a considerable height, and stretch to the east-northeast defining the
leff ride of the valley of the Tahb, and the gap a t M u q l a between these
two ranges ie so small that, viewed in the distance, they appear to
form a continuous line. - Following the Tapeng from below Bluangla
through a narrow gorge, we arrive in a broad, level valley, flanked on the
west by a range of the same character as that to the west of Muangla, while the hills, forming its eastern mde, partake of the same character as
those behind the town. The high mountain facing Muangla has a most
picturesque, long, deep valley running up from the Tapeng along ite eastern face to a considerable elevation, marked on both sidee with numerous
Poloung and Kakhyen villages, and with dark, green patches of fir
forest. A stream which flows down t h i ~valley to the Tapeng is carried
across the latter in its gorge by a wooden aqueduct for the irrigation of
the &Ads on the left bank, to the west of Muangla, as the low, rounded,
gassy hills have no stream of their own d c i e n t l y ,large for irrigation
purposes. The gorge, through which the Tapeng enters the Muangla valley,
is about half a mile long, and the river is about 30 yards broad in its
narrowest place, and rolls over large r o c h ; above this, it is a clear stream
flowing over s broad, pebbly bed. A t its exit, i t is as quiet as a mill-pond
and very deep, and at this point there is a boat-ferry which was in constant
requisition during the hour I visited this beautiful spot, which r d e d to
me some of the finest mountain scenery of Scotland, but on a grander
scale. As we were warned not to go any distance from the town, my
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collections give only a very imperfect idea of the zoology and botany of
the country.
Moungshuay-Yah hss arrived, accompanied by a small Panthay
guard, and three officials from Momien, all fine-looking, well-made men.
The latter speak Chinese, and on arriving, sent in their names on little
bits of red paper. The Musngla officials, who had been raising difficulties
about our advance, on account of the reported presence of dacoits along
the road between this and Nantin, have consigned us to the care of the
Panthays, and it has been arranged that we start to-morrow. We are
to be accompanied by the Tsawbwa of Hotha, who comes from the other
side of the nmge to the south of this valley. He visited us shortly sfter
our arrival here, and is a man of education, great energy, and intelligence.
He reads and writes both languages fluently, and is evidently much
respected by all the Shan officials here, and also by our fiends from
Momien. He is to take advantage of our escort to proceed to Momicn
with one hundred of his mules laden with cotton. He is one of the
large& traders between BhamO and Momien, and a great part of the
m e r c k d i z e that changes hands a t the former town is either purchased
or sold by his agenta ; and ss he is on intimate and friendly relations both
with the Sham of the Tapeng valley and the Chineue traders at Momien,
he baa little or no difficulty in finding a market for his goods.
The nuns of Manwyne followed us up here, and aa they have visiM
Rangoon on more than one occasion, and are fully alive to the power of the
British Government, and appear to have been very favourably impressed
with the toleration and mildness of the English rule, they have been the
mertns of great good to ns in explaining to their fellow-countrymen who
we are, and from whence we have come, and in spreading good r e p o h
regarding us. They are held in high respect by the people both on account
of their good works and experience gained by long travel, and by reason
of their social position, as many of them are the near relatives of the very
highest Shan families. Besides the daughter of the Tsawbwa-Maw of
Manwyne, the sister of the Hotha chief is also a Rahanee.
We have had occasional heavy showers of rain during the 1 s t few
days, and everything betokens that the rains are about to set in.
%3rd Nay. We started this morning at 8 A.M., accompanied by the
Panthay officials, and the towns-people turned out in p e a t numbers to
see us depart. Our course lay across the muddy and sandy flat
of the TahO to the east of Muangla, to where the river issues
from the upper part of the valley, which contracts a t this, its lower
end. We were met here by the Hotha Tsawbwa with his large caravan
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of well-laden mules, but he had no sooner joined us than a halt was
called, as a report came in from the front that there were 300 Chinese
ahead, determined to oppose our advance. Moungshuay-Yah proposed that
we should remain for the night in a village close by, but on further
consideration we resolved to advance. When we had reached the 61lage of Nahlow, four miles an3 a quarter from Muangla, at half past
ten A. ar., the number of Chinese had become magnified to 500, and we
were pressed to halt here, and fire a volley, in the hope that it might
reach their ears, and make them re-consider their determination to risk
their lives against such a brave army as ours. We again proceeded, and
halted after another hour's march a t the village of Kampton, where we were
told that the Chinese had taken up their position on the side of a hill
about one mile ahead, and the villagers pointed vaguely in the direction, but
after thoroughly scanning the hill-sides from a tree, with a pair of good
binoculars, we could detect no indications of a hostile force. We were
told that two men had been killed in the morning, one shot through the
heart, and the other cut.dowm with a d&. All the mules were collected
under a large banyan, and the drivers took advantage of the halt to unload
them, and allow them to nibble at the capital pasture. Some men
were now observed about 1,000 ya& ahead; and the Panthay officers
and a Kakhyen Tsawbwa, who had been appointed by the Mahomedans
to the charge of the Mawphoo district, since Leesetai's defeat, galloped
forwards to ascertain the real state of affairs, and during the delay that
ensued, the villagers collected, and women brought for d e buckets of
pea curds, and fried beans run on to bamboo spales. The scouts returned,
and reported that the road was open. We started a little after noon, following in the rear of the mules, and passing over undulating, boggy ground
for one mile and a half, when we descended about 80 feet to the bed of
the TahG, which here forms a long, oval basin, covered with gravel and
small, water-worn boulders, and closed in on three sides by high, grassy
mountains. After we had gone a short may over this horribly rough
path, where riding was out of the question, we came upon a man lying by
the side of the stream, with a frightful gash across the head, and an open
wound in his chest. He was a poor trader who had been attacked by
some dastardly ruffians, and robbed of his little all. The two men who
were now with him had made a bamboo chair on which they intended to
carry him on to Mawphoo. I did what I could, and brought him on, but
he died in a very short time.
At the head of the valley we commenced rapidly to ascend, by a
slippery, zigzag path, the steep face of one of the great spnrs of the
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Mawphoo mountain, and attaining its summit we commanded a splendid
prospect of the rich valley of the Tapeng, with its green mantle of
young paddy, and of the wild, barren gorge below us. The sides of the
two parallel ranges, which here approach each other to within a few hundred
yards, are marked, in the course of the mountain streams, by large landslips, further indications of the vast disintegration which is going on in
this mi mountain valley. Many of them are as white as snow, and
our path lay along the top of one which formed a perpendicular precipice
about 500 feet above the bed of theTraha. The rocks examined were all
quartzose and gneiss. The high mountain at the head of the valley,
facing Mawphoo hill, is the Shuemuelong, a well-known name in the
wars between China and Burmah. From the summit of the spur,
we turned along a tolerably level path to the north-east for about
one mile, when we arrived (2-55 P.M.) at the village of Mawphoo, 94 miles
from Muangla. Mawphoo is situated at the extremity of a high,
comparatively level basin marked by two terraces on the northern side,
cut up, however, by deep water-courses from the hills above. The river
flows along the hills defining the southern side, and is completely hidden
from view in a deep, precipitous gorge. At first sight, one feels inclined
to regard this ae an old lake basin, for it is so closed in on every side by
hills, that if a person were set down in the middle of it, he would little
suspect the presence of the Taha.
Mawphoo is a wretched, walled village in ruing said to be tee
result of the recent attack of the Panthays, and is inhabited by a
few ruffianly-looking sdldiers, part of the disreputable Panthay garrison, armed with matchlocks, and spears with shafts about twelve feet
long. It appears to have been in a ruined condition for a much
longer period than six weeks, as they would have us believe, for
it is overgrown with a dense jungle of weeds which never could have
sprung up in two months, and, besides, the tumbledown walls are covered
with vegetation which one rainy season would hardly account for. The
plants that were formerly cultivated have now run wild, and are as rank
as road-side weeds. Whenever I saw the ruins, my first remark was,
this cannot be the Mawphoo that fell some weeks sgo, and the question
suggested itself, is it not possible that even the Panthays may have, a t
the first, been &aid of our intentions in wishing to visit their country,
and that the report that Leesetai wes still a t Mawphoo may have been
circulated by them to deter us from advancing, but that when they
found our mission was a peaceful one, they gave us news of his defeat ?
I am forced to fall back on such a supposition, because there is nothing
P 1
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in Mawphoo i k l f , and in the villages about it, to favour the truth of
the report of their recent destruction, for all have the appearance as if
they had been in ruins for years. Rumoum reached us at Ponsee of the
great slaughter that had taken place on both sides, but the only indication we had of fighting was a dismembered skeleton lying in a paddyfield, so bleached that i t might have been there for years. It is
possible that Leesetai, when he learned from the Burmese of our proposed
advance, may have attempted to take up a position on the road in some of
the ruins of his former towns on the hill-sides, or it may be, even
attempted to retake Mawphoo, but that he held it up to Big weeks ago, I
can never credit; and when we bear in mind that when the Panthays made
their raids into the Shan states, five years ago, and exacted tribute, they
must have gone by the Mawphoo r o d , and that the tribute must have
reached Momien by the same way, we can hardly believe that they were
so impolitic or short-sighted as to allow Leesetai to hold it. The conclusion, therefore, is f o r d upon us that Mawphoo did not fall six weeks
ago, but that its destruction roba ably dates some years back.
After resting about half an hour at Mawphoo, in a ruined stable, we
proceeded, accompanied by a strong guard of Panthays. The road skirts
the north-eastern side of the hills, but although its course lies along the
margin of the level fl3ts of the valley, these are cut up by deep watercou?ses, so that it becomes very htiguing, and the difficulties were
increased in our case by the rain that had fallen within the last few days,
and which rendered the path very slippery to man and beast. It beam
evidence, however, in its occasional, substantial, arched bridges of durable gneiss and granite masonry, and the rounded stones with which
i t is laid, also in the numerous ruins of villages, that it must have been
a considerable highway in former days. Everywhere, too, there are
evidences of a once industrious agricultural population, but the country is
now a desolate waste, and the lurking- lace of daring bandits. For some
miles to the east of Mawphoo, all the heights along the road were
manned by strong Panthay and Kakhyen guards, who carried a profusion
striped with white, black, yellow, green, and
of ell ow and white
red, also banners and pennants emblazoned with Chinese characters.
They were all armed with matchlocks which they fired off as we p d ,
and with speaw, crescentic spear-guards, and formidable spear-tridents, all
on shafts about twelve feet long. Each picquet, as we passed, followed in
our rear, beating its clear-sounding gong.
At the end of this remarkable valley, which is about six miles long,
we made a rapid and steep descent to the long, treeless valley of
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Nantin, which now opened to view, sweeping round to the northeast as a
level flat with the Tah6 towards its western side, and shut in by high, grassy
bills. At the foot of the descent, the river, which leaves the Nantin valley
through a deep gorge, with precipitous, rocky banks, is spanned by an
elegant, iron-chain, suspension bridge, with massive stone buttresses, and an
arched gateway on either bank. The span is about 100 feet, and planks
are laid crosswise over the chains, and covered with earth and straw, while
one of the chains sweeps down from the top of the gateway in a graceful
curve as a kind of proktion or d n g to the sides. Situated on a
rounded hill above the bridge, there is a small, circular, Panthay fort,
garrisoned by about half a dozen men who look after the bridge. About
half a mile further on, we reached the valley which is surrounded on both
sides by three well-marked river terraces. Our course for one mile
lay along the right bank, which we forded at a place where the stream is
very rapid and three feet deep; and from thence we continued our
march for about two miles, when we reached the Shan walled town of
Muangtee or Mynetee, the Tsswbwa of which is a relation of the Tsawbwagadaw of Manwyne. A small guard of Sham was stationed outside to receive
us. The walls of this little, compact town were covered with crowds, and
the short, narrow street through which we passed was densely thronged,
chiefly by women and children, and the preponderance of the fair sex
was due, we were told, to the numbers of .men who had been killed in
the incessant fighting which has been going on for the last few years.
Leaving Mynetee, we marched about one mile across a gravelly
flat cut up by numerous water-courses to the small Panthay, originally
Chinese, town of Nantin, situated on the bank of a small, rapid stream and
about half a mile from the Tah6, which runs along the western side of the
valley. Two officers on ponies came out to receive us, and we entered the
town through the south-western gate or rather door.
Nantin is close to the base of the rounded, grassy hills defining the
side of the valley, and is m o u n d e d by a brick wall six feet high.
I t is an extremely dilapidated and flthy place. A few yards from the
gate we were shown into a tumble-down Chinese khyoung which bears
evidence of having been once a handsome structure, but its walls are now
riddled with shot, ib images defaced, and their bressts broken open for
treasure. A present of firewood and rice was sent to us as soon as we
arrived, shortly followed by a visit from the governor of the town, and a
veritable M a h o m h n hdji, who has an inordinate opinion of his own
importance. The former is a little energetic man, with his head buried in
an enormous white turban, that eclipses all we have yet seen. With the
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exception of a pair of long, black velvet over-boots, reaching to nearly thc
knee, and a fly switch made of horaeJs hair, which he kept continually twirling about, his dress mas that of on ordinary Panthay. He has strongly
pronounced oblique eyes, and the features rather of a Tartar than a Chinaman. The hadji comportg himself in mch a way that there is no mistaking his reQon, to which he takes every possible opportunity to refer in his
conversation. He was fair, and had an European-like face, but wears a long
pig-tail similar to those of his co-re1ig.lonist.g in this part of the world.
The visit was one of ceremony, and nothing' of importance occurred.
Our residence is enclosed in a court-yard, and we have been cautioned to
place guards as a protection against thieves.
24th Hay. Early this morning our friend of last night, whose official
title is Tu-tu-du, came, accompanied by Tasakone's nephew, who has been
sent here to meet us, and by the Chinese chief, Thongwetshein, who has
lately given in his adherence to the Panthays, and by some officers of the
guard that is to convey us to Momien. A lively conversation ensued on
the subject of the presents intended for Momien, and we were requested
either to furnish a list of them, or to allow our baggage to be examined,
and they alleged as a reason for this outrageous request that they are
only acting under instructions from Momien. Sladen stoutly refused
to accede to it, and the subject has been again referred to Momien, and we
must wait the answer. The governor sent us a present of a young
bull, and supplies of rice and firewood, and seemed most anxious to
treat us well. He was verypolite and affable last night, but this morning
his manner was dry and constrained, but the cause of this change became
apparent when he let out, on another visit he paid us during the day,
that he had heard all kinds of evil reports regarding us, such as that
our boxes contained shells and explosive weapons, and that we carried
about with us live dragons and serpents which we let loose on people:
this fully explained the desire of the officials to satisfy themselves as
to the contents of our boxes. To convince him of the absurdity of
these rumours, I showed him the riches of my collecting boxes, producing
a few snakes and frogs for his special benefit, which greatly astonished
him. He seemed quite satisfied, and asked us to visit him on the morrow,
ss our so doing would greatly tend to give him a position among the
people who are a most ruffianly set of thieves.
The Hotha Tsawbwa, who had remained behind at Muangtee, visited
us to-hy, accompanied by the young Tsawbma and some Shan women,
old and young, who came for medical advice, bringing presents of bssketa
of rice, fruits, ducks, and eggs. The Jemadar visited the mudjid
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which is held in the h o w of the hadji, who knows a little Persian and
Arabic. He describes it as a dirty, miserable place, with no water
wherewith to wash, and the worship aa exceedingly lax. The nearest
trees visible from this are two large ones in the town of Muangtee,
as the rest of the level fIat of the valley and the neighbouring hill-sides
have no trace of trees, nor even of shnlbs; and the only birds to be
seen are a few ducks (Anae pwilorltyncha) on the flooded rice-fields about
the town. I obtained, however, in great numbers, a large brown Newt,
with a line of rounded bosses or nodes along its sides.'
%5thMay. After breakfast we made our official visit to the Tu-tu-du,
and to please him went in state, with a guard of eight men, preceded by
two gold umbrellas. We passed through the bazaar, a narrow, duty street
with small Chinese shops on either side, and a double row of stalls, e.ach
covered for shade by a tattered umbrella. Hoes and ploughs, a little cloth,
thread, paper, and eatables of various .kinds comprise the staple articles.
Peaches almost ripe were in abundance. The street is not more than
100 yards long, and nearly represents the extent of the inhabited part of
the town,'the total breadth of which cannot be over 300 yards. The
wretchedly poor and disreputable-looking inhabitants turned out of their
filthy cottages to see us pass, and proceeding up a short, narrow lane, we
arrived a t the residence of the governor, where me were received by a
salute of three guns fired in the first court-yard. Its construction is
nearly similar, in every respect, to those I have described at Manwyne
and Sanda. We dismounted a t the gateway of the upper court but
one, and p s e d from the latter into the centre apartment or reception
hall. We were received by our friend and one of his oficers, and were
seated on a raised dais with a table in front of it, and mats were spread
for us, and &en cushions placed for our feet. Our host sat in the
lowest place, on a bench at the side of the mom. After a few complimentary speeches on both sides, he suddenly took it into his head to
retire, but soon re-appeared in the mandarin costume of his class and
rank. The explanation of this waa that when he saw Sladen in staff
corps uniform, he thought the correct and polite proceedmg on his part
was also to appear in official robes. On his re-appearance me had two
rounds of tea out of 'charming porcelain cups, followed by betel-nut.
Before leaving, Sladen presented him with a musket and 100 rounds of
ammunition, and on taking farewell he accompanied us down the steps of
the reception hall, and dismissed us under a salute of three guns.
This newt constitutes a new genus which I have named Ifclototriton. I have
described it in the Proc. Zool. Soc., Lond., 1871, as filolotriton verrucosur.
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On my return to the khyoung, I waa besieged by a crowd of
patients, chiefly Chinese women, and took the opportunity to make two
of them show me their feet, which viewed from above seem to have
only the great toe. Ophthalmia, skin diseases, and barrenness were the
ailments I was expected to treat.
The messengers returned from Momien with letters to the effect
that we were allowed to proceed without submitting a list of the presenb,
and it is arranged that we start to-morrow morning. The north gate,
which looks along the road to Momien, haa a regular traverse, and is
loopholed, and its outside is indented with the shots fired by the Panthays
when they took the town. The streets are all laid with rubble, but in
some places the muddy dirt lies knee-deep. The population is entirely
Chinese and Panthay, and I do not compute it over 300 a t the utmost.
26th May. We started this morning at 7 A.M., and in passing
through the town,the Panthay ganison lined part of the street, and when
we crossed a neat &one bridge spanning a small burn that runs through
the centre of the town, we were met by the governor and his chief
officers, and the Chinese chief, Thongwetshein. We dismounted and
shook hands with the former, and aftcr bidding them adieu, the band
struck up a rattling pleasing air on the gongs. A p r d accompanied
us, and of all the irreguldrs it has been my lot to witness, none
eclipse these.
The officers were intelligent men, of fine physique,
cleanly, and well-clad, but the troops were dressed not much better than
beggars, and without any attempt a t an uniform, unless the little yellow
flagcarried by each man at the back of his waistband can be regarded as
such. They were armed with dabs, spears of various kinds, and matchlocks. They preceded us headed by their officers.
Our course lay along the eastern side of the valley, skirting the
lowest river terrace. The road is most dreary and uninteresting. I n a
march of seven miles, we passed only one small walled village, in a ruined
condition, and with about a dozen inhabitants: but on the top of the
-first river terrace, on the opposite side of the valley, we saw numerous
large d b g e s , which we are told are now all deserted and in ruins. A
few miles beyond Nantin there is no cultivation, although there
are plenty evidences of the agriculture of former days. The _occasional glimpses we got of the hills to our right reminded us m!
3f
English scenery, in their long sweep, and in the dense clumps of wood
near or on their summits, and with this change in the scenery, we
observed that the rocks, brought down from them by the streams, were
nearly all trappean.
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About seven miles from Nantin, we arrived at the famous hot springs
of the valley, and with the permission of the Panthays and Shans
stopped to visit them. The small column of steam that is continually
rising is visible at this season for nearly a mile, but during the cold
weather, it is seen a t a considerable distance off. They occur a short way
up a grassy hill-side, 300 yards from the road, and the rather large
stream that flows from them is so hot, even to the path below, that
it gave a sudden shock to the men and ponies, and as we approached
them, the atmosphere became sensibly hotter. The stream is of considerable size, and of sufficient depth below to afford a capital bath. The
vapour gives off a strong alkaline smell; and the water has a similar
taste. We had a vapour bath at the springs, and a t 300 to 400 yards
below them we attempted to bathe, but were driven further down on
account of the water being much too warm, and even in the last locality,
we could only remain in it for a second or two.
When we had gone about two miles and had rejoined the rear of our
party, we heard four shots fired in front, but as the road only admitted
of single file, and lay along a rather thickly wooded hill-side, with the
ruins of many villages along it, we could not ascertain the cause of the
firing. We soon learned, however, that dacoits were ahead, and news
came to the rear, that the mules in front had been attacked, two mulelo& carried off, and that two of the Panthay officerswho were in advance
had been wounded. Proceeding onwards we discovered that the attack
had paved a much more serious one than we anticipated, and that the two
officersand another man had been killed. We soon came up to the bodies
of the officers, wound in their ample turbans, and tied on to bamboos to
be sent back to Nantin, and the other man lying in a rocky hollow, by
the side of a clear mountain stream. The other officers and two of the
female relatives of the deceased, who had taken advantage of our coming
to proceed to Momien, were weeping bitterly over their friends thus cruelly
killed. Both officers had been great favourites, and high in the esteem of
the governor of Momien, for whom they had done good service in the
field. They met their death in this wise: the two were riding a t the
head of the mules, when, in turning a corner in the narrow path, a body
of Chinese rushed out from among the trees, shot down the first, and the
secc
on rushing forward to the rescue of his friend, was shot through the
leg, and then cut down with a a h . Eight mules in front had their loads
thrown off, and ransacked on the spot, and were then driven up the hill-side.
A little further on, we came upon the nearly empty packages lying
by the road-side, and among them my two boxes containing all my books
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and clothes. One had been cut open, and nearly all the articles carried off,
but the other was unopened, although it was prodded with pears to
discover its contents. I was forced leave it behind, as I had no one to
carry it, and left it in charge of a Panthay officer who promised to see it
brought on. The other mule-loads were completely looted.
At the head of the valley, a mile further on, we halted on the top
of the second terrace, below a steep hill-side which we had now to ascend.
Here we waited until all the Panthays came up, and in the interval, the
Hotha Tsawbwa informed us that we might expect another attack in a
thickly wooded hollow above. At this point the terrace sweep round to
form the head of the valley, but the Tah8 has cut a deep gorge for itself
through them. The second terrace is continued to the north in a long
upward slope, a prolongation, as it were, of the Nantin valley a t a higher
elevation, for i t is defined by a continuation of the =me hills. It is
thrown into rounded mounds, the sites of small villages, and is seen to
terminate to the north in a broad, level plain, a still further continuation
of the valley. The sides of these hills were covered with pines, and the
road ran through a belt of dense forest between the shoulder of the spur
and the main body of the mountains, and, as it was here that we were
to expect the attack, we had to keep a vigilant eye on the jungle on
either side of us. We passed the ruins of many villages buried in the
dense vegetation, which consists largely of fruit trees and garden plante
run wild. We went on unmolested, and making a short descent came
upon the Tah8 rushing down its steep rocky channel, spanned by a
substantial, broad, parapeted bridge, built of gneiss and granite. The
roadway across it corresponded to the curve of the arch, and as it is paved
with flat, smooth, gneiss slabs, worn almost to a polish by the constant
traffic of bye-gone days, our ponies had considerable difficulty in
keeping their footing, and the only way was to take them over at a
rush. Across the bridge, and up a mall ascent overlooking the right
bank of the Tah8, we were met by a guard of Panthays who informed us
that they had given chase to a body of Chinese who had been lurking
in the dreaded hollow. About a mile beyond, we were on a level with
the plain I have described as the upward termination of the Nantin
valley, and nearly skirting its eastern side, from which rises a long
conical hill stretching nearly north and south, a black sterile mass of
lava, with the exception of its round grassy top. This remarkableextinct
volcano of Hawshuenshan is in strong contrast to the rounded grassy
sea of hills, that cluster round it on all sides, except its western face, and i t
is rendered more marked from the circumstance that it rises abruptly from
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the plain. A few small plants have gained a footing between the interstices
of the bare rocks, but they are so few and hidden, that in the distance they
do not impart even a trace of verdure to its barren sides, which are thrown
into long, rocky, rounded lines, evidently old lava flows, many of which
have brod, flat summits. We rode over the eastern extremity of this
volcano by a broad path laid with long granite and gneiss slabs, lying
lengthwise, and again came upon the Tahb running as a narrow, rapid
stream between it and the abrupt sides of the grassy hills to the east.
We crossed the river over another handsome stone bridge, and passed the
ruins of a rather large village lying in the level flat. The TahB issues at
this point from between a high spur and the volcano, through a very
narrow gorge, and our road wound up the side of the spur, and was
laid with a double line of stone fiags to facilitate the ascent, as the soil is
very slippery during wet weather.
On the top we gained a fine view of the small, circular valley from
which the TahG makes its exit below, and saw numerous villages encircling
the dead level in its centre, which is covered with young rice. Continuing
a slight ascent over the tops of the grassy hills, by a good, b r o d road, we
again descended about 300 feet, with a rounded hill in front of us capped by a white Chinese pagoda, to the valley of Momien. Crossing
the southern tail of the pagoda hill, the valley of Momien lay before
us, about four miles long and two broad, shut in on all sides by rounded
hills, with no trace of trees, but covered with rich pasture. It is surrounded by an almost unbroken line of towns and villages either in
ruins or deserted.
The walled town of Momien lies immediately below the pagoda hill,
and from its size almost merits the title of city. We were met by a
Panthay officer, who informed us that the governor, Tasakone, had
comc out to meet us, and was waiting in state on the other side of a
knoll in front. We were requested to diimount, and turning the knoll,
a most gratifying sight met us. Both sides of the road were lined
with troops carrying a profusion of flags and banners of all sizes and
colours, and as we walked leisurely on between the double file, matchlocks
were fired in rapid succession, and gongs beaten to welcome us. Tasakone
was seated in a luxuriously-cushioned chair, at the end of this grand display, dressed as a mandarin, with two large red umbrellas held over him,
and accompanied by his ~lincipalofficers. He rose to receive us, and
shaking hands with him, wc passed on and remounted our ponies. A dense
Chinese crowd lined both sides of the road and of the chief street of the
extensive suburb that lies outside the western gate. We were conducted
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by one of the officers to a Chinese khyoung immediately below the
wall, but outside the town, and close to the left bank of the Tah6.
We arrived at 6 P.M., after a march of 21 miles. Fowls, rice, firewood,
and water were freely supplied to us.
27th Muy. A message came from Tasakone in the morning that he
would receive us and the presents to-morrow. We have had a succession of
visitors all day, each more anxious than another to inspect our persons,
goods, and chattels, and expressing astonishment at everything they saw.
My two boxes have not turned up, and the Panthay officer, to whom
I entrusted them, now protests that they were both empty, which was certainly not the case. The loss is too serious to be thought of, as they
contained my natural history note-books, extending over four years, my
notes of the journey from Rangoon to Mandalay, and all my sketches
from Rangoon to Ponsee, besides nearly all my private property.
28th illay. I t took us till two in the afternoon to arrange
the presents, and when they were all ready, we entered the town,
preceded by twenty men carrying them. They consisted of green
and yellow broad-cloths, figured muslins, gauze muslins, carpet-rugs,
richly coloured table-covem, long-cloth, American drill, two doublebarrel guns, two revolvers, powder and shot flasks, two shot-moulds,
two bags of shot, pistol cartridges, twenty-three tins of powder, a
musical box, two four-bladed and six one-bladed penknives, six scissors,
one binocular g h , one telescope, and a profusion of Bryant and May's
matches and fusees. A great but well-behaved crowd had turned out
to see us pass, and we were much struck with the extreme poverty that
prevails among the Chinese, and even among the Panthays, and with the
ruinous and filthy condition of the houses in the bazaar suburb.
We entered by the north-western gate, which is proteded in front by
a strong crescentic traverse, with the entrance a t one side. The main
gateway within the traverse, through the wall, is more like a short tunnel
than a gateway, and has ponderous foldingdoors at its outer end, and is
surmounted by a watch tower, with a concave roof supported on strong
wooden pillars. A number of men and women were sitting in the
gateway selling sweetmeats. We passed a short way along a narrow,
dirty street, laid with rounded stones, and with small cottage shops on
either side of it, and turning to the left down a narrow lane, we
reached an open court-yard in front of the goveinor's house. I t is surrounded by a low wall, and the gateway, about 15 feet high, consists
of plain, erect, squared stone pillars, with othcm placed across them a t
right angles, like the wooclcn beams of a door. I n a small, circular
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pavilion, at one side, there were a few musicians in rags who welcomed us
with a lively air, and as we crossed the court to the house, three small
cannon that were stuck in the ground by the breach-end, and pointed
upwards, were fired as a salute. A rabble followed us into the last court
but one. We found Tasakone seated in his reception hall at the end of
the inner court. He rose to receive us, and motioned us to sit on his
left hand at a long table in front of him, on which we deposited
the presents. Behind where he sat, there was a raised recess covered
with red cloth, and with a small chair of state in its centre.
The sides of the apartment were hung with long narrow stripes
of blue and red cloth, covered with Chinese characters in gold leaf. A
number of his officers were seated on chairs, along each side of the room,
and the minor officialshad collected in a crowd at the entrance. Tasakone
is a powerful mau, fully 6 feet 3 inches high, with prominent cheek-bones,
heavy, protuberant lips, slightly hooked nose, faintly oblique eyes, and is
much browned by exposure. He has a deep indentation between his eyes
from a spent bullet, and many other wounds. He had on, a grey felt
hat, somewhat resembling a helmet placed sideways, the front half of the
rim being turned up, and the back downwards. A gold rosette, set with
large precious stones, formed a handsome ornament in front, and a blue
silk top-knot fell down behind his back a s a long tail. A richly figured,
pale blue silk coat reaching to the ankles, and overlapping on the right
side, completed his costume.
Sladen expressed our deep regret at the death of the two officers,
and promised to inform our government of the circumstances, and to
suggest that something should be done for their families. He replied, that
we were not to distress ourselves, as they considered it an honour to die as
those men had done. I n speaking about the opening of trade, he said that
any number of English merchants might visit Momien next November,
and that he had made all the necessary arrangements with the Tsawbwas,
and would easily manage the Kakhyens, and that caravans should pass in
safety. He hinted, however, that as so many people were present, i t
would be better to discuss the subject on some other occasion. He
expressed great pleasure in receiving the presents, and the musical box
has been a most successful hit, and is the admiration of all. The fusees,
too, and the matches astonish them, but the revolvers and guns are what
most take their fsncy. Tea, preserved oranges, jujubes, and sugar-candy
were then served round to us, and in the course of the conversation, he
stated that the king had learned with pleasure of our intended visit to
Momien, but that the road to Tali is so infested with bands of Chinese,
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that it is out of the question to think of proceeding beyond this. His
own brother is out fighting against them.
29th Nay. To-day, Tasakone aid us an official visit, accompanied
by his officers and an armed guard. He was very affable, and strong in
his professions of friendship and desire to open this route for trade, and
pomised to send an embassy to Rangoon next November with presents to
the English governor.
I went out shooting in the afternoon, but saw very few birds ; some
of them, however, are new to me. The absence of trees is, in all ~robabi- .
lity, one of the principal causes of their scarcity.
The Tahd is about 20 yards broad from bank to bank, and about
3 feet deep, and runs along the northern end of the valley, flowing down
from the Kananzan range of mountains, about 10 miles distant, to the
north-east of the city, through a narrow, tortuous course between grassy
hills, and leaving the Momien valley at its north-western extremity.
The whole of the flat of the valley is devoted to rice cultivation, and is
almost entirely under water, diverted from the Tah6 and other streams
for the i~igatconof the land. The soil is a rich black loam. The
lower slopes of the hills are covered with graves, which may be
said to encircle the valley as a broad band, which, with the ruined and
deserted towns and villagczes below them, are telling indications of the
dense population that must have been supported in this sequestered vale
during peaceful times. The evidences of the Panthay rebellion become
very apparent at Mawphoo, and all the villages, with only a few eswptions, along the road from that hill to this valley, may be said, without
exaggeration, to be deserted, and a heap of ruins.
Tasakone sent us a present to-day of a young bull, two sheep, 4,000
cash, vegetables, and two salted. geese, two packets of caked ten, and a large
supply of fancy cakes put up in white paper, and neatly folded in pink
wrappers.
30th May. Tliis morning we had another visit from Twkone,
accompanied by his relations and principal officials, to invite us to
a feast and theatricals. We went shortly after they had lcft, and
were received in the same room as yesterday, and mere no sooner seated
than we were served with tea, eakes, and sweetmeats, fresh rehys of
which kept coming in till we were all but surfeited. Shouts of laughter
came from the women, who were amusing themselves in a neighbouhg
room with a magnetic battery that Tasakone received as a present
this morning. One old lady, the Tsawbwa-gadaw of Muangtee, now
on a visit to the governor, came in, attended by some other women, and
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joined our tea-fight and conversation, without any restraint. Wc \\.ere
then shown over the private apartments by the governor himself. EIe
led us through his bed-room, a snug little room with a large fourposter, a comfortable couch, and the walls decorated with Chinese pictures,
and an English eightday clock. There were no windows, and all the light
came from two doors facing each other. Passing through the room we entered a small court, and in a verandah a number of tailors were busily at work
making cushions. From this, we entered another small court surrounded
by the apartments of the women, and orllamented with dwarfed fruit
and pine trees, in large earthern vases, and small tanks filled with gold
fish. On our way back we passed through a room the walls of which
were hung with war-hats, decorated with the tails of the golden and Lady
Amherst pheasants. We were now conducted to an open hall in another
court in which the theatricals were held. Here we were followed by tea
and cakes, of which we were expected again to partake. Large copper
vases of incense burned close to our noses, and their heavy fumes produced
a drowsy feeling in all. The stage is a small pavilion about 20 feet
square, closed on three sides, and with two doors behind, through which
the players pass in and out. The orchestra sits in the back of the stage,
and the musical instruments were violins, a pair of brass clappers, gongs,
and tom-toms. The only furnishings were a table like an inverted
pyramid, and a chair on each side of it, and the scenery, a small
panelled picture of birds and flowers. The chief character had his face
painted red, and wore a long, black, Napoleonic beard and moustache,
black satin boots, red trousers, and a gorgeous coat, richly embroidered
with figures of dragons aud flowers, and his hat with a fine bushy tail
of Blurus_fisZgene depending behind. The music was very monotonous,
and resembled the clatter of crockery interspersed with an occasional
thud from the tom-tom, and screech from the fiddle, and the movements
of the actors were quite as outrk in their own way, consisting principally
of violent forward motions of the legs as if some imqinay person were
being kicked, and of sudden bounds in the air, when the performer
usually took the opportunity to kick himself with his heels. The stride
across the stage is an exaggerated goose-step, and he of the red face
bellowed and blustered, but whether he imitated Chinese humanity
abominably or well, I do not pretend to judge. While the play was going
on, we were expected to consume the contents of eight bowls, containing
boiled fowl chopped up with small pieces of salted goose, fowl cooked
in another way, dried prawns, vegetables, walnuts, mushrooms, and a
number of other products of the chief's cuisine which my palate fail'? to
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recognize. Ahykk, or samshu, was next served, and followed by small
saucers with cooked rice, but as we had now been eating nearly for three
hours, we apologized for the poverty of our appetites and retired. The
play, however, lasted till late in the evening.
31at JIay. The Tah6, about one mile to the north-west of the t o m ,
precipitates itself over a cliff about 100 feet high, in an all but unbroken
sheet of water, and, below the fall, runs with great force down a deep glen
to the little, circular valley of Hawshuenshan which is closed in by high
grassy hills. The river is spanned above the fall by a substantial, arched
stone bridge, and there are the ruins of numerous monasteries and houses
on the sides and flat summits of the small, isolated, conical hills that here
close in the valley.
Six men were executed to-day on the rod-side within sight of
our residence. They were led out under a strong escort, with music
and banners flying, to about a quarter of a mile from the city wall,
with their arms pinioned behind their backs. They were made to hneel
down by the road-side, and a gun-shot was the signal for the executioner to
do his bloody work, and another announced its completion. The bodies were
afterwards buried where they lay. We were told that the men had been
found in the bazaar selling stolen goods, and that they had been identified
by the owners, and led before Tasakone, who at once condemned them to
instant death. Three guns from the city announced the sentence.
We visited the governor this afternoon at his request, and were again
surfeited with tea,sweetmeats, and cakes, and entertained-ivith two short
playsof no special interest, and were afterwards accompanied to the bazaar by
two officers, to keep the crowd in order. The bazaar is outside the town
wall, and the principal street runs nearly straight east from the western gate,
having considerable breadth, and a line of small shops along either side, with
a row of stalls in front, each of which on sunny and rainy days is shaded
by a large umbrella. There is a thoroughfare down the centre, and a narrow
one between the shops and the stalls. The street is about half a mile
long, and on market days it is thronged by a dense crowd of ChineseShans and Panthays, with a small sprinkling of Kakhyens and L e e s m .
The shops are small cottages with only a ground-floor, and each is devoted
to a special department of tr'de; some are occupied by drapers, others by
booksellers, provision merchants, dealers in tobacco and nuts, hardware
merchants, and druggists. A number of eating-houses were resorted to
by the better class of Chinamen, while the poorer classes from the surrounding villages could get a cheap mcal at some of the stalls, or from
boys who hawked comcstibles on thc street. I n the stalls, there was a rich
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display of vegetables and fruits; among the former were peas, beans
green and dried, potatoes, celery, carrots, onions, garlic, yams, bamboo
shoots, cabbage, spinach, and ginger; and among the latter were apples,
pears, peaches, walnuts, chestnuts, brambles, rose-hips, and three other
fruits new to me. A dried, almost black lichen is sold commonly as an
article of food, and mushrooms are much run after. Black pepper, betelnut, and poppy capsules are seen in almost every stall; salt is sold in
compressed balls with the government stamp on it. In other departments may be noticed coloured Chinese cloths and yarns, a little English
long and broad cloth, English needles, and brass buttons, Chinese buttons,
and small daggers, hlahomedan skull-caps ornamented with Chincse
figures in gold thread, amber and serpentine finger-rings, pipe mouthpieces and brooches, opium pipes and brass Chinese hookahs. Running
at right angles to the principal street is another devoted to the tailors and
copper-smiths, in which clothes are sold ready-made, and where all the appliances for the kitchen can be found, and in which the large copper discs for
cutting serpentine are manufactured. Along this street we came to the
house of the principal Chinese merchant, where we were kindly received by
him, and the Hotha Tsawhwa who is residing with him. Slden talked
about the advantages that would m r u e to the inhabitants of Momicu
generally, were trade revived and confidence established between them and
their present rulers; and the merchant's answer to this was that it did not
matter to them whether they were governed by the Panthays or Chinese so
long as they prospered ; but its he had been complaining bitterly of the
reverses of fortune he had experienced since they had been under Panthay
rule, there could be no doubt as to the inference he expected us to draw aa
to the light in which he regards the present government, and from what
we have already observed, it seems evident that the Chinese portion of the
population would hail the return of their old rulers. Heavy rain and
thunder at 4 P.M. Wind S. W.
1st June. Rain during greater part of the night. Nothing of any
note to record, nor does there appear to be m y prospect of my being
able to do much here in the way of. natural history, as I have been
warned not to cross the river; in other words, I am not to venture
4.00 yards beyond the town wall, and as all around is either grass or
paddy-fields, few, if any, birds are to be seen.
The wall of the town is built of a blackish-grey, lavaceous rock, cut
into oblong pieces about two and a half feet long and one foot in thickness,
laid together with mortar. The town appears to have been originally surrounded by a deep ditch about 20 yards from the ~vall,aud it is still
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very perfect on the eastern and southern sides, but can be hardly traced to
the wcst, next the bazaar, where it has degenerated into a dirty, stagwant
puddle for pigs to wallow in. Where intact, its sides are seen to be built
of the same materials as the wall, hut without mortar, yet so accurately
cut and laid together that the blade of a penknife can with difficulty be
inserted between the stones.
The Taha, immediately above its exit, flows for a short way between
banks about 1 0 feet high, and the rice-fields on the higher elevation are
irrigated from a large wheel, which raises the water in a number of long
bamboos ticd on at an augle to its broad circumfercnce, and khich, as they
are brought up by the revolutions of the wheel, and begin to ascend, shoot
their contents out into an open wooden pipe which communicateswith the
fields. There are a number of these wheels in the valley.
One of my collectors is down with the small-pox which is very prevalent here at present. Yesterday one of our Kakhyens had to be sent
to other quarters, as he had been attacked by a very virulent form of
the disease.
2nd June. We ascended the pagoda hill this morning, the summit
. of which is about 900 feet above the town. The pagoda is a whitewashed, round brick tower with a stone base, and tapers slightly to the
top, which is surrounded at regular intervals by six projecting rings.
The hill and all the others about it for many miles are covered with fine
grass, having occasional patches of bracken near their summits, affording
capital cover for pheasants, hares, and foxes. On reaching the top, after
a hard climb, we started a fine cock-pheasant with very long tail feathers,
in great requisition among the Panthays as full-dress ornaments for
their military hats.
We beat the bracken beds, and Sladen bage,@ the
hen, but the cock bird could not be found. We started a hare, and also
a fox with a golden yellow coat and a white tip t o its tail, and, on
returning, procured a youngish specimen of the latter, which is quite
distinct from the Himalayan fox. We encountered a small Panthay
guard protecting a large number of mules grazing on the h e pasture.
The hill commands a splendidriew of the Momien valley, and of the
surrounding hills on that side; and to the north-west, of the extinct
volcano, which is seen lying at the astern margin of a great plain surrounded by a lofty range to the wcst and north, and to the east by low
1 I have descriM this species, and named it Phusianus sladeni.
Elliot has since
dewrilcd it under the name of P . elegana from upccimens in the garden of the Zoo.
logical Society of London, which I have seen, and which are identical with my sycwimens from Momien.
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rounded h i s . The volcano forms the western side of the Hawshuenshan
valley, which appears to have been originally only an eastward prolongation of the plain in which the volcano stands. It rises gently from a
barren, rocky slope to a grassy cone in the centre, which forms a remarkable contrast to the black lava maas encircling it. The horizon on every
side, except to the south-east, is bounded by lofty mountains tending nearly
north and south, with peaked and jagged outlines, differing entirely in
their physical appearance from the intervening lower ranges which have the
general direction of the mountains, although more broken and disturbed.
On the sides of the former, there are seen dark patchea which were pointed
out to me as pine forests, and in the hollows of the latter, at some distance
from the town, a few pine trees are still standing. These gnursy hills,
however, offer no evidence that they were ever entirely oovered with forest.
A t the foot of the hill, we psseed fields of potatoes now in flower,
grown in long owe as in England, with the earth thrown up about their
roots. The leaf is smaller than that of the home plant, and the young
tubers now in the bszsar have a thin and very red skin. The existence of
celery here is almost quite aa remarkable as that of the potato. Both
plants have been in all likelihood introduced by the Chineae trading up
the Irawady oi$ Bhamb, but where and when they were obtained, and
how the cultivation waa learned, are eubjects for coqjeoture, as the inhabitants could give me no information.
The Hotha Teawbwa oalled t d a y , along with the ohief military
officer,to inform us that it has been armgd by T a d o n e and himself
that
are to accompany him as far as Musngla, and then cross to hie
own valley. Taaakone objects to the Sawaddy route, aa he imaginee,
and I dare say correctly, that if i t were adopted, all the trade or nearly EO
would be taken direct to Yungchan instead of finding iia way to Momien.
3rd dww. We had a visit h m Tasakone and the Hotha Tsawbwa
just as we were sitting down to b M a e t , and as they were a m m panied by a number of their underlings who had never before
Englishmen feed, we were surrounded by a crowd of anxious gazers, who
watched our every movement with interest, criticising our dishes, way of
eating, and appetites, in a manner known only to a Chinese, but as we
are now aoctutomed to treatment of this kind, we were in no way
disoonoerted.
o
of generosity and kindly f e e k ,
Bowers, in a c h t e ~ outburst
presented Tasakone with his rifle and its accompaniments, which prompted
the chief to ask what things we would like to take back with us,
m d on Sladen mentioning daggers, among other things, he at once
B 1
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presented him with his own, a handsome, little dirk with a gold handle
add scabbard, with a large massive gold chain attached to it, and followed
it up by giving him his finger-rings as well, which included a centre ring
of beautiful green jade, with two plain gold ones on either side of itBreakfaat over, we accompanied him to see the garden of the chief
military official, and were much p l d with the reception given us, but
the garden was not of the kind we expected. It was contained in a
small court, and the plants were all dwarfed treea and shrubs in large
ynsea on pedestals. They were chiefly peach and apple trees, tea shrubs
and boxwood, and the only flowering plants were some liollyhocke and
passion-flowers, with indications of coming peonies. Two small tanks
of solid stane, containing gold fish with remarkable doublydivided tails,
stood against the wall facing the house, with small vases grouped around
them with great taste, and in one corner there wns a model, in roughly cut
stone, of a hill-side with pagoda and caves. A verandah with a handsome
balustrade forms one side of the court, and leads into one of the rooms of
the h o w , where we were f
d with tea and a profusion of cakes and
preserved fruits, and our servants were also liberally supplied with these
good things at tables in the verandah. The eaves of the house were peaked
arches with handsome carvings, in relief, of bridges, birds, trees, and
flowers. A few characteristic Chinese landscapes and pictures of birds in
Indian ink and colours were hung about the walls, on rollers, like school
maps. The youngest son of our host, a most energetic and intelligent
looking boy of eight or nine years, said to be deaf and dumb, waa brought
to me to see if anything could be done for him, and on my repeating some
sounds, and finding that he attempted to imitate them, I concluded that
his hearing was not in fault, and on e x d i n g his mouth, I discovered that he was tongue-tied. I explained what I believed to be the
cause of his dumbness to the great astonishment and delight of his
father, who cherishes the boy more than any of his other children, and a t
once received his permission to operate.
is very common in some
The small tree-frog (Hyla chin&)
bushes outside the city, and in a few minutes I collected about twenty,
and also procured a handsome I"ropidonotwr. On the north-western side
of the pagoda hill there is an old quarry cut out in the form of s splendid arched cavern, from which a great deal of good stone has been removed
for building purposes. I t is a trachytic rock ; and a few hundred yards
to the north of it, at a much lower level, there is a portion of the thick
tcd of basaltic trap over which the Tnhd precipitates itself. The tlwhytic bed dips to thc south.
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Wc enquired pointedly of Tasakone today if it would be safe to
visit the hills to the north, or indeed any of those surrounding the valley,
but he laughed a t the idea, and asserts that they are infested by dacoits,
and that even the people from the town and the few remaining inhabitants of the,villagea cannot go any distance to cut grsss, except under the
protection of an armed guard. About 11 P.M., a message came from
the governor, a s k us to be on the alert, aa we might be attacked by
some dacoits who were in the neighbourhood. My impression, however,
is that the Panthay officials are nearly as much in dread of their own
rabble aa of u n m robbers.
4th June. Terrific thunder-storm with heavy rain a t 2 P.M., and I
verily believe that it drove all the mosquitoes within doors, for they
buzzed and bit in a way never felt before.
Stil June. We have all been suffering for the last few days from
severe disrrhm, and many of the men are affected in the same way, and
the native doctor among them.
The Tsawbwa-gadaw of Nantin, along with two old Shan coolies, two
young waiting-maids, and some male attendants, visited us thh afternoon,
and brought a present of fowls and ducks, and one pillow with embroidered
ends. She was very well dressed, and wore an enormous head-dress,
ornamented in front with the Panthay rosette of green, blue, and pink
stones, set in gold, and a t the sides, with small imitation flowers fastened
to little silver rods, in the form of s triangle. Her skirt waa nicely
worked with coloured silks and gold thread; and her hght-blue silk
figured jacket was trimmed a t the wrists with black satin which contrasted
well with her massive gold bracelets, and amber and jade finger-rings,
and a handsome silver chatelaine and richly embroidered fan-case by her
side, completed her toilet. One of her waiting-maids carried her small
Chinese hookah, and the other her embossed silver boxes containing betelnut and lime. She received a carpet, coloured threads, brase buttons, and
scissors ; and, what moat took the fancy of the young men and women, n
number of circular looking-glasses, about the size of small plates, which
they suspended aa ornaments from their jackets.
In the afternoon I shot thirteen birds. They were all from the
neighbowhood of a small pond, fed by a subterranean stream that
iswes from a rounded basaltic knoll at the base of one of the hill
slopes, close to the northern side of the town. The birds occurring on
the pond were Podicepa philippemia, Porzana Jusca, Ga llinu la chloropua,
solitary Herodim alba, and an occasional couple of Bnaa pacilorllyncila.
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6th June. I visited the bazaar, and in a &uggbt's shop was
shown the horn of an antelope that is ground down and used as
a strengthening medicine, each ti&
weight m t i n g one rupee. In
the same shop, the shella of T e u a phtyiSoh8, Blyth, from Burmah,
were treated in the same way, and offered for
a t a ransom, and
the horn of the -bur
wrre sold in the form of muff, ae a styptic in
bleeding from the now.
Late last night Moungshuay-Yah came in, and informed Sladen in a
very confidential way that Lowquanfang, a Chinese official of high d,
who still remains true to the Imperial cause about Momien, had sent one
of his officerswith a message to the &8ct that he would guarantee our
Bafe return by whatever route we wished, provided we were ~ s c c o m panied by the Panthays, and a pony aa a token of his good faith. Sluden
declined to see the messenger, or to receive the gift, and referred him to
Tasakone, informing Moungshuay-Yah that we had not come to play two
parts, one with the Panthayg and another with the Chinese.
7th June. The interpreter c m e in this morning to say that
Lowquanfang's messenger had had a long conversation last night
with the H o t h Tsawbwa, and that they had arranged 'it between
them that the former is to give in his adherenoe to the Panthays;
the latter himaelf appeared shortly afterwards, and confirmed the
news that the chief will guarantee not to attack us on our return
journey, which he appears to have had thoughts of doing.=
Ever since our arrival here, the killing of sheep and cattle for food
haa been strictly prohibited, as rain is much wanted, the idea being that
it will not fall so long aa life is taken ; now, however, that i t has rained
heavily for some days, the objection no longer exists, and plenty of
butcher-meat is now exposed in the bazaar.
9th June. Heavy rain all night, and throughout the greater part
of the day. We are all suffering so much from depression of spirits,
diarrhea, and dyspepsia, which we attribute to this dull residence in
which we are now shut up from morning to night, on account of the
heavy rains, with only a small patch of leaden sky visible over our

+

One hundred tickals = 36,616 grains avoirdupois.
By last awounte, February 1870, Lowquanfang was strongly entrenched in
the valley of Hawshuenshan, close to Momien, and only waiting to attack it.
8 I am convinced that the above incident was extemporized by the Hotha Tsawbwa
and Moungahuay-Yah either ne a test of our sincerity, or h m a desire on their part to
try and win us over to the side of the Chinese, with whom their whole sympathies lay.
This wee my opinion at the time, and after-events have fully v d e d its comtnese.
1
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head, that we proposed to Tasakone to remove into another khyoung,
close at hand, but outside the bazaar wall. He would not listen to the
proposal, as he says we might be attacked st any moment, and that
he is even now most anxious about our safety, on account of the very
many bands of robbers that are going about, who would not hesitate
to attack us, if they eaw that they had any chance of suocees. I n
our present quarters, however, we are comparatively safe, as we are immediately under the town wall, and protected on the other side by a strong
guard-house, but the other khyoung haa none of these advantages.
10th June. Tasakone was out late last night in our neighbourhood
with a strong guard, as his suspicion of a meditated attack had been
raised by some shots heard in the distance. H e has appointed one of
his officers to be permanently stationed with us on duty. The governor
sent us a preaent of two sheep and a goat. The former are fine large animals with highly convex black faces, and the latter are uma11y long-limbed,
dark brownish-red, with a black list down the back, and flat spiral horns
somewhat like C q r a megaceroa, directed backwards and slightly outd.
I n the evening the interpreter brought a message from Tasakone
that we are to be on our alert to-night, as there are a number of suspicious
characters going about, and requesting us to put on a strong guard.
Constant and heavy rain from morning to night.
11th Juw. Incessant rain all night, and during the day. My
collector died a t 9 A.x., and the Kakhyen petty chief, who contracted
Ule d i m about the same time, died yesterday. Tasakone was informed
of the sad event, and at once made the necessary arrangements for the
burial, and sent 6,000 cash (Ra. 12) in charity. The body, firet washed
and then rolled in cloth, was laid in a Panthay grave-yard on s dope to
the north-west of the town.
Every day, the front of our residence is besieged by beggars of both
sexes and all ages, from little ragged urchins of four or five years of age
to old, bowed and blind men and women of seventy. They are pictures of
wretchedness and dirt, and are clad in rags of the filthiest description.
The inhabitants of the bazaar appear to be w r y poor, and there can be
little doubt regarding their dirt. The shopkeepers are the most respectable part of the community, but even among them, there are few, if
any, evidences of wealth. In the whole of .Momien, there is only one
C b a n entitled to be ranked as a merchant, the man in whose house
we met the Hotha Tsawbwa the other day.
AU the women, and the majority of the men, wear clogs in the rainy
weather, and any of the former that appear in the streeta, and there are
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not a few, are ugly and ill-clad. The majority wear pork-pie hate, and
all, excepting slaves, and even the Mahomedan women, have their feet
dwarfed: trousers drawn tight round the ankle, a long, loose, blue coat
reaching to near the feet, with loose sleeves folded back, and a large, blue,
double apron in front, is the prevailii costume. The small feet do not
prevent the women coming three or four miles carrying heavy loads to
.market, and they think nothing of shouldering two buckets of water
slung to the end of a bamboo. The women and men are very fair, and
the children have chubby faces and red cheeks.
Goitre is very prevalent among the population at Momien, where i t
constantly obtrudes itself on the notice of the visitor, and some goitres
are to be seen aa large as the human head, and so heavy as to require
special support. Men, women, and children alike are af3icted with this
disease, which they assert is hereditary, and attributable to the water
of the Tahb.
The peasantry are clad in uniform blue like the Shans, and all
who come any distance, and those who are working in the fields, wear a
flat covering like an apron over the back, as a protection from the rain.
It is made of the dried brown apathea of a palm, and a t h t sight
resembles the skin of some animal. It is also used as a covering for
mule-loads that require to be kept d ry.
12th June. Rain all last night up to the evening, when it faired
about 9 P.M., but only for half an hour. Tasakone sent the Hotha
Tsawbwa to-day to ask if we have everything necessary for our comfort,
and get proper food ; the latter also came to ask us to dine to-morrow a t
the principal merchant's. Yesterday each of us received from the governor a Panthay officer's white cotton jacket, with silver buttons down the
front, and ornamented across the front with white braid.
14th June. Hwvy rain continued up to half an hour before sunset,
when there waa a short fair interval during which I went out for a stroll
below the city wall, keeping my eyes about me for land shells, which
seem to be remarkably scarce here. While so engaged, I heard a female
ioice calling to me from the battlements, and looking up saw s pretty
face peering down, and intent that I should give her something, and
not catching very distinctly what she said, I imagined that she was
asking for cheroots, and indicated by signs that if she would unwind her
long head-dress, and let down one end of it, I would give her some.
She disappeared for a few minutes' and returned with a long cloth, and
on her letting it down, I tied a few cheroots into it, congrat~la~ting
myself
that I had satisfied her demands ; but no, no sooner had she drawn it back
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and examined the contents than she became as importunate as ever. A t
lnst catching the word keenza the mystery was explained; she was begging for round mirrors, and I recognised her as one of the Shan ladies
attached to the mite of the Tsawbwa-gadaw of Nantin. I tried to
make her understand that I did not cany keenzm about yith me, but
as she would take no denial, I jokingly offered to catch her in my
arms if she would jump down, and wme to the khyoung for them;
but although this highly mused her, she was not to be diverted from
her desire to possess the coveted mirrors, and waved me off for them;
and I had to obey, and returning with one and a packet of needles, the
cloth wns again lowered, and great was her glee when she pulled it up, and
found herself the happy possessor of the much-longed-for keenza.
15th June. Heavy rain all night and up to 4 P.M., when it faired
for about an hour, after which it again commenced, and was still raining
at 9 P.M. During the interval in the afternoon we walked as far as
the water-fall which is now in splendid condition, and the body of water
is so great that the bottom is shrouded in a dense cloud of spray that
rises high above the fall, and can be seen at a distance of two miles.
So dangerous is it to go even this distance from the city that on our
return, we found ourselvesjoined by .a Panthay officer, and a few men who
had been sent out for our protection along with some of our own
16th Jane. Rain from 3 A.M. to near sunset, and so heavy during
the day that we did not venture out.
17th June. Still heavy rain, but there are faint indications of
a coming change. Our Kakhyen friend, Lawloo, who has been away
visiting his home, brought back news to-day that the Ponline Tsawbwa
haa been attacked, and driven from his village by the Tsawbwa-gadaw
of the Khanlung Kakhyens, who is known as the long-haired woman,
from the unnatural length of her hair on other parts of her body beaides
her head, which admits of her wearing it as a girdle.
Sladen procured to-day a history of Tali and another of Momien ;
the latter is now very scam, as all the type blocks have been broken up
by the Panthays for firewood.
18th J ~ n e . Many heavy showers after mid-day, the morning being
tolerably &. I went to the bazaar, and saw the manufacture of the
copper discs used in cutting jade. They are very thin, bend easily, and
measure about one foot and a half & diameter. The centre is beaten out
into a cup-shaped depression which receives the end of the cylinder on
which the disc revolves. I afterwards visited the manufacture of the
jade ornaments wrricd on by a number of men in their houses by hired

&.
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labourers. I n one establishment, two men were at work, one using the
cutting disc, and the other a revolving cylinder tipped a t the free end
with a composition of quartz and little particles reaembhg ruby dust.
Both were driven by the feet. The done is held below the disc, under
which there is a basin of water, and fine silicious mud, in which the stone
is dipped at intervals, the operator filling his hands with aa much of the
mud as possible. The stonea are cut into discs one-eighth of an inch
in thickness, when they are intended for earrings, and are then made over
to the man at the silicioue-tipped cylinder, who bores a round hole in
the centre of each. The same courm is followed in the cam of the
larger and thicker rings. The most valuable jade ia that of an intense
bright-green colour, something like the emerald; but the red and pale
pinkish kin& are also highly prized. In the extensive ruins outside the
bazaar, there is ample evidence, in the rejected fragments of jade lying
about, that the manufacture of ornaments from this valuable stone must
have been carried on formerly on a much more extensive scale than
now. A pair of braceleb of the h e s t jade cosb about 100 Rupees a t
Momien.
In the bazaar there were many +lays of the mineral wealth of
thia province, which is rich in gold, silver, lead, iron, copper, mercury,
arsenic, gypsum, lime, flint, and chalk; and I obtained some midl
specimens of the lead, copper, and iron ores from a range of hills
two days' journey to the north-west of Momien, and specimens of yellow
orpiment said to be from the neighbourhood of Tali, and brought in
considerable quantities every year to Yungchan and Momien for exportation to Burmah.
To-day, intelligence reached the governor of the capture, by the
Mahomedan army, of Yunan city, the capital of the province.
impressed on us the
Tasakone, who haa on more than one o&on
necessity of exercise to preserve our health in this climate, which he d e
scribes as injurious to strangers, and offered to give us a strong guard
whenever we felt disposed to go out for an excursion in the neighbourhood, sent us today, of his own accord, 16 soldiem and 4 officers to
chaperone us through the Hawshuenshan valley. Under this well-armed
escort, strengthened at his request by six men bf our own guard, we made
the circuit of the pagoda hill returning by the Taha water-fall, a short
way to the south of Momien, and on the d m slope of the hill we
passed a eolitary heap of lava, remarkable from the fact that not another
rock is to be seen for miles around. It has all the appearance of a
a m d l volcanic vent, nsd this view of i b origin is strengthened by the
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fact that it is composed of the same lavweous rock that occurs a t the
extinct volcano to the west. Rounding the hills about two miles from
Momien, and making a slight westerly descent, we reached a short,
narrow gorge at the south-eastern angle of the little circular valley of
Hawshuenshan. The village of Shuaydnay lies at the head of the
gorge, on an abrupt slope, in a series of terraces faced with dry stone walls
of very porous lava, and protected by parapets of sun-dried bricks. The
stones are laid together with the same nicety that characterizes the
facings of the ditch around Momien. The village was once a place of
great wealth. A small stream runs through the ravine, which is not more
than a quarter of a mile in length and about fifty yards broad, and
empties itself into a substantially-built tank, at the bottom of the
glen, crossed by a broad stone platform, arched a t one side to allow
the surplus water of the tank to escape. Facing Hawshuenshan valley,
this platform on the southern side expands into a handsome crescentshaped terrace, enclosed by an elegant done balustrade, and forming the
entrance into a fine khyoung built on the southern side of the gorge,
opposite to Shuayduay village.
This temple knsists of a series of terraces on the steep hill-side, and
forms a most pleasing picture against a back-ground of green hills, It i~
the only temple in the neighbourhood of Momien that has been spared by
the Mahomedans, and I believe its beauty has been its sole protection.
It is approached by two crescentic court-yards with handsome arched
gateways, and at the head of the upper one, the temple buildings begin.
The first court is an open square, with three sides built on the same level,
but the other, with its back to the hill, is raised on a stone terrace
about four feet above the rest. The lower side contains the apartments
of the priests, and the higher platform some of the principal deities of the
temple, fine-looking, life-sized, gilded +es,
before whom incense is continually kept burning in mall black stone vases; and on a table in
front of them lay a large drum, and grotesque, hollow, wooden figures of
fish, which are beaten with short sticks by the prie+.s and the faithful.
There is a nest little garden with dwarfed fruit trees on two sides of
this square, the centre of which is occupied by a few stunted treeg
covered with a profusion of yellow orchids in full flower, and a magnificent hydrangea in a colossal vase. A passage leads through either
bide of the court-yard to a stone ataircase proceeding to the terrace
above, and converging in its middle in an upper-chambered hexagonal
tower, supported on stone pillars, about seven feet high, which form an
arched way, from which a short flight of steps leads up, but divides to
e 1
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the right and lefi, to reach the third or highest terrace, nearly on a level
with which is the chamber or little temple on the top of the hexagonal
tower. The upper temple corresponds to the length of its terrace, and
is a single line of building which, with the exception of the back and
end walls, is built entirely of wood, and the front is panelled in its
lower half with richly-covered la\tice work. The eavea and all the
ceiling decorations, as well as the altars on which the three figurn are
seated, are in imitation of coloured Chinese porcelain. The wooden
screen in front of the figures is a richly-coloured carving of birds and
flowers, and the gods are almost life-sized and are gold-gilt. The principal
one is in marble, and represents a female holdmg a naked infant seated
in one of her hands, and supported by the other in front. The child's
sex is strongly marked, and his shrine is the frequent resort of barren
women. The woman holding this prodigy of virility is seated on a
lotus, and a flower of the lily is below her feet. 1 The attitude of this
figure and its relation to the p a d m forcibly recalled to me some of the
sacred figures of the Hindus, and this reminds me to mention that in
the khyoung in which we are living, there is a four-armed male figure,
Pwng-ku, the creator, seated on a bed of leaves, having a strong
general resemblance to a padma. This remarkable figure is about life&, and is perfectly naked with the exception of a garland of leaves
( v a n a d k t ) around hie neck and loins. He is seated cross-legged like
Buddha, with the two uppermost arms stretched out nearly at a right angle
to the body, the elbows being bent at a right angle to the humerus,
and in the right hand he holds a white disc, and in the left a red
one. s He is represented in the act of carving with his other arms,
holding an iron mallet in the right, and a chisel in the left hand.
But to return to the Shuayduay khyoung. The stone walls of the
highest temple do not reach the roof, but are connected to it by
wooden panelled walls, with large circular windows in wonderfally
elegant designs, and so adjusted that the light falls directly on the
figures. This terrace, like all the others, is built of stone, and a narrow
I cannot avoid thinking that this figure has been borrowed f h m .Hind&, and
that the woman is KamaM Kdmini, the lotus woman (Durgci),and that the child
is her son, ( f a m d . In statues of Cfanescf, the trunk is often brought well down the
belly, and it appears to me probable that, through time, the trunk may have been
metamorphoaed into an entirely different organ, through ignorance of the legend, and
a fancied resemblance of the parts.
This iigure also m y have been borrowed from the Hindus, and miy represent
P i a Karmd (mRnu), the Mercury of the Hindu Pantheon, and the legendary
builder of the temple of Jagannath.
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staircase from its middle leads down to the apartment on the top of
the hexagonal tower which contains a handsome seated Buddhistic figure
with the head in white marble, tinted brown.
From the khyoung, a good bridle-path runs along the hill on the
eastern side of the valley, which is abruptly closed in on three sides
by rounded, flat-topped, grassy hills which suddenly terminate around
the dead level of the centre, which is now almost entirely flooded for
rice cultivation, and on the fourth side, to the south-west, it is shut
in by the long, barren, rocky slope of the extinct volcano, which is
lower than any of the surrounding hills. A white pagoda stands out
in bold relief against its black desert of rock. A quarter of a mile
brings us to the walled town of Hawshuenshan built on the slope of
the hill, and a much larger p h than Shuayduay, with a fine khyoung
overlooking the small stream that runs down from the village, and
forms a considerable pond, or little lake a t this season, in front of the
town, and on which some men were paddling about in small, r o q h
rafts, collecting for firewood the dead branches of some large willows
that overshaded it. Immediately below the khyoung, but outside the
town, t h 6 lakelet is crossed by a handsome stone bridge, with picturesque
arched gateways at either end. The town must have been formerly a
place of considerable importance, and judging from its extent, 1 should
think the population would not have been overstated at 3,000. Crossing
the bridge, me f~lloweda raised paved way leading up through the
valley to its head, about one and a half mile distant, where there is a
small village, and from whence we made a gradual ascent of 3 to 400 feet
to reach the Momien valley, psssing the Tah8 waterfall on our left.
The vale of Hawshuenshan, although not more than two miles long by
one broad, has once been encircled with large villages, the ruins of which
attest that they must have been places of no little wealth. The whole
excursion did not exceed two and a half hours.
20th Jut~e. Nothing to record except that the chief military officer
came to ask us to dine with him to-morrow, bringing for each of us an invitation on pink paper. It has rained almost incessantly during the day.
% l e t June. Strong mind all night, with heavy rain. At 1 P.M.,
e messenger came to inform us that the feast was ready, and as we had
had no breakfast, we were not slow to respond to the invitation. The
house was within the city walls, and was approached through an outer court
in which were the stables. I t formed a large square with a central court,
and the principal building facing the entrance from the outer court
was raised on a terrace about four feet high, with a flight of steps near
,
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either end, each leading into an apartment or audience hall open to the
terrace, off which were two doors to the apartments of the women. The
other three sides of the square somewhat resembled Swiss cottages in
their deep eaves, and in the large, folding, latticed windows of the
second floor. Their ground-floor was used for the kitchen and sto~~+room,
and the side facing the main building as a dove-cot. Passing through
a room a t one angle of the yard, we reached the garden, which was outside
the main body of the house, m o u n d e d by a high wall. We received
a hearty, genial welcome from our host and his two young sons, and
from tho Hotha Tsswbwa who was residing with him, and the entertainment commenced whenever we arrived with tea and cakes, followed
by delicious newly-ripened plums and nectarines, washed down by
a beer made from rice, eucceeded by a decoction of samshu seasoned
with every imaginable kind of herb. Our host, a Mahornedan, evinced
an insatiable appetite for this highly-seasoned cup, and firet took a
long draught a t i t before he passed it round ; in order to approve of his
taste, we were forced to circulate i t till it was finished, and as i t fell
to my lot to drain the lsst dregs, the high repute of this rather pleasant drink was a t once dissipated by the discovery of a large piece
of bristly pork-skin lying among the aromatic herbs and spices of
the heel-tap. A t this stage, we were each presented with a jade ring,
our worthy friend expressing his regret that they were not more valuable.
Small bowls of lamb, goat, necks of fowls, rice, and vegetables were
now served, but after the large quantities of fruit and cake we had been
forced to devour, we did but poor justice to the more solid good things he
had so liberally provided for us. While we were doing what we could
to the latter part of the entertainment, the women kept peeping out a t
us from behind the curtains over the doors, and the female servants,
who are not permitted to dwarf their feet,- were passing out and in from
the various apartments. I was consulted regarding five of the women
of the household who were said to be barren, but on declining to give
any opinion until I had seen them, three mustered courage to show
themselves, young, buxom wenches, d r d in Chinese fashion, with
dwarfed feet. After this episode me left him highly pleased with our
visit
In the afternoon I went out to shoot round the wall, but did not see
a single bird new to me. I returned through the city, and visited a
fine ruined khyoung of great size, with a large tank in the centre of it,
and passed the mrwjid, a small Chincse building, in an extremely
filthy enclosure.
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Eight Chinese said to be thieves, and the ears of fourteen others, were
brought in to-day to Tssakone, and the former were at once marched out,
and had their heads cut off within a few yards of the principal entrance
of the bazaar.
The Hotha Tsawbwa &I-&
to-morrow for his own valley, and accompanies the Tsawbwa-gadaw of Muangtee as hr as her town, but promises
to return for us in a day or two to conduct us to Hotha, as we are to
return to BhamB by the old embassy route, which leaves the Nantin valley
at the iron bridge crossing the range bounding its southern side.
22nd Jure. A etrong south-west breeze during the night, with
heavy rain from midnight to 9 A.M. The south-westerly wind continued
all day, and the sky is now beginning to clear. To-morrow is a Chinese
feast, and the governor has sent us a present of three fowls in recognition of it. The priests in this khyoung, whose only religious duty
seems to be to light the incense in h n t of the various deities twice
a day, have hitherto abstained from burning it in the portion we occupy,
as we objected to the heavy, sickly smell ;they came in this evening, however, to re-kindle it, excusing themselves on the ground of to-morrow's feast.
2Srd June. Heavy rain during the night, and a strong breeze from
south-west. One thunder-shower at 5 P.M.
The festival is in honour of the goddess of agriculture, but beyond
the stem of an iris and a branch of the mild indigo plant hung up over
every door, and a general holiday, there is nothing in the conduct of
the people to distinguish the day from any other.
26th June. Our friend, the chief military officer, has called to
say good-bye, as he starts to-morrow on an expedition against some
Chinese who have attacked the Panthay village of Khyto, the site of
the famous silver and copper mines, three days' march to the north-east
of Mornien. He was presented with an old double-barrelled rifle, which he
said he valued more than gold, Plbs. of powder, a figsk, and a box of caps,
with all which he seemed to be mueh gratified.
27th June. Heavy rain during the night with strong breeze from
south-west. This morning our military friend sent Sladen a present of
two porcelain tea-cups with brass saucers, some old Chinese coins, a
small, black, long-bodied Chinese terrier, with short bandy legs, and a book
of pictures of extremely doubtful propriety, which Sladen very properly
returned. The troops, about 500 strong, collected a t the guard-house
outside the bazaar wall, close to our residence, and proceeded to the
governor's where they were received by a salute of three guns. A h r
they were inspected by Tasakone in person, they left- the town under

\
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another salute, but their departure did not excite the slightest show of
interest among the Chinese, who preserve sullen indifference to everything Mahornedan. Heavy showers during the day with a strong southwesterly breeze.
28th June. Heavy rain since clay-light to 9 A.M. To-day, a number
of woodcutters were attacked a t some distance from the town by
the Chinese, who attempted to seize their mules, but as the former
were fully armed, the attacking party had the worst of it, and the
head of one of their number was brought in, and hung up by the hair a t
the side of the town gate.
29th June. Strong south-west wind all night, with heavy rain.
I have been again warned not to go beyond the river, and as there is
nothing to be done towards any further investigation of the natural
history of this valley, I now spend the days wandering in the bazaar,
and among the ruined khyo&gs.
The latter are very numerous in the
town and suburbs, but although by far the greater majority are complete
ruin13, a few have been only partially destroyed, and are still the residence
of some devoted priests who keep the incense burning in front of the
gods of their forefathers. The richly-carved roofs, and the elaborate
decorations of the altars and deities in these temples afford ample
evidence of their former importance, and of a high proficiency in art.
The designs are largely drawn from combinations of plants and birds,
and are produced either as well-executed carvings or richly-coloured
paintings on the ceilings, or on the panels of the altars. In the carvings,
dragons and other monsters are frequently substituted for natural
objects, and all are generally coloured; but although red, blue, green,
and yellow are the standard tints, the effect is pleasant without being
gaudy; even the outsides of the principal walls are frequently decorated
with medallion pictures of small animals and birds, in black, grey,
and white, alternating with squares or circles of complex geometrical
figures in similar colours, producing a very novel effect to an European
eye, but pleasing withal. The gods are nearly all life-sized, and in each
temple there is usually a principal one, or it may be three, seated in a
pedestal in the centre of the chief hall, surrounded by the statues of renowned sages and distinguished scholars. I n one khyoung in which the
central images were undoubtedly Buddhistic, the walls of the outer court
mere surrounded by about 50 life-sized, all in a sitting posture, male and
fcmale figures, probably representing the company of the Thagyameng.
I n another temple, the chief deity was a colossal seated image with
n dragon at w h knee, and the body of a snake-like dragon passing
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undcr the double girdle round the loins, with its anterior part breaking up on the breast of the figure into a number of heads, somewhat resembling the effect produced by the seven-headed cobras of Hindoo
mythology. The head and neck of a serpent-like dragon issued, too,
from underneath each armpit.
It appeared to me that these temples were a mixture of Buddhism,
Tauism, and Confucianism, and it is worthy of note that four-armed
figure8 are occasionally present, and that some of the female figures are
seated on lions, while others have the heads of bulls and birds, which
suggest that they are in some way &ed to Hinduism. None of the
numerous images, if we except those in the Shuayduay temple, are
made of stone. They are constructed in this way. A frame of wood,
representing thexbody, legs, arms, and head, is roughly put together, and
afterwards filled out with straw wound tightly over it, so as to bring the
parts nearly up to their proper size. A layer of clay completes the
form, and when i t dries, the flesh tints are laid on with marked truth
and fulness, and the garments coloured after certain conventional rules.
It is apparently the custom, aa in Burmah, to deposit some valuable, either
a piece of gold or a precious atone, in the brenst of each figure of any
importance, for almost all have had their chesfs broken open by the
Mahomedan iconoclasts, in'the hope of gain.
The priests at Momien are apparently all Tauista and Confucianists,
for I did not observe a single Buddhist. They are very poor, and only a
few are to be found living in the temples, where their chief occupation
seems to be to keep them clean, and to renew the incense which is
kept burning in stone vases before the figures. They have no distinctive costume, and they live, as a rule, in their own houses in the
suburbs. I found only four khyoungs permanently inhabited by priests,
and all of them were situated without the town, in out-of-the-way
places, and had thus partially escaped the complete ruin that overtook
their more prominent neighbourn. One is a boys' school conducted by
an intelligent priest. The pupils, as in Burmah and the Shan states,
shout out their lessons all at once at the pitch of their voices, but even
this babel, like the miller and his mill, does not prevent the dominie from
talnng many a quiet nap during the labours of the day.
Sladen visited T d o n e to-day, and a despatch, announcing the fall of
Yunan to the Panthays, was read to him. I t contained all the particulars
about the generals engaged, and h t e d that the city had been taken, but that
the merchants had not been interfered with. The city is described as
being four times as large as Tali, and as having eight gates, while the latter
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has only four. Many of the Chinese o5cials are said to have given in
their adherence to the Panthays. Sladen, in the interview, had suggested
the possibility that the Cambodia might ultimately become a trading route
to Southern Yunan ;but Tasakone ridiculed the idea, as the river, he says,
is a succession of shallows and rocky rapids above Kianghung-gyee, and
utterly impracticable for boats of any kind. A letter has been received
from the Hotha Tsawbwa from Nantin, announcing his intention to returu
to his own village as the Kakhyen disturbances have spread so far.
The governor will not listen to any talk about our return, and says we
cannot leave this until we receive further accounts of the doings of the
Kakhyens. I believe his chief object in detaining us now is to give him
time to prepare some suitable presents.
l e t July. Rain during the greater part of the night. Spent the day
in sketching.
4th July. The weather has decidedly improved; we have only
had half-a-dozen showers the whole day, and these, too, very short,
slight ones, but during one, I mas driven to take refuge in the khyoung
devoted to the school, and was politely hvited by the master to take a seat
at his table. This movement, however, on my part, was too much for the
curiosity of his pupils, who immediately ceased their homlings, aud crowded
round us. I signed to them to be off to their seats and tasks,but although
they declined to stir, they recommenced tteir lessons with great gusto,
shouting a t the pitch of their voices, in all keys, till their faces were
almost blue. As talking was out of the question in the midst of this pandemonium of voicea, I requested my friend t~ order them to their seats, and
one word from him sufficed to disperse them. He was a quiet, intelligent
looking man, and when I entered, was seated behind a low, black writingdesk busily engaged on a book. I gave him a cheroot which he appeared
fully to appreciate, and he in his turn sent for tea,and we sat and smoked
the calumet of peace for nearly an hour. Lying on his table was a flat
piece of wood like a gigantic paper-cutter, and to explain its use he called
up a little urchin, and taking one of his hands first rubbed the palm with
the pseudo paper-knife in a mysterious way, but a rapid rise and descent of
the grim instrument soon revealed its use. Tears started to the little
fellow's eyes, but a kindly word from his master soon dried them. The boys
evidently enjoy their lessons, and as far as my observations go, the schoolhours are nearly double those of children of the same age at home. They
commence at nine in the morning and last to five in the afternoon, with an
interval of about an hour and a half during the day. Each boy goes supplied
with a little cash to buy his lunch from an itinerant hawker of small

bowls of Chinese dainties. The ages of the children vary from six to
fifkwn, and each learns his task by repeating it aloud. Every boy hns
his own books, and with these he is seated a t a table, one of a long
row, with the other scholars similarly engaged, and shouts out his
own lesson until he thinks he knows it. He then summons courage, and
approaches his master, to whom he hands his book, and turning his back,
does his best to repeat his task. . While at their books they are at liberty to
leave their seats, and to become peripatetics for the time. They learn to
write at the same time aa they learn to read, for each boy first copies his
lesson, and while so engaged geta the exact pronunciation of each letter
and word from his master, and in this way whole books are committed to
memory. On my taking leave of my host, he expressed his approval of
the cheroot by asking for more.
6td July. Tasakone visited us this forenoon, and his first words were
an apology for our having been detained so long; he hopes, however,
that we will now be able to start in a few days. He haa written for
the Mynetee Tsawbwa to accompany us as far aa his town, where we
will be joined by the Hotha chief, who is most anxious that we should
visit his valley. He also promises to send a guard of 300 men with us
as far as Nantin.
The presents for us, which were sent from Tali, have been stopped at
Sheedin, along with some basketa of silver for the government here, and
twenty mule-loads of cotton, a present &om the Burmese government to
Tasakone, by reason of the fighting that is at present going on between the
Chinese and Panthays betwixt this and Yungchan. One of the messengers with letters from Tali was killed on this side of Sheedin, but the
other escaped. The presents will not reach this before we leave, but
Tasakone promises to send a mission to Rangoon in November, along with
them. He says that nearly all the government presents he received from
us have been sent to Tali, but this is doubtful, for if the r o d is closed to
the presents from Tali, it is difficult to understand why it should be open
to those from Momien.
7th July. Thirty mules belonging to Tadone's nephew, while
grazing on the pagoda hill, under the protectioll of a strong armed
guard, were carried off by a band of Chinese. This is the only incident
of the day. Heavy rain from morning to night.
8th Jz~ly. Still heavy rain, with strong wind from the south-west.
Tasakone sent word this morning that we are to have our boxes in readiness for a start, and that they are to be &ed by men, and the reason why
men are preferred is that they arc a cheaper mode of carriage thau mules.
T

1
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9th July. We dined with Tasakone this afternoon at 5 P.M., and
as usual began with tea;which was followed by a profusion of ndmirablycooked dishes. A short interval succeeded, and another course of red rice
and crisp slices of eggs was served, and the feast was completed by another round of the indispensable tea, and of a liqueur that has the reputation of being an excellent diuretic. Before dinner, Sladen presented
Tasakone with sealed copies of the treaty with Burmah, and with two of
his own seals which h d been specially asked'for by the governor. A long
letter in Chinese, stating their desire to enter into friendly relations with
our government, and ta encourage trade between the two countries, and
promising, as soon as the country is restored to tranquillity, to despatch an
envoy with letters to Rangoon, was handed to Slnden. Heavy showers all
day up to sunset.
10th Jzldy. Heavy rain from midnight; calm today. I bought a
number of stone implements in the bazaar for four and six annas each.
They are worn as charms, and are carefully kept in small bags. The
general opinion is that they are thunder-bolts, and they are alleged to
be found, although rarely, all over the district, lying on the d a c e soil
doubtless turned up by the plough.'
A man condemned to death for theft managed to escape from the
town, but was not caught, although a hue and cry was raised as soon as it
was discovered that he had fled. Showers up to noon, with occasional
drizzle afterwards.
11th July. Paid our last visit to Tasakone this forenoon, when Sladen
received a letter h m him, stating that the duties to be levied on goods
from Burmah were to be twelve mnas a mile between Mawphoo and
Nmtin, a distance of about twelve miles, exclusive of Momien itself.
It does not include the duties in the Kakhyen hills and the Shan
states, which can only be settled by the chiefs of Ponline, Ponsee,
Seray, Mmwyne, Smda, and RIuangla. He assured Sladen that he
wouild rather receive for his share of the duties only eight annas
instead of a rupee, if the exaction of the larger sum would in any way
discourage the full development of trade, and that he would see to it that
goods which paid duties at blomien were entitled to a free pass to Yungchan and Talifoo. He affixed his official seal to the document relating to
the duties, and stamped it also with two fmcy seals that Slnden h d given
him. We tmk leave of him after the business was settled, and a few
hours afterwds, he made his appearance at our dwclling with his return
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presents, consisting of a mandarin's fun-dress, l o b , richly-embroidered
satin coat, and hat, and boots ;three pieces of figured silk, four figured silk
jackets, a leather jacket, two pairs of long boots ; ~eventywhite jackets for
the men, and aa many large bamboo hats ; three fine straw hats covered
a
with oil-cloth, eight silver-mounted daggers, four s i l ~ e r - ~ o u n tspew,
.d
gold and jade chatelaine, and four amber b e d rosaries. The mandarin's
coat mas his own, and he gave it as it was the only valuable article he had
to offer. The other presents were of little worth, if we except the silver
p m , chatelaine, and rosaries, but I believe he has done his very best to
make as good a show as possible, and that if i t does not amount to much,
the Panthays must be excused on account of their poverty, and not from any
want of liberality. They have treated us with great horrpitality, supplying
us with oxen and sheep, firewood, rice, and vegetables enough for the
wants of all our men during our residence.
The letter regarding the duties mas again produced, and stampd with
a large official seal which he has given SMen, along with a silver vase
containing red ink for stamping letters. His idea is that S M e n should
use it in the event of his communicating with him by letter, and that by
the impress of the seal being affixed, the letters will not be tampered
with, and that they will be much more likely to reach him than if they
were despatched without it.
We are to start to-morrow morning, and he advises us not to loiter on
the r o d , and to remain only a single night at each stage. A body of
men will precede us, and another will bring up the rear. Heavy showers
during the day.
12th July. Rose very early, and had everything ready for a start.
A few men arrived at 7 A.M., but only in twos and threes ; and it
soon became apparent that we should not get away to-day, as there wae
an evident difficulty in procuring the requisite number of porters, and ae
those who did come mere unprovided with ropes and poles to c a q their
loads. Materials for the latter, in the shape of unwieldy rafters from old
khyoungs, were brought and cut up on the spot, but as this was evidently
going to be the labour of half a day, it was resolved to postpone our departure till to-morrow.
The reason why there has been mch a difficulty in procuring men ig
that they were not hired till the last moment, in order that the news of
our departure should not reach the ill-disposed Chinese on the road, which
it certainly mould have done if the men had been en&
some days
before. This fear of encountering the opposition of the Chinese is also the
real reason why men were preferred to mules, for if the latter had been
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selected as the mode of carriage, it would have been absolutely necessary to
have made the arrangements some days before our departure. Tasakone
reprimanded his officers for the bungling way in which they had conducted tho arrangements, and one of them, an old Chinaman, who had
been stationed a t our khyoung as Burmese interpreter, excused himself
to Tasakone, on the ground that we were taking away an unnecessary
number of boxes and that many of them were filled with such worthless
rubbish as dried weeds and bird skins, stones and mud, and that we were
carrying back a number of boxes of powder which could be of no possible
use to us. Moungshuay-Yah, who reported this, says, Tasakone was
annoyed that we had not given him all our gunpowder as it would be
most useful to him here, but that he explained to him that we had only
a box of cartridges for the men, and that he had received the whole of
our stock. The arrangements for to-morrow are committed to four other
officers, and on their arrival at the khyoung, S M e n thought i t advisable
to satisfy them regarding our supply of gunpowder.

CHAPTER XIV.
MOMIEN TO HOTHA.

ONCEmore, our departure from Momien seemed rather doubtful, owing

'

to the difficulty of finmen willing to carry our boxes, and latterly
porters had to be impressed into the service. If they demurred to take
a particular box, or complained of the weight of their loads, they were
quieted by a torrent of abuse from the Panthays, or treated to severe
blows, and none got the lesst consideration. However, we got s w d
about 8 A.M., on the 13th July, and as me left the khyoung, we waved
an adieu to Tnsakone, who had come out on the town wall overloot
ing our residence to bid us farewell, and our guard gave a feeble cheer in
Hindustanee, which they &in repeated as we passed out of the bazaar
gate. Two Panthay officials accompanied us for nearly a mile, and
when we came to part with them, they burst into tears, and after me
had gone a long may, and turned round to take our 1 s t look of Momien,
we saw the two figures standing on the spot where we had left them,
gazing wistfully after us. One of them had spent the last two days
with our men, refusing to go to his own house, and, I believe, that his
strong llking to the society of our guard arose from sympathy of feeling
in matters of religion. There cannot be a doubt that a great part of
the success of the Ex@tion is due to the presence of the Mahomedan
element in our guard. The Panthays at once fraternized with them, and
our khyoung from the fist day we arrived in Momien was the constant
mrt of all the most respectable Mahomedam.
We had only proceeded a short distance when it began to rain in a way
that is only known among those hills,and the result was that the r o d s became
very slippery and difficult to travel on to men carrying heavy loads, and under
these circumstances we were soon ahead of our porters. As we began
the descent into the Nantin valley, the road was as if it had been well oiled,
and pedestrians and ponies slid down the steep hill-path in wild confusion,
many of our number coming to serious grief. A little Chinese girl, who
has been presented to the jemadar and his wife by Tasakone, in recognition of his appreciated services at the musjid, accompanied us, mounted
on a pony to which she was secured in a small bamboo chair, but as the
beast was allowed to select his own course, the trepidation of our little
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Mallomedan neophyte was beyond all measure, and reasonably so, for she
was treated as if she were little better than a bale of cotton.
When we reached the scene of the attack made on us on our way
up, we passed two men, evidently newly dead, pitched into a hedge
by the road-side, and a little further on some of our looted boxes.
We halted at the hot springs to d o w the porters to come up, and
I took the temperature, immersing the thermometer about one foot, and
allowing it to remain for nearly five minutes. The temperature of the
springs is 205O, which is the boiling point of water at Nantin, a few
feet below them. We learned here that the Panthays hnd killed three
Chinese robbers, who had been found lying in wait by the roadside with
long spears, ready to prod the first mule that passed, and that the dead
bodies we saw were two of them who had been thrown aside to be ont of
sight. As there were no signs of the porters we went on our way, and as
we neared Nantin, we met many men and boys carrying rice to Momien
for to-morrow's market. A few miles from the town we were requested
by the Panthays to wait till the rest of their numbers, immediately
behind us, came up, as me were given to understand that we had to pass
a place frequented by robbers, whose plan of attack is to secret themselves
in the long jungly glass that skirts the sides of the valley below the
river terraces, iire at passers-by, and then rush out and cut their throats,
seizing their property, and retreating with it to the hills. We formed
into n line with a Panthay guard before and behind ; and with n gong
beating ahead, we marched in this way into Nantin which we reached a t
6 P.M. During the next: two hours our men and baggage came straggling in, but my bed did not appear, and my Burmese boy who had been
placed over the porter carrying it, with strict injunctions that he was on
no account to leave him, was the last to arrive with the unpleasant news
that the porter had etoutly refused to go beyond a village some twelve
miles from this. Many of our boxes have not come up, and the probability is that we sllall never see them again.
We have put up in the same khyonng that we Btayed in on our way
to Momien, but when we arrived, we found it occupied by a Panthay guard
and a number of ponies, and in a most flthy condition. We turned the
ponies out, but could not eject the guard and a sick man who lay groaning
in one comer, and as the place is alive with flies and mosquitoes, it is anything but pleasant. My attention was at once given to the sick man,
not from any very compaesiomte feeling, I am afraid, but from n resolve,
if possible, to have a quiet night by putting a stop to his moaning. I
found him a Kakhyen Tsawbwa, who had been suffering from severe fever
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for some days, and mixing up a strong draught of d p h a t e of magnesia
in two tumblers of water he swallowed it, and I followed i t up with a
good dose of quinine. The effect waa marvellous, and in a few hours his
groaning ceased as he fell into a profound sleep. Our old friend, the
governor, made his appearance at 8 P.M., accompanied by his guard, one
of whom carried an enormous, oval, gauze lantern, suspended from a stick
which opened out as a tripod, and from which the lamp was suspended in
the centre. He assured us that if he had known we were coming, he
would have come out to meet us, and mould have had the khyoung in
readiness. He has had a great fight with Chinese dacoits (Imperialists)
since we were here, and a Chinese chief and his villages have given
in their adherence to the Panthay cause.
The most interesting piece of news that met us on our arrival was
that 50 Burmese have reached Muangla to accompany us back. This
display now, of good-will and interest in our welfare and success, is a
typical illustration of Burmese diplomacy.
14th Jub. Showers during the morning. Many of our packages
turned up after sunrise, and among them my bedding ; but my iron bedstead, shot-box, and magazine-box have yet to appear. The Panthays, and
especially Tasakone, took such a great fancy to the former, that it is
doubtful whether i t will ever reach me. They had the same feeling
towards the shot-box which was carefully stowed away in a corner before
we left in order that i t might be overlooked; and the magazine-box,
which contains all my stock of caps, powder, and wads, and a number of
other valuable articles, seems to have been included in the list of baggage
to be lost on the way. If the magazine-box is not recovered, there is an
end to my shooting, as it contains all the materirrls for my gun, and
aci Bowers and Sladen have only a few caps between them.
The Momien officers, who accompanied us, seem to be much annoyed
at our loss, and sent men this morning to enquire after the missing
articles, but the messengers have not been able to find any trace of them.
All the porters were examined after their return, and the plausible explanation was given that the men who had not come up were those who had
been impressed for the occasion. The governor, it is stated, has also
written to Tasakone informing him of the circumstances, but as there is
little or no chance now of recovering our property, we s t a r t to-morrow
morning for Muangla.
The Hotha Tsawbwa has not kept his agreement to meet us here, and
i t is reported that he is still in his own valley. The number of Burmans
at Muangh has now risen 'to 150.
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15th JuCy. I was awoke this morning by one of our Hindusknees
w p g to Sladen, " Of the three ponies not one is left." During the night,
thieves had made a hole in the wall of the court-yard, and carried them off
under the noses of the sentries who were posted within twenty y&& of
where our steeds were tied. The hole was only large enough to admit of
one pony passing out at a time, and it had been made within a few feet
from where Sladen's pony was standing. On examining the spot, we found
that the animals had been decoyed away by oats, and on following up the
foot-prints, we discovered that another hole had been made in the town
wall, and that the animals had been liberally supplied with grain eu
route between the two openings. On our previous visit we had
been cautioned to take care of our ponies as they were liable to be
carried off, but the warning had entirely escaped us. On one occasion,
while Tasakone was staying in this same khyoung, a similar robbery was
attempted, but the alarm was raised 'before the thieves had succeeded in
purloining more than one gufi and a d&h, and the latter was dropped and
recovered. We got the loan of ponies to carry us as far as Munngla, and
started at half-past ten. At the lnst moment, however, as has been
usually the crtse, we experienced considerable difficulty in procuring the
requisite carriage for our boxes, and in the present instance the dearth of
porters was due to the fact that nearly all the ones from Momien had run
away. As a sdlicient number of men could not be procured, mules had to
be sent for, and the proverbial character of theae animals was fully verified
by the Nantin ones, who for nearly an hour stubbornly refused to be
caught. During this interlude, the Panthays were doing their best to
impress men for the lighter loads, and if they refused, they were dragged
along by soldiers with drawn dkhs. So opposed were the men generally
to lend their services, that each had to be followed up by a spearman, who
would have thought little of egging him on with his spear, if he had
made any overt resistance to proceed. As we passed through Mynetee
(Muangtee) the townspeople had turned out at their doors, and the
Tsawbwa-gdaw and all her retainers were waiting for us, and waved a
parting as we passed. Outside the town, a strong Shan guard mas
&awn up in our honour, and accompanied us as far as the chain-bridge
across the Tahd, about 2 or 3 miles to the west of the town. During
the rains, the liver is unfordable a t Mynctm, and the road lies along the
left bank, as far as the bridge, between hedge-rows round paddy-fielh.
Crossing the bridge, me commenced the ascent into the I\Iawphoo
valley, which lies at a higher elevation than either the Nantin or Sanda
unes, on both sides of it, with the 'l'ahd flowing in a deep gorge along
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its southern boundary. The ascent at this season is a most arduous
one, as the road becomes extremely slippery a h r rain. Both man
and beast were constantly sliding and falling, and some of the former,
as they made slight descents over the spurs, got very severe bumps, as
their legs went from under them, and they came down with a thud. It
was a great relief to all when we reaehed I'viawphoo, and had a rest for
nearly an hour previous to the descent into the head of the Muangla
section of the Tapeng or Sanda valley. It rained i n m a n t l y up to
Mawphoo, which we left at half-past 3 P. M. The descent is very precipitous,
and the road consists of a series of zig-zags, some of them over frightful
precipices, where a slip of the pony's foot would be certain destruction.
At the beginning of the declivity, before the zig-zags are reached, the only
possible mode of motion for the ponies was sliding, and while mine was
so engaged he came down on his side, but recovered himself before he had
slipped any great distance. I fortunately got my feet out of the stirrups,
and clutching hold of a tuft of long g m s stopped my downward progress. A t this season the Tah6 issues as a tremendous torrent from
the Mawphoo hills, and in the distance the Tapeng appeared almost as
large as the Irawady in the dry weather.
We reached Muangla a t dusk, and on entering the town were astonished to meet an Englishman in company with some Shans. Hc
rushed up to SMen, and introduced himself as Mr. Gordon, Civil
Engineer, from Prome. He had been sent by the Chief Commissioner
of Burmah with funds for our use, a d to act as Engineer to the
Expedition. He received his instructions, by telegraph from Rangoon,
to follow our party as quickly as possible, and he has evidently
carried them out with laudable energy. He travelled under a guard
of 60 Burmans, and the money he brought was in addition to a
sum of £500 from the Chief Commissioner of Burmah, which hnd been
forwarded from BhamO a t his request, under the protection of 100 men
officered by the Sayaydawgyee. Gordon suggests that we should go
back to Momien, and attempt to return either by the Yang-tse-kmng
or by Canton, but it appears to us that such a proceedmg would be
highly injudicious, and almost certain to prove a failure. If an advance
had been possible, we would not have returned over the same ground,
and to go back now, &r d the negotiations with the Panthays have
been completed, would be certain-to arouse suspicion, and lead them to
doubt the integrity of our motives. Any attempt to p w through
Panthay territory into imperial ground by an armed Expedition like
ours would be a most hazardous proccdulu3, and certain to fail, and thc
r 1
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feeling against the Chinese government is so strong that the Panthays
would never consent to our leaving their territory. They are not dciently enlightened to appreciate our wish to travel across the breadth
of Yunan, out of a simple desire to promote zoological and geographical
science; and they would immediately conclude that our object was to
join the imperialists, and if we attempted to carry our point, certain
discomfiture would be the result. The case, however, would perhapa be
different if a party mere unarmed, and if, instead of four Englishmen,
only two, with a few followers, were to go with the professed object of
acquiring a knowledge of the country, and for sport, furnished a t the same
time with letters from the imperial government to the mandarins,
ordering that the travellers should be received, although they came from
rebel territory. Yet it would be extremely doubtful, whether, in the present disturbed date of Yunan, these letters would meet with much
respect from the mandarins bordering on Panthay ground, who act
according to their own pleasure, or &om the bands of robbers and armed
bodies of Chinese who infest the province, and utterly chegard imperial
authority.
We have put up in our old quarters. The lad who was carrying my
thermometers, and whom I kept at my side as far as Mawphoo, where
I lost sight of him, has not shown face, and the Panthay officers inform
me that as all the other porters have arrived, there is little or no chance
of seeing my instruments again. They are the only ones remaining,
save a maximum and minimum thermometer, as the duplicate set was
in my boxes that were lost on the way to Momien.
16tA Judy. We are not to start till to-morrow, as the money has to
be taken over to-day from the Burmese. I received £150, and spent
the greater part of the day in purchasing Shan products and articles of
dress. This is the first time, I may say, we have been able to spend any
money in securing illustrations of the art and productions of the country,
for the pittances available a t Momien were utterly insufficient, and only
permitted of shilling and sixpenny investments, so that any specimens
of the art and manufactures of Western Yunan procured at Momien
were very inferior, and of the most tawdry kind; now, however, we
hope to secure many good illustrations of art among the Shans.
Gordon met the Hotha Tsawbaw at Manmyne, and was advised by
him to wait for a day or two, but he rejected the advice, and came on
here as fast as he could, passing Sanda, but not entering it. He says
Hotha is a gambler, and spent the greater part of the day in the bazaar
thrawing dice, and playing other chance games.
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17M July. Our departure is again delayed a8 the arrangements
have not been completed. The Panthays left to-day, and were evidently
very sorry to return, and one wished to go to Rangoon, saying if he
once got there, he would never go back to his own country. The
khyoung has been besieged by crowds of Shan and Chinese men, women,
and children, offering articles for sale, chiefly cloth, clothes, and silver
ornaments.
18th Judy. The arrangements for our departure are still incomplete, and we do not start till to-morrow. I have purchased a large
number of articles, both Shan and Poloung, but only a few Leesaw and
Kakhyen ornaments. This valley is a perfect babel, and besides the
languages of the foregoing people, there is the Chinese, and also a
Kakhyen dialect, with a remarkable affinity to Burmese, spoken by the
Khungs.
A Kakhyen came to say that our ponies are in a village on s hill
not very many miles off, and that they can be ransomed, and we have
requested the authorities to enquire afbr them.
19th Judy. A very wet morning, and as only one mule came to
the front, and there was little or no prospect of any more turning up for
some time to come, we resolved to postpone our march for another day.
A second message has come in about our ponies, and Rupees 320 are
demanded for them, but as the authorities here will not assist us we are
perfectly helpless, although we would willingly give the sum asked.
20th Judy. We experienced considerable difficulty even this morning
in procuring porters for our baggage, and I had to leave my collecting
boxes behind under charge of two of my men. We crossed the Tapeng
above its junction with the Tahd in ferry boats, in which the boatmen at
first refused to take us unless we paid them 5,000 cash beforehand. This
we indignantly refused, and declined to pay the& until we had crossed,
but promised them their proper fare on the other side. They still
held out and we had to take forcible possession of the boats, but when
they found we were not to be imposed upon, they worked with wonderful good will, and quickly crossed and recrossed for the remainder
of our party. On the other side we joined Sladen and Bowers who had
preceded us, and then set out in a body for Sands, the road at first
lying along the top of some old river terraces which are cut up at intervals
into deep narrow gullies, by small mountain streams which were crossed
by two narrow planks laid side by side. Our ponies, however, went
bravely at them, and all got over with ease except Gordon's which he had
brought with him from the plains, and which was unaccustomed to the

Blondin exploits that the others thought nothing of; so i t got nervous on
one, over which it waa being led, and disappeared head over heels into the
deep gully below, to the consternation of d. Wonderfid to say, the
animal broke no limbs, and shortly re-appeared a little further down, on
the river terrace below. About two miles beyond where we had forded
the Tapeng on our upward journey, we descended towards the level centre
of the valley, which during this season is more or less under water for
the irrigation of the crops, and in consequence of the flooding of the river
and the heavy rains, the road is carried along the top of a substantial
lund that has been built to reatrict the floods. The whole extent of
the valley was clothed in a mantle of exquisitely fhah verdure, in beautiful contrast to the dark mountains that towered like a proteding wall
around it. A day of alternate cloud and sunshine gave us all that could be
desired for the full display of the scenery of this lovely vale. The deep
shadows of giant clouds betimes flitted down the mountains end over the
sunny plains, while occasional fleecy mists wrapt the hlghest peaks in their
murky folds, and black storma rolled down the hills obscuring them as
with a curtain "lashed at the base with slanting storm," the red of the
splendid landscape basking in the sunlight. I kept a good look-out
for the warm streams which occur about five miles from Sanda, but
they were so flooded that I could not detect them. Nearing Sanda,
we hail to crow a tolerable stream much swollen by the late heavy rains,
so strong that our ponies had the greatest difEculty in stemming its
current, and so deep that our saddles were under water. We reached
the town about 6 P.M., and put up in our old quarters. Shortly after
our arrival, the Taawbwa's head man visited us with a present of rice,
fowls, and firewood, sufficient for all our wants.
Rlst July. It rained all last night, and my boxes have not yet
arrived. In the morning I missed my fishing-rod which had been tied up
with a number of bamboo pipe stems, and placed at the head of my bed,
and on mentioning my loss, I found that a packet had been likewise
stolen from Sladen's bedside during the night. His, however, was a
more valuable collection, for i t contained the long, solid, silver pipe stem
which waa presented to him by the Tsawbma of this place on our previous
visit, also a riding cane, and some other presents. We informed the
authorities of the theft, and the Tsawbwa has offered a reward of Rs. 200
for the recovery of the articlw.
The Hotha, or Hosa Tsawbma as the Shans pronounce it, is to meet
us a t a village on the borders of his district, and not at Manwyne as we
were informed at Muangln. My boxes came in, in the afternoon.
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22nd Jtlly. Heavy rain all night, and still raining. Crowds of
men, women, and children, bringing every imaginable article of clothing
and domestic economy for sale, filled the khyoung during the day.
The priests, whenever articles of female attire were produced, seemed
to be much shocked, and when I bought a pair of woman's leggings
and threw them carelessly on my bed, I elicited a howl of astonishment at my introducing such dangerous objects among men enjoined to
strict celibacy, and prohibited from even touching their own mothers.
23rd July. The phoongyeea have complained to the Tsawbwa about
the women selling articles of female attire in the khyoung, and an order
has been issued forbidding it. No women showed face during the day,
but plenty of men came as their substitutes.
24th Jub. Rain all night, and up to noon. The large market which
is held every five days occurred to-day. The crowd was very great, and the
long, broad street was lined with stalls on either side, and was a perfect
sea of umbrella-like straw hats. There were a large number of Kakhyens
present who had brought oil, bamboos, and firewood, and Leesaws were
also numerous with well-laden baskets of the same materials. The men
and women of the latter people dress so much alike, that it is sometimes
difficult to make out the sexea of the young ones. Both shave a circle
round the head, leaving only a large patch on the upper and back part,
with a small,short pig-tail behind. I induced a man and two boys, for a
rape each, to come to the khyoung, and give me some of their words.
26th Jab. Thick, drizzling rain during the early part of the day.
A respectable-looking Shan, who has been bringing articles for sale during
the last few days, asked me to go to his house to look at some Leesaw
clothing which he said he had. Gordon accompanied me, and seats were
given us, and his daughter served us with some plums which we ate with
salt, and mangoes cut into thin slices. It turned out that he had no
Leesaw clothing after all, but a quantity of old coats and trousers of his
own, which he thought I would be simpleton enough to take as examples
of the Leesaw drese which I have hitherto hiled to secure, as none of that
people are found nearer than six or Even miles h m Sanda, high up the
hill-sides. His two wives were present, and some other women who had
cdkded from the neighbouring cottages as the news of our presence
spread. On enquiry whebher i t was usual for the Sham to have more than
one wife, me were told that it was not, but that a man was allowed to
please himself in such matters. The usual age for marriage is between
18 and 20, and the consent of the parents is all that is required to make
a mbinding. It is unattended by any ceremony, and the priests
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have no voice in such matters. This house, like Shan cottages generally,
is enclosed in a small court-yard, and consists of three room ; a central
one, with a sleeping apartment on each side of it. Against the wall of
the former, facing the door, stood the family altar, a small table having
on it an incense vase and the tablet of some of his ancestors. A broad
verandah ran along the front of the cottage, and a large indigo vat hollowed out of solid wood lay at one end of it. The hands of the female
members of his household were blue with indigo, as is generally the case
with Shan women, but it speaks well for their industrious habits.
From his house we visited the Shan and Chinese khyoungs. The
former is a plain bamboo structure built on the site of a monastery
which was destroyed some years ago by the Panthays, and contains
only one figure of Guadama, but as there was nothing of any interest
in it, and as the phoongyees mere seated at breakfast round a low bamboo table, we retired to the Chinese khyoung next door. This is also
built of bamboo with a similar history to the former. There is one principal figure of Buddha crowned with a circlet resembling ostrich plumes,
but intended to represent a glory, and the body is enveloped in a yellow robe.
A few other small figures of Guadama, recently gold-gilt, stood on the
altar, on which lay a number of old pictures. At the side of the altar, on
a small table, was the wooden fish which is of w, frequent occurrence in
the khyounga at Momien. Tradition says regarding it, that Guadama
was shipwrecked in one of his former existences, when a large fish swallowed him up, and carried him to land, and that he ever afterwards fed i t
till it died. The similarity of this legend to the Jewish story of Jonah
is remarkable. The head phoong~eewas very polite, and had seats brought
for us covered with red nrgs, and tea and fruit handed round by his waiting-man. He showed us a number of paintings representing the judgment, and tortures of the damned. One figure, evidently the judge, wm
seated at a table with a book before him, and with pens and ink at his side,
and on either hand shod two figures, one a hideous-looking monster, and
the other a being of more human and humane appearance. One was the
good, and the other the bad recording angel. I n front of the judge, the
wicked and pious spirits, in the flesh however, were seen departing to
their respective places. Some of the former were being dragged away by
devils, while others in the foreground were being subjected to all imaginable forms of devilish torture that the fertile imagination of a tormenting
fiend could contrive. The punishment of the unfortunate spirits had reference to their failings while on earth; he who had been troubled with an
unruly tongue was now having it torn out of his head, while the slayer of
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animals was being hacked in two with his head downwards and legs
stretched apart. Horrible as these scenes were, they had a touch of
humour about them that extracted a smile even from the priest. Before
the inroads of the Panthays, the Sanda khyoungs were institutions of
considerable wealth and importance, and have been described to me as
splendid structures.
26th July. Heavy rain from midnight to about sunrise. Gordon
and I started a t 1 P.M., with one of the chief men of the town, to
visit the hill from whence the lime sold in the bazaar is said to be
obtained. Our road lay along paddy-fields, and was either knee-deep in
mud, or up to our ponies' girths in water. We crossed the Sanda river
that flows down to the Tapeng from the north, through a short, narrow
valley, on the other side of which is the limestone hill. The stream was
so deep and strong that when I had reached the centre, and found my pony
reeling under me, I had doubts whether he would be able to pull through
without my getting a serious ducking. He held his ground, however,
but on scrambling up the bank on the other side, he precipitated me into
a ditch. The hill rises in a gentle declivity from the river, and the road
lay through cotton-fields, now in full flower, and kept so clean that not a
weed was to be seen. Shan girls, dressed in dark blue with short trousers,
and petticoats with little aprons in front, and with their sleeves tucked up
above the elbows, looked up at us from their work in the fields, with an
air of mute astonishment depicted on their red-cheeked, round, chubby
faces. Rice cultivation was once tried on the slopes, but had to be abandoned as it did not pay. About 400 feet up the grassy hill, which is
entirely devoid of trees, we were conduded to a spot covered with long
grass, in which the limestone is found lying in masses that have fallen
down, year after yea6 from the rocks above. They are dug out of the
ground, and carried to the villages where they are burned with grass,
which, it is alleged, fires them better than wood. Some superstitious idea
is attached to the occurrence of the limestone in this locality, and it was
shown to us as something very remarkable. The limestone is bluish-grey,
very crystalline and hard. An old kiln, which had been built by some
Chinamen who had come from Talifoo to work it, was pointed out to us.
On my return, the Tsawbwa wished to know whether the hill contained
silver, because the Shans hove an absurd idea that our field-glasses and
telescopes confer on us the power of detecting the existence of precious
metals and gems in the very inmost recesses of the mountains. We have
only to direct them on a hill, and we have all its m i n e d wealth revealed
to us at a glance. During our absence, the Tsawbwa informed Sladen
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- that he could not undertake the responsibility of sending us to Hotha
by the route which crosses from this to that valley, as he is afraid thnt
we might be attacked by the Muangla villages on the opposite side of
the Tapeng. He, therefore, recommends us to write to Muangla, and
request the assistance and countenance of the officials of that town who
are all-powerful throughout their own district. There is a strong objection among the officials here to our going to Hotha, owing, we are inclined to think, to the circumstance that the other route is the best, and
thnt they do not wish us to have any practical bowledge of it, in case
we should recommend i t as the most feasible one.
27th JuCy. I went out this forenoon to shoot over the hill behind
the town, and first directed my attention to a dense grove of fine trees
behind the Tsawbwa's house, marking the last resting-places of his
ancestors. I selected this spot as it is the only cover for birds about
Sanda, but no sooner had I fired one shot than a dozen men rushed out
from the Tsawbwa's house, and implored me not to fire again, for if I did,
I would certainly bring some great calamity upon their chief. There was
nothing for it but to desist, and I moved off, followed, however, by them,
nnd they did not leave me till they had seen me a long way beyond the
trees. But even then, my Bteps were dogged by a Shan, and I gave
myself a long, needless climb up the hill-side hoping to shake him off;
but, no, he stuck to me like a leech, and tracked me wherever I went,
and would not be driven awny although I used every possible means to
intimidate him. Birds are very scarce on these grassy hills, yet,
notwithstanding the protestations of my Shan friend, I shot n few
warblers, when the report of my gun would not reach the Tsawbwa's
ears. The rocks composing the hill are, n pale blue splintery quartzose rock and a limestone resembling some of the masses found on
the hill we visited yesterday. On my return to the khyoung, I
ascertained that n request had already been made to Sladen that we
should not fire on the hills behind the town, as a n$t is believed to
reside on them in an old cutting on the face of one of the ridges marking the spot where the Chinese army of 1767 mas entrenched. The Sham
believe that if a gun is fired on the hill it excites the displeasure of
this cantankerous demon, who might vent his wrath by assuming the
form of a tiger, and carry off children, or even proceed to the extremity
of killing the Tsawbwa. The people live in constant dread of the evil
spirit, and it is only the other day that the Tsawbwn sent to me complaining of headache and cough, and asking me to prescribe for him as
He was in
he thought the nAt h l come down to claim him as his on-.
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terror of his life, but I exorcised the devil by a strong dose of that
active remedy, sulphate of magnesia, which has proved to me of such
service in Ming ailments, and which now forms the back-bone of my
medicine chest.
28th July. While strolling in search of birds over these uninteresting lifeless hills, I met some very Kakhyen-loo*
boys and a man
resting under the shade of a fine banyan, by the side of a pretty mountain stream, and sat down beside them to talk. They denied they were
Kakhyens, and stood up mnnfdly for their nationality which they
said was Chinese, and which language they e p k e fluently as well as
Kakhyen. They assured me they were hill-Chinese, and that they
lived in a Kakhyen village, along with others of their countrymen.
The boys were in rags, and their chief protection against the weather was
the thick layers of dirt which incrusted their hides in Kakhyen fashion.
The man's clothes were a little more respectable, but the dirt was quite
as rich, and evidently supported an extensive fsuna which waa comdmtly
making him aware of its presence.
While we were sitting, numbers of Shan men and women paased
down from the hills laden with the ashes of a plant which are used as a
mordant in indigodyeing.
29th July. About 3 o'clock in the morning, I was awoke by
Sladen springing out of his bed, and shouting at the pitch of his
voice. I followed hie example as did the others, and seized first a
dAh and then a revolver, imrtgining in the darkness that we had been
attacked, for no sooner had I sprang from my bed than bang went a
shot close to where Sladen was. On feemy way round to his bed,
the small door at the head of it, which has always been kept closed,
was open, and Sladen outside with some of the men. The explanation
of all the hubbub was this, that a thief had opened the door, and carried
off one of the silver-mounted Panthay spears, the jingle of which had
awakened Sladen, who had rushed out and fired a shot into the darkness
after the retreating robber. The theft could only have been effected by
the cognizance and assistance of some one in the khyoung, and suspicion
points strongly to one of the phoongyees, who sleeps in a small room close
to the door through which the thief escaped. A sentry with a lamp was
stationed not more than twelve feet from the door, and he says that the
robbery happened in a minute while he turned his lamp in the opposite
direction, and walked two yards to look at the hour on a watch that hung
on a post close by. A few minutes before, he had heard the phoongyee
moving about in his room, and his door being open, he had raised his
w 1
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lamp to see who wae astir, but saw no one. A few hours after the robbery,
and when we were in bed, a man came to the door through which it had
been committed, and called the phoongyee away, and when this was
brought forward against him in the morning, he explained it by saying
that he had been called to see a sick man. There can be little doubt that
he has been aparty to the theft, and when the circumstances were repeated
to the Tsawbwa, he was among the first to be suspected, as his private
life is known to be a dissolute one.
At 7 A.M., Gordon and I started on a visit to the hot springs in the
centre of the level ground of the little valley we had crossed to the
limestone hill. They occur in the bed of a small stream in two groups,
separated by an interval of about a quarter of a mile. I n the most
easterly set there is at present only one spring, which rises like all the
others, in the almost dry channel of a rivulet. It is a shallow basin about
six inches deep and one yard in diameter, and the water bubbles up through
a gravelly bottom over which there is a deposit of a fine micamorn mud
from below. In the cold weather when the water has had time to collect,
and when the integrity of the baein has not been disturbed for some time
by floods, it is said to be much warmer, and a number of small springs
form round it. All about the basin lay the remains of animals that
had been cooked in the spring. During the winter the villagers deepen the
basin by piling stems about its margin, and mix the hot with cold water,
and use it for bathing, in cases of disease. When a malady has resisted
all other cures, the water is sometimes had recourse to ae a drink.
The other group consists of five openings through which the
water bubbles up in the bed of the stream which has been purposely
diverted to expose them. All their basins, with one exception, had been
obliterated by the floods and their temperature much reduced, but on
inserting the bulb into the holes through which they issue, they were
found to have the same temperature as the first spring. I n approaching
them a heavy smell is felt, but it cannot be detected in the vapour
rising from the water. The atmosphere around the springs for some
distance is very warm, and the ground in some places so hot that the
natives with us could not stand on it with their bare feet. Our guide, nn
intelligent Shan, informed us, with a serious face, that hell was i n
the immediate vicinity, and that they owed their origin to Guadama
having walked ovcr the spot, when the flames of the lower regions
burst forth, and endeavoured to devour him. We were told that one of
his footprints was close at hand, and setting out to visit it were
conducted to the western side of the valley into a short romantic glen

through which the Chalktaw runs as a mountain torrent. This stream is
bridged below where it enters the valley by a double-spanned bamboo
structure, supported in the middle of the stream on a large boulder, and
a t either end by two bamboos driven into the ground, and bent over and
connected to the pathway of the bridge, so that i t is partly suspended
and partly arched. Many Kakhyen and Leesaw men and women were
coming down the hill on their way to the bazaar at Sanda, carrying
great loads of vegetables, firewood, and planks of 'wood about 3 feet long,
15 inches broad, and one and a half inch in thickness. A basket of
vegetatleg and a plank of heavy wood, waa a young woman's load down
these steep hills. I tried the weight of one, and although it took me all
my strength to lift it, a young woman shouldered it with ease. About n
quarter of a mile up this wild glen, which is strewn with enormous, wabrworn, granite boulders, which have been brought down by the Chalktaw in
years long gone by, we came to the giant footprint on the end of one of
them, in a spot surrounded by some fine, old, spreading banyan trees. The
origin of this footprint was at once apparent. It was on the end of the
boulder looking up the glen, and it was evident that the hollow corresponding
to the heel had been produced by the constant friction of some other
boulder which had lain above it. I n time the river changed its course,
and the boulder with this peculiar deprcssion lay exposed. Some devout, but
doubtless withal, cunning Buddhist, with a lively imagination, saw in it a
similarity to the imprint of a human heel, and immediately bethought
himself of carving out the lineaments of a human foot, and of passing
it off as a wonderful discovery of his own. It is evidently of considerable
antiquity, for, on the other face bf the rock, there are the carved outlines
of two tablete, but the inscriptions have been so erased by the hand of
time, that it is impossible even to decipher the character in which they
were written. The tradition is that the footprint and tables were miraculously produced by Guadama in commemoration of his visit to this
favoured spot, which was much resorted to by devotees prior to the decay
of Buddhism in the Shan states.
We bathed in the Chalktaw, and then breakfasted under the shade
of a fine banyan. On our way back to Sanda we passed a Lcesaw girl
with a great display of beads, and succeeded in coaxing her to part with
four strings and six hoops from her neck for two shillings, and a little further on we met some more of her tribe resting under a tree by the road-side,
and they rose and offered us rice spirit out of bamboos. We drank, and
in return gave them a little watered mountain dew, which their hill palates
seemed to relish.
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Sladen has failed to get permission for us to go by the Hotha route opposite to this, and we are now advised to proceed to Manwyne, from whence,
it is said, there is a capital road across the hills, and that the H o t h
Tsawbwa will meet us there, which he could not do here, as he has some
'dispute with the officials of this town. Sladen has written to him, and has
received an answer to the effect that he is waiting for us at a village on the
border of his territory. This afternoon, two Shans, head men of vlllsges,
came to Sladen, and told him confidentially that there is a route across
the hills between Sanda and Manwyne to a river called the Mohy,
which falls into the Irawady above the Tapeng, and that it can be reached
in two days from this, and that boats can be obtained to take us to
Bhamd, and they offer for a consideration to convey us by this route, if the
Hotha one should prove a failure. The river is said to be navigated by
large salt boats during the raing and the road ti, be good and over
moderately high hills.
30th July. This forenoon all the head men of the town collected in the
khyoung to investigate the circumstances connected with the theft of the
spear. The guilt was thrown on the phoongyee, and he was plainly
i nformcd that he had been guilty of a most disgraceful crime in stealing
the present of one government to another, and that they would allow him
B certain time to restore it, and that if it waa not forthcoming, they would
insist on his ejection from the priesthood.
A letter has arrived from the Hotha Tsawbwa to the effect that he
will meet us at Manwyne in a few days. There is an unruly district
opposite Manwyne, and we are to be conducted through it by the Manhleo
Poogain, the very man who is said to have threatened to attack us if we
entered the Shan states, and who discomfited and slew about 400 Panthays
a few years ago. His son arrived here yesterday to accompany us to
Manwyne. His father has become r e b o w in his old age, and devoutly
counts his bead^.
Slat Ju&. Heavy rain all night. The head men proposed that we
should start to-morrow, and Sladen agreed to do so, provided all the arrangements are completed to-night. They returned, however, in the &rnoon to say that the Tsawbwa doea not wish us to.leave until he haa had a
Little more time to try and recover the spear, of which some trace has
been discovered.
Gordon's Burman assistant, who had gone yesterday to make a
survey of the Tapeng opposite Sanda, was prevented from doing so by
the villagers, who said that the nbt would be offended if he took any
measurements. Sladen sent to the Tsawbwa, requesting that one of the
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officials would explain to the villagers the object we had in view. The
Tsawbwa, however, also adopted the nAt view of the question, and in
addition closely cross-questioned the interpreter if we had an evil object
in vieiting his country, and if it were not our intention to return next
year with a strong force to wrest it from him. Rain during the greater
part of the day, but fair in the afternoon and evening.
1st August. Very heavy rain during the night, accompanied by
thunder; continued to fall in torrents till 3 P.M., when it faired with
a clouded sky.
In the early morning, an old woman came crying to the khyoung,
and as she entered, threw down her pipe, and went up to Sladen with
clasped hands and tears streaming down her wrinkled cheeks. We were
at a loss to understand the cause of this outburst of violent grief, but
the interpreter soon explained it. She was the mother of the suspected
phoongyee, and had come to intercede for him. She was soon followed by
another of her sons, but Sladen explained to them that he had no power
in the matter, and advised them to go to the Tsawbwa. The phoongyee
came in while she was being shown the door through which the spear had
been stolen, and no sooner did she detect his presence than she went np to
him, and, in her deep grief and anger, struck him several blows with her
closed fist, driving him from the khyoung. In the afternoon it wqa reported that the spear had been found in a ChinamanJs house in the bazaar, but on
further enquiry it turned out to be without foundation. The Tsawbwa
has resolved to excommunicate the phoongyee to-morrow, and to proceed
against him afterwards for theft. The head men seem to have no doubt
of his gullt.
2nd August. The excommunication of the phoongyee took place
this morning, and was a very brief ceremony, lasting only five minutes.
He was brought by all the head men, and was accompanied by his mother
and brother, and the latter carried the clothes of an ordinary Shan which
the culprit was to put on after having been divested of his priestly robes.
All sat down, and his mother, who was greatly affected, was most earnest
in her appeals to him to confess if he were guilty ;he, however, preserved
a dogged silence, and the poor woman retired as he commenced to take off
his turban in front of the altar. She left exclaiming with her clasped
hands above her head, as if in the act of prayer. Having removed his
turban, he took a water-lily from an offering of flowers in front of the
figure of Quadama, and lacing i t on a tripod, deposited i t in front of
the image. The chief priest now appeared on the dais, and the culprit
knelt behind his lily muttering a few sentenceu, occasionally rising
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from his kneeg and bendiug his body in worship before the figwe,
and gradually retreating a little before every prostration until at last
he found himself beyond the pale of the dak on which the priests
worship. H e then knelt before the head phoongyee, and repeated a few
words after him, and then retired to his room, where he removed his
priestly garmente, and came out as a plain Shan. He was then taken
away by the head men, and brought back some hours afterwards led by
a c h i n secured to an iron collar round his neck. I n the evening he
was again marched down to the khyoung, led by his chain and accompanied by all the head men, who informed us that they had not been
able to find any trace of the missing spear, and that they had failed
to establish his guilt. During the conversation that ensued regarding
our departure on the day after to-morrow, he was chained to one of the
pillars of the khyoung, and guarded by a lidor on either side.
3rd Auguel. The khyoung has been crowded all day with Shans,
drawn either by curiosity, or from a desire to
Chinese, and Lee-,
obtain two and four snna bits or rupees in exchange for cloth, clothing,
and jewellery. I purchased a pony, not very old, for Rs. 60, and a
quantity of capital Shan tobacco at one Rupee for 34 pounds.
4th Azcgllet. The mule-1oad.e were nearly all arranged last night, and
just as we were about to start, the Tsawbwa came to bid us good-bye, accompanied by his grandchild, and a present of cloth. Sladen presented the
child with a silver hunting watch which greatly delighted the old man.
He requested us not to mount our ponies until we had passed his house as
he intended to give us a salute. He then lefi, and we followed shortly afterwards. As we approached his residence, three men stationed in front of it
blew a lusty blast on their long brass trumpets, and three guns were 6 d ae
we amended the steps leading to the gateway of his so-called palace, under
which he was waiting to receive ua with his grandchild, and surrounded
l ~ yhis head men. Shaking hands with him and mounting our ponies,
we rode away under another salute of three guns, escorted by the
trumpeters until we had left the town. The r o d at this season is more
towards the base of the hills than during the dry weather, and lies chiefly
along the low bunds marking the paddy-fields. We crossed many streams
from the mounhins, but of no great depth ; their courses, however, were
the scenes of great devastation caused by the unprecedented floods during
the last week. They had broken over their banks, and carried away
whole rice-fields, and their waters had been so charged with sediment that
the other fields they had flooded were hopelessly buried in silt. Their
courses were strewn with the roots aud stems of fallen trees which the

villagers were now busily cutting up for firewood. The sides of the mountain~,especially on the left, were red with landslips, some of them of
enormous size, and one had buried a village of 40 houses, only nine of the
villagers who happened to be away at the time having escaped.
We reached Manwyne about 5 P.M., the distance being about 19
miles. We went to our old residence, and at once placed sentries at the
door to keep out the crowd, a task of no easy accomplishment. One of
the sentries trying to eliminatt! some unruly Chinese who had forced their
way in, was kicked and struck by them, which so roused the wrath of
one of our party that he rushed to his assistance, and using his hts freely,
soon cleared the door-way. The phoongyeea seem to have become more
religious of late, and no sooner had the sun gone down, than the bell
for prayers was rung and a huge candle lit in front of the altar, d the
~riestakneeling down on the highest dais, backed by the boys on the one
below it, chanting the evening prayer.
5th August. Bell-ringing and prayers ushered in the day, and many
women with rice and offerings of flowers were early at their devotiom.
The Ponsee Pawmine " Death's-headJJ has appeared, under the impression that we inBnd to entrust ourselves once more to his tender
mercy, and was chagrined when he heard that we were to return by
Hotha.
The Hotla Tmwbwa has not yet arrived on account of the difficulty
of crossing the mud on the other side of the river, deposited by the late
floods, and which is so deep that it takes a pony above its girth, and will
be unpassable for a few days. I n the evening we had an interesting conversation with the phoongyees and two of the Sanda head men
about telegraphs, railways, and other wonders of modern civilization, and
one of the Sanda men said that they were highly privileged to hear
such things, and that we must, have met in some previous existence,
and that we would doubtless meet again in others yet to come. We
showed them the moon through a good telescope, and so great was their
simplicity that they seemed to believe that each of us could exercise some
special power over the luminary, and when they were told of the coming
eclipse of the sun, we rose in their estimation to the acme of greatness
aa astrologers. The chief phoongyee was concerned at the news of the
eclipse, and eager to know whether i t was the precursor of war or
famine.
6 f h Afcgust. The Hotha Tsawbwa arrived late yesterday afternoon,
and came to the khyoung this morning apparently chokehl of objections to our going by his valley, but the only ones as yet advanced
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are the difficulty of crossing the mud with laden mules, and the circumthat the opposite bank of the river is in the Muangla district.
I succeeded to-day in procuring one of the necklaces worn by the
Kakhyen chiefs. The Hotha Tsawbwa says they 'are brought from the
neighbourhood of Mogoung, and h t the beads are procured by delving
with a bamboo, when they are said to be brought up, out of the ground,
shaped, bored, and ready for use. I f they were sought for in m y other
way, the nilt would take great offence.
Hothg finding that we are determined to return by his route, now
laughs at the difficulties, and leaves to-day in order that he may be a t his
house to receive us, and promises to entertain us in hia own residence.
One of our men brought an old woman to us who had come to the town
tuday with some Kakhyem, as he found that she knew a little Bengalee.
A number of Kakhyen girls accompanied her, and she stated that she
was a Munipooree by birth, and had been etolen by Kakhyens when quite
a young girl, and sold from Kakhyen village to vlllrtge, till at last, many
years ago, she reached the village in which she now resides. She
remembered a few Bengalee worde, but could only speak in Kakhyen and
Shan.
7th August. We dined at the Tsawbwa-gadaw's this afternoon,
and were received by the Hotha Tsawbwa, by our hoetessJs daughter
who has taken the veil, and by the nun-sister of Hotha, a number of
waiting-maids, and male retainers. We were a t once requested to be 8e8ted
at the table, and tea was served, followed by dinner, which consisted of
well-cooked roast and boiled fowls, stewed pork, pork balls, with small plates
of onions, peas, and sliced mangoes. Then came sauce and rice, followed up
with another service of tea. All the dishes were served on fine Chinese
porcelain, and the samshu from a Birmingham tea-pot in tiny cups
of solid jade. Our hostess came in for a minute or two as the dinner was
placed on the table, and apologized that she had nothing better to give,
and after it was over, again joined us. We were waited on by men, but
the maids and the two nuns favoured us with their presence, prompted
by curiosity to see the lions feed. Being attracted by the reddyed
nails of the young women, I asked one, a lively young lass with rosy
cheeks, and teeth of ivory whitenese, to show me the dye. She offered to
give me a practical illustration of the process on my own person, and
soon ~roducedfrom the inner apartment a pulpy mass of the petals and
leaves of a red balsam beaten up with cutch. She selected my little
finger to operate on, but declined to begin until I had given her my ring
which she wished to retain as a remembrance of our visit. She encased

the tip in a quantity. of the mass, and covered it with a green leaf tied
on with thread. After dinner Hotha entertained us with airs on the
Shan guitar. The instrument has only three strings, and the soundingboard is made of a stretched snake skin. I t has a sweet, pleasant tinkle,
and the aim, though simple, were full of music and well played. This
chief is a man of great ability and tacrte, and a perfect gentleman in
his manners. On our return to our khyoung, the two young nuns
and the waiting-maids brought us a few small presents from the Tsawbwagadaw, and remained with us for nearly two hours, aeking questions about
onr country and religion, in a way that evinced they were possessed of
more than ordinary intelligence, and that they had a real pleasure in
adding to their stock of knowledge.
The Hotha Tsawbwa left in the afternoon for his valley, and has
entrusted all the arrangements about the carriage of our baggage to
the Manhleo Poogain, and it is finally agreed that we will start the day
after to-morrow. The hire of each mule is to be Rs. 4, and this high
price is asked on account of the extremely bad roads on the other side.
8th August. All the arrangements for our start have been completed. The most difficult point to settle was the carriage across the
Tapeng, but i t has been at last decided that we are to be taken over
for Rs. 30.
Yesterday we had promised to visit the nuns at their khyonng, and
in the afternoon, when we had almost forgotten the engagement, a
message came to say that they were waiting for us. Gordon and I went,
and were received by them and by two lay matronly attendants. Their
khyoung consists of two bamboo houses, side by side, enclosed by a fence,
one for religious purposes, and the other their residence. The latter,
like the generality of respectable Shan houses, consisted of three apartments, the centre one being the sitting-room. The religiow house is a pavilion, abont 24 feet square, raised on piles 4 feet above the ground, and
closed in with mats on all sides, except that facing the dwelling-house,
to which it is so close that the two roofs touched. Its only decorations were
a few strips of white paper cut into ornamental figures, and suspended
as banners from the roof, and a few small imagea of Guadama. When
we arrived, the Hotha nun was engaged in weaving, and I mention this
because Manwyne is the h t place in which I have observed the religious
of the Buddhists put their hands to any useful occupation. We were
invited into the dwelling-house, and were helped to mangoes and woman's
tobacco, and were requested to light our pipes. I n the course of
conversation the Manwyne young lady asked if we were Buddhists, and
x 1
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if we had come to worship at their shrines, and was astonished when she
heard we were not, and more so when we expounded the doctrines of
Christianity. We soon became great friends, and she asked us to consider
her as a sister. We now accompanied her on a visit to her mother, and
the old lady received us in the reception room of the inner court. Tea
was served, and we were soon fully established in the good g r a m of
all. The Tsawbwa-gadaw expressed a great desire to obtain a portmit
of the Queen, and Gordon promised to send her one from Rangoon, but
as a temporary substitute, I asked her to accept four new rupees which
greatly pleased her.
9th August. We were all ready for an early start, but were much
delayed by the difficulty of procuring a sufficient number of porters to
carry our baggage to the river. Just before we started, the Tsawbwagadaw sent us a dish of rice and spirit to strengthen us by the way)
and the head Phoongyee gave us each a piece of cloth, and very heartily
expressed his good wishes for our welfare. We left the khyoung a t
about half-past eight, passing through the town, and were very well
received by the people, many of them waving us an adieu, and hoping
that we would soon return, whilst others called out "Kara, kara," and
wbhed ns a prosperous journey.
Arrived a t the river, we were detained about two hours in crossing,
as it was no easy matter to get the ponies over, on account of its
breadth, which was certainly not less than 600 yards. The mule-loads
went a long way down to escape the mud on the opposite side. We were
all on the other side by noon, and for nearly two miles the road lay over a
mud flat that in some places was a veritable Shugll of Deapond, out of
which we only extricated ourselves after the greatest d%culty and
fatigue. It engulphed the ponies half-way up the saddles, and at one
spot, worse than all the others, they so floundered about and stumbled
from thedifficulty of drawing their legs out of the tenacious mud, that
we were reluctantly forced to dismount at the very worst point. I shall
never forget the twenty minutes that ensued, when with the reins of m y
pony in one hand and my dog by the cuff of the neck in the other, I plunged
and struggled through this slimy ooze, dragging my legs only by main
force from the firm grasp of the sucking mire. A t one place, my pony
made a sudden lounge forward, and for the time was completely under
the mud, and the strain on the reins set me rolling forwards, and I had
to be helped to regain my footing by a man behind me without encumbrances. The stoutest of our party had to be dragged along by two
men, and his pony had become so hopelessly stuck in the mud that two
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Shans had to be employed to dig it out. This mud had been freshly
deposited by the recent floods of the Tapeng, and the enormous amount
of silt held in suspension by the river may be guessed at from the circumstance that this tract extended over three or four square miles, and
had an average depth of about four feet. Following the bunds around
the paddy-fields for about two miles, we halted for breakfast on a grassy
slope at the foot of the hills, under the shade of wide-spreading banyan trees,
and were eagerly stared at by crowds of villagers. We started about 2 P.M.,
and at once commenced to ascend the hills, which from Manwyne did not
appear to be more than one thousand feet high. The road was a rough
bridle-path right up their steep sides, and the ascent coming so soon
after the muscular exertion in the quagmire, was most trying to man
and beast, and was intensified by the blazing heat of an unclouded sun.
The mules were ahead, but our men soon began to lag, although we went
as slowly as was compatible with the prospect of reaching the village of
Manloi on the other side before night-fall, for we had already abandoned our
intention of reaching Hothn in one march. A short way up the hill, we,
passed fine, white, crystalline marble standing out in bold cliffs, and weathering to a clull brown : further on we came upon quartzose, and still higher,
crossed a bluish gneissose rock forming the upper mass of the hills. We
passed through a number of Kakhyen villages, and had to pay toll at two,
giving a few rupees to the head men who were sitting by the road-side waiting for us. Approaching the summit, we had a splendid view of the course
of the Tapeng through its narrow valley to the Burmese plain. A high
curtain of clouds to the westward hung over the entrance of the river into
the hills, and below and beyond it, in the far distance, the immense
plain of the Irawady was distinctly seen backed by high hills, and
the great river, swollen by the summer floods, winding through it like
a silver band. To the right, we commanded a magnificent view of
the valley below us, as far as the spur above Sanda, and I csn recall
no landscape to rival the placid grandeur of this lovely vale, walled
in by its splendid mountains, and rich in every variety of effect produced
by the grouping, in light and shade, of flood, fell, and verdant field.
After crossing the ridge we came upon some Leesaws with a newly-killed
deer in a basket, and offered them Rs. 10 for it, but they would not
be induced to part with it. A little further on we passed through one of
their villages on the face of a steep spur: its situation was very picturesque among fine forest trees, and enormous grey boulders standing
out in bold relief among the houses which some of them equalled in size.
We entered through a wooden gate-way, and the path or street had h u h
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on either side of it. These differ entirely from those built by the
Kakhyens, and are small square structures, the ground forming the floor,
which is kept dry by a deep trench enclosing the mud walls, and that allows
the water to drain off. We passed out under a long, covered paasage
thickly clad with handsome climbing plants. The inhabitants were
chiefly Leesaws, with an intermixture of Chinese-Sham, and I had
considerable difficulty in detecting the men from the women, as their
dress is so much alike, and both wear trousers. The view, looking down
upon Hotha valley, was a miniature picture of the valley we had
just left, and beyond its south-eastern side, we saw two other hill
ranges in the distance, which led us to imagine a series of parallel
valleys still further to the south, in all ~robability,resembling, in their
broad features, the one now lying before us. The Sanda aspect of the
ridge was much cleared for cultivation by the Kakhyens and Leesaws, but
the remains of dense patches of fine forest indicated that it had had at one
time a uniform covering of trees. Near the summit there were extensive
tracts of a peculiar, short, thin-stemmed bamboo which I had never before
seen, and many temperate forest trees, mch as oaks and birches. The sun
had set shortly after we had c o m m e n d the descent, and when we were
about half-way down it was nearly dark.
Sladen and I, accompanied by the Manhleo Poogain, the Shan interpreter, and three Burmese policemen and two or three muleg had become
detached from the rest of our party, and in passing through a strip of
forest we came to a division of the road. The Poogain wished to take
the track to the left, but a mule-man a-head, with a stubbornness characteristic of the dumb animal before him, persisted that the other was the right
one, which was undoubtedly the case in one sense, but not in the sense
we wished. We followed it, but had not gone any distance when it
became apparent that we were on the wrong track. We pressed the
muleteers to return, but they would not, as they assured us that it led
into the road we had leR. I t was now quite dark, and as the path was
only a rough bridle-track covered with loose stones, cut up here and
there by dry water-courses, and lay along the precipitous hill-sides, our
ride was anything but pleasant. The men shouted at the pitch of their
voices to attract the attention of our party, but were only answered by
the echoes from the hills. It soon became evident that the road was leading us to the wrong end of the valley, but as we had now gone too far
to return, we continued on, and when nearing the base of the hills our men
again began to shout to attract the notice of any villagers that might be
near; as good luck would have it, we met some men at a point where
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another hill road came down, and were told that we were close to a village
d e d Mentone, and that we could not reach Hotha till cock-crow. Now
we consulted whether we would go dinnerless and supperless to bed,
or proceed to Hotha, but preferring the former alternative we made
for the village khyoung, which we reached at half-past 8 P.M. We
could get nothing to eat, A d thoroughly tired, we unsaddled our hungry
and exhausted ponies, and takmg their saddles for our pillows, fell asleep
on the floor, in front of the altar. Our slumbers, however, were soon disturbed by the phoongyees squatting down close to our heads, irrevently
yelling out their evening prayers, and with an utter disregard for the
sacrednew of sleep. The chief phoongyee, a shrivelled old man, was
mted cross-legged, with a small stool in front of him on which the
lesson-book lay, and a little boy sat by his side with a wooden pointer
in his hands, running along the lines to keep the eyes of the priest from
wandering. Six lads sat before him yilling at the pitch of their voice
in aU imaginable keys. To attempt to sleep in this tumult of voices was
out of the question, and we began to discuss whether i t would not be
better to start a t once, whenever the moon rose. While the phoongyee war,
in the middle of his devotions, our Shan interpreter shouted out to him
that he wanted to buy four annas worth of rice, and the priest at once
stopped his prayers to bargain how much he was to give for the coin
which was new to him. This piece of business settled, he went again
to his devotions, which were once more interrupted as he had not sent
any one to give out the rice. Prayers ended, we asked for something to
eat, and were told that there were some pears on a tree outeide which we
might help ourselves to, an offer which we politely declined. He gave us,
however, quilta to lie on, and we again fell asleep, but waking before
dawn, we were well on our way to Hotha by the time the eun rose.
The khyoung was a mbstantially-built stone structure, and evidently
well supported by the people. It was too dark, however, to make out
whether it differed from the ruins of those in the Sanda valley.
The Hotha vale is so narrow that there is no level ground in its centre,
so the road lies along the end of the spurs. I t is kept in admirable condition,
and in many places is cut out along the slopes, and is paved nearly
throughout the distance we travelled, about four miles. The bridges are
substantial arched structures, built of granite and in excellent taste, and at
intervals there are charming springs or wells of drinking water, carefully
protected from all impurities by being built over, and incased in stone,
each usually with a white marble frieze along the top. I n one place
there were as many ns five oT them in a line, close to a village. Opposite
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Manloi, which is mtuated in a picturesqnely wooded hollow surrounded by
graesy knolls, there is a handsome gold-gdt pagoda on the summit of one
of the hillocks. This is the first pagoda of the Burmese type we have
met since crossing the Kakhyen hills. We passed many villagee embowered among h e trees, and on the opposite side of the valley each spur had
a village at its base. Nearing Hotha, the Poogain set off to announce to
the Tsawbwa that we were close at hand. We arrived at 8 A.M., and
were received by the Tsawbwa and his son in their robes, the former being
d r e d as a mandarin of the blue button, in a purple and figured satin
long coat. A salute of four guns was fired in our honour, and a h r the
Tsswbwa had doffed his robes we were shown to our quarters on the upper
floor of one of the side buildings in the court, in front of his residence,
in which an apartment was set aside for Gordon and Bowers. All
our party came in, in the coum of the day, and everything was
received in perfect order. This'march has been better managed in
every way, aa far as carriage goes, than m y other, owing entirely
to the arrangements having been entrusted to two such energetic
men as poop& and Kingain. Gordon and Bowers and the majority of
our men put up at Manloi for the night, but a few did not get beyond
the Leeaaw vrllage on the hill, where they had to pay two rupees a-head
for their night's lodging. All kinds of evil re@ have been spread by
the Muangla people, who have been far from favourable to the Ex$tion,
and the people at the khyoung last night asked us in an aggrieved tone
why we had come to their valley to bring flying dragons and other
evils upon them. It is stated that eleven villages have been deetroyed by
landslips in the Sanda valley, and that nearly all the villagers have been
buried in the ruins : these sad catastrophes are ascribed to some evil
power possessed by us, and we are told that a person has died in every
village we have visited. Hotha is a small, dilapidated village, and ita
ruined condition is due to its having been attacked last year by the
Tsawbwa's own subjects, who rose in rebellion against him, on account of
some new tax that he had imposed. The houses are of the same type
as those in Sanda, but the better class are raiaed on a platform about
two feet high. There are two Tsawbwaships, viz., Hotha and Latha, the
former owning the eastern half, and the latter the western half of the
valley. The Shan name for the latter is Hansa, and the former is called
Mynesa or Mynetha by the Shans, Hotha or Haesa by the Chinese.
There are no shops, properly so called, in the valley, but bazaars are held
weekly at different villages in the two districts, and the people make all
their purchases on these occasions.

We spent the day in the house, and many people came to stare at us.
The Tsawbwa has commenced to learn Burmese, and asked to-day for
a note-book to take down sentences and words. He went on very steadily
all the afternoon cross-questioning our Shan interpreter who understands
Burmese, and when he came to us after dinner he had his note-book with
him, and was still busy a t work.
11th Btlgwt. Heavy rain during the night. Sladen settled wlth the
mule-men yesterday, and this morning gave the Poogain and Kingain a
present, and they promised of their own accord to give every assistance
to future travellers and traders who may wish to crow from Manwyne to
Hotha, and the best proof of their sincerity waa their request that Sladen
would give each of them a certificate that they had been very successful
in the arrangements for our march.
The Tsawbwa came up to our quarters in the evening, and had a
long talk about variou modern inventions he had heard of from Chinese
who had visited Rangoon. Some of the accounts he had received were
gross exaggerations, for he talked of flying machines, of telescopes
that enabled people to see through mountaim, and of others that divested
people of their clothes. He had some vague ideas about gas, railways,
and steam-ships, and it was most refreshing to find with what anxiety
he desired to learn more about these wonders of western civilization.
We urged him to visit Rangoon and Calcutta, but he is afraid to leave
his valley in the present disturbed state of the m o u n d i n gcountry ; he
speaks, however, of sending his son, a youth of thirteen, to visit Rangoon,
the only British town known to him by name. He has a number of
wives, and two of these reside in his house, but he keeps up establishments for two or three others in separate villages. He has a son, and
two grown-up daughters, one fourteen and the other about twenty years
of age. They are about aa fiLir aa Europeans, and with rosy cheeks, and
both are tall, handsome girls, full of life and fun. They have the high
cheek-bones and slightly oblique eye of the Chinese. In the evening,
Gordon and I walked down to the river, a distance of about one mile,
and found it a much smaller stream than we had mpposed. Here it is
only about 12 to 16 feet broad, and about 4 feet deep, flowing in a deep
channel which it has cut out for iteelf. While we were out, the Namboke
Tsawbwa arrived accompanied by his Pawmines, and a strong guard armed
with spear13 and matchlocks, the Teswbwa and his officers bemg mounted
on ponies. He is a little, good-natured, intelligent man with a remarkably
Tartar cast, of countenance, which is heightened by his Tartar-like skullcap. He has come in a t the wqueat of Hotha, and as he entered, he n o t i d
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Sladen sitting in his quarters, and went down on one knee before him
accordmg to the Shan fashion of greeting between an inferior and any
officer of importance. He informed Sladen that he had visited us at
Bham8, and had received a head-dress as a present. He greeted Hotha
also with a genuflexion, who did the same to him in return. After dinner he visited us along with Hotha, and the latter treated him to an
eloquent discourse on the advantages which they would derive were
trade revived by this route. He says that if he had known that
we had ever contemplated returning by any other, he would have
gone over to Sanda to press this one on our attention, which claims
to be the central or embasay route. Hotha is entertaining us very
liberally, and has supplied rice to all the men, and presented us yesterday
with fowls and a goose.
12tA August. Heavy rain during the night. Hotha has written
a letter addressed to all the Tsawbwas along the route, requesting them
to come in and arrange about our return, and the Pawmines of Namboke
have started to deliver it.
The bazaar which is held here every fifth day took place to-day.
It partake8 more of a fair than an o r d i i market, and is held on a grsssy
slope about half a mile from the village. There are no permanent stalls,
and the sellers sit down in long lines with their goods before them. One
section was devoted to the sale of dhhs, which are largely manufactured by
the peasantry of this valley, and another to the sale of the handles and
scabbards. The inhabitants of the Sanda valley and the Kakhyen hills
generally get their dAhs from hence, and during the cold months, as I had
occasion to notice in speaking of B h d , numbers of Hotha and Latha
Shans club together, and go down to that town for some months to carry
on the manufacture for the use of the Shans, Burmese, and W y e n s
who trade with Bham8. I purchased two fine blades for Rs. 2 each,
but was afterwards told that I had given a third more than their value.
Another section of the fair is given up to the sale of eamshu, and close
to it is the feeding quarter, where a hungry Shan, Chinaman, Kakhyen,
or Leesaw may feast to his fill on hot pork, vermicelli or an acticle
strongly resembling it, a variety of cooked vegetables, and peas, all hot,
and nicely served in white bowls. A brisk trade in bamboo shoots is
carried on in another place, and a long line of Kakhyen women offer for
sale joss sticks, pears, apples, plums, peaches, the leaves of the mustard
plant, and a variety of hill vegetables, along with basket-loads of nettles for
the swine which form an important element in Shan household economy.
I n a double row of stalls occupying the centre of the bazaar, we find

various kinds of cloth of Shan manufacture, Shan caps, wloured Chinese
papers, rice, cutch, flint, lime, white arsenic, yellow orpiment, and a
variety of trifling articles ; while in still another quarter we come across
superior kinds of cloth, such as English green and blue broad-cloth,
along with red flannel for which the Kakhyens have a special failing,
while the former fabrics have the patronage of the Sham and Chinese.
The broad-cloth was being sold at the exorbitant sum of Rs. 10 per
yard, but it seems to me that a few pieces would surfeit the market. This
enumeration of the goods displayed at this interesting and thriving fair
would be inwmplete were I not to mention that one section waa devoted to
the sale of pork and butcher meat, and another to indigo, the staple dye
of the Sham, Kakhyens, and Chinese of Western Yunan. What interested me most, however, were the peculiarly picturesque and varied
wstumea one met with in this novel assemblage; especially striking
were the Shan-Chinese and Hotha-Shan women's dress, for the men,
with the exception of an occasional red turban, are dressed in blue like their
near kinsmen of the Sanda valley. The costume of the women of the latter
tribe can be dismissed in a few words, for its chief peculiarities, as wmpared with that of their Sanda sisters, are the number of large silver
hoops which are worn round the neck, and the prevalence of dark-green
jackets. The dress of the Shan-Chinese women is a mixture of Shan
and Chinese, but I have fully described i t elsewhere.
The fair was attended by many people, old and young, the former intent on making p u r c b e s , while the latter had wme to gossip with their
friends, and to stroll about in want of any better employment. They
were generally very clean and tidy, and had an air of respectability about
them, which spoke well for their worldly circumstances. The women, as a
rule, were little, and rather squat, with round, flat, high cheek-boned faces,
and slightly oblique eyee j their skins very fair, and their cheeks rosy.
The better class among them dye their teeth black, a hideous custom
which is thought to add greatly to their beauty.
1 3 t i Auguat. This is the fire-festival of the Sham, and about 20
bullocke and cows were killed in the early morning on the site of the
market, but when we arrived nearly all the flesh had been d q o s e d of, all
that remained being the clean-scraped skeletons, for the bones are not gold.
Immediately after sunset, the Tsawbwa's retainers began to beat gongs and
to blow loud but .uncertain bllasta from long brass trumpets, and when
night set in, torches were lit, and a party, preceded by the gongs and
trumpets, searched the central court-yard for the f i e nlt, who is supposed
to be lurking about at this season with evil intent. After satisfying
Y 1
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themselves that he was not there, they rushed into our apartments with
their flaming h b e a u x , and not h d m g him, next directed their attention to the TsawbwaJshouse, and to all the outs and ins about and around
it, carefully scrutinizing a small garden behind our quarters, throwing
light into every dark corner that might serve as a hiding-place for the
evil spirit. One strange part of this ceremony remains still to be noticed.
Part of the flesh purchased in the morning is cooked and eaten, while a
portion of it is fired out of guns a t sunset, and those pieces which ahght
in water are supposed to become leeches, and those that fall on land, mosquitoes, but what connection this had with the fire &it my informants
failed to explain. Four such festivals are kept during the year, one devoted
to each of the nlts of rain, wind, cold, and fire.
The people are now beginning to bring in articles to us for sale, and
we mere inundated to-day with cloth, clothing, and jemellery, and the prices
were much more modcrate than in the Sanda valley. The infection has
spread to the TsnwbwaJs family, and Gordon and Bowers, whose apartment
is only separeted by a wooden partition, with a door in it, from the courtyard of the TsawbwaJs apartments,have frequent visits from his pretty
daughters and his youngest wife, who offer their surplus clothing and
ornaments for sale through the small door, but beat a precipitate retreat
whenever they hear the Tsawbwa approaching. Their business transactions are made the excuse for a great deal of fortune-telling, pretty
speeches, and harmless tlirtation on the part of the two gay Lotharios, who
are high in the good graces of these Shan ladies.
14th Augret. We went this morning on a visit to the Tsawbwa's
house a t Tsaycow where another of his wives resides. He left early to
have everything in readiness, and we started about noon. The road lay
over a succcasion of grassy spurs devoid of trees except around the villages. The majority of the smaller trees are pear, apple, peach, ehesnut,
and sweet limc. No paddy is cultivated on the slopes, which are chiefly
devoted to tobacco which is now being planted out. The road is laid
with stones throughout its length. I n the neighbourhood of villages
they are cut into long dressed slabs, but in parts remote from them
they are simply water-morn boulders hid close together. The numerous
rivulets from the mountains are crossed by bridges of two kinds; those
over the smaller streams are only long slabs of granite or gneiss supported
on blocks of the same rocks, while those over the larger ones are elegantly arched stone structures, some of them with a span of 2.5 feet.
The valley is very beautiful, and the glimpses of mountain and vale
scenery that it affords are perhaps unequalled. The approach to each
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village is usually a long narrow lane archd by trees and fcathcry bamboos,
terminating in a picturesque gateway. The majority of the streams run
over rocky channels broken up by large boulders, grey with lichen, or
green with moss; and when the sparkling waters of one of them are
spanned by a rural bridge, while perhaps a small pagoda is perched on a
grassy knoll on its bank, and a many-roofed monastery is seen in the middle
distance peering over the deep green trees with occasional glimpses
of cottages clustered round it, and a back-ground of long green slopes
stretches up to the giant mist-wrapt mountains behind, we have a
picture that fully satisfies the eye, and we revel in its beauty. On
our ride we passed the small pagoda of Comootonay picturesquely situated
on the summit of a long grassy knoll devoid of trees. It is about 50 feet
high, and is peculiar in its shape, and in having a long attenuated spire, and
so differs considerably from the generality of pagodas in Burrnah, although,
I h e say, some resembling it could be found at Bhamb. The village
of Tsaycow is about five miles from Hotha, and is embowered in thick wood
on the extremity of a spur, at the termination of a little dale, through
which runs a fine mountain stream. I t is much larger than Hotha, and
waa formerly the Tsawbwa's head-quarters, and is known as Old Hoths.
Although his house here is smaller than the one we are resicling in, it is
a much more pleasant residence, by reason of its situation, and from its
being in much better condition than the other. The Tsawbwa received us
in the reception hall of the minor court, and as we entered, all the women
were waiting around him, but rushed off as we approached ;chairs covered
with red cloth were set for us, and after we had partaken of tea,the Tsawbwa
took us to visit a Shan and a Chinese temple, built after his own design,
on the hill-side behind the village. They stand one above the other, the
Shan being the lower, and separated from the ~ h k e s ekhyoung, which
is enclosed by a h g h wall, and consists of a court-yard with two covered
ways on two sides, and a raised pavilion-like building on the third, facing
the temple, which forms the fourth side of the enclosure, and towers above
all the lower portions of the building, on the highest of two granite-fad
terraces. Covered staircases lead from the two sides of the court to the
upper terrace on which the khyoung stands, and each terminates in a little
rounded tower containing a large bell. The temple is the breadth of the
terrace, and has a covered verandah in front and behind, paved with stone,
and a little stream passes underneath the floor, and bubbles up into a
small stone basin in the front verandah, and then precipitates itself from
terrace to terrace to the court below. The entrances to the temple are
a t either end of the verandah, in the middle of which there is a large
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window facing the richly carved altar-piece within. On a hble in front
of thc window there are a number of boxes containing the library, and
some vases with incense and flowers. The altar-piece is about 20 feet
high, and resembles the front of a large cabinet with a centre and two
wings, and is an admirable example of open wood carving. It is enclosed by a simple wood railing of about four feet in height, and before
i t stands a small table on which incense is burnt, and another a t each of
the sides with a wooden model of a fish and a stick to bcat it. The recesses
in the altar are about ten feet above the ground, and each contains a lifesized figure with a gauze curtain in front of it. At the same elevation,
a beam runs out from each side of the altar to the front wall, supporting
two life-sized figures. A row of eighteen small figures on a long platform, with a vase and joss-sticks before each, is arranged along either
side-wall. The central deity in the altar is called Chowbinglon, and the
Tsawbwa informed me that he was the king of the ndts, and had existed
before Guadamq but he could not say whether he was eternal. The
figures in the recess on either side of him are d e d Coonaang, and are
regarded as his agents for carrying his commands into effect, and the
two standing figures on either side of the beams are the four rulers of
the four great islands that compose the world, and who keep a record of
all the actions of their subjects. At death, the latter are presented to the
deity, and made over to the Cooneang, who give them, amording to their
merits, to one or other of the 36 d t s who are represented on the sides of
the temple, and are regarded as the army of the TAqyaneng. It ie
interesting to observe that one of these ndts is represented with six arms,
holding a bell, bow, arrow, club, and dagger, while one hand is empty.
All the others are represented in different attitudes, each with an instrument of some kind in his hand, and a long robe-like band around his
neck and shoulders reaching to the ground, and by which he is supposed
to be enabled to fly. The Shan khyoung, situated below, is composed
of two oblong buildings facing each other, with an interval of twenty feet
between them. The uppermost has a long verandah in front, guarded
a t either side by a grim-looking ndt seated close to the door leadmg
to the hall or temple in which there are three colossal Buddhas, the
pnst, present, and future, seated together in the centre, with a guardian
+re on either side of them. The one on the right hand of the Buddhas
is mounhd on a pigmy elephant, and the one on the left on a mongrel
monster, half-lion and half-tiger. There is also a well-executed figure
of a tortoise, and on a table in front of the Buddhas, there are vases
of curious devices in which joss-sticks are kept constantly burning
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while others are filled with variously coloured flowers. Life-sized figures
are seated in a row on a long pedestal at esch side of the building, and
the majority of them are cleverly executed and evince no little knowledge
of art. One shrivelled old man, with his chin resting on his knee, and
with the flesh tints of his naked body admirably given, would take a high
place even in European art. The other section below this is open in
front, and the middle of the central wall is occupied by a figure of
Quanyin holding the virile child. The story given me of this deity b,
that she was the daughter of an emperor of China, and took the white
robes, and became a Rahanee, and spent her days in seclusion in the forest.
She is m o u n d e d by a number of small figures, represented in relief on
the wall in the act of adoration, and a parrot, perched on a twig above
her head, carries a rosary in its bill. Back to back with this figure,
which has little of Buddhism in it, on the oppoaite side of the wall, in
the other half of the khyoung, there is a colossal figure of Guadams
and two gigantic figures at either end, one of which holds a rat. The
Tsawbwa asserted that all of these temples were Buddhistic, and them
can be no doubt that they have a dash of it, but in a remarkably corrupt
form.
On our return to the house, we found a capital dinner prepared for ue.
17th August. Nothing of any note to record during the last three
days, except that a erase of fever, suocessfully treated, has given me wonderful power in the eyes of this simple people, and that our residence has
been besieged by the halt, deaf, and blind.
18th August. The eclipse of the sun commenced to-day at 9,5', 14",
a. M., and lasted till 12, 30', 29", P. M. The Tsawbwa showed his intelligence by being able to see through the tele8~0pe,and to understand what
he saw, a feat which very few Shans can accomplish, for their usual
procedure is to look over the instrument, and picture unseen wonders to
their imagination. No sooner had he satisfied himself that there was an
eclipse than he ordered his guns to be fired, and the long trumpets to be
blown, and we had to fire two volleys to satisfy him. The chief and all
the Shans who had collected round our telescope agreed, after the maximum of the eclipse, that they would have known nothing about it but
for us, as there was little or no visible diminution of the light.
19th Auguat. Gordon and I set out at 7 A.M., accompanied by the
Tsawbwa's factotum, on a visit to the head of the valley which is completely closed in by a transverse ridge connecting the two ranges. We
reached our destination about 10 A.M., and had a good road the whole
way up, but there is only a narrow track across the ridge, the highest
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point of which does not exceed 400 feet. From the top there is a steep .
declivity into another valley, most probably connected with that of
Muangwan; and l o o w across to the east-north-east, another valley ie
seen running off in that direction, and I imagine that the road to Nmtin
lies along it. The rain was too heavy to let us Bee any distance, but
occasional glimpse through the mist revealed high hills on every side,
and enough to convince us that the route by Hotha, if it is ever used,
presents a greater extent of hilly and undulating country than the one
by Sanda. This also becomes apparent if the relative elevations and
dimensions of the two valleys are borne in mind. The latter is the
course of a large river, while the former is traversed by a mere mountain
stream, one of the numerous affluents of the Tapeng. But apart from
physical charadera, the greater population and productiveness of the
Sanda district would b e . p t i y in its favour when the two valleys came
to strive for the trade between Bharnb and Momien.
20tA Augwt. Yesterday afternoon, the Burmese surveyor left to
survey the Muangwan route, accompanied by one of the Tsawbwa's men
as Shan interpreter, and a Burmese sepoy as servant. He travels aa a
Shan, and has an aneroid for the heights and a compass ot take the
bearings. The Tsawbwa dined with us this evening, and got on wonderfully well with fork and knife, though not with the dinner itself. H e
had prepared a dinner for us as well, and insisted that his soup should
be substituted for ours. It was made from fowls' intestines, but excellent
in a way. The intestines are slit open, and thoroughly washed, and every
Burman and Shan highly esteems these parts not only of fowls but of
other animals.
2lat Auguat. Very heavy rain during the night, and until noon,
when i t cleared. We pressed tho Tsawbwa to give us a guide to the
opposite hills, but he stoutly refused on the plea that the bridge over
the stream has been washed away, and that the road would take us up to
the eyes in mud; but we are aware that these difficulties do not exist, and
that there must, therefore, be some other reason for his opposition.
A number of Kakhyens arrived lnst night, and two Tsawbwas have
come in to-day. All the mules are in readiness, and our departure has
been arranged for the day after to-morrow.
After dinner, the Tsawbwa introduced the subject of religion, and
was astonished to find that we did not believe in the previous and future
existence of individuals in different phases of life, and put the remarkable
question whether we knew in what country Guadama a t present lived.
I t is curious to note that in speaking of Quadam>
he mentioned him as
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distinct from and above Buddha. The majority of the Buddhists I have
conversed with have also spoken in the same way, so that whatever
may be the abstract teaching of their religion, the belief of the common
people is in a God and Buddha. I remember a most intelhgent phoongyee and learned Buddhist, who spoke English admirably, and had an
intimate knowledge of the leading doctrines of Christianity, saying to
me, " Why, Sir, our Guadama is your Christ ; the two systems have had
but one origin."
22nd August. Incessant rain during the day. I n a fair interval
before sunset, Gordon and I visited a small, dilapidated khyoung close
to the village. It is dedicated to the worship of certain n l b , and is
under the charge of a beggarly priest who lives in a wretched hut in the
enclosure. The entrance to this little temple is guarded by two horse.
men each stationed at the head of his steed. We gave the priest a rupee,
and he offered UE tobacco in return.
2Srd August. Heavy rain all night and during the day. I n the
afternoon Gordon and I mounted our ponies, and, accompanied by Hotha,
visited the principal Buddhist khyoung of this valley, in the pretty little
village of Tsendong which lies at the extremity of one of the wooded
spurs behind Hotha, enclosed by s low wall. The khyoung is the hest
in the district, and boasts of some skilfully carved altar-pieces, and richly
gilt book-cabinets. It is built on a low stone platform, and surrounded by
a narrow terraced verandah, and the whole of the outaide is well but
roughly carved : its internal. arrangements are those of the khyoungs of
Burrnah. The remains of an old and venerated phoongyee, who had died
two months before, lay in state under a double-roofed temporary pavilion
close to the khyoung. The sarcophngas, supported on two dragons, was a
handsome structure surmounted by a richly carved miniature pagoda, and
the whole was carefully railed off, and the ground nicely levelled and kept
scrupulously clean. Close to the khyoung, there is an octagonal building
on a terrace enclosing a small pagoda in its centre. It consists almost
entirely of wood and has five roofs which diminish in size from below
upwards, and are capped by a gold-gilt tee. The wall is about six feet
high, and a series of open windows of carved wood-work runs round
the building, each having two beautifully carved panels above it representing Borne simple object, as a plant, bird, bat, or deer, thrown into an
attitude adapted to the form of the panel. Each roof is slightly raised
above the one below it by three lines of beams, the ends of which project
outwards to different lengths, and terminate in grotesque carvings of
the heads of g r i E . The enclosed pagoda is a square-shaped structure
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with its delicately tapered spire reaching to the highest roof. On one
of its sides there are two figuw of Guadama, one being seated in front
of the other, the one furthest back being ensconced at the end of a small
covered cave, with the other in front of the entrance and almost hiding
it. The pagoda and its enclosing zaydt were repaired about thirty years
ago, but I could obtain no definite information regarding their ages, or
that of the khyoung. They are reported to be very old, and the latter
is said to have existed long before the village. The phoongyees spread
carpets for us, and produced walnuts, cucumbers, plantains, pine-apples,
and tea. The Tsawbwa sat on a chair in a recess beside a blazing fire and
chatted to the chief-priest, and to the villagers, who had collected whenever
our arrival was noised abroad. We gave the priest Rupees four, which he
accepted with great glee, and apparently with a full appreciation, Buddhist
priest though he was, of the value of the precious metal. On our way
back we visited two other khyoungs a t the village of Katcow, close to
Hotha. They were both Chinese, and the first was in two sections, an
outer and inner. In the former, the red-faced evil d t QualashiAyen, and
Showfoo, the Prah or god of the Chinese of Yunan, and Quanyin w e e
worshipped ; while in the inner, Tdmo, d t , once a famou teacher, reigned
i n undisputed possession.
In the other temple there were a number of dta, such as Tiongoasrrg,
Pengmng, Cheng-ghin, Pamooyangin, Woonjhan, Tejin, Quunyin, SighSAan, to the entire exclusion of any trace of Buddhistic worship.
26th Augwt. Again heavy rain over-night, but it cleared up during
the day, and we shall start to-morrow if it continues fair.
The Mantai Tsawbwa has arrived as a messenger from the Bhama
Woon, to find out where we are, and to accompany us back. There was
a keen discwion this evening with Hotha whether we should visit his
near relative, the Latha chief, a h i 1 old man who is afiaid that he will be
bewitched if we go near him, and who is in great dread that we will tako
his likeness, and measure his house. Hotha is decidedly against our
going, and compares his father-in-law, Lstha, to a bdblo, which he says
always goes in the opposite direction from that in which it is driven.
The old chief believe0 that our residence at each town and village haa been
q k e d by the death of some one, and Hotha naturally declines to take us,
as he says that if any evil happened in his father-in-law's family he would
be sure to get the blame of it.

CHaPTER XV.
THE daughters of the Tsawbwa and his young wife m e out to bid us
good-bye, as we bade farewell to Hotha, on the 27th August, and their
We
tears were an eloquent testimony to the kindliness of their he&.
offered to shake hands with them, but the eldest daughter, a model of
propriety, declined, as it was contrary to the custom of Shan women; the
young wife, however, mustered courage to defy public opinion. A large
concourse of people had collected to see us depart, and as we left the
Tsawbwa's house, a d u t e of four guns was fired. The villagers along
the road turned out to see us as we passed, and nothing could be more
gratlf~ingthan the good-will manif&
by all. The Tsawbwa accompanied us about six miles, parting with us as we reached the boundary of
his estate. Here we were made over to the care of the -yen
Tawbwa of Namboke.
The Lathn portion of the valley is even more picturesque than the
one we have just left, as it is more thickly wooded and the hills are nearer
each other. The town of that name lies on the right bank, and is a
much larger place than any of the villagea in Hotha, and might almost
be ranked as a town. Some very picturesque pagodas cap the rounded
hills and thickly-wooded knolls, and --roofed
khyoungs lift their
heads above the deepgreen trees among which the villages lie hid.
The road to Namboke crosses to the other side of the valley about a
mile above Latha, and the stream, Namsa, is spanned by a planked bridge.
It then takes a bend to escape the muddy rice-fields, and afterwards enters
a perfect maze of little, conical, grassy hills which block up this end
of the valley. Rounding a few of them, the road emerges, and follows
the bank of the Namsa to where again they close in upon it, restricting
its course to a narrow glen. h m amongst the hills, the path turns
to the left, and follows the course of the Namboke stream, a mountain
rivulet now much swollen by the heavy rains. We commenced a gentle
-cent which, rrfter a few miles, became more abrupt, as a number of
s d l hills were crossed, and reached the summit of the first spur of the
easterly range of the Hotha and Latha valley at half past 4 P. M. Hitherto,
the water-shed had been to the east-north-erret, but on descending the spur
t b o w h a dense forest with little or no under-growth, the streams wem
z 1
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running to the north and the west of north. From thence to Namboke
the road lay over a mwssion of spurs from the westerly continuation of
the Hotha and Latha hills, and from the great ridge that forms the left '
side of the Tapeng vallcy in the Kakhyen hills, of which the Hotha is
only a secondary valley. Namboke may be said to lie among a sea of little,
peaked, and rounded, thickly-wooded hills formed by the junction of the
spurs of the ranges just mentioned, which are here connected to each
other by a narrow isthmus. We arrived a t the village a t 5 P.M. in a
downpour of rain, and were first conducted to a roofless shed in which it
which it wss intended we should pass the night, but we politely declined
to avail ourselves of it. The Tsawbwa then took us up to his house
where we were received with a salute of three guns, and he gave us the
stranger's hall to put up in, and provided accommodation for our men in
another house close by. The strangers' hall is the front-door extremity
of the house, from the rest of which i t ie partidy ehut off, but as there
was not room for all of us inside, Gordon and I put up in the portico, in
which all the cattle and pigs are huddled at night. As I had no bed, and
i t was desirable under these circumstances to be off the ground, the
Kakhyens brought me two planks for a bedstead.
28th August. Spent a miserable night from the constant sensation
of creeping things passing over me, and ~uspectthat my troubles arose
from the fauna of my temporary bed It was not at all certain when
we m e this morning whether we were to start, because neither of
Sladen's boxes had arrived. They, however, came in at 7 A.M., and the
mulea followed soon after, but when we were ready to move, the
Tsswbwa brought forward so many reasons why we should not go today,
that we had at laat to succumb, and honour him with our presence
till to-morrow.
The Latha Tsrrwbwa accepted the presents we forwarded by the
interpreter, and sent a piece of cloth in return, with a message that h e
was very poor, and had nothing better to give ; that he himself would
have been very g M if wc had visited him, had not he had some old
men about him who were afraid of us from the reports that had reached
them, regarthe dire consequences that had befallen the Sanda valley
from our visit. It rained in torrents the greater part of thc day, and
everything wns enshrouded in thick mist. I n the portico wc were surrounded by inquisitive Kakhyens and a few Leesaws from some villages
close at hand, all eager for m p r a w or silver.
29th August. It was only by dint of dogged determination and
resolvc on the part of our leader to listen to no cxcuses, however plausible,

for a further sojourn in this village, that we got away at 12, 35 P.M.
Some of the Hotha men had made off with their mules, and we experienced great difficulty in procuring. Kakyhens to carry the loads. M y
spirit collecting-boxes were left behind, but Hotha's man, who had charge
of the arrangements across the hills, promised to bring them; however,
when we amved at the end of our march he appeared without them.
Leaving Namboke, the road winds down the western face of the spur
on which the village stands into a deep hollow, and then commences the
ascent of the eastern side of the main range forming the left side of the
Tapeng valley in the Kakhyen hills, and in doing so crosses a spur till
it reaches the summit of the range. It then lay along the ridge of the hills
till we reached the village of Ashan where we halted for the night, putting up in Kakhyen houses. The road was a mere footpath, and had been
so little frequented of late years that i t had had to be opened specially
for us by the Kakhyens, who had sent a party of men a few days before
to cut a way through the parts that had become impassable for mules,
and the work of their d$hs wss everywhere visible throughout the march.
From Namboke to the summit of the main range, the path lay through
splendid virgin forest, and some of the glimpses down the precipitous hillfaces were magnificent. Reaching the top we looked to the right into the
deep valley of the Tapeng, the mllage of Ponsee lying as a small speck
on the slopes of the parallel range on the other side, half-way between the
bed of the Tapeng and the summit of the highest peak, Chittie-doung, on
the northern side of the valley. Beneath us to our left were two little, deep
valleys running nearly east and west, separated from each other by a low
ridge, the termination of the line of hills that forms the left side of the
Hotha valley, and which loses itself in the maze which results from the
division, sub-division, and commingling of the great spurs of the main
lines of upheaval of these mountains. There is a sea of hills in every
direction, as far as the eye can reach, and some of the great waves rise as
enormous dome-shaped masses, 6,000 feet above the sea, clothed with
dense forest to their summits, where man has not interfered with their
economy. The greater number, however, of the lesser hills have been
cleared for the cultivation of rice and Indian corn, and in looking down
their abrupt slopes, we saw them marked, as it were, with broad flights
of steps, the terraces of cultivation, and in turning our field-glass towards
these, we could usually detect little villages lying among them. The
village of Ashan belongs to the Ponsee Tsawbwa whose territory extends
from summit to summit of the two parallel ranges. I t is literally situated
on the ridge of this side, but considerably below the highest peaks, and
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looks down upon Ponsee through a deep, steep valley, formed by two
spurs that run to the Tapeng, the most westerly one of which has the
silver mines at its lower end. The village contains about a dozen houses ;
we passed no villages between Namboke and Ashan, and although we
observed a fair sprinkling on the Tapeng side of the ridge, we did not
see a single one to our left.
30th Aupst. Left Ashan at 1 1 , l O A.M. and immediately commenced
to descend the crest of a long spur running down to one of two villages
on the southern side of the left main ridge of the Tapeng. The descent
was extremely difficult, and as the ground was wet and slippery, our p e
never exceeded one mile and a half an hour. The ponies and mules were
continually sliding down on their hindquarters, and as there were steep
declivities on either side, our progress was not unattended by danger. It
was quite as difficult for pedestrians, and the only chance of keeping one's
footing lay in catching hold at every step of the long p s , and thus
gradually letting oneself down. We reached the bottom a t 12, 5 P.M.
The Namkong, a usually small stream, but now a mountain torrent,
had to be crossed, and it took our ponies up to their saddles, and all their
strength waa needed to keep their footing in the impetuous flood, and
the men had to dig a staff into its bed at each step to prevent themselves
being carried away. We were joined here by Lawloo, our Kakhyen messenger, and a number of his men.
Across the Namkong, the path lay over a narrow alluvial flat covered
with tall grass, and kneedeep in mud in the hollows. Rounding a spur we
entered another valley, and had to cross another mountain torrent to
reach the opposite slope, along which we gradually ascended for a short
distance, and then commenced a very steep aacent up a mountain-side.
Here we passed a village on our left, perched on the summit of a rounded
peak, a considerable height above us, and we had a splendid view of the
ranges to the south, all running nearly parallel to each other, east-northeast and west-south-west, with valleys between, much broken up b y
the commingling of their spurs. The valley we had just quitted was
seen to communicate with another emall vale to the south of it, with
narrow, level patches in its middle devoted to cultivation. We descended a few hundred feet, and reached the village of Muangwye at
2, 30 P.M., lying on the side of a peak covered with trees and enormous
granite boulders. We were conducted to the Tsawbwa's house, and when
we began to think of dinner, we discovered that our commissariat had been
M e n on to the village of Loaylone which is to be our next march. The
Tsawbwa's house is about 150 feet in length, and the number of buffilo
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and pig skulls in his portico attests to his wealth. He was most hospitable and liberal in his supplies of sheroo and samshu, two Kakhyen luxuries for which he ha9 a special failing.
31st Augrst. The Tsawbwa and I did a brisk trade in land shells
before we darted, as he had found out my weakness for such objects the
night before.
The morning was very wet, and in descending into the Muangkah
valley we had a repetition of the mishaps of yesterday, but fortunately
the descent wss neither very abrupt nor long. The valley, or rather glen,
is a b u t 400 feet in its greatest breadth, and the soil is a rich black loam,
and apparently very fertile, judging from the appearance of the small ricefields. The Muangkah is a deep stream about fifteen feet broad, and
flows in an alluvial channel which it has cut out for itself to a considerable
depth, so much so that i t is entirely hidden at a distance. Swimming
the mules and ponies across, we managed to scramble over on the trunk
of a tree, not more than six inches broad, steadying ourselves ae we best
could by a ricketty bamboo that had been tied on to one side as a
railing.
The valley is about one mile long, and we crossed it obliquely to the
south-east, where we ascended, and going over a ridge, descended 100 feet
to the village of Loaylone, situated on a steep slope which stretches out on
either side of it like an amphitheatre. This village or town is the largeat
and moat thriving we have seen in these hills, and the Tsawbwa's house
waa enclosed by a high bamboo fence. Our party was put up in two old
granaries raised on piles, about five feet above the ground, and our men
were lodged in the porticoes of some of the houses. The Tsawbwa, one
of the most influential chiefs in these hills, visited us shortly after our
arrival, and sent presents of sheroo and fowls. The Mutthin Tsawbwa
arrived in the evening with a number of mules. He is the younger
brother of the Loaylone chief, and a man of great intelligence and selfpossession, quiet in his demeanour and with manners quite as polished
as any Burmrrn or Shan gentleman. He wears his hair in Burmese
fashion, but his dress is a mixture of Shan and Chinese, a costume which
accorch with his perfect familiarity with the two languages, in addition
to his native tongue, Kakhyen. After dinner he came up to our quahrs,
and had a most frank and intelligent conversation with Sladen on the
advantages that would accrue to the U h y e n s were the trade to Western
Yunan revived, and expressed his willingness to do everything in his
power to facilitate its re-establishment and development, and n a t u d y
extolled this route as the best.
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1st September. Heavy rain all last night and up to noon, when the
clouds rose from the hills giving us the prospect of fine weather.
The Muangwye Tsawbwa, who is going to accompany us to Bham6,
with the Namboke man and all the others through whose 'territories this
route passes, brought a kid as a present yesterday afternoon, and the
Loaylone chief killed a fatted calf this morning, and sent us a liberal
portion. We could not be on better terms with the Kakhyens than we
are at present, and the probability is that if we had had the Burmese
with us at the beginning, our progress through the hills would have
been then quite as successfd and easy as i t is now, and that what haa
taken nearly eight months to accomplish might have been achieved in
half the time. There can be little doubt that if we had followed this
route to Momien, or gone by the Sawaddy one to the south of it, we should
have been beyond reach of that bugbear, Leesetai. As this place has been
recognized for very many years as one of the principal stages on the
embassy route, and one at which the porters and muleteers are invarialjly
changed, we have had to discharge all our Hotha men, and hire fresh
coolies and mules. It was once a Chinese garrison, and the remains of
the old fort are said still to exist on the heights above the +
,
from which a view can be obtained of the Muangwan valley. The usual
route from this to Momien is said to be by Muangwan, and from thence
to Nantin avoiding the Hotha valley.
2nd S q t e d e r . Very heavy rain during the night with strong gusts
of wind from the south-west. A t the very last moment before we took
our departure fiom Loaylone, two of the Namboke Pawmines refused to
allow a mule-load containing Captain Bowed baggage to start, as they
asserted they had not received payment for a load of rice, which was paid
for yesterday. This is Kakhyen tscticsto the life. Leaving Loaylone the
road descends a gentle slope into a small glen, in which we met a number
of mules from Bhamd laden with cotton and salt
We passed the direct road to Hoetone shortly after leaving Loaylone,
as the Mutthin Tsawbwa wished us to go through his village. We afterwards found that in order to oblige him, we had made a detour of ten
miles, while the direct r o d between Loaylone and Hoetone is not more
than five miles, and that the latter was a comparatively level one along
the paddy-fields, while the former necessitated us going right over the
summit of one of the highest ranges.
From the glen we made steep ascents over a succession of spurs and
descents into shallow, intervening valleys till we reached the summit of
the main ridge at an elevation of 5,000 feet. Close to our left was a

prominent dome-shaped hill which we had seen on our may to Ashan, and
from the top of the ridge i t appeared to be only 400 or 500 feet above us.
There were a few higher peaks still further to the south-east and south,
but it is doubtful whether any of them exceed the point we reached, by
more than 500 or 600 feet.
On this high level, which was covered with h e turf and a few trees,
and was strewn with enormous boulders, me passed a village, the houses
of which were picturesquely built under the shelter of these granite
boulders. The descent'of the main maw of the Kakhyen hills begins in
earnest after leaving this vlllage, and the path winds along the spurs,
and is a continuous declivity to Mutthin, situated on the ridge of one of
these. We were received with the beating of gongs and cymbals, and by
a salute of three guns. This is, next to Loaylone, the most thriving
Kakhyen village we have yet seen, and the Tsawbwa's house, although
built after the plan prevalent in these hills, is enclosed by a substantial
s h e and brick wall with a very Chinese-looking gateway, and is approached by a paved path which leads through the court-yard. We
accompanied the Tsawbwa into his house for a minute or two, and were
then conducted into the upper room of a small pavilion or watch-tower close
on the wall, and there me ate our lunch and were regaled with sheroo and
samshu. Leaving Mutthin, we continued the descent to Hoetone on the
same spur, but about half an hour's march further down. It stands on a
fIattened depression of the crest, strewn with great granite and gneiss
boulders. We put up in the portico of the TsawbwaJs house, in front of
which there are three flat blocks of stone, about three feet high, stuck into
the ground in a line, and said to be the altar on which the buffaloes arc
offered to the ndts. I observed some others in a grove outside the village,
which had evidently been the scene of numerous offerings, as the quantity
of skulls lying about was very great. I n this place there was also a circular
stone wall about three feet high, with one of the standing stones built into
it, and the ground was covered with the decaying skulls of buffaloes that
had been killed to the nbts. The hill-sides generally, when not cleared for
cultivation, are covered with dense forest, and in some neighbouring hollows
we found capital rice crops, and above and below the village were large clearings for a mixed crop of Indian corn and rice grown together in long
lines.
3rd September. Heavy rain all night with thunder. Lawloo and
some of his associates attempted to delay us by asking compemtion for
the death of the petty chief, who died of small-pox a t Momien. The
mules came in in dribblets, and as we could do nothing to expedite matters,
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we started when a fair number had got off. A few hundred yards from
the village we came upon a division in the road, and a discussion took
place with the Mantai Tsambma, who was acting as our guide, about which
of the two paths we were to take. We wanted to go by the road which
appeared to be the straight one, as i t lay along the spur we had come down,
while the other turned off to the left, down a deep hollow, on to another
spur to the south. The Tsawbwa's object was to take us through his
v h g e without regard to the distance we had to travel, so he insisted that
the one to the left was quite as short as the othei and a better road, and
we had to give in, and follow him. We made a steep descent and then
ascended the other spur to his village, which is situated on the northern
slope, commanding a splendid view of the plaim of Burmah and their
noble river. On entering it we were glad we had given in to him, as all
the people had been on the tip-toe of expectation to receive us, and saluted
us with five guns as we approached. We dismounted and went into his
house which was enclosed by a bamboo palisade, and found mats spread
and a liberal supply of sheroo and smrmhu awaiting us under the a r e of
his wife and daughters, strapping Kakhyen maidens. We gave them a
few small silver pieces which greatly delighted them, and mounting our
ponies made a very steep and slippery descent through bamboo jungle i n
which we were in imminent danger of being empaled against the fallen
stems, as our ponies slid down for yards together on their haunches, and it
mattered not what danger was in front for they were helpless to change
their course. At the bottom we came to a roaring mountain torrent over
which a rimall bridge had been constructed for us to cross, as fording
the stream was out of the question. A large boulder lay in the middle
of the channel, and two large bamboos were placed from it to the banks
on either side, with smaller ones between them, crossed a t intervals of
about a foot with transverse pieces to keep the others together. This
primitive bridge was 18 inches broad, and as one division ran up at a considerable incline to reach the boulder and the other bank, and the other
sloped down with equal abruptness from it, the passage across was accomplished with fear and trembhg, lest we should lose our footing and b e
carried by the irrethtible force of the current into the Tapeng, where
death was certain to the most expert swimmer.
On either side of the stream there is a considerable extent of level
land covered by tall grass, but closed in on every side by high hills. The
latter echoed with the roar of the Tapeng, which was evidently close at
hand but hidden from us by the long grass. Crossing the alluvial fht and
a low hill spur, me found ourselves on the banks of this river, which was

wildly rushing to the plains in incomparable grandeur. The road lay
along its banks for about two miles over tolerably level ground, and
at one point where it left the river and divided, we followed the
wrong path for about a mile before we discovered our mistake, and
in returning found that the Kakhyens who had passed along after us
had thrown a branch across it to direct others who were following,
to the right path. Crossing a low spur, to the south-west, we left the
Tapeng to our right, and came upon a moderately-sized, deep-flowing
stream, the Namthabet. There is a low range of undulating hills
a t the entrance to the Tapeng valley running nearly north and south :
the Tapeng as it issues from the hills flows round its northern extremity,
and the Namthabet comes down between i t and the main mass of the
Kakhyen hills, and flows into tbe Tapeng just where the latter begins to
bend round it. Continuing along its bank for about three-quarters of
a mile we encamped for the night, as the raft which was being prepared
to carry us over was unfinished. The work had been entrusted to two
Kakhyens who had started last night from Hoetone for the purpose.
Having no tents we each set to work to construct some shelter, and there
- being plenty of bamboos we soon erected a number of small huts which
we roofed with long gram. The sand-flies were intolerable, and mosquito
curtains were little or no protection against these persistent peste.
4fL September. We breakfasted at 6 A.M., and afterwards set to
work to complete the raft as the Kakhyens were doing nothing. After i t
was finished we put a number of Burmans on it along with the jemadar,
his wife, and adopted child, with bamboos about 110 feet long to pole it
across, but the current was too strong, and it was carried a long way
down the stream, and only brought ashore by some of the men jumping
into the water and guiding it to the bank, where all held on by the branches
of the overhanging trees. They had a narrow escape from being capsized and carried down to the Tapeng. As poling was out of the question,
me tried the Kakhyen method of stretching a rope from bank to bank across
the stream, and made one from long strips of the external layer of the
bamboo and connected it to the raft by a loop. In crossing with this
arrangement, the art lies in keeping the raft sideways on to the current by
a paddle behind. This attempt was not more aucoessful than the poling
one, for the rope snapped in two when the raft was in the centre of the
stream. The men, however, kept a firm hold of the half of the rope from
the opposite bank, to whioh they managed to pull themselves. We now
resolved to adopt a different plan, and to have a rope attached to the rnft
from each b d , and make the men pull it across from side to side. This
A a
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plan succeeded, and after we had sent all our men and baggage across, we
went over on the rafk up to our knee5 in water, and in a torrent of rain that
had been falling all the morning.
Immediately &r leaving the left bank, we were met by the Choungaa
of Sit-nga mounted on a pony, and accompanied by a number of men sent
to conduct us to Nampung. The road lay over the small outlying range of
hills above-mentioned, whose highest point cannot be more than 600 feet
above the Namthabet. They are rounded hills with tolerably open hollows, and on the western side they fade gradually into the Terai land in
long undulations, covered by thick tree jungle. Their eastern side, overlooking the Namthabet, is covered almost exclusively with bamboos. I n
the Terai, the trees are chiefly Bng with a thick undergrowth of long
delicate grass. There was little or no cultivation. Reaching the Tapeng
after a march of five miles, we found two large boats in readiness, and one
of them nicely carpeted and a number of men sitting in the stern beating
gongs and tomtome. We were towed across the now quietly-flowing river
by two war-boats manned by about 30 men each, and on reaching the other
side, were conducted by the Woon's private secretary to a small pavilion
which had been carefully prepared for our reception, and in wonderful contrast to the place provided for us on our upward journey. The name of
the village is Sit-nga, and immediately adjoinsTsihet. The officials who
received us were the same men who could not let us have a couple of fowls,
on our former visit, for less than Rg.18 ; they now, however, gratuitody
overburdened us with rice, plantains, pork, ngap6, and other eatables, more
than sufficient f i r the wants of all, and in addition, fed the despised Kakhyens who accompanied us. '
6th September. The hire of the mules and porters was settled t o d a y
without a dissentient voice, and not a single article has been lost betmeen
this and Hotha, and even my spirit-boxes and the mule-load that had been
detained at Loaylone came up all right. The latter was broughti by two
porters who had opened it and divided it into two bundles, but though
it contained many things that would take the Kakhyen fsnoy, an$hong
them an open bottle of brandy, not one had been tampered with.
We left Sit-nga in boats for Bham8, and on our way down had a
splendid view of the two peaked mountains that mark the opposite sides of
the Tapeng in its course to the plains, the one overlooking Ponsee, the
Chittie-doung, and the other facing it on the left bank, the Kaddoung.
This latter is the hill over which we have lately come and which we ma&
to be over 6,000 feet, which may be taken as a fhir average of the height
of the hills seen from the Irawady valley, but there nre others, such as
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those facing Muangla and to the south of Mamphoo, which must be 6,000
above the level of the sea.
As we neared the mouth of the Tapeng we were met by the Sayaydawgyee accompanied by two war-boats that took us in tow, and we reached
Bhama a t 2,3O P.M., having left Sit-nga at 9 A.M. The Tapeng is at this
season 1,500 feet broad, and so deep that an ordinary river steamer would
experience no difficulty in going up i t as far as its exit from the hills.
We went to our old quarters which have been thoroughly repaired.
The boxes, however, which we left behind, have been liberally looted during
our absence. A supply of rice and plantains was sent us as a present from
the Woon. We were accompained by all the Tsawbwas of the route we
had come by, and the Burmese provided accommodation for them outside
the town, and supplied them with food.
I remained in Bhama till the morning of the 13th, to witness the
Kakhyen ceremony of swearing eternal friendship to us, and their engagement to afford protection in future to British merchants and travellers
through their hills. The ceremony, which I have described elsewhere, consisted of the sacrifice of two buffaloes to the nfits, and the blood of the
animals had to'be drunk, after the d$hs and spears were dipped in it. This
is considered by these people an oath of the most sacred and binding
character which nothing can annul, as all the nfits are believed to be present when i t is taken ; a Kakhyen would dread breaking it, for his so doing
would subject him to the wrath of the nfits, of whose displeasure he lives
in constant fear.
The phoongyees at first objected to the ceremony on the ground that
i t was opposed to religion (Buddhist) to take life, but this objection was
met by the indisputable fact adduced by Major Sladen, that the nhte are
propitiated every day in the palace a t Mandalay, 1 and that during the last
rebellion a special prayer was ismed by the Government imploring them
to lend their aid in re-establishing order and the authority of the king.
After the ceremony was ended, and the flesh of the shin buffaloes was
distributed among the respective clans that accompanied us, the chiefs
collected in our verandah, and some of the blood of the buffaloes was poured
into a large wash-hand basin which was filled up with samshu. Two of
our spears and d4hs were then dipped in the fluid, of which each chief
drunk a good bumper till it was finished. On the second day, &r a repetition of all the incidents of the previous one, presents were given to all the
I In the Burmeee docnmenta giving an account of the Embassy to Bham6 &om
China in 1833, it is recorded that the Governor of Bham6 ordered sacrificee to be mnde
to the guarding niite of the town.
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chiefs, and the heads of the buffaloes were then fixed on poles in h n t of the
altars, the Tsawbwas with their retainers retiring to the hills.
Gordon and I devoted a day to explore the exit of the Molay river
which enters the Irawady about four miles above the Tapeng, and which we
had first heard of at Sanda. The Irawady at BhamB, at this season, has
more the appearance of an immense lake than n river, and those portions
of the country that during the dry weather seemed to be old river-banks,
had the water now many feet up their sides, and the long grass-fields over
which I used to roam were submergcd from 1 2 to 16 feet. We sailed along
under the hanks the whole way to avoid the current, and when opposite the
Tapeng, we passed a large herd of round-headed dolphins, disporting themselves in the deep water. There were many of all ages, but they are
extremely difficult to shoot as they expose little of the body in rising to
breathe, and are no sooner visible than they disappear. Opposite the lower
mouth of the Molay stream which flows out between two low ranges
of hills, there were large flocks of pelicans (A!.pAilippmz5) with a large
percentage of immature birds, and some trees on the delta-like strip of
land between the two mouths of the river mere covered with them a9 with
B white blossom.
Here, the Irawady is divided into two branches by a
large island some miles in length, and supporting a number of dlagges.
The Molay is an inconsiderable river, not nearly so large as the Tapeng;
a t this season boats can proceed up it a considerable distance, but during
the dry weather it can only be navigated by very small boats. The boatmen
informed us that i t leads right into China, and that a small trade finds its
way along it to the country to the north of Sanda. The Burmese do not
venture on it as they allege that the Kakhyens along its banks bear a very
bnd name, and are always fighting among themselves. The hills, on
either side, average about 600 feet high and run in an east-north-east
course, becoming lower aa they recede from the Irawady. Gordon and I
arranged to go downthe river together, and we went on board our boats
on the evening of the 13th of September, bidding farewell to Bharnd on the
morning of the 14th, and reached Mandalay on the 23rd of the month,
after visiting many of the places of interest along the river.
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ROUTES TO CHINA.
WUTES FROM

BUM^

AND MANDALAY (AMAEAPuEA)

TO PEKIN AND YUNAN

CITY; AhW FOUR ROUTB8 FROM B H A M ~TO THE EASTWARD

.

Route from Biram6 to Pekin travelled by a miasion deputed by tire King
of Ava to tire .Emperor of China i n the year 1833. takenfrom Burmese
documents by Aieieutenant Colonel B u r n y . Reaidem? i n AvaJ i n 1837."
1833.
11th August
12th
13th
14th
16th
17th
18th
22nd

...
..

.
... BhamB to Momauk

...

...
...

...

...

...
...

...
...
...

...

...
Ta-da-gyee
...
...
Village of Kakhyen Chief Tein
...
...
...
Matheng
...
...
...
... Foot of Muangkhah mountain
...
...
... Loaylone Fort (Chinese) ...
... Muangwan ...
...
... Kendat Fort (Chine&) Shuemuelone mountain (distance not given).
23rd
Mantoun
...
... Nantin
...
...
24th
26th
Tengyechew or Momien
7th September ... Kanlantshan ...
...
8th
... PB-weng after crossing iron suspension bridge over
Shuaylee
...
... Phupyauk after crossing Salween by boat
...
9th
. . . . . Yung-chang-fu
...
10th
... Kuonba
...
12th
13th
Shya-muho after crossing iron suspension bridge over
Mekong
...
... Youn-pyen-hien ...
14th
16th
... Khuon-leng-ph6
...
...
16th
... Yan.pyin.hien. between this and the previous halt
crossed a river 10 miles from Khuon-leng-ph6 by
an iron suspension bridge (distance not given) .
17th
... Hokyanpo. croeeing at Yan-pyin-hien an iron auspension bridge over the Hokyan river
...
18th
Tsauk-chow ....
...
...
19th
... Khoun-haik
...
...
20th
Pit-nan-yi
...
..
21st
Phu-poun
...
...
...

..
..
.

...
...
...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

.

.
.. . . . .
..

...

...

...
...
...

...

...
...

..

.

.....

..
..

...

...
...

.

.

...

...

MILES.
12
8
12
12
12
14
16

...
...

...

...

...

...

...
....
...

16
14
12
8

...

16
18
18

...

12
18
16
18
12

..

...
...

16
14
20
16

.
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1833.
22nd September

...

...

...

Shya-khyauk
...
...
Kyen-nan-chow, a walled city with a governor and
commander of cavalry
...
...
23rd
. . . . . Li-hB
,..
,..
...
... Tshu-shyoun or Tschou-hinng, a large walled city
24th
,,
with six gates, with a governor and garrison
...
26th
Kueng-tom-hien
...
...
26th
ShyB-tshe
...
...
27th
Lu-thoun-hien, a large walled city with a governor
28th
Lo-ya-kuon
...
29th
,,
... An-leng-chow, a large city almost in ruins
...
30th
. . . . . Yunan-fu or Muangtahi, a large walled city with
seven gates, with a civil and a military governor, a
collector of customs, judge, and military examiner
21st October
... Wun-khyauk ...
...
...
22nd ,,
, .. Pan-leit
...
...
...
...
23rd
,,
... Pi-loun-ban ...
,..
...
...
... Ma-loun-chow, a city with a governor. I t is about
24th
,,
the same size as Punan city
...
26th
1,
Shya-yi-chow, a walled city with a governor
...
... PB-shue
26th
,,
...
...
27th
,,
... Pyeng-yeng-hien, a large walled city with a governor
28th
,,
... Pi-za-khoun ...
...
...
29th
,,
... Yo-kuon-teng-tsan
...
...
...
... Shyan-taain ...
!3otJl ,,
...
...
31st
,,
... Pe-shya-ti
...
...
...
...
1st November ... A-tu-teng
...
...
...
2nd ,,
La-taing, e small walled city with a governor
...
... Bo-koun
3rd ,,
...
...
... Teein-leng-chow, a large walled city with a governor
4th
,,
... An-shuafu, a large walled city with a governor ...
6th
,,
... Ngan-pyeng-hien, a large walled city with a governor
6th
,,
... Tsheng-tsein-hien, a small walled city with a governor
7th
,,
... Kue-chow (Yue-chow P), a very large city of the eecond
8th
,,
class with a military officer and four governors.. .
... Loun-li-hien, a small city of the third class
10th
,,
...
12th ,,
... Kue-tein-hien, a large city of the third class
... Lhyo-yan-ban
13th ,,
...
...
...
14th
,,
... Yeng-pyeng-hien, a very large city of the third class
... Khan-pyeng-chow, a city of the second class
...
16th ,,
16th ,,
... Tsi-pyeng-hien, a large city of the third claas
17th
,,
... Tsein-ynon-fu, a city of the f i t class, but not so large
as Kue-chow. I t appears to be the Tong-chwen-fu
of Du Halde situated on a navigable branch of
the Pang-tse-kiang. Here the mission embarked
in boats nnd dropped down to
...

...

...

.....
.....
.....
.....

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
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1833.
20th November
218t
,,
22nd ,,
23rd
,,

...

Tnhi-tshein-hien, a walled city of the third class ...
TA-yi-tan, a fort on the Yang-tee-kiang
...
Pyan-shue
...
Pi-pyen-hien, a walled city ...
...
...
Yu6n-teo-fu, a walled city of the first class, surrounded by numerow -,
and from thence in the
...
aame day to...
...
Kyin-leng-dan
...
...
...
Khyay-ya-hien, a walled t o m of the thiid class
...
Tshi-tahi
...
...
...
...
Shyeng-yi-wun
...
...
...
Teeng-kyi-hein, a walled city of third olass
...
Ld-kyi-hien, a walled city of third class.. .
...
Shyeng-tso-fu (Tching-tcheou), a large walled city of
the first c h
...
,..
1st December ... Kaing-ehyo
...
...
... Tnoun-seh
...
...
...
2nd ,,
... Tshan-tek-fu. Hew the mission left the Yang-tee-kiang
3rd ,,
and procaeded by land to
...
...
Ta-loun-tsan
...
...
Tsi-khua-ye
...
...
Li-chow, a large walled city with five gates
...
Shue-leng-yeng
...
Koun-gan-hien, a large walled city
...
Tshnon-16ng-ye
Kyeng-teo-fu (Kin-tcheou), a very large oity with
very handsome wall^ surrounded by a ditch on
which the miasion slrw a great many boata plying
Kyeng-yeng-ye
...
Kyeng-mein-chow (Kinmen), a large walled city of
the second cIass
...
,..
Shi-Khyauk
...
...
Leng-yen-y6
...
..,
Yi-tehein-hein, a walled city.. .
...
Thuon-teheng (Syang-ylmg), the mission data that the
whole of the country between this city and Tshantek-fu, where they left the Pang-tee-kg, had
been destroyed by an inundation in 1829, and
that the effects of it were still everywhere visible,
and that on m u n t of the damage it had done,
they experienced great difficulty in procuring posthornea and portern, and had taken 22 days to
travel a distance, that prior to the inundation had
never occupied more than 12 days. From thk
city they proceeded in covered chairs in order

...
...
...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

...

...
...
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1834.

let January
2nd ,,
3rd
,,
4th
,,
6th
,,
6th
,,
7th
,,
8th
,,
9th
,,
10th ,,
13th
,,
12th ,,
13th ,,

...
...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

14th
16th

,,
,,

...

16th
17th
18th

,,
,,

,,

...
...
...

19th

,,

...

20th

,,

...

21st

,,

...

to facilitate the journey ; the chairs were drawn
by mules harnessed before and behind
Lhy6.yeng-~i
...
...
P i or Ri-hien, a walled city of thud class
...
...
Wa-tang
,..
...
Nan-yan-fu (Nanyang), a large walled city
Tseng-teng
...
Ts8-h8
...
...
Pi-chow, a walled city, stopped by a fall of snow ...
Kyo-sheng
...
,..
Yui-hien, a walled city
Shan-hien, a large walled city of third class
Tshan-ko-hien, a walled city of third class
...
Sheng-tseng-khyeng, a large walled city
...
Tseng-chow (Tchingow) a large walled city. Beyond
which they reached the Ho-ang-ho, which was
frozen, so that they were unable to proceed by the
route followed by the governor of Bham8 in
1823, and deviated to the north-west to
...
Po&-yan-hien, a walled city
...
H6-16kuon, a large walled city
Konn-hien, a large walled city
Pan-be-hien, a large walled city
.,.
Monn-hien, a large walled city
...
Huaik-kyeng-fu (Hoaiking P), a large walled city
Tsan-fu, a large walled city
...
Taheng-hoa-yi, a small waned city
...
Tit-an-hien, the largest city met with between Bham8
and Pekii ...
...
Ho-ya-hien, a very large walled city
...
Shyeng-nan-hien, a large walled city
We-kne-fu (Oue-kiun), a large walled city, where they
joined the mad travelled by the governor of
Bham8 in 1823
...
,
...
Khyi-hieng, a large city with mud walls, with brick
parapeta
paased through
Taan-tek-fu (Tchang-ta), a large walled city

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

23rd

,,

...

...

a.n

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

..

to

,,

...

...
...
...

Pi-konn
22nd

...

...

...

p a a d through
Tsan-ahow, a large walled city
to
Oun-lo-kyeng
...
Han-tan-hien, s walled city ...

...

.....

...

...
...

...
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...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
let February

...
...

...

...
.

Youn-leng-hien, a walled city
Shya-hbk-hien, a walled city
..
Yuon-tek-fi5 (Chun-ti), a large walled city
Nne-shp-hien, a walled city
...
Po-shya-hien, a walled city ...
...
Tsauk-chow (Tcha), a walled city
...
Luon-tahonn-hien, a large walled city . .
Tseng-tein-fu, a large walled city
...
Teng-chow (Tig), a large walled city ...
Wun-tn-hien, a very large walled city ..
Myeng-yi-teng
...
Puon-taheitkhyo
-..
Pauk-teng-fu (Pading), a large walled city
Ngan-shyu-hien (Ngan P)
...
Pe-kho
Teng-tai-hien, a large walled city
Tsue-chow (Tso-tcheon), large walled city
Leng-yan-hien, large walled city
...
Pe-kgin (Pekin), the capital of China ...

.

.

.

...

...

...

...
...

...
...

From the foregoing itinerary, i t appears that the Yang-he-kiang
is 60 marches from Bhama, or 794 miles. The mission proceeded for 14
days down this river, and accomplished a70 miles in that time, and from
the point they disembarked on the banka of the Yang-tse-kiang to the
Ho-ang-ho, was a distance of 326 miles, which they overtook in 26
marches of about 124 miles each. From the Ho-ang-ho they were 2 1
marches in reaching Pekin, a distance of 359 miles, making marches of
17 miles a day in Sedan chairs drawn by ponies, the entire distance
1,745 miles was overtaken in 121 days, giving an average of 144 miles
per diem.
Route, from Amarapura lo Pekin, ku
Tieinnee and Yunan city, travelhd
by a mMsion deputed by Ilie King of Ava lo tire Emperor of China in
the year 1787, taken from Burmese documents publislied by Colonel Btrrney, Resident i n Ava, ia 1837."
1787.
24th June
25th ,,
26th ,
27th ,,

...
...
...
, ...

Amawpuw to Phra-gyih
Kangyih, a city
Oun-lhut
...
Thoun-zay
..

...
.

...
.,,

...
...

...

...

...

...
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...
...
...

...
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2
12
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20
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1787.
28th June
29th
30th
1st July
2nd
3rd
4th

..

...

.

...
...
...
Nan-mo
...
Ban-gyi or Ban-kyi
...
...
...
...
...
... Kywe-goun
...
...
...
...
...
... Bb-gyo
... Thi.bB. acity ...
...
... Thi.det. after crossing the Moday river ...
... A t6 erected specially for them on the bank of the
Naung-b8 river
...
...
...
...
...
... Lashio
...
...
... Theinnf (Theinnee) city. and remain 10 days
...
... Teng-gan
...
...
...
Maing-puon
...
...
...
...
... Na-ti
...
... Nan-lain
...
...
...
... Peng-po
...
... Kuon.loun. after crossing the Salu-een (Salween) river
Pan-theng
...
...
... Peng-hin
Crossed the Nan-phoung or Nam-baung river. the
boundary of Theinnf (Nam is water. in Shan
language)
...
Peng-ma-khb on the Nan-Tein river
Tsin-het
Khont-loh
Maing-Kaing ...
At the monastery of Boduen-gyih (great silver mine)
Man.bfi. on the little hill of Luay-wm-bfi (Luay or
Mai is the Shan for a mountain)
... Kaing.mah. e city with a governor. (Here the
ambassadors appear to have remained for 6
months)

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...
.a.

...

...

.

28th
30th s1
31st
1st August
3rd

.
.

1788.
12th January
13th
14th

...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...

...
...
...

...
...

...

.

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

.

...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

26th June
27th

...

...

...

...

...
Wein-yonk
...
...
...
Maing-Tha
Maing.Yanng. in the province of Yunan and under
the city of Shuen-li ...
Maing-L&
Toun.dauk.shne.
Yuin-chow (Maing-Yfi)
Shnen-li a city (Maing.Chan) . (Here again they
appear to have stayed 6 month)
Tsinkay
Nyo.kay. after crossing the iron-bridge over the
Mekhanng (Mekkong) or great Cambodia river
(Chinew. Loutsan.Kyang)

...

...

...

..

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...
...
...

...

...
...

...
...

...

8
10

16
16
14
12

.

18
12

...

20
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28th June
29th ,,
30th 1,
1st July
23rd ,,
24th I,
25th ,,
26th ,,
27th ,,
28th ,,
29th ,,

...

...

Tshu-kay
...
...
...
...
Moun-khna, a city
...
Than-shyen-ban
...
Ta-thf or Ta-yi (city of Tali)
...
Tso-chow
...
...
... Yuinan-ngay (city of little Yunnn)
...
... Keyen-nan-chow,a city ...
...
... Tshu-shyoun (Tchon-hiung)...
...
... Kueng-tom-hien, a city
...
... Lu-thoun-hien
...
... An : lin-chow ...
...
Yui nan-gyih (great) called by the Shans

...
...
...
...

...

...

...
...

...

Maing-Tshi (Yunan)

...

20

...

12
12
14
12

...

2.b

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...

...
...

28
12
12
26
30
14

-

620

ARer Yunan city, the route pursued by this embassy to Pekin is
similar to that tabulated in the previous route.
As the distance from Yunan to Pekin is about 1,293 miles by road,
the sum total of miles to be travelled between Amarapura (Mandalay)
and Pekin is 1,913 miles.

The following routea have been kiudly placed a t my disposal by
Mr. Gordon, who joined the Expedition a t Muangla on its return from
Momien.
The routes from Bhama to the Muangwan valley are each called by
the name of the gate from which the person starts on his road. The
h t three were supplied to Mr. Gordon by a Shan trader of Muangwarl
brought to him by the king's interpreter.
Pirat Route.-Bhami3 from eaat gate to Leyin 6 miles ; Manbong
1 4 mile, near the Namsagyee-choung to the north of it; Momauk (8)
at the foot of hills 19 mile; on hills is Momauk, a Kakhyen village,
14 miles off; going up to the head of a stream Pongwa, not the same
ss the Pongwa village near Matin. There is still another village of the
same name on the opposite side of the stream, 3 miles from Momauk ;
Pin-ma-gin (Kakhyen) 1mile, crossing the Namsagyee-choung 18 feet
broad; Pin-koh 1 4 miles ; near this place is the highest point of the
ridge line which divides the territory. Crossing this the Namthachoung flows towards Mowun ;Namtha (Kakhyen) 24 miles; about 2
milee from this a Shan village called Manen ; Leytha 14 mile ; Noungnum 4 mile, crossing the Mowun-choung or Nomwan by a bridge.
Hwan-aeng 1 mils; Sin-houng a bazaar village (every five days)
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1 mile; Toon-hein 4 mile; Ley-kham 4 mile; Homoung 4 mile;
Noung-swan (Shan) and Wing-koot on each side of road 4 mile. Tawkhoung 1 mile ; Kawtin 1& mile ; Ma-wyne north-east from Kawtin
with a small stream intervening, 4 mile; here is a large pagoda near
Wynemow which is to the south of the road, while Kat-tin-kam is to
the north of it. A large bazaar is held a t the latter place, 24 miles ;
Nam-toh 2 miles; Muangwan 14 mile.
Second Route.-Bhama from Nyey-noo gate, south gate, t o Kotyen 3 miles, crossing the Namsagyee-choung. This debouches about one
mile south of BharnB. Then crossing a small stream, Namsanling,
which flows into the Namsagyee, about 1 4 mile, reach the foot of the hills,
and ascending arrive a t Wa-loung (Kakhyen) 2 miles from foot of
hills ; Lamadoung 2 miles ; Muangwye 1 mile ; Meroo 1 mile ; this hill
is the highest near Bhama; Maing-pie or Pa-kowan about 9 miles;
one night is passed in the jungle between Meroo and these places ; Seedoung 2 miles, and near this two roads diverge, the one to the north
going to Manen 2 miles, and the south road leading to a Panthay hill
1 mile ; Noungen 1 mile ; Leytha 1 4 mile.
TAird Roule.-Bharna from south gate, Pankon 4 mile; Myoungbin-tha close to the Namsagyee stream, after crossing which reach Kanjie
24 miles. Here another stream the Theing-min is met with, and
following it reach Theing-min village 4 mge; Manyuat 4 mile; Mankin 1 mile ; at foot of hills opposite this Nanma-pwey village ;Theingpwat (Kakhyen) 24 miles ; Letka south of road 4 mile; north of the
latter village is Peh-toh; and still further is Pa-la ;Pong-seing 3 miles ;
Nan-say 2 miles ; Nam-koh 24 (Kakhyen) ;descending reach Noungen 2 miles ; on keeping to the south from Nam-kal reach Nam-toh in
2 miles; Ling-houng 3 miles.
Pourtli Route.-From north gate of Bhamd, Nampawa stream and
village 2 miles; Mobeing 2 miles ;Leemin 4 miles ; Nam-thabet river 5
miles to about 4 miles above where the Expedition crossed it; then
Namtha-boke rivulet 2 miles ;Mantai 2 miles ;Hoetone 2 miles ;Mutthin
2 miles ; Loaylone, Muangkah ; 2 miles to Katsan having a large bazaar,
and also called Muangwan. There is in reality no town of Muangwan,
which is the name of the district.

ROUTEFROM KAUNQTOUNQ TO MUANOWAN.
A road to the south of Kaungtoung leads to Mansey 6 miles; this leads
in a straight line along the Moh-yew river to the north of Kaungtoung ;
Shuay to Manthy 3 miles; Kwey-gyee, Kongteing 1 mile; to M a n k d
14 mile ; Mausey nenr Mansy to Nankin, and arrive a t foot of hills ;
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ascending reach Looaysoon (Kakhyen) 24 miles ; Pongkan 2 miles ;
here there is a stiff hill, but no further difficulty as the road is good. The
road follows a pass, and on the south of it Pakwan 24 miles; north,
Nausey 8 miles; Manseing 2 miles north; K h a n 2 miles south;
Namtoh (Shan) 2 miles off after crossing Namwan.
ROUTEFROM MUANQWAN
TO SEHFAN.
From Namtoh (last village on preceding route) to Leikpoo 2 miles ;
Main-peik 1 mile ascending a Poloung hill, and going east reach Holam,
14 mile; Mammok 4 mile; Pinhok 14 mile; Luaylone 4 mile; Manpin
2 miles; Luayleik (iron hill) 2 i miles ; Moeyleik (iron mine), this is
about the base of the hills from which the road descends, 14 mile;
Hokoung (bazaar) one mile; Noungkan 2 miles ; Mansan 4 mile;
cross the Nampin river which flows into the Nammow; Natcheen
2f miles; Sehfan (town) 4 miles.
TO MUANQMOW.
ROUTEFROM MUANQWAN
From Mausey to Petah 3 miles; Leamut 6 miles; Nankhai 4
miles; Kutlung I f mile, after crossing the Namwan a t the base of the
hills; Noungwan 1 mile; in the Muangmow district, Katlung-low
(bazaar) 1 mile; Low-peike 2 miles; Hokhai 1 mile ; Muangwing,
1f mile; Fweyhoi 2 miles; Muangmow i mile.

ROUTEpaom mu maw^ TO MUANQTEE.
From Muangwan to Paulin 2 miles; Howan 4 mile; San-pah i
mile; Payey on hills I mile ; Shuemuelong 2 miles ; Panchan 1 mile ;
Wanen 2 miles ; Hintan 1 mile : Mantong 1 mile ; Chouk-toh near
the iron bridge in the Nantin valley, on the main road near the TahS 4
miles ; Muangtee 2 miles.
FROMSANDAVALLEY TO SEHFAN.
After crossing the hills to the south. of Sanda, Hotha or Muangsa
is reached, about 12 miles from Manwyne. Crossing another ridge on the
south side of the Hotha valley and going to the south-west for about
17 or 18 miles, Muangwan is reached. South and east from Muangwan
is Muangmow, 2 days' journey, each belonging to separate chiefs and
in distinct valleys; a ridge of hills having to be crossed to reach the
latter. One day's journey east of Muangmow is Sehfan, and north from
Sehfan is Muangkwan. Sehfan is a Shan town close to Theinnee and
is in possession of the Chinese; one day's journey north of Muangkwan is
Lunguin, a Chinese town in possession of the Panthays ; east of this is
Kaingma (Shan) under the Panthays; and 7 days to the east of it is
Xuangmun, a Shan town under the Chinese.
c 2
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VOCABULARY.

Upward8 of lwo irundred word8 in jive languages.

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twenty
Twenty-one
One hundred
One thousand

I
We
You
He
Of me
Of ue
Of you
Of him
Of them
Above
Below
Far
Near
Alone
Inside
Behind
Before
North
South
Eaat
West

Best
Bad
Worse
Worat
High
Higher
Highest

Shan.

Kakhyen.

English.

...

...
..:

.....

...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

Langsi
Lakong
Masom
Malee
Mangah
Krm
Sanet
Matsat
Tsikoo
Shi
Shi langai
Koon
Koonlangaf
Lab
Hainglangai
Ngai
Antaing
Nongtaing
Torawah
Ngahome
Antainglo
Nangtainglo
Keyraigh
Kangtengraia
Lata
Lawoo
Nowtsanai
Aneesharengai
Nanaisha

...
............
............
............

...... Loong
Song
...

..
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...

...
...

....,.
...

...

...
...
...

............
s..........

...

...

Toomea inksjah
Tsawah

............
... Late

.........
.........

.........

............
...........
............
... Kajai
... Inkajah

Sam
Si
Ha
Hoak
Saet
Pyet
Kow
Sheep
Sheepate
Sow
Sowate
Packlaing
Hainglaing
KOW
Mowshoe
How
Mung
Kowlai
Howhalai
Mowsoo
Hongmyoon
Myonhowhi
Kiineh
Kantow
Kaiyow
Cowalal:
Yonlai

...

...

...
...

Kaneu
Kantow
Wanoak
Wantoak
Leesubinah
Yunglee

.........

Moataykhew
Amng
Aykhera wongva

............

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...

...
...
...

...

...
...
...

...

...
...

...

...

...
...
...
...

.-.
..

...
...
...

...
...-.
..
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Kakhyen.

Englid~.

Low
False
Fine
True

Thin
Fat
Thick
Oily
Pretty
Ugly
Beautiful
Clean
Dirty
Dusty
cheap
Dear
Rich
Poor
Old
Young
Tall
Little
Small
Big
Tight
Wide
Close
Painful
Pleasant
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue
Orange
Black
White
Hand
Foot
Nose
Eye
Mouth
Tooth
Ear
Hair
Head
Tongtie
Belly

Nemai
Nangmasonai
,.. Tsomai
.. Raiai
... Kasherai
.. Kubai
... Tatday
... Toem
Tsomai

...
...
..

... Tsomai
... Tsomai
... Shoeshakai

...

...

...

...
...........

............
...........
...

Matzanneh

...

Matzaneh

... Soneh

... Toonglasa

. . . . Kacheeai

... Sawai

...
..

-

...

...
...
...
...
...

Indehkacheeai
Kacheecheeai
Kubai
Teetai
Koocabai
Meesa
Matzeeai

.........

.. Khrenai

... Somai'
...
Chitai
... Chitai
............

...
...
..
...
...

...

...
...
...

..
...
...

...

Changai
Prongai
Lata
Lagong kheytai
Indee
Me
Incoop
Wa
Na
Karah
Pong
Shinglet
Khan

...

Tumalai
Monlonlni
Sanay
Lonld
Yongmai

... P w h

...

Lalai
Hackaylai
. . . Hanglilai

...
...
...

.........

H~nglilai
Semhitnai
Hangwheylai

.........

Mouwai
... Paneh
..# Meeh
... Panyon
... Tonalai
.., Onyou
... Soongai
, Onvtlai
... Onzeesee
... Yanalai
.., Kapai
Quangai
.., Kowtli
... Sipai

..

...

...
...

.........

A neng
Anaing
Anhew
Anpyah

...
...
........
Anam
...
... Angpuck
...
...

Mew
Ting
Hunglan
... Waydah
Soap
... Shew
Mayloho
..# Hoonhow
... Ho

...

...
...

...
...

Lin

Tong
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Hotha Shan.
Mahlawhoorilai
Manhay
Tomelai
Peybaw
Hyamlai
Powlai
Kanlai
Kokklai
Tomelai

.........

Tomebaw
Peubaw
Tseetbaw
Soodah
Polai
Kolai
Chodo
Panlai

MunBssh
Thoay
Mangbaw
AefLw
Moonmoonsaw
Khuybaw
Shinglai
Quanglabaw
Naygawsabaw
Atoohenlai
Kneelawkaybaw
Omnah
Aloom
Akkew
Amyau h
Aloongasaw
Annaw
A P P ~ ~
Taw
H ~ Y
Nayhong
Knoydzee
Myoot
Khowrry
Neeahaw
00

Owgong
Whaw
Oondow

-

- - --

Leenaw.

...

...

...
...

...
...
...
..a

...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...

...

...
...

...
...
...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...

..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..

...

...
...
...

...
...

Kula
Mungaw
Byeedah
Ghooleeaw
Battah
Tsuddah
Guadah
Khuddah
Bheda
Mabyee
Bheda
Phaw
Neemughoondah
Shenggew
N oodah
Kaddah
Tsobo
Saddah
Taomaw
Lanew
Moakkaw
Wablaneu
Runnrraw
Woodaw
Tsodah
Haydaw
Thyeedaw
Goodoonnuddah
Teeanaw
Yeanee
Yeeshee
Yeneetshee
Lasay
Attew
Yeenah
Yeepoo
Lapah
Khaypah
Nahbay
Myetzoo
Malay
Tsitshee
Nabaw
Oochay
Oodew
Latchay
Hickhay

...

Quoikaroi
Owmow.
Tseah.
Hawhoi
... Mangah.
Kalana
Nakakoi.
Kaiaw.
Tsi
... Putma
Tsikaw.
... Lweehaw.
Highai
Peevunay.

...
...
...

...

...
...

...
...

...

.........

... Gnaw.

... .........
...

Anpan.
Takkaw.
Taheelay.
Onyou-haw.
Konou.
Konlay-lay.
... Langhaw.
Pakkaw.
... Loomhaw.
... Chamhaw.
Toeowsayowlow.
Khyenhaw.
... Yow.
... Eela
Eevong.
Lenay.
Quonlaylay.
... Eewong,
Eelooee.
Tai
Ronaw.
... Koorookmoo.
... Nigh.
Moay.
Shnng.
... Choak.
Heuckhyn.
... Khyn.
htah.
*.a

...

...
...
...
...

...

..

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
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p
p

Rock

Tin
Brsss
Earth
Father
Mother
Brother
Sister
Man
Woman
Wife
Child
Son
Daughter
Slave
Cultivator
Shepherd
Hunter
God
Devil
sun
Moon
Star
Fire
Water
House
Horse
Cow
Dog
Cat
Cock
Duck

Ass
Bird
Mule
Bamboo
Stone
Elephant
Buffalo
Flea
Louse (body)
Louse (head)
-~

.-

Shn.

Kskhyen.

English.

Iron
Gold
Silver
Copper
Lead

--

..,
...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

Shemah
Phee
Tsa
Cornprong
Makree
Mssoo
Pheyprong
Makree
Kah
Kowah
Gnoo
Apoo
Mongsow
Chingpaw
Noom
Mashanoom
Mang
Kashah
Mawhonkashah
Kashahpyeelai
Toangnaiai
Peinamremai
Mounwhomai
Shinpawah
Kateabai

...... ULung
h

... Ooom
...
Tong
Hum

...

... Chun
Laypuck
...
.. Tonglung
..... Lullglean
Paw
... Ma
...... Tsailoong
Nongow
Khoon
...
... Pahying

...
...
...

...

...
...

...

...
...

...

... hSan
... d a h
... Lagree

...

......
......

...
...
...

...
...
...

Wan
Intzin
Indah
Comerang
Toomsoo
Quhay
Ningyoueh
Oorang
Oopyaet

...
...
... .........
... Nhoopyen
...

...
...
...

Lstsayla
Kawah
Looug
Maguay
Nga
Wahkaree

...
,..
Sakhep
...
... Chee

...

...
...
...

...
...

......

Meh
Laon
Look
Lookmw
Loogyonow
Toangla
Sowyalingpeh
Sowmonso
Sowpara
Peahighloong
wan
Lhun

IAOW
Phai
Nam
Huhn
M a
Bow
Mah
Myew
Kiephoo
Pyet

...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...

..
...
...
..
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

......
...

.Loak
........
...
Miilaw
...
... Myeh
Heen
......... Tsang
Why

...

...

...

...

...

Mat
Mien
How

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
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Hotha Shan..

Polouog.

Leesaw.

--

Wholoong
Shan
say
Noway
Toangwah
Keway
Shanphew
Tungpur

Me
Apaw
Aggah
Among
Ham
Chow
I%"6naw
Aymaw
Tsoee
Tdooalisa
Eengnawsa
Khyun

.........
.........

MUSO
Oorah
Tam
Pow3
Yulaw
K hew
Poee
Tea
Een
Ma%
~ochoanatsaing
Quhoee
Kollaw
Capaw

Piiy
Mahlee
Ghnaw
Mdaw
Chewgen
Leekaw
Khyang
Koloway
Uhlu

.........
........

...
...
...

...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...
...

..a

...

Kamah
Hhew
Keypah
Po0
Gishshee
Tsew
Hoepew
Yeguw
Nayhew
Babe
Mama
Aiyee
Mala
Latchoe
L a m d
Lameuh
Lunay
Tsobahla
Lameungla
Chobah

.........

........
............
... W h h
... Gnay
...
Neemee
... Habackhee
...
...

...

...
...
...

...
.a

...

...
...
...
...

....-.
...

.-.
...

Coossh
Attaw
Yeghaw
Ghnee
Amho
Anyemah
Annah
Urrah
Urupah
Ah
Uyamyeh
Kga
Teemee
Wahmah
Takhee
Ham&
Annaga
Catteuh
Chinutah

.........

Yahow.
... Tsigh.

...
...

Yoang.

...

Pachat.

... Reun.
............
... Leckleway.

...........
...

Katai
Koon.
Ma.
Peeow.
Peenangow.

...
...
...

...
... T m .

.... Yeban

...
...

Peeow.
Yebanay.
Eemeilay.
Eebanay.
Xyeh.

...
..
...

.........

.........
.........

... Chuprah.
...

Canom.
Lata
Takkew.
.. Law.
... Pl'igh.
... Em.
... Krep.
Myong.
... Muckamah.
S6w.
Yewh.
Yehcrow.
Pyet.
Myonglee.
... Ngow.
... Tolelaw.
... Khyang.
... Maou.
Chang.
... K h a
hang.

...

...
...
...

...
..
...

...

...
..

...

'

00.

.........
--
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English.

Deer
Goat
Sulphur
Salt
sugsr
Milk
Sheep
Turban
Jacket
Trousers
Woman's Jacket
Woman's Turban
Petticoat
Shoea

Earn
Rice
Opium
Serpent

Frog
Grass
Tree
Leaf
Wood
Fiah
Cold
Warm
Im
Snow
Rain
Wind
Thunder
Lightning
Sky
Day
Night
Light
Darkneaa
Cloud
River
Hill
Insect
Heart
Go
Eat
Sit
Come
Beat

...

...
...

...

...

Kekhyen.

Po
Psinam
Khan
Tsoom
Tsantang
Tsoo

...
............
... Poonkaw
... Polong

... Teboo
Polong

...

............
... Soomboo
............

... Lakan
... Shat
... Yeepyen
... Laboo
...

...

...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...

...

...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...

...

Shoo
Nam
Poonsaw
Poonlap
Poon
Nga
Kachee
Katctsi
Tsin
Khen
Marangto
Urnbong
Mahmoomood
Meeprap
Moo
Sheenee
Shenah
Shenee
Insin
Soomoay
Mereeha
Bwm

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

Pangdai
Pay-yah
Khan
Khu
Khuwan
Loam
Toe
Khynhoe
seu

Pa
...
... Sou

...

...
...
...

Klynhoe
Shin
Whyepteen
Pehwho
HOW

Phey

...
Moo
...
Koap
...
Yiih
... Tonemai
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...

Mowmai
Mytaing
Pa
Kat
Oonai
Ghonlam
Lie
Phoontosk
Loom

Pbaaowai
Phamypai
BhZl
Khanpan
Khanghirn
Phalaing
Lapsing
Moay
Lamkew
hiloo
Picta
Hollow

............
... Mashin

...
...

...

...........
... Laugda
... Mada
... Tainda

...

...
...
...

...

Sam0
Shamo
Domo
Wamo
Tookmo

...

........

,
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I

Hotha Shan.

Khaw
Sm-w
Nonow

.........

Wootoop
T ~ Y
Ghlaw
EenawtRsy
Eenaw ootoop
Eenaw tungaw
Khyapteen
Kneechaw
Tsen
Yappingyen
Mowee
Piiw
Sieaw
Tsidsaing
Skihow
Shake
Mushaw
Kamlai
Poolai

.........

.........

Mowrowbaw
Ghli
Mowrow
Shapmyng
Annyow
Knee
Tmoot
Mowbowbaw
Mowchootbaw
Hangeen
Kaw
Boom

.........
.........
.........

Kawde
Kn,h

.........

Tayda

Myloo
Utchee
Khang
Tsabow
Shantah
Atchee
Atchumew
wootew
Bucheu
Meekee
Samen buchee
Samen wootew
Meekyee
nsnee
Knockaw
Dthapoo
yappay
Who
Oopah
Shi
S h i h
Tsibeeyah
Teih
Ngwa
Gyaddah
Tddah

.........
.........

Mah&
Mayhee
Mo%PJ
Bhyyeh
Kneemeetchee
Myeemalaw
Yeetah
Kneeowmah
Nayaw
Mookoo
Yeegyah
Kneekee
Biddee

Polonng.

... Ahjaw.
Meh.
...
... Khan.
.a.

...

...
..a

...

S6h.
Mahmoilooay.
Emboo.
Atchaw.
Kameh.
Kayeup.

... .........
... Kayeup yebaw.
... Kameh yebaw.
... Kalang yebaw.
.,. Khypteen.
... Paywhoo.
... Lakow.
...
Hhan.
... Yapping... ........

I..

...

...

...
...
...

...

Mat
Hoi.
Phooen.
Hoi
Kn
Kaw.
Myahcaeeai

... .........
.........
Qnoi
K,
Polong.

.........

La.

Teungai.
Keisin.
Qneh.
Tsaymawchoak.
Mok.
Emhongfie.
Panang.

.........

sea

Hogiow.

.........

.........

.........

.........

........

.........
.........
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Eqli~b.

Stand
Lie
Die

Call

Kakhyen.

... Rotmo
Karengmo
...
... Seeaa

...
...

Throw
...
D*P
Place
Lift
...
Pull
Smoke
Love
...
Hate
What ie your name9 ...

Shegah
Shedeng
Hatse
Shed
Ta

...
-..
... kq

ShPn.

...
...

hkda
Einlengda

...

............
...
Ma
... Tim

...
...
...

...

...

... Toak
...
...
...

...

Teayou
Yang
Teat
Liit
Hachlai
Hhanhau

:..

1

...

i

:...:

Nheyrai
Neimcome
*.. I
Nung. meing ganging
eagruehDaiee comerang kadeh
How old is this horsel.
tinglaeh goon
Ngai inchengai
I do not know
Cow mhahow ahay
kadeh Muang Sandrt kai halow.
How far ie it to Sandal Sanda mying
Banai
It is a journey of one day Intwey langai toom
Lam wan qua tenglai ...

...

... .........

..

.........

...

...

...

...
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Poloung.

yapda
Ayda

.........

Lawah
Koondah
Tahyoudah
Anbedah
Koobawdah
Shiiybawdah
Gnawsheubawdah
Nawnoilawdah
Cachencachaw
Nong day pay cainay

Hatesa
...
... Yeeta
.........
...

...
...

...
...
...
...
...

... .........
...

Myang honehyay mang
laybounay.
...
Ngaw masa
Chanda quhonhay wene-

*Y.

Tanyen samhet tah

Kovv
Law
Tsayloho yeuk
Takyah
Q-w
ah0
Yehbeckshe
Nguanah
Kneemuhnndau

...

.........

Tayau.
Vuneh.
Oonsayau.

.........

Tayan.
Tutanlaybeneen.
Owkynowkuloak.
Owingau.

owchungkakai

APPENDIX C.
TAe Stone Implements of Punas, with a notice of a bonze, axe-like
weapon, $?om tie Sanda Tally.
Noticing a stone implement exposed for sale on a stall in the
Momien bazar, I purchased it for the equivalent of a few pence. No
sooner was my W n g for such objects known than I was besieged by
needy persons who willingly parted with them for sums varying in
value from four to eighteen pence each. After my first investment,
specimens to the number of about one hundred and fifty were procured
by different members of the Expedition; but all were purchased, none
being discovered by any of us. Most were obtained a t Momien, and a
few in the Sanda valley.
I was informed a t Momien that stone implements were not unfrequently turned up in ploughing the fields, and that they o c c a s i o d y
were found lying exposed on the surface soil. The belief prevails that
they and also bronze implements are thunderbolts, which after they
fall and penetrate the earth take nine years again to find or work their
way up to the surface. The man who sold me the bronze weapon stated
that it had been a valued possession of his fitmily for some generations,
who held the tradition, that it had killed one of three men who happened
to be in a field where it fell, and that it was picked up nine years after
the event, on the very spot where the man had been struck dead.
The Burmese and the Shans of Burmah also regard stone irnplements as thunderbolts or miogjoa, and have the same superstition about
their finding their way to the surface of the soil in after years, b u t
consider that in order to ensure it an earthen vessel should be inverted
over the spot where the lightning was seen to strike, and the belief that
they are thunderbolts is remarkably similar to the idea which prevails
among the ignorant peasantry of Europe.
The wonderful resemblance of stone implements to each other from
dl parts of the world, apparently indicates that such productions of
human skill originate in a designing faculty of mind, little if at all
removed from instinct, and common to untutored man at some period of
his history.
Burmese, Shans, and Chinese alike attribute great medicinal virtues
to stone and bronze implemente, and some of the latter are so highly
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prized in Yunan that their weight in gold can alone purchase them. The
fresh fractures result from small pieces having been chipped off to be
ground down and sold as medicine which commands fabulous prices.
Both kinds of implements are also carried about the person as charms, to
ward off the evil influences of badly-disposed spirits or ndt8.
The high estimation in which they are held, both in Yunan and
Burmah, suggests the suspicion that the Chinese in former days did not
neglect to take advantage of the desire to possess those implements or
charms and made a profitable traffic in their manufacture. A consideration of the character of some of the Yunan implements has led me to
this conclusion. A considerable percentage of them are small, beautifully-cut forms with few or none of the signs of use that distinguish the
large implements from the same localities, and, moreover, all of them are
of some variety of jade. These facts taken in conjunction with their
elaborate finish, and the circumstance that jade was formerly largely
manufactured at Momien into a variety of personal ornaments, are the
reasons which have made me doubt the authenticity of many of the small
forms, and to regard them only as miniature models of the large and
authentic implements, manufactured in recent times as charms to be
worn without inconvenience.
Although the implements I now figure and describe represent no
more than twenty-three out of the hundred and fifty collected by
Major Sladen, Captain Bowers, and myself, still they may be regarded
as a typical series, for my two friends considerately allowed me to
select from their sets of implements any types not already in my
possession.
All the specimens are polished and belong to the neolithic group ;
but although none of palaeolithic age mere obtained, i t may be that
the river gravels which yielded the elephant's molar, of which I had
a sight a t Manwyne, mill yet be found to yield implements of that
period. m e materials before me, however, establish the Neolithic period
and an Age of Bronze.
The implements have been fashioned from the f o l l o h g rocks, viz.,
quartz, Lydian stone, chert or hornstone, jade, agalmatolite, basalt,
greenstone, sandstone, schist, micaceous schist, clayslate, and a brown
calcareous shale-like rock.
Plate I, figures 1,la* drawn in half-size, represent the second largest
hatchet in the collection, mhich is distinguished from all the others by
--

-p

All the figures are of natural size, with the exception of the f i t 3 on Plate I.
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its long, narrow, tapering form and by the convexity of ibs four surfaces,
which make it almost cylindrical. The blunt end is also carefully rounded.
Forms closely resembling it have been figured by various authors from
Ireland," the north of Dauphinyt and from Denmark. It appears
besides to be a type not uncommon throughout E m @ and India.
It has been well polished, as can be seen in places where the gloss haa
not been effaced by the weathering of the compact greenstone of which i t
is made. Figures 2, 2 a give a half-size view of a fiat celt 6" 6 N long, the
lateral margins nearly parallel, but converging very slightly to the blunt
end, and ground to a flat surface. It is broadest across its hatchet-shaped
extremity and is of a nearly uniform thickness, in no place exceeding one
inch. It has a very close resemblance to some of the flat-shaped implements
of Europe, and weapons of the same type have been found in B u d , but
not so highly hished. figures 3,Sa represent a weapon of the same type
as the former, only it is shorter, broader, and more triangular and has its
cutting edge angular at the corners. This implement and the previous one
are compact schists, and the latter contains faint traces of mica. They are
much more highly finished than the majority of schist implements in
Europe, which it is curious to observe are usually of the flattened type with
a hatchet edge. Figures 5, 5a illustrate an axe-edged tool, with parallel,
faintly bulging, smooth sides, and a rounded, blunt end, flat on one face,
but convex on the other. The cutting edge is worn away obliquely on one
side. This implement beam the marks of having been well polished.
Plate 11, figures 6,8 a, is a flattened broad axe of Lydian stone, with
pound divergent sides, continuous with the cutting edge and blunt end into
the latter of which they are rounded off. The next implement, figures
7, 7aJ is a small weapon of greyish, black, speckled, weathered jade, of a
slightly broader type than figure2, but only half its size and not exeeeding 9" in thickness. Its cutting edge is worn away on one side. The
(figures8, 8 a) is flat on one face and convex on the other. Its
sides aw p u n d flat and are nearly straight and parallel. It is made of
a dark slate-coloured greenstone weathered to pale yellowish. It is much
chipped and haa a fresh fracture at the blunt end, due in all probability
to a portion having been broken off for medicinal purposes. Figure 9 of
clayslate is a peculiar implement, slightly convex on one aepect and
concave on the other, with its edge abruptly bevelled off as a chisel on t h e
latter face. The sides are ground to a flat surface.

t

Cat of Ant. Royal Irieh Acad., p. 41, figure 37.
lhudes Paleeonthologiques, Chantrw, Plats VII, figure 2.

Plate 111, figure 10, is one of the most typical chisels in the collection. It is of black basalt, faintly convex on both aspects (10n) and is
bevelled off to a cutting edge, with the sides partially flattened. The axe,
figures 1I, l l a , is a well-formed broadish flattened implement of Lydian
stone, and is slightly convex on one side and more so on the other, which is
more bevelled than the former, with its sides bulging and nearly equilateral. Figures 12, 1 2 4 represent the most symmetrical of the series
and may be described as elongately unguicuhte. The two faces are equally
convex and the sides are very narrow but blunt, while from the angle of
the inferior extremity the cutting edge is carried on to the lower fourth
of the sides which taper inwards to the narrow, rounded head of the tool.
This beautiful implement is made of grey mottled jade. The next is of
dark reddish-brown jade (figures 13, Ha), and is perfectly flat on one side,
with its cutting edge ground off like a chisel on the convex side. The
chisel (figures 14, 14a) is slightly convex on one side, more so on the
other, which is more bevelled than the former. Figures 15,15a represent
a greenish speckled jade short and broad implement, weathered into
reddish spots ; one aspect is more convex than the other and is abruptly
ground to a cutting edge from about its middle. The other side rounds
continuously towards the chisel sharpened edge.
Plate IV, figures 16, 16a depict a very rough and seemingly urifinished implement of a highly calcareous, soft, shaly-like rock, of so
little consistence that it is difficult to conceive to what practical use
it could have been put. One side is slightly convex, but nearly straight,
while the other is much divergent, forming an acute angle with the
cutting edge. I t is convex on one face and flat on the other above
the sharpened edge, and the sides are more or less flattened. The small
hatchet, figures 17, 17a, is also made of a soft mineral, agalmatolite,
and is flat on one face, convex on the other, with rounded sides,
divergent at different anglee from the head or blunt end. A beautifully
formed small jade chisel is represented in figure 18. It has divergent,
slightly convex, flattened, ground edges, and an exceedingly narrow
flat head. It is the only specimen of its kind, and has a strong resemblance to a chisel figured by Nilsson from Scanis.* Figure 19 is a small,
slightly elongated, hatchet-edged implement, with much divergent, almost
sharp sides, and is hhioned of a dark-bluish jade. The next implement is
of a very different type from the preceding one and is allied to figures 16,
16a. It is almost square and only a little longer than broad. Its sides are
--

-

* Prim. Irihab. of Scandinavia, P1.XII, Fig. 161.
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unequal, one diverging more than the other and both are ground to a flat
surface. One face is not so convex as its fellow and is prolonged to the
cutting edge, while the opposite one is more convex and broadly ground
off to it. This face also shows, besides the bevelled area, three distinct
facets, the result of grinding probably of the stone against another.
Figure 21, (21a,) is a small, almost square chisel, but differing from the
former in being broader than long. Its sides are symmetrical, ground
smooth and divergent more on one side than the other. One face is considerably convex and abruptly bevelled, while the other a
~ of the
t
cutting edge is simply continuous with the slight convexity of the
face. A very perfect little implement of greenish-tinted jade, the use of
which it is difficult to conjecture, if it be authentic, is figured at 22, eea.
Its sides are blunt and unequal, one being more divergent than the other,
whilst its chisel edge is well defined. Figured at 23, 23a, is a pure quartz
chisel 1"8"' in length, 7"' in its greatest breadth, and of almost uniform
width throughout, its upper end being a little less broad than the cutting
edge. The rounded sides are very slightly convex and faintly convergent
towards either extremity. Chisels of this form have been found in
Europe, but none, so far as I am aware, of so small a size. The remarkable
shaped implement of rich green jade, figured at 24, 24a, is tlat on one
face and convex on the other, with rounded edges which are bulging in
the lower two-thirds and concave in the upper third. It seems to have
been formed from a jade pebble, and the shape probably follows the original form of the stone.
I have figured at Plate I, figures 4, 4a, an implement from the
nlishmi Hills to the north-east of Suddyah, Assam. It was picked up in
that locality by Captain Gregory. In type it approaches figure 10, differing
however from that specimen in the greater convexity of one of its faces,
which is continuous with the cutting edge, whereas its other face is
almost flat and bevelled at its extremity. Its sides are divergent, almost
sharp, but mom or less rounded. It is figured of the natural size and is a
hard, greenish-grey, schistose rock.

Bronre weapon from the Salt& Falley, Ptr nan.
The bronze implement, Plate V, that I mas fortunate enough to secure at Manwyne for the equivalent of £2-10, and of which three other
specimens-its exact fellows-were shown me, but for which as much as
.+% each was asked, belongs to the socketed type of celt without wings.
I n its greatest length it is 44 inches, and the curve of its cutting edge is
4 inches. The thin flattened cutting surface or body of the Celt is set on
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at an acute angle to the socket. The latter portion contracts towards the
blade, and then expands to meet it. Its greatest external thickness is
not more than tl"', but where it joins the blade it is only 5"' thick. The
length and outline of the socket into which in all probability a curved
wooden handle was lodged, is shown by the dotted lines in the figure,
extending to within 1" 2'" of the cutting edge. At the base of the
socket, the blade is 3"' in thickness, but half-way between this and
the cutting edge it is only 2"'. The socket at its orifice is 1" 7 in
length and its walls are little more than 1"' in thickness, and the
cavity first contracts and then expands towards its base. The most striking feature of this instrument is the forked process on its upper side,
half-way between the cutting edge and the orifice of the socket. The
two points diverge, the one backwards and the other forwards, and are
separated by a curved notch ; the one nearer the socket is the more sharply
pointed of the two. This appendage projects about 1 0 beyond its
origin from the body of the weapon. The notch of the inferior end of
the cutting edge is another feature peculiar to this bronze weapon, which
appears to belong to a type unrepresented in the bronzes of Europe.
The forked process and the shallow notch terminating the cutting edge
below seem to have been more for ornament than use.
It is certainly remarkable that the composition of this bronze is the
same as that which characterises the bronze implements found throughout Northern Europe, the percentage being copper 90, tin 10 = 100."
There are considerable copper and tin mines in Yunan a t the present
day, as is shown by the quantities of these metals that are brought by
the Chinese caravans to Mandalay.
-

* I am indebted to Dr.

Oldham for this analysis.

@
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BWamG, Tamlone and Tuitdaw, Februarg 1868.
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Biiamo; Turnalone and Taitkaw, 3'ebrua y 1868.
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Tsitkaw, Ponline, Lakong and Ponsee, KakAyen moutrtuina, March 1868.
THERMOMETEBS.
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Taitkaw, Ponline, Zakong and Ponaee, Kukiryen mountains, HarcA 1868.
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Ponsee, April, 1868.
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Pomee, Sanda, Juangla, Nantin and Momien, May, 1868.
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W 80.
D 84
W 78.
D 80.4
W 73.7
D 81-7
W 78.
D 86.
W 76-8

D 62.4
W 80.8
D 82.6
66.3
1) 62.6
W 67.4
D 62'
W 67.
D 01.6
W 68.
D 80'6
W 69.
D 66'6
W 66.
D 696
W 67 6

Banda

Banda

D 90'6
W 79.
Ynangla

D 69'6

W

67.6

Mnangla

DRY BULB.

7

. 4

.

WRT BULB.

9

.

l8
19
20

22

24

26

28

D gg.

w

88.

D 83.

29

80
31

I

67.8

D 68'6

W 76.8

W

D 81.6
W 78.6
1) 89.6
W 80.6
D 78'
W 76.8

D 88.5
W 84.2
D 63'7
W 62
D 66'6
W 63.1 1

Nantin

Nantin

D 889
W 66.7
D88.7
W 78.7

D 66.8
W 84.6
D 83.6
W 81.8
D84'6
W 63.
D 63'
89.

$ 8":

$

62.8

: 1'
/

w

Momien
27

D 63.6

w

D 80.
r1.4
D 87W 76.4
D 87.
W 619
D76.
W 71.
D 79'

w

76.8

Yomien

.

61'6

1

9P.X.

62'

8T

87'6

646

70'

86.6

64%

67.

73'

04.

87.3

80.7

68'

81'3

74'

63'

72'

85.6

64'

83'6

721

61'

881

81-7

*9

60.1

73'6

63.

88'

82.6

60'6

61-6

73'6

695

80

86.6

62'7

74.

81.

81'3

60'

60.

70.

68'8

84'

6%

61'4

83.

81'

646

65'3

Sanda
8.

Bands
70.

M n a n ~ l a Ynangla
689

......

66.

Banda

Banda

ee'

. 63.

Muangla
71'3

17

14P.X.

72'6

'

71 '

Muangla

Mnnngln
85'6

80.4

......
.--...

86'8

68.

04'

Muangla

......

00%

79'

70.6

. 88'

673

77'6

71.

66'

70.

63-

89'6

78.7

70.

86.6

69'6

88.6

&"'

82'6

71'

64.6

71.6

00%

7C'

70.6

66.6

70%

08'

Nnntin

Nantin

Nantin

Nantin

"'

Nantin

Nantin

6.

7%

849

......

"

797

69.6

64

71.7

06-7

7o

81'6

73.

884

73.

01.8

648

......

......

63'

......

t?e

......

Momien

Momien

Momien

Momien

Momien

Momien

796

68'6

......

68.6

84'

......

68.

79'6

68'4

64

6!?

83-6

D 61'4
W 69.6

8a'

61'6

68.6

61.6

67.

66'

D65.6

m.7

74'

66'

67'

809

02.

6 6

ont

04.4

60'

ont

096

60.

W 63-

D 697
68.2
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APPENDIX D.

Ponsee, Sanda, Muangla, Nantin and Momien, May 1868.
-

-

AHEROID
BAROMETER
WITH AT~ACHED
TEBRMOXBTB~

a6 1

7

--

A. X.

Th'6a

1 B. 26.W
Th'62

R. 26'78

B. 26.73
Th.61
R. 26'68
Th. 00%
8. 26 07
Th.80
B. 26 72
Th. 80
B. 28.74

1

1

M.

9 P.

M.

Lower.

Upper.

Lower.

7g
2070
78
28.72

83
26.69

N.E.

S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

N.

62

S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

N.

0.

N. E.

0.

8. W.

0.

N.

0.

N. E.

0.

8. W.

0.

N.

0.

E.

0.

8. W.

0.

N.

0.

26.71

2;y0

61
26'71
83
26.07
61
26'58
62
26.66
00
26.68
60
26.70

26.72
67
26'88
70
28.08
70
2&02
74
28.70
62
2W71

Ban&

Bnnda

......

...

14

4 P.

A. Y.

M.
Upper.
Lower.
----upper'

Th.08

B. 26'76
Th. 61

7

4 ~ m.. 1 9 P.

g.742a'78:,8

g

WIND.

0.

E.

S.W.

S.W.

8.W.

N.

0.

N.W.

S.W.

N.W.

S.W.

N.W.

S.W.

S.W.

S.R.

S.W..

8.W.

N.

S.W.

N.E.

S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

N.

S.W.

Banda

Banda

8nn&

Bnnda

Bands

Ssnda

8anda

60
37.99

**-..

N.E.

S.W.

8. W.

Calm

:

S. W.

......
8. W.

s.....

S. W.

O.

Muangla Muangla Mnangla Muangla Ynangla Muangln Muangla Mrurnglu Mnaugla
17

Th 64
R.

'27.38

Th.67
13. 27 38
l9 ?'$'32

20
21
22

eg
eg
26

28

:*$.%

l"."
B. 27'26
l'h. 66
B. 27'24

Nantin
Th.86
B. 27'29
Th.69
B. 26.76
Th. 00
B. 2636

...

1 ii7' 22

$.26
68
27'22
70
27'26

27.19
70
27.20
Nantin
"'

74
26.57
76
46.56

...
p;p.g.OO

Momien Momien
78
26'19
Th.69
78
B. 25.16 26'12
62
Th.
62
28
2B.13
26'09
66
Th.69
SO
26'OS 26'08
81 Th.61
"'
B. 26'07

27

2731
79
67
273.4
68
27.31

71
27.32
70.7
27.27

TBh

--

Nantin
71
26.64
70
26.62
72
26.64

...

Momien
64
26'15
85
26'15
60
84

26.04
64
26.12

S.W.

8.W.

S.W.

N.E.

S.W.

0.

0,

0.

N.E.

S.W.

N.E.

S.W.

N.E.

S.W.

S.S.W.

8.W.

0.

S.W.

calm

S. W.

S. W.

8. W.

O.

0.

Calm

S.W.

S. W.

8. W.

Calm

O.

Calm

S.W.

N.W.

S.W.

N.

0.

Nantin

Nantin

Nantin

Nantin

Nantin

Nantin

Calm

0.

......

.....

.....

0.

N.

0.

"lm

0.

8.W.S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

a.w.

9. W.

0.

......

......

Momien Momien
"'"'

......

Momien Momien
8.W.

0.

8. W.

8. W.

6. W.

0.

8. W

8 W.

......

0.

9.w.

S.W.

8. W.

......

Momien Momien

8.W.

8.E.

8. W.

O.

8.W.

0.

0.

W.

8 . .

Oalm

Calm

s.

......
-

.

9. W.

0.

0.

S.W.

S.W.

-

-

1 2

-
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APPENDIX D.

Homien, June, 1868.
-

THERMOMETERS.

-

d,
EI

-

DRY BULB.
7A.W.

;
D 76
W 70
D 80.3
73'3
D 73'8
W 70.3
D 80.2
W 74D 78.
w71.8

D 18.

w
D
w

653

W 64
D 61
W 51.4
D 59.6
W 68
D 68

W 6s

...

D 68.3
w67.6
D 61.3

66W 60
73.
D aa.7
69.8
8'2.4
D
73.8
D
62.6
g
02.6
W 71.2
D 7a
D 63.6
10
\V 70
W 83'
1)
70.8
D 62.6
11
W 69.
W 62.6
D 63.6
D 71-4
12
W 89.6
w 69
D64
D7O
18
W 68
W6
D 70
D 63.7
14
W 88.8 W 63.2
D 71.3
D 63.6
15
W 69-3 W 63.
71.3
D 64'7
16
64.3
W 69.2
D64.6
D73.6
17
W 71.
W 63'6
D 85.6
D 78
18
W 73
W 66
D 66'3
19
- 1 ) 764
73'
W 86.6
20
66
77.6
W 73.3 W 86.6
21
D 76
D 66.6
W 72.3 W 84d
22
D77
D M
W 73.3 W 64.3
23
D 79
D 86
W 74
W &L.
'24
D81
D86
W 76.6 W 63.8
26
D 77 6
D 67'6
W 74.
W 66.3
ae D 767 D 80.6
w 79.8 w 06.4
27
D 78.7
D 00.6
W 747 W 66.6
28
D 76
D 66.4
W 72.3 W 66'6
D 76.4
D 66
W72
W06
D 72.3
D 61.6
W 89.2 W 61.
8

9P.M.

4P.M.

7A.X-

9P

M.

---

w

6

4P.M.

-

D
I

WET Bum.

Maximum. Minimum.

w
w

66'6

...

62'4

73

83'

6e'4

836

60%

822

766

09

80'6

713

85.6

62.

88'3

...

...

73'6

66.4

69

72.6

86'8

69'6
04.7

I-

.

----

...

...

...

66.6

...

68

63.8

63

61.6

68

61

648

69'6

88

62

W6

62'6

82.5

64.6

683

83'1

70.8

66

63.1

68'

w6

67'2

63.6

84

66

03

69'3

86

84

68

64

66-9

88

65'6

04'6

SS-7

W 8

68

65%

64'3

BBf

65'5

66

872

86

846

68.8

04%

87'4

&L.8

867

86'2

88

65

69

66.5

64%

68

61.7

70

67.6

83.7

88.6

668

de3

76.6

68.6

86.7

707

67-3

gg

73.3

88'3

67.6

707

67.6

67.6

79.6

88

68'8

69.7

67

67'4

72'6

67

66

807

88

O6

.
--

641

64.6

w

w

...

74%

68

88.6

71

68-6

71.7

68'6

64

681

66-8

76'6

89.8

86

716

68
67.6

6g

76

69 4

67.4

71.6

"'4

76.8

69 a

67.4

71-13

68

67'6

74-7

69-6

66.5

704

68

67.9

72

663

66.8

69

86.6

66

67.4

67

86

66

62.6

68

68'6

61

85'6

--
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APPENDIX D.

Xmien, June, 1868.
WIND.

Aar~orn
BAIIOYETBP
WITK ATTACE-

1

7 A.

ED THPBXOXETIIB.

9 P. m.

Y.

I

lower.

I I
upper.

Lower.

Upper.

-- -Th.69

B. 86'1s
Th.66
B. 26'10
Th.81
8. 26.07
Th.83
B. 26.11
Th.
8.
Th.81
B. 2698
Th. 62
H. 26.11
Th.03
B. W l O
Th. 82
B. 26'07 -

...
...

B. 26'06
Th.69
B. 26.08
Th.62
B. 26.01
Th. 63
B. 24.98
Th 63
B. .26.01
Th.83
B. 26.03
Th.&L
B. 24.98
Th.62
B. 24.96
Th. 64
B. W04
Th.86
B. a4.94
Th.86
B. 241'98
Th. 66
B. NO3
Th.86
B. 24'83
Th.64
B. 24.96
Th.64
B. 2499
Th.88
B. 26.00
Th.66
B. aL.98
Th. 68
B. 24-07
Th.66
B. 241'81
Th.64
B. 2489
Th. 62
B. a6.20

...66
24.99
69'6
26-02

80
26'08
68

26%
66

26-

60
26.08
64
26%
60
26W
2664
25-81
64
2498

64
26'06
88
e6.08

......

......

8. W.

0.

8. W.

8. W.

...

8. WCalm.

O-

88
26.07
86
2698
65
26.09
61

..""

......

8. W.

0.

" W'

0.

8. W.

0.

W'
W.
8. W.
8.W.

" W'

N. E.
8. W.

8. W .

......

05-08

66
226.07
64
26Q8

S.

83
26W
61

...... ......

0.

O.
8. W.

8.

m. a w.

s. W.

6.

W.

W'

8. W.

8. W.

8. W.

8.

W.

8. W.

8.

w.

a*W-

21.95

are8
63
26.06

W'

W.

g.11

l66.06

" W'

86.00

8. W.

" W'
8.W.

8. W.

8.W.

8. W.

" W'
8. W.

8.

63
aL.96
64
2L93

80

24-91
69
2t88
68
24.80
68
24.80
67
W89

24.98
68
2L.96
87
21.04
67
24.96
87
2494
68
24.00

63
24'92

67
21'96

34'82
68
2L.91
69
2P83
69
24.88
88
24.91

24.98
88
24.98
68
24.98
67
24.89
67
24.89

24-09
86

85

ee

ww

9. W.

W'

8.

W.

8. W.

8.

W.

8. W.

W.

3. W.
8. W.

8. W.

8. W.

8. W.

S. W.
8. W.

" W'
8.W.

8. W.

8. W.

" W'

" W'

8.

W.

W.

8. W.

8.

W.

" W'

W.

8. W.

8. W.

s. v.

8. W.

8. W.

8.W.

8.

8. W.

8.W.

" W'
" W'

" W'

8. w.

8. w.

Calm.

0.

8.W.

8. W.

8. W.

8. W.

26.30

w'

" W.

8. W.

8. W.

66
26.20

W'

W.

8.W.

* 2493
*
e4.89

7J

W'

8. W.

W'
W.

63

8. W.

ee
--

8.

s. W.

w.

W-

8.

8. W.
8.

W.
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APPENDIX D.

Momien, Nantin, Mua~rglaanal Sando, July, 1868.
THERMOMETERS.

WBT Bum.

DRY Bum.
Maximom.

D
W

1

D
W
D
W
D
W
D
W

a

'

D

w

D

w
D
w

D 88
W 6'a

78
88'8
71.6
89
77
73
748
71'7
76'6
78
701
7a-8
712
68.9
70

n
w

la
la

71'1

68

87

70.6

87

D 66

695

741

87%

61.1

W 64
D64
W 63'6
D 63.6
B4

69.8

n

06

W M

$ E::

w

R 64'
Nantin.

w

.,....

Nantin.
D 74'4
71.8

l4
16

86

w5

w

l1

66
87'6

I)
w5

88

09.8
D 71.8
w68.8
D 74.9
w 749
D

69

71.4

64

D 71.8

lo

66.8
66'8

D 66

D 71.8

W

66

84.4
848
W 64
D 86'6
6U8

......

66.6
69-6

667

68'2

61'6

70.7

69

66

67'6

856

666

66.6

88.6

86'6

86.8

W9

64.6
636

66

68'6

86'6

69'6

669

64

66

68'6

66'6

658

68

80'8

66%

68'6

66'6

669

W8

64

66-8

70'6

06%

&-

68

8PS

...

...

...

66.6
64.3
Nantin. Nmtin. Nantin. Nantin. h'antii.
71.8
697
70

...

...

...

W 699

88

me.

...

.a.

Nmtio.
68-8

...

Between Nantin and bfuangla all the thermometers with which the previous o h t i o n s
were made were mtolen : the observations which follow are on minimum and mnrim~m
dry bulk.
k d a

Elanda

81

90

......

28

83'8

23

b d a

Sanda.

Son&

...

78'4

73.6

708

79-8

79

78.7

86

71

71

78'8

74-7

w

87.9

71

74

".

76.8

26

84'6

746

746

80

74'7

26

90

71.a

787

88

76

s7

91

72.8

78

...

73

2a

90.8

71

78

...

Sanda.

...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...

77'6

; Bmda
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...

8a

91%

7s

81

86

77

...

...

80

91

78

76

81

765

...

81

86

78

76

80'7

746

...
...

-

.
.-

--

- ~-

I

I

...
--

8m&

...
...
...
...

...
...

...

...

...
...

...
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APPENDIX D.
Momien, Nantin, Muangla and Sanda, July, 1868.
%

1

WIND.

AREROID

B A B O Y ~ EWITH
R

ATTACHED THIR-

7

XOXLTBB.

2 P. Y.

A.

7

A.M.

I

a

14

B.
Th.
B.
Th.

2530
84
WOO
03

Th. 64
B. 24'07
Th.66
B. 26'00
Th. 64
B. 26.10
Th. 84
B. 26'10
Th. 64
B. WOO
Tn. 03
B. 24'40
Th. 64
B. W'06
Th. 64
B. 95-10
Th. 64
B. 2620
Th. 04
B. 26'10
Nantin.

5:
Th. 66

B. 28'46

fU)

21

za
eg

26
86

&
,,
ge

31

P.

Y.

0

P.

Y.

LOwer.

I

Upper. Lower. Upper. Lower. Upper.

---Th. 63

B. 24.99

13

4

0 P. X.

I

July.

Sande
Th. 88
B. 20.06
Th. 71
B. 27'03
Th. 60
B. 27'18
Th. 68
B. 27'14
Th.68
B. 47'18
Th. 67
B. 27'12
Th. 60
B. a7'11
Tn.88
B. 27'16
Th. 67
B. 27'14
Th. 88
B. 27.16
Th.68
B. 87'16
Th. 88
B. a7-08

06

24'96
64
W06
87
M.63
88
24'09
67
24'06
88
2490
66

moo

64
24'80
84
24.00
68
24'90
64
24'93
67
341.08

...

mii in.
67

%a44

...

a.

Sandr.
71
20.87
70
87'06
70
27'06
88
87'06

...
...

60
%7'06
71

a7.a

...
...
...

S.W.

gao S.W.
S.W.
g.08
60
24.w

%.%
86
84.98
Bk
2486
66

...
...

Nantin.
60
96.40

...

Ban&
69
28'04
70
97'11
60
1
89
27.12
70
97-13
70
97.10
70
87'11

...

87'07

a m

72
27.04
70
2790

S.W.

S.W.S.W.

S.W.

S.W. S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

S.W. 8.W.

B.W.

B.W.

S.W.

S.W.

S.W.S.W.
8.w.

8.w-

S.W.
S.W.
"-

"'

.

8.W.

S,W. S.W.

W.S.

9.W

S.W.

8.W.

8.W.8.W.

8.W.

8 . w . 8.W.

...
...

8 W. 8.W.

Calm

Calm

8. W. 8. W.

odm

Calm

8.w.

S.W.S.W.

Calm

S.W.

8. W. 8. W.
Nantin. Nantin. Nutin. Nmtin. Nantin. Nmttn.
S.W. S.W. 8.W. 8.W.

...

...

s.W

8. W.

..a

27'11
y2
97-11

74

8.W.

S.W.

g.30 S.W.
!gzoS.W.
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NOTE ON THE MAPS.
Of the two maps which accompany this Report, the first delineates the country

to the eastward of Bhamb over which the Expedition travelled, and the second
illuetratee the views expressed in the Report, and which are the result of many
enquiries regarding the sources of the Irawady and the probable distribution of the
salween and Cambodia rivers.
The materials for the construction of the former were derived from Captain
Bowers' observations from Bhamb to Momien, and from hia and Mr. Gordon's joint
labours from Manwyne to Bhamb, combined with my own notes on the general direction of the mountain ranges and valleys, and sketchea of the physical featurea of the
area which it was our good fortune to explore.
I n addition to the district traversed by the Expedition, I have incorporated that
part of Dr. Bayfield's map of the route from Ava to the Assam frontier which
exhibita the come of the Irawady from Bhamb to Tsenbb, and the country from the
kttar locality onwards to the north of Meinkhoom, having made, however, a few alterations on information derived from Dr. Griffith'a Beport, as that traveller visited
both the Amber and the Jade mines to the north of Mogoung.

I have endeavoured to add to its value by showing how much these remarkable
and indefatigable men, the Roman Catholic Missionaries of China, have achieved, and
I have taken advantage of the positions which they determined on the western limits
of Ynnen provinoe, where it touches the Shan States dependent on Burmah. As
already stated in the body of the Report, that reliance justly may be plaoed on the
accuracy of their observations, seeing that they triangulated as they went along, I
have adopted their position of Momien, because they resided a considerable time in
that town during the period they were engaged in the survey of Western China which
had been entrusted to them by the Emperor.
Bs the instrnmenta which were left with those Membera of the Expedition who
proceeded onwards from Ponsee were of the most limited and imperfect descridon,
unquestionable exactitude cannot be claimed for Captain Bowers' and Mr. Gordon's
observations.
The heighta given in the Report were made under the same disadvantages as
attended the determining of the longitudes and latitudes.

I have indicated in colom the two leading geological features of the country,
a t . , a platform of metamorphic rocks overflowed in the Nantin and Momien districts

by an outburst of trap.
With regard to the second map, as any opinion expressed on the probable sources
of the Irawady, the Salwwn, and the Cambodia must be purely hypothetical until they
have been hlly explored, this map has been put forth chiefly with the object of drawing attention to the interesting geographical questions which have yet to be settled
respecting these great rivers. No doubt exista in my own mind that lVilcox had too
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little ground to justify his theory that the western branch of the Iraaady war the
main stream, as he had no experience whatever of the magnitude of the river below
where he stood, or of the great size of its eastern branch which the natives who
reside on it regard as the main stream of the Irawady.

I believe, it would be a very simple matter indeed to determine the question
regarding the relative importance of these two branches, and that there would be no
di5culty in obtaining boats at Bham6 which could reach the mouths of the
two streams in a journey of a few days, as Mogul merchants are in the habit of doing
every year. Now &,at steamers run pretty frequently from Rangoon to Bhrunb, the
problem could be solved in little more than three months by an explorer from Calcutts,
without any fear of opposition from the villagers on the banks of the river who, in
my experience, were very friendly.
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,, value of jade-rings at, 67.
,, estimate of Knkhyens, 119,222.
,, atenity of Leenaw language 156,, proposed railway to, from Rangoon,
170.
, aurveyor on Snwaddy route, 163,
166, 168.
,, river, 171.
PD
,, on Muangsan rout%
Capra bubulinm, horn of, 109.
374.
,, cnagomoa, 94,325.
,, police.gnard, 194.
Caravans, trading, 1 18, 143, 160, 173, 175,
,, court-official, 194 209.
229, 261. 266.
,, steamer and crew, 1%
Cauarca rutilq 196, 21 1, 842.
,, present to T w k o n e . 337.
Costanen wesea, 70.
,, arrival of, a t Ponaee, 267; a t Mnaog- Cathay, Yule's work on, 1%.
Celery, 93, 321.
la, 343.
Burmese-Shans, Shan-Burmese, 65, 96,219, Celte, similarity of S b m ornamentr to t h
of, 106.
222, 224.
Catma, 203.
Burn, Mr. 1% 236.
Burnett, Captain, mute acroes the Wtkoi Ceylon, 83, 115.
C h a m mat, 125.
range, 164, 166.
Bnmey, Colonel, on Burmese chime t o terri- Chalktaw, 866.
Chamhroo, net, 126.
tory, 10.
,
,, tran~lations of Bnm- Chamiencboo, robber chief. 20.
Chan, d t , 125.
chmniclea, 12,26, &c.
I
,, on Chinese embassies, 33. Chnnp-gnan, palace of, looted, 145.
Ch~tracter
of Shnns. 117 ; of Kakhyenh 119,
8,
, on geography of Upper
120, 222 ;of Panthays, 161.
Burmah, 52.
18
,, on opium from Mrdoo, 72. Choradtiur bngiper, 196.
IS
,, on Mahornedan traderq 148. Charlton. Captain, on ~ o m r n n n i m t ibe~~
tween Suddyah and Y
-.
164.
Chabluines, 108. 3%.
Chekiang. Mabomedans in, 14%
Cheng.~.hin.nat, 376.
abul, route from, to Tibet, 56.
Chengia-Khan, conquests of, 139.
Cacbar, P O I Iinradea,
~
8.
Children, purcbaee of, by Mabomedana, in
Cacbnrics, 120.
China, 141.
Cajst, n#. 126.
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Children, purchase of, in Yunan, 142.
,, kidnapping of, by Kakhyens, 222.
,, educntion of, by Phoon~yeeu,116,
239, 241, 292, 296, 300,336.

CHINA, 1, 2, 6. 8, 30, 69, 176, 180, 672.
,, w a n between Bnrmah and. 7, 12, 13,
24.

,
,,
,,

relations of, to Burmah, A.

,

U-san-ghey introduced Tartara into,

,

highways to Rhamb from, 23.
peace with Burmah after treaty of
Bbam6, 32.
embassies to Burmah from, 88, 84.
Burmese mission to, 3C
embarnay route to, 36.
emperor of, orders a map of Yunnn, 46.
Symes on trade of, with Bnrmah, 49 ;
Crawford on ditto, 61 ; Hannay
on, 64.
Burney, on routes to, 63.
mutes to, aid Bhamb, 68, 67, 169.
opium cultivation in, 71, 72.
annexation of States in weatem Yunan
to, 98.
proximity of Bhamb to bordem of,

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,

,,
,,
,
,,

,,

Koshnnpyi tributary to, 9.
demands tribute from kinga of Pagan,
13.

D.1800,

16.
21.

136.

Arabs in, 188.
embassy from the Kaliph to.
Abu Zaid's account of, 139.
Marco Polo's residence in, 139.
Outzlaffs, 142.
probable origin of Mahomedam in,
146.

Chinese army, entrenchment of, in Sands
valley, 352.
,, generaln sue for pence, 29.
,, letter proposing peace, 29.
,, dealre Ponnee ail! er-u~ines,80; once
worked by Chinese, 266.
,, pri~lcesses for king of Ava by
Chinese embassy, 38.
ambassadors, Colonel S y m on,
~ 34.
,, garrisons in Kakhyen hills, 23, 34,

,,

,,
,,
,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
.,
,,

,,

,
,,
,,
,
,
,,
,,
,,

382.

merchants, 49, 61, 217, 809.
popul~~tion
in Kekhjen valleys, 76.
aniong the Shane, 84.86,99.
in Sanda valley, 86, 136.
relation of, to Sban languap, 97.
language spoken by Kakhyens and
Shnne, 100.
populntion a t Manwyne, 136; a t
Nantin, 137; a t Momien, 160; at
Bhamb 216; a t Muangla 301.
physical charncters of, in Yumn,
137.

d a r e girls, 142, 341.
rympathies with, of Shans and Kakhyens during Panthay rebellion
in Yunan, 148.
interpreter, 194, 242.
opposition of, to Expedition a t
Bham6, 217.
temple a t Bhamd, 217.
province of Yunan, westem bonndary of, 260.
fort, remains of, near Ponline, 260.
letters, 267. 270, 2794283.
medicines, 324.
attack Khyto valley, 833.
damits, 268, 334, 337, 343.
mesaengem from Momien, 276.
jors.house a t Sanda, 297.
8chool a t Mnangla, 301 ; a t Yomien,

practicability of railway to, c o d dered, 169, 170, 172.
,, three great water-highway8 of, 170.
336, 336.
, English @, market for, in, 174
khyoungs a t Nantin, 307; a t Mo,, Central, 171, 1 7 4
mien. 313.334; a t Sanda, 860; a t
,, Eastern, 18, 221.
Hotha, 371.
,, Western, 66, 67, 163, 171, 184, 186,
280.
, pagoda in Momien valley, 818.
, South-Western. 24, 62, 280.
,, theatricals a t Bhamb, 217, 218; a t
Momien. 317.
Chinese at war with Pong. 7, 17.
,, Imperialist chief Le~etai, 26. 148.
,. capture Pong capital, 8.
, chronicle, discrepancy of, 8.
218,230, 263,270,274, 278, 285.
,, Repository, on Mahornedan rebel, invade valley of Irawady, 12, 28.
lions in Yunan, 14%
, defeated by Burmese, 12. 26.
Chinese-Shana, or Shan-Chinese, 88.
, Canal, 16.
,,
, in Hotha valley, 100.
,, nnny invades Burmah, 16, 17,20,
26, 27.
,,
,, physical characters of, 101.
S,
,, women. costume of, 103,369.
,, missiou8 to Ava, 17, 99, 34, 86,
,,
,, ornaments of, 103, 104, 106.
,, attempt the conquest of Mogoung,
3)
,, blacksmiths, 111; silver17,
smiths, 111.
,, kings and provinces, eatimate of, 22.
,
,, colon of t Bhamb, 221.
,, travellorn to Ava, Buchauan Hamilton
village, 364.
on, 28.
,. in a
, Tartar army march ngalust Pagan,
,, traders came of war with Burmah,

c:

24.

,,
,,

,,

army stockaded a t Bhamb, 28.
,, besieges Kaungtoung, 26,28.
,, mute of, 279.

,,
9

,

,,
,,

,,

13.

destroy Pagan, 16.
kings, conqneatr of, 98.
Yunanese traders a t BbamB, 209
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Chinese-Ynlmnese, language of, 137.
Chigpaws (Singphos or Kdhyens), 96.
118, 119.
Chingtnfoo, capital of k h n e n , 174.
Chioo, d l , 126.
Chitans or Khanlongs, 119.
Chitkaing Tesgain), 16.
Chitong, t , 126. 126.
Chittie-doong, 76, 279, 379, 386.
Chleua&w rrficepr. 279.
Chowlainglon, king of the nab, 372.
Chowkyonng, island of. 208.
Chowkalkhnm invaded Ava, 11.
,, defeuted and slain by Chinae,ll.
Chowkhoolseng, last king of Pong. 11.
C h o d h n m , Pong founder of Assam dgnsaty, 2.
Chouna, 176.
,, trade between Lssea and, 176.
Chonngoke, a Burmew oBcia1, 240.
Christian massacre in China, 139.
Christianity a t Ynnlie's court, 19.
Christians 1n China, ol6cial position of, 140.
,, native, a t siege of Ava, 20.
SD
of Iadeya, 20.
Nestorinn, 146.
h;cleq
Shan M. 8.8.. 1. 6, 8, 10.
,, Burmese, 7, 8. 10, 11, 16, 17, 19.
YY
Colonel Bnrney'e translations of, 18, 16, 18,
20, 23, 26, 29, 31, 34.
,, Chinese, 8.
,I
,, and Shan, discrepancy
between, 8.
,
Munipore, 10.
Chnn-chi Chinese emperor, 18, 21.
makes U-mug-ghey king of Ynnan,
,,
81.
,,
policy with Mahomedans, 141.
Chnngking, p a t commercial city of Centxal China, 174.
(Snnamomum cawia. 70.
,,
caudatum, 70.
Cis-Cambodia Shan States, Chinese wnqneat
of, C
Cis-Irawadian Shan States. 6.
provinces of Pong, 17.
&ap. &, 64 66, 81. 83, 91, 200. 221.
Chmte of Momien, 40, 9 4 96, 324, 328.
,, ,, Kakhyen hills, 73; of L%nda
valley. 86 ;of Ynnfln, L'Amiot
on.
62.
68.
--,
--,
---

Coonsang, d t . 3'7%.
Cooper, Mr., Leima" of, 1%.
,, ,, on '* Qnayee" and " Houize",
147.
,, ,, ,, Panthay rebellion, 149.
the Ssnpo, 195.
Chiper
92,333.
a t Momien, 173. 327.
C&eh,
202.
Coracicu afl&, 111.
Cwaur mlmimalu, 269.
C o r y p h 248.
Cotton, 63, 70,110, 124, 188. 173, 209,
217, 803, 361.
Cow-worship of Hindom, 116.
Cowries, 119, 122.
Crawford's " Ava," 16.
Crawford, Colonel, on embassy to A*
60 ;
and b w n d y , 176.
Cringwnn, n&t, 126.
Lloee-bows of Kakhyens, 1 5 4
Cnlleyangh 143.
Cultivation nt Bhamb, 64; in Kakhyen hills,
70, 76, 110, 133, 283.
,, of Sands and Hotha valleys, 88
,, Nsntin valley, 89, 93.
BB
I
,, Momien valley, 93. 816.
,. a t Ponsoe, 266.
in the Tapeng valley, 110, 288.
,,
Custom-honse, on borders of Yonan, 23.
., in Kakhyen h i 23.
h t o m of concealing wins under skin, 118.
Cnstoms of Burmew, 6 ; of Kardandan,
(Polo,) 9, 36,37, 40; of Sham,
9.36.37, 118, 114.
, ,Kakhyene, 36, 123, 128.

KC@.

J

Cod, 66.66.

,,

on Mogonng river, 63; in Hnkong
valley, 66 ; snpposed in Shnemnelong Mountain. 81.
Cad-mines on h w a d y . 69. 198, 199.
Cofler gather, at-~unlie'acourt, 19.
Coins, custom of bnrjing. under skin. 118.
Conglomerates, 69, 207.
Comootonay pa(loda, 18, 371.
Compta, h u b Le, on Mahomedans in China,
140.
Confucins, 143 ; Confucianists, priests a t
Momirn, 336.

'

acca, 1 0 , 1 4
D U , Shan weapon, 108.
made by Shan-Chinese, 111. '221,366.
Dalrymple on aquatic land-carriage between
Ava and CUna, 28
,,factories a t Bham6, 46.
,
, map of, 198.
D'Anville, map of, 190.
Dajeelinp, cart-road to Terai, 163.
Damp river, 161.
Davis, Sir J. kt., on the country ta the eaat
of Bhamb, 62.
Dam YBzl, 206.
Death-ceremonieu of Kakhyenq 129, aL7,M.
Debng. 191, 192.
Deen Mahomed, hietory of, 222.
Defile, k t or upper, of Irawady, 61 ; 63;
Bowers' survey of, 61 ;Hannay's, 182, Bayfield's, 183 ;visit to, l&h
Defllea, lower. 60, 66, 186, 6.13, 214.
D d r o c i t t a , 202.
Denudatious by Tahb. a t Maaphoo, 80.
,,
in Nantin valley, 86.
Deposits, mperficial, 66, 80, 81, 88, 92, 289.
Devamgri, inscription in, 206.
Ddtoodoha, 206.
Dhnw, goddess of wealth, 116.

.
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Goitre, prevalence of, a t Momien, 41, 326.
Haeea (Hotha), 366.
Hailstones, remarkable shower of, 74, 274,
Gold, 65,67,173,328.
275.
,, vessels of, demanded as tribute, 13.17.
Hair-dressing among Kalrhyens, 121.
,, letters on, 1.l
,, and silver road, 32.
Hair. tying of, 6.
,, bridge, 32.
Hair-pins, Shan-Chinese, 103. 104.
,, plates, a present to Cllineoe Emperor, ,, ornaments, Shan, 111.
Raliorlur imdus, 211.
33.
Hamay, 176.
,, value of, in Knrdandan, Polo, 39.
,, ,, ,, in Shan States, 39.
Hamilton, Dr. Francia Bnchanan, eee Dr.
Francis Hamilton Bnchannn.
,, Kampti Shan, on, 40, 65.
Hang-chew, 139, 141.
,, covering of teeth with, 36, 40.
,, on Mogonng river, 63.
Hannay, Captain (Col.), on old boundary
lime between Pong
,, in the Kapdup, 67.
and Ava. 7.
,, harkred for salt, a0.67.
,, in Kakhyen hills, 69.
, on Native Christians in
,, a t Momien, 93.
Madeja, 20.
PP
,, of, mission to Mogonng,
,, washing, 200.
, in Pon-nah creek, 201.
W.
a t Shnaygyeon, 201.
,, jonmnl. 55.
didsmith;: 220.
547 - 9
*J
,, on term Kakoo, 119.
Gordon Mr., arrival at Mnnngla, 345.
,. ,, Irawady above Bha, ,, on Hotha Taawbwu, 345. 397
me. 182.
Goulangaigong mountains, 184
,, ,, Shhmdi-Kha, 183.
Government, in Shan States 117.
,
., fignre of Dipenkam
(Guadama), 206.
,.
Kakhyen, 131, 132.
Hanna (Lathu), 366.
,,
Panthay, 149, 150.
Uovernor of Momien, Taeakone, 150, 313. Harte, galena of, 69, 93.
presents to, 31% 337. Hawshnenshan, extinct volcano of, 87, 90.
1,
P
312, 320.
*I
visits to, 315, 316,
valley of, 87, 91, 318. 331 ;
3 18,335, 338.
cultivation in, 93. popnla3
present8 from, 339.
tion of, 94, visit to, 3%.
, of h'antin (Tu-tu-du'. 307. 308,
Hnwshnenshan, walled town of, $31.
343.
Head-dressof Shan women, 101.
Cfraculua m b a , 242.
9
Shan-Chinew women. 103.10L
, fbscicollw, 242.
Hdn-tsung, and Bnddhiit relic, 13.
,, javanicua, 298.
Gradients from Bham8 to Momien, 167, 168, . Helix huttonib 258.
Hentha, 243.
169.
Henza or Brnhminical goose, 113.
Urangea, Baron Otto dee, 67.
,, aurvey between Benga: and Chinn, Herodia. alba, 242, 323.
,, egrettoidea, 237, 242, 298.
65.
, garzetta, 211, 298.
,, proposed ronte to Ynnan, 56.
Granite, 68, 76, 80, 81,83, 86,88,91, 383. Hien-kiong, opium importation legalized by,
71.
Graves, Shun, 114 302.
Hill-Chineso a t Sunda, 353.
,, Kakhyen, 130,248,253,263.
Griffith, Dr., 57; from Suddyah to Bhama, 54. Hill-ranges, rocks of, 69, 68, 77, 80, 81, 88,
268, 305.
., ,, route to Mogoung, 161.
Hills, character of, 76,78,79,92; at Sanda,
,
,. on Irawady, 178.
79,80,302;at Mnwphoo, 86;a t Nnntin
,, probable source of Irawndy. 183.
Grosier, Abb6, on Mahomedans in Chinn, 141. 87; a t Hawshuenshan, 90;a t Momien
91.
Cfrw antigone, 242.
Gureeb Nnwnz, Rajah of Munipore, 11.
Kakhyen, 68, 76, 167, 169, 214, 244.
Hindoo rite of vaatu-yaga, 116.
Gutzlaff, on Buddhist relics, 13.
Hindow,
cow-worship among, 116.
,, on Yuulie, 19, 21.
Hitsung, of Tung dynasty, 139 ; flight of,
,, History of China by, 19.
to Tibet, 1.99.
,, on U-sun-ghey, 21.
,, Burmo-Chinese war of 1765,24. Hiuntsnng, of Tung dynasty, 138.
,
Hiun-tsong or Huou-tsong, 145.
,. ,, Mahomedans in China, 142.
Hoetone, 44, 90, 156, 382.
,, Kakhyen chief, 135 ;house of, 383.
Hokyan river, 78,159,189.
a q p o o ~ t ~by
d emperor of China, I
,, ., Burmese itineraries on. 190.
Honan, barbarities of Chamienchou in, 20.
Hong-kiang river, 170.
,, at Momien. 144.
Hoochnn tung, chief minister of China, 33.
, king of Talifno, 149.
Hookah fopium-pipe), Hnlihgen, 134.
,, of Nantin, 151, 309.

bqlk
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Eooloek, 256. 273.
Pylo c~ruuuw,322.
Horse, figures of, a t Manwyne, 116; a t Hybbatea, 256, 271, 273.
Xyangla, 116.
Hypaipetea, 259.
, h l a , Shan cuntom of tying, 41;
Persian custom of tying, 41.
,, worship among Shans, 116,293.
Hosong, 136.
I b u Butata on Mnhomedans i n China, 140.
HothaTeawbwa, 85,135,303,308,321,
333,
Indian corn grow11 by Kakhyens, 70, 83,
124 283, 291, 379, 383.
336, 343, 845, 348, 385,
859, 361.
Indigo-dye, 84, 111, 173, 363, 360, 369.
, wild, 84, 333.
,
family of. 367, 377.
Indo-Chinese, nAt-worship among, 115.
,, valley of, 25, 78, 361, 365. 377.
,,
,, relations of, to Sanda, 76.
Inheritance, laws of, atnoug Shnnn, 117.
,,
description of, 82.
,, among Kakhyens. 131.
Interpreter, Burmese, 340.
,
,, m k s in, 83.
8
Chinese. %42.
,
,, rice and tobacco in. 83.
,, formation of, 83.
Knkllyen, 229, 232, 268.
,, wild indigo in, 83.
IRAWADY,4 6, 8, 16, 25, 66, 173, 196.
never crossed by Chinese armies, 17,
,
,, domestic animala in, 84.
,
,,
,, climate of, 85.
,, Burmese army advances up the, 26.
19.
,
,, prienta of, 109.
,,
,, Shans in, 99, 101.
,, Chinese construct bonts on, 28.
attempts to bridge. 29. 32.
,,
,, Kakhyem in, 119.
,,
,, Leesaws in, 135.
,,
Bbamb routes shortest and best
,,
,, Burmese surveyor on,
between Yumn (China) and. 35,
67, 160.
,,
,, Sawaddy ronta to, 186.
,,
,, arrival of Expedition at, 365.
,, Marco Polo, on the mart on, 39.
position of Kaungtoung on. u.
,
visit to head of, 373.
,
and Lassa. Loaylone route by, 156,
,
Tsampensgo highest Burmese town
,,
on, 47.
156.
, bazaar, description of, 368.
,, Crawford'a estimate of, 60, 176.
1)r. William's opinion of, 57, 1SA
,, dAhs, 111. 368.
,,
,, departure from, 377.
,, character and renources of the, 69,
st rep.
Hotha, Shan State, 4 18.
,, valley described.
, pagodm in, 10, 30, 99, 371.
,, descriptions of 0mt or upper defile
,, Burmese claim to, 10, 18, 30.
of, 61. 1 8 4
,,
,, Peguan army advance into,
,, floods in, 62.
18, 31.
,
brunches of, 62.
, Buddhism introduced, 18, 99.
coal mines along upper, 69,65,167.
,,
,, monasteries built in, 18, 99.
, Burmese conquest of, 27.
,, distances between Cambodia and,
s
, number of villages in, 85.
77.
population of, 86.
,, capabilities of, for trafec from Ava
to Bhama, 167,176.
~ z h 0:1;a or Tnnycow, visit to, 371.
pmpecta for trade on, 174.
Hot springs at Sanda, 81, 364.
,
,, ,, annlysisof water of, 81.
,, two deffles on, between Bhnm8 and
Mandahy, 186, 213. 214.
telnperature of, 82.
Fu ~ L t i valley,
n
88, 311. 342.
sourcea of, 178, et rep.
,
8
,,
,, Klaproth's hypothesir
3,
)I
,,
description of,
regarding Sanpo and,
89.
considered, 178.
8,
,,
temperature
,,
., opinions of Wicor,
and analysis
Bnrlton,and Nenfville
of, 89.
on. 179.
" E o u i - b J," Chinese term for Mohamdnns,
,, opinion of Buchanan
147.
Hamilton on, 181.
"Houird', meaning of, 147.
,, opiuions of Hannay,
Honseq Chinese, 110, 216.
Bayfield, and Oriffith
,, Shan, 110, 292,297.
about, 182, st reg.
, Shnn-Burmese, 219.
,, opinion of a Kampti
,, Kakhyen, 122, 247,384.
Shun, 186,
,, of Tsawbwas, 293,297,309,316,317,
., claim of Wilcox to have
871, 878, 383,384
discovered the, consiHtseezeb, village of 197.
dered, 187.
Hukong valley, 63, 6 4 162.
,,
information gathered at
Hullee, 175.
Momien regarding,
Hwaettsung, 18.
188.
Hwnog-chou, rebellion of, 139.

.
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Irawady, sources of, probahle accuracy of Kakhyens, language of, apoken by Chinese
Jesuits map on, 189.
and Shans, 100.
,, D'Anville's theory, 192.
sepulchral urns of, 106.
I9
distribution of, 118, 122.
, Mr. Cooper on upper waters of*
193.
term npplied by Burmese, 118.
,, character of river-banb of, 196,
clans. names of. 118. 119.
204,207, 212, 213.
Burmese estimate of, 119. 230.
93
,, channels in, 197, 203, 208, 211,
,, oppression of, 119.
,P
215.
in Hotha valley, 120.
methods of warfnre, 120.
,, dolphin (new species) in, 203,208.
hospitality of, 120,381.
,, chnrncter of, a t Bham8, 215, 216,
physicnl character of, 121.
388.
9,
dress of, 121, 231, 246, 264
Irish ornaments, similarity of Shan to, 106.
Iron at Momien, 111, 173, 328.
ornaments of, 121, 246, 276,
39
360.
,, mines, 67, 173.
ornaments of chiefs' wives, aud
,, suspension-bridges, 159, 188, 190, 311,
948.
daughters, 182,M.
habits of, 122, 245, 257, 269.
1rrigati&;kong Shnns, 80,89, 91,251,263,
3,
288,110,295, 348.
bouaes and domestic habit.
I,
,, reservoir, 196.
of, 122, 123,247, 379, 383.
industry of the women, 124 276.
Itineraries, Burmese, 34,188, 189.
278.
Colonel Burney's, of Theinnee and
,,
Bham6 routea to Chinn, 63,
language and religion, 124.
I)
App. A.
names of nAte, 125.
religious feasts of, 127.
,B
customs of, 127,245, 254, 265.
I
marriage cere~noniesof, 127,128
,,
birth ceremonies, 129.
ade, 63,65,106.
death and burial ceremonies, 129,
mines, 66, 67.
,,
,, trnde in, 61.
130, 247, 248.
form of government amongst,
,,
,, manufacture of, a t Momien, 67, 327.
.. hrncclets, value of, a t Momien. 328.
131.
rings, 3 0 7 , 322, 323.
laws of inheritance, 131.
offices of Teawbwa and Pawmine,
,, rings, value of, a t Bhama and Canton, 67.
132.
Jagannath, 330.
slavery among, 132, 222. 486,
I
Jfimint Tawfirikh'on Zardandan, 36.
360.
mannfactures, 133.
Jasper, 66.
Jenkins, Mr., on country between Assam
weapons, 134.
I,
a r t among, 134.
and Hukong, 165.
,*
amnsements, 135.
91
,, on Patkoi route t o Bnrmah, 165.
food of, 135,256.
chiefs or Tsaabwas of, 131, 135,
Jesuit Fathers, on Nahomedans in China,
$3
231,233, 240.254.
140.
relations of Leesaws to. 135.
,, map (Yunan), 46, 62,188,190.
,, ,, Sir J. F. Davis on, 62.
,, to rebel Mahomedans
,,
in Ynnan, 148.
Jewish population in China, musacre of, 139.
resemblance to &rn
Knrens,
Joneaia, 252.
,
213.
Juglana regia, 70.
a t Bham6 221.
Jyepore, 166.
,I
trnde of, a t Bham8, 221.
,3
child-stealing by, 212, 222.
Hindoo slave among, 222,286.
,D
abyuet, 198.
ceremony of consulting the
wishes of the nQts, 249.
Kad-doung, view of, 386.
Kaingma, 4 27, 159.
graves of, 130, 248, 253, 963.
3,
,, Buddhist pagodas in, 30.
villages of, 79, 265, 266, 277,
3,
, Silver-mines near, 39. 49.
363, 379,383.
Kakhyem (Singphos or Chingpaws), 96, 118,
game-trap, 280.
roads and canals of irrigation.
187, 219, 240,257, 271, 318,
283,288.
368,369,374,381, 382, 385.
,
nQt-worsbip, 37, 125, 245,249.
a
t Momien, 318.
99
trade
with Ssnda, 355.
Toomsnh and Meetwny, 37, 126.
,,
,
,,
05erings and mcriticea to nQta.
ceremony of swearing eternal
$8
friendship, 387.
37, 38, 127, 383.
,
arrow-poison of, 42. 134.
hius, Ponaee silver-mines in, SO, 48;
,I
visit to, 267, 268.
resemblance to Shans of, 99.
,

/
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Kakhyen hills, Burmese influence in, 30.
, Chinese garrison in. 34.
,,
,,
,, height and position of, ,
to Burmeseplains, 60, 68. 1
,,
,, composition of, 68, 283.
,,
,, gold in, 69.
,,
,, crops of, 70,133, 241, 283,
288.
3.
,, opium cultivation in, 71,
221, 266.
,,
,, domestic animals in, 73.
,
,, climate of, 73.
,,
,, and Cambodia, country
between, 76.
,,
,, analysis of silver in galena
of. 93.
,,
,, character of roads over, 153.
,,
,, trade routes across, considered, 153. 158.
,,
,, practicnbility of a railway
over, considered, 167,168,
169.
,
,, impoeta in, 173,338, 363.
,,
,, Expedition party crosses,
243, el seq.
,,
, return from. 383.
, priests, 37. 126,243.
,,
, Toommh and Meetway, 37,
126.
,, lamahanu or altars, 125, 127, 129,
29, 61, 67. 186.
Kakhyo, advance of Chinese armies by, 17,
160.
,, march of Burmeae army, 25, 26.
, on route from Momien and Sanda
to Mogoung, 160.
Kakoos, Kakhyen clan of, 119.
,, Colonel Hannay on name of, 119.
,, in valley of Upper Imwady, 119.
, dress of. 121, 122.
Kala Wwn, 195.
Knla Shan, 6, 186.
Kaliph, Abasaide, 138,139.
,, Abu Jafar a1 Mansnr. 138.
Kamal Kamini, 330.
Kamptis, 8, 179, 180, 191.
Kampti-Shans, 40, 63, 191.
,, plain, 118, 181, 191.
Kampti mountains, 178, 187, 190.
Kampton, village of, 304
Kampyet river, 163.
Kamteechick river, 161.
Kamywm or Kammairoan r~ver,162.
1.
SP
,, British boundary,
166.
Kananzan village in mountains, 159.
,, mountains, 9,41, 63,77, 78.
9,
,,
appearance and compoaition of, 92.
source of Tapeng in,
188.
Kanlantnan or Kananzan village, 159.
Knnzee, 139, 140, 145.
,, Mnhomedan rebellion in, 141.
., Yunan-Mahomedans claim to have
come from, 146.
Kapdnp stream. gold in, 67.

II

.

Kappilawot, 205.
Karahs, Kakhyen clan of, 118.
Karahokah, trading village of, 137,295,297.
Karainan or Yunan, 43.
Karam river, 161.
Knrazan of Marco Polo, 6, 9, 41, 140.
Kardnudan, 9.
,,
identity of, with Shan States,
considered, 9, 39, 40.
,, Marco Polo, on climate of, 40.
9
,,
., on country between
Burmah and, 42.
Karens, 97; Kakhyeus' resemblance to, 212.
Katcow, khyoungs at, 376.
Katha, 4, 7.
,, description of, 209.
, W w n of, visit to, 209, 210.
Kauliya, 205.
Kaung-touug, 25, 44, 61, 119.
,,
Tsnwbwa of, 25.
,,
Chinese besiege, 25, 28.
,,
Balamanden, governor of, 26,
28.
Burmese relief of, 26, 29.
,
,
peace concluded at, 31.
once famous mart of, 63, 214,
,,
,,
or Sawaddy route, 164.
Kanthala or Kosala, 205.
Karee or Khazee, Mahomedan king, 144,
Keen-lung, Chinese emperor, 1736, 24.
Keenzaa, appreciation of, 327.
Kethung, hill of, 197.
,, village of, 197.
Ket-zu-bin, coal-mine, 199, U X ) .
Keu-king, Chinese emperor, 24.
Kewhom, eastern contiuuation of Irawady,
188.
Khans-Debaq corrntry of, 181.
Khanfa or Kang-chew-fw, 139.
Khangs, 119.
Khanlunga, or Chitans, 60, 119,327.
Khannyen, Buddllist pagodas in, 24.
Khanti. pagodas in. 24.
Khansi, relations of, t o Yunan, 72.
Khasse river, 162, 164.
Khasya hills, 74.
Khaytaong, Du Halde, 18.
Khathing river, 162.
Khotan, 66.
Khyoukdwen, Burmese name of 1st defile
of Iramdy, 48, 185.
,,
character of, 185.
Khyoungs or monasteries, 115, 117, 241,
243, 294, 325, 331, 834, 342,
349, 356, 358.
schools in, 96,300,336.
horse-worship in, 118, 116, 291,
293.
,,
Buddhistic figares in, 29, 117,
237, 334,350, 372.
,,
a t Manwyne, 115,290,861; worship in, 292.
visit to nuns, a t Manwyne, 361.
,,
,, at Sanda. 296 ;Shan and Chinese,
350, excommunication of
Phwngyee. 357.
,
a t Muaogh, Chineso, 300.

..,
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Khyounp a t Nantin. Chineae, 307.
,
a t Momien, Chinese, 314.
a t Shuaydnay, 329 ; description
of, 830.
,,
a t Hawehnenshan, 331.
,,
a t Menbne, 365.
a t Old Hotha, 371 ; dscription
,,
of, 372.
,,
a t Tsendong, 375.
m y t o , copper at, 92, 533; silver at, 93,
333 ;analpis of the ore. 93.
, salt at, 173.
,, Chinew attack on, 143,333.
Kinngliung, on the Cambodia, 149.
Kianghung-gyee, Leesaws at, 135.
,, propneed railway by, 170.
ss
,, Cambodia navigable to,
171.
,, tramway p m p d to, 172.
Kidding, 161, 169.
Kienhunp, 141.
Kincaid, Mr., nt Bhamb, 66,67.
Kinchi, Martini on. 6.
Kingdonng village, 287.
Klaproth, 66, 190.
,, map of, 66,193.
, hypothesis of, Sanpo and Imwady,
178, 181, 1%
Kornoong or earth-necklace, 122.
~ ~ m inn Chinem
,
a t Momien, 152.
Koshlll~pyi,or Shan Stat% 1, 4.
,, country of Tay-yay8 or Great
Shans, 8 ; included in Pong
kingdom, 4.
,, conquest of, and become trihntsry
to China, 9.
,, Rurmese claim to annexation of,
9.
,, Bhamb, one of, 3, 33.
Kotaui, Chinese general, 139, 145.
Kublni Khan, MahomedlJlsm i n China in
reign of, 140.
Kubo valley, south limit of POW, 7.
K u d ~ i n 175.
,
K u e u a p hi14 galeus ore in, 69.
Kule, 205.
Kullnck Boom, 168.
K u m b y , 176.
Kunkur, 199.
Kwei-chew, 21.
Kyning-young on Cambodia, 29.
Kyangnan, 20.
Kyangsi, 20.
Kyan-Nhynt, 203.204.
Kycndwen river, 10, 206.
Kyouk- onng, 205.
Kyb&iug
of Rgnn, 16.
,, betrayed and deposed. 16.
Chinese attempt restoration of,
16.

Kynndo, island, 29.

L,,

ackqnee, 176.
Lahones, 119, 122.
guardian n i t of, 1%.

Lakonea, 119.
Lakong, 266.
,, monntnin, 258.
reported b n m t village at, 255.
~ a l z n 175.
,
Lama country, h p t a i n Wilcox on, 178.
,, slave, 181.
L'Amiot, on the climate of Ynnan, 52.
Lamoon, river, 163.
Larnahar or village alt.rs, 126, 127. 129,
246. 383.
Land tenure in Shan States. 117.
,, ,, among Kwkhyenr, 131.
Language of Kakhyens, 124.
,,
,, Bhans, 97.
Chineee-Punanese, 137.
,,
,, L e e w e . 136.
Laphain, 119.
Lasangs, 119.
Laand Assam, trnde between, C a p k i n
Pe~nbertonon. 176.
,, ,, Chouna, characten of trado
between, 176.
,, Dalrymple on river through, 28.
and Hotha, Loayloue route by, 166.
,, outlets of drainage from, 19.3.
Latha, Shan Sbte, 4 31, 366, 577.
,, Pepuan nrms exteud~db, 18.
,, Burmese claim to. 10. SO.
,, Buddhism introduced into, 18, 30.
,, captured by Burmese, 1767 A. D.,
27.
,, villnges in, 84.
,, popnlntion ol, 86.
,, and IIotha, priest in, dress of, 109.
,, Tmrbwa, 378.
Latong, 136.
Lam, 88,90,91,828.
Lawloo, Kakhyen m-ger,
277, 279, 253,
284, 327, 383, 388.
Laykan, Shan ear-ring. 122.
Lend, 173. 217, 220, 328.
Leeeawa. 83.118, 358, 363, 378.
,, distribution of, 135. 136.
, physical appearance of, 136.
,, dresa of. 136.
,, langunge, affinities oE 136.
,, a t Snnda, 287, 365.
,, ,, Muangla, 300.
, ,, Momicn, 318.
village of, 363.
~ e e G t a i Chinme
,
Imperialist, 26, 148, 218,
230,258,263, 274 278.286; defeat of,
270.
Leisus, Mr. Cooper on, 136.
Lek-ope-bin wal-mine, 198.
Lepchas, 42,97, 127.
Letters on gold, 14, 84.
~ c e r c a 259.
,
Lewang, 20.
Licon, Chinose usurper, 21.
Limestone, 68,66, 68, 80, 81, 92, 201, 2 1 4
., cliff of, below BhamB, 59, 213.
Lizo mwntain, advance of Chinese to, 25,
27.
Loakyullg, Captain Wilcox on, 60.
Louylonr, Knkhgen chid, 124 135,382.

.
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Mauloung lake, 241.
Manshi or Manji, king of, 6.
Mantai, visit to villnge of, 884.
,, Knkhyen Tsawbwa, 135,378,384.
Manroya or Mweyen, 7.
Mnntchoo Tnrtars. 18.
Manufactures, Shan, 111, 112, 133, 173,
291, 369.
,,
Kakhyeu. 133, 134.
,,
Chinese, 133.
of amber and jnde ornaments a t
,,
Momien, 66, 67, 3f7.
,, bricks, 64; 93, 221.
,,
,,
,, silver cnrrency. 220.
Manuscripts, Shnn, 1.
,, Arabinn, 143.
B~AXWYNE,Sban-Chinese town of, 24. 42,83,
135, 154. 233,250, 253. 254,
260. 263, 266, 267. 272, 284,
285. 356.
,, basin or division of Sanda valley,
80.
,, rocks at, 80.
,, Rnhnnee religious housea in, 115.
,, Chinese populatiou at, 136.
,, distance of, to Nantin, 157.
route to, by Molay river, 160.
,, reception of Expedition at, 289.
,, Buddhist monastery nt. 290; description of, 291).
,, bazaar nt, 291.
,, Tsntibwnship, villages in, 85, 292;
population of. 86.
,, Teawbwa-gadaw of, 293; dinner
with. 360.
,, nuns of, 293,303.
,, priesta at, 293, 359.
,, departure from, 295, 362.
,, attnck on Expedition near, 295.
,, return to, 359.
,, visit to convent at, 861.
Maps of boundaries of Pollg and Ava, 3. 7.
,, ,,
,,
,, Burmah nnd Western
China, 52, 186.
,, ,, Hamilton Buchannn, 7, 49.
,, ,, Jesuita (Yunan), 46, 52, 188, 190.
,, ,, Klnpmth, Dalrymple, and Berghaus,
193.
M a r a i @ell, Shan), 125.
Marble, 68, 201, 264.
Buddhas, 237. .
M&
;O
POLO,6,24, 118.
,,
on Knrazan, 9, 41.
,, Tartar invnsion of Ava, 14.
,,
,, Marsden's. 5, 21, 39.
,, on South-West China. 24.
,, Ky1andau. 36; on customs I
,,
in, 9, 56.37, 38, 40; on
climate of, 40.
,,
,, country between Kardandan
and Burmah, 42.
,, ,, Mnhomeduns in China, 139..
,.
,,
Yunan, 145
Marriage6 of Shans with Bnrmese. 96,98.
,, ,, ,, ., Poloungs, 100.
,, ,, ,, devoid of rciigious cere.
mony. 113.

,.

.,

Marriage-ceremonies among Kakhyens, 127.
Maraden's " Mara, Polo" 5, 21, 39.
,, on Karazan, 6.
,, ,, F i n r o f Xirn and Rengal, 1 4
,, ,, l i : ~ r ~ l . ~ n d40.
nn,
,, ,, 1<:1~1ina11,
43.
., ,, slwlline of Ithnnlh, 46.
Martini on tolrn of Yunrhnn, 5.
Mare, nbt, 125.
Maroo, niit, 136.
Matze, 147.
Mawphoo, 90, 260, 30-&345.
,, Lrr.rtni's fiwtrws nt, 148, 258.
,, nrrir:~lof I<xpc~litionat. 305.
,, tlcscriplion of, :10.5. 306.
,, prrlpo<c<ltlotics of1
at, 338.
,, 11iI1,25, 78, I:>$, 157, 168, 305.
l
of, 80.
,, F O I ~ C , l d ~ y e i c ~c11:tnctera
86.

,,

rocks and deposita at, 81.
difBculty of, for road o r railway, 168.
,, valley, 344.
Ma yussn, hadji, king a t Talifoo, 149.
Mecca, pilgrimage of Cbincae Mahomednns
to, 143.
Mechia, 97.
Mrdicnl practice a t Bham6, 227.
IIrdoo. 72.
dleetway, Enkhgen priest, 37, 262.
hfcqn or Meeyntouug hills, 10.
Xlci~~khoom,
65, 66, 162.
3Icthaung or Mekhong (~ambodi*), 25, 170.
Mekley, 43.
Melnnopelurgus Spi+copu, 196.
Me Iolophus melaniclaw, 269.
Mengoon, 195.
,, p ~ g o d aat. 195.
Ncntone v~llnge,3668.
Meteorological observations i n Knkbgen
hills. 73, 95, App. D.
Miantze, 118,147.
,, raid of, into Sechnen, 149.
Midnapore, 132, 223.
Mien or Bra proper. 43.
,, Chinese fort of, 9.
Yilcwgooinda ? 196.
Mimsnl~s,Knkhycn clan of, 119.
;\lines amber or Paymdmn, 54, 65.
,, jnde, 66.
, silver, or Rodwan-gyee, 30, 39, 49,
69, 93, 265, 267, 333.
,, conl, 59, 198, 199.
,, iron, 67, 173.
,, ruby, 208.
, copper, 92, 333.
hlirbel, on Grifith, 183.
Mogoung,6,8,26, 179, 180, 187, 191.
,,
conqllest attempted by Chinese,
17, 28.
,, chief, surrender demanded by
Chinese, 17.
,,
Tsnwbtia, 29.
dirision of Burmese a m p , 29.32.
,,
,,
district, independence of Shnns
in, 98.
Mogoung to Assnm. Dr. GritBth, 161.
9,

,,

,,
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Momien, govemor of, 2 4
IS
,,
description of ofece
,, Beeaa to, Captain Pemberton on
of, 160.
166.
IB
3,
,,
Tasakone,
,, tributaries of Irawady between
161.
Ava and, 185.
,, river or Namkong, 8, 186.
,
duties proposed by.
$8
,, branch of Irawady, 62.
328.
1,
,, mute between Brahmapntrn
and, 161.
military governor of, 160, 333.
8,
,, breadth of Irawady a t month
ID
,, visits to, 322, 331.
of, 63, 182. 183.
valley, 90, 166, 320.
,, height of, 78.
,, town of, 54, 60, 61.
,, description of, 91.
,, Shan opinm st, 111, 466.
,, physical features of, 91.
,, trade between Momien and, 160.
,, coal at, 167.
,, volcanic centre of, 91.
Mohnng Koshanpyi, 4
,, vegetable prodncts of, 93.
Mohnngleng, 3.
,, fruits, 93.
silver-mines near, 49.
,, domestic animals in, 84
~olaf'river, 28, 69, 62, 76, 160.
326.
,,
description of, 63.
,,
,, popnlation of, 94.
,,
to Sanda, 160.366.
9
,, nnhealthiness of, 95, 336.
,
visit to, 388.
Chinese pagodan in, 313.
Momeit, 29, 208.
ro&w to Bham8, 153 et rep, 582.
route, 12,19.27.
Monasteries, 18, &c, nee Khywngs.
MO-,
9, 23, 24, 30, 36, 39, 147, 267, Mongmaorong, capital of Pong, 6.
286.
Mongenn, Tartar Lamw. 22.
, antiquity of. 6.
Mongnee, 6.
Monkeys, 198, 261, 264 271,277.
,, Fort of Mien (Bunnah). 9.
, (Theng-ye-chow). 19, 52.
, colony of, 213.
,, to Ynngchan, 23, 158.
Montgomery, Captain, on Irawady, 178.
,, to Kakhyen hills, distance of, 24. Moo river. 10.
MooaooGtta, 206.
,, name of Tapeng river at, 26.
Burmese mission to China, ma, 84. Moulas, 119.
,
,, silver-mine, north-east of, 40.
Moulmein, 189, 214.
2711
Mounphnay-Yah. 194, 242, 2-47. 273, 282,
,, climate of, 40, 94, 324, 328.
frnber and its mine at. 66.
303. 324.
,
, jade and its mannfactare at, 67, Monngmo, Kakhyen interpreter, 281.
327.
,, imprisonment of, a t Bham6, 283.
wife in stacks a t Bbama,
,, mountain ranges east of, 77.
~ o d k n dt.
. 125.
,, to Irawady, distance from, 77.
,, centre of Mahornedanism ia Went Mowun or bangw wan ronta, 214,
Yunan, 90.
Mrelap Shans or Shanmas, 33.
,
bazaw,92, 318.
Muangchan or Shnenli, 159.
#I
,, minerals eold at, 92, 111, Maang-gan, Tsnwbwn-gadaw of, 286.
173. 828.
Maangkah river. 381.
gold nt, 39, 93, 173.
Muangkhong, 64.
galena silver at. 93, 173.
Muangkung, 2,8.
,
,, salt at, 173.
M U A N ~ L Shan
A , Shta, 4, 67.
,
Mahomedan rebellion at, 148.
,, captured by Burmese, 27.
,
Panthays at, description of, 160,
,
pagodas built in, 30.
162.
baain in Sanda valley, 80, 299.
,
trade
between
Xogonng
and,
160.
,
villages in, 86.
,
railway
between
Bham6
and
Ynnan
, population of, 86.
,,
ci8, conaidered, 170.
,, town of, 76, 79.154 843.
,. probable trade, 173.
rocks at, 81.
,
and Tapeng, 188.
,, horse-worship at, 116.
,, arrival at, 299.
,, messengers from, 270, 27% 310.
,
reception at, 313.
,, description of, 300.
,, Chinese khyonng in, 314
,, khyoungs in, 303.
,, description of, 819.
,. Turwbwa of, 263, 301.
,, pagodn hill at, 320.
,, return to. 345.
,, Mr. Gordon at, 3%.
,, potatoes and celery at, 321.
,, prieats at, 335.
,, pnrchese of Shnn products at,
khyomg, school in, 336.
846.
farewell to, 341.
,, Burmese at, 366.
district of Yunan, 17, 69.
MaanglPn country, miner in, 67.
,
164.

:

.

.

,..
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Muanglam, 3.
Muangleng or Mobnngleng. 3.
luanglong (Manlong), & 8, 10.
Mnaugma, Shan State, 4.
Mnangmo, 23, 62.
,, captured by Burmese, 27.
,, (Shnaylee) chief. 8.
,, chie9,:king of Pong, 16.
silver-mine at, 69.
~ u u & p bor fidai),(Shan) heaven, 126.
Muanpee, Shan name of Yunan city, 6,8,
169:
Muarrmsa (Mynebe), S b n State, 4 60,89,
344.
,, Momien routes converge at, 90.
,, population at, character of, !34,
138.
..
arrival s t 307.
xua&ting, 49.
Musngwnn, 17,49, 60, 382.
route, 26, 38, 84, 214.
,,
IS
,, Burmese surveyor on, 42,

Namlrong o r hfogonng r i m , 8.
Namkwh, 67. 135.
Namloug. 179.
Nalnlunai or Kyendwen, 162.
Nampean, 163.
Nampung hamlet, 166,386.
,, river, 164.
,, Chin- gameons at, 24,
'8
84.
., mcks at, 68.
,, weetern boundary of Punan,

.

m.

Nampyoka river, 163.
N a m m p river, 161,164 166.
Namm river, 76..83.377.
Namaan. 166.
Nam Smda or Sandn river, 79.
Nammng, branch of Irnwady. 186,187.
Namthabet river, lab, 186, 386, 386.
Namthugs, 162
Nam Tunail, 163.
Namtumn, 163.
879.
Namtuaeek, 163.
Namtnwq 162.
Namtwonkok river, 67.
Nanken. Kakhven chief.* 186.
~arn;;ta, 119.
N ~ L N Ttown
I $ Gf, 25, 62; description of, 307,
Munipore, 2, 69,133.
309.
,, Chiiene advance by. 26, 29.
,, Rajah of, aaaista Pang k i n m 10.
11.
, Bumeae mission by, 34.
,, Mahornedan rebellion at, 147.
,, propoaed mte to China, 0% 66.
Muron, d t . 126.
,, Baclii of, 161.308.
~ u r r o w s ,118.
iron- sns&uaion-bridge below, 188,
Mutthin, 44, 136.
307.
a r r i i at, 307.
,, Kakhyen chief, 1% 881, 382.
Chineae khyoung at, 307.
,, visit t o village of, 588.
Museum, Indian, 881.
Tu-tudn of, 309.
Mwjid st Momien, 332.
departure from. 310.
Mweyeu, capital of 8hakyn kinga, 7.
visit from Tsawbwa-gadaw of, 325.
Myadoung, village of, 208.
return to, 342.
,,
district of, 208.
visit from governor, 883.
Mya-leit-hung mountaim, 196.
theft of ponies at, 344.
Myedu, 16.
final departure from, 344.
Myenzain, 16.
valley, height of, 78, 168.
Myitnge river, 27,77, 196.
,, river-terraces in, 86, 810,
Mynesa or Mynetha, Shan name for Hotba,
312.
368.
,, description of, 86. 307, 3%
388.
,, denudation at, 87.
,, hilb at, 87, 88. 307, 3 1 2
,, hot springe in, 88.
ngs bills. 161.
,
,,
analysis of water,
Nngss of Amm, 122.
89.
Nagazein. 206, 206.
,
,,
visits to, 311
Nahlow. 3OA
842.
Namanw, 176.
,, cnltiwtion in, 89, 90, 93,
Nnmba, village on Tspeng, 24.
810.
Namboke, Kakhyen chief, 124 136, 868,
, population of. 9A
877.
, inhabited by Shans, 99.
,, v i l l g - a r r i v a l at, 878.
,, reletion to Bhnmd mutes,
departure from, 379.
164, 166, 167.
to ~ o t h n ,166.
,, capabilities of, for road,, river, 377, 880.
mokiug, 166.
Namkho, Taha or Tapeng, 50.
,, and Sanda, difference of alti, Captain W~lwxon, 60.
tude, 168.
Namkiu or Irawady, 180.
,, and Hawshnanshan, 90,1W,
Nnmkong river. Pong capital on, a

N
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Nantin valley, difficult dencent from Momien to, 341.
0
S,
, ascent to Mawphw
from, 345.
Nara-thi-pad6, 15.
Nfit, great, dwad of, 292.
, evil
,
352.
,, -worship among Kakhyens, 37.
)I
,I
Burmese. 37, 116.
,,
,, of Yndo-~hineaetriheq 116.
NBb, Kakhyen, names of, 125.
., honsehold, 126. 128, 129, 130.
,, sacrifices to, 37,127, 130,131.
8
,, ,, a t BhamB described, 38,
387.
offering
to. 73, 126,127, 129, 263.
,,
comultation of, a t Ponlina, 249; a t
Ponsee, 267.
Nattoung hills, 197.
Nanngtal6 island, 29.
,, Chinese propose e bridge acroes
Irawady at, 29.
Necklace, earth, of Kakhyene, 122, 360.
Neck rings or torqua of Ghana, 106.
Nepnl, 42,176
Nestardin, Chinese Mahomedan General,
14.16.
Neatorinn Chriatinna in Shenai, 146.
Neufville, Captain, 178.
81
,, on sources of Brahmap n h and Irawady,
i79.
Ngan-loehan, Chinese rebel, 138. I&.
Ngap6 or Gnap6,64,198,207,210, 221.
Non Dehing, 161, 166.
Noajeeree hills, 10.
Nocian, 39.
Nongyang Inke, 165.
Nuayliet, 26.
Numeniur phaqphw, 196.
Nnnnun river, 164,166.
Nuns of Xanwyne, 294 303. .
,, ,, ,
vimtto,361.
Nurans, 118.
h'ydicwax gr-,
242.
Nyungen, Teawbwa, 2 6 4
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Opium, Kakhyen, 1% 134, 221, 266.
,, comparative table of Ynnan and
Bengal, 72.
Opthalmia among Shanq 1 1 4 310.
Orcella jluminalir, 203.
Oriental Repository, 28.
Otocompto, 259.
Oudh (Kossln), 205.
Oaigonrs, 138, 139.
Oung-lolrhan. 144, 146.

adma, 830.

Chinese invadoo. of, 12, 13.
kings of, 12, 13.
deetroyed by Chinese-Tartare,
16.
capital of Men, 48.
upper, 206.
new, la.
old, Burmese capital, 7, 12.
ruins of, described, 12,204.
pegoda at, 12, 206.
P&
204, 206, 213. 243.
, in Hotha and Latha, 10, 18,31.
, a t Pagan, 12. 13. 206.
,, ceremony a t laying foundations of,
116, 226.
,, a t Mengoon, 196.
,, of Theehadam, 198.
,, of Shuaybaw, 212.
,, of Shunykeenah, 224, 226, 226.
, Chinese, a t Momien, 313.
,, of Comootanay, 18,371.
Pahan, d t , 126.
PaIrsmi, 202.
Pali, inscription in, 206.
Pallas, mart of Selin, 139.
Pandami, 248.
Panglai river, 162.
Panma or Bhamb, 46, 62.
Panthay, meaning of term, 147.
,, rebellion, 148, 149,316.
,, king a t Talifoo, 160.
,, form of government, 150.
,, mesaengem from Momien, 270.
officials, 303, 313, 341.
pan)ihsYs, 67, 137, 142,265, 260,300,336,
nks on Kakhyen hi, 248, 266, 278,
345.
864.
,, in Yunan, 148,336.
Official, Burmene Court, 194
, a t Momien, 149,150, 339.
Old Bham6, see BhamO Old
,, appearance and dress of. 161.
Oldham, Dr., on coal minea on the Ira, character of, 162,339.
, letters from. 169, 283.
wady, 69.
,, ,, aesays of Po= plena, 69.
tribute paid to, 286, 301.
~aiLda-raza(Raja), 231, 242.
,, ,, asaay of Khyto galena, 93.
,, ,, geological featwen of Irawa- Paraees, maaeacred in China. 139.
Partridge, (new species,) 269.
dy, 69, 69.
Pwaer monticolw, 269.
Old Hotha, 371.
Wtkoi pass, 63.
,. Pagan, history of, 7, 12.
,, range, 6 4
wit to ruins of, 12, 204.
,, ,, Bssam to Mogonng acrosa. 164.
&ono:'175.
166.
Opium of Ynnan, 7 4 7 1 , 266.
Pnwminm, 131, 246. 271, 368.
,, Shan, 72, 83.
,, price of, 93, 266.
,, ofece and dutiee of, 132.

.
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,,
,,
,
,,
,
,,
,,
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Pay= (Tag-yay), 47.
Pnyendwen or amber-mines, 54, 56.
Peat, 81,91.
Pegu, 16,33,206.
,, tributary to Chins. 14.
,, m y of, advances to bordera of China,
17.
,, erecb pillar a t Khanti, 17.
,, conquers Avn, 18.
,, introduces Buddhism into Shan States,
18.
,, river of, 170.
P e p n king, conqneet of ~ h a nS t a h by, 9,
,, empire, downfall of, 18.
Pekin, 33. 90. 139.
., Lord Macartney's mission to, 14.
,, relations of Yunan to, 21.
,, Burmese embassiea to, 32, 33. 3 4
,, embmies to Bnrmah from, 33, 36.
,, elephantn sent to. 34.
,, routes to Ava from, 63,189.
,, gazettes, 142.
Pemherton, Captain, 67, 165.176.
ss
,, "Enatam Frontierof British India", 1 et reg.
,,
,, on kingdom of Pang;
1, 6.
,*
,, on origin of Siamese. 2.
IB
,, on country between B w mah and Talifoo, 6.
8,
,, on poeition of Bham6,

Polonngs, tea grown by, 76.
, relations of, to Shans, 100. 101.
,, women, ornaments of, 105, 107,
, a t Mnangla, 300.
, villages of, 302.
Fong, kingdom of, 1 et aeq.
,, extent of, in 14th century 1, 6, 7.
PI
,, in 777 A. D., 2.
,, Kings invade Siam. 2, 7, 11.
,, king, Mnangmo chief, 4,16.
,, reaches to the Cambodia. 4.
,, boundaries of, 4, 6, 7, 10.
,, wars with China and Bnrmah, 7, 8.
10.
,, Chinese conquest of, 9, 16.
,, Burmese invade, 10.
,, becomes a Burmese province, 11.
,, relationa to Marco Polo's trading mart.
43.
,. nnd West Ynnan, 99.
Pongmai-Kha, eastern branch of Iramdy,lW.
Pongwah, 135.
Ponline, 24
,, gold from, 69.
,, arrival at, 245.
,, death-dance at, 247,248.
,, village, description of, 248.
,, consoltation of nPta at, 299.
,, route, a.
3
., to Momien. 153.
,,
,, direction and description of,
43.
164.
PS
, on trade of Bhamb, 53.
,,
,, compared with h a y l o n e
ss
,, on Haunay's mission t o
route. 167.
BhamB, 64
recommendations in favour
Penya, 16.
of, 158.
Persia, Malcolm's, 41.
, Teowbwa, 69, 135, 250, 234 2-40,
Peraica vulgaris, 70.
242, 266, 268, 261, 262.
Pharmacopia of Sham, 114.
$3
,
,
description of, 251.
PA&w sladeni,320.
I
,, home of, 2.16.
,, slcgans.320.
IS
,
, wife
of, visit, and dreae of.
Phavm.- Sir Arthw. 115.
248.
Is
8,
on Bhnma treaty of
,,
,, sban opinion of, 286.
1769, 32.
,, attack on, and defeat of, 327.
19
,,
on treaty with Burmah,
pod-\ah creek, gold-washing at, 200, 201.
1862, 66.
Ponaee, 24.27.68.379.
Pheasant, new species, 320.
,, meteorological observations at, 73.
Phee, rat. 126.
,, height of, 164, 157.
Phongan Taawbwaship, 166.
,, Bham6 to. 237 et teq.
Phoont3Yees or Shan priests, 116, 202, 224,
,, residence at, 253 el rep.
237,241,293,296,349,363,
,, detention at, 272.
359.
,, return of some members of Expedi,, dress of, 109, 296.
tion, 281.
,, silversmiths, 111.
,, arrival of Shan representatives at
,, excomrnnnicatio~~
of, 357.
284.
Phosphorescent wood, 278.
,, start from, 286.
Phnpyank, 169.
,, to Momien, 286, st rq.
Phwona, 60 63,1%
,, Taawbwa, 69, 136, 240, 243, 262,
Phylloscoprrs.202.
266, 269, 271,285.
Pica caudata, 269.
8
,. extent of territory of, 379.
Pichile. Mahomedam at, 142.
,, Pawmines, deecription of, 272.
Pingahan, 149.
, silver-mines, 80, 48, 68, 256, 265
Pinur kAtwianuu. 80%
91
880.
Plotvs aslotwgostcr, 196, 211.242.
31
,
richnesa of ore, 69.
Podicepr philippd, 242, 323.
PI
,,
comparative malysia
Polo Marco, see Marco Polo.
of, 69.
Poloungn, distribution of, 5, 40.
,,
visit to, 267.

..
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Ponwah Tmwbwa. 254.
Porzama f i c a , 242.
Potatoes a t Momien, 93, 217, 321.
Proh, of Ynnanese-Chinese, 376.
Prammoo or Rhama, 46.
Prerbytei, 198, 264. 271.
Prieste, Shan, see Phoongyeer.
, Kakhyen, w e Meetway and Toomsah.
,, a t Momien, 335.
Prineep. James, 66,206.
Prome, 14.
,, prince of, founded old Pagan, 12.
,, factories at, 45.
Prongprong-khrc, 163.
P r u n w ytiddum, 70.
Piidium guaoa, 70.
Pferuthiur eryfhroptetw, 259.
Puang-ku. 330.
Punica granalum, 70.
Pnngans, 118.
Pycnonotua, 202, 259.
Pyrru pwhia. 70.
,, h d i c a , 70.

Rebellions, Mahomedan, i n Yunnn, 141,1453,
148, 172.

,,
,
causes of, 147.
Regis. Pare, anrvey of Ynnnn, 46, 189.
Religion of Shana, 114.
, Kakhyens. 124.
Bermitom, Chinese, 142.
, - oriental, 28.
Reservoir of king Angbengld, 196.
Review, Edinburgh, 138, 140, 143.
Rheeshah, 175.
Rhiromya pruinoms, 266.
Rhynchopa albicollin, 196.
Rim cultivation a t Bham8, 64, 227.
SI
,, in Kukhyen hills, 70, 124,
264, 283,379, 383.
P
, in Shan valleye, 80, 83, 89,
91, 98, 295.
River-terraces, 86. 301, 847.
,,
of Nantin valley, 86, 87,
169.
Rock-bartier in ~r&v*dy,61,185.
Rocke, metamorphic, 69, 68, 76.86, 91, 92,

848.
crystalline, 59, 68.
trap. 59. 77, 86, 91, 182.
nlmgtoog, province of, famine in, 142.
quartz-,
80, 81, 88, 248.
Mahomedan
purchase
of
cb'idfossiliferous, 92.
,
ren in. 142.
Roman ornaments, similarity of Shan and,
Quau8hiAyrn. nPt, 376.
106.
Quanyin, Chinese deity, 3'76.
Routes, trade, between China and Bhama,
,, tradition regarding, 372.
28. 163, st rep.
Qnayzny, Chinese term for Mahomedans, 147.
,, Theinnee and Bham6 to China, 63.
Q w c w fmeifrata, 70.
, from Upper Assam to Ynnan, 161.
,, rpicata, 70.
between Assam and Tibet. Buchn,
nan on, 175.
Qurrpucdulo mecca, 196, 238, 248.
Ronda, on practicability of making, between
Qneychew, province of, 19,21.
B u m a h and Shan States, 163,

,,
,,
,,
,,

&

,

ahaneen, in Sanda valley,
.
R
. religiow houses of,
Railway between China and Bnrmah con116.
116, 361.

aidered, 160,

158.

on practicability of making, through
Kakhyen hills, 167.
to Ynnm, probable trade advantages
of, 171, 172.

168, 169, 170,

.kO

IIY.

,,
,,
,,

thron h Kakhyen hills considered,

,,

advantages of, to trade considered,

165, 169.

capability of Tapeng valley for,
168. 169.

105,107.
Afsnx, Polo
37.
of &hyeun, 87, 117,587

from ~ a n ~ o to
o nCanton proposed,
169, 171.

169, 172.
Rallw itriattu, 242.
Bangoon, 66,116,169,362.
,, earthqnakea felt at, 91.
,, propoaed railway to Canton from,
169. 171.
,, to Cambodin, tramway proposed,
172.

visits if Shan nuns to, 115, 803.
~ a s l k m a h 176.
.
Rashid-ood-den, on Mahomedana i n Ynnau,

,,

Dr. E. F. von,
Sacrificial rites in Kardandm,
Sacken,
on.

,,

140,146.

onZardandnn,86.
Ratan h o o p and girdles of Kakhyena, 121,
846.

sag&

bib,';97.
marble from, 197.
s a c p o k e Tsawbwa, 257,263.
S d t , 66, 12% 173, 176,217, 281, 248.
,, gold bartered for, 67.
,. springs, 67.
,, Glovernment monopoly in Khyto, 178.
Salween river or Ln Khgoung, 6, 23, 26,

,,
,,
,,
,
,,

,,

,,
,,
,,

170, 189.

Captain Wilcox on, 50.
direction of, 76.
distances between Imwady,
Cambodii, and, 77.
,, ferry over, 169, 188.
,, Jesuits on, 189.
,, relations to Tibetan r i v m ,
190.
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Balween river, relations to aowce of Ira.
wady, 192.
Samlongpha. 2.
Samshn. Shan h e r a g e . 109.
Sanda, Shan State. 4 17.27.
,, Buddhism in, 99,114, 116, 350, 366.
,, pays tribute t o Mahomedans, 117.
, town of, 27, 61, 80, 16% 263, 266,
277, 293, 388.
,, position of, in Jesuits' map, 46, 189.
,, situation of, 79, 80.
,, basin, 80, 299.
,, Shans at, 99,105,107,289,358.
, Kakhyens at, 99, 366.
,, Leeaawa at, 365,368.
,, Chinese at, 136, 297, 363, 358.
,, Panthays at, 281.
,, Taaakone nt, 282.
,, our amval nt, 296.
,, Khyoungs at, 296,349,360.
,, phoongyees of, 109, 115, 296, 868.
, description of, 296. 297. .
,, bazaar at, 297, 349.
,, departure from, 298.
,, return to, 348.
,, mbheriea at, 348,363.
,, limestone-hill at, 361.
,, ndt at, 852, 356.
,, vinit to hot-aprings, 364
,, foot-print of Qnadama near, 355.
,, farewell to, 368.
, Tsawhwn of, 263, 272. 297.
s
,, h o w of, 297.
$1
,, grandson of, 298.
,,
,, preaenta from, 298.
resents to, 368.
d d u - f o o (handap, 76.
siw of, 76.
~ a n G
river or Nam-Sanda, 79,361.
,, route, between Burmah and Chins,
26,42,90,164 260.
,,
,, w i d Kakhyo, 160.
,,
,, d Molay river, 160, 356,

,

Banda valley, propom1 to bridge the Tapeng
in, 167.
,,
,, arrival in, 289.
,, landslips in, 366.
Sa'Adstone, 69. 199, 201, 202, ZM.
Sanpo, relations to Irawady, hypothesea regarding,66,178,179,181,188, 192.
,, Mr. Cooper on, 193.
Sants (Sanda), 189.
Sarncens, 140.
Sarannth, 206.
S a r c i d i m u melunotw, 242.
Sarel, Colonel, in Sechnen, 146.
Sawaddy, town of, 60. 216.
poeition and size of, 60.61.
road: 153,16% 166, 168.
t
,, relation t o Hoetone and
Sandn muten, 90.
8,
,, relation to Lonylone and
Ponline mutea, 163.
,
and Muaugwan mute, 42.
Sqaydawgycc, Burmese official, 346, 387.
Saxai river, 163.
Scotch galena, 69, 93.
&chuen, province of, 20,146, 176.
,, opium cultivation in, n, 72.
,, probability of beaming part of a
Mahomedan monarchy, 72, 146.
,, Colonel Garel's visit to, 146.
,, present rebellion in, 149.
, ten and mineral wealth of, 174.
,, trade with, proapectr of. 174
,
exporta from, 176.
importance of, to Amm, 176, 177.
,
Selin or Singui, 139.
Serny, Kakhyen chief, 124, 240, 260, 261,
262, 266, 269, 271.
Serpent-worship, 226.
Sessonngan, pagob of, 213.
Sginmae s h a m , 187.
Shakhya, 99.
Shalrya ram of kings, 7, 205,206.
Shan chmniclee or M.S.S., see chroniclea
m.
,, kingdom of Pong, 1 el t e q .
,, kings reign in Ava, 10, 16.
valley, 26, 2?,-99, 63, 76, 94, 163,
167, 279.
,, kings a t Teagain, 98.
l'npeng in, 62, 63.
,, chief, 16, 17, 117.
elevation and leneth of. 78.
,, populntion, distribution of, 6,60, 78.
86,94,96.
principality of BhamB, 33. 48, 96.
denkiption of, 79, 164
,, customs, 6, 36, 40, 41. 116, 117.
Tah6 in, 80. 87.
,, weapom, 42,109.
,, a h , 65,108,ZU, 221. '
three divisions of, 80. 299.
m k s of, 81.
,, ornamenb, 66, 104 106, 107.
hot-springs in (a
hot-springs).
,, industries, 56, 66,212, 368.
agriculture. 62. 76. 110.
relation of, t o Hotha valley,
oiinm, 71,72,.110:
82.
,, market fortes, 76.
crop of, 83.
,, cotton, 110.
climate of, 85.
,, tobacco, 83,110,368.
population of, 85,86, 99.
phoonpgm in, 109,111,116.
,, indigo-dye. 84,111, 360, 353.
,, domestic animala. 84.
rahanees in, 116.
,, language, 96. 97, 100.
Kalrhyem in, 119.
Leesaws nt, 136.
., drew 101. 102, 231. 289.
bordmo of Chips in. 136.
,. women's headdress, 101. 102.
,, ,, industry, 111, 220, 350.
trade between Momien and.
,, diet, 109.
160.

::

..
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Shan t o m s , 110,136, 203, 208.
houses, 110, 291, 297, 350, 361.
a r b . 111. 112, 113.
marringes, 113.
diaessee and medicines. 113.
burial-places, 114,302, 363.
education, 115,336.
I.
religion, see phoongyees and khyounga.
,I
horse-worship, 116.
99
snake or serpent-worship, 116, 225.
,I
*, n9t-worship, 126.
government, land-tenure, inheritance,
1.
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han valleys, highwap through, 158.
hanking, capital of Queychew, 19.
ihanmas or Mrelap Shans, 83. 47.
thanghai, interests of merchants at, 174
Ihanse, 142.
!heedin, 337.
heffield gooda, market for, in China, 174.
Ihelling-khet, 163.
ibenai, province of, %J, 21, 142.
,, finger of Buddha in, 13.
,, opium cultivation in, 71, 72.
,, relations to Sechuen and Yunan, 72,
117.
146.
,, Mahomedans in, 139,140.
,. hade&,-i'60, 165, 209, 216.
,, iron-sunpension bridgce. 167.
,, Nestorinn Christians in. 146.
;heroo, Kakhycn beer, 243, 288.
,, loom, 220, 278, 361.
Iherzwan, gold from, 93.
., mulemen, 239, 244.
;hienpa&, trnde of, 173,196,209.
,, messengers, 270, 277, 278.
Ihingrawah. d t , 125.
,, representatives arrive a t Ponsee, 284.
hitah, n61, 125,126.
,, products, purchase of, 346, 370.
Ihoomaee, Shuaymai, or Namsang river, 18?.
,, temples i n Hotha valley, 371,378.
Sham, on the Irawady, Hamilton Buchannn ?Aowfoo, Chineae deity, 376.
ihuaybaw, island of, pagodas on. 212.
on, 5.
huayduay, khyoung at, 329, 335.
,. Buddhists, 38, 99, 114, 228, 365.
ihuay-goo-myo, 211, 212, 213, 214
., relations of, to Burmese. 97.
,, intrcduction f h m Yunan into Upper ihuaygyeen. proposed railway by, 170, 171.
Burmah. 98.
village, gold washing at, 201.
,
ihuaykeenah. pagodas of, 225, 226, 237.
., physical characters of, 100.
,, likeness to Kakhyena and Chinese, 99, lhnaylee river, 12, 35, 49, 52, 92, 188, 190.
257.
I
,, Pong capital on, 1,4, 98.
a
99, 100, 289.
,, of ~ a n d valley.
8.
,, probable mothern limit of
Pong, 7.
,, character of, 117, 210.
,, superstition of, 236,292,851,362,866
9,
,, advance of Chinese by, 1% 16.
,, a t BhamB, 60,96.
*I
,, Pegn advances by, 18.
,, a t Tsitkaw, 239, 240.
8,
,, navigable to Muangmo, 23.
,, a t Ponsee, 257.
,, description of, 62, 63, 78.
,, a t Hanwyne, 285, 292.
19
,, ranges defining, 76, 159.
,, a t Muangla, 301,303.
,, relations to Salween and Cam.
bodia, 77.
,, a t Hotha, 366, 368.
,, flre-festival of, 369.
P
,, iron.auspension bridge over,
159, 188.
,, relations to Panthaya, 117, 148, 229
,, route, estimate of, 160.
274. 285, 306.
3
,, daptation of, for railway,
,, relations of, to Leesetai, 274
Shan Teawbwa of Tumkhun, 6.
160.
,, valley, trade by, 208, 214.
91
,, of BhamB, chief a m b d o l
to China, 33.
lhuaymai river. 63, 187.
of Hotha. 100,367.
3hnav.mein-loun~hills. 207.
~sa&was, 278, 283, 284.
3hu&nyauogbeig,
dhineae stockade at,
,, mountains, 197, 207, 211.
28, 29.
,, S t a h , Koshanpyi. 1.3.4, 16.
3hnay or Sine Shan monntains, 188.
,,
,, extent of. 4.
Bhuay-bung-gyee, source of Kyendwen, 1 W
,,
,, bordering on Irsmdy, 5, 7,69 Shuaytoong, 203.
,,
,, t r i b n t ~ r yto China, 9.
Shuay-zeegong pagoda, 13.
,,
,, conquest of Burmah by, 10.
Shnemuelong or Shuay-mue-IOU mountsin,
81, 90,166.
,,
,, become tributary to Av% 1663
,,
,, Bumese capture of eight, 27.
advance of Chinese army by, 2 5.
,,
,, head-quarters of Leesetai, 25.
,,
,, and Kardandan, 39.
,, height of. 99.
,,
,, relative value of gold and silve:
in, 39.
,, old c h k i of, 157.
,, ,, me& between Burmah and Shuenli or Xuangchan, 169.
153, 168,lW
S i 3, 99.
,,
,, probable hade with, 173.
invaded by Pong, 7. 11.
,,
,, Expedition dissuaded from en Siamese, probable origin of, 2, 98.
tering, 230,263,267,274,35~ SigkAan, nPt, 376.
Bikkim, L e p h a e of, 91,121.
,, valleye, 63, 61, 71.
,, ,, trade of, with Burmah, 52 Silling, 176.
Silver.smiths, phoongyeee, 111.
110, 173.

.
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Silver, 67,176,201, 221, 32.
, and gold vessels, 13.
, r d u e of, in Shan States, 39, 40.
, mines (see mines).
,, in galena ore of Kakhyen hills, 69.
,, from Khgto, 93.
,, ornaments, 104, 106, 106, 107, 108,
109,121.
,, article of export from Momien, 173,
328.
, coinage, manufacture of, a t Bhamb,
220.
Sinan, fort of Mien included in. 9.
Singan, Msrco Polo on. 140.
Singpitawn, Chinese name for Bbam4 4.
~ i n s b chiefs.
o
53.
Singphos, Chingpaws or Kakhyens, 60, 96,
111. 180. 187. 191.
s i n p i , ma* of; 139.
Sinlah, rat, 125.
Sinma'i-kha, 180.
Siri Sirhit or Irawady, 179.
Sit-nga. 166, 386.
Fitung, 184.
Sladen, Major, 194 B& 808. 824, 353,

,,
,,
,,
,,

RRP.

,,
,,
,,
,,
,

SLhmai-kha, Wilcox on, 180.
,,
Griffith on. 183.
,,
Hmnay on. 183.
Sumloy, 175.
Sung-yun, Buddhist pilgrim, 13.
Suspension-bridges, see imn-bridges.
Sutsung, emperor, 138, 145.
Sylhet, proposed route by, 66.
Symes, Colonel, on Burmese emhamy, 33.
,, ,, on spelling of BhamB, 46.
,, ,, on trade between Bnnnah a n d
Ynnan, 49.
Syriam, factories nt, 46.

IT"'

-

on or Great Shana, a.
Faria aolium,285.
Tagazgaz, king of, 139.
Tagonng, 7.29.
,, kings of, 7.
,. 6rnt recorded capital of Rnrmah, 12.
, visit to ruins of, 12, 204.
,, problible destruction of, by S h a q

1

,,
,

9R.

ancient h i t o r y of, 205.
modern village of, 206.
Tagoung-bung-daw (range of h i ) ,2U7.20&
Tahmeylon, route by, 237.
TahB river, 60, 79, Dl, 168, 299, 801, 303,
306,307,312,316, 380, 347.
, ,, Tapeng called, st Yomien. 25.
., ,, Chinese earth-worka on. 25.
,, ,, wnter, a cause of goitre, 41, 326.
,
,, character of, a t Mawphoo gorge,
80,346.
,, ,, denudation by, 80, 92.
,, ,, waterfall at Momien, 91, 318.
., ,, bridges over, 307. 318, 944
,
., at Momien, 316.
Tdqungyee, military officer a t Momien.
161.
., feastwith, 161, 831.
Tai, or Shan nation, 98.
Tailunga. Buchanan Hamilton on, 6.
Taimin princes, 19.
Talain general, Thamein-pursn, 17.
Talains in P e p , 16.
Tnli lake, 77, 78, 169, 189.
affloents of Cambodia from, 190.
,
Talifoo, 6,9, 52, 78,335.
,, d i i n c e s from Ava, wid Bham6 and
d Theinnee, 36.
,, opium cultivation at, 71, 266.
,, minemls from, 92,111.
,, c r o p and forest at, 93.
,, caravans to Msndalay, 111, 118,

on-bbahomedans of Yunan,
143.
policy at BhamB, 230.
resolution to proceed, 280.
abridgment of Expedition,
280.
,,
business interviews with governor of Momien, 336, 338,
339.
Slavery among Kakhyena, 132,222.
Snake-worsbip, 225.
Snow on Kakhyen hills, 74.
,, a t Momieu, 96.
Wgnampha, king of Pong, 8, 10, 17.
Soohwngkhum, Pong king, 10.
Swkampba, Pong king, 2, 7.
Sookopha invades Siam, 11.
Sooleyman, Mahomedan name of king a t
Talifoo, 160.
W-oopha destroys Tsngain, 16.
Swpengpha defeats Burmese, 10.
Staunton, Sir George, on Macartney's mb.
sion to China, 14,33.
Steamer, king of Bormah'a, 194.
Stewart, Mr.. 194,273.
,
,, return of, 281.
Sfmculin, 66, 266.
Stone implements, Shan faith in restorative
powers of, 114.
Stufas or boiling-springs, 91.
Sturnopcutor nigricollk, 298.
Suddyah, 69,96,111.1'79.190.
,, t o Mogoung, Dr. Grifflth, 64,
,,
161.
,,
,, and Yunan, Captain Charlton on,
,,
164.
,,
,,
,, route to Bnrmah, along the Noa
Dehing, 166.
,,
,,
I
,, t o Tibet, 176.
Shhmrii-kha, or emtern branch of Irawady,
,
180.
Tallies.

266.
king of Panthaya st, 160.
from Yungchan, 169,170.
to Yunan city, 159, 170.
railway to, considered, 170, 171.
history of, 327.
prments from, 337.
letters from, 337.
trade duties, 838.
M m Polo on use of. 936.
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Tallies, in Ynnan, 36, 270.
Talone, Kakhyen chief, 135, 240, 243, 248,
255.
T h o , nit. 376.
Tamone, 232.
Tapeng river, 23, 52,80, 136, 184, 191,263,
299,901,347,384,386. 388.
,,
,, proposal to bridge, 24, 167.
,
,, known M Tahb or Tala, 25.
,,
., Chiueae arm on, 27.
,, (Namkho), dptain Wilwx on,
,,
60.
,
,, villages on, 60, 233, 239.
,, ,, branch of Irawady, extent of,
62.
,, silver on banks of, 69.
,. relation to Namsa, 76.
,, main atream, course of, 79.
,, Kakhyens on, 122.
,, a t Momien, 188.
,, its sources, 188.
,, iron-bridge over, 188.
Jennite on, 189.
,, route, 237, 238.
,, old channel of, 241.
,, views of, 256, 288, 289, 299,
801, 302.
breadth of, in rains, 887.
valley, 84,345, 379. 886.
chamcter of, 69,70,76,78.
,, Ponline and Laoylone r o u t e
by, 163 et reg.
,, capabilities of, for road-making, 158, 169.
railway by, wmidered. 168,
170.
Tapo village, d n G oh jade at, 67.
Tamupmyo, lO,l4.
Tartar-Chinese (see Chinese-Tartars.)
,, invasions of Bumah. 14.
,, conquests of China, 18, 19, 20, 21,
138,141.
,, oppression of Mahomedane, 141.
,, Lamas join the rebel king of Ynnan,
U-san-ghey, 82.
Tartara, introduction of. into China, 21. 139.
Tartary, 33.
T d o n e , governor of Yomien. 160.
,, on origin of Mahomedana in China,
14.
description of, 161.
letter from, 266.
a t Sands, 288.
arrangements of, with Shan
Tmwbwas, 284
reception of Expedition by, 813.
preeents to, 314
honre of, vbita to, 316, 316, 318,
335.
visits fmm.. 816. 337.
..
presents from, 316, 322,826, 326,
333,339.
on Sawaddy route, 321.
on t d i w route by Cambodin, 836.
preaent 6,
from Burmese Government, 337.
dinner with, 838.

.,

.,
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Tasakone, Major Sladen gives wpien of treaty
with Burmah to,338.
,, officilll letter from, on duties to]be
levied m goode. 888,339.
,, adieu to, 341.
Tatze, independeut Tartara, 147.
Tauism a t Momien, 335.
Taycow, visit to, 370,371.
Tnyshan or Kananmn mountainq 92.
Tay-yays, country of. 3, 92.
Payse of Chinese, 47.
Tca, 'k4, 75, 100, 174, 217.
,, of Polonnp, 75.
,, ass an^, 76, 176.
,, from Trans-Yang-tse.kinng provinces,
76.
,, tax on, in China, 138.
Teq'iu, nilt, 376.
Teeth covering with gold in Zardandan. 36,
40.
, blackening of, 9,40.
Temperature a t Bhamd. 64.
of Kakhyen hills, &.. see Ap,,
pendix D.
Temple deities, constrnction of, 336.
Tedudo platynotua, 324
Tetsung, wudition of C h i in reign of, 188.
T h a g y a m g , 334.
Thakyi kings. 205.
Thnmein-puran, champion of Burmeso army,
16. 17, 18.
Thamo river, 287.
Theehabaw, island of, 201.
,,
stone pagoda of, 201.
tame ash, 201.
~ h e i c u e e ,Z6, 27,49,159.
,, Shan State, 16.
,, became tributary to Am, 16.
, mute, 14, 16, 16, 19, 27, 53.
,, , misaions fmm Ava t o Pekin
by, 32, 33.
,
,, colnpared with Bhamb routes,
36, 61.
,
,, distance of Ynnan city from
Mandalay, ai8, 169.
Thengat-tha-ratha or Thengat-tha-nago, 805.
Tsawbwa and war with
,,
Ava. 29.
.,
ex-Tmwbwa of, refuge in
Yunan. 25.
Theng-ye-chow or ~en~ye:chew(Momien),
19.
62.
-,60.
--,
Theng-dub-myaung canal, 15.
Theta, 149.
Tbigyain, 208.
Thingadaw, coal depbt kt, 202.
Thinza-nuavlcin mountain, 26. 27. 28.
ThongwetaGein, Chinese chief; 308, 810.
Thnbyo hills, 197.
Tibet, 66,108,139, 193.
,, part of, ceded to Tadam, 22.
,, route from Cnbul to, 36.
,. vicar-apostolic of, 66.
,, w n r w of trade to, 174
,, Saddyah to, 175.
,, route between Assam and. 175.
,, Tnrnef s mission to, 176.
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Tsawbwas, wives and d a u g h h , ornaments
Tibet, importRnce of, to Assem, 176,177.
of, 122.
Tibetans, aoaloketswara of, 116.
Tmegooehan, 149.
,, Matze, 147.Tibetan rivers, relation8 to Shnaylee, Sal- Teeejanfoo, 149.
ween or Cambodia, 190. 192.
Tseeyoog, 144.
Teeithn, 198.
Tiger-incident a t Bhamd, 236.
Tsenbo, Qrifith on dze of, 61.
Tisien river, 170.
, Imwady at, 182.
Tobacco, 63, 70, 81, 195, 209,292,296, 861,
Tsendong, khyonng at, 376.
370.
Tsignen, 4
,, Shan, 83, 110,358.
Tsihet, village of, 124, 243, 246, 366.
,, pipe, Shan, 108.
Tsikkaps, of Bhamb, 210, 228.
,,
,, Kakhyen, 133.
Tsilone village, 163.
Tongoo, 210, 223.
Tsinggai (Chinese name of Bhamb), 4
Tontook hill. 166.
Toomaah, Kakhyen priest, 37,186,128, 129. Triongourg, ndt, 376.
Tsingmahe, Kakhyen clan, 118.
Toonganees, 139, 146.
Tsinuhat, 204.
Toorkistan, rebels of, 143.
Taitkaw, 166, 234, 237, 238, 239, 241, 263,
Toorks in North-Western China. 139, 146.
Torque8 or neck-rings of Shans, 106.
274, 281, 284.
,, and Manwyne. Kakbyen chieh
Torque-like bracelet, 107.
between, 135.
Trade between Burmah and China, 32,51,56.
,, distance from borders of Chi,,
.I
,, Colonel
136.
Symes on,
,, phoongyeea at, 24.
149.
11
,, C ~ ~ w f o dTn'waras robe of Bnddhiit priest, 114
T s q J , Shan, for heaven, 125.
on, 60.
Tmng-ching, 18.
$9
9.
B
,, British
treaty re- Tukkaka river, 161.
filototrilior asmcconu. 309.
eding,
Tumkhun Tsawhwashio. 6.
66.
9,
,, preeent Tung dynasty, king8 6; emperom of, 1%
138.
prospech
,, Dn Halde on, 144.
of, 171.
Tong-huon-hug,
144, 145.
172, 173,
Turner, on trade in English and Indian
174.
BhamO and Yonan, 23, 61.
goode in Tibet, 176.
d d e of bhamd, 67. 173, 217.
,, on Sanpo, 178.
,, ,, Momien, 92,93,173.
Tuscany galena, 69, 93.
,, between Assam and Tibet, 176, 176, Tu-tu-du of Nantii. 308.
,
visit to. 509.
177.
Trade-dntiej proposed by Tarrakone to Major Tuw;k-sen, Chinese title for Mahornedan
1 king a t Talifoo, 150.
Sladen, 338.
Trnde-rontej of Upper Bnrmah, 163 et mq.
Trans-Irawadian Shan or Pong States, 5, 14.
Trans-Pang-be-kiang province, tea from,
nchian or Ynngchan, 39.
76.
.-.
Uncian, Marsden on. 39.
Trappenn rocks, see rocks.
Universal History on Tay-yay% 3.
Treaty with Burmab, 66.
I
"
,, on20.
Pnnlie and Yunnn, 19,
,, of Bhamb, 32,
!&-opidonotw,322.
,, on U-mu-ghey, 21,m
Tsapin, 7.
,, on Mohnngleng ailver,, attacked by Pang, 10.
mines, 49.
,, history of, 16, 16.
,, on Mahomednns in China,
,, Ynnlie at, 19,20.
138.
,, and Shnn kings, 98.
U-san-ghey, Chinese genernl, 21.
,, hills, 195.
,,
king of Pnnnn, 21.
Tsakhyet. klng's gunners at. 20.
,,
D'Orleans on, 21,22.
Teampenago, sonth limit of Pong, 7.
,,
Dn Halde on, 21.
,,
Csptain Hnnnay on, 7.
,
proclamation of, 22.
Buchanan Hnmilton on, 7, 47.
,,
and Tartars, 21, 22.
names his grandson emperor, 22.
,,
ancient, ruins of, 47. 224, 237.
,,
second town, ruins of, 48, 237,
defeat of grandson and death,
,,
,
238.
23.
,,
pagodas of, 203, 238.
TnanntQ, governor of Yunan city, 25.
Tsawbwas. Shan, government of, 117.
alcntyn on Dutch trsdc in Burmah, 46.
Kakbyen, duties of, 131.
Vanamlll, 330.

I
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Yuuan city, capital of U-esn-ghey, 28.
,,
,, to Ynnchan, 23.
,,
Loli's complaint to governor of,
25.
,
,, capture of, in present rebellion,
148, 328, 335.
,
,, diatnuce from Mandalay, 169.
99
,, Bham6, 160.
,,
,, railwny suggested by. 170.
,,
,, trnde advantsges of railway condered, 171, 174.
, ,, size of, 335.
Yungchan or Ynnchnn, 6, 6, 34, 61,148,160,
266,328,337.
,, Martini on, 6
govelaor of, builds Momien, 6.
,
,, from Ynnan city, 23, 169, 174
,
to Momien, 24, 159.
,, and Knrdaudan, 39.
,, rnilway suggented by, 170.

,.
.

93

19

Ynngchan, mlt hm,173.
Yung-peng-long, 80.
Yunlie proclaimed king of Cnnton, 19.
,, attacked by Tartars, 19.
,, escapes to Yunan.
,, makes overtures t o Tsawbwa of Bham6, 19.
,, residence nt Tsagain. 19.
WOrlennd opinion of, 19.
,, Dn Hnlde on, 19.
,, Outzla5 on, 19,21.
,, surrender domandod by Tartam, 20,

,,

z

23. 44.

atrangled a t Pakin. 81.

aid Abn, account of China, 139.
Zinzibsracea, 238.
Ziumae (Shuagmni) river, 187.
Zonchi, Chinese emperor, 18.
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